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PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

This is the last friiit, though first pubhshed, of a long

and earnest labour devoted, in the main, to two men
only—Kant and Hegel, and more closely, in the main
also, to the three pruaciiDal works (The Kritiken) of the

one, and the two principal works (The Logic and the

Encyclopaedia) of the other. This study has been the

writer's chief—not just to say sole—occupation during

a greater number of years, and for a greater number of

hours in each day of these years, than it is perhaps

prudent to avow at present. The reader, then, has a

good right to expect something mature from so long,

unintermitted, and concentrated an endeavour : it is to

be feared, however, that the irregularity of the very

first look of the thing will lead him to beheve, on

the contrary, that he is only deceived. The truth is,

that, after a considerable amount of time and trouble

had been employed on an exposition of Kant and a

general introduction to the whole subject of German

Philosophy, it was suddenly perceived that, perhaps, the

most pecuhar and important elements to which the

study had led, were those that concerned Hegel, while,

at the same time, the reflection arose that it was to

Hegel the Pubhc probably looked with the greatest

amount of expectant interest, if also of baflled irritation.

This indicates the considerations which led to the hope
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that the importance of the matter might, in such a case,

obtain excuse for a certain extemporaneousness that lay

in the form—that, in short, the matter of years might

compensate the manner of months.

What I am most in pain about is the Translations

that relate to the more technical parts of the System.

Perhaps, in that regard, when speaking of certain trans-

lations of another German as reading so that they

seemed to have been executed in the dark, I have only

extended a rod for my own pain. The Comments and

Interpretations will, perhaps, extract the admission,

however, that, be these translations as dark as they may,

something of light cannot be denied to the translator.

It wiU be seen in the end that the Logic of Hegel is as

technical as the Principia of Newton, and that a trans-

lation, while necessarily no less technical, could not be

much—or indeed at all—less difficult, than the original.

It is hoped, then, that the translations in this reference,

will prove at last much more satisfactory than they can

possibly appear at first, though they wiU always manifest

probably something of that crippled gait which we
find, for example, in the commoner translations of the

Classics. It may be added here, that the sad waste of

capitals, into which the German has betrayed, was seen

too late for anything but the sincere apology which is

here tendered : lector benevolus condonabit.

I do not think it worth while to make any observa-

tions here on the different sections or parts contained in

these two volumes ; I remark only that if the reader

—

who probably, nevertheless, will take his own way

—

would read this book in the order and manner its ovm
composer would prescribe, he will begin mth the part
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marked ' 11., A Translation from the Complete Logic of

the whole First Section, Quality,' and force himself to

dwell there the very longest that he can. Only so will

he reahse at the vividest the increduhty with which

one first meets the strangeness and unintelligibleness

of Hegel. Again, in reading the chapters of the

' Struggle to Hegel,' which he will take next, he ought

to retain this translation still in his hands. The various

portions of this struggle will, in fact, be fully intelli-

gible only to him who endeavours, repeatedly, to

advance as far as ' Limit,' either in the translation or in

Hegel's own Logic. Finally, after such preliminaries,

the translation H., or the correspondent original, should,

in company with the commentary and iaterpretation

HI., be rigorously, radically, completely studied, and

then the rest taken as it stands.

It woiild certainly have been very desirable to have

been able to present more of the Particular of Hegel

;

but for that, as the competent reader will see for him-

self in the end, space failed. Imperfect as these

volumes are, however, I have no hesitation in stating

it as my conviction that in them Hegel is once for all

open, and what we may call his ' Secret ' for the first

time disclosed. That Secret may be indicated at

shortest thus : As Aristotle—with considerable assist-

ance firom Plato—made explicit the abstract Universal

that was implicit in Socrates, so Hegel— with less con-

siderable assistance from Fichte and Schelling—made

explicit the concrete Universal that was implicit in

Kant.

In conclusion, to preclude at once an entire sphere

of objections, I remark that Kant and Hegel are the
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very reverse of tlie so-called ' Gernmii Party ' with

Avhicli in England they are, perhaps, very generally

confounded. It is the express mission of Kant and

Hegel, in effect, to replace the negative of that party, by

an affirmutive : or Kant and Hegel—all but wholly

directly both, and one of them quite wholly directly

—

have no object but to restore Faith—Faith in God

—

Faith m the Immortahty of the Soul and the Freedom

of the Will—nay, Faith in Christianity as the Eevealed

Eehgion—and that, too, in perfect harmony with the

Eight of Private Judgment, and the Eights, or Lights,

or Mights of Intelligence in general.



PREFACE.

In intruding on the Public with a work on Hegel,

the first duty that seems to offer, is, to come to an

understanding with it as regards the prepossessions

which commonly obtain, it is to be feared, not only as

against the particular writer named, but as against the

whole body of what is called German Philosophy. It

will be readily admitted, to be sure, by all from whom
the admission is of any value, that just in proportion

to the relative knowledge of the individual is his per-

ception as well of the relative ignorance of the com-

munity. But this—general ignorance, to wit—^were no

dispensation from the duty indicated : for just in such

circumstances is it that there are prepossessions, that

there are—in the strict sense of the word

—

prejudices ;

and prejudices constitute, here as everyAvhere, that

preliminary obstacle of natural error which requu-es

removal before any settlement of rational truth can

possibly be eJSected. We cannot pretend, however, to

reach all the prejudices concerned
;

for, thought in this

connexion being still so incomplete, as usual, the variety

of opinion passes into the indefinite
;
night reigns—

a

night peopled by our own fancies—and distinct enu-

meration becomes impossible.

Nevertheless, restricting ourselves to what is either

actually or virtually prominent—in the one case by
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public rumour, and in the other by private vaUdity

—

perhaps we shall accomphsh a sufficiently exhaustive

discussion by considering the whole question of objec-

tions as reduced to the two main assertions, that German

Philosophy is, firstly, obsolete and, secondly, bad. The

latter category, indeed, is so comprehensive, that there

is httle reason to fear but that we shall be able to

include under it (with its fellow) all of any consequence

that has been anywhere said on the subject.—Of these

two assertions in their order, then.

Of the First, certain proceedings of Schelling con-"

stitute the angle ; but to understand these proceedings,

and the influence they exerted, a word is first of all

necessary in regard to what, at the date in question,

was universally held to be the historical progress of

German Philosophy. The sum of general opinion

here, in fact, we may state at once to have been this :

Kant was supplanted by Fichte, Pichte by Schelling,

and Schelling by Hegel. Any dissension, indeed, as

to the sequent signification of this series was, as is

natural, only to be found among the terms or members

of it themselves. Kant, for example, pubhcly dechned

the affihation which Pichte claimed fi-om him. But

then this was stiU settled by the remark of Reinhold,

that, though Kant's behef could no longer be doubted,

it yet by no means followed that Pichte was wrong. As

for Pichte and Schelling, they had had their difierences

certainly, the master and the pupil, for the latter had

gone to school to other masters, and had msisted on the

addition to the original common property of a consi-

derable amount of materials from without : neverthe-

less, it may be taken for granted that they themselves.
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tliougli not without reluctance on the part of one of

them perhaps, acquiesced in the universal understanding

of their mutual relations. Hegel again, who had at

first fought for Schelling, who had produced the bulk

of that Critical Journal which had on the face of it

no origin and no object but polemically to stand by

SchelUng—who, in particular, had written there that

article which demonstrated the advance of Schelhng

over all his predecessors, and the consequent truth of

the Identitdtssystem—who, in a word, had pubhcly

adopted this system and openly declared himself an

adherent of Schelling,—Hegel, it is true, had afterwards

declared q^, or, as the Germans have it, said himself

loose from Schelling. But here, too, it was not necessary

to take Hegel at his own word ; for who does not

know what every such mere declaration, such mere

saying, is worth ? Every man, in view of the special

nick which he himself seems to have effected in the

end, would fain see eliminated before it all the nicks of

his predecessors, but not the less on that account is this

former but the product of those latter. On the whole,

then, despite some little natural interior dissension, it

was certain that Fichte was the outcome of Kant

—

more certain, perhaps, that Schelling was the outcome

of Fichte, and even quite in the superlative degree

certain that Hegel was the outcome of Schelling.

Such we may assume to have been the universal

behef at the death of Hegel in 1831. But now it was

the fortune of Schelhng to survive Hegel, and for a

period of no less than twenty-three years, during part

of which it became his cue to overbid Hegel, and pass

him in his turn. During what we may call the reign

VOL. I. a
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of Hegc], which may be taken to have commenced,

though at first feebly, with the appearance of the

Phaenomenologie in 1807, ScheUing had preserved an

ahnost unbroken and very remarkable silence. (Could

he have been trying to miderstand Hegel ?) No sooner

was Hegel dead, however, than Schelhng let hints

escape him—this was as early as 1832—of the speedy

appearance on his part of yet another Philosophy, and,

this time, of transcendent and unimagined import. No

pubhcation followed these hmts, nevertheless, till 1834,

when, in reference to a certain translation of Cousin,

he gave vent to 'a very sharp and depreciatory

estimate of the Hegehan Philosophy,' and on grounds

that were equally hostile to his own, from which that

of Hegel was supposed to have sprung. Lastly, at

Berlin in 1841, he pubhcly declared his previous

Philosophy—and, of course, the Philosophy of Hegel

seemed no less involved—to have been a poem, ' a mere

poem,' and he now offered in its place his ' Philosophy

of Eevelation.' Now, with these facts before it, at the

same time that all Germany united to reject this last

Philosophy as certainly for its part a poem whatever

its predecessor might have been, how could the general

pubhc be expected to feel ? "Worn out with the two

generations of fever that had followed the Ki'itik of

Kant, would not the natural impulse be to take the re-

maining philosopher of the series at his word, and

beheve with him that the whole . matter had been in

truth a poem, a futile striving of mere imagination in

the empty air of an unreal and false abstraction ? This

same pubhc, moreover, found itself on trial compelled

to forego the hope of judging Hegel for itself, and,
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while tlie very difSciilty tliat produced this result would

seem to it to throw an anterior probabihty on the

judgment of Schelhng, it had every reason to feel con-

vinced that he, of all men, was the one who, in a super-

eminent degree, was the best quahfied to judge for it.

He, by universal acknowledgment, had thoroughly un-

derstood and thoroughly summed both Kant and Fichte

;

by an acknowledgment equally universal, it was his

system that had given origin to the system of Hegel

:

moreover, he had lived longer than Hegel, and had

enjoyed, counting from the Critical Journal, the ample

advantage of more than fifty years of the study of the

works of Hegel. If any man, then, possessed the neces-

sary abihty, the necessary acquirements, the necessary

presuppositions every way, to enable him to understand

Hegel, that man was ScheUing,and there could, therefore,

be no hesitation whatever in accepting the judgment of

Schelhng as what, in reference to the Philosophy of

Hegel, was to be universally considered the absolutely

definitive conclusion, the absolutely definitive sentence.

If ScheUing were madequate to understand Hegel,

what other German could hope success ?—and, the door

being shut on Germany, was it possible to expect an

' open sesame ' from the hps of any foreigner ? Eosen-

kranz remarks, as if twittingly, of the Times, that ' it

ridiculed the attention which we devoted to the conflict

of Schelhng with the School of Hegel and opined that

we were abstruse enthusiasts, for the whole difference

between Hegel and Schelhng came at last to this, that

the first was very obscure, and the second obscurer

stiU.' But surely, in the cu-cumstances described,

tlie Times, though for the rest obviously strange to the

a 2
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region, was not only entitled to say as much as this, but,

more still, that the whole thing had been but an intel-

lectual fever, and was now at an end, self-stultified by

the admission of its own dream. In fact, as has been said,

the declaration of Schelling amounted to a sentence.

And so the general public took it—^we may say—not

only in Germany, but throughout Em-ope. Thence-

forth, accordingly, stronger natures turned themselves

to more hopeful issues, and German Philosophy was

universally abandoned, imless, as it were, for the

accidental studies of a few exceptional spirits. Since

then, indeed, and especially since the failm-e of pohtical

hopes in 1848, Germany on the whole has, by a

complete reaction, devoted to the crass concretes of

empirical science the same ardour which she previously

exhibited in the abstract atmosphere of the pure Idea.

This will probably be allowed to suffice as regards

the case of the Affirmative in reference to the first

assertion that German Philosophy is obsolete. What
may be said for the ISTegative, will be considered later.

Meanwhile, we shall proceed to state the case of the

Affirmative of the second assertion that German
Philosophy is had.

The proof of this assertion, current opinion usually

rests, firstly, on the indirect evidence of the reputed

friends of German Philosophy, and, secondly, on the

direct findings of its intelligent foes.

Are not the friends of the German Philosophers, we
are asked, for example, just all those people who
occupy themselves nowadays with Feuerbach and

with Strauss ; and do not they belong, almost all of

them, to an inferior Atheistico-Materiahstic set, or, at
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all events, to those remnants of the Aufkldrung, of

Eighteenth Century Illumination, which still exist

among us? Then, are not Essayists and Eeviewers,

with Bishop Colenso, generally spoken of as 'the

German Party ;' while, as for Strauss and Eenan, are

they not, by universal assertion and express name, the

pupils of Hegel ; and is not the one aim of the whole

of these writers to estabhsh a negative as regards

the special inspiration of the Christian Scriptures, and

shake Faith ? There was Mr. Buckle, too, who, as is

very clearly to be seen, though, to be sure, his mind

was not very well made up, and he vacillated curiously

between the Deism with an Immortahty (say) of Hume
and the Atheism without an Immortahty of Comte

—

there was Mr. Buckle, who still knew nothing and

would know nothing but the Illumination, and did not

he round his vacant but tumid periods with allusions to

the German Philosophers as ' advanced thinkers' of the

most exemplary type ? By their fruits you shall know

them, and shaU we not judge of Kant and Hegel by

these their self-proclaimed friends, which are the fruits

they produced ? Nor so judging, and in view of the

very superfluous extension—^in an age like the present

—of scepticism and misery (which is the sole vocation

of such friends), shall we hesitate to declare the whole

movement had?

But, besides this indirect evidence of the reputed

friends, there is the direct testimony of the inteUigent

foes of the Philosophy and Philosophers in question

:

we possess writers of the highest abihty in themselves,

and of the most consummate accomphshment as to all

learning requisite—Sir WilHam Hamilton, Coleridge,
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De Qiiiiicey, for example—who have instituted each of

them liis own special inquest into the matter, and who

all agree in assuring us of the Atheistic, Pantlieistic,

and, for the rest, self-contradictory, and indeed nuga-

tory, nature of the entire industry, from Kant, who

began it, to Hegel and ScheUing, who finished it.

Surely, then, a clear case here, if anywhere, has been

made out against the whole body of German Philosophy,

which really, besides, directly refutes itself, even in the

eyes of the simplest, by its own uncouth, outre, bizarre,

and uninteUigible jargon. Beyond a doubt the thing

is bad, radically bad, and deservedly at an end. ' Ad-

vanced Thinkers ' come themselves to see, more and

more clearly daily, the nullity of its Ideahsm, as well

as its obstructiveness generally to the legitimate pro-

gress of all sensible speculation, and Mr. Lockhart (if we

mistake not) had perfect reason, if not in. the words,

at least in the thoughts, when he exclaimed to a would-

be translator of German Philosophy, ' What ! would you

introduce that d d nonsense into this country ?

'

It would seem, then, that the affirmative possesses an

exceedingly strong case as regards both assertions, and

that the negative has imposed on it a very awkward
dilemma in each. Either grant German Philosophy

obsolete, or prefer yourself to Schelhng : this is the

dilemma on one side, and on the other it cries : Either

grant German Philosophy bad, or justify Scepticism.

Now, to take the latter alternative of the first

dilemma would be ridiculous. To take that of the

second, again, would be to advance in the teeth of our

own deepest convictions.

Scepticism has done its work, and it were an
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anachronism on our part, should we, Hke Mr. Buckle,

pat Scepticism on the back and urge it still further

forward. Scepticism is the necessary servant of Illu-

minations,—and Illuminations are themselves very ne-

cessary things ; but Scepticism and Illuminations are

no longer to be continued when Scepticism and Illu-

minations have accomplished their mission, fulfilled

their function. It is all very weU, when the new hght

breaks in on us, to take deHght in it, and to doubt

every nook and corner of our old darkness. It is very

exhilarating then, too, though it breed but wind and

conceit, to crow over our neighbours, and to be eager

to convince them of the excellence of our position and

of the wretchedness of theirs. But when, in Schelling's

phrase, Aufklarung has passed into Ausklarung—when

the Light-up has become a Light-out, the Clearing-up

a Clearing-out—when we are cleared, that is, of every

article of our stowage, of our Inhalt, of our Substance

—

things are very different. As we shiver then for hunger

and cold in a crank bark that will not sail, all the

clearing and clearness, aU the hght and hghtness in the

world, will not recompense or console us. The Vanity of

being better informed, ofbeing superior to the prejudices

of the vulgar, even of being superior to the ' supersti-

tion ' of the vulgar, will no longer support us. We too

have souls to be saved. We too would beheve in God.

We too have an interest in the freedom of the wiU,

and the immortality of the soul. We too would wish

to share the assurance of the humble pious Christian

who takes all thankfully, carrying it in perfect trust

of the future to the other side.

To mamtain the negative, then, as regards the two
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assertions at issue, will demand on our part some care.

Would we maintain, as regards the first, that Gennan

Philosophy is not obsolete, we must so present what we

maintain as riot in any way offensively to derogate

from the dignity and authority of the intellect and

position of Schelhng. On the other hand, would we

maintain, as regards the second, that German Philosopliy

is not bad, this too must be so managed that Scepticism,

or, more accurately, the continuance of Scepticism, shall

not be justified—rather so that German Philosophy

shall appear not bad just for this reason, that it de-

monstrates a necessary end to Scepticism—and this,

too, without being untrue to the Aufklarung, without

being untrue to the one principle of the Aufklarung,

its single outcome—the Eight of Private Judgment.

With reference to the first assertion, then, that

German Philosophy is obsolete, we hold the negative,

and we rest our position simply on the present historical

truth, that the sentence of ScheUing, however infalhble

its apparent authority, has not, in point of fact, been

accepted. The several considerations which go to

prove this follow here together.

Many other Germans, for example, of good abihty,

of great accomplishment, and thoroughly versed in

ScheUing himself, have, despite the ban of the latter,

continued to study Hegel, and have even claimed for

him a superior significance, not only as regards Sch el-

ling or Fichte, but even as regards Kant. As concerns

other coimtries, the same state of the case has been

attested by the translations which have appeared.

Translations are pubhc matters, and call for no express

enumeration ; and as regards the German writers to
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whom we allude, perhaps general statement wiU suffice

also. We shall appeal only, by way of instance, to one

friend and to one foe. The former is Schwegler,whose

premature death has been universally deplored, and

whom we have to thank, as well for a most exhaustive

and laborious investigation of the Metaphysic of Ari-

stotle, as for what it is, perhaps, not rash to name the

most perfect Epitome of General Pliilosophy at present

in existence. This latter work is easily accessible, and

the summaries it contains are of such a nature gene-

rally, and as respects Schelling and Hegel in particidar,

—though drawbacks are not wanting,—as to relieve

us of the fear that its authority in the case of either

will be readily impugned. The foe whom we would

adduce here is Haym, who apphes to Schelling's

estimate of Hegel such epithets as ' spiteful ' and

' envious,' and asserts it to contain ' rancour,' ' misintel-

hgence,' and ' a good deal of distortion.' * The same

evidence, both of friend and foe, is illustrated and made

good by the present state, not only in Germany, but

everywhere in Europe, of the study of the four writers

who represent the Philosophy in question. As regards

Schelhng himself, for example, that study may be

almost named null, and his writings are probably never

read now unless for purposes of an historic and business

nature. Eeading, indeed, seems unnecessary m the

case of what was hfe-long inconsistency, stained too by

the mahce, and infected by the ineptitude, of the end.

Of Fichte, much of the philosophical framework has

fallen to the ground, and what works of his are still

current, at the same time that they are m their nature

* Vide Haym : Hegel imd seine Zoit, p. 23.
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exoteric, interest rather by tlieir literary merits and

the intrinsic nobleness of the man. But the liopes that

were founded on Kant and Hegel have not yet withered

down, and the works of both are still fondled in the

hands with however longing a sigh over the strange

spell of difficulty that clasps them from the sight.

With reference to the former, Germany, at this very

moment, loudly declares that with him is a beginning

again to be made, and openly confesses that she has

been too fast—that aspiration and enthusiasm have

outstripped intelligence. As for Hegel, the case is thus

put by an accomplished English Metaphysician :
* ' Who

has ever yet uttered one intelligible word about Hegel ?

Not any of his countrymen—not any foreigner—seldom

even himself. With peaks here and there more lucent

than the sun, his intervals are filled with a sea of

darkness, unnavigable by the aid of any compass, and

an atmosphere, or rather vacuum, in which no human

intellect can breathe Hegel is impenetrable,

almost throughout, as a mountain of adamant.' This

is the truth, and it would have been well had other

writers but manifested an equal courage of honest

avowal. But it is with very mixed feelings that one

watches the allures of those who decorate their pages

with long passages from the Dehan German of this

modern Herachtus, as if these passages were ijerlinent

to their pages and intelligible to themselves—this at

the very moment that they declare the utter inipos-

sibihty of extracting any meaning from what they quote

—unless by a process of distillation ! Hegelian ii-on,

Hegehanly tempered into Hegehan steel—the absolute

* Professor Fcrrier, -vvhoso recent death we aie now mourning.
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adamant—tliis is to be distilled ! Bah, take heart, hang

out, sew on your panni purpurei all the same

!

The verdict of Schelling, then, seems practically set

aside by the mere progress of time ; and there appears

to lie no wish nearer to the hearts of all honest students

nowadays, than that Hegel (and with him Kant is

usually united) should be made permeable. And justi-

fication of this wish, on the part of students who are con-

fessedly onlyon the outside, is to be found in this—that,

even from this position, the works of both these writers,

however impenetrable in the main, ajffbrd intimations

of the richest promise on all the deeper interests of man.

The Kritik of Pure Eeason and the Kritik of Judgment

remain still vast blocks of immovable opacity ; and even

the Kritik of Practical Eeason has not yet been re-

presented with any approach to entirety in England

:

nevertheless, from this last work there have shone,

even on British breasts, some of those rays which

filled the soul of Eichter with divine joy—with divine

tranquillity as regards the freedom of the will, the im-

mortaHty of the soul, and the existence of God. Hegel

is more impervious than Kant
;
yet still, despite the

exasperation, the positive offence which attends the

reading of such exoteric works of his as have been

attempted to be conveyed to the Public in Erench or

Enghsh, we see cropping occasionally to the surface in

these, a meaningness of speech, a facility of manipulat-

ing, and of reducing into ready proportion, a vast

number of interests which to the bulk of readers are

as yet only in a state of instinctive chaos, and, just on

every subject that is approached, a general over-

mastering grasp of thought to which no other writer
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exhibits a parallel. In short, we may say that, as

regards these great Germans, the general Public carries

in its heart a strange secret conviction, and that it

seems even to its own self to wait on them with a dumb
but fixed expectation of infinite and essential result.

On this head, then, the conclusion forced upon us seems

to be, that German Pliilosophy is indeed not understood,

but not, on that account, by any means obsolete.

We come now to the negative of the second asser-

tion, that German Philosophy is had, and have to

consider, first of all, what, on the opposite side, has

been said for the affirmative, and imder the two heads

of the indirect evidence of reputed friends, and the

direct testimony of intelligent foes. Under the first

head, the plea began by alluding to a certain small

Atheistico-Materiahstic Party ; but to this it is sufficient

reply to point out that the adherents of a Strauss and

a Peuerbach must be widely discriminated from those

of a Kant and a Hegel. Further, what the plea states

next, that Strauss and Eenan are named par excellence

the pupils of Hegel, is, as mere ascription, of small

moment before the fact that their supposed master

would have found the industry of both, in view of

what he had done himself, not only superfluous, but

obstructive, contradictory, and even, in a certain point

of view, contemptible. Much the same thing can be

said as regards the Enghsh writers who seem to follow

a similar bent : whatever may be the inner motives of

these writers (Essayists and Eeviewers, &c.), their

activity belongs to that sphere of Rationalism against

which Hegel directly opposed himself. Still to spread

the negative—a negative the spreadmg of which has
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long reached ultimate tenuity—and in those days when
it is not the negative but the affirmative we need—this

would have seemed to a Hegel of all things the most

unnecessary, of all things the most absurd.

Mr. Buckle— who comes next— certainly praises

Kant as, perhaps, the greatest thinker of his century

;

and, though he does not name Hegel, he seems to

speak of the Philosophers of Germany in general as

something very exalted. But, observe, there is always

in all this the air of a man who is speaking by antici-

pation, and who only counts on verifying the same.

Nor—^beyond anticipation—can any broader basis of

support be extended to those generous promises he so

kindly advanced, of supplying us with definitive hght at

length on German Philosophy, and on the causes of the

special accumulation of Thought and Knowledge

—

in

that great country ! It is, mdeed, to be feared that those

promises rested only on rehance in his own invincible

intellect, and not on any knowledge as yet of the

subject itself. He had a theory, had Mr. Buckle, or,

rather, a theory had him—a theory, it is true, small

rather, but still a theory that to him loomed huge as the

universe, at the same time that it was the single drop of

vitaUty in his whole soid.—Now, that such redoubted

thinkers as Kant and Hegel, who, in especial, had been

suspected or accused of Deism, Atheism, Pantheism,

and all manner of isms dear to Enhghtenment, but

•hateful to Prejudice—(or vice versS,)—that these should

be found not to fit his theory—such doubt never for a

moment crossed even the most casual drearh of Buckle !

We hold, then, that Mr. Buckle spoke in undoubted

anticipation, and in absence of any actual knowledge.
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His book, at all events, would argue absolute destitu-

tion of any such knowledge, despite a certain amount

of the usual tuniid pretension ; and it was just when

he found himself brought by his own programme face

to face with the Germans, that, it appears, he felt induced

to take that voyage of recreation, the melancholy

result of which we still deplore. The dilemma is this :

once arrived at the actual study of the Germans, either

Mr. Buckle penetrated the Germans, or he did not.

Now, on the one horn, if he did, he surely found, to his

amazement, consternation, horror—a spuit, a thought

the very reverse of his theory—the very reverse of that

superiority to estabhshed prejudice and constituted

superstition which his own unhesitating conviction had

led him so innocently to expect. In other words, if

Mr. Buckle did penetrate the Germans, he found that

there was nothing left him but to burn every vestige

of that shallow Enhghtenment which, supported on

such semi-information, on such weak personal vanity,

amid such hollow raisonnement, and with such contra-

dictory results, he had been tempted, so boyishly ardent,

so vaingloriously pompous, to communicate—to a world

in many of its members so ignorant, that it hailed a

crude, conceited boy (of formal abihty, quick con-

scientiousness, and thepang of lUumination—inherited

probably from antecedents somewhere) as a ' Vast

Genius,' and his work—a bundle of excei-pts of mere

Illumination, from a bundle of books of mere Illumina-

tion, disposed around a ready-made presupposition of

mere Illumination—as a ' Magnificent Contribution,'

fruit of ' Vast Learning,' and even ' Philosophy.' *

* The theory entertained in explanation of Mr. Buckle here, lias not
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Such would have been the case if Mr. Buckle had

penetrated the Germans : he would have been in haste

to hide out of the way all traces of the blunder (and of

the blundering manner of the blunder) which had pre-

tentiously brought forward as new and great what had

received its coup de grace at the hands—and thereafter

been duly ticketed and shelved as Aufklarung by the

industry—of an entire generation of Germans, and at

least not less than half a century previously.

On the other horn, if Mr. Buckle had not penetrated

and could not penetrate the Germans—a supposition

not incompatible with the formal abihty of even Mr.

Buckle—^vexation the most intense would replace the

boyish anticipations, the conceited promises, which had

been with so much confidence announced. A certain

amoimt of matter was ^here indispensable ; mere hol-

low, swashbuckler peroration about superstition, fanati-

cism, and the hke, would no longer serve : his own

programme forced him to show some of the knowledge

which had been here—as he had himself declared—so

preeminently accumulated, as well as to demonstrate

something of the pecuHar means and influences which

had brought about so remarkable a result. The Theme

was Civihsation, and to him civilisation was know-

ledge,—the accumulation of knowledge, therefore, was

in regard Ma particular age when direction of tlie Aufklarung. In a

he wrote his work, but a youthful certain way, there is not much said

ideal, whose hurthen waa Aufkliir- here as against Mr. Buckle : while

ung, which had been kindled in his talent and love of truth are

him probably from early communi- both acknowledged, his matter is

cation with some—to him—hero or identified with the Aufklarung,

heroes of Aufklarung, and which and this last consideration is not

was filled up by what quotations likely to be taken ill by the friends

he was able to make from a mis- of the Aufkliirung.

cellaneous and mere reading in the
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necessarily to him the very first and fundamental con-

dition, and of this condition Germany had been pubhcly

proclaimed by himself the type and the exemplar. Mere

generalities would no longer suffice, then—the type itself

would require to be produced— the Germans must be

penetrated !—But how if they could not be penetrated ?

Thus, choosing for Mr. Buckle which horn we may,

the dilemma is such as to truncate or reverse any in-

fluence of his praise on the German Philosophers. Mi-

Buckle's sanguine expectations, indeed, to find there

but mirrors of the same small Enlightenment and Illu-

mination which he himself worshipped, are to be

applied, not in determination of Kant and Hegel, but

of Mr. Buckle himself.*

On the general consideration at present before us,

then, we are left with the conclusion that the German

Philosophers are unaffected by the indirect evidence

of their reputed friends.

On the other issue, as regards what weight is to be

attached to the verdict of the supposed intelligent foes

of the Germans, here were required a special analysis at

least of the relative acquirements of each of these ; and

this would lead to an inquest and discussion of greater

length than to adapt it for insertion here. . This, then,

though on our part an actual accomplishment, will be

carried over to another work. We remark here only,

that if Sir William Hamilton, Coleridge, and others have

averred this and that of the Germans, whatever they

aver is something quite iudifferent, for the ignorance of

* Our world-reno'wiied ' Times ' Mill, it is true,) to think for us ! As

may have, once on a time, surprised if Mr. Buckle could think for us

others besides ourselves, by cnlling anything that was not already—the

on Mr. Buckle (conjoined with Mr. Illuniiuatiou to wit—a century old I
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all such, in the field before us, is utter, and, considering

the pretensions which accompany it, disgraceful.* As
for Mr. Lockhart, it will be presently seen, perhaps,

that he only made a mistake when he styled German
Philosophy ' d -d nonsense,' and that it is to that

' nonsense ' we have probably to attribute some very

important results.

As regards the unfriendly ' advanced thinkers ' who
denounce the Ideahsm and Jargon of German Philo-

sophy, this is as it should be : for German Philosophy,

while it considers the general movement concerned as

the one evil of the present, cannot but feel amused

with the simple ways of this odd thing which calls

itself an ' advanced thinker' nowadays. ' There was a

time,' says Hegel, ' when a man who did not beheve in

Ghosts or the Devil was named a Philosopher !
' But

an ' advanced thinker,' to these distinctions negative of

the unseen, adds—what is positive of the seen—an en-

lightened pride in his father the monkey ! He may

enjoy, perhaps, a well-informed satisfaction in contem-

plating mere material phenomena that vary to conditions

as the all of this universe—or he may even experience

an elevation into the moral sublime when he points to

his future in the rock in the form of those bones and

other remains of a Pithecus Intelligens, which, in all

probability (he reflects), no subsequent intelhgence will

ever handle—but monkey is the pass-word ! Sink

your pedigree as man, and adopt for family-tree a pro-

cession of the skeletons of monlieys— then superior

enlightenment radiates from your very person, and your

• The pretensions of Coleridge Those of others, though less sim-

have been akeady made notorious, pie, arc equally demonstrahle.

VOL. I. b
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place is fixed—a place of honour in the acclamant

brotherhood that names itself ' advanced
!

' So it is in

England at present ; this is tlie acknowledged pinnacle

of Enghsh thought and English science now. Just

point in these days to the picture of some huge baboon,

and—suddenly—before such Enlightenment—supersti-

tion is disarmed, priests confess their imposture, and the

Church sinks—beneath the Hippocampus of a Gorilla

!

And this is but one example of the present general

truth, that Spirituahsm seems dying out in England,

and that more and more numerous voices daUy cry

hail to the new God, Matter—matter, too, independent

of any law—(even law-loving Mr. Buckle left behind!)

—^matter phant only to the moulding influence of con-

tingent conditions ! This, surely, may be legitimately

named the beginning of the end

!

In Germany, indeed, despite a general apathy as

under stun of expectations shocked, matters are not yet

quite so bad ; and that they are not yet quite so bad

may, perhaps, be attributed to some ghmmering influ-

ence, or to some ghmmering hope of its Philosophy

yet, Germany is certainly not without Materialism at

present ; but stiU that extreme doctrine cannot be said

to be so widely spread there as in either France or

England. This we may abscribe to the ' d d

noiisense ' perhorresced by Mr. Lockliart.

Be this as it may, we shall take leave to ascribe to

this ' nonsense ' another difference between England

and Germany which, let it be ascribed to what it may,

will as a fact be denied by none. This difference

or this fact is, that this country is at this present

moment far outstripped by Germany in regard to
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everything that holds of the intellect—with the sole

exception, perhaps, of Poetry and Fiction. Even as

regards these, Germany has it still in her power to say

a strong word for herself; but, these apart, in what de-

partment of Literature are we not now surpassed by
the Germans ? * From whom have we received that

' more penetrative spirit ' of Criticism and Biography

that obtains at present ? Who sets us an example of

completed research, of thorough accuracy, of absolutely

impartial representation ? Who reads the Classics for

us, and corrects and makes them plain to us—plain in

the minutest allusion to the concrete life from which

they sprang ? Who gathers information for us, and

refers us to the sources of the same, on every sub-

ject in which it may occur to us to take an interest ?

But Literature is not the strong point here : what of

Science ?—and no one will dispute the value of that

—

is there any department of science in which at this

moment the Germans are not far in advance of the rest

of Europe ? Consider Chemistry alone—or Physiology

alone ! In this last, there is Virchow, for example—in

comparison with him, it is to be feared that we, but too

many of us, the medical men of the rest of Europe, in

our semi-information, semi-education, in our innocent

Latin and Greek, in our barbarously learned nomen-

clature—in those crude, chaotic clouds of vapour and

verbiage generally on which our conceit looks fondly

as on wonders of intellect,—seem like charlatans

!

Now, all this activity which gives to Germany the

* Of course, the question is only last, we certainly have still some

of present literature, and alone of great men whom wo place second

Hterature, not of men. As for these to no German.

b 2
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intellectual lead in Europe is subsequent to her Philo-

sophies, and is, in all probability, just to be attributed

to her Philosophies.—It is quite possible, at the same

time, that the scientific men of Germany are no students

of what is called the Philosophy of their country—nay,

it appears to the present writer a matter of certainty

that that Philosophy is not yet essentially understood

anywhere ; it by no means follows, on that account,

however, that this Philosophy is not the motive spring

to that science. If the essential secret of Philosophy

has not been won, still much of the mass has been

invaded from without, has been broken up externally,

and has fallen down and resolved itself into the general

current. Its language, its distinctions have passed into

the vernacular, and work there with their own life.

Hence it is that Germany seems to possess at present,

not only a language of its own, but, as it were, a system

of Thought-counters of its own for which no other lan-

guage can find equivalents. Let anyone take up the

Anzeige der Vorlesungen, the notice of lectures at any

German University, and he will find much matter of

speculation presented to him ; for everything will seem

there to him sui generis, and quite dissimilar to anything

of which he may have experience in Great Britain or

in Prance. Haym * remarks, as regards this vast dif-

ference between the spirit of Germany and that of

England, that to compare the books that issue from the

press of the one country with those that issue fi:om that

• 'Let us compare, to go no fur- thought is essentially different

ther, the scientific works of the from that of the German ; that the

English with those of our own scientific facultj of the counti-y-

country, and we shall very soon men of Bacon and Locke moves in

perceive that the type of English quite other paths, and makes quite
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of the other, one is tempted to suppose that the two
nations move on wholly different courses.—Now, mere
difference would be a matter of no moment ; but what
if the difference point to retrogression on one side, and

progression on the other.? It is very certain that

we are behind the Germans now, and it is also cer-

tain that these latter continue to rush forward with

a speed in every branch of science which threatens to

leave us in the end completely in the lee.

Associating this difference of progress with that dif-

ference of the language used for the purposes of thought,

it does seem not um-easonable to conclude that the

former is but a corollary of the latter. In other words,

it appears probable that that ' d d nonsense ' has

been the means of introducing into the German mind

such series of new and marvellously penetrant terms

and distinctions as has carried it with ease into the solu-

tion of a variety of problems impossible to the Enghsh,

despite the induction of Bacon, the good sense of

Locke, and even Adam Smith's pohtico-economical

revelations.

We have mentioned Virchow, who seems almost to

have initiated a new Era in Physiological Science.

—Now, if anyone will take the trouble to examine

the language of Virchow, he wiU find it instinct with

the pecuHar terms of the new philosophy. The very

cell which is Virchow's First, and beyond which

there is in that sphere no other, is quite Hegelian, not

only in that respect, but in its very construction.

other stadia ; that its combinations with the countrymen of Kant and

proceed by quite other notions, Ilegel.'—Haym: Ilegel und seine

both principal and accessory, than Zeit, p. 309.

ia the case, in the same respect,
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Quality, being complete, turns itself to Quantity, from

which drinking, it grows. So is it with the cell : it is

as the completed Quahty, that stands in need now of

Quantity alone. No germ of life but is an example of

this ; for to the invisible spore as Quahty, matter is but

as Quantity. But the cell itself, regarded as Quality

alone, presents a striking resemblance to the completed

Quahty of Hegel. Seyn, Daseyn, and Fiirsichseyn are,

as is well known, the elements of the latter, and they

seem to repeat themselves in the cell of Virchow.

Seyn (Being) is the Universal—the one membrane

;

Daseyn (So-being) is the Particular—the distinguishable

involution of the membrane
;
Fiirsichseyn (Self-being

or Self-ness) is the Singular—the apex, the Kemchen,

the functioning and individual 07ie. Sbmething of fancy

may have mingled here, but really the cell of Virchow

seems but a reflexion from the triplicity and the Notion

of Hegel. The analogy of the former is, at lowest, ad-

mirably illustrative of the latter. But it is not necessaiy

to demand as much as this—the new distinctions in-

troduced by the general language and spmt of thought

suffice for the support of all that we would maintain

here.

The denunciations of German Philosophy, then,

emitted by ' advanced thinkers,' would seem powerless

beside the superiority of German Science to that of the

rest of Europe when collated with the terms and dis-

tinctions of the Philosophy which preceded it. These

advanced thinkers, in fact, are the logical contradictory

of German Philosophy, and, if they denounce it, it in

tm-n—not denounces, but, hfting the drapery, simply

names them.
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It is, perhaps, now justifiable to conclude on the

whole, then, that, as regards the negative of the asser-

tions that German Philosophy is obsolete or had, a case

has been led of sufficient vahdity to set aside the oppos-

ing plea of the affirmative. It is not be inferred, how-

ever, that the case is now closed, and all said that

can be said in support of the Germans. We have

spoken of the benefits which seem to have derived from

the very terms ; but these surely are not restricted to

the mere words, and others, both greater in number

and more important in kind, may be expected to flow

from the thoughts which these words or terms only re-

present. It were desirable, then, to know these latter

benefits, which, if they really exist, ought to prove

infinitely more recommendatory of the study we ad-

vocate than any interest which has yet been adduced.

It is this consideration which shall form the theme, on

the whole, of what we think it right yet prefatorily to

add.

The misfortune is, however, that, as regards the

benefits in question, they—as yet—only ' may be ex-

pected :
' it cannot be said that, from German Philo-

sophy, so far as the thoughts are concerned, any

adequate harvest has yet been reaped. JSTevertheless,

this harvest is stiU potentially there, and, perhaps, it is

not quite impossible to find a word or two that shall

prefigure something of its general nature and extent.

It is evident, however, that, if it is true, be it as it may

with the terms, that the thoughts of German Pliilosophy

are not yet adequately turned to account, but remain as

yet almost, as it were, beyond the reach whether of

friend or foe, there must exist some unusual difficulty
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of intelligence in the case ; and it may be worth while

to look to this first. For the duty of a Preface—though

necessarily for the most part in a merely cursory

manner—is no less to relieve difficulty than to meet

objections, explain connexions, and induce a heanng.

The difficulty we have at present before us, however,

must be supposed to concern Hegel only; what con-

cerns Kant must be placed elsewhere. Nor, even as

regards Hegel, is it to be considered possible to

enumerate at present all the sources of his difficulty,

and for this reason, that a certain knowledge of the

matter involved must be presupposed before any

adequate understanding can be expected in this refer-

ence. The great source of difficulty, for example, if

our inmost conviction be correct, is that an exliaustive

study of Kant has been universally neglected—a neg-

lect, as Hegel himself—we may say

—

chuckles, ' not

unrevenged,'—and the key-note of this same Hegel has

thus remained inaccessible. Now this plainly concerns

a point for which a preface can offer no sufficient

breadth. We shall confine ourselves, therefore, to one

or two sources of difficulty which may contain auxiliary

matter in themselves, and may prove, on the whole,

not quite insusceptible of intelHgible discussion at once.

What is called the Jargon of German Philosophy, for

example, and has been denounced as Barbarisch by a

multitude of Germans themselves (Haym among them),

though, under the name of terms and distinctions, it has

just been defended, may not unprofitably receive an-

other word. Now, we may say at once, that if on

one side this Jargon is to be admitted, it is to be denied

on the other. The truth is, that if on one side it looks
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like jargon and sounds like jargon, on the otlier it is not

jargon, but a pliilosophical nomenclature and express

system of terms. The scandal of philosophy hitherto

has been its logomachies, its mere verbal disputes. Now,

with terms that float loosely on the hps of the public,

and vary daily, misunderstandings and disputes in

consequence of a multiplicity of meanings were hardly

to be avoided ; but here it is that we have one of the

most peculiar and admirable of the excellences of Hegel

:

his words are such and so that they must be understood

as he understands them, and difference there can be

none. In Hegel, thing and word arise together, and

must be comprehended together. A true definition, as

we know, is that which predicates both the proximum

genus and the differentia : now the peculiarity of the

Hegehan terms is. just this—that their very birth is

nothing but the reflexion of the differentia into the

proximum genus—that at their very birth, then, they

arise in a perfect definition. This is why we find no

dictionary and so little explanation of terms in Hegel

;

for the book itself is that dictionary ; and how each term

comes, that is the explanation ;—each comes forward,

indeed, as it is wanted, and where it is wanted, and just

so, in short, that it is no mere term, but the thought

itself It is useless to offer examples of this, for every

paragraph of the Logic is an example in point. If the

words, then, were an absolutely new coinage, this would

be their justification, and the nickname of jargon would

fall to the ground. But what we have here is no new

coinage,—Hegel has carefully chosen for his terms

those words which are the known and famihar names

of the current Vorstellungen, of the current figurate
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conceptions which correspond to his BegrifTc, to his

pure notions, and are as the metaphors and externali-

sations of these Begriffe, of these pure notions. They

have thus no mere arbitrary and artificial sense, but

a living and natural one, and their attachment

through the Vorstellung to the Begrijff, through the

figurate conception to the pure notion, converts an

instinctive and blind, into a conscious and perceptive

use,—to the infinite improvement both of thought

and speech even in their commonest daily apphca-

tions. The reproach of jargon, then, concerns one of

the greatest merits of Hegel—a merit which distin-

guishes him above all other philosophers, and which,

while it extends to us a means of the most assured

movement, secures himself from those misunderstand-

ings which have hitherto sapped philosophy, and ren-

dered it universally suspect.—Jargon is an objection,

then, which will indeed remove itself, so soon as the

objector shall have given himself the trouble to under-

stand it.

Another difficulty turns on this word Vorstellung

which we have just used. A Vorstellimg is a sort of

sensuous thought ; it is a symbol, a metaphor, as it

were, an externahsation of thought : or Vorstellung, as

a whole, is what we commonly mean by Conception,

Imagination, the Association of Ideas, &c. Hegel

pointedly declares of this Association of Ideas, that it is

not astrict to the three ordinary laws only which, since

Hume, have been named Contiguity, Similitude, and

Contrast, but that it floats on a prey to a thousand-

fold contingency. Now, it is this Association of Ideas

that constitutes thought to most of us,—a blind,
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instinctive secution of a miscellaneous multitude of

unverified individuals. These individuals are Vorstel-

lungen, figurate conceptions

—

Ideas—crass, emblematic

bodies of thoughts rather than thoughts themselves.

Then, the process itself, as a whole, is also nameable

Vorstellung in general. An example, perhaps, will

illustrate this—an example which by anticipation may-

be used here, though it will be found elsewhere.

—

' God might have thrown into space a single germ-cell

from which all that we see now might have developed

itself.' We take these words from a periodical which

presumes itself—and justly—to be in the van at present

:

the particular writer also to whom they are due, speaks

with the tone of a man who knows—and justly—that

he is at least not behind his fellows. What is involved

in this writing, however, is not thought, but Vorstellung.

In the quotation, indeed, there are mainly three Vor-

stellungen—God, Space, and a Germ-cell. Now, with

these elements the writer of this particular sentence

conceives himself to think a beginning. To take all

back to God, Space, and a single Germ-cell, that is

enough for him and his necessities of thought ; that to

him is to look at the thought beginning, sufficiently

closely. But all these three elements are already

complete and self-dependent.—God, one Vorstellung,

finished, ready-made, complete by itself, takes up a

Germ-cell, another Vorstellung, finished, ready-made,

complete by itself, and drops it into Space, a third Vor-

stellung, finished, ready-made, complete by itself. This

done—without transition, without explanation, the rest

(by the way, another Vorstellung) follows. This, then,

is not thought, but an idle mis-spending of the time
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with empty pictures which, while they infect the mind of

the reader only with other pictures equally empty, tend

to infect that of the writer also with wind—the wind of

vanity.
—

' Yes ; I looked into Spinoza some time ago, and

it was a clear ether, but there was no God :
' this, the

remark ofa distinguished man in conversation, is another

excellent example of Vorstellung, figurate conception,

imagination—in heu of thought. If one wants to think

God, one has no business to set the eye a-roving througli

an infinite clear ether in hopes of

—

seeing him at

length !
' I have swept space with my telescope,' says

Lalande, ' and found no God.' To the expectation of

tliis illuminated Astronomer, then, God was an optical

object ; and as he could find with his glass no such

optical object—rather no optical object to correspond

to his Vorstellung, which Vorstellung he had got he

knew not where and never asked to know, which Vor-

stellung, in fact, it had never occurred to him in any

way to question—God there was none ! These, then,

are examples of Vorstellungen, and not of thought ; and

we may say that the Vorstellung of the Materialist as

to space constitutes a rebuke to the Vorstellung of the

SpirituaHst as to a clear ether in which it was a disap-

pointment that no God was to be seen ! God, as revealed

to us by Scripture, and demonstrated by Philosophy,

is a Spirit ; and a Spirit is to be found and known by

thought only, and neither by the sensuous eye of the

body nor the imaginative eye of the mind.

Unfortunately, it can hardly be said that there is

than^iproper anywhere at present ; and circumstances

universally exist which have substituted figurate con-

ception in its stead. In England, for example, the
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literature with whicli the century began was a sort

of poetical re-action against the Aufklarung, and the

element of that hterature is Vorstellung, Imagination

merely. Acquired stores, experience, thought,—these

were not, but, instead of these, emotions enough, images

enough, cries enough ! Nature was beautiful, and Love

was divine : this was enough—with Genius !—to pro-

duce the loftiest works, pictures, poems, even alchemy

!

An empty belly, when it is active, is adequate to the

production of—gripes : and when an empty head is

similarly active, what can you expect but gripes to cor-

respond—convulsions namely, contortions of conceit,

attitudinisings, eccentric gesticulations in a wind of our

own raising ? It were easy to name names and bring

the criticism home ; but it will be prudent at present

to stop here. It is enough to say that the hterature

of England during the present century largely con-

sists of those GenieschwUnge, those fervours, those

swings or springs or flights of genius, which were so

suspicious and distasteful both to Kant and Hegel.

Formal personal abihty, which is only that, if it would

produce, can only lash itself into efforts and energies

that are idle—that have absolutely no filling whatever

but one's own subjective vanity. Or formal personal

abihty which is only that, has nothing to develope from

itself but reflexes of its own longing, self-inflicted con-

vulsions; it has no thoughts— only Yorstellungen,

figurate conceptions, emotional images,—mostly big,

haughty enough ones, too. One result of all this, is what

we may call the Photographic writing which alone

obtains at present. For a long time back, writers have

desired to write only to our eyes, not to our thoughts.
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History now is as a picture-gallery, or as a puppet-show

;

men with particular legs and particular noses, street-

processions, battle-scenes—these—images—all images !

—mow and mop and grin on us from every canvass now.

We are never asked to think—only to look—as into a

peep-show, where, on the right, we see that, and on the

left this ! Tliis, however, must culminate and pass, if,

indeed, it has not already culmuiated in the extraor-

dinary attempt we saw some time ago to enable us to be

present—through mere reading—at the Niagara Palls.

Now, this it is which constitutes an immense source of

difficulty in the study of Hegel. Lord Macaulay remarks

on ' the slovenly way in which most people are content to

think ;' and we would extend the remark to the slovenly

way in which nowadays most people are content to

read. Everything, indeed, has been done by our recent

writers to relieve us even of that duty, and a book has

become but a. succession of optical presentments fol-

lowed easily by the eye. Eeading is thus, now, a sort of

sensuous entertainment : it costs only a mechanical effort,

and no gi'eater than that of smoking or of chewing.

The consequence of this reading is, that the habit of

Vorstellungen, and without effort of our own, has

become so inveterate, that not only are we unable to

move in Begriffe, in pure notions, but we are shut out

from all Begriffe by impervious clouds of ready-made

Vorstellungen. Thus it is that writers like Kant and

Hegel are sealed books to us, or books that have

to be shut by the most of us—after five minutes—in

very weariness of the flesh—in veiy oppression of the

eyes.

We must bear in mind, on the other hand, that Vor-
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stellungen are always the beginning, and constitute the

express conditions, of thought. We are not to remain

by them, nevertheless, as what is ultimate. When
Kant says that the Greeks were the first to think in

abstractor and that there are nations, even nowadays,

who stiU think in concreto, he has the same theme

before him, though from another side. The concrete

Vorstellung is the prehminary condition, but it must be

purified into the abstract Begriff; else we never attain

to mastery over ourselves, but float about a helpless

prey to our own pictures. (We shall see a side again

where our abstractions are to be re-dipped in the

concrete, in order to be restored to truth ; but the

contradiction is only apparent.)

So much, indeed, is VorsteUung the condition of the

Begriff, that we should attribute Hegel's success in the

latter to his immense power in the 'former. No man

had ever clearer, firmer Vorstellungen than he ; but he

had the mastery over them—^he made them at will

tenaciously remain before him, or equally tenaciously

draw themselves the one after the other. VorsteUung,

in fact, is for the most part the key to mental power

;

and if you know a man's Vorstellungen, you know

himself. If, on one side, then, the habit of Vorstel-

lungen, and previous formation of Vorstellungen

without attempt to reduce them to Begriffe, constitute

the greatest obstacle to the understanding of Hegel,

power of Vorstellung is, on the other side, absolutely

necessary to this understanding itself. So it is that, of

all our later literary men, we are accustomed to think

of Shelley and Keats as those the best adapted by

nature for the understanding of a Hegel. These young
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men had a real power of Vorstellung ; and their Vor-

stellungen were not mere crass, external pictures, but

fine images analytic and expressive of original thought.

' By sucli dread words from Earth to Heaven

My still realm was never riven

:

When its wound was closed, there stood

Darkness o'er the day like blood.'

' Driving sweet buds, like flocks, to feed in air.'

'Thou
For whose path the Atlantic's level powers

Cleave themselves into chasms, while far below

The sea-blooms and the oozy woods which wear

The sapless foliage of the ocean, know
Thy voice, and suddenly grow grey with fear.

And tremble and despoil themselves : Oh hear !

'

These are Vorstellungen from Shelley (whose every

line, we may say, teems with such) ; and if they are

Vorstellungen, they are also thoughts. Keats is, perhaps,

subtler and not less rich, though more sensual and less

ethereally pure, than Shelley
;
Vorstellungen in him are

such as these :—
' She, like a moon in wane,

Faded before him, cowered, nor could restrain

Pier feai-ful sobs, self-folding like a flower

That faints into itself at evening hour :

But the God fostering her chilled hand,

She felt the warmth, her eyelids opened bland,

And, like new flowers at morning song of bees,

Bloomed, and gave up her honey to the lees.'

How much these images are thoughts, hoAV they are

but analytic and expressive of thought, AviU escape no

one.

Compare with these this :
—

' And thou art long, and lank, and brown,

As is the ribbed sea-sand.'

This, too, is a Vorstellung
;
but, in comparison with the
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preceding, it is external and thought-less, it is analytic

of nothing, it is expressive of nothing ; it is a bar to

thought, and not a help. Yet there is so much in it of

the mere picture, there is so much in it of that unex-

pectedness that makes one stare, that it has been cited

a thousand times, and is familiar to everybody ; while

those of Keats and Shelley are probably known to those

only who have been specially trained to judge. By as

much, nevertheless, as the Vorstellungen of Keats and

Shelley are superior to this Vorstellung of Wordsworth's,

(Coleridge gives it to him,) inferences may be drawn as

to an equal original superiority of quality on the part

of both the former relatively to the latter. JSTeither

will Coleridge stand this test any better than Words-

worth ; and even the maturer products, however ex-

quisite, of Tennyson (whose genius seems bodily to rise

out of these his predecessors) display not Vorstellungen

equally internal, plastic, creative, with those of Keats

and Shelley.—Intensely vivid Vorstellung, this, we may

say, almost constitutes Mr. Carlyle : in him, how-

ever, it is reproductive mainly ; in him, too, it very fre-

quently occurs in an element of feeling : and feeling is

usually an element hot and one-sided, so that the Vor-

stellung glares, or is fierce, keen, Hebraic. The test

applied here is not restricted to writers—it can be ex-

tended to men of action ; and Alexander and CjEsar,

Welhngton, Napoleon, Cromwell, will readily respond to

it. Cromwell here, however, is almost to be included as

an exception ; for he can hardly be said to have had any

traffic with Vorstellung at all ; or what of that faculty

lie shows is very confused, very incompetent, and almost

to be named incapable. Cromwell, in fact, had direct

VOL. I. c
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being in Iiis categories, and his expression accordingly

was direct action.* We have here, however, a seductive

subject, and of endless reach ; we will do well to

return.

There is a distinction, then, between those who move

in Vorstellungen wholly as such, and those who use

them as living bodies witli a soul of thought consciously

within them ; and the classes separated by this distinc-

tion will be differently placed as regards Hegel : while

the former, in all probability, will never get near him,

the latter, on the other hand, will possess the power to

succeed ; but success even to them, as habits now are,

will demand immense effort, and will arrive when they

have contrived to see, not with their Vorstellungen, but

without them, or at least through them.

As regards the difficulty which we have just con-

sidered, the division between Hegel and his reader is

* This brief statemeat of Crom- concrete matter whatever. No
well may be slight; but it is formed consciousness but has its

worth supporting, by suggesting metaphysic, the instinctive thought,

that it may have more value to the the absolute might in us, of 'which

reader -when he shall have become vre become master only vrhen we
familiar with the full force of the make it itself the object of our

word Categories. Of these Hegel knowledge. Philosophy, in gene-

says, in a passage quoted by Rosen- ral, has, as philosophy, other cate-

kranz from the Natui-philosophie gories than ordinary consciousness

;

(Hegel's Werke, vii. 18), ' That all cultm-e reduces itself to differ-

by which Naturphilosophie distin- ence of categories. All revolu-

guishes itself from Physics is more tions, in the sciences, no less than

particularly the species of Meta- in general histoiy, originate only

physic which each employs ; for in this, that the spirit of man, for

metaphysic is nothing else than the understanding and comprehend-

the complement of the universal ing of himself, for the possessiug of

thought-foiTns [Categories]
;

the himself, has now altered his cate-

diamond net, as it wore, into which gories, uniting himself in a truer,

we bring and by which only wo deeper, more iimer and intimate

render intelligible any and eveiy relation with biniself.'
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so, tliat the former appears on the abstract, the latter

on the concrete side ; but we have now to refer to a

difficulty where this position is reversed—where, Hegel

being concrete, the reader cannot get at him, just

for this, that he himself cannot help remaining obsti-

nately abstract. The abstractions of the understand-

ing, this is the word which is the cue to what we
have in mind at present. It is impossible to enter here

into any full exposition of how Hegel, in the end, re-

garded understanding, or of how his particular regards

were in the first case introduced. It must suffice to say

at once, that understanding was to Hegel as the god

Horos, it was the principle and agent of the definite

everywhere
;
but, as such, it necessarily separated and

distinguished into isolated, self-dependent individuals.

Now this which has been indicated is our (the readers')

element; we five and move among whoUy different,

self-identical entities which—each of them as regards

the other—are abstractly held. This, however, is not the

element of Hegel ; liis element is the one concrete, where

no entity is, so to speak, its own self, but quite as much

its other—where if the one is to him, as it is to us (but

without consciousness of the one), the all, the all are

equally to him the one. Hegel's world is a concrete

world, and he discovered the key of this concrete

world in that he was enabled, through Kant, to per-

ceive that the conditions of a concrete and of every

concrete are two opposites : in other words, Hegel

came to see that there exists no concrete which consists

not of two antagonistic characters, where, at the same

time, strangely, somehow, the one is not only through

the other, but actually is this other. Now it is this

c2
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condition of Things which the abstractions of the

Understanding interfere to shut out from us ; and it is

our hfe in these abstractions of the understanding

which is the chief source of our inability to enter and

take up the concrete element of Hegel. The Logic of

Hegel is an exemplification of this Cosmical fact, from

the very beginning even to the very end ; but it will

sufficiently illustrate what we have said, perhaps, to

take the single example of Quantity.

To us, as regards Quantity, Continuity is one thing,

and Discretion quite another : we see a line unbroken

in the one case, and but so many different dots in the

other. Not so Hegel, however : to him Continuity is

not only impossible without Discretion, and Discretion

is not only impossible without Continuity, but Discretion

is Continuity, and Continuity is Discretion. We see

them, abstractly, apart—the one independent of, dif-

ferent from, the other : he sees them, concretely, toge-

ther—the one dependent on, identical with, the other.

To Hegel it is obvious that continuity and discretion,

not either singly, but both together, constitute Quantity

—that, in short, these are the constitutive moments or

elements of the single pure, abstract, yet in itself con-

crete, Notion, Quantity. If a continuum were not in

itself discrete, it were no quantity ; and nowhere in

rerum natura can there be found any continuum that

is not in itself discrete. Similarly, if a discretum were

not in itself continuous, it were no quantity, and so on.

In fact, to the single notion, quantity, these two sub-

notions are always necessary: it is impossible to

conceive, it is impossible that there should be, a How

Much that were not as well continuous as discrete : it is
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the discretion that makes the continuity, and it is the

continuity of discretion that makes quantity ; or it is

the continuity that makes the discretion, and it is the

discretion of continuity that makes quantity. Quantity

is a concrete of the two
;

they are mdivisibly, inse-

parably together in it. Now every Notion—truly such

—is just such disjunctive conjunct or conjunctive dis-

junct. Hence is it that Dialectic arises : false in us as

we cannot bring the opposing characters together,

because of the abstractions of the understanding ; true

in Hegel, because he has attained to the power—will

ever any other man reach it equally ?—of seeing these

together, that is, in their truth, their concrete, actually

existent truth.

For example, it is on the notion. Quantity as such, on

the dissociation and antagonism of its two constituent

moments, that all those supposed insoluble puzzles con-

cerning the infinite divisibility of Time, Space, Matter,

&c., depend ; and all disputes in this connexion are

kept up by simply neglecting to see both sides, or to

bring both of the necessary moments together. My
friend tells me, for instance, that matter is not infinitely

divisible, that that table—to take an actual case—can

be passed over, can both factually and mathematically

be proved to be passed over, and hence is not infinite,

but finite. I, again, point out that division takes

nothing away from what it divides; that that table,

consequently, (and every part of the table is similarly

situated,) is divisible, and again divisible usque ad infi-

nitum, or so long as there is a quantity left, and, as for

that, that there must always be a quantity left—/cr,

as said, division takes nothing away. Or I too can bring
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my mathematics.—In this way, he persisting on his side,

I persisting on my side, we never come together. But

we effect this, or we readily come together, when we
perceive that both sides are necessary to the single

One (Quantity), or that each, in fact, is necessary to the

other. In short, quantity as continuous is infinitely

divisible ; as discrete, it consists of parts which are as

ultimate and further indivisible. These are the two

points of view, under either of which quantity can be

set
;
and, more than that, these two points of view are,

each of them, equally essential to the single tiling,

quantity, and are the moments which together consti-

tute the single thing (correctly notion), quantity. ' The

One,' then, (moment, that is,) as Hegel sums up here,

and we refer to the full discussion in its proper place

for complete details, 'is as one-sided as the other.'

This is not the place to point out the entire signifi-

cance of the single fact that is suggested here, nor of

how Hegel was led to it, and what he effected with it

:

this which we so suggest were a complete exposition of

the one Secret and of the entire System of Hegel. Such

exposition is the business of the general work which we

here introduce ; but it will be found brought in some

sense to a point—though necessarily imperfectly, as the

reader arrrived there wiU readily understand—^in the

' last word ' at the end of the second volume. Our

sole object here is to illustrate the difficulty Ave labom-

under relatively to Hegel from the abstractions of the

understanding, and to render these themselves, to some

prehminary extent, intelligible.

We may add, that the above is the true solution to those

difficulties which have at different times been brought
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forward as paradoxes of Zeno, or as antinomies of

Kant. The case, as summed by Hegel, (see under

Quantity,) will be found to be particularly disastrous

not only to the German pretensions, but even to the

Grecian pretensions—not only to the Hegehan preten-

sions, but even to the Aristotehan pretensions, of such

men as Sir William Hamilton, Coleridge, and De
Quincey. The two last, indeed, with that ' voice across

the ages,' between them, are even ludicrous.

It is to be feared that the view given here of the

difficulties of Hegel wiU prove disappointing to many.

As was natural to a pubhc so prepared by the passions^

the interjections^ the gesticulations of those whom we
regard as our recent men of genius, the general behef,

in all probability, was, and still is, that Kant and Hegel

are difficult because they ' soar so high,' because they

have so very much of the ' fervid ' in them, and especially

because they are ' mystic' To be disabused of these

big figurate conceptions on which we rise so haughtily

may prove a pain. Indeed, as by a sudden dash on

the sohd ground, it may be a rather rude shaking out of

us of these same bignesses, to be brought to understand

that the difficulties of Hegel are simply technical, and

that his Logic is to be read only by such means as will

enable us to read the Principia of Newton—industry,

tenacity, perseverance ! In England, ever since these

same fervid men of genius, a vast number of people,

when they are going to write, think it necessary,

first of all, to put their mouths askew, and blow the

bellows of their breasts up : only so, they hope, on the

strong bias of their breath, to ' soar '—to blow them-

selves and us, that is
—

' into the Empyrean
!

'
But
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Ilcge], alas ! never puts his mouth askew, never thmks

of hiassing his breath, never lays himself out at all for

tlie luxury of a soar. Here are no ardours, no en-

thusiasms, no aspirations ; here is an air so cool, so clear,

that all such tropical luxuriances wither in it. Hegel,

no more than Kant, will attempt anything by a Genie-

schwimg : all in both is thought, and thought that rises,

slowly, laboriously, only by unremitting step after step.

Apart from thought qua thought, Kant and Hegel are

both veryplain feUows : Kant, a very plain Httle old man,

whose only obstacle to us is, after aU, just his endless

garruHty, his iterating, and again iterating, and always

iterating Geschwatz
;
Hegel, a dry Scotsman who speaks

at, rather than to us, and would seem to seek to enlighten

by provoking us ! It is not at all rhetoric, eloquence,

poetry, that we are to expect in them, then ; in fact,

they are never in the air, but always on the ground, and

this is their strength. Many people, doubtless, from

what they hear of Hegel, his Idealism, his Absolute

Ideahsm, &c., will not be prepared for this. Theyhave

been told by men who pretended to know, that Hegel,

hke some common conjuror, would prove the chair they

sat on not a chair, &c. &c. This is a very vulgar con-

ception, and must be abandoned, together with that

other that would consider Hegel as impracticable,

unreal, visionary, a dreamer of dreams, ' a man with too

many bees in his bonnet.' Hegel is just the reverse of

this ; he is wholly down on the sohd floor of substantial

fact, and will not allow himself to quit it—^no, not for

a moment's indulgence to his subjective vanity—a mo-

ment's recreation on a gust of genius. Hegel is a Sua-

bian. There are Suahian licks as well as Lockerhy licks.
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Hegel is as a son of the border, home-spun, rustic-real,

blunt : as in part abeady said, there are always the

sagacious ways about him of some plain, honest, deep-

seen, old Scotsman. Here, from the Aesthetic, is a

little illustrative specimen of him, which the extracts of

Franz and BQllert extend to us :

—

' Eomances, in the modern sense of the word, follow

those of Knight-errantry and those named Pastoral.

In them we have Knight-errantry become again earnest

and substantially real. The previous lawlessness and pre-

cariousness of outward existence has become transformed

into the fixed and safe arrangements of civihsed life ; so

that Pohce,Law, the Army, Government,now replace the

chimerical duties which the Knight-errant set himself.

Accordingly, the Knight-errantry of the modern Hero

correspondently changed. As an individual with his

subjective ends of ambition, love, honour, or with his

ideals of a world reformed, he stands in antagonism

to this estabhshed order and prosa of actuality, which

thwarts him on all hands. In this antagonism, his

subjective desires and demands are worked up into

tremendous intensity ; for he finds before him a world

spell-bound, a world ahen to him, a world which he

must fight, as it bears itself against him, and in its cold

indifference yields not to his passions, but interposes,

as an obstacle to them, the will of a father, of an aunt,

societary ari^angements, &c. It is especially our youths

who are these new Knights-errant that have to fight their

way through that actual career which realises itself in

place of their ideals, and to whom it can only appear a

misery that there are such things at all as Family, Con-

ventional Rules, Laws, a State, Professions, &c., because
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these substantial ties of Imman existence place their

barriers cruelly in the way of the Ideals and infinite

Eights of the heart. The thing to be done now, then, is

for the hero to strike a breach into this arrangement

of things—to alter the world, to reform it, or, in its

despite, to carve out for himself a heaven on earth,

to seek out for himself the maiden that is as a maiden

should be—to find her, to woo her, and win her and

carry her off in triumph, maugre all wicked relations

and every other obstruction. These stampings and

strugghngs, nevertheless, are, in our modern world,

nothing else than the apprenticeship, the schooling of

the individual in actual existence, and receive thus

their true meaning. For the end of such apprentice-

ship is, that the subject gets his oats sown and his horns

rubbed off—accommodates himself, with all his wishes

and opinions, to existent relations and their reasonable-

ness; enters into the concatenation of the world, and earns

for himself there liis due position. One may have ever

so recalcitrantly laid about him in the world, or been

ever so much shoved and shouldered in it, in the end,

for the most part, one finds one's maiden and some

place or other for all that, marries, and becomes a

slow-coach, a Philistine, just hke the rest : the wife looks

after the house ; children thicken ; the adored wife that

was at first just the one, an angel, comes to look, on the

whole, something hke all the rest : one's business is at-

tended with its toils and its troubles, wedlock with house-

hold cross ; and so there are the rejiective Cat-dumps*

* Catdumps (ReflectiTe Seedi- probably refers to the penitent

ness) translates Katzenjammer. The morning-misery of a cat that has

metaphor involved in the word been out all night.
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of all the rest over again.'—^If the reader will but

take the trouble to read this Scotice, the illustration

will be complete.

It is a mistake, then, to conceive Hegel as other than

the most practical of men, with no object that is not

itself of the most practical nature. To the right of

private judgment he remains unhesitatingly true, and

every interest that comes before him must, to be

accepted, demonstrate its relevancy to empirical fact.

With all this, however, his function here is that of a

Philosopher ; and his Philosophy, while the hardest to

penetrate, is at once the deepest and the widest that has

been yet offered to mortals. If the deepest and the

widest, it is probably at this moment also the most

required.

It has been said already that our own day is one—

a

pretty late one, it is to be hoped—in that general

movement which has been named Aufklarung, Illu-

mination, the principle of which we declared to be

the Eight of Private Judgment. Now Kant, who par-

ticipated deeply in the spirit of this movement, and who

with his whole heart accepted this principle, became,

nevertheless, the closer of the one and the guide of the

other—by this, that he saw the necessity of a positive

complement to the pecuHar negative industry to which,

up to his day, both movement and principle had alone

seemed adequate. The subtle suggestions of Hume

seemed to have loosened everyjoint of the Existent, and

there seemed no conclusion but universal Scepticism.

Against this the conscientious purity of Kant revolted,

and he set himself to seek out some other outlet. We
may have seen in some other country tlie elaborate
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structure of a baby dressed. The board-like stiffness

in which it was carried, the manifest incapacity of the

Httle thing to move a finger, the enormous amount

and extraordinary nature of the various appUances

—

swathes, folders, belts, cloths, bandages, &c., points and

trusses innumerable—all this may have struck us with

astonishment, and we may have figured ourselves ad-

dressing the parents, and, by dint of invincible reason,

persuading them to give up the board, then the folder,

then the swathe, then the bandage, &c.
;
but, in this

negative action of taking off, we should have stopped

somewhere ; even when insisting on free air and free

movement, we should have found it necessary to leave

to the infant what should keep it warm. Nay, the

question of clothes as a whole were thus once for all

generahsed, and debate, once initiated, would cease

never till universal reason were satisfied—tiQ the infant

were at length fairly rationally dressed. As the func-

tion of the Aufklarung must stop somewhere, then,

when it apphes itself to the undressing of the wrong-

dressed baby, so must the same function stop somewhere

when it applies itself to the similar undressing of the

similarly wrong-dressed (feudally-dressed) State. A
naked State would just be as httle likely to thrive as

a naked infant : and how far—it is worth while con-

sidering—is a State removed from absolute nudity,

when it is reduced to the self-will of the individual con-

trolled only by the mechanical force of a PoKce ?

No partisan of the Illumination has ever gone further

than that ; no partisan of the Illumination has ever said.

Let the self-will of each be absolutely all : the control of

a Police (Protection of Person and Property) has been
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a universal postulate, insisted on by even the extremest

left of the movement. Yet there are those who say this

there are those who say, Eemove your meddlesome pro-

tection of the pohce
;
by the aid of free competition we

. can parson and doctor ourselves, and by the aid of free

competition, therefore, we can also pohce ourselves :

remove, then, here also all your vicious system of

checks, as all your no less vicious system of bounties

and benefits ; let humanity be absolutely free—^let there

be nothing left but self-will, individual self-will 2^ur et

simple ! There are those who say this : they a,re our

Criminals ! Like the cruel mother whose interest is

not . in its growth, but in its decease, our criminals

would have the naked baby. But if self-will is to be

proclaimed the principle, if self-will is the principle,

our criminals are more consistent than our ' advanced

thinkers,' who, while they assert this principle, and

beheve this principle, and think they observe this prin-

ciple, open the door to the Police, and find themselves

unable to shut it again, till it is driven to the wall

before the whole of reason, before Eeason herself who

enters with the announcement that self-will is not the

principle, and the direct reverse of the principle.

Now, Kant saw a great deal of this—Kant saw that

the naked baby would not do
;
that, if it were even

necessary to strip off every rag of the old, still a new

would have to be procured, or fife would be impossible.

So it was that, though unconsciously to himself, he was

led to seek his Principles. These, Kant came to see, were

the one want ; and surely, if they were the one want in

his day, they are no less the want now. Self-will, indivi-

dual commodity, this has been made the principle, and
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accordingly we have turned to it, that we miglit enjoy

ourselves alone, that we might live to ourselves alone,

that the I might be wholly the I unmixed and unob-

structed
;
and, for result, the I in each of us is djdng of

inanition—even though we make (it is even became

we ranke) the seclusion to self complete—even though

we drive off from us our very children, and leave them

to corrupt at Boarding-schools into the one common

model that is stock there. We all live now, in fact,

divorcedfrom Substance, forlorn each of us, isolated to

himself—an absolutely abstract unit in a universal,

unsympathising, unparticipant Atomism. Hence the

universal rush at present, as of maddened animals, to

material possession
;

and, this obtained, to material

ostentation, with the hope of at least buying sympathy

and bribing respect.—Sympathy ! Oh no ! it is the hate

of envy. Eespect ! say rather the sneer of malice that

disparages and makes hght. Till even in the midst of

material possession and material ostentation, the heart

within us has sunk into weary, weary, hopeless, hope-

less ashes. And of this the Aufklarung is the cause.

The Auf klarung has left us nothing but our animahty,

nothing but our relationship to the monkey ! It has

emptied us of all essential humanity—of Philosophy,

Morality, Eeligion. So it is that we are divorcedfrom

Substance. But the aniraality that is left in the midst

of such immense material apphance becomes disease

;

while the Spirit that has been emptied feels, knows

that it has been only robbed, and, by very necessity of

nature, is a craving, craving, ever-restless void.

These days, therefore, are no improvement on the

days of Kant ; and what to him appeared necessary then.
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is still more necessary now. Nay, as we see, the Illu-

mination itself does not leave self-will absolutely inde-

pendent, absolutely free. Even the Illumination de-

mands for self-will clothing and control. At lowest

it demands Pohce ; for the most part, it adds to Pohce

a School and a Post-office ; and it sometimes thinks,

though reluctantly, hesitatingly, that there is necessary

also a Church. It sees not that it has thus opened the

whole question, and cannot any longer, by its wiU, close

it. When Enlightenment admits at aH the necessity of

control, the what and how far of this control can be

argued out from this necessity—and self-will is aban-

doned. Por it is Eeason that finds the necessity, it is

Eeason that prescribes the control ; and Eeason is not

an affair of one or two Civic Eegulations, but the

absolute round of its own perfect and entire System.

In one word, the principle must not be Subjective Will,

but Objective Will ; not your wiH or my wiU or his wUl,

and yet your will and my will and his will—Universal

Will—^Eeason ! Individual will is self-will or caprice
;

and that is precisely the one Evil, or the evil One—the

Bad. And is it to be thought that Police alone will

ever suffice for the correction of the single will into the

universal will—for the extirpation of the Bad ?

To this there are wanting—Principles. And with this

want Kant began ; nor had he any other object through-

out his long life than the discovery of Principles—Prin-

ciples for the whole substance of man—Principles Theo-

retical, Practical, and Aesthetic : and this Eubric, in

that it is absolutely comprehensive, will include plainly

Politics, Eehgion, &c., in their respective places. This

is the sole object of the three great works of Kant,
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which correspond to the three divisions just named.

This, too, is the sole object of Hegel; for Hegel is but

the continuator, and, perhaps, in a sort the completer,

of the whole business inaugurated by Kant.

The central principle of Kant was Freiheit, Free-

will ; and when this word was articulated by the hps

of Kant, the Illumination was virtually at an end.

The single sound Freiheit was the death-sentence of

the Aufklarung. The principle of the Aufklarung, the

Eight of Private Judgment, is a perfectly true one.

But it is not true as used by the Aufklarung, or it is

used only one-sidedly by the Aufklarung. Of the two

words. Private Judgment, the Aufklarung accentuates

and sees only the former. The Aufklarung asks only

that the Private man, the individual, be satisfied. Its

principle is Subjectivity, pure and simple. But its own

words imply more than subjectivity—its own words

imply objectivity as well ; for the accent on Private

ought not to have blinded it to the fact that there is

question of Judgment as well. Now, I as a subject,

you as a subject, he as a subject, there is so no

guarantee of agreement : I may say. A, you B, and

he C. But all this is changed the instant we have

said Judgment. Judgment is not subjectively mine,

or subjectively yours, or subjectively his : it is objec-

tively mine, yours, his, &c. ; it is a common posses-

sion ; it is a thing in which we all meet and agree.

At all events, it is not subjective, and so incapable of

comparison,—but objective, capable of comparison, and

consequently such that in its regard, in the end, we

shall all agi'ee. Now, Private Judgment -with the accent

on Private is self-will; but with the accent on Judg-
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ment, it is Freilieit, Freedom Proper, Free-will, Objec-

tive Will, Universal Will. This is the Beginning : this

is the first stone of the new world which is to be the

sole work of at least several succeeding generations.

—Formally subjective, I am empty
;
exercising my will

alone, I am mere formalism, I am only formally a man
;

and what is formal merely is a pain and an obstacle to

all the other units of the concrete—it is a pain and an

obstacle to itself—it is a false abstraction in the concrete,

and must, one way or other, be expunged. The sub-

ject, then, must not remain Formal—he must obtain Fill-

ing, the Fining of the Object. This subject is not my true

Me
;
my true Me is the Object—^Eeason—the Universal

Thought, Will, Purpose of Man as Man. So it is that

Private Judgment is not enough : what is enough is

Judgment. My right is only to share it, only to be

there, present to it, with my conviction, my subjective

conviction. This is the only Eight of the Subject. In

exercising the Eight of Private Judgment, then, there is

more required than what attaches to the word Private

;

there must be some guarantee of the Judgment as well.

The Eights of the Object are above the Eights of the

Subject ;
or, to say it better, the Eights of the Object

are—the true Eights of the Subject. That the Subject

should not be empty, then—that he should be filled up

and out to his true size, shape, strength, by having ab-

sorbed the Object,—this is a necessity; only so can the

Private Judgment be Judgment, and as such vahd.—If,

then, the Aufklarung said. Self-will shall work out the

Universal Will by following Self-will, Kant and Hegel

put an end to this by reversing the phrase, and by

declaring, Self-will shall work out, shall realise Self-will

VOL. I. d
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by following the Universal Will, The two positions are

diametrically opposed : the Aufklarung, with whatever

belongs to it, is virtually superseded. The Aufklarung

is not superseded, however, in the sense of being

destroyed ; it is superseded only in that, as it were,

it has been absorbed, used as food, and assimilated into

a higher form. The Eight of Private Judgment, the

Eights of Intelligence—these, the interests of the Auf-

klarung, are not by any means lost, or pushed out of

the way : they are only carried forward into their

truth. Nay, Liherte—Egalite—Fraternite themselves

are not yet lost
;
they, too, will be carried forward into

their truth : to that, however, they must be saved from

certain merely empty, formal subjectivities, blind rem-

nants of the Aufklarung, furious sometimes from

mistaken conscientiousness
;
furious, it is to be feared,

sometimes also from personal self-seeking.

But what is the Object?—what isEeason?—what

is objective Judgment ? So we may put the questions

which the Aufklarung itself might put with sneers and

jeers. Lord Macaulay, a true child of the Aufklarung,

has already jeeringly asked, ' Who are wisest and best,

and whose opinion is to decide that ?
'—Perhaps an

answer is not so hopeless as it appeared to this

distinguished Aufgeklarter. Let us see

It was not without meaning that we spoke of Eeason

as entering with the announcement that Self-will was

not the principle, and we seek firstly to draw attention

to this, that Eeason does not enter thus only for the

first time now ; there is at least another occasion in the

world's history when she so entered. The age into

which Socrates was born was one of Aufklarung, even
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as that of Kant and Hegel. Man had awoke then to

the hght of thought, and had turned to see by it the

place he hved in, all the things that had fallen to his

lot,—his whole inheritance of Tradition. Few things

that are old can stand the test of day, and the sophists

had it speedily all their own way in Greece. There

seemed nothing fit any longer to be beheved in, all was

unfixed; truth there seemed none but the subjective

experience of the moment ; and the only wisdom, there-

fore, was to see that that experience should be one of

enjoyment. Thus in Greece, too, man was emptied of

his Substance and reduced to his senses, his animahty,

his relationship to the monkey—and, for that part, to

the rat. Now it was, then, that Socrates appeared and

demanded Principles, Objective Standards, that should

be absolutely independent of the good-will and pleasure

of any particular subject. Of this quest of Socrates, the

industries of Plato and Aristotle were but Systematisa-

tions. It was to Thought as Thought that Socrates

was led as likely to contain the Principles he wanted,

and on that side which is now named Generahsation.

Socrates, in fact, seems to have been the first man who

expressly and consciously generahsed, and for him,

therefore, we must vindicate the title of the True Father

of Practical Induction. A, he said, is valour, and B is

valour, and C is valour; but what is valour universally ?

So the inquiry went forward also as regards other

virtues, for the ground that Socrates occupied was

mainly moral. Plato absolutely generahsed the Socratic

act, and sought the universal of everything, even that of

a Table, till all such became hypostasised, presences to

him, and the only true presences, the Ideas. Aristotle

d 2
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substituted for this Hypostasis of the Ideas the theory

of the abstract universal, and a collection of abstract

generalised Sciences— Logic, and then Ethics, &c.

Thus in Greece, too, Eeason, in the person of Socrates,

entered with the announcement that the pruaciple is not

self-will, but a universal.

But were such principles actually found in Greece ?

And, if so, why did Greece perish, and why have we
been allowed to undergo another Aufklarung ? It will

be but a small matter that Socrates saw the want, if he

did not supply it : and that he did not supply it, both

the fate of Greece and we ourselves are here to prove !

It must be admitted at once that Socrates and his fol-

lowers cannot have truly succeeded, for in that case

surely the course of history would have been far other-

wise. The first corollary for us to draw, however,

is—Look at the warning ! Aufklarung, Illumination,

Enlightenment, destroyed Greece ; it lowered man from

Spirit to Animal ; and the Greek became, as now, the

serf of every conqueror. In Eome we have the same

warning, but—material appliances being there so infi-

nitely greater, and the height from which the descent

was made being there, perhaps, so much higher—in

colours infinitely more glaring, forms infinitely more

hideous, and with a breadth and depth of wallowing

misery and sin that would revolt the most abandoned.

It is characteristic, too, that for Socrates, Eome had

only Cicero—(the vain, subjective, logosophic Cicero,

who, however, as pre-eminently a master of words, will

always be pre-eminent with scholarly men). In pre-

sence of such warnings, then, the necessity of a success

in the quest of objective standards greater on our part
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than tliat on the part of Socrates, becomes of even

terrible import. Nevertheless, again, the unsuccess of

the latter and his followers was by no means absolute.

Such principles as are in question were set up by all

of them. By way of single example, take the position,

that it is better to suffer than to do injustice, where, as

it were, the subject gains himself by yielding himself.

"We shall afterwards see, too, that Aristotle had at

least reached terms of the concrete notion about as good

as any that can be given yet. Nevertheless, it is to be

said that, on the whole, the inquest in their hands

proved unsuccessful : their principles remained a loose,

miscellaneous, uncertiorated many ; the concrete notion

was probably blindly touched only
;
unity and system

were never attained to
;
and, in the main, the ground

occupied at last was but that of formal generalisation

and the abstract universal.

But now at last have we succeeded better —do we

know Eeason ?—have we the Object ? Or, in the phrase

of Macaulay, can we tell who are wisest and best, and

whose opinion is to decide that ?—In the first place,

we may say that the question of wisest and best is

pertinent only to the position of Hero-worship ; a

position not occupied by us—a position which sets up

only the untenable principle of subjectivity as sub-

jectivity. A man is not wisest and best by chance only,

or caprice of nature ; we were but badly off, had we

always only to wait for our guidance so—we were but

badly off, were it left to each of us, as it were, to taste

our wisest and best by subjective feeling. A man is

wisest and best by that which is in him, his Inhalt, his

Filhng— his absorbed, assimilated, and incorporated
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matter : it is the Filling, then, Avhich is tlie main point

;

and in view of that Filling, abstraction can be made

altogether from the great man it fiUs. Lord Macaulay's

questions, then, (and those of Hero-worship itself,) are

seen, abstraction being made from the form, to be

identical with oiir own—do we know Reason, have we
the Object?

Now, if it were question of an Algebra, a Geometry,

an Astronomy, a Chemistry, &c., I suppose it would never

occur to anyone to ask about the wisest and best, &c. ; I

suppose, in these cases, it is a matter of httle moment

whetherwe say Euler, Bourdon, or Bonnycastle
;
Euclid,

Legendre, or Hutton
;
Berzehus, Liebig, or Eeid, &c. : I

suppose the main thing is to have the object (otherwise

called the subject) itself, and that then there would be

no interest in any wisest and best, or in opinion at all.

In the matter of Will, Eeason, Judgment, then, did we
but know the Object, the Universal, and could we but

assign it, in the same way as we know and assign the

Object, the Universal, in the case of Algebra, Che-

mistry, &c., the problem, we presume, would, by

universal acknowledgment, be pretty well solved. But

just this is what Hegel asserts of the Kantian Philo-

sophy. We hear much in these days of Metaphysic,

Philosophy having crumbled down definitively into

ruins—this, by an unworthy misapphcation and per-

version, on the authority of Kant himself—tliis, at the

very moment that Hegel claims for himself the com-

pletion of the Kantian Philosophy into a Science, an

exact Science, and its establishment for ever— this,

from men more ignorant of what they speak about

than any Mandarin in China !—Nay, if we are to be-
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lieve Hegel—and no man alive is at this moment com-

petent to gainsay him—the exploit is infinitely greater

still, the science accomplished infinitely more perfect

and complete than any Algebra, Astronomy, Chemis-

try, or other science we possess. This perfection and

completion we may illustrate thus : Geometry is an

exact science ; it rests on demonstration, it is thoroughly .

objective, it is utterly independent of any subjective

authority whatever. But Geometry is just a side-by-

side of particulars ; it is just a crate of miscellaneous

goods ; it properly begins not, ends not ; it is no

whole, and no whole product of a single principle.

Now, let us conceive Geometry perfected into this

—

a perfectly-rounded whole of organically-articulated

elements which out of a single principle arise and into

a single principle retract,—let us conceive this, and we

have before us an image of the Hegelian System.

This science, too, is to be conceived as the Science of

Science—the Scientia of Scieniia ; it is to be conceived

to contain the ultimate principles of all things and of

all thoughts—to be, in a word, the essential diamond

of the universe. These pretensions have, of course,

yet to be verified, and not by one man, or two or

three men, but by a sufficient jmy of men—extended,

too, probably, over several generations. In this jury

the present writer does not yet make one : his task as

yet has been—for himself entrance, for the reader

exposition : the power of judgment and the privilege

of vote must come, if indeed, ever, later. Nevertheless,

the Concrete Notion, which is the secret of Hegel, will

be found a principle of such rare virtue that it re-

commends itself almost irresistibly. The unity and
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systematic wholeness, too, attract powerfully, and not

less the inexpugnable position which seems, at length,

extended to all the higher interests of man. And at

last we can say this,—should the path be but a vista

of the imagination and conduct us nowhere, it yields

at every step the choicest aUment of humanity—such

. ahment as nourishes us strongly into our true stature.

To such claims of this new science of Philosophy

—

or, in better speech, of this new science of Logic—there

lies a very close objection hi Germany itself. ' In aU

practical matters,' the German is said to be ' slow,' and,

indeed, ' quite behind ;' and such quality and such

position are held to comport but ill with the alleged

pre-eminence of his philosophy.—In the first place,

we may say in reply, that the fact is capable of dis-

pute : the rising of 1848 and other democratic move-

ments may be pointed to ; and the German, mth
reference at least to his philosophy, may be declared

much too fast, and much too rash. In the next place,

what is meant by ' practical matters,' is Politics, and

Politics such as the Aufklarung accepts ; all those

measures, namely, which, be they in themselves bad,

or be they in themselves good, lead nowhere at present

unless to that American Constitution of no Institution

but an incompetent Police. His philosophy teaches

the German to view these things in another light than

that of the unverified Aufklarung : that is very cer-

tain. But the truth of the whole matter is just this

—

that German Politics cannot as yet be attributed to

German Philosophy, for that philosophy cannot be

said to be yet known in Germany. Even what poU-

tical influence has overflowed from the writings of
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Hegel or of Kant, or from the general terms and

distinctions of philosophy, has not fallen on the masses,

but on isolated students, who are by no means induced

thereby to put shoulder to shoulder with the remnants

of the Aufklarung. Any argument against German

Philosophy from Politics, as Politics appear to an

ordinary English eye, is to be held, therefore, as inap-

posite. Yet, probably, it is true that all true Germans

are slow ; that all true Germans, however smaU. the

number, wait—wait till we understand, till they under-

stand how to advance : for Reform, the Eeform of

Illumination, is but as a detected trick of the trade

which cannot any longer raise a hope. These Ger-

mans, then, wait for principles of position, and leave

to others the completion of that single principle of

negation— ' throw off every tie of feudalism'—which

the Aufklarung still so cheerfully executes, in the

simple faith that it is reahsing something positive—
new Sciences, new Pohtical Systems, and what not

!

Such principles these Germans hope, too, to find in

their philosophy—were it but once open to them. Nor

even were it found incomplete when open, would it

then wholly disappoint, did it but stUl appear—as all

the rest only are, Algebra, x\stronomy, Chemistry, &c.

—a science begun.

We have now said nearly all that we desired to say

by way of Preface, with the view of meeting objections,

explaining connexions, removing difficulties, and de-

monstrating something of the value of the proffered

wares, as well as of our present need of them. We
shall only add now a word of conclusion by naming a

httle nearer some of the Principles concerned.
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To Kant the three interests that were vital, and

which lay at the centre of every thouglit and move-

ment in him, were the Existence of God, the Freedom

of the Will, and the Iramortahty of the Soul. These

three positions Kant conceived himself to have demon-

strated, and in the only manner at once consistent

•with themselves and with the thinking faculties of man.

It is precisely in these themes that Hegel follows Kant;

these are his objects also : yet it is precisely here

—especially in reference to God and Immortality

—

that the teaching of Hegel has been held, and by what is

called his own school, to be inexphcit. Not the less,

however, is it to be said that every step of his system

is towards the Immortality of the Soul, that eveiy step

is towards the Freedom of the Will, that every step

is towards God. Hegel, in truth, would restore to us

all that Understanding, aU that Eeflexion, aU that tlie

Illumination has deprived us of, and that, too, in a

higher and richer form, and not less in the light and

element of the Illumination itself, and in perfect har-

mony with its principle and truth. Hegel, in fact,

completes the compromise of Understanding by the

complement of Eeason. Philosophy is to him not

Philosophy unless, or rather Philosophy is to him

only Philosophy when, it stands up for the Substance

of Humanity, for all those great rehgious interests to

which alone we virtually live. Accordingly, it is not

only the interests of what is called Natm'al Eeligion

that he seeks to restore, but those of Christianity itself

:

there, too, he would complete the compromise of

Understanding by the complement of Eeason. Surely,

then, these are great matters !
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What we shall take leave to name the Historic Pabu-

lum, this alone is the appointed food of every successive

generation, this alone is the condition of the growth of

Spirit ; and this food neglected, we have a generation that

but vacillates—vacillates, it may be, even into tempo-

rary retrogression. This last is the unfortunate position

now. The Historic Pabulum passing from the vessel

of Hume, was received into that of Kant, and thence

finally into that of Hegel ; but from the vessels of the

two latter the generations have not yet eaten.—This is

the whole.—Europe—Germany as Germany is itself no

exception—has continued to nourish itself from the

vessel of Hume, long after the Historic Pabulum had

abandoned it for another and others. Hence all that

we see. Hume is our Politics, Hume is our Trade,

Hume is our Philosophy, Hume is oiu' Eeligion,—^it

wants Httle but that Hume were even our Taste.

A broad subject is here mdicated, and we cannot be

expected at present to point out the retrogression or the

beside-the-point of all philosophy else, as in the case of

Eeid, Stewart, &c. Neither can we be expected to dwell

on the partial re-actions against the Aufklarung which

we have witnessed in this country; as, firstly, the Pru-

dential Ee-action that was conditioned, in some cases,

by Public considerations, and in others by only Private

ones
;
secondly, the Ee-action of Poetry and Nature, as

in Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, &c.
;
and, thirdly,

the Germanico-Literary Ee-action, as in Carlyle and

Emerson. The great point here is to see that all these

re-actions have been partial and, so far as Thought qua

Thought is concerned, incomplete, resting for their ad-

vancement, for the most part, on subjective conceit
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(calling itself to itself genius, it may be), that has sought

aliment, inspiration, or what was to it prophecy, in con-

tingent crumbs. Hence it is that what we have now,

is a retrograde re-action—a revulsion—and of the

shallowest order, back to the Aufklarung again ; a re-

action the members of which call themselves ' advanced

thinkers,' although at bottom they are but friends of

the monkey, and would drain us to our Senses. In

this Eevulsion—in this perverted or inverted re-action,

we must even reckon Essayists and Eeviewers, Strauss,

Eenan, Colenso, Feuerbach, Buckle, and others. It is

this retrogressive re-action, this revulsion to the Auf-

klarung, that demonstrates the insufficiency of the pre-

vious progressive re-actions against the Aufklarung,

Prudential, Poetical, and Germanico- Literary. In

short, the only true means of progress have not been

brought into service. The Historic Pabulum, however

greedily it has been devoured out of Hume, has been

left untouched in the vessel of Hegel, who alone of aU

mankind has succeeded in eating it aU up out of the

vessel of Kant. This is the true nature of the case, and

these generations, therefore, have no duty but to turn

from their blunder—a blunder, it is to be admitted, at

the same time, not quite voluntary, but necessitated by

certain difficulties—and apply themselves to the in-

haustion of the only food on which, it will be found,

Humanity wiU thrive. It is towards this object that

these very imperfect introductory works are now

offered to the PubHc ; and we venture to hope that the

importance of the object will, in some measure, excuse

the imperfection of the means.
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SECRET OF HEGEL.
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I.

PROLEGOMENA.—THE STEUGGLE TO HEGEL.

CHAPTER I.

PEELIMINAKIES OF THE STEUGGLE TO HEGEL.

OxE approaches Hegel for the j&rst time—such is the

voice of rumour and such the subjects he involves—as

one might approach some enchanted palace of the

Arabian stories. New powers—imagination is assured

(were but the entrance gained)—await one there—

'

secrets—as it were, the ring of Solomon and the pass-

keys of the universe. But, very truly, if thus magical

is the promise, no less magical is the difficulty ; and one

wanders round the book—as Aboulfaouaris round the

palace

—

irrito, without success, but not without a suf-

ficiency of vexation. Book—palace—is absolutely in-

accessible, for the knoion can show no bridge to it ; or

if accessible, then it is absolutely impenetrable, for it

begins not, it enters not, what seems the doorway re-

ceives but to reject, and every attempt at a window is

baffled by a fall.

This is the universal experience ; and one is almost

justified to add, that—whether in England, or in France,

VOL. I, '•f
B
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or in Germany itself—this, the experience of the begin-

ning, is—all but equally universally—the experience

also of the end. And yet how one cloaks the hurt, how-

one dat verba dolori, how one extenuates defeat—nay

rather, perhaps, how one rises in triumph over the

worthless, which is, however, only the sour !
' It is but

scholasticism,' one is happy enough to see at last ;
' or

a play upon words ;
' 'at all events there is no advance

in it on Plato,' ' or on Aristotle,' ' or on Plotinus,' ' or

on Thomas Aquinas ;' ' at least that Being and Nothing
" is " the same, is but a betise of good, heavy, innocent

Teutschland ;
'

' and then there cannot be a doubt but

everyone must recod at the reconciliation of contraries,'

' aye, and shudder at Pantheism !
' But not thus is it

that Hegel will be laid, and not thus is it that—in the

end—our own ignorance shall be hailed as knowledge.

But, if it be thus with those who admit defeat—Avith

those, that is, who actually acknowledge their inability

to construe (though for the most part, at the same time,

with the consistency of an ostrich, they comically as-

sume to confute), it must be confessed that one's satis-

faction is not perfect, either, with those who arrogate a

victory and display the spoils. ' A victory
!

' one is apt.

to mutter, ' yes, a victory of the outside—a victory, as

it were, of the table of contents—a victory of these

contents themselves, perhaps, but so that it looks like a

licking of them all up dry—a victory then which has

been, not chemically or vitally, but only mechanicall}'-

effected ; effected in such wise, indeed, that the dis-

played spoils (the book they write) consist but of a sort

of logical Petrefactenkunde, but of a grammatical fluencj-

of mere forms, which, however useful to a professor as

a professor, affect others like the nomenclature of Selen-

ography ; whose Mare Magnum and Laciis Niger and
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Monies Lucis (if these be the names) are names only

—

names, tliat is, of seas and lakes and momitains in the

Moon, which can possess correspondent substance, con-

sequently, for him only who reaches it—a consumma-

tion plainly that must be renounced by a Selenographer.'

It is in view of this difficulty of Hegel that the

chapters bearing in their titles to refer to the struggle

to Hegel have been, though with considerable hesitation,

submitted to the reader. They consist, for the most

part, of certain members of a series of notes which, as

it were, fell by the way—exclamation is natural to pain

—during the writer's own struggle to the Logik and

the Encyclopaedie. Originating thus, these notes (though

sometimes written as if referring to a reader) brought

with tliem no thought of pubhcation so far as they

themselves were concerned
;
many of them, indeed, were

destroyed before any such thought occiu-red ; and as the

rest remained, they remain still, for to change them now
would be to auachronise and stultify them. Imper-

fections, then, of all sorts are what is to be looked for

in them ; but still the hope is entertained that they

may assist, or that, should they fail to assist, they may
succeed to encourage

;
for, representing various stages

of success, or unsuccess, in the study of Hegel, they

may be allowably expected to have peculiar meaning

for more than one student, who, finding his own diffi-

culties reflected in what claims to have passed them,

may feel himself stimulated afresh to a renewed attempt.

In the circumstances of tlie case too, I am sure the

reader wiU not deem it unreasonable that he should be

Avarned that the opinions expressed in these notes

—

both as interimistic and provisional in themselves, and

as always referring to another, whether from the point

of view of Hegel or from that of his commentator

—

B 2
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must not be regarded as deliberate products of either,

but must be viewed only as a preparatory scaffolding

to be afterwards removed.

I shall always recollect the first time I opened tlie

Eiicyclopaidia of Ilegel. It was the re-edition by

Rosenkranz (Berlin, 1845) of Hegel's own third edi-

tion,* a compact, substantial, but not bulky volume,

* It may be not amiss to remark

tliat, besides this edition, I liave

seen also Hegel's own first and

second editions. That contained in

the collected xvorks of Hegel, pub-

lished by Ixis discij)les since his

death, I hare not seen nor sought

to see
;
deeming it better to restnct

myself to Hegel as—if I may say

so-—authenticated by himself, than

to trust myself to the equivocal,

and, so to speak, contingent notes

of students, of which notes, together

with the text of Hegel, I understand

this edition to consist.—The works

which specially underlie the present

writing are the Logik, .3 vols., Berlin,

1833 ; and the Encyclopaedie, Ro-
senkranz' edition, Berlin, 1845,

which repeats imaltered, as I under-

stand it, Hegel's own last or third

edition.

It may be worth while remarking

that it is difficult to rmderstand M.
Vera on this matter of editions.

In his Int7-oduction a la Philoso-

phie de Hegel, pp. 21, 22, this author

enumerates the five vaiious edi-

tions of tlie Encyclopasdia correctly

enough ; but still he seems to have

an incorrect conception of the spe-

cific nature of each. He tells us,

and still, as I believe, with perfect

accuracy, that there ai-e ' two Ency-
clopcedias,' 'a big,' and 'a little,'

The 'big' lie describes—and bore

now the confusion conunenees— as

constituted by adding to the ' little'

a certain ' commentai-j' ' of Hegel's

own. 'This commentary,' be goes

on to say, 'is not found in tlie

first edition, which contains only

the thesis and the smnmary demon-
stration. It was only in his second

edition that Hegel believed it right

to add it in order to render bis

tliought less absti-act and more ac-

cessible. It is this latter editiou

that I call the biff Eiicyclopadia.

Placed,' he continues, ' in the choice

which we had to make between tlie

and the "liUk" Encych-

pcpdia, we decided for the latter.'

Yet he tell us in a note, ' it is the

text of the edition given by Rosen-

kranz (Berlin, 1845) which we
have followed.' That is, M. Vdra

follows what he calls tbe biy Ency-

clopedia, when be believes himself

to follow the little ; for Rosenkranz'

edition is a copy, not of IlegeTs

first, nor of Hegel's second (the

' big' of ]M. Vera), but of Hegel's

third edition, and is thus bigger

than the supposed big Eiicycbi-

pasdia itself.—Nor if M. V^ra would

take the trouble to look at Hegel's

own first edition, would he find it

altogether without commentary-

;

neither is the addition of conmieii-

tary, whatever enlargement may
present itself in that and every re-

spect, the distinctive feature of the

editions which followed. Thcv are
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with clear and well-sized type, that seemed to offer a

I'eady and satisfactory access to the whole of this extra-

ordinary system. Surely, was the thought, there will

be no difficulty in making one's way through that

!

What a promise the very contents seemed to offer, if

floating strangely in such an air of novelty ! First of

all, three grand Parts : the Science of Logic, the Phi-

losophy of Nature, the Philosophy of Spirit ! Evidently,

something very comprehensive and exhaustive was

about to be given us ! For Logic, Nature, Spirit

—

which last of course could only refer to intelligence, or

to thinking, \vilUng, feeling self-consciousness in general

—being all three explained to us, there manifestly could

remain nothing else to ask after. Then the Sub-parts !

As the Parts were three, so under each of the three

the Sub-parts were also three. Under Logic : the doc-

trine of Being, the doctrine of Essence, the doctrine of

the Notion. Under Nature : Mechanik, Physik, Organik.

Under Spirit : Subjective Spirit, Objective Spirit, Abso-

lute Spirit. Nor did two trichotomies suffice ; there was a

third into the Majuscules A, B, C, a fourth into the Mi~

nuscules a, b, c, a f/th into the grammata a, /3, 7, and

lastly the discussion in the body of the work was seen

—a sixth trichotomy—to proceed by the numbers 1, 2,

3. The outer look at least was attractive ; there was

balance, there was symmetry, and the energy of a be-

ginner could at lowest hope that it was in presence, not

successively larger, and decidedly swelled by additions from the ITefte

larger, certainly ; but Hegel's own of the students, is, as I understand

smallest contains, in most cases, the it, the only big one. Possibly it is

first sketch of commentary, quite of this last edition that M. Vera

as much as of text, and his own thinks as Hegel's second; but if so,

largest is to be named the little M. Vera's position were by no

Encyclopcedia, when compared with means altered for the better—Hegel

that of the collected works, which, having had nothing to do with it.
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of artifice and formality, but of nature and reality. At
all events, be it as it might with the form, the matter

was unexceptionable, and promised knowledge of the

most complete, interesting, and important nature. For

under Logic, there were not only propositions, syllo-

gisms, &c., to be discussed, but all the great questions of

Ontology also, as Being, and Existence, and Noumenon,

and Phenomenon, and Substance, and Cause and Efiect,

and Eeciprocity, &c. &c. Then the treatment of Nature

seemed an extremely full one ; for Static, and Dynamic,

and Mechanic, and Chemistiy (Chemism rather), and

Geology, and Botany, and Physiology, and much else,

seemed all to have place in it. Lastty, at once how preg-

nant and how new the matter of the Philosophy of Spirit

appeared ! Psychology, Morals, Eeligion, Law, Pohtics,

Society, Art, and Philosophy : these were the subjects

discussed, but all in a new order, and under new cate-

gories, with strange and new associates at their sides.

What was Being-for-self, for example, and what w^as

Phoenomenology, and the World of Appeai'ance, and,

above all, what was the Absolute Idea ?

But let us cease to wonder—let us begin to read.

Well, we have read the Fore-word of Eosenkranz.

We have found in it, certainly, a considerable sprinkling

of—to us—new words ; some of them, too, of endless

syllable, Mongolic, merely stuck together on the ag-

glutinative principle, such as Sichinsichselbstrefiectiren,

(which does not occur here, however), or Ineinander-

greifen, (which does) ; but we have gone through with

it—we seem to ourselves to have understood it—there

is no hidden difficulty in it, so far as we can judge.

Though we have heard in it, too, that there is a split

in the school, and that Hegelianism is not in Germany

what it was ; we have been told as well that this Ency-
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clopa3dia is a national treasure, the estimation of Avhicli

will only grow with time ; that other sciences are

obliged to conform themselves to the notions it con-

tains, and that it presents a pregnant concentration

beside which the Manuels de Philosopliie of the French

and others are but shallow maundering, empty and

antiquated. For our own part, moreover, we have

felt ourselves, throughout the reading, in presence of

what is evidently both a highly developed, and a

wholly new, metliod of general thought. Altogether

the Fore-word of Eosenkranz is a word of encourage-

ment and hope.

We go further now—we enter upon Hegel himself

Alas ! Hegel is not Eosenkranz, and the Fore-word—
after a thousand efforts, with surprise, with increduhty,

with astonishment, with vexation, with gall, with sweat

—seems destined for ever to remain the Hind-word

also.

Even if a ray of Hght seem suddenly to leap to you,

most probably your position is not one whit the better

of it ; for the gleam of the beginning proves, for the

most part, but a meteor of the marsh ; a meteor with

express appointment, it may be, even to mislead your

vanity into the pitfall of the ridiculous. You shall have

advanced, let us assume, for example, to the words :

' The Idea, however, demonstrates itself, as Thought

directly identical with itself, and this at the same time

as the power to set itself over against itself, in order to

be for itself, and in this Other only to be by itself

You shall have seen into these words, let us say, so far;

and you shall have smirkingly pointed them out to

friends, and smiled complacently over the hopeless

blankness that fell upon their features ; but in the

smirk, and in the smile, and in the delusion that
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underlies them, you shall have, like Dogberry, to be

' written down an ass' the while. These words but ab-

stractly state the position of Idealism—do they ? And
so, hugging yourself as on a secret gained, you relax

pleasedly into the cloudland of the Vorstellung, to see

there, far off across the blue, the whole huge universe

iridescently collapse into the crystal of the Idea. You
will yet see reason to be ashamed of your cloudland,

to be disappointed with your secret, how true soever,

and to find in every case that you have not yet accom-

plished a single step in advance.

The Encycloptedia proves utterly refractory then.

With resolute concentration we have set ourselves,

again and again, to begin with the beginning, or, more

desperately, with the end, perhaps with the middle

—

now with this section, now with that—in vain ! Deli-

berate effort, desultory dip—'tis all the same thing

!

We shut the book ; we look around for explanation

and assistance.

We are in Germany itself at the moment (say) ; and

very naturally, in the first instance, we address our-

selves to our own late teacher of the language. ' Other

writers,' he replies, ^may be this, may be that; but Hegel!

.

—one has to stop I and think ! and think

!

—Hegel I

Ach Gott r Such a weary look of exhausted effort

lengthens the jaw ! and it is our last chance of a word

with our late teacher ; for henceforth he always unac-

countably vanishes at the very first glimpse of our per-

son, though caught a mile off!

But here is a friend of ours, an Enghshman, of infi-

nite ability, of infinite acquirement, conversant with

many languages, but especially conversant with Ger-

man, for he has held for years a German appointment,

and rejoiced for years in a German wife. He will assist
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US. With what a curious smile he looks up, and shakes

his head, after having read the two or three first sen-

tences of the first Preface to the Encyclopsedia ! This

Preface is Hegelian iron certainly, and with the tang of

Hegehan iron in every word of it
;

but, looking at it

now, it is difficult to understand that it should ever

have seemed hard. Nor do I suppose that it really

was hard to the friend alluded to. Only the closely

wrought concentration must have seemed exceedingly

peculiar ; and it must have been felt that in such words

—

common and current as they are—as Inhalt, Vorstelhmg,

Begriff, and even dusserliche Zweckmassigkeit, diisser-

liche Ordnung, Manier, Uebergdnge, Vermittlung, &c.,

there lay a meaning quite other than the ordinary one

;

a meaning depending on some general system of thought,

and intelligible consequently only to the initiated.

We are driven back on books again then ; and we
have recourse to the Life of Hegel as written by Eo-

senkranz. This writer possesses at once a facile and

a lucid pen, beneath which, too, there rise up ever and

anon the most expressive images, the most picturesque

metaphors. Image, metaphor, facility, lucidity, all seem

ineffectual, however, the instant they come to be applied

to what alone concerns us—the philosophy of Hegel.

The perspicuity and transparency which gives light

everywhere else, here suddenly—so far as we are con-

cerned—vanishes ; and there is an incontinent relapse,

on our part, into the ancient gall. Let the reader look,

for example, at these, the first two sentences of what

appears in the work referred to as a formal statement

of the system of Hegel

!

'Philosophy was to him the self-cognition of the

process of the Absolute, which, as pure Ideality, is not

affected by the vicissitude of the quantitative difference
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of the Becoming which attaches to the Finite. The
distinction of tlie Pure Idea, of Nature, and of the

Spirit as personification of liistory, is ehminated in the

total totaUty of the Absohite Spirit that is present in

them.

The reader will do well to refer to the original, and

to examine from time to time the succeeding page, or

page and a half, in test of his own proficiency. Insiglit

into Hegel will have begun, when the passage referred

to has become sun-clear. Not more than begun, how-

ever, for the glance into the system involved liere

extends only to the ' totality,' and, compared with a

knowledge which were truly knowledge, is altogether

inadequate. In the case of Hegel, there is nothing

more deceptive than what are called general views. It

is extreme injustice to all interests concerned, to sum

up his system in a paragraph ; and still worse to fancy

that it is understood, and fijiished of, and done with in

the single word Pantheism. He who would know
Hegel, must know what Hegel himself would call das

Einzelne, and even das Einzelne des Einzelnen ; that is,

he must not content himself with some mere fraudulent

or illusory general conception of the whole ; but he

must know 'the particular,' (strictly, 'the singular'),

and ' the particular of the particular.' The System of

Hegel is this : not a mere theory or intellectual view,

or collection of theories or intellectual views, but an

Organon through which—as system of drill, instruction,

discipline

—

passed, the individual soid finds itself on a

new elevation, and with new powers. A general view

that shaU shortly name and give shortly to understand

— a single statement that shall explain—tliis were a

demand not one whit more absurd as regards the Prm-

cipia of Newton than as regards the Logic of Hegel.
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Of the latter, as of the former, he only knows anything

who has effected actual permeation. Fancy the smile

into which the iron of Hegel broke when the never-

doubting M. Cousin requested a succinct statement of

The System !
' Monsieur,' said he, ' ces choses ne se

disentpas succinctement, surtout en Franqais !'

The Life of Hegel by Eosenkranz, then, however in-

teresting, however satisfactory otherwise, failed there-

at least for u.s—where only we wished it to succeed. It

extended no light for perception of the System. There

it was, dark and impervious—as dark and impervious

as the Encyclopaedie itself. The opening sentences of

the relative statement and the succeeding passages

already referred to were flung, in the wonder they ex-

cited, to more than one correspondent, and the ' total

Totahty ' remained an occasion of endless smile.

From all this it was evident, then, that the System

of Hegel Avas something eminently peculiar, and that,

if it were to be understood at all, the only course that

remained was to take it in its place as part and parcel

of what is called German Philosophy in general ;
and,

with that object, to institute, necessarily, a systematic

study of the entire subject from the commencement.

Now that commencement was Kant ; in regard to

whom, so far, at least, as Hume and the philosophy of

Great Britain generally were concerned, we might as-

sume ourselves to possess what prehminary preparation

was specially required. With Kant, then, without

carrying the regression further, and with reasonable

hope of success, we might begin at once.

The Kritik of Pure Reason was accordingly taken

up, and an assiduous study of the same duly set for-

ward. The Introduction and the Aesthetik necessitated,

indeed, the closest attention and the most earnest
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tlioLiglit iu consequence of the newness of the matter

and the irapcrfections of the form, but offered on the

whole no serious impediment. It was otlierwise, how-
ever, with the Transcendental Analytik, the burthen of

wliich is the Deduction of the Categories, pronounced

by Hegel what is hardest in Kant and, so far as I have

evidence, mastered as yet by Hegel alone. Here there

was pause ; here the eyes wandered ; here they looked

up in quest of aid from without. The translations

that offered themselves to hand were all of them to

be regarded but as psychological curiosities ; without

exception, they seemed to have been executed as it

were with the eyes shut, or as if in the dark ; and

consequently they fell on the eyes of the reader like a

very ' blanket of the night,' against the overpowering

weight of which no human hd could stir. Eeinhold,*

Schwegler,f not were procured, but fell in the waj^

scarcely with any profit. The former was one of

those nervously clear, nervously distinct individuals

who bhnd with excess of light and deafen with excess

of accent ; while the latter, excellent, admirable,

afforded only a summary that was absolutely of no

avail to the interest concerned, the Deduction of the

Categories. The Frenchman, Saintes, | extended a thin

varnish of the 'Literature of the Subject;' but, as re-

garded the main object of a full perception of what

that really was that the Kritik of Pure Eeason strove

to, he was as far from throwing any satisfactory light

on Kant, as Vera§—of whom one says at the end that,

* Reinliold : Versuch einer neu- § Vera : Introduction a la Pbilo-

en Theorie des Menschliclieu Vor- sopliie de Ilegel.

stellungsvei-mogens. It must be understood that

f Scliwegler : Gescliiclite der tliese censm-es come from one

Philosophie im Umriss. -whose desire was thoroughly to see

X Saintes : "Vie et Philosophie de into the whole connection and de-

Kant. tiiJs of the systems in question,
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in every page, he has said I'idee, I'idee, I'idee, but what

else one knows not—was from throwing any light on

what one really wanted to know of Hegel. Three

Vortrdge of Kuno Fischer, besides that they came

years too late, seemed so very hght in their tissue that

they did not persuade me, as they were meant, to feel

any interest in, or make any demand for, the two

volumes on Kant which were announced to follow.

Haym (Hegel und seine Zeit) was a man of genius,

but all his admirable writing, all his brilliantly-pointed

expression failed to convince me that there was nothing

in Hegel. The prefatory notice to the extracts of

Frantz and Hillert, an insignificant pamphlet on Hegel's

subjective Logic published by Chapman, Gruppe

—

' Gegenwart, &c., der Philosoppie,' Fortlage— ' die

Liicken des Hegelschen Systems ' (I suppose I need not

mention Coleridge's Biographia Literaria, or Lewes' so-

called Biographical History of Philosophy, especially as

they are spoken of elsewhere*)—these and the other

Avorks already named constitute what in my case is the

Literature of the subject
;
and, though very readily

allowing each his own pecuhar merits—(Schwegler is

indispensable)—it is not too much to say that a single

satisfactory idea on the main thing wanted by a strug-

and that consequently another who best contribution to German pbilo-

should only aim at & ' genei-al con- sophy that has yet appeared in

cejjtim ' may feel very differently England. The Philosophy of His-

towards some of the works men- tory is, however, perhaps, the very

tioned. Rosenkranz and Sibree, easiest and most exoteric of all the

for example, speak alike highly of statements of Hegel ; Mr. Sibree

the work of V^ra; and they are trips sometimes on very smooth

both authorities of weight. Rosen- ground ; and when Philosophy Pro-

kranz, as is well known, is the per enters, the translator is to be

Jler/clianer par excellence. And I found at work pretty much in the

have no hesitation in characterising dark.

Mr. Sibree's translation of liegel's * In MSS. precedently belonging

Philosophy of History as by far tlie to those same labours.
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gling Student Avho would be thorough, is not to be got

from the whole of them, lie who after such reading

supposes himself to possess an adequate conception of

Kant and Hegel simply deludes himself. For my part,

I have to declare that, so far as it has been given me
to see, I have no evidence that any man has thoroughly

understood Kant except Hegel, or that this latter him-

self remains aught else then a problem, whose solution

has been arrogated, but never effected.

As regards the greater number of the writers already

mentioned, one pecuharity is, that they all tell the same

story ; the repetition of which, indeed, each of them

seems to regard as the word and countersign of his

initiation. But, as happens elsewhere, the counter-

sign here also degenerates into a snuffle— a snuffle

about Plato this, Aristotle that, till Descartes, followed

by Spinoza, Leibnitz, then after Locke, Hume, but

Kant, then Fichte, next Schelling, last Hegel—a snuffle

(the 'Literature of the subject,' God. bless the mark !)

so conventional, so stereot3qDed, that now its shghtest

echo sets the teeth on edge

!

On the whole, the conclusion at this stage was, that,

if one really desired to come to any knowledge of

Kant and Hegel, or, for that part, of Fichte and Schelling

either, it was with Kant and Hegel, with Fichte and

Schelling, that one had alone to do. Accordingly,

Tennemann, Chalybaeus, Michelet, though heard of,

were not consulted. Neither were the Elucidations to

Hegel by Eosenkranz enquired for ; and the same

author's alleged Eeformation of the Hegehan Logic,

if ever adapted to be of use, came to hand when it

was no longer wanted. The pertinent articles in the

Conversations Lexicon were too short to be of much

service as regards the ' Philosophies ' themselves ; but
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useful light was obtaiued here and there on the tech-

nical meanings of German philosophical terms.

It Avas a consolation to learn from another such

encyclopasdic work, whose name I forget, that Hegel

had been a shut book both to Goethe and Schiller, and

that, as regards Jean Paul, it was in a manner an ex-

pression wrung from him, that Hegel was ' the subtlest

of all Metaphysical heads, but a very vampire of the

living man.' In a hke reference, it was not unpleasing

to know that the Kritik of Pure Eeason had remained

opaque to Goethe, and to perceive from the words

conveying it, that the claim of the same great man to

an understanding of the Kritik of Judgment was per-

haps not less susceptible of a negative than of an

affirmative. Such evidences of the difficulty, then,

w^ere a consolation to the suffering individual student,

at the same time that everything seemed to confirm

the truth of his conclusion, that, in this case, as in

most others, the true pohcy was to pass by the sub-

ordinates and address oneself at once to the principals.

But agam, if we may neglect what is named the

' Literature of the subject,' as but a parasitic conse-

quent, serviceable only to ' well-informed ' sufficiency

that would perorate its stiffest in a drawiug-room—

a

consequent, indeed, which is incidental to every move-

ment—how far, it may be asked, are we justified in

assuming this or any movement to lie in its principals

alone, and—what is the same thing on another side

—

how far is it possible to separate the consideration of

any such movement from the consideration of its htera-

ture ? These questions probably enable us to open at

best what we would proceed to say. The movement,

of which there is question at present, is an intellectual

movement of such a nature as is not rare_ in history.
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The Germans commonly diaLiuguisli such movements
by the word Gahrimg, whicli sigmHes zymosis, fmyien-
tatio, ferment. Now, the dramatic zymosis of England,

at the end of the sixteenth and the befiinnincr of the

seventeenth century, presents a considerable analogy to

the philosopliical zymosis of Germany at the end of

the eighteenth and tlie beginning of the nineteenth

century ; while neither of them, perhaps, can well be

surpassed, as an example of the class, by any other

which has occurred in history. In both, the saine

passionate enthusiasm, the same eager baste, the same

burning rush, the same swift alternation of io triumphe,

the same precipitation and superfetation of produc-

tion. Man, strung to his utmost, vies his utmost ; and

each new day brings forth its portent ; which portent,

again, in its place and season, is as temporary centre

and feeding fuel to the growing, glowing, and enfiaming

hubbub.

Germany, for its part, however, was luckily free, as

indeed behoved Philosophy, from an element of sense

which deformed and disgraced the English ferment.

For such pure white flames as Kant and Fichte, the

own substance of the spirit was oil enough ; the natural

speed of their own life sufficed them
;
they required

not, like Marlow, the fierce combustible of wine,

as it were to give them edge upon themselves, that so

they might eat into themselves, and devour up their

own sweetness in an instant's rush. Yet Fichte, abso-

lutely without a fear— absolutely without a misgiving

in the intensity of his sincerity, in the intensity of his

honesty, in the intensity of his conviction, was as swift

and precipitate as even Marlow. Of this, his every

act, his every word is proof. He kindles to Kant, he

writes his ' Kritik of All Eevelation ' in four weeks, he
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rushes to Konigsberg, he extends to Kant this same
' Kritik ' by way of introductory letter. He becomes

professor at Jena ; his lectures are as inflaming fire,

and his works—Wissenschaftslehre, Eechtslehre, Sit-

tenlehre—leap from him like consecutive hghtnings.

The Journal he edits is, for its plainness of speech,

confiscated by the Government : he rises up, he rushes

to the front, he defends, he appeals, he listens to no

private Hush, man ! hold your tongue, we are going to

look over it ; he will have ' lawful conviction ' or ' sio-nal

satisfaction.' Submit to be threatened! it is he will

threaten, he will quit—quit and take his people with

him ; he and they wiU found a university for them-

selves ! So single, so entire m his conviction of his

first philosophy, this is no impediment to equal single-

ness, to equal entirety in his conviction of his second.

Then, when the political horizon darkens over his

country, he calls his compatriots to arms—calls to them

through the very roulades of the French drums, calls

to them in the very hearing of the French governor

!

Nor when, as if in answer to his call, the war arises,

does the student slink into his study as if his work

Avere done. No ! the word is but exchanged for the

deed ; and in the doing of the deed, both he and his

brave wife fall a sacrifice to their own nobleness

!

The eagle Fichte ! whose flight was arrow-straight,

whose speed the lightning's ! Or take him in less

serious and more amusing circumstances. The enthu-

siasm in the days of Marlow, the drunkenness of in-

tellection could not be greater than this. Fichte visits

Baggesen, whom as yet he has not seen
; Baggesen has

a child at the point of death, and cannot receive Fichte.

They cannot part thus, however : Baggesen comes to

Fichte in the stair ; and there the two of them, Fichte

VOL, I. c
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and Baggesen, find Consciousness a subject so interest-

ing, that, in such position, in such circumstances, they

remain discussing it an hour and a half^ turning away
from each other at last, we may suppose,

—

to strike the

stars—sublimi vertice

!

It must be admitted, indeed, that the excitement in

Germany took on, in some respects, larger proportions

than that in England. The numbers of the affected,

for example, were much greater in the former country

than in the latter. The former country, indeed, would
probably count by hundreds as the other by tens.

Schulze, Kraus, Maimon, Krug, Kiesewetter, Erhard,
Eberhard, Heydenreich, Bouterweck, Bendavid, Fries,

Eeinhold, Bardih, Beck, Hulsen, Koppen, Suabedissen

—these really are but a tithe of the names that turn

up in the German fluctuation, and each of them is to

be conceived as but a seething froth-point in the im-
measurable yeast.

In these zymoses, then, whether in Germany or in

England, we may say that those who took part in them
were stirred to their very depths ; that they stood up,

as it were, convulsed ; that they emulously agonised

themselves mutually, to the production of results, iu

both countries, on the whole transcendent, almost su-

perhuman.- Now, however wide was the seetliing sea

in England, we all know, in these days, that it has sub-

sided round a single, matchless island, Shakspeare, the

delight, the glory, the wonder of the w^orld
; beside

which, it is, on the whole, only by a species of indul-

gent indifference on our parts that we allow certain

virtuosi to point out the existence of some ancillary

islets. But just as it is in England as regards the dra-

matic zymosis, it is, or will be, in Germany as regards

the philosophic
;

only, the latter country, perhaps, will
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distinguish its single island by a double name. We
have arrived now at the point where an answer to the
questions which we have left a short way behind us is

easy, is self-evident. The seething thing, named Eng-
hsh Drama, or German Philosophy, is one thing ; and
the practical outcome of the seething, another. Thus
different, each, then, may be considered apart and by
itself; and two diverse branches of human industry are

seen to become hereby possible. He who shall make
it his business to watch the gathering of the materials

for the seething—the first bells or bubbles of the same
—the further progress, all the consecutive phases as

they appear in time—^will be the Phaenomenologist or

Historian of the Seething. By this historian, plainly, no
detail is to be neglected, nor is any name to be omitted.

A very different task, however, is his who would take

the other branch, and discuss only the settled outcome
of the ferment : and this is the task in regard to Ger-
man Philosophy which we here, and elsewhere, would
desire to assume ; a task which is, probably, insuscep-

tible as yet of the form of art—which as yet cannot be
effected, as it were, by a picture, by a statue, or even
by a homogeneous essay, but which must content itself

with what expansion it can receive from the rough and
rude manner of one who breaks ground. For us then,

with such object, the majority of the names tossed over

in the turmoil will have no interest ; for us, in short,

the principals will suffice. And thus, by another roadj

we are brought to the same conclusion as before to

neglect, namely, the 'Literatm-e of the subject;' and
this, not only so far as it follows, but also so far as

so to speak—it accompanies the ferment. But again

the terms principals and outcome are not necessarily

coincident. In the ferment of the English Drama,

c 2
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Marlow, Ben Jonson, and others may, even beside

Sliakspeare, be correctly enough named principals ;
yet

it is the last alone whom we properly term outcome.

As it is, then, in the Enghsh movement, so probably

"vvill it be in the German also ; and in this light, per-

haps, there awaits us a closer circumscription yet than

that which we had already reached. In other words,

there may be principals here, too, whom, in part or in

whole, it is not necessary to regard as outcome.

The reader, indeed, may have already perceived a

tendency on our part to talk somewhat exclusively of

Kant and Hegel ; and may already, perhaps, resent the

sUght thereby implied to Fichte and Schelling, as to

men who have hitherto ranked on the same platform

as equals themselves, and no less equals of the others

also. No man, for instance, will subordinate Fichte

to Schelhng
;
yet, as there has been assigned to Kant the

relative place of Socrates, and to Hegel that of Ari-

stotle, so there has always been reserved for Schelhng

no less proud a place—the place of Plato. It may well

be asked, then, why should Fichte and Schelling give

way to Hegel ? Is it possible to take up the works of

either of the former without perpetually coming on

Ankldiige—on assonances to Hegel for which this latter

is the debtor ? Do not the sources of the special inspi-

ration of Hegel crop out all through the 'Ideen' and the

' Transcendentale Ideahsmus'—all through the ' Wissen-

schaftslehre,' and the ' Eechtslehre,' and the 'Sitten-

lehre ?
' Are not the considerations contained in these

works the precise material on which Hegel turns ?

Whence else could there have been extended to him

the ruts or the rails whereby his waggon was enabled

to roll forward with filling to the inane ? In what re-

spect is the single quest of SchelUng or of Fichte to be
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distinguished from that of Hegel or of Kant ? Is it not

true that there is but one quest common to all the four

of them? Is not, after all, this quest with each but, in one

word, the a priori ? Do not they aU aim at an a priori

deduction of the all of things—a deduction which shall

extend to man the pillars of his universe, and the prin-

ciples as well by which he may find support and guidance

in all his ways and wishes ? If, then, they are tlius suc-

cessive attempts at the same result, why should they not

all of them be equally studied ? To this we may answer,

that, so far as there is a succession, there is no wish to

deny the right of any of them to be studied. We seek

a practical concentration only, and, in the interest of

that concentration, we would eliminate everything that

is extraneous, everything that is superfluous— but

nothing more. Now, as regards Kant, there is no room

for doubt ; his place is fixed, not only by common con-

sent, but by the very nature of the case. It was he

who originated the whole movement, and without him

not a step in it can be understood. As regards Hegel,

not so much to common consent is it that he owes his

place, as to the inexorable sentence of History ; for there

has been no step since his death which is not to be

characterised as dissolution and demise. But if Hegel

be the historical culmination and end, both Fichte and

Schelhng must submit to be historical only so far as

they lead to him—only so far as they approve them-

selves in his regard as nexus of mediation to Kant.

Now, at a glance, there is much in both of them that

is extraneous, and incapable of being regarded as his-

torically connective in any respect. Fichte, for exam-

ple, had two philosophical epochs ; and if both belong to

biography, only one belongs to history. The epochs of

Schelling were, I suppose, three times more numerous ;
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but, of them all, only tlie second and thii-d are his-

torical
;

those, namely, which, following the first, tlie

initiatory identification with Fichte, sought to vindi-

cate for Nature an independent place beside the Ego,

and resumption for both into an indefinite Absolute.

Nay, of the two epochs just named, it is even possible

that we ought to strike off tlie latter ; for there are not

wanting good reasons to maintain that the work of this

epoch—the resumption, namely, of both Nature and

the Ego into the Absolute—belongs, not to Schelling,

but to Hegel. Some of these reasons we shall see pre-

sently. Meantime, we shall assume the philosophical

majority of Hegel to commence with the pubhcation of

the ' Phaenomenologie des Geistes,' in 1807. On this

assumption, the historical works of Fichte are the ' Wis-

senschaftslehre' in its various forms, the ' Grimdlage des

Naturrechts,' and the ' System der Sittenlehre ;
' while

the ' Ideen zu einer Philosophie der Natm',' or his

' Erster Entwurf eines Systems der Naturphilosophie,'

his ' System des Transcendentalen IdeaHsmus,' and his

' Darstellung meines Systems der Philosophic,' shall re-

present the historical works of Schelling,

It is very probable, however, that even these conclu-

sions will become to the student, as he advances, doubt-

ful. With Fichte and with ScheUing, his satisfaction

will not always be unmixed ; and reasons will begin to

show themselves for beheving Hegel—though largely

their debtor, both for stimulation and suggestion—to

have, after all, in the end, dispensed with both, and

taken a fresh departure from Kant for himself. In

such circumstances, he will inchne to think still further

concentration both justifiable and feasible. No doubt

it is interesting, he will say, to see the consecutive

forms which the theme of Kant assumes now in the
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hands of Fichte, and now in the hands of ScheUiiig.

No doubt this is not only interesting, but also, for

Hegel, extremely adjuvant. Still, if it is true that all

cuhnmates in Hegel, and that Hegel himself has made
good his attachment to Kant, with practical elimination

of all that is intermediate, then, evidently, for him
whose object is the outcome only, Fichte and Schelliug

are no longer indispensably necessary. Then the dis-

satisfaction with these writers themselves

!

As Winters—this, at least, is the experience of the

present student—Fichte and Schelling were incompa-

rably the most accomphshed of all the four, and offered

by far the least impediment to the progress of a cur-

rent intelligence. Schelling, however (his vindication

of Natm^e as in opposition to Fichte, and such hke,

being neglected), seemed to have httle to offer as

stepping-stone to Hegel, besides what we may call,

perhaps, his Neutrum of Ecason—his generalised Uni-

versal of Eeasons—which neutrum again coalesces in

effect with the Absolute Neutrum, which resumes into

itself both Nature and the Ego, both objectivity and

subjectivity. And even as regards this, probably by

far the most important element nameable Schellingian

in Hegel, there were considerations which might just

reverse the received relation of its origin.

The facts on which the considerations alluded to rest

are these :—Hegel, when his time was come and his

system—at least in its first form—lay complete in his

desk, wrote to Schelling disclosing his intention to

enter the career of Letters, or rather Philosophy, and

asking his advice as to where to settle. He feared the

literary revel and riot of Jena, he said : would not

Bamberg, with opportunities to study Eoman Catho-

licism, be a judicious preliminary residence ? Hegel
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wrote this letter in November 1800, and his arrival iii

Jena the following January was the i-esult of the

correspondenee. Now Schelling, who had but just

simimed and completed himself—and had but just given

himself to the Avorld as summed and completed—in his

' System des Transcendentalen Ideahsmus,' is found,

immediately after his first meetings with Ilegel, and

with signs of haste and precipitation about him, offering

himself to the world again, new summed, ncAV com-

pleted—this time, indeed, as he professed, finally

summed, finally completed, in what was largely anta-

gonistic of the immediately previous sum—his ' Dar-

stellung meines Systems der Philosophic.'

These facts are few, but they probably cover a

whole busy beehive of human interests both as regards

Schelling and as regards Hegel. Haym, for example,

a writer of brilhant genius, whom we have already

mentioned, scarcely hesitates to insinuate that this haste

of ScheUing was probably not unconnected with the

new-comer Hegel and the proverbial communicative-

ness of first meetings. If, then, Hegel, on these occa-

sions communicated anytliing to Schelling, the burthen

of such communication would be most probably the

Neutrum
;

for, while it is the most prominent element

in Hegel that can be called Schelhngian, it is precisely

in the last-named work of Schelhng's that it emei'ges

for the first time fully formed and fully overt. In this

way, this same neutrmn may be viewed as the hono-

rarium or hush-money paid by the Unknown to the

Enown for the privilege of standuig on the latter 's

shoulders and in the hght of the latter's fame. For

possibly the apphcation of Hegel to Schelhng was not

without its calculations. It broke a long silence, and

it concerned correspondents xqyj differently placed.
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Hegel was by four years and five months tlie senior of

Schelling : as yet, nevertlieless, he had done nothing
;

lie was but an obscure tutor, and his existence was to

be wholly ignored. Schelhng, on the contrary, though

so much his junior, was already an old celebrity, a

placed professor, an established author, a philosopher

the rival of Fichte, the rival of Kant. To Hegel,

unknown, obscure, of no account, nothing, but who
would rank precisely among these highest of the high

—

who would, in fact, as the paper in his desk prophesied

to ]iim, be all—the immense advantages that would lie

in Schelling's introduction, in Schelhng's association of

him with himself as pliilosophical teacher, as literary

writer, could not be hid. Why, it would be the

saving to him of whole years of labour, perhaps of a

whole world of heart-breaks. There is, quite accord-

ingly, a pecuhar tone, a peculiar batedness of breath in

the letter of Hegel : admiration of Schelling's career,

almost amounting to awe, is hinted ; he looks to

Schelling with full confidence for a recognition of his

disinterested labour (the paper in his desk), even though

its sphere be lower ; before trusting himself to the

literary intoxication of Jena, he would like prelimi-

narily to strengthen himself somewhere else, say at

Bamberg, &c. &c. It is difficult to avoid distrusting all

this, for we feel it is precisely Jena he wants to get at,

and we know that he was not slow to come to Jena

when Schelling bade him. Then, we seem to see,

Bamberg had served its turn ; it and its opportunities

for the study of Catholicism might now go hang ! what

was wanted had been got.

In their first meetings at Jena, then, such being the

relative positions of the two former fellow-students,

Hegel, it may be supposed, would naturally desire to
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conciliate Sclielliiig—would naturally desire indirectly

to show him that the advantages of a partnership

woidd not, after all, be so very wholly on one side,

—would naturally desire to make him feel that he

(Schelling) had not done so ill m giving the stranger the

benefit of his introduction and the prestige of his fame.

Very probably, then, Hegel would not hesitate, in such

circumstances, to show Schelling, if he could, that in his

(Schelling's) own doctrines there lay an element which,

if developed, would extend to the System the last touch

of comprehensiveness, simplicity, and symmetry.

But this Neutrum will be found to he very fairly ex-

pressed, and more than once too, in the ' Transcendentale

Idealismus
!

'

An ' absolut Identisches ' in which the ' Objective
'

and ' Subjective ' shall coalesce is talked of in various

places. We may instance these :—At page 29, we hear

of ' ein Absolutes, das von sich selbst die Ursache und

die'Wirkung—Subject und Object—ist
;

' at pages iv.

and V. of Preface, an ' Allgemeinheit ' is talked of, in

which ' das Einzelne volhg verschwindet
;

' again, at page

29, the ' Selbstbewusstseyn ' is identified with Natm-e,

and both with the absolute identity of Subjective and

Objective
;

lastly, pp. 4, 5, we have the following :

' Nature reaches the highest goal, to become wholly

Object to its own self, only through the highest and

last Eeflexion, which is nothing else than Man, or,

more generally, that which we name Eeason, tlirougli

which (Eeflexion) Nature first returns completely into

its own self, and whereby it becomes manifest that

Nature is originally identical with that which is recog-

nised in us as what is Intelligent and Conscious.'

This would seem to dispose definitively of any pre-

tensions of Hegel. But again, it is a curious thing,
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that, once a doctrine has become historically esta-

blished, we are often startled by expressions in the

works of previous writers which seem accurately to

describe it
; yet these previous writers shall have no

more insight into the doctrine concerned than any

Indian in his woods; and we ourselves should have

found something quite else in the expressions, had we
read them before the doctrine itself was become histo-

rically overt. Small individuals there are in the world,

however, who ferret out such ex post facto coincidences,

to gloat over them in the envy and malice of their

own impotence, and to denounce—sententiously ve-

hement, indignantly moral on the strength of their own
acuteness and such mere nonsense—some veritable

historical founder as but a cheat and a thief and a

plagiarist ! Now, this might have happened here, and

SchelHng, for all his expressions in the Transcendental

Ideahsm, might have been quite blind to their real

reach till he had had his eyes opened by the communi-

cations of Hegel ; in which cuxumstances, too, it

would be iUnatured to blame him for showing haste to

make good his own in the eyes of the pubhc. It is

certain that a Universal of Eeason lies much more in

the way of the notions of Hegel than in that of those

of Schelling, who, in the duality of Eeahty here and

Ideahty there, seems to leap to a Neutrum which is a

Neutrum, which is Zero rather than an Absolute, rather

than Eeason. Be all this as it may, we are compelled,

as it comes to us, to attribute this tenet to Schelhng.

If Hegel paid it away, and with such motives as we

have pictured, he deserved to lose it ; and the flegelian

may still take to himself the consolation which lay

open to his master—he may sardonically look on at

the httle use Schelling made of it—at the little use
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Schelling could make of it, as it wanted to him that

connection with Kant which enabled Hegel by giving

body to the form to realise his System,

For the rest, the balanced magnet of an Absolute

that was at once everywhere and nowhere—that was

idcahty, yet ideality was not reality, and that was again

reality, yet reahty was not ideahty,—then the subordi-

nation of all to Art as highest outcome of the Absolute

itself—the restlessness and inconstancy of his faith

whether as regards others or himself,—his silence

during the life of Hegel, his mahcious breaking of

silence after the death of Hegel, and the little intelli-

gence he seemed to show of the very system he broke

silence on,—all this dissatisfied with SchelHng, and left

an impression as of the too ebullient ardour that o'er-

leaps itself Schelling has been said to resemble Cole-

ridge, and not without reason so far as the latter's

similarly ebullient youth is concerned. Doubtless, too,

some will see in both a Hke versatility of opinion, and a

hke unsatisfactormess of close: but, in these respects,

any likeness that can be imputed is not more than

skin-deep ; and otherwise, surely, not many points of

comparison can be offered. Coleridge, with all his

logosophy, was no philosopher ; and it is difficult to

beheve even that there is any single philosopher in the

world whom he had either thoroughly studied or

thoroughly understood. Schelling had both studied

and originated Philosophy. Than Coleridge, he was

infinitely profounder in acquisition, infinitely pro-

founder in meditation of the same ; he was infinitely

clearer also, infinitely more vigorous, infinitely richer,

and more elastic in the spontaneity of original sug-

gestion and thought.*

' Coleridge's plagiarism from Schelling, and the maundering cim-
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As for Fichte, having overcome the difficulty of his

second proposition, which is that of Entgegensetzung,

all seemed easy so far as study was concerned ; and
imdoubtedly there lay in certain of his pohtical find-

ings—^in his method of movement by thesis, antithesis,

and synthesis, and in that his undeniable and most va-

luable contribution, the Unconditionedness of the notion

of the Ego—elements to which Hegel owed much
;

but—notwithstanding this, and notwithstanding the

ning, the ostrich-like devices by
which he sought to efface his own
footsteps, have heen noticed else-

where (still in MS.). It is in this

reference that De Quincey, in that

biilliant rant which suited the

period, sets the mere ' amusements

'

of Coleridge's ' magical brain ' above

what ' any German that ever

breathed,' ' Schelling,' ' Jean Paul,'

'could have emulated even in his

dreams ' ! This is exquisite ! it is

clear to an opium-eater that the

business of the superior man is,

* for mere amusement of his activi-

ties,' ' to spin from the loom of his

o^vn magical brain,' ' gorgeous theo-

ries,' 'supported by a pomp and

luxury of images, &c.,' and that he

is at his strongest in his dreams.

It is equally clear to a Hegel that

such language is but the language

of the Vorstdluw/, that it is abso-

lutely alien to thougM, and that in

general it is just as worthless as

any dream that was ever dreamed,

tliough all the cavalcades of the

universe had pranced, and all the

bands of the universe had played

through it. Coleridge superior to

Schelling! Why, Schelling really

effected something— the Natur-

Philosophie, the Transcendeutal-

Philosophie— something that lius

historically functioned, and still

historically functions. But what
has Coleridge effected ? Aught else

than fi-agmentary poetry—Cristabel

—the Ancient Mariner? Aught
else than fragmentary criticism of

poetry — chiefly Wordsworth's P

Emdition ! Desultory dipping and
pretentious maundering about the

same with an idle parade of

some resultant names? Rdigion\

A ti-ansient hectic in some half-a-

dozen students of theology ? Phi-

losophy ! Where is it ? Mr. John

Stuart Mill, if I do not mistake,

called Coleridge ' one of those gi-eat

seminal minds,' and 'Mi: Buckle

believed him, but on what groimds

of universal philosophy, or of the

philosophies of either Mr. Mill or

Mr. Buckle, it is difficult to see.

Surely his opinions, on what sub-

ject soever—Church, State, Under-

standing, Imagination, Reason, the

Bible, Political Economy, the

Middle Ages, Tradition—^were not

such as either Mr. Mill or Mr.

Buckle could approve ! It is cer-

tainly generous to praise one's direct

enemy ; but one fears for the con-

sistency of the principles. Rather,

on the whole, as regards the entire

business, one simply admires !
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impetuous nobleness of the man, whose unliesitating

headlong singleness, if to be viewed with Mr. Carlyle

as a rock at all, must be viewed as a rock, not at

rest, but in motion, irresistible from without, nor yet

quite resistible from within,—the general aspect of

the system is, on the whole, unsubstantial and unreal

;

the in and in of the development wearies and awakens

doubt, and one finds one's self easily sympathising with

the aged and somewhat chagrined Kant, when, in a

letter to Tieftrunk, he characterises it as a 'sort of

ghost,' a mere ' thought-form,' ' without stuff,' which is

incapable of being ' clutched,' and which accordingly

' makes a wonderful impression on the reader.'

On the whole, then,—for us,—but very little ma-

terial could be pointed to as separating Hegel from

Kant
;
nay, this material itself could be derived quite

as well at first hand from the original quarry, as at

second hand from the trucks of the quarry-men ; and

generally, in all respects, it was Hegel who specially

continued and developed into full and final form aU

the issues which Kant had ever properly begun. The

true principals, then, were Kant and Hegel
;
and, they

being won, all others might be cheerfully neglected.

Neither as regards their difficulty, surely, was there

any reason to dread eventual despair, Avere but the

due labour instituted. What they understood, another

might understand ; and for no other purpose than to

be understood, had these their Avorks been written, had

these their works been published.

Let us confine ourselves to Kant and Hegel, then
;

nay, let us confine ourselves in them to those works of

theirs which are specially occupied with the express

scientific statement of their respective systems. In a

word, let us confine ourselves to three works of each : as
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regards Kant, to the ' Kritik of Pure Eeason,' ' the Kritik

of Practical Eeason,' and the ' Kritik of Judgment ;

' as

regards Hegel, to the ' Phaenomenologie des Geistes,'

the ' Logik,' and the ' Encyclopaedie.' This, then, is

what has been done—^uideed, to the production of

greater restriction still, from the above enumeration,

the ' Phaenomenologie des Geistes ' is, on the whole, to

be eliminated.

The present work relates to Hegel alone ; and the

immediately succeeding chapters present a series of

notes which, as products of an actual struggle to this

author, may prove, perhaps, not unadapted to assist, or at

least encourage, others in a like undertaking. As regards

Kant, whose study was first accomplished, an analogous

expository statement, for which all the materials are

collected, and which indeed in part already exists in

sketch, will probably follow.

The reader, meantime, is not to suppose that by

confining ourselves to Kant and Hegel, we wish, it to be

inferred that we consider these writers beyond the

reach of some of the same objections abeady stated

as regards Pichte and ScheUing. The restriction in

question is not due to any such motive, but depends

only on considerations of what really constitutes the

thmg called German Philosophy ; in regard to which

every restriction seemed necessarily a boon, if at once

productive of simplification, and not incompatible with

a sufficiently full statement of the essential truth of the

subject. By such motives is it that we have been

actuated : and be it further understood that our present

business is not with objections, not with, judgment of the

systems at all, but only as yet—and if possible—with

their statement and exposition.
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CHAPTER TI.

NOTES OF THE STRUGGLE TO IIEQEL,

A. 1.

The criticism on Ex nihilo nihil fit* is crucial. If it is

admitted, we are at once and ever after Hegelians ; if

it is rejected, we can never become Hegelian. Is that

axiom false, then, and is its contrary true? From
nothing can something come ? That sparrow passing the

window was not, is, and will cease to be ; but it neither

comes from nothing, nor goes to nothing. AU that

belongs to Daseyn (translate it, for the nonce, existence)

is a Vermitteltes—is a product, a result of means ; it has

real elements and real factors. Hegel's principle, then,

wliich transcends Daseyn, which ascends to Seyn (Be-

ing) can relate only to a first act of creation. But of

this we know nothing. In all our world such a prin-

ciple is not to be found. It may be applied to a

certain extent to function (the function of a watch,

of a steam-engine, of a plant, of an animal), which

we see, if not coming from nothing, at least pass-

ing into nothing : but then all functions are vennit-

telt, are products, and have factors. No : for Hegel,

there is nothing but creation. Unless in a creative act,

Hegel's process (something from nothing) is not true,

as apphed to any Bestimmung of Daseyn, to actual ex-

istence, or any appurtenance of the same : nowhere do

• See third pajagrapli of Remark I. of Quality, both as translated and

commented.
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we see nothing passing into something, or something

into nothing ; we see only processes of combination out

of something, and of resokition into something.

/was not, / am, / shall cease to be. True ; but if /
am only functional manifestation, / have no privilege

over the sparrow. It is here, however, that the other

element, the crux of existence, steps in—the principle of

Self-consciousness, which we cannot alloAV ourselves to

degrade to a level with what we call material Daseyn
;

we cannot beheve it mereftmction of material elements.

Here then, perhaps, we approach the essential position

of Hegel, who subordinates the material to the spiritual,

Avho begins with the spiritual and derives all thence.

Hegel refuses to build up the world from without ; he

begins from within. Li this point of view, then, is

there any countenance, any holding-ground for his

principle Hegel's idea is ihere, really there to a

certain extent. This lily was not, and is ; that hly was,

and is not : the bottom thought at least relates to Some-

thing and Nothing. If not constitutive of the process,

they are regulative of it.*

Constitutive and Regulative.— what by Regulative, may be found

The distinction between specula- in scores of passages by opening liis

tive and regulative knowledge holds chief work almost at a venture;

an important place in the philosophy but in no passage will Speculative

of Kant' Thesewordsoccm-inMan- be found opposed to Eegiilative.

sel's'Bampton Lectures,' and it was "VVTiat Kant opposes to the latter

amusing to observe the imanimity word is, as is foimd in the text,

with which the critics of the day Constitutive.

took the supererogatory leap, and Without express reference to

repeated the blunder of their autho- Kant for his definition of the mean-

ritv : they, too, were eloquent about ing of these words, let the reader,

speculatioe and regulative. It needs, to save time and space, under-

however, but very slight acquaint- stand by Constitutive, material ele-

ance with the subject to know that ments of composition, elements that

Kant could not possibly pei-petrate make part and pai'cel of the matter,

any such false distinction. What elements that constitute objects;

Kant means by Speculative, and while by Regulative, again, let him

VOL. I. D
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What does Hegel intend by his Logic?

—

Categories,

the lowest (or highest) general ideal forms, the nieta-

iinderstaml formiil elonicnts of dis-

^o*"i</o«,el6meiitsproductive of unity

of reference aiid arrangement in a

uuiltitudo of particulars, elements

that iryuldte or give form (rule,

law) to objects. To know'tlie con~

stitutive elements of tlie material

universe, we should look to Che-

mistry ; to Imow tLe reyulative, we
should look to Natui-al Philosophy.

It is barely possible that the

error which substitutes Speculative

for Constitutive may be due to a

slip of the pen. This excuse, how-
ever, can at best only serve the

Lecturer ; it is inadmissible as re-

gards his critics. But, it must be

said, so indissoluble is the associa-

tion of constitutive with regulative

;

and so well known and discrepant

is the meaning of speculative, that,

to any one really familiar with

Kant, the substitution of the last

word for the first would have in-

stantly gTated on the ear its own
detection. In truth, it seems to

me that the burthen of Mr. Mansel's

utterances in this whole reference,

suggests in general the same super-

ficial, desultory, fallacious acquaint-

ance with the writings ofKant which

underlies the heedless injustice and

petulant effronteiy of his master,

Sir William Hamilton. It is posi-

tivelj' melancholy to be obliged to

witness the ignorance of this coim-

try in regard to all—the commonest

and currentest—that bears on Ger-

man Philosophy. That, for ex-

ample, Bishop Colenso and the

Essayists and Reviewers — mere

products of that Aufkliiruug whose

coiTCction was the express mission

directly of Hegel, and only a little

less directly of Kant—should be

styled here the German I'arli/l

But ignorance is not the worst

feature in the case. Simple igno-

rance might be excused. But liow

are we to excuse the pretensions—
the calculated pretensions—united,

too, with denunciations not the less

morally sublime that they are

wholly empty ? Ever since, in the

vanity of a weai ambition, the ex-

ample was set hy Sir "William

Hamilton, men of the highest posi-

tion in England have thought it no

inconsistency to claim to refute

what at the same time they com-

plained to be imintelligible. The
distinguished disciple of Sir Wil-

liam HamOton, for instance, from

whose 'Bampton Lectures' we have

just quoted, is not content to place

himself in an equivocal position as

regards Kant
;
but, with a similar

consequence in reference to Hegel,

he seeks to win a smile from us by
citing a jocose proposal to translate

this author by—distillation ! That
is, Hegel is absolutely imintelli-

gible, but, as a last chance, we

—

distil him 1 Mr. Mansel, like Cole-

ridge, like Hamilton, and others,

quotes liberally from Plotinus,

Aquinas, &c. ; and what he quotes

being intelligible, the practice is

intelligible: but win- should he

diversify his squares of Greek and

his oblongs of Latin by ' coming us

cranking in with huge half-moons'

of the Gei-man of Knnt ' and mon-
strous cautles ' of the Egj-ptian of

Hegel, seeing that the one is very

plainly not miderstood, and the

other is declared miinteUigible

Square of Plotinus, cantlo of Kant,
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physical skeleton of the body of thought : we are

exercised in piu^e thought—in the material as well as

in the formal element of Logic. It is a reduction of

the matter of thought to its ultimate elements. Can
he beheve in any possible cosmogonical power through

the progressive self-concretion of the Idea ? How does

it connect itself with his general idea of the Absolute,

his general expression of Idealism—Thought, the Idea,

passing into objectivity and returning thence, enriched

and reconciled, into its own subjectivity again ? This is

true of us ; and from us is it, as it were, z'mpersonified

into the Absolute ? Well, it is reasonable to present

the primary and simple forms first, as the first stage of

the Idea ; but even in its first stage, it is triune and

jiossesses analogues of the others.

There may be a cosmogony at the bottom, too.

There is the step from Schelling's substance to an im-

personal subject as Absolute, whose life is from An sich

(In itself) to Filr sich (By and for itself), through Ausser

sich (Out of itself). Take tliis as Eegulative—with

reflexes of a Constitutive also—then Pliilosophy as de-

monstrating this process on the part of the All wiU

present three parts or moments : 1. An sich ; 2. Ausser

sich
;
and, 3. Fiir sich. What wiU fall under the two

oblong of Aquinas, lialf-nioon of Philosophy but sporadic quotation ?

Ilegel ! AVhv should obscure cantle But perhaps we ought not to forget

and utterly dark half-moon be in- that Hegel is now understood by

truded on the brightness of square distillation ! Henceforth we shall

and oblong ? Is it at all possible conquer the Principta and the Me-

to account for this, unless on the caniqiie C6leste, not by mastering a

hypothesis—the mechanical tessel- technical dialect, but—by process

lation being so glaring—of a certain of distillation

!

love of exlci-nal effect ? But is Mr. Perhaps, the truth is this: since

Mansel barely just to himself in David Hume, thought qua thought

placing quotations from the unread- has neither been represented nor

able Hegel beside others from his understood in England.

Plato and Lis Aristotle P Or is

u 2
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latter heads is plain (Nature and Spirit, namely), but

what are we to put vuider the first ? Wliy, thought, as

yet unformed, the rudimentary skeleton of the Idea

an sick—that which is common to botli of the other

parts, but yet possesses nothing tliat is specially cha-

racteristic of these parts. But the primal forms of

thought that interpenetrate both Nature and Spirit is

Logic Proper—Logic not as confined to the mere formal

rules of reasoning, but Logic that constitutes the very

essence of thought. In all three, the principle of

progress will be the same as the general principle : it

will be thesis, antithesis, and synthesis.

A. 2.

The Idea is thought : thought consists of ideas—to

think is to follow ideas. Thought, then, as whole of

ideas, is an element sui generis, and will possess its own
organic order ; ideas will follow an order native and

inherent to them : but the general, the universal of all

ideas may be called the idea. The idea, then, is self-

identical thinkmg ; self-identical because in its own
nature the idea is two-sided—an objective side is, as

it were, exposed and offered to a subjective side, and

the result is the return, so to speak, of the idea from

its other, which is its objective side, into itself, or

subjective side, as satisfied, gratified, and contented

knowledge. We are not required to think of existent

nature in all this, but only of the nature of a general

idea—of the idea in its own self. Besides being self-

identical thinking, it is thus also seen to be, as defined

by Hegel, the capability of opposing or exposing

itself to itself, and that for the purpose of being in its

own self and for its own self—just its own self, in fact.
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In this process, the objective side can evidently be very

properly called its state of otherness or hetereity ; and

it is only when it arrives at this state of otherness or

hetereity, and has identified it with itself, that it can be

said to be by itself—that is, at home and reconciled

with itself.

The notion of a general idea—idea as a general, as a

universal

—

the idea is taken and looked at by the mind,

and is seen to possess this immanent process or nature.

But idea folloAvs idea— or the idea is in constant

process : to show the order and train of these, or the

moments of this process, may be caUed the system of

thought, that is, of Logic, then. Now, what is concerned

here, is not the succession of ideas as they occur

subjectively on what is called the association of ideas,

but it is that succession which occurs in real thinking,

in thought as thought—in objective thought, in the

performance of the Idea's own immanent process and

function.

Now, how then wiU the Idea, the speculative Idea,

arise and develop itself in any subject ? The first

question that wiU naturally suggest itself will relate to

Being. The idea wiU be first asked, or will first ask

itself, to exercise its function, to do its spiriting on the

fact of existence, for the nearest and first character of

the Idea is that it is. The idea, then, first of all, holds

itself as a mirror to the general thought of existence

—

to Being in its abstract generahty, to the mere essence

of the word is. Now, it cannot do so without the

opposite notion of nothing also arising. It is imphes or

involves it is not, or, at aU events, it was not ; it cannot

help saying to itself, the moment it looks at it is, it was

not. Not and is, then, is and not, must arise together,

and cannot help arising together. Neither can they
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lielp flowing into the kindred notions, origin and
decease, or coming to be and ceasing to be. The
instant we think of Being, Existence, just as Being,

Existence, in general, without a single property or

quality, tlie notions of not, of coming to be, and of

ceasing to he (which are both included in Becoming),
must follow and do follow. So is it with us when we
think, so is it with our speculative ideas—that is, so is

it with the speculative idea—the Idea then ; and so

was it also in Histoiy. The first philosophical systems

must have revolved around these simple notions, and
Hegel is quite in earnest when he maintains the coin-

cidence of History and of Logic. Wliat is this Seyn,

this Being ? WJience comes it ? Whither goes it ?

What is change .^^ What is the mfluence of number,

quantity, proportion? Why is ii? These are the

simple questions that circle round Being, Origin,

Decease, Becoming. What is it particularly to be

—

individually to be (Daseyn, Fiirsichseyn) ? These really

are the questions of the Ionics, of the Eleatics, of

Heraclitus, of Pythagoras, of Democritus, &c.

Now these notions are aU capable of being included

under the designation Quality, for they are all replies

to Qualis? Mere existence as an Idea soon passes

into that of special or actual existence, that really is

and continues to be in the middle of that coming to

be and ceasing to be. It is next also seen to be not

only existent in the middle of this process, but indi-

vidually existent, as it were personally existent. The

whole progress of Hegel through Seyn, Mchts, Werden,

Entstehen, Vergehen, Daseyn, Eeality, Negation, Some-

thing, Other, Being-in -itself, Being-for-Other, Precise

Nature, manifested Property, Limit, &c. ; these may be

viewed as adumbrations of stages of infantile conscious-
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ness : Dim thought tliat there is, that there is nothing,

that there comes to be, that there ceases to be, that

there is a middle state that is in the comhig to being

and the going from being ; that this is marked-ofF being,

defined being ; that there is a definite and an indefinite

;

that there was negation, that there is reahty ; that this

reahty thickens itself under reflexion and reference

on reality and on negation, and from reality to negation,

and from negation to reality, into a something that is

what it is to be in itself, in which distinction disappears

and it remains a famihar Unity.

When a bhnd man recovers sight, all is a blur, an

indistinct formless blur that seems to touch him, that is

not distinguished from himself, or that conceivably he

coidd not have distinguished from himself, had he not

learned from the other senses that there was another

than himself. Now, a child is in the position of the

bhnd man who recovers sight, without ever having

learned a single item from any other sense, or in any

other manner. Naturally, then that there is, &c.,

abstract Seyn, &c., will be the sequence of unrecorded

consciousness. Distinctions of quahty will certainly

precede those of quantity—the differences of kind will

be seen before the fact of the repetition of an individual.

This Logic, then, may be viewed as the way we

came to think—the way in which thought grew, till

there was a world for Eeflexion, for Understanding to

turn upon. Even this, then, is an othering of its own

self to see its own self, and it is the mode in which it

did other itself It is quite apart from nature or from

mind raised into spirit ; it is the unconscious product of

thought ; and it follows its own laws, and deposits itself

according to its own laws. Hegel, as it were, swoons

himself back into infancy—trances himself through all
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cliildhood, and awakes when the child awakes, that is,

with reflexion, but retaining a consciousness of the

process, which the child does not. It is a realisation

of the wish that we could know the series of develop-

ment in the mind of the child. His meaning of Re-

flexion, of Understanding, of Eeason, comes out very

plain now, for the process is a transcending of the

Understanding, and a demonstration of the work of

pure Eeason. Then, again, it is common to us all—it

is an impersonal subject.

To repeat—conceivably there is first a sense of be-

ing—or the vague, wide idea Being ; there is no / in

it : I is the product of reflexion ; it is just a general

there is ; it is the vast vague infinite of Being ; it has

its circumference everywhere, and its centre nowhere.

That is plain—that Being is at once such centre and

circumference ; for though it is vast, and everything and

everywhere—and, at the same time indefinite, and

vague and nowhere—still, as Being, as a vast that is,

there is a principle of punctual stop in it—of fixture,

of definiteness ; it is indefinite and indeterminate, but,

as is, it is also definite and determinate.

This is conceivably the first sense of Being. But

evidently m what has been already said there is a sense

of Nothing involved. It is the boundless blank, that

is, and no more ; it is the roofless, waU-less, bottomless

gulf of all and of nothing : senses or ideas of Being

and Nothing, like vast and infinite confronting vapom's

—

the infinite vaporous warp and infinite vaporous woof,

confronting, meeting, interpenetrating, wave and weave

together, waft and waver apart, to wave and weave

together again.

Then, as the only conceivably true existence—the

only thing conceivably worth existence — is mind.
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thought, intelligence, spirit,—this must have been the

Jirst^ if not as man, then as God. And the first of the

first was such process. The sense of the indistin-

guishable—the necessity, the hesoin of the distinguish-

able ! No, then, is the principle that creates distinction.

There is no use to explain this ; we can go back no

fiuther : it is the universe—it is what is. Understand-

ing begins, so to speak, when Eeason ceases.

The Logic, then, is the deposit and crystalhsation

in Eeason previous to Eeflexion. It is the structure

that comes ready constructed to Understanding. The

detection of its process is the analysis or resolution

of what the Understanding looks upon as something

simply and directly there—something ready to its hand,

something simply and directly given, and which is as it

is given. It is what each of us has done for himself

daring infancy and childhood, m darkness and un-

consciousness ; or it is the work of Eeason before

Eeflexion. We see, then, that Understanding, which

transcends so much, as in Astronomy, &c., must itself

be transcended, and speculative Eeason adopted in-

stead. Carlyle's unfathomableness of the universe must

be seen to rest on Understanding.

After aU, too, there may be Jacob Bohmic cosmo-

gonic ideas at bottom : no saying how far he allows

these notions of Being and Nothing to take the form

of forces, and build up the All. If there be no

Jenseits— only a here and this— which supposition

does not, in Hegel's way, infringe in the shghtest the

truth of Immortality—then his theory is as good as any.

How otherwise are we to conceive a, beginning ? A
beginning is what is begun, and is not what is begun.

The beginnning of all beginnings cannot differ. Being,

too, is the basal thought and fact of all. Nothing,
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the principle of distinction and difference, is equally

basal. It is very difficult to conceive objective thought,

however, and to conceive it gi-adually developing itself

into this actual concrete me, with these five finf^ers,

which now write on paper, with pen and ink, &c.

Something seems always to lie in the actual present,

the actual immediate, that says such a genesis from

abstract thought is impossible. Yet, again a genesis

of thought from mere matter—that is equally impos-

sible
; thought 7niist be the prius : then how conceive

a beginning and progress with reference to that prius ?

Our system of reconciliation (English Idealism) is a

Deus ex Machina : I—the thinking principle—am so

made that such a series presents itself! Wliich just

amounts to—I am tired thinking it ; I just give it up

to another, and say he cuts the knot—believing my own
saying with much innocence and simpHcity, and resting

quite content therein, as if I really had got rid of the

whole difficulty and solved the whole matter. English

Idealism, in its one series, is certainly a simpler theory

than the ordinary one, that there are two series—that

first it (the object) and that then / (the subject) are so

made. Stone-masonry and wood-carpentry are thus

spared the Prius. Yet, again, there is nothing spared

the Prius ; aU has been thrust into it, out of the way,

as into a drawer, which is then shut, hut it is all still

in the drawer. Whether it is so made and / am so

made, or only / am so made, the so is in the Prius

;

whatever else be in the Prius, the Prius is responsible

to that extent : the so is ; and since the so is, the Prius

must be so. "We are still in presence, then, of the

whole problem, which is simply the So. All this is

plain to a Hegel, and aU this he would meet by his

absolute IdeaHsm. Hegel has a particular dishke to
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the Deiis of modern enlightenment, which he names an

empty abstraction. An abstract Summum—an abstract

Prius—and nothing more, seems indeed to constitute

what goes to make up the idea, when we examine it

closely. But if Hegel ridicules the Deus of Deism,

it must be allowed he is sincere in his devotion before

God—who, as every man's own heart—as tradition,

as Scripture tells us, is a Spirit. Nor does he believe

that he contradicts either Eeason or Scripture when he

endeavours ' to know God.' Hegel is probably right

in opening his eyes to a Deus ex Machine, and in

desiring to draAV close to God, the Spirit, in that he

endeavours to deduce from this Universe, the Universal

Subject of this Universe. Nevertheless, his principle

has much more the look of a mere Eegulative than of

a Constitutive

—

and it is a Constitutive that we must

have.

A. 3.

Plato discovers a boyish dehght in the exercise of

the new-found power of conscious generahsation ex-

tended to him by Socrates. Hegel seems to have

learned a lesson in this art from Plato, for raurov and

'^arspov, or identity and otherness, which are the in-

struments or moments of the generalisation of the

latter, seem to perform a like function in the dialectic

of the former. The Socratic evolution of the idea

—

through elimination of the accidental from the concrete

example—presents analogies (when transferred from

mere ethical ideas to ideas in general) to both the

Hcraclitic and the Eleatic modes of thought. The acci-

dental which is ehminated, is analogous to the fluent

and changeable of Hcrachtus ; while the idea that

remains is analogous to the permanent and abiding
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One of the Eleatics. As if what is were an absolute

Being, but also a relative—yet really existent—Non-
being, In tlie relations of the Ideas, the principle of

Identity is Eleatic, that of Difference is Herachtic.

The Ideas are the Uiiiversal and Necessary in tlie

Particular and Contingent : the latter is only by reason

of them ; still the former come forward or appeai-

only in it. How veiy analogous the categories, the

dialectic, &c. &c. of Hegel to all this

!

B.

One, single, empirical man cannot be taken, but he

and what he embodies are universahsed, as it were, into

a universal subject. The Logic is the immanent pro-

cess of the Eeason of this subject. The logical values

are, as it were, depositions from the great sea of

Eeason ; and yet, by a turn, the great sea takes all up

again into its own transparent simpHcity and unity.

We are admitted to the ultimate and elementary fibres

of the All. Being and Nothing interweave to Be-

coming. Coming to he and Ceasing to he interweave

to So-to-be, to So-being, or Here-being—to sublunary

existentiahty, to mortal state, which again is just

Quality. Reality and Negation interweave to Some-

thing and Other. In Something and Other, the subtle

dehcacy of the thought-manipulation comes well to

light, and displays the nature of the whole work,

which is the construction of the Tliing-in-itself fi'om

materials of thought only. So it is that the Under-

standing succeeds Eeason, and turns on the work of

Eeason as on its material. Let us rapidly sketch

the development in a single wave.

There is a tree, a horse, a man—there is a feeling,
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there is a passion, there is a thought. All these

phrases are, without doubt, universally intelligible.

Now, in the whole six of them, there is presents itself

as a common element ; and it sufiers no change in

any, but is absolutely the same in all. There is a

tree, &c.—there is a thought, &c.—however different

a thought may be from a tree, or a feehng from a

house, the phrase there is has precisely the same

meaning when attached to tree or house that it has

when attached to thought or feehng. Let us abstract,

then, from these subjects, from these words, and

repeat the phrase there is, there is, till the special

element which these two words contribute begins to

dawn on our consciousness. Let us repeat to our-

selves there is with reference to matters not only out-

ward, but inward; and let us repeat it, and again

repeat it, till it acquires, so to speak, some body as a

distinct thought. If we succeed well with the two

words there is, we shall find no difficulty in making

one other step in advance, and in reahsing to ourselves

a conception of what is meant by the bare word is.

But the reader must understand that he is to do

this. He is now to cease reading, and to occupy him-

self a good half-hour with the rumination of what he

has just read. If he contents himself with simple

perusal, he will find himself very soon stopped by in-

simuountable obstacles, and most probably very soon

compelled to give ,it up in disgust. But if he will

devote one half-hour in the manner we have indicated,

the result wiU be a perfect conception of the meaning

of is, that is, of Abstract or Pure Being, of Abstract

or Piu-e Existentiality, of the Hegelian Seyn. And

most appropriately is it named abstract ; for it is the

ultimate and absolute Abstract. It is that which may
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be abstracted or extracted from every fact and form of

existence, whether celestial or terrestrial, material or

spiritual. Eatlier it is the residue wlien Ave abstract

from all these. It is the absolutely terminal calx—the

absolutely final residuum tliat continues and must

continue for our thought when abstraction is made
from the whole world. Let there be no stone, no

plant, no sea, no earth, no sun, no star in all the

firmament—let there be no mind, no thought, no

idea, no space, no time, no God—'let the universe

disappear—we have not yet got rid of is : is will not,

cannot disappear. Let us do our best to conceive

the universe abolished—let us do our best to con-

ceive what we call existence abolished—still we shall

find that we cannot escape from the abstract shadoAv

is which we have indicated. Being is absolutely

necessary to thought ; to thought, that is, it is abso-

lutely necessary that there be Being. Ask youi'self.

What would there he, if there were just nothing at

all, and if there never had been anything—neither a

God, nor a world, nor an existence at all ? Ask
yourself this and hsten! Then just look at the

question itself, and observe how it contains its own

dialectic and contradiction in jo^rsupposing the Being

it is actually supposing not to be !

It may appear to the reader a very simple thought,

this, and a very unnecessaiy one : stOl, if he will

consider that it is the universal element—that there is

nothing in the heaven above nor in the earth beneath

where it is not present, and that it is as essential a con-

stituent of thought as of matter, it wiU probably appear

not unnatural that it should be begun with in a system of

Universal Logic, of Universal Thought. Without it there

is no thought, and without it there is no thing. Take
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it even as a matter of conception, it is that which is

absokitely first—that wliich, without us or within us, is

absohitely over-against us, absolutely immediate, ab-

solutely and directly present to us. The Eleatics had a

perfect right to exclaim, ' Being only is, and nothing is

just nothing at all
!

'

Look at it again, now ; call up the shadow is—^let us

once more realise to ourselves all that we think when
we say there is with any reference or with no reference

—

let us place before us the conception of abstract exist-

ence, of abstract Seyn, and we shall perceive that it is

characterised by a total and complete absence of any

possible predicate. It is the absolute void, the absolute

inane. Like the mathematical point, it is position

without magnitude ; and again, it is magnitude without

position—it is everytliing in general, and nothing in

particular : it is, in fact, nothing.

If tliis prove repugnant to the reader, let him ask

himself, what then is it, if it is not nothing ? or let him

ask himself, what then is nothing ? and the result of his

deepest pondering will be that, after all, the shadow

nothing is the shadow is—that abstract nothing and

abstract being, or the abstract not and the abstract is,

contain precisely the same thought, and that the one,

quite as much as the other, is the absolute void, the

absolute inane—that the one quite as much as the other

is position without magnitude, and magnitude without

position—that each involves and implies the other, and

that both are all in general, and nothing in particular.

It is absolutely indifferent, then, which we take first,

as either only leads to the other. Nothing—the con-

ception contained in the absolutely abstract Nothing,

involves the position implied in abstract Being, and the

latter is as absolutely predicateless as the former. The
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shadow is, abstract existentiality, will, if the endeavour

to think it be continued long enough, be seen in the

end to be the absolute nothing, the absolute void.

There is no object whatever suspended in it
;

nay,

there is not even space to admit of either object

or suspension. For the reader is required to reahse

the conception there is in reference not only to

material things, but in reference also to immaterial

things—ideas, thoughts, passions, &c., where already

quahties of space are excluded. And then, again,

nothing or not similarly perseveringly pondered and

reahsed to thought, will be seen in the end to imply is

or Being, and to possess an absolutely identical charac-

terisation, or an absolutely identical want of charac-

terisation, as is or Being.

The reader may possibly feel it absurd, unreasonable,

even unnatural, to be asked to occupy liimselfwith such

thoughts ; but we pray him not to be disheartened, but

in simple and good faith to believe that the call is made
on him for his best endeavours to cooperate with us, not

without hopes of a solid and satisfactory result. That

Being should be ISTothing, and Nothing Being, is not

absurd, if only that Being and that ISTothing be thought

which we have done our best to indicate. We are not

fools, and we discern as perfectly as another the differ-

ence of house and no house, dinner and no dinner, a

hundred dollars and no dollar ; and when our remark that

Philosophy does not occupy itself with such questions

is described as ' delicious,' we know well that it is not

our philosophic stolidity, but rather the Unhefangenheit,

the uninitiated innocence and innocent uninitiatedness

of our hvely opponent, that is in truth dehcious.

The reader must have the goodness to recollect that

our Nothing is the abstract Nothing—the thoroughly
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indeterminate, and not tlie, so to speak, concrete and de-

terminate Nothing implied in that word when used as the

contrary of some concrete and determinate Something.

ISTo dinner is nothing certainly, but then it is a qualified

nothing ; it is a nothing that refers to a special some-

tliing, dinner ; it contains in itself, so to speak, this re-

ference, and so is distinguished from other analogous

terms. "We hope, then—and, however apparently un-

meaning our language may be, we hope also that the

reader will lend us his faith yet awhile longer—that it

is now plain to everyone that, in our sense of the terms,

Pure Being and Piu?e Nothing are the same. They are

both absolute blanks, and each is the same blank ; still

it must be understood that our sense is the true sense

of Pure Being and Pure Nothing—the true sense of

Being and Nothing taken strictly as such, taken in

ultimate analysis. Again, it is still true that Being is

not Nothing and Nothing is not Being. We feel that

though each term formulises the absolute blank, and

the absolutely same blank, there is somehow and some-

where a dijSerence between them. They point to and

designate the absolutely same thought, yet still a dis-

tinction is felt to exist between them. Being and

Nothing are the same, then, and they are not the same.

Each formulises and implies the same elements ; but

one formulises what the other only implies, which

latter, in turn, formulises what the former only imphes.

Being formuhses, so to speak. Being and imphes

Nothing ; while Nothing imphes Being but formulises

Nothing. Being implies negation but accentuates

position ; while Nothing implies position but accentuates

negation. But this is just another way of saying they

are the same. The two conceptions, as pointing to

absolutely the same thought, are still essentially the

VOL. I. E
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same. Their difference, however, when the two are

steadily looked at in thought, is seen to generate a

species of movement in which they alternately mutually

interchange their own identity. Being, looked at

isolatedly, vanishes of its own accord, and disappear

in its own opposite ; while Nothing again, similarly

looked at, refuses to remain Nothing, and transforms

itself to Being. The thought Being leads irresistibly to

the thought Nothing, and the thought Nothing leads

as irresistibly to the thought Being : that Ls, they dis-

appear mutually into each other.

The real truth of the whole thought, therefore, is

represented by neither the one expression nor the

other : this truth is seen to lie rather in the movement

we have indicated, or the immediate passage of the

one—no matter which we make the first—mto the

other. The truth of the thought, then, is that they

mutually pass, or, rather, that they mutually have

passed, the one into the other. But what is this

process ? If Being pass into Nothing, is not that the

process that we name decease? andif Nothing pass into

Being, is not that the process that we name birth, or

origin, or coming to be? Are not both proce^es a

coming to be—in the one case. Nothing coming to be

Being, and in the other Being coming to be Nothing ?

Are they not both, then, but forms of Becoming, and

does not the general process Becoming contain and

express the whole truth of Being and of Nothing ?

The abstract thoughts, then, that we name Pure

Being and Pure Notliing are so mutually related that

they are the same, and yet not the same ; in other

words, they are susceptible of distinction, but not of

separation. Again, the abstract process of which birth,

growth, decay, death, &c. are concrete examples, and
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which we name pure or abstract Becoming, is so con-

stituted that it presents itself as the truth of both Being

and JSTothing ; it is seen to contain both as in their own
nature iuseparate and inseparable, aud yet distinguish-

able, but only by a distinctivity which immediately

resolves and suppresses itself. Their truth, in fact, is this

mutual disappearance of the one into the other, this

mutual interchange ; and that is precisely the process

that we name Becoming. The truth of the matter is

that the one passes into the other—and not that they

ai'e— but this is Becoming.

There may, to the general reader, appear something

unsatisfactory in all this. It is not what he has

been accustomed to ; he is not at home in it ; he feels

himself in doubtand embarrassment. He has been led, in

a manner new and strange to him, from one thought to

another ; he is not sure that the process is a legitimate

one ; and he is in considerable apprehension as to the

results. Still we beg a httle further attention on his

part,- and we shall not hurry him. He may suspect us

of having practised on him a mere tour de force ; but

as yet he has not gone very far, and we entreat him

to retrace his steps and examine the road he has

already beaten. Let him reahse to himself again the

thought is, pure being, and he will find himself impelled

by the very nature of the thing, and not by any external

influence of ours, to the thought not, nought, or pure

nothing. Having then realised these thoughts, he will

find again that they, in their own peculiar mutual in-

fluences, imply the process, and impel him involuntarily

to the thought, of pure Becoming.

If we consider now the process or thought expressed

by the term Becoming, we shall see that in it Being

and Nothing are elements, or, rather~to borrow a word

K 2
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fi'om mechanical science—Moments. Becoming is the

unity of both ; neitlier is self-dependent, each is dis-

tinct, yet each disappears into tlie other, and Becoming
is the result of the mutual eclipse of botli. They are

tluis, then, moments of Becoming, and, though trans-

formed and—so to speak—vanished, they are still

there present, and still operative and active. Be-

coming has two forms according as we begin with

Being and refer to Nothing, or begin with Nothing and

refer to Being. It is evident, too, that Coming to be,

and Ceasing to be, involve a middle ground of reahty,

that is : nay. Becoming itself, as based on the diversity

of its moments, and yet as constituting their disap-

pearance, involves a neutral point, a period as it were

of rest, where Becoming is become. This neutral point,

this period of rest, in the process of Becoming where

Becomuig is become, this middle point of reahty be-

tween Coming to be and Ceasing to be, we name There-

being or So-being, that is the being distmguishably

there, or the being distinguishably so, what we might

also call state.

The reader, probably, will not have much difficulty

in realising to himself this further step which, not we,

but the thing itself, the idea itself, has taken. Pure

Being leads irresistibly to pure Nothing, and both

together lead irresistibly to pure Becoming, the forms

or moments of which are Coming to be and Ceasing to

be : now, between these moments, or in the mutual

interpenetration of these moments—that is to say, in

Becoming itself—there is involved or implied an inter-

mediate punctiim that is, a middle point of unity, of

repose—this point, this stable moment, or quasi-stable

moment, in which Becoming is as it were Become, is

There-being or So-being. Becoming indicates abso-
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Intel}'' a become, and that become—as such and in per-

fect generahty—is mortal state, sublimariness, in every

reference, but in no special.

So-being, then, as being no longer becoming but

become, is eininently in the form of being
;

or, in

other words, So-being emphatically is. The one-

sidedness, however, does not in reahty exclude the

other element, the not, the noihing
;
Becoming lies

behind it—it is but product of Becoming, and both

elements must appear. The other element, indeed, the

not, will manifest itself as the distinctive element. (We
are now, let us remark, following Hegel almost lite-

rally, as the reader will see for liimself by referring to

the actual translation which he will find elsewhere.)

So-being, or There-being, is being, but it is now
predicable being. It is not hke pure being, wholly

unlimited, wholly indeterminate ; it is now, on the

contrary, limited and determinate. But limitation is

negation. So-being, in fact, is Being quahfied by a

Non-being ; but both present themselves in a condition

of intimate and perfect interpenetration and union.

The resultant unity is, as it were, no compound, but a

simple. Neither element preponderates over the other.

As far as So-being is being, so far is it non-being, so

far is it definite, determinate, limited. The defining

element appears in absolute unity with the element of

being, and neither is distinguished from the other.

Again, the determinating principle, viewed as what

gives definiteness, as itself definiteness, as definiteness

that is, is quality. Quality is the characteristic and

distinctive principle of So-being. But as So-being is

constituted, so is Quahty. Quality, with special refe-

rence to the positive element of So-being, quahty viewed

as being, is Eeality, while, on the other hand, with
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reference to tlie negative element, viewed as deter-

minatingness, it is Negation.

We see, then, tlie presence of distinction, difference

in So-being ; we see in it two moments, one of reality

and one of negation. Still it is easy to see also that

these distinctions are null ; in fact, that quahty is inse-

parable from So-being, and that these moments are

inseparable from quality ; that is, that they subsist—or

consist—there in absolute unity. Each, in fact, can be

readily seen to imply and constitute the other ; or each

is reflexion from and to the other. But the resolution

or suppression of distinction is a most important stej)

here, for from it results the next determination, one of

the most important of all. For this perception yet

Avithdrawal of distinction involves a reflexion, a return

from the limit or difference back to the reahty. But

this reflexion, this doubling back to and on itself

—

implying at the same time absorption or assimilation

of the limit, the difference—is the special constitutive

nature of So-being. But a further thought springs up

to consciousness here. In saying all this, we are mani-

festly saying of So-being, that it is in itself or within

itself (for reflexion from, with absorption of, the hmit

into the reality itself is nothing else)—that it is a

somewhat that is, or just that it is Something.

Something, then, as Self-reference, as simple re-

ference to self, is the first negation of the negation.

Arriving at the negation, reflexion took place back on

itself ^vith resolution of the negation. Something, then,

as negation of the negation is the restoration of simple

reference to self, but just thus is it mediation, or corn-

mediation of itself with itself This principle manifests

itself, but quite abstractly, even in Becoming ; and it

will be found in the sequel a determination of the
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greatest importance. But if reflexion back to and on

itself in So-being gives birtli to Something, a similar

reflexion in regard to negation gives birtli to the con-

ception or determination of otherness, or other in ge-

neral. So-being, then, appears again in these moments

as Becoming, but of this Becoming the moments are no

longer abstract Being and Nothing, but—themselves in

the form of So-being—Somethmg and Other.

Here the reader will do well once again to retrace

his steps, and ascertain accurately the method which

has determined results so important and striking. The

results Something and Other are the most important we
have yet obtained, and it is absolutely necessary to be

decided as to the legitimacy or non-legitimacy of their

acquisition.

"We started then with Being, in which, as abstract,

the decisive point is its indefiniteness, through which

indefiniteness it passes into Nothing. Being and No-

thing, in their mutual interchange of identity, led

directly to Becoming, which, in its own nature, and in

the opposition of its moments, manifested a quasi-per-

manent middle point of There-being or So-being. So-

being, then, manifested itself as Being with a limit,

with a restriction. The element being was its proxi-

mate genus, while the hmit was its differentia. The

proximate genus appears, then, as Eeahty, while the

differentia appears as negation. Between being and

limit, proximate genus and differentia, reality and ne-

gation, a process of reflexion, as between reciprocally

reflex centres, takes place, rather has taken place.

This reflexion, on the side of reahty, ehcits the con-

ception of simple reference to self, which involves a

being in or within self, of somewhat within itself or

Something. On tlie side of negation, reflexion elicited
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the conception of otlieruess, of anotlier, of other in

general. And it is these ileterminations of Something
and Other wliich we have now to examine.

Something and Other readily show themselves as

interchangeable. Each is Something, and each is re-

latively Other. True, the Other is constituted by
this reference to Something, but it manifests itself as

external to this Something. It may thus be isolated

and considered by itself. But thus considered, it pre-

sents itself as the abstract other, the other as other, the

other m itself, the other of itself, the otlier of the other.

Physical natm^e is such other. It is the other of Spirit.

Its nature, then, is a mere relativity, by which not

an inherent quaHty, but a mere outer relation is ex-

pressed. Spirit, then, is the true Something, and Nature

is what it is only as opposed to Spirit. The quality of

Nature, then, isolated and viewed apart, is just that it

is the other as other, that it is that which exists exter-

nally to its own self (in Space and Time, &c.),

C. 1.

That there is, is thought only in itself. Thought in

itself—come to itself—come to be—constitutes is.

Thought in its very commencement and absolute be-

ginning—the very first reference of thought—the very

first act of thought—could only be is—i. e. the feeling,

sentiment, or sense of Being. This is the Cogito-Suni

of Descartes, and tliis is the Ich-Ich of Fichte. In

fact, the Ich-Ich of Fichte having passed through the

alembic of Schelling and become a neutrum, an imper-

sonativum, receives from Hegel the expression of est—
Seyn—which single word conveys to him the whole

burthen of the phrase, ' Seyii ist der Bagriff nur an

sich,' or ' Being is the Notion only in itself.'
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To Hegel, a commencement, a beginning, is not, as

it is to us, a creatm^e of time, an occurrence, a thing

that took place ; it is a mere thought—a thought that

possesses in itself its own nature, and in the sphere of

thoughts its own place. And just thus is it again for

Hegel a creature of time, an event, an occurrence, a

thing that took place. To Hegel, then, the idea of a

commencement is unavoidable ; but still it is only an

idea so and so constituted and so and so placed in

respect of others. To us it is more than an idea—it is

an event, an actuahty. To Hegel it is also, in one

sense, more than an idea. To Hegel also it is an event,

an actuahty ; but still to him it remains in its essence

ideal—it remains an idea so placed and so constituted

that we name it event, actuahty, &c. To us, too, the

notion of a beginning is an unavoidable and absolutely

necessary presupposition ; but this beginning we attri-

bute to the act of an agent—God. In the system of

Hegel, God, too, is present ; and without God it were

difficult to see what the system would be ; but to Hegel,

when used as a word that contains in it a dispensation

from the necessity of a beginning, this word amounts

only to a Deus ex machina ; or the idea which it is sup-

posed to imply, being but an ultimate abstraction, void,

empty (in fact, idea-less), is slighted by him as the

GaUic Deus, le dieu fran9ais, le dieu-philosophe, the

Deus of the Aufklarung—for by such phrases we may

at least allow ourselves to translate his thought. To

Hegel the introduction of this Deus is only a postpone-

ment of the question, only a removal of the difficulty,

and that by a single step ; it is but the Indian elephant,

which, if it supports the world, demands for its own

feet the tortoise. To Hegel, in his way, too, God is a ^

Subject, a Person, a Spirit ; but as that he is the sphere
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of spheres and circle of circles, in whose dialectic evo-

lution the notion of a beginning is a constitutive point,

element, or moment, but at the same time not partici-

pating in that material and sensuous nature which we
attribute to the character of a beginning.

Still, when our object is a beginning in relation to

Thought as Thought—to Thought perfectly universally,

whether the reference of our view be to the thought of

God, or to the thought of man, we must all of us admit

that a beginning of thought is to thought a presuppo-

sition absolutely necessary. Such necessity exists for

my thought, for your thought, for all thought—let us

say, then, for thought m general. But the beginning

of thought as thought could only be that it was. All

that thought beginning could say for itself would be

is, or, if you like, am ; both words referring simply, so

to speak, to the felt thought of existence in general.

The absolutely first as regards Thought just is—Thought

is, or rather the possibihty of Thought, is, for as yet it

is only undeveloped and unformed. We look at thought

as it was necessarily constituted at the moment of its

supposed birth, and entirely apart from involution in

any material organ or set of organs—with that or these

we have nothing to do, our whole business is with

thouglit, and with thought as it in its own self unfolded

and expanded itself. We have nothing to do mth any

physiological process— we watch only thought, the

evolution of thought, the process of thought. Taking

thought, then, supposititiously at its moment of birth,

we can only say of it, it is. JSTay, as already remarked,

it could only say is, or am, of itself, or to itself ; for

thought is reflex, thought speaks to itself, thought is

conscious, and the very first act of thought—though in

blindness, dumbness, and, in a certain sense, in uncon-
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sciousness—^would, of necessity, be a sense of Being.

Thought, then, begins with the single predicate is (or

am), and its further progress or process will evidently

consist of an evolution or multiplication of predicates
;

thought ivill simply go on naming to itself what it finds

itself to he;—and this is just the history of the world. It

is at this system of predication, then—at this evolution

of predicates—that here, in Logic, we are invited to

assist.

The meaning of the phrase, 'Being is the Notion only

in itself will probably now be beginning to show itself.

The Begriff, the Notion, has just come to be ; Der Be-

grilF ist, or Cogito-sum ; for Begriff is Cogito, and sum is

is. Thought now is, thought is in itself, it has come to

itself so far ; it refers to itself, to its being ; it has come

to be, it simply is—as yet, however, only in itself.

There is, as yet, only blank self-identity.

It will not be too much to say further, liere also, that

as thought grows, the characteristics, the predicates

that will add themselves, will all possess as well the

form of Being—they will all be—we shall be able to

say of each of them, it is. Further, we shall be able

to say that they are distinguishable, that is that they

are different, that is that they are other to other. The

very process of the growth—the progression—will be

from one to the other, a constant transition, that is, to

other, others, or otherness. The reason common to all

this is just that as yet the Notion is only m itself, the

form as yet is only that of a Seyn, of a Being, of an

Is, of simple self-identity.

The process is predication merely—a substrate or

subject is excluded, and there can be no form of pro-

position or judgment. It is a progression from predi-

cate to predicate—because the progress of Eeason
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before consciousness—the Seyn—is rather a process

of deposition and concretion, and implies neither

subject nor proposition.

C. 2.

Shall I be able to conduct you through this vast

Cyclopean edifice—this huge structure—this enormous

pile—this vast mass—that resembles nothing which has

ever yet appeared in France or England or the world ?

One of those vast palaces, it is, of Oriental dream,

gigantic, endless,—court upon court, chamber on

chamber, terrace on terrace,—built of materials from

the east and the west and the north and the south,

—

marble and gold and jasper and amethyst and ruby,—old

prophets asleep with signet rings,—guarded by mon-

sters winged and unwinged, footed and footless,—there

out in the void desert, separated from the world of man
by endless days and nights, and eternally recurrent and

repeating solitudes—lonely, mysterious, inexphcable,—

a

giant dreamland, but still barbaric, incoherent, barren !

After all, the omnium gatherum of infinite laborious-

ness,— a Chinese puzzle, a mighty ball (m snow-ball

fashion) of picked-up pieces of broken crystal—re-

flexions of Heraclitus, and Parmenides, and Pytha-

goras, and Plato, and Aristotle, and Plotinus, and

Proclus, and Descartes, and Spinoza, and Kant, and

Pichte, and Jacob Bohm, and a thousand others ! No
growth, but a thing of infinite meddle and make—

a

mass of infinite joinings, of endless seams and sutures,

whose opposing edges no cunning of gum, or glue, or

paste, or paint can ever hide from us

!

Like Goethe, Hegel is a proof of the simple open sus-

ceptibility and ready impressibihty of the Germans.
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Contrary to general supposition, they are really inorigi-

native. Nothing in Germany grows. Everything is

made : all is a Gemachies. It is an endless recurrence

to the beginning, and a perpetual refingering of the

old, with hardly the addition of a single new original

grain.

Hegel coolly accepts the new position—demands

no proof, supplies no proof—only sets to work new-

arranging and new-labelling. All is ideal, and all is

substance, but all must have the schema of subject.

Nature is but the other of Spirit, and the Logical Idea

unites them both. This is parallel to the scheme of

Spinoza, Extension, Thought, and Substance. The

general schema is to be considered applicable also as

particular, or as method. All are ideas
;
they must be

classified, then—thrown into spheres, objective, sub-

jective, and so on. The logical are the common cate-

gories—the secret machinery of the whole—the latent,

internal, invisible skeleton.

Say a pool of water reflects the world above. Now,

let there be no above, but let the pool stiU reflect as

before. The pool, then, becomes in itself reflector and

reflexion, subject and object—Man. Restore 'now

asain the above which we withdrew, the above that

was reflected in the pool—the mighty blue gulf of the

universe ; and call that the reflexion of a mightier—to

us invisible—pool, which is thus also reflector and re-

flexion, subject and object, but, as pool of aU pools,

God. This is an image of Hegel's world. He will have

no Jenseits, no Yonder and Again ; all shaU be Diesseits,

a perpetual Here and Now. God shall be no mystery

;

he will know God. He wiU apply the predicates and

name the subject. The logical formulce are the real

predicates of God. God is that real and concrete—^not
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that unreal and abstract, not that nonentity and no-

where that is understood as le dieu franqais, the Dieu of

the Philosophes, the Galhc God, the infidel God. Being

and Non-being are tlie ultimate secrets of the universe,

the ultimate and essential predicates of God.

He blinks no consequences ; each individual as only

finite, as only Daseyn, as only quasi-permanent moment
must be resolved into the Werden, which alone is the

truth of Being and ISTon-being. He will pack all into the

form he has got—he will not see that anything sticks

out of it—he will not allow himself to think that either

he or we see that it is a packing.

Again, the system is like the three legs which are tlie

symbol of the Isle of Man. Throw it as you will, it

keeps its feet. Turn it, toss it, it is ever the same, and

triune. There is a magical toy just hke it—consisting

of three plates or so—seize any one of them, and aU

clatters down into the same original form.

The Thing-in-itself is a mere abstraction, a surface

of reflexion, a regulative. Is, taken immediately, that

is, without reflexion, is a pure abstraction. It is a

pure thought—a mere thought. Hegel sees thus an

immense magical hollow universe construct itself aromid

from a few very simple elementary principles in the

centre.

He has completely wrested himself fi'om mere

mortal place— on the outside—groping into a con-

crete delusion. He sees himself Hke a planet circhng

round a centre ; he sees that his own nature mirrors

that centre ; then he forcibly places himself in the

centre, to take up, as it were, the position of God, the

Maker, and sees himself—as mere man—as concrete

delusion—circle round himseE

How small must aU other men appear to him—such
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as or as in tlieir outer and utter delusion

!

And the other pigmies that trip over his Seyn and his

Nichts ! What fearful laughter is in this man

!

Does he not come out from the centre of that world,

that den, that secret chamber of his, begrimed with

powder, smelHng of sulphur—like some conjuror,

—

hard and haggard, his voice sepulchral and his accents

foreign, but his laugh the laugh of demons ? Contrast

this with the simple pious soul, on the green earth,

in the bright fresh air, patiently industrious, patiently

loving, piously penitent, piously hopeful, sure of a

new world and a new hfe—a better world and a better

life—united to his loved ones ; there for ever in the

realms of God, through the merits of his Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ.

C. 3.

In Wesen Hegel has to exhibit the metaphysical

nature of Essence ; the peculiarity of which is assumed

by us to He in this, that it alone constitutes the reality,

while the manifestation constitutes the unreality

;

nevertheless, at the same time, also, the manifestation

depends on the essence, and yet, no less, the essence

depends on the manifestation. This is a simple idea
;

but with this, and this only, Hegel contrives to wash

over page after page. Such a conception quite suits the

nature of the man ; his dehght is endless in it. He looks

at it incessantly, finding ever some new figure, some

new phrase for the extraordinary inter-relations of

essence and manifestation. And never were such

words written—selcouth, uncouth, bizarre, baroque

—

pertinent and valuable only to a Hegel. Style and ter-

minology how clumsy, inelegant, obscure ! Then the

figures, like ' hfe in excrement,' an endless sprawl

—
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au endless twist and twine—endless vermiculation, like

an anthill.

We will not remain content with the manifestation,

we must pierce through it to the centre verity, he says
;

it is the background that contains the true, the im-

mediate outside and surface is untrue. Then this

knowledge is a reflexive knowledge—it does not take

place by or in the essence—it begins in another, it has

a preliminary path to travel—a path that transcends the

directly next to us, or, rather, that enters into this.

Thought must take hints from the immediate, and
thus through interagency attain to essence. Then,

&c. &c. &c. Strange, meaningless, stupid as all this

may seem, it is still the same thing that is spoken of

—

the mutual relations that result from a thing considered

at once as essence and manifestation. The manifesta-

tion exhibits itself as real and unreal, as separable from

essence and inseparable, and the whole idea is the

product of a process of reflexion between the two

parts—^between the sort of negative abstraction or

interior that is viewed as what is eminently real and

that corresponds to essence, and the afiirmative mani-

festation or exterior, that is yet viewed as relatively

negative and unreal. Essence, in short, is an idea

resulting from reflexes between an outer manifestation

and an inner centre or verity. Such is the whole

Metaphysic of the matter, and to this we have page

after page applied.*

C. 4.

Kant ideally constructed all as far as the Thing-in-

itself, God, Immortahty, &c. Fichte transmuted the

* This just shows, however, that distinctions—our common terms ot

we must verify our categories—our thought and speech.
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Thing-in-itself into the Anstoss, the Appulse, and

Slimmed up the others under the Ego. SchelUng got

rid of Ego, Anstoss, &c. in his neutriim of the

Absohite. Hegel only mediated what Kant had left

immediate, up to the stand-point of ScheUing ; that is,

he deduced by a process of evolution the Thing-in-

itself, e^c. The means he adopted consisted of his

expedients of abstraction and reflexion. Through
these he succeeds in showing the mediate nature of

these Bestimmungen, values, previously looked on as

immediate.

There is much that is suggestive in Kant, much that

is sound and pregnant ; but there is again even in

him, mainly Britannic as he is, the German tendency

to ride an idea to death—to be carried on one's hobby-

horse, nothing doubting, far into the inane. The un-

reality of his categories, the inconceivableness of their

application, the unsatisfactoriness of his conclusions on

Time and Space, the insufficiency of his schema of Time

in regard to Causality (bunglmgly borrowed, though it

be, and in a crumb-like fashion, by Sir W. Hamilton)

—all this, and much more, must be held as evident.

Then Eichte developes a most pregnant conception in

that of the pure Ego, but he stops there
;

or, rather,

everyone instinctively refuses to follow him farther

on his hobby-horse of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis,

and wonders at the simple, futile laboriousness of the

noble, honest man. ScheUing and his neutrum must

content themselves with their temporary or con-

temporary influence. He was ever, as it were, a sus-

ceptible, ardent stripling—a creature of books and the

air of chambers : his transcendence of the Ego only

misled He2;el, and his neutrum is untenable. If ever

man dropped into the grave an ' exasperated striphng

'

VOL. I. F
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of fourscore, it was Schelling. He longed to be great

;

but neither Fichte, nor Spinoza, nor Jacob Bolnn, nor

Plotinus, nor Ilegel could svipply him Avitli a biidge

to what he coveted. Hegel has a brassier and tougher

determination to be original at all costs than Schelhng.

He attacks all, and he reconciles all. He is as resolute

a Cheap-John, as cunning and unscrupulous and un-

hesitating a hawker, as ever held up wares in market.

Here, too, we have the same credulity in the sufficiency

of his hobby-horse, the same tendency to superfetation

and monstrosity. Strange how such a tough, shrewd,

worldly man should have so egregiously deceived him-

self! Because he could new-classify and new-name,

he actually thinks that he new-knows and new-under-

stands ! He actually believes himself to say sometliing

that explains the mystery, when he says materiature

has no truth as against Spirit, and when he talks of the

monstrous power of contingency in Nature ! No ; the

current belief (as shown in Kossuth) that the Germans

have got deeper into the infinite than other people is

an out-and-out mistake. They have generated much
monstrosity both in hterature and philosophy, through

the longing to be great and new ; to equal the bull,

they have blown themselves out hke the frog, and

burst—that's all ! A few grains of sound thinking can

be gathered out of them, but with what infinite labour!

From Fichte, the Ego ; from Schelhng, Nil ; from Hegel,

amid infinite false, some true classification and dis-

tinction ; from old Kant, certainly the most, and with

him the study of Metaphysic must in Great Britain

recommence.

In regard to Hegel, satisfaction and dissatisfaction

are seldom far from each other, but the latter pre-

dominates. If, for a moment, the words light up, and
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a view be granted, as it were, into the inner mysteries,

they presently quench themselves again in the ap-

pearance of mere arbitrary classification and artificial

nomenclature. The turns are so quick and thorough !

one moment we are north, the next south, and, in fact,

we are required to be in both poles at once ! An art

that so deftly and so swiftly turns this into that, and
that into tliis, rouses suspicion : we fear it is but the

trick of speech ; we fear we have to do with a fencer

but all too cunnmg ; we are jealous of the hot and

cold blowing, and, like Sir Andrew Aguecheek, we
exclaim, ' An I thought he had been so cunnmg in

fence,' &c.

We cannot help seeing an attempt to knead together

all the pecuharities of his predecessors : the categories,

freedom, and antinomies of Kant, the Ego and the

method of Fichte, the substance and the neutrum of

Schelling. It is thus he would make his Absolute

Subject, to whom we can see no bridge !—who is either

ourselves, or we cannot get at him. If he is not our-

selves, he refuses to cohere ; we cannot articulate the

bones of this Universal, nor breathe into him individual

life ! He will not cohere, indeed ; like the great image

in Daniel, he breaks in pieces of his own accord, and

falls down futile. The sense is often multiform, like a

gipsy's prophecy or the scrolls of the alchemists. The

Singular is being constantly hypostasised, but not as

singular—as transformed rather into his huge, vast, self-

contradictory, untenable Universal

!

D. 1.

The transition from Seyn (Being) to Daseyn (There-

being, That-being) is a faulty one. The contradiction

F 2
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latent in Werden (Becoming) itself, and made obvious

to thought by alternate consideration of its two antago-

nistic forms, moments, or elements, is inadequately ex-

pressed by Daseyn. The inadequacy is one of excess :

Daseyn means more than the idea to which it is applied.

Fixedness in the flux, or quasi-permanence in the flux,

is the sole notion arrived at by consideration of the

contradiction in question. Now Daseyn, it must be

admitted, implies, so far as its etymology is concerned,

but httle more than this. While Seyn is Being, Daseyn

is There-heing or Here-being ; while the former is i%

the latter is thei-e or here is ; and the there or here,

though in itself an appellative of Space, and though as

yet Space and its concerns have no place among these

abstract thoughts, involves an error so completely of

the infinitely small kind, that it may justifiably be neg-

lected. But an appellative of space is not the only

foreign element, the interpolation of which we have

here to complain of, and it is not the etymological use

of the word which we are here inclined to blame. It

is in the ordinary and everyday use of the word that

the source of the error lurks. Daseyn, in fact, not by

virtue of the step it indicates in the process, but by

virtue of its own signification, introduces us at once to

a general insphering universe, and particular iusphered

unities. Nay, Hegel himself tacitly accepts all this new

material so conveniently extended to him, for he says

at once Daseyn is Quality ; that is, having arrived at

the one particular quahty, fixedness, he hesitates not to

subhme it into the type of all quality, or into quality

in general. This, however, is just what the Germans

themselves call Erschleichung ; there is here the sem-

blance only of exact science, the reaUty, however, of

interpolation and surreptitious adoption. Seyn, Nichts,
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Werden, Entstehen, Vergehcn (Being, Nothing, Becom-
ing, Origin, Decease), have been turned and tossed,

rattled and clattered before us, till the sort of in-

voluntary voluntary admission is extracted, ' Oh, yes,

we see
; Daseyn is the next step.' But after this admis-

sion the logical juggler has it all his own way : Daseyn
being conceded him in one sense^ tlie fine rogue uses it

henceforth freely in all.

It may be objected that we do not sufficiently con-

sider the nature of the fixedness— that we do not

sufficiently realise what fixedness it is. This fixedness,

it may be said, is the fixedness in the flux, the fixedness

between coming to be and ceasing to be ; and fixedness,

so placed, indicates a very pecuHar quahty—the quahty,

in fact, of all quality. It is the abstract expression of

every existent unity, whether bodily or mental
;
just

such fixedness is the abstract absolute constitution of

every existent particular entity ; and it is no subrep-

tion to caU it quahty, for every entity that bodily or

mentally is there, is there by virtue of this fixedness in

the coming and going—that is, by virtue of its quahty.

To this, the only reply is, You admit the objection, you

drag in the empirical world. Then they say. Why, we
have never excluded it. We admit the presence of

Anschauen (perception) behind all our reasoning ; but

we contend that all our reasoning is absolutely free

from it, that there is no materiature whatever in it,

that it consists of absolutely pure abstract thought.

Our Werden is the pure thought of aU actual Wer-

dens ; our Daseyn is just what of pure thought al

actual Daseyns contain. Daseyn is nothing but that

abstract fixedness. Then we conclude with—It is all

very well to say so, but the presence of actual percep-

tion is constantly throwing in prismatic colours, and
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tlie whole process, if it is to be conceived as a rigorous

one, is a self-delusion.

This (of ' Bestimmung, BeschafTenheit, und Grenze,' in

the full Logic) is the most intricate and the least satis-

factory discussion we have yet been offered. There is

no continuous deduction : the deduction, in fact, seems

to derive its matter from without, and so to be no

deduction at all. The distinctions are wire-drawn,

equivocal, shadowy, evanescent. The turns and con-

tradictions are so numerous, that suspicion lowers over

the whole subject. It is an imbrogho and confasion

that no patience, no skill can satisfactorily disentangle.

The greater the study, the more do weak points come
to light. For what purpose, for example, has Eigen-

schaft, a word involving the same matter, been treated

several pages previously in an exoteric fashion, if not

to prepare the way for the esoteric fashion here ? Then

will this hocus-pocus with Bestimmtheit, Bestimmung,

BeschafTenheit, An sich. An ihm, &c., really stand the

test of anything hke genuine inspection ? We are first

told that, &c.—He then describes, &c. A very pretty

imbrogho, truly ! and one that results from the same

thoughts being contorted through all maimer of dif-

ferent terms. But this is the least of the confusion,

the greatest is behind, &c.—We are next told, &c.

Suppose we apply his own illustration to liis own

words, we shall find that in man his Bestimmung is

Denken, liis Bestimmtheit ditto, his An sich ditto, and

his An ihm ditto. His Seyn-fur-Anderes is called his

Naturhchkeit, but might easily be shown to be

just Denken too. The confusion, in fact, becomes

everywhere worse confounded. AH seems a mere arbi-

trary play of words, the player perpetually shifting his

point of view without giving notice of the shift. But
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what, then, can be the truth here ? The truth is, we
have just to do with a brassy adventurer who passes

himself off as a philosopher, but presents as his creden-

tials only an involved, intricate, and inextricable re-

formation of the industry of Kant ; and this, in the

middle of adventurer-hke perpetual abuse, derision, and
condemnation of this same Kant. The object he seems
to have here before his eyes, is the special constitutive

quahty of Something, which is a compound of outer

manifestation and inner capabihty. Then, that there is

sometimes an outer manifestation that does not seem
directly to depend on the inner force, but to be mere
outside. Then, that accidental and essential manifesta-

tions ai-e really the same. Then, that a thmg changed

by influence of something, reacts on that something,

contributes elements to its own change and maintains

itself against the Other. Water hquid, and water

frozen, are the same yet different, for example, two
somethings and one something; the negation seems

immanent, it is the development of the Within-itself of

the Something. Otherness appears as own moment of

Something—as belonging to its Within-itself Then,

that the identity and diversity of the two Somethings

lead to Limit, &c. &c. The whole business of Hegel

is here to reduce these empirical observations into

abstract terms, and to treat them as if they were

results of thought alone, and as if they were legiti-

mately and didy deduced from his abstract commence-

ment with pure Bemg. The confusion of language, the

interpolation of foreign elements, the failure of exact

deduction, the puzzle-headed fraudulence of the whole

process, can escape no one. He draws first his great

hues of Being and Nothing. Then, over the cross of

these two lines, he sets himself, like a painter, to lay
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on coat after coat of verbal metaphysic witli tlie extra-

vagant expectation tliat the real world will at length

emerge. The first coat to the cross is Werden

;

again it is Dascjni ; and again it is Fiirsichseyn.

It also becomes manifest that he alternately paints with

two colours and with one : Being and Nothing two,

Becoming one, Origin and Decease two, Daseyn one,

Eeality and Negation two. Something one, An sich and

Seyn-fiir-Anderes two, and so on. It will be found, in

fact, til at the whole process is but a repeated coating

of Being and Nothing, now as diverse and again as

identical till the end of the entire three volumes.

Nor is it a bit better with his exoteric works—not

a bit with the ' Philosophy of History,' the most exoteric

of all ! Second chapter, second section, second part, it

has a strange effect to hear Hegel talk of the Greek

and Christian Gods in the same breath :
' Man, as what

is spiritual, constitutes what is True in the Grecian

Gods, that by wMch they come to stand above all

Nature-gods, and above all abstractions of a One and

Supreme Being. On the other side, it is also stated as

an advantage in the Grecian Gods, that they are con-

ceived as human, whereas this is supposed to be want-

ing in the Christian God. Schiller says, " Men were

more Godlike when Gods were more Menhke." But

the Grecian Gods are not to be regarded as more

human than the Christian God. Christ is much more

Man : he lives, dies, suffers death on the Cross ; and

this is infinitely more human than the man of beau-

tiful nature among the Greeks
!

' Was there ever any

really divine sense of the All awakened in him ?

What curious maundering dreaming, or dreaming

maundering, is all that playing at pliilosophising over

the Greek Gods ! He talks much of abstract and con-
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Crete
;

but, after all, did the concrete ever sliine into

him but through the abstractions of books ? Of the

origin of these Gods in common human nature, do we
get a single ghmpse in all his maundering? They
came from other nations and they did not, they are

local and not local, they are spiritual and they are

natural ; and it is black and white, and red and green,

a,nd look here and look there, and this is so and so,

and that is so and so : and so all is satisfactorily ex-

plained, clear and intelligible ! How could he ever

get anyone to listen to such childish theorising—dis-

connected theorising, and silly, aimless maundering

—

the thouglit of his substance, that developes itself from

An sich to Fiir sich, recurring to him only at rare in-

tervals, and prompting then a sudden spasmodic but

vain sprattle at concatenation and reconcihation ?

The fact is, it is all maundering, but with the most

audacious usurpation of authoritative speech on the

mysteries that must remain mysteries. ' God must

take form, for nothing is essential that does not take

form
;

'
' but if God is to appear in an appropriate Ex-

pression, this can only be the human form :
'—what is

this maundering—does Hegel see anything ? What is

God to Hegel? Does he figm-e a universal thought,

conscience, will, emotion,— a imiversal spirit? Has

that spirit the sense of ' I ' ?—can there be thought,

conscience, emotion, will, without ' I '? How am I to

figure myself beside this Hegelian universal ? How
comes my thought to be mine, egoised into my ' I ' ?

How am I speciahsed out of the Universal ? Is it not

a vain wresthng to better name the All in characteristics

of mind ? Is there any deduction—any explanation ?

The exasperating sensation in attempting to con-

strue all this into ordinary words or forms of thought

!
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It is just that there is no Jenseits, no Yonder, only a

Here and Now of Spirit running through its moments !

WJiat rehef to tlie Understanding on such premises,

but the Materialism of Feuerbach or the Singlcism of

Stirncr, which seem indeed to have so originated ?

Language contains so many words, distinguished

by so very slight, subtle, and delicate meanings, that

it gives vast opportunities to a genius such as that of

Hegel ; who delights to avail himself of them aU, to

join them, disjoin them, play with them like an adept,

arriving finally to be able to play a dozen games at

once of this sort of chess, blindfold. His Avhole talk

seems to be a peculiar way of naming the common,—

a

simply Hegel's way of speaking of NaturaUsm. Wliat

is, is, and I give such and such names to it and its

process,—but I do not fathom or explain it and its pro-

cess—I merely mention it in other than the usual words.

The ' Vestiges ' transcend the actual only in a

Physical interest ; but here the Physical is translated

into the Metaphysical. The final aim of aU is Con-

sciousness ; and said Consciousness is figured, not as

subjective, as possessed by some individual, but as

objective and general, as substantive and universal.

The reahsed freedom of spirit viewed as substantive

Eeason, this is the process we are to see taking place,

and it is m the form of the State we are to recognise

its closest approximation to reahsation ! The State is

the nidus in which are deposited all the successive

gains of the world-spirit. The State is the grand j^ujm

of existence, smTounded by the necessary elements of

nom-ishment, &c. Mankind are seen, then, like coral

insects, subjectively secreting intelHgence, and deposit-

ing the same objectively in the rock of the State

!

Is, then, a Constitution the great good, as it were
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the fruit and outcome of the whole universe ? In spite

of all changes in Ideals and Eeals, is there an objec-

tive spiiitiial gain handed do^vn from generation to

generation ? Can this be exliibited ? Out of the

human real, reposing on and arising from the human
ideal, is there a universal real or ideal gained ? Can
it be characterised ? Carlyle, ' as witness Paris-city,'

admits that much has been reahsed ; but is not his

stand-point chiefly rejection of the objective and as-

sertion of the subjective ? Is not that the nucleus of

Hero-worship,—which looks for weal from hving in-

dividuals, not from the objective depositions of Eeason

(in the shape of Institutions) in time ? Is, then, the

great practical question that of Hegel, not what was

he or what was another, but what are the objective

gains of the world-spirit ?

Hegel alludes to an ' element in man that elevates

him above the place of a mere tool and identifies him

with the Universal itself ; there is the divine in him,

freedom, &c.—the brute is not, &c.— but,' he says,

' we enter not at present on proof ; it would demand an

extensive analysis, &c. &c. !

!

' Fancy the audacious

cheek of the Professor, beating down his hearers by

mere words—giving other names to common categories

—as if they were aU thereby explained and in his

waistcoat pocket ! Where is his justification—where

is the basis of ah those fine airs of superiority ? Does

he beheve more than a Divine government of the

world—does he see aught else than the hard lot of

much that is good and true ? Is the one explained or

only named by the word Eeason, and the other by

Contingency?—'which latter has received from the

former, the Idea, authority to exercise its monstrous

influence
!

' Must we not repeat

—

declit verba ?
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It is intelligible how the State looms so large in

Hegel's eyes. It is a type of the step in Philosophy

named the transcending of tlie Ego, The will and

the idea here are not expressions of what is individual,

but of what is general. This is true, too, to the aim

of the Socratic generahsation which raised up the

Universal and Necessary out of tlic Particular and

Accidental. But does all one's worth come from the

State ? Since the State grows in worth, must not a

portion of worth come from the Individual ? Is not the

individual always higher than the State,—Christ than

Jewry, Socrates than Athens, Confucius than China ?

Hegel is always pedagogue-like—with him naming

is explaining. Nor is it true that we are more subjec-

tive, the Greeks more objective. Xenophon (the

murmurs of the individual Ten Thousand) as well as

Homer (Thersites) shows subjectivity to have had

greater influence then than now.

How definitively conclusive Hegel is to himself

on all these matters in this ' Philosophy of History
!

'

Whether he is in Africa or Europe, America or Asia,

he dictates his views equally imperially—his findings

are infalhble, never doubt it, sir !—^Ah me ! these sen-

tences on aU and everything m the world are quite

irreversible !
' In Aschantee, the solemn ceremony

begins with an ablution of the bones of the mother of

the king in the blood of men :
' why does Absolute

Wisdom omit to ask itself, Wliat, if she still live?

The statesman shows his son how very Httle wisdom is

required in the governing of the world ; and Hegel

makes plain here that Absolute Knowledge has only to

assert and again assert, and always assert. How un-

scrupulous that sniff of condemnation ! How unhesi-

tating that decisiveness of sentence in the midst of so
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little certainty!— bless you! he does not fear! An
impure spirit, with impure motives, takes to an ethereal

subject, loill take rank with the best, will speak as

authoritatively as they, and pours out indiscriminately

slag and ore : Germany here, too, true to its character

of external intentional effort according to the receipt

in its hands. But in that leaden head of his, what

strange shapes his thoughts take, and how strangely he

names them

!

In the Preface to tlie ^ Phaenomenology,' observe

the dry, sapless, wooden characterisation, in strange,

abstract, prosaic figures, of the hapless phght of the

unfortunate Schellingian ! Hegel it is, rather than

Schelling, who has put in place of reasoning, a curious

species of inward vision— apphed it is to strange

things of wire in an element of sawdust, dull, dead,

half-opaque, soundless, fleshless, inelastic—a motion as

of worms in a skull of wood—not the rich shapes in

the blue heaven of the true poet's phantasy ! How he

continues throwing the same abstract, abstruse, con-

fused prose figures at Schelling ! Verily, as Humboldt

says of him, language here has not got to the Durch-

brech : that is, we may say, perhaps, language remains

ever underground here, mufiled, and never gets to break

through, as flowers elsewhere do, or as other people's

teeth do ! Eeally, Hegel's rhetoric is absolutely his

own. There is something unbefangenes—simpletonish

—in him : he is still the Suabian lout

!

D. 2.

This—referring to a passage in the same Preface

—

is just a description in abstracto of Self-consciousness.

The Ego is first unal simpUcity,—that is, unal or simple
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negativity ; but just, as it were, for this very reason

(that is, to know itself and be no longer negative, or

because it finds itself iu a state of negativity) it be-

comes self-separated uito duahty—it becomes a duplica-

tion, a duad, the units of which confront each other,

in the forms of Ego-subject and Ego-object ; and then,

again, this very self-separation, this very self-duphca-

tion, becomes again its own negation—the negation of

the duality, inasmuch as its confronting units are seen

to be identical, and the antithesis is reduced, the

antagonism vanishes. This process of individual self-

consciousness has just to be transferred to the All, the

Absolute, the Substance, to enable us to form a con-

ception of unal negativity of Spirit passing into the

hetereity of external Nature, finally to return reconciled,

harmonious, and free into its own self Surely, too,

that process of self-consciousness strikes the key-note

of the whole method and matter of Hegel

!

An sich may be illustrated by an ill-fitting shoe.

Eirst, consciousness is only in itself—or, as the German
seems to have it, only at itself, only in its own proxi-

mity : there is malaise quite general, indefinite, and

indistinct ; it is everywhere in general, and nowhere in

particular. But, by degrees, the mist and blm', the

nebula, resolves itself into foci and shape
;
Ansichseyn

becomes Fiirsichseyn, and it is seen—that the shoe is

too wide in the heel

—

that and nothing else.

The intermedium is the first step in the divine pro-

cess (the phase of universahty, latent potentiahty being

first assumed) ; it is reflexion into its o^vn self, and as

such only, and no more, it is the awakening of con-

sciousness, the Idndling, the fighting, the flashing up

of the Ego, which is pure negativity as yet. Eirst, the

Ego was only in or at itself, everywhere in general and
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nowhere in particular,—that is, latent only, potential

only (the formless infinite, indefinite nebula) ; then

comes reflexion of this into itself or on to itself, and

this reflexion is a sort of medium, an element of union,

a principle of connection between self and self In

this stage, the previously Indefinite comes to be for

itself; that is to say, in the physical world, it is a

finite, circumscribed, individual entity, and in the meta-

physical a self-consciousness. Reduced to its most

abstract form, it is nothing but a Becoming—a becom-

ing something— a focus in the nebula, an Ego in con-

sciousness. Ego is immediate to Ego, focus to focus

;

the mediacy then leads only to a condition of im-

mediacy. Process is no prejudice to unity, nor mediacy

to immediacy ; it is a one, a whole, an Absolute, all

the same.

The same reason—the same forms, processes, pecuhar

experiences and characters, exist in the outer world

Avhich exist in the inner : analogy passes into its very

depths—the outer is just the inner, but in the form of

outerness or hetereity. Tlius Hegel, horsed on his

idea, penetrates and permeates the whole universe both

of mind and matter, and construes all into a one in-

dividuahty—which is Substance, the True, the Abso-

lute, God.

The idea is evidently substance, for it is common to

all ; it is the common element ; it is the net into which

all is wrought, whether physical or metaphysical. Be-

hind the logical categories, there he side by side the

physical and the spiritual. Hegel really meant it

—

and Eosenkranz is wrong to take it as mere figurative

exaggeration—when he says that what is here is ' the

Demonstration of God as he is in his eternal essence

before the creation of nature and a finite spirit.'
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Much is Aristotelian in the above. There are re-

flexes of the luva^Kis and the ivspyeia. It Ls Metaphysic

Proper, an inquiry into tlie essential to t/ Io-tiv.

Negation to Hegel always seems to produce affirma-

tion, not destruction. Negation seems in him, indeed,

but the specific title of the element of variety and dis-

tinction. Such element is, in fact, negation. It is

negation of its own unity, and each constituent member
is the negative of the rest and of the whole.

The whole is to be conceived as an organic idea

—

a concrete idea— in which beginning is to be taken as

also ideal, not a thing in time and nature, but a mere

thought so and so characterised and articulated with

the rest. The same is the case with subjectivity in

general, and my subjectivity in special.

' There are periods when Thought compromises Ex-

istence—when it becomes destructive, negative. These

are periods of so-called Enlightenment. But Thought,

that has done this, must in its turn be looked at.' The

true nature of the BegrifF must be seen into ; and he

who understands Hegel's word BegrifF, understands

Hegel.

Despite the intensity of his abstraction, there is

always in Hegel a glance at the whole concrete actual

universe. Yet to read him is not to judge of things as

this or that, but to follow a thread of aqua regia that

dissolves and resolves the things themselves—a men-

struum in which the most hard and sohd objects become

quick and flow. Hegel, indeed, seems ever to drive

into the very grounds of things. StiU, his secret is

very much the translating of the concrete individual

into the abstract general or universal. He is always

intelhgible when we keep before us the particular in-

dividual he is engaged translating ; but let us lose the
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object, the translation becomes hopeless. The eye

must never wander ; let a single hint be missed, let a

single stitch di'op, the whole is to recommence again.

The first chapter of the ' Phaenomenology,' on Sensuous

Certauity, is generally looked on as very extravagant

and untenable ; still it is really in abstract terms a very

fair description of the progress of consciousness from

crude Sensation to intelligent Perception. This is its

intention, and not a dialectic destruction of an outer

world. Still, Hegel may very well speak of a reversion

or inversion ; for whereas elsewhere things support

thoughts, in him, on the contrary, thoughts support

tilings, and the tendency in the reader to dazzle, dizzi-

ness, and turn, cannot be wondered at. But the thought

being the prius, this method must be right,

D. 3.

Hegel will look at everything and say what it is.

In his eyes, what we call the common idea of God is

an abstraction utterly vague and predicateless. Then,

again, it is thought that is the true mental act appli-

cable to God. God, as a universal, is not only thought,

but in the form of thought. We see here, then, that

Hegel's system is a universe of thought, in which

Nature, the Ego—God himself, in a sense—are but

moments ; or the universe is an organon of thought into

wliich all particulars—the whole itself—are absorbed

as moments ; and the aggregate of these moments

—

which, however, is other than an aggregate—constitutes

the organic whole. The general conception under the

phrase supreme being—as eighteenth century enlighten-

ment (in which the bulk even of Ecclesiastics, forgetting

their Bible, now share) has it—is quite abstract, quite

VOL. I. G
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formal, or formell ; that is, it is an empty formal act in

which there is no substance—it is a longing opening of

the jaws, but there is no nut between tliem.

The universe in time is viewed grandly as a Spirit

whose object is to bring before his own consciousness all

that he is in himself, and each new fact so brought be-

comes superseded and transformed as a step to a higher

stage. History is really such—consciousness in per-

petual enlargement, enfranchisement, elevation. Tliis

can be personified as a Spirit; and

—

all being thought

—this Spirit is the Universe, the One, the All, God.

In it empirical Egos are but as moments, but as scales

of thought. It is plain, then, that Philosophy with

Hegel will be the developed sum of aU preceding

Philosophies. The progress pictured in the ' History

of Philosophy ' is the process of Philosophy itself ; and

in Philosophy, this progress is seen in unempuical

development. Thought as it is, is concrete ; that is,

it is Idea. The knowledge or science of this, relating

as it does to a concrete, will be a system—for a con-

crete is self-diremption in self-union or self-conservation.

And here, then, is it at once necessity and freedom

:

necessity, as so and so constituted
;
fr'eedom, as that

constitution is its own, and has its own play, its own

life. A sphere of spheres it is, each a necessary mo-

ment, and the entire idea constituted by the system of

these, at the same time that the entire idea appears

also in each.

The idea is thought, not as formal, but as the self-

evolving totality of its own pecuhar principles and

laws, which it gives to its own self, and not already

has and finds to its hand in its own self This is

characteristic of Hegel. He thus avoids the question

of a first cause ;
constituting thought as the first, the
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last, and the only. That thought might give itself

its own distinctions is evident from language. To use

but inadequate examples, thing is but a form of think,

thankfvil but another way of saying thinkhA.

Can creation be accounted for otherwise ? Assume
God—well, creation is simply his thought ; in the

world of man and nature we have simply to do with

the thought of God. We cannot suppose God making

the world like a mason. It is sufficient that God
thmk the world. But we have thus access to the

thought of God—the mind of God. Then our own
thought

—

as thought—is analogous. So the progress

of generahsation is to study thought as thought in the

form of a Universal. Thought being viewed in this

way, the whole is changed : creation, God, and all else

have taken up quite new and different relations ; nor is

there any longer the difficulty of a beginning, &c.

Logic, thus, has to do quite with the supersensual

;

Mathematic is seen to be quite sensuous in comparison.

In the beginning— Seyn und Nichts, Being and

Notliing—there is room for much reflexion. We are

not to suppose that it relates to formal and profes-

sional Logic only. It must be taken silI) specie oeterni.

The whole question, What was the beginning—what

was it that was the first ?—is there. The answer,

God, does not suffice ; for the question still recm-s. And

God—whence ? Hegel must be credited with the

most profound and exhaustive thought here. It is

the first question in universal Metaphysic. What was

the beginning? How are we to conceive that?

Eather, we feel that it is inconceivable : we feel that,

when we answer. Oh, God of coiu'se, we have yielded

to our own impatience—to our own wearmess of what

is never-ending, and that the terminus we have so set

G 2
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up is arbitrary merely, a word mainly
;
that, in short,

the business is to begin again so soon as we have taken

breath and recovered temper. There is a wliole school,

however, wliicli pronounces this to be the answer ; that

is, that answer there is none for us. Humanity is to see

here its own deficiency and insufficiency of original

nature. We are only adequate to a compartment, not

to the whole. Our sphere is Hmited ; our functions must

learn and acknowledge their own bounds. Perception

and confession of ignorance in regard to all such ques-

tions, constitute on our part wisdom and philosophy.

This however, is, in reality, but again the human
mind halting for breath, resting for temper. The
question recurs, and will recur, so soon as action itself,

after its own pause, recm-s. Not but that the new
action may fare similarly, and be obhged to halt with

the same result ; a state of matters which will simply

continue till there is a successful effort towards the

satisfaction of a need which is absolutely mextin-

guishable, however temporarily appeasable. To a

mind like Hegel's, all this is obvious, and he wiU look

steadily along the line, his mind made up to this—that

the necessity for an answer shall, so far as he is con-

cerned, not be shirked. How are we to conceive the

beginning, then, he asks liimself, and continues asking

himself, till the thought emerges. What is a begin-

ning'? and in a few moments more he feels he has

the thread : of the organon, thought, the distinction

beginning is but a moment, but an involved and con-

stituent element, joint, or article. It is but a portion

of the articulated apparatus, of the whole system or

series. It is a characteristic of the universe, thought

—a characteristic among others—that it has a par-

ticular pin or pole, or special pinion, named beginning
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—a pole wliicli it gives to its own self for its own
distribution, disposition, and arrangement.

Gives its own self ! the reader may exclaim : why,

then there is something before the beginning, that gives

the bcginnuig ! Well, yes ; but that is not the way to

j^ut it. There is thought, and there is nothing but

thought
;
thought is the All, and, as the All, it is, of

course, also what we mean by the term the prius—
it is the first : these terms prius, first, beginning, &c.,

are, in fact, predicates, attributes of its own, part and

parcel of its own machinery, of its own structure, of

its own constitution. When we use the expression

God, we are just saying the same thing, for God is

obviously thought ; or God is Spirit, and the life of

Spirit is thought. Creation, then, is thought also ; it

is the thought of God. God's thought of the Creation is

evidently the prius of the Creation ; but with God to

think must be to create, for he can require no wood-

carpentry or stone-masonry for his purpose : or even

should we suppose him to use such, they must represent

thought, and be disposed on thought.* The stone-

masonry and wood-carpentry, then, can be set aside

as but the accessory and non-essential, and the

Creation can be pronounced thought : f whether

For us, tlaen, ti'uly to tliiuk standing. So Kant conceived the

them, is to reproduce the thought of understanding of God. Our per-

God, -which preceded their creation, ception he conceived to he derivative

and which, so to speak, therefore or sensuous (intuitus derivativus)

;

contained them. while that of God appeared to him

t But it is pleonastic to assume necessarily original and intellectual

stone-masonry and wood-cai-pentry {intuitus originarius). Now the

as independent self-substantial enti- force of this is, that the perception

ties, out of, and other than, thought, of God wia/ces its objects; creation

Let us say rather that thought is and perception, with understanding

perceiving thought, thought is a of the same, ai-e but a one act in

perceptive thought, or the under- God. Man, Kant conceived, pos-

standing is a perceptive under- sessed no such direct perception,
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direct tlirough tliouglit, or indirect through stone-

masonry and wood-carpentry, all recurs to God. Tlien

God vicAved personally, on the question of a beginning

must still yield the same answer. God is thought,

and ' beginning ' is but one of its own natural poles,

or centres of gravitation, disposition, and revolution.

Now, in the conception ' beginning,' the first step or

element, in regard to anything whatever beginning or

begun, is

—

so far as thought is concerned—just the

thought ' is.' Even God placed under the focus of the

category 'beginning,' must have first said to himself

'is,' ' there is.' But in this first step there is no more

than that. Descartes called the first step sum., but

manifestly he ought to have said est. The ego involved

in sum is a concrete infinitely higher in ascent than est,

esse, Seyn, Being. That there is, is manifestly the most

abstract thought that can be reached. That is, when
we perform the process of abstraction, when we strip

ofi" all empirical qualities, one after the other, ' is ' is

the residuum—abstract Being, predicateless ' is.' Even

when we think of any natural entity, when we think

even of life, say, it is evident that the first step of the

beginning is ' is.' But what, even vmder that point of

view, woidd be the second ? Why, ' is not' There

must be, at first (we are using the category, we are

seeing through our lens ' begimiing ' at this moment) a

wholly indefinite and indeterminate, and, so to speak,

(since the category natural Hfe accompanies our thought

but only a perception indirect he perceptive thought, thought

through media of sense, which -where subject thinking and object

media, adding elements of their thought are identical—identical in

6-wn, separated us for ever from the difference if you like, even as the

thing-in-itself (or things-in-them- otie side and the other side of this

selves), at the very moment that sheet of paper are identical in dif-

they revealed it (or them). But ference—then we come tolerably

suppose thought in all cases to close to the stand-point of Hegel.
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liere,) instinctive thought or feehng ' is,' but this must

be immediately followed by the thought or feeling

' not.' There is as yet only ' is,' there is nothing else.

That is, the very ' is ' is nought or not. But throwing

off any reference to natural life, and restricting our-

selves to thought absolutely and per se, it is still

plainer that the abstract initial 'is' is identical with

the abstract and initial ' non-is.' Because the ' is ' is

the last product of abstraction ; it has no attribute, it is

bodiless position ; it not only ' is,' but it is ' non.' One

can readily see, then, that in Hegel's so abstract, formal,

and professional statement of Seyn und Nichts, there

is involved a creative substratum of the most anxious,

persevering, and comprehensive concrete reflection.

One can see that he has bottomed the whole question

of a beginning. Why he should have set it up so

abruptly and so imconnectedly steep, is a query impos-

sible for us to answer. ' Is ' and ' is-non,' then, con-

tain the same subject-matter, or the same no subject-

matter : each is an absolute and ultimate abstraction

;

the ' is ' is a ' non-is,' and the ' non-is ' is in the same

sense an 'is.' In this sense, then, Being and Non-

being are identical ; neither the one nor the other

possesses a predicate—they are each nothing. But, if

they are the same, they are again not the same, there

is a distinction between them, and so on.

From the position that thought is the All and the

prius, it follows that thought must contain in itself a

principle of progression or movement. Hegel asserts

his method to be this principle ; and we should cer-

tainly very decidedly stultify ourselves, if we should -

suppose that Hegel sets up this method in the merely

arbitrary fashion of an impostor bent on some personal

result. Hegel's method is the product of reflexion
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equally deep and earnest with that which originated

his beginning. Thought's own nature is, first, position

;

second, opposition ; and third, composition. It is evi-

dent that, however we figure a beginning of thought,

in God or ourselves, it must possess a mode of pro-

gression, a mode of production, and that is abso-

lutely impossible on a principle of absolutely simple,

single, unal identity. The first, then, though unal,

must have separated into distinctions ; and these by
union, followed again by difunion and reunion ad in-

finitum, must have produced others till thought be-

came the articulated organon it is now. It is also

plain that, were there movement only by separation

into contraries without reunion into higher stages, the

progress would fail in systematic articulation, and also

in improvement. Ee-union, then, is evidently a step as

necessary as separation. The union of ' is ' and ' non-

is ' in ' becomes,' need also not be confined to logical

abstractions, but may be illustrated from the concrete.

Every concrete process of Becoming is a union of the

two. Eesuming our illustration, too, from the life of

thought, it is evident that, after the first dim conscious-

ness ' is ' and the second ' not,' the third of ' becomes

'

of a comuag to be and of a ceasing not to be must

succeed.

D. 4.

The question is. What is Truth ? i.e. What is the

Absolute? But the Absolute cannot be hopped to

by means of some cabalistic hocus-pocus. It must be

worked up to. But where does it lie ? Wherever it

lies, to be known it must come into our knowledge.

But we already possess knowledge. Is it so sure that

the Absolute is not already there .^^ Let us take om'
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knowledge just as we have it, and look at it. Let us

take knowledge, not in some out-of-the way, enclianted-

looking corner, we do not know where, but as it

comes up. Let us take this tiling knowledge, not as

we suppose it, not as in some sublime indeterminate-

ness we imagine it, but as it manifests itself—now
and here—to us, just as it at once directly shows or

appears. For result—as the ' Phaenomenology,' which

starts thus, will show—it will be found that the opinion

of object will disappear, and that there will remain

the idea only. Our knowing and what we know are

identical. The object becomes, so to speak, intelligised,

and the intellect objectivised. The relation between

the supposed two is one of mere otherness in identity.

The object is knowing but in the form of otherness.

Knowledge involves the relation of two factors ; but

they are both the same substance. Knowing, even

to know itself, must have a something to know ; and

this process involves and introduces at once the re-

lation of otherness. Man's error is the hypostasising

of his ideas—the separating of his indivisible self, by a

dead wall of his own assumption, into an irreconcilable

duality of thinking and thought. We have been des-

perately hunting the whole, infinite, unreachable heaven

for an Absolute, which, folded up within us, smiled

in self-complacent security, at the infatuation of its

very master. "We have wearied heaven and earth

with our importunate clamours for a glass that bestrid

the bridge of our own nose. What we wanted lay

at the door ; but to and fro we stepped over it, vainly

asking for it, and plunging ourselves vainly into the

far forest.

It is the pecuhar nature of the idea to be the union

of the universal and the particular in the individual.
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Here lie the elements of the explanation of the relation

which the subjective bears to the objective. Such

questions as Life and Death, the Soul, Immortality,

God, are to be regarded from a wholly-changed point

of view. Death is a constituent of the sphere of the

Finite, but the Idea is imperishable. / am the Idea
—you—he—&c. ; but we are also singulars. As sin-

gulars, there is change—death
;
but, as participant of

the self-conscious Idea, we are immortal. It is just an

all of thought—triple-natured—with infinite gradations

and spheres. Freedom, perfect self-consciousness, is

the goal. Take it as Nature, the same thing can be

said. In fact, it is just a double language, the object

and the idea ; the same goal, the same gradations in

the one as in the other.

The Preface to the ' Phaenomenology ' is the plainest

piece of speaking anywhere in Hegel, and capable

of being put as key to the whole system. It is full

of the most hard, heavy, and effective thought, in new,

subtle, and original dkections ; and the expression is

as heavy and effective. A most surprising light is

thrown upon what passes unquestioned under our eyes

and among our hands ; and the object Hegel sets him-

sehf here will be something beyond all precedent, if

accomplished.

At present, thought is thus and thus constituted :

but the process of which this constitution is the result,

is simply experience. A history, then, of the phases

of experience since the beginnmg, the first stage of

thought, up to the present, would enable us to under-

stand how this present arose ; and thus we should get

an insight into the nature of thought itself. But this

process to Hegel has reached the highest stage of absolute

thought : therefore, then, if he can conduct us through
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all the stages actually experienced by consciousness from

the first to the last, he will conduct us—necessarily, and

with full conviction

—

to ultimate and absolute thought

itself. We are supposed to see only the bare process

itself: but Hegel has helped himself by diligent re-

ference to actual history ; and we shall assist ourselves

by looking out for reflexions of the same. There is

everywhere a power of naming, in consequence of

perception of the inner nature and hmits of what is

looked at, that must give pause, at all events, and open

the eyes. The necessity and coherence of the syste-

matisation will, at least, benefit all effort for the future.

Hegel, indeed, clamours always for necessity and com-

pleteness of exposition. He cannot allow a subject to

be attacked from an indefinite, conceded, common
ground. The common ground must prove its nature,

legitimacy, extent, &c. to the last dregs. He must

begin with the beginning, and work all up into a one

bolus of thought,

D. 5.

Kant, in demonstrating the ' possibility of a Trans-

cendental Logic,' begins the realisation of Ideahsm.

Ideahsm before that was but an abstract conception,

an announced probability on a balance of reasons.

"With Kant actual development commences, and he

very fairly initiates the business proper of Hegel, which

was, not to prove the principle of Ideahsm, but con-

struct its system, lay out its world. In the series, Kant

is as Geometry, Fichte as Algebra, Schelling as Apphed

Mathematic, and Hegel as the Calculus.

Thinking of Quantity as an intellectual notion to

which things must adapt themselves as universal, par-

ticular, and singular,—of Quality, and the a priori
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necessities to which all a posteriori elements must sub-

mit in its regard,— of Substance and Accident, and the

conditions they impose on all experience before ex-

perience,—one gets to see the origin of Hegel. The

Idea, which is the All, is so constituted that it organises

itself on these categories—suppose them God's creative

thoughts—or suppose them simply the elements of the

monad, of that which is, the Absolute.

In the 'Kritik of Practical Eeason,' pp. 219, 220,

Part 8 of the collected Works, occurs a passage which

may be translated thus :
—

* Because we consider here, in its practical function, Pure
Eeason, which acts consequently on d priori principles, and

not on empirical motives, the division of the Anal}i;ic of

Piu-e .Practical Eeason will necessarily resemble that of a

Syllogism. That is, it will proceed from the Universal in

the Major (the Moral principle), through a subsumption

under the same, in the Minor, of possible acts (as Good or

Bad) to the Conclusion, namely, the subjective actualisation

of Will (an Interest in the practically possible good and the

consequent Maxim). To him who follows with conviction

the positions of the Analytic, such comparisons will prove

pleasing ; for they countenance the expectation that we shall

yet attain to a perception of the Unity of the entire business

of pure Eeason (theoretical as well as practical), and be able

to deduce all from a single principle, which is the inevitable

demand of human reason ; for we can find full satisfaction

only in a complete systematic unity of all the possessions of

our reason.'

More than one deep germ of Hegel seems to lie

here. The movement of the Syllogism, for example, is

seen here as it were in concrete and material apph-

cation, and not as only formal and abstract. Then the

demand of Unity, of a single principle ! The Universal

appears in Hegel as the Logic, the Particular as
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Nature, tlie singular as Spirit. Then tlie Universal,

the Abstract, is seen to be the ground of the other two.

At page 107 of the ' Vestiges of the Natural History of

Creation,' we hear of the electric brush—that Electricity-

is as a brush. Well, let us say here, the Logic, the

Universal, is the electric brush, the Particular (Nature)

is the materiature which attaches to and crassifies the

ramification of said electric brush to the development,

as it were, of a system of organs, and the singular

(Spirit) is the one envelope of subjectivity that converts

all into an absolute unity, at once absolutely negative

and absolutely positive. In this way, we may conceive

formed Hegel's Idee-Monade. Again, Kant's one general

principle is to universalise the particular, objectify the

subject, convert An sich or nature into Fiir sich or

Spirit; and Hegel's really is just the same.

In the Kritik of ' Judgment,' section 86, occurs the

following :

—

' For (such is the conviction of everyone) if the world

consisted of Beings merely inanimate, or some animate and

some inanimate, but the animate still without reason, the

existence of such a world would have no worth at all, for

there would exist in it no being that possessed the slightest

notion of any worth. If, again, there were also rational

beings supposed to exist, but whose reason was such only as

knew to put a value oil things according to the relation of

nature which these things bore to them (to their own gra-

tification), but not to give to their own selves a 'priori, and

independent of the experiences of nature, a value (in free-

will), then there were (relative) aims in the world, but no

(absolute) End-aim, because the existence of such rational

beings would remain still aimless. But Moral Laws are of

this peculiarity, that they prescribe to Eeason something as

aim without condition—consequently in the manner in which

the notion of an End-aim requires it ; and the existence of

such a reason as, in the relation of an aim, can be the supreme
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law to itself—in other worda, the existence of rational beings

under moral laws—can therefore alone be thought as End-aim
(Final Cause) of the existence of a world. Is this not so,

then there lie in the existence of the same either no aim at

all, as regards its cause, or aims without End-aim.'

To this noble passage, let us add portion of the note

at the bottom of the same page :

—

' The glory of God is not inaptly named by Theologians,

the final cause of creation. It is to be observed, that we
understand by the word creation, nothing else than the cause

of the existence of a world, or of the things, the substances

in it [' die Ursache vom Daseyn einer Welt ;

' literally, to a

Hegel, the original or 'primal thing or matter of the being

there of a world] ; as also the proper notion of the word

[Schopfung, creation, but literally a drawing
; compare scoop-

ing'] brings that same sense with it {actuatio substantia} est

creatio), which consequently does not already involve the

presupposition of a spontaneously operative, and therefore

intelligent Cause (whose existence we would first of all prove).'

There were no worth in a world, then, that cannot

appreciate worth. The world were blind and worth-

less without a being that can think. But what is the

action on the world of a being that can think? By-

thinking, he arranges all in his own way—all takes

place and meaning, not from itself, but from him (it had

no meaning before him). It is thus his own self he

projects around him ; the other is but the stand for his

own quahties, thereon disposed. The analogy of his

own inner construction converts the opacity of the

other into lucidity, transmutes its rigidity into phancy

;

and the other remains as nothing when opposed to the

quahties it merely sustains. Hegel, in reading Kant,

may be conceived as faUing on such ideas, and so, as

arriving at his anthropological Monad, wliich, as all

that is ours, as all that we can know—anything else, too,
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being merely suppositious, i.e., again our own, again

ourselves—may be reasonably made, All, Absolute, and

Infinite. Actuatio suhstantice est creatio is a phrase,

too, that has not failed to bear fruit in Hegel. Ursache

vom Daseyn, and the remarkable phrase 'with laws, not

under laws,' which occurs in the same neighbourhood,

may be also viewed as suggestive of Hegelian elements.

The passage in Kant offers to the spirituahst or ideahst

a bulwark impregnable to any materiahst, a talisman in

the hght of which every materiahst must fade and die.

On Kant's theory, the world being phenomenal,

materiature being simply an unknown appulse, giving

rise to a subjective material, not necessarily at all

like the materiature, nor necessarily the same in all

subjects, and incapable of comparison as between sub-

jects,—this subjective material (all that holds of sen-

sation or feeling), to become a world, would require

a system of forms which can themselves be only sub-

jective, only ab intra. These, then, would appear

somehow as projected into the subjective material, to

form part and parcel of the same. Further, they them-

selves, though subjective as belonging to the subject,

might be objective as belonging to all the subjects, and

as capable of being identified in each by actual com-

parison-, they might be of an objective and universally

determinable nature. They might come from our

intellectual nature, for example. This is Kant. The

subjective material in us set up by the unknown outer

materiature, is received into an objective but internal

net of arrangement. Feeling is the matter, but intellect

is the form of aU experience, however outer and inde-

pendent it appear to us. Well, Kant succeeds in

placing Sensation and Perception under Understanding,

and Will under Reason ; but he has still Emotion, in
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the general sclieme of man's faculties, and Judgment in

the particular of the cognitive faculties, undiscussed.

Now, what is he to do with design and beauty, wliich

still keep apart from Understanding and Reason ? If

he is right in his world, they cannot come from with-

out
;
they, too, must be subjective in the sense of coming

from within, or tliey may be due to some harmony of

the outer and inner. It is in this way, and from such

considerations, that Judgment becomes the sphere of

design and beautj^ which are of an Emotional nature.

One, can see then, what led Kant to be averse to all

theoretic arguments about God ; for there was nothing

noumenal known in Kant's world but the categorical

Imperative ; all the rest was phenomenal—unknown

materiatm'e apart—and depended on forms ab intra :

Kant's theoretical world, in short, or world of know-

ledge, was only phenomenal. Plamly, then to Kant, all

form being ab intra, design and beauty would present

a pecuhar phase to him, and would require peculiarly

to be dealt with.

It was easy to Kant's followers to see how small a

role was left for materiature, and to faU on the idea of

expunging it. Hence it was that Fichte attempted to

build all up from these internal forms, and to that he

required a principle of movement in themselves, and a

radiation from a single bottom one tlirough a systematic

articulation of all the others. As left by Kant, how-

ever, he was stdl on the platform of consciousness and

a subjective intellect; hence his system could only be

one of subjective ideahsm or objective egoism, which

terms imply the same thing. From this hmited form

ScheUing freed the advancing system by his principle of

an absolute or neutrum into which both Nature and

Thought were resolved. But in ScheUing the sides
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remained apart, and the Absolute had to be sprung to.

Hegel examined all, rethought all, and completed all.

He perfected, first, the Thought-forms into a complete

self-formative system— into an organic and, so to

speak, personal whole, to which the particular, Nature,

took up the position of, as regards the first, only its

other, and in it the universal forms only repeated them-

selves as in particularity or otherness, while, third, he

summed up both in the singular of Spirit. His three

parts present analogies to the three of the syllogism,

the three cognitive faculties, the three faculties in

general &c. ; and to the last Kant is repeated,

Hegel in his main principle has certainly put his

finger on the rhythmus of the universe. Understand-

mg steps from abstraction to abstraction ; but Eeason

conjoins and concretes them. ' Begimiing ' is an abs-

traction, and, as such, is untrue ; it is concrete only

with its end, and so true. Life and death must also for

their truth be concretely joined, and the result is the

higher new, the birth of the Spirit. God abstractly,

as Hegel puts it, is the mere empty word, the infidel

God; he is true only as concrete in Christianity, the

God-man. So in all other cases. The true notion is

the conjunction of the contradictories.

D. 6.

Kant's Categories form really the substance of Hegel

;

but Hegel's whole endeavour is to conceal this. Hegel

seems a crafty borrower generally. His absolute is the

neutrum of Schelling, converted into subject by the

Ego of Fichte. Aristotle assists him in the further

characterisation of this subject through the distinctions

of Matter, Form, Actuality, ^c. Plato lends his aid in

VOL. I.
"

11
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enabling him to look at it as idea, and to develop it as

idea. The very monad of Leibnitz, the triad of Proclus,

and the Qiialimng of Bolnne are auxiliary to him. But

his infinitely greatest obligations are to Kant, who
enables him to ky out his whole system and carry out

his whole process.

Must we conceive, as well as name, to understand

—

but how is the conception of heterisation to Nature

possible ?

Are we encouraged by the general nature of the

case (all being Werden, and Werden being always a

union of identical opposites) to beheve that even in

death there is process, that there again Non-being is

passing into Being, and that this applies to all

members of the universe, spiritual or material ?

Or are these abstractions but a system of fantastic

and delusive shadows shed of the universe into the

brain of man ? Or, even so, are they not still thoughts

—

are they not threads of essential thought, threads from

the main of thought, electric threads round which cluster

and accrete in sensuous opacity the matter-motes that

make the universe ? It is important to pause on this.

Again, it must be noted that the admission Seyn imd

Nichts ist dasselbe is the other important pomt;

—

grant that, and Werden cannot be repressed- It is a

conjunction of the extremes of thought ; for Being is

regarded as the primal fount of possibihty, while

Nothing is that of all impossibility. It seems violent

to force us to conjoin them for the birth of reahty.

Still, each is a thought, and each can be thinkingly

examined: if the result declares identity, we must

accept it, it and its consequences.

Take any actual Concrete, abstract from quahty after

quality, and observe the result. Let the Concrete be
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this paper, for example : well, we say there is white-

ness in it, there is cohesion, there is pliancy, &c. &c.

—

now let lis throw out all these, and we shall be left at

last with there is nothing. The whole question now is,

is this caput mortuum of abstraction an allowable base

for the whole world of thought ? In such sentence, it

is very plain that there is and nothing, subject and

predicate, are equally nothing, and, so far as that goes,

identical ; but the objection is obvious that this results

only from their having now no longer any matter of

apphcation—any apphcability—any use. So long as

they were in use, in actual application, in actual woik,

they were very different. When out of use, they are

both of course equally idle, and, so far as any result is

concerned, equally nidi. Food and no food are of

identical result—are, so to speak, equally nothing, if

placed in a stomach that will not digest. Distinctions

are distinctions only when in use
;

they are empty,

void, null, when unapphed ; and so, unapplied, may be

set equal if you will. But where is the warrant to

make such equality a foundation for the whole burthen

of concrete thought in its abstract, or formal, or logical

form ? To do so is a feat of ingenuity ; but it is a feat»

a trick, a mockery, a delusion ; and the human mind

that, dazzled, may admire, will still refuse conviction

and assent. There still reciu-s the question, however.

Are we not at liberty to take up the notions Being and

Non-being with a view to analysis and comparison?

To this the answer must be yes. But that yes does not

empower you to set Being as identical with Non-being.

You say you do not wish so to set them, that it is not

you who set them at all, that they set themselves, and

that they set themselves as both equal and unequal,

and it is this duplicity of relation that sets free the

H 2
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notion Becoming as a notion that, essentially single, is yet

more essentially double and contains both of the others.

You say you do not ask us to make any rel'erence to

concrete things, outer or inner—that you only wish

us to see how abstract thought may build itself, &c.

But—
Another objection is the refusal of the mind to

believe in a concrete not or nothing—in the identi-

fication of positive determination with negative limita-

tion—yet such is the chief lever of Hegel. In short,

the main result will be, as regards Hegel, that we shall

have to reject his system as articulated, and yet retain

it largely both as a whole and in parts. The system

as articulated is probably the result of the mere striv-

ing, so common at that time, after universality and

necessity, which are the only two elements that can

produce a coherent and complete whole, a Kosmos.

Still, Hegel sJwws the connexion of positive determina-

tion and negative hmitation—that they are but different

sides of the same reality—that, as abstract thoughts,

they coalesce'and run together. It must be understood

to shadow out also the only possible mode of conceiv-

ing an actual beginning.

But, let us do our best, we cannot help feehng from

time to time, that there crops out an element of weak-

ness, of mere verbal hocus-pocus, distinctions which

will not maintain their objective truth before the test of

another language. No : the system that has built itself

up so laboriously out of the unresting river must

resolve itself into the same again, though largely to its

material enrichment. So with the system of Kant.

Still, in both, principles of form as well as matter will

be found of permanent and abiding worth.
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E. 1.

' Being is tlie Notion only in itself.'' This can be

taken, first, subjectively, and second, objectively.

First, subjectively,—the notion is thought, thought in

act, a subject, a thinker, a spirit, God, you, I, The
notion then (with such meaning) as being, as is, as the

absolutely first, crude, dim, dull, opaque, chaotic, un-

conscious, brute I am, the first flutter of life, the

absolute A in quickening (alphabetic A) is only in itself

—latent, undeveloped. The German an, not quite the

English in, here. An means properly at, beside, near.

So the notion an sich is the notion at itself, Hke the

first speck of life on the edge of the disc. The notion

is, as it were, just come to itself There is no answer

possible, in one sense, to what is a thing in itself, for

every possible answer would involve what it is for

another. An sich is thus just Seyn ; both are equally

incapable of direct explanation, neither can be said.

To say it, would be to limit it, to negate it, to give it

a determinate manifestation, &c. Whatever were said,

it would be still more than that
;

that, then, would

describe it falsely, imperfectly, incompletely, that is,

negatively, &c. Latency, undevelopment, inchoation, is

what the term imphes ; and this amounts to the uni-

versal universal, the summum genus, the utterly unspe-

cified, indeterminate, indefinite universal principle of

all particulars—the Seyn— the base, the case, the all-

embracing sphere and mother liquor, and yet also the

invisible ctimensionless frst of everything manifest.

At bottom, virtually, occultly, independently, absolutely,

are all shades of An sich ; and they all resolve them-

selves into Seyn, and that into absolute, or abstract, or

blank self-identity.
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This description of An sich is pertinent in every

application of the term, whether to the all of things or

any single particular whole ; it is a constituent in the

thinking of every whole. The universe has no ad-

vantage in tliis respect over this little crystal. This

gives a glimpse into the constitution of thought as

thought ; of which, it is not right to say tliat it is sub-

ject to such and such poles, but rather that these are

just its modi and constitute it so and so
;
thought is

just such.

Second, objectively,—of eveiything we may form a

notion, but the notion is no true notion unless it cor-

respond to its object. Call the object Seyn now, then

obviously Seyn is just the Notion but as yet an sich, in

itself, potentially that is. Or, take it, in a shghtly

other way. Existence, as it is there before us, or here

with us, is just God's Notion ; but in this form, it is

only the Notion in itself, occultly, latently, undemon-

strated by explanation and development. Again, the

phrase may be taken historically objectively, as sym-

bohsing the first stage of thought historically. The

hoof of Seyn breaks up into the fingers (Bestimmungen),

which also are (sind or sind seyend). As thus sepa-

rated, they are to each other, other.

' A setting out of the Notion as here in itself, or a

going into itself of Being.' This susceptible of the

same points of view : First, subjectively, I set myself

out of myself, or I develop myself; and this just

amounts again to—I go into myself. The reference to

me, of course, to be universaHsed into reference to the

whole or any whole.

There are four forms shadowed out then :—1. The

first subject; 2. The present sensuous object ; 3. His-

tory as applied to Thought ; 4. The Notion qua notion.
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without distinction of object. Tlie three first are but

ilhistrative of the last.

The second forms of a sphere are the finite (the

fingers of the hoof). The importance of thinking

tlirough predicates and ehminating the subject—as an

entity of mere supposition and conception. This the

root of the multi-apphcabihty of the Hegelian discus-

sion.

The first, the beginning, cannot be a product or

result ; neither can it contain more than one significate.

The beginning must be an absolutely first, and also an

absolutely simple ; were it either a derivative or a com-

pound, it would contradict itself and be no beginning.

But when we can say, it is, I am, &c., we have a begin-

ning. The beginning of a thing is when it is. As
with a part, so with the whole. The am or is is the

absolutely first predicate that can be attached. To
begin an examination of thought, then, (Logic), is to

begin with A in the alphabet of predication, is to begin

with the absolutely first predicate, and that is Being.

In this shape, it is pure thought ; it is utterly indeter-

minate, incompound, and inderivative or first. Thought

is but predication, an ascription or attribution of pre-

dicates ; for predicate in the thinking subject cor-

responds to specificate in the thought object ; i.e. these

are identical, because the specificate can only exist in

thought as predicate. The latter term, then, is the

preferable in a system of Logic.

' Seyn is pure abstraction.' Something of the He-

gelian, pecidiar use of the word, as the separation and

isolation effected by the analysing Understanding, floats

here. Suppose we apply, as regards Non-being, the

four forms previously applied to Being. 1, The first

subject : it is evident / am in such position {first
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subject) is equal to— I am not or nought as yet.

2. The present sensuous object also is and is not, for

it properly is only in its absolutely first principle.

3, History as applied : at A, thought both was and was
not. 4. Tlie Notion qua notion: it is in itself, and
not as it is there. That it is, then, is also that it is not.

Even as that outward Seyn, it is not—as not me, &c.

But it is only necessary to think Being in abstract

generality.

The Absolute is an afTair of thought, it is noi just as

much as it is : for what is is a variety ; there is not

only identity, but difference also. An absolute cannot

be thought without a non-absolute. It is the non-

absolute that gives the cue to the absolute. So when
we ask what a thing is—which is the same as asking

what is it m itself—we imply by the very question that

it is not,—or why the question ? It is the non-being

that gives the cue to the being. Here is a crystal of

salt : we ask, what is it ? The very question involves

that as it is, it is not. Thought is itself evidently just

so constituted ; it has opposite poles. I^othing, then,

is thus a definition of the Absolute. The Absolute is

Nothing. There is only the absolute and the non-

absolute. Only the synthesis is ; neither of its anti-

theses per se is. Pure Seyn is the absolute Negative

—of whatever is : it is the Absolute, &c. This seen in

the Thing-in-itself, in God as merely abstract supreme

being of enlightenment, &c Tlie Nothing of Buddha

is precisely the same Abstraction. We seek the uni-

versal of Being by abstracting from every particular

Being, and the resultant abstraction in which we land

is precisely the same entity, however we name it

—

whether Being or Nothing—whether the Supreme

Being of Voltaire or the Nothing of Buddha.
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What is, is tliouglit, concrete tliought, that, of itself,

determines itself, thus and thus. The empirical ego

—

of you or me— Avith all its empirical reahties— it and

these but forms of thought—modi of the great sea.

This great sea still is, truly is, is great and the all,

though in me, though in you. The my and me, the

you and yours, the in me, the in you, are but consti-

tuents of the sea, and can be so placed as to become

mere pebbles and cockle-shells hy it. I deceive myself,

you deceive yourself : I, this J, and my, and all mine,

you and yours, and he and his, but mere straws blow-

ing beside the sea. It is my error—a case applicable

to you and him, and each of us—to think them me,

true me. These, me, true me, are only that ocean and

that one crystal-drop, that infinite of space and that

one eye-gleam, that unreachable all and that invisible

point, that everywhere and that nowhere—Thought.

Our discontent with the abstractions Seyn and Nichts

arises from their own proper life. They tend of them-

selves further, that is, to further specification. This

attaches to the true idea of a true beginning. Free-

dom, as form of Nothing, shows the necessity of the

existence of Nothing.

Nothing is the same as Being. This is partly as

takmg each abstractly ; but the other meaning hovers

near also. The Seyn as Ansichseyn is reaUy the sfmie

as Nothing. Determinate Is, is built around a womb
of nothing, which womb is also called the Seyn. They

are thus together Becoming : what is become was not,

but is. The crust upon the gulf which is the womb
of all, holds at once of Being and of Non-being : if it

is this, it is not that ; it is not all, it is but part ; that

is, it is limited, negated, or—contains Nothing quite as

much as Being. Said womb, too, being the absolute
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A and source and base of all, is the veritable vs ; the

other veritably is 7iot, its is is elscAvhere, its is is in

another. Every whole is similarly placed
;
every whole

is similarly a womb of nothing and being. It is in this

womb, which is nothing, that it veritably is ; and from

it, this nothing, it is, that it develops, that it draws

what it is. But this drawing or development is just

Becoming. Becoming, then, contains both, and is the

truth of both. A system of monads thus, and of

monads in monads and a monad.

The elements of Soynething are reality and negation

—negation that is an otherwise-being. This latter is

form ; it is not the reality, it is form and may vary

without alFecting the reality. It is thus an otherwise-

being of the EeaHty itself : it is thus the other of the

Eeality ; it is there where the other also finds its other,

its bar, its halt ; it is the general region of otherness,

of distinction, separation, discrimination ; it is being-

for-other, as it is that of the being that alone is for the

other ; it is there being-for-other also as regards its

own self ; it is also its being by or with the other ; it

is there where it is wholly for the other, for distinc-

tion, &c. (Eealise this by reference to yourself as a

Something. Your naturality, your personality, is your

being-for-other ; but are you in any part of that person ?

It is other than your reality.) Otherwise-being is a

predicable of each and all, for by the otherwise-being

only is it capable of discrimination : it is there where

its being is for another.

Something becomes another. This process endless,

ceaseless, but what is othered is just the other. The

something thus retains itself. It is thus the true Infi-

nite ;
that, that going over into another, retains, in this

going over and in this other, distinct reference to its
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own self. This the substance or substratum of Kant and

Spinoza. In this process, too, or in this notion of

Kant and Spinoza, lies Being-for-self (Flirsichseyn), or

self-reference and self-retention. Despite the other

and othering, that ivhich is, still is for itself and by itself,

and with itself. This the true Infinite whicli remains

and abides—the negation of the negation—the medi-

ating process of itself with itself— not the bastard

Infinite that arises from mere repetition of alternation,

and ends in an ebahi ' and so on ad infinitum !
' It is

our own fault if we make absolute the mere other, the

mere finite and changeable.

With Self-reference (Being-for-self) tlie principle of

Ideality appears ; it is here we refer to something that

does not exist as there or here, as a This, in outside

crust, but that is ideally there in the centre—the sub-

stance of Spinoza, the substrate of Kant, the absolute

of Hegel. The finite is reality, but its truth is its

ideahty. The Infinite of the understanding even

—

the spurious one—is ideal. Here we see tlaat aU philo-

sophy, as it idealises reality, is ideahsm.

To be for, by, and with one's own self, this is the

Flirsichseyn, and it is the substance or substrate of

Kant, &c. Hegel's phrase is its perfect abstract ex-

pression.

One bottom principle—God—must be assumed ; but

thus aU change is quite indifferent, and the true Lifinite

is this bottom principle that abides. The surface end-

lessness of difference is but a spurious Infinite.

Self-reference is immediacy, no result of interme-

diacy ; it is directly first and present, it is inderivative,

it is uncaused ; it is A, it is the first, the absolute—but

as negation of negation. The negativity of self-reference

involves the exclusion of other units from the one
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unit
; as, for example, the distinction of my me from my

empirical affections and experiences. The one self-

reference, thus—the single unit—flows over into Many.
This the vital cell from which arises the whole chapter

on FUrsichseyn. This chapter developing thus One
and Many, Attraction and Eepulsion, &c., mediates the

transition from Quality to Quantity, and becomes it-

self readily inteUigible.

The i-epulsion of the Ones will probably appear

forced and artificial, however— perhaps, at best in-

genious. To the musing mind, it has a certain credi-

bility. Suppose a subject of the Werden, suppose a

beginning and progressing consciousness, the first

thought presumably will be am, which is tantamount

to is. Such is is but nothing, and must give rise to

such thought ; but the not has also is, or positivity,

that is, there becomes. But if there becomes or arises,

there also departs or ceases
;
while, at the same time,

there is between both the quasi-stable moment of there

is there. Attention is now directed to this quasi-stable

moment as such. It has reaUty, it has determiuate-

ness, it implies another, it becomes other, and that

equally other. It is thus limited and alterable ; but in

the midst of this, the subject, the consciousness, re-

mains—b}'' itself and for itself. It is one. But this

one, as so produced, as afiirmative to self and negative

to other, imphes several ones, &c. It is possible to

figure what is for itself as something Avith quahties—

a

ciystal of salt—in which case there is a mean of

passage from the one to the many. Absolutise this

crystal to the world : the one is the many, the many

the one—or the whole of many, wliich is Quantity.

That there is, there must have been not. That not

is is, there must have been becomes. But becomes is
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negative positivity, or it involves quality. But quality,

as what it is, is reality ; and as what it is not, it is de-

terminateness. But reality with deterininateness, or

determinate reality, is something. Something, as far

as it is, as far as it has reality, is in itself ; while so far

as it is determinate, or as far as it has form, it has an

element of otherness ; for form is where something is

other, where it may be othered while it at the same

time remains unaffected. Deterininateness is thus the

otherwise-being of the something, it is where the being

of the something is with other. There also is it that

there is the general region of otherness—the region of

separation, distinction, discrimination. It is there

where the other and all others are separated from the

something. It is there where the something is, in

every reference, for other. It is there where the some-

thing is for, by, and with its own other. The two

factors or constituent elements of the something, then,

are Ansichseyn and Seyn-fiir-Anderes, or the quality to

be in self and the quality to be for other ; in whi6h

latter phrase, the ' for ' is equivalent to for, by, and

with. Where the something is for, by, and with,

another, however, it is there precisely that the bound

or hmit faUs. Something thus, then, is bounded,

hmited, or finite. It has also, as we have seen, an

element of otlierness in itself. In fact, the other in-

volved by limit is itself something. Something then

becomes something, or the other becomes other, ad

infinitum. But as it is only the other that is othered,

the Self remains for, by, and vsdth itself. But this

Being-for-self, the true Infinite, is a principle of ideality,

&c. &c. One cell is thus formed— a self-subsistent

monad ; for self-reference is self-presence or imme-

diacy. As excluding the other, it is absolute.
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But even thus, must we not say Hegelianisra is the

crystal of Naturalism ?

After all, the navel-string and mother-cake of Hegel
are still the desiderata. Where does he attach to?

whence is he ? Well, these are multiform
;
they may

l)c found generally in the history of philosophy. The
absolutely first radical is sum, which, objectified, be-

comes est and so on. Fichte's Ijeginning can be shown
to lead to Hegel's, as also Schelling's principle, &c. &c.

Then there is a beginning findable in this way, that he

just takes up the actual as he finds it, and sorts it and

names it in his own fashion, and as it leads him. Or he

says, God is the Wesen, and God is a Spirit; and matter,

&c., as made by him, can be called just his other. He is

thought ; but as having made matter, this also is his—
that is, it is just his other. But mateiiality is in itself

just the other of spirituality : the one outer, the other

inner ; the one extense, the other intense, &c. &c. : in

fact, there are the Two.

This view not without consolation. The superior

actual is certainly thought, which uses up matter as

mere aliment, and converts it into its own element.

Sucli is the process, the transformation of the Natural

into the Spiritual. Death of the Natural is a matter of

course, then ; but that involves— as always— a step

higher, and there is no destruction. Again matter is

itself thought. The nearest actual is, after all, the sub-

j ective moment of thought. The element of despair lies

in the inessentiality of the particular, of the singular

subject. Still the singular subject

—

in himself—is the

Objective, &c. The sheet-anclior of hope is thought.

The immortality probably no concern of Hegel's
;

he is above all doubt or anxiety or thought in that

respect with his views of Matter, Thought, Spirit, tlie
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Absolute generally. His God, then, le Dieu Absolu,

that which is, but that is Thought, Spirit : moi, je suis

I'Absolu
;

toi, tu es I'Absolu
;

lui, il est 1'Absolu : il

faut que nous nous prosternions devant I'Absolu, ce

qui est notre mystere, notre vie essentielle, notre vrai

iious-meme, I'llniversel, ce qui est, le vrai, le tout, le

seul

!

E. 2.

There is a certain justification for the Hegelian God-

man historically, not only in the outward Christ, but

in the fact that, whereas formerly one's God was foreign

and external to oneself in a priest, &c., and to be pro-

pitiated externally by a sacrifice, by rites, &c., the

mind (Eeason) is now a law—in conscience—unto its

own self, that it obeys God in obeying itself. This, in

short, is the identification of man's essential reason

with the Divine nature. Thus, then, God is no longer

an outer, another, but within, and Us. Hegel must have

largely in view this historical alteration of the historical

stand-point. Had Hegel been an honester man and a

more generous heart, what fine things we might have

had from him ! As this : No proof would ever, or

could ever, have been ofiered of God's existence, had

our knowledge of and belief in such existence been

obhged to wait for the proof.

Eemark.

The preceding Notes, though not to be regarded as

expressive of definitive conclusions in any reference,

will, nevertheless, assist such ; and so justify of them-

selves, we hope, their respite from fire. They are not,

we are disposed to believe, hard to understand ; and a

reader who has any interest in the subject may be
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expected, we shall say, to read them pretty well

through. But this eflected, there will result, surely,

some amount of familiarity Avith a variety of the lead-

ing notions and peculiar terms involved ; a famiharity

which must somewhat mitigate the shock of the

abrupt steepness, the strangeness and the difficulty of

the access, which Hegel himself accords. The role to

be assigned to Thought as Thought, for example—the

Metaphysic of a Beginning, the nature of abstract

Being, the special significations to be attached to

Abstraction, Understanding, Eeason, &c.—all this, and

other such matter, must, as regards intelligibihty and

currency, veiy much gain to the reader as his con-

sideration proceeds. A slight glimpse, too, of the

genetic history of the subject may not be wanting.

One or two of the summaries, again—that is, if long

separation from them may allow me to speak as a

stranger in their regard—will be found, perhaps, so far

as they go, not without spirit and not "without accuracy,

nor yet faihng, it may be, in something of that dialectic

nexus without which Hegel can but yield up the ghost,

leaving the structm-e he has raised to tumble all abroad

into the thousand disconnected clauses of a mere

etymological discursus.

To such readers as approach Hegel with prejudice

and preconceived aversion, even the objections and

vituperations which we have unsparingly—but possibly

quite gratuitously— expended in his regard, may
prove, on a sort of homoeopathic principle, not only

congenial, but remedial. The ' charlatan ' of Schopen-

hauer is, perhaps, the ughest of all the missiles which

have ever yet been flung at Hegel ; but others quite as

ugly will be found under C. and D, of the present

chapter, and it is only the peculiarity of their place.
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together with the hope of service, which can excuse

lis for exhibiting them.

On this head, it may be worth while remarking that

it is quite possible that Eosenkranz, who chronicles

this reproach of Schopenhauer, is himself not without

a certain complacency in view of the same. Not im-

probably, even as he chronicles it, though with re-

jection of course, he feels at the same time that

there exists in Hegel a side where it is at least intel-

ligible. It was an age of systems, and Hegel produced

his. Nor did he feel, the while, under any obligation

to explain it, or account for it, or, in any way, make

it down. To him, it was enough that he had produced

it ; there it was ; let the reader make what he could

of it ! But just here lay the difficulty ! With the

others—with Kant, with Fichte, with Schelling—there

was a perceived and received beginning,—there was an

understood method,—above all, there was a universally

intelhgible speech. But, Hegel !—Hegel had changed

all that. The ball he flung down to us showed no clue
;

the principles that underlay the winding of it, were

undiscoverable ; and what professed to be the explica-

tion was a tongue unknown ; not the less unknown,

indeed, but the more exasperating, that it was couched,

for the most part, in the oldest and commonest of

terms. Yet stiU— all previous great ones looking

small and inferior when dressed in its forms—it was

seen, indirectly in this and directly in other respects, to

involve claims and pretensions of a dominant and even

domineering supremacy. Nay, though at once the

necessity and the hopelessness of investigation were

felt {necessity,—^in that there could be no security till

a competent jury had sat on that laborious rope of

the Hegehan categories, and, after due inspection,

VOL. L I
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pronounced its sufficiency ;

—

hopelessness, in that the

very natiure of the case seemed somehow to postpone the

possibiHty of this inquiry into an indefinite future)

—

the very paramountcy of the pretensions, the very in-

extricabihty of the proof, had, with a pubhc so pre-

pared as then, strange power to dazzle, seduce, or

overawe into acquiescence.

Nor was this hid from Hegel himself ; so that there

necessarily arose on his part, as weU as on that of his

hearers, such secret consciousness as gradually infected

and undermined whatever frankness the mutual re-

lation might have originally contained. To be obliged

to speak, as to be obHged to hear, what is felt to be

only half understood, is to be very pecuharly placed
;

and the development, in such circumstances, of a cer-

tain bias, of a certain disingenuousness, will, in hearer

as well as speaker, be hardly prevented. Distrust

grows in both ;
distrust, which assertion in the one,

as acceptance in the other, strives vainly to overbid.

You, on the one side, show possession of what is taken

for a mystery of price
;
why blow away, then, you

feel, this mystery, and consequently this price, by

any indiscreet simplicity of speech? You, on the

other side, again, are credited with imderstanding the

same ; and the feathers of everyone concerned are

flattered the right way when you smile the smile of

the initiated— not but that all the while, to be

sure, the very fibres of your midriff axe cramped to

agony with your unavailing efforts to discern.

But there is no necessity to go so far as this in either

case. The bias to both, consequent on an equivocal

claim, made on the one hand, and granted on the other,

sufiices. The relations in such a case are unsound,

the common-ground largely factitious, and frankness
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there can be none. What results is a readiness to fall

into loudness and—let us say here

—

effrontingness, over

which hangs ever an air of fraudulence.

Again, scholars, men of letters, are, for the most

part, by original constitution, and acquired habits—the

latter from seclusion mainly—that is, both in tempera-

ment and temper, keen, intense, single-sighted, and pre-

cipitate
;
natui'ally prone, therefore, to exhibit a certain

imsparingness, a certain inconsiderate thoroughness, a

certain unwitting procacity, as well in demonstrating

the failiu:es of others as the successes of themselves.

Now this element has decided place in Hegel. This it

is that prompts the unnecessary bitterness of his anta-

gonistic criticism, as in the case of Kant, where, from

the good, honest, sincere, moderate, and modest soul

that fronted him, provocation was impossible, and

where, indeed, grace, if not gratitude, should have

reduced him to respectfulness as in presence of the

quarry of his own whole wealth. This too it is,

—

but charged with infiuence from the disingenuous sphere,

—^which hes at the bottom of those very sweeping

and ux\hQ,^ii2Limgpronunziamentos on every the minutest

occurrent detail, no matter how remote, which, apropos

of the Philosophy of History, have been already alluded

to, and in regard to which the reader feels, and cannot

help feehng, at once the aplomb of the assertion and the

insecurity of the knowledge.

There is a side in Hegel, then, where the ' charlatan'

of Schopenliauer may have at least appeared intelligible

even to Eosenkranz. Nay, Eoseukranz himself, in tell-

ing us (first words of his Wissenschaft der logischen

Idee) that, in his case, the study of Hegel has been ' the

devotion of a hfe, alternately attracted and repelled,'

virtually admits that a taint of doubt will penetrate

I 2
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even to the simplest faith and the most righteous

incHnation. On the whole, the conclusion may be
considered legitimate then, that, from the circumstances

explained, there is apt to fall on Hegel, a certain air as

it were of an adventurer, which it takes all his own
native force, all his own genuine weight, all his own
indisputable fukiess to support and carry off, even in

the eyes of those Avho, in his regard, cannot be con-

sidered superficial students.

There is that in the above which may suggest, that

it is not the spirit of the partisan which is to be
anticipated here

;
where, indeed, the whole object is

neither condemnation, nor vindication, but simply pre-

sentation, or re-presentation. To Hegel, that is, we
woidd hold ourselves nakedly suscipient, as to the

reader nakedly reflectent. And this is the nearest

need at present, for Hegel hitherto has been but

scantly understood anywhere
;

receiving judgments,

consequently, not only premature but stupid. This

reminds me to say, what is hardly necessary, however,

that the objections and vituperations which occur in

this chapter are not judgments : they are but the

student's travail cries. Again, it is to be noted that,

if we judge not against, neither do we judge here for,

Hegel. There has been too much difficulty to under-

stand, to think as yet of judging ; this will follow of

itself, however, as soon as that has been effected. There

is no seeking in all this to speak apologetically of Hegel

;

such impertinent worldly squeamishness, did it exist,

were what alone required apology. Hegel wants none.

He is the greatest abstract thinker of Christianity, and

closes the modern world as Aristotle the ancient. Nor

can it be doubted but much of what he has got to tell

us is precisely that which is adapted ' to bring peace

'
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in our times,—peace to the unquiet hearts of men,

—

peace to the unquiet hearts of nations.

The preceding Notes, then, will, it is hoped, prove

useful, and constitute, on the whole, no ineffective intro-

duction. In the succeeding chapters, the approach to

Hegel becomes considerably closer, to end, as we be-

Heve, at last in arrival.
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CHAPTER HI.

JfOTES OP THE STRUGGLE CONTINUED : THE SECRET OP

HEGEL.

The paper, from which the present chapter prin-

cipally derives, superscribed ' The Secret of Hegel,' and

signahzed by formality of date, &c., has the tone of

the contemporaneous record of some jusl^made dis-

covery. This discovery, if not quite complete—not

yet ' the secret ' definitively home—has certainly still its

value, especially to the advancing learner ; but the tone

is too spontaneous and extemporaneous to be pleasant

now, and would, of itself, necessitate—did no interest

of the learner interfere—considerable rescission, if not

total suppression. Nevertheless, the interest of the

learner shall be considered paramount, and the tone

shall not be allowed to pretermit the paper itself : only,

to avoid respective suicide, we shall give such turn to

its statements as shall break the edge of what egoism

the sohtary student may exhibit to himself on emerging

into the new horizon wliich, crowning his own efforts,

the new height has suddenly opened to him.

' This morning, ' it is thus the paper a httle grandi-

loquently opens, ' the secret of Hegel has at length

risen clear and distinct before me, as a planet in the

blue ;' ghmpses, previous ghmpses, with inference to

the whole, it admits ; but it returns immediately again

to ' this morning ' when ' the secret genesis of Hegel

stood suddenly before me.'
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' Hegel,' the paper continues, ' makes the remark

that he who perfectly reproduces to himself any

system, is already beyond it ; and precisely this is

what he himself accomplished and experienced with

reference to Kant.' Now this is to be applied to the

writer of the paper itself, who seems to think that he

too has reproduced Kant, and that, accordingly, he has

been ' lifted on this reproduction into sight of Hegel.'

But the pretension of the position does not escape him.

Surely, he goes on to soliloquise, he cannot consider

himself the first, surely he cannot consider himself the

only one who has reached this vision, surely he can-

not have the hardihood to say that Eosenkranz and

Schwegler, for example, do not understand the very

master in the study and exposition of whom they have

employed their hves ! No, he cannot say that, that

would be too much ; such men must be held to under-

stand Hegel, and even a milhon times better than at

this moment he, who has still so much of the details to

conquer. Still, it appears, he cannot help beheving

that there is a certain truth on his side, and that, even

as regards these eminent Hegehans, so far as he has

read them, he himself is the first who has discovered

the whole secret of Hegel, and this because he is the

first, perhaps, to see quite clearly and distinctly into the

origin and genesis of his entire system—from Kant.

The manner in which these writers (we allow the

manuscript to go on pretty much in its own way now),

and others the hke, work is not satisfactory as regards

the reproduction of a system, which shall not only be

correct and complete in itself, but wliich shall have the

life and truth and actual breath in it that it had to its

own author. Their position as regards Hegel, for

example, is so that, while to him his system was a
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growtli and alive, to them it is only a fabrication and

dead. They take it to pieces and put it up again like

so much machinery, so that it lias always the artificial

look of manufacture at will. They are Professors in

short, and they study philosophy and expound philo-

sophy as so much business. All that they say is

academical and professional;—we hear only, as it

were, the cold externality of division and classification

for the instruction of boys. Such reproductions as

theirs hang piecemeal on the most visible and unsatis-

factory wires. They are not reproductions in fact

;

they are but artificial and arbitrary re-assemblages.

But to re-assemble the limbs and organs of the dead

body of any life, is not to re-create that life, and only

such re-creation is it that can enable us to understand

any system of the past. In the core-hitting words of

Hegel himself, 'instead of occupying itself with the

Thing, such an industry is ever over it and out of it

;

instead of abiding in it and forgetting itself in it, such

thinking grasps ever after something else and other,

and remains rather by its own self than that it is by

the Thing, or surrenders itself to it.'

That these men, and others the Hke, have very fairly

studied Hegel, and very fairly mastered Hegel, both in

whole and detail, we doubt not at all ; neither do we at

all doubt that many of them very fairly discern the

general relations, though they are inclined to under-

rate, perhaps, the particular obhgations, of Hegel to

Kant. Still there is something—knowing all this, and

admitting all this, and acknowledging, moreover, that

no claim had probably ever yet a more equivocal look,

we feel stiU as if we must—in short, the claim of dis-

covery is repeated.

For that there is a secret of Hegel, and that there is
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a key necessary to this secret, we verily believe Eosen-

kranz and Schwegier would themselves admit
;
thereby,

at all events, leaving vacant space for us to occupy,

if we can, and granting, on the whole, the unsatis-

factoriness which we have already imputed to the state-

ments or keys offered by themselves. Yes, there is a

secret, and every man feels it, and every man asks for

the key to it—every man who approaches even so near

as to look at this mysterious and inexplicable labyrinth

of Hegel. Wliere does it begin, we ask, and how did

it get this beginning, and what unheard of thing is this

which is offered us as the clue with wliich we are to

guide ourselves ? And what extraordmary yawning

chasms gape there where we are told to walk as on a

broad smooth bridge connecting what to us is uncon-

nected and incapable of connexion! There is no air

in this strange region ; we gasp for breath
;
and, as

Hegel himself allows us to say, we feel as if we were

upside down, as if we were standing on our heads.

What then is all this and where did it come from ?

and where does it take to ? We cannot get a beginning

to it ; it will not join on to anything else that we have

either seen or heard
;
and, when we throw ourselves

into it, it is an element so strange and foreign to us

that we are at once rejected and flung out—out to our

mother earth again, like so much rubbish that can

neither assimilate nor be assunilated.

Yes, something very strange and inexphcable it

remains for the whole world ; and yet excites so vast

an interest, so intense a curiosity that Academies offer

rewards for explanations of it, and even pay the reward,

though they get no more satisfactory response than

that ' the curtain is the picture.' How is this ? When,

as it were, deputations are sent to them for the purpose,
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how is it that his own countrymen cannot give such an

intelhgible account of Hegel as shall enable Frenchmen

and Englishmen to understand what it is he really

means to say ? Yet the strange inconsistency of human
nature ! Though this be an admitted fact now, we
have heard, years ago, a Paris Professor declare his

conscientious hatred of Hegel, and his resolution to

comlDat him to the death, and this too in the interest

of spiritualism ? Why the hatred, and why this reso-

lution, if Hegel were not understood ? And why treat

as the enemy of spirituaHsm a man whose first word
and whose last is Spirit, and only for the establishment

of the existence of Spirit ? And in England, too, we
are no less inconsequent. Sir WiUiam Hamilton, even

years ago, was reputed to have entertained the notion

that he had refuted Hegel, and yet Sir William Hamil-

ton, at that time, was so ignorant of the position of

Hegel, with whom his pretensions claimed evidently the

most intimate relations, that he classes him with Oken

—

as a disciple of Schelling !

Sir William Hamilton, however, is not alone here

:

there are others of his countrymen who at least do not

wiUingly remain behind him in precipitate procacity and

pretentious levity. A knowledge of Kant, for example,

that is adequate to the distinction of speculative and

regulative, feels itself still strong enough to refute Hegel,

having melted for itself his words into meaning at

length

—

by distilling them ! Another similar example

shall tell us that it knows nothing of Hegel, and yet

shall immediately proceed, nevertheless, to extend an

express report on the Hegehan system; knowing

nothing here, and telHng us no more, it yet shall crow

over Hegel, in the most triumphant and victorious

fashion, vouchsafing us in the end the information that
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Hegel's works are in twelve volumes ! and whispering

in our ear the private opinion that Hegelianism is a

kind of freemasonry, kept secret by the adepts in their

grudge to spare others the labour it cost themselves !

Besides these German scholars who, in England, are

situated thus with respect to Hegel, there is another

class who, unable to read a word of German, will yet

tell you, and really beheve they are speaking truth the

while, that they know all about Kant and Hegel, and

the whole subject of German Philosophy. This class

grounds its pretensions on General Literature. They

have read certain review articles, and perhaps even

certain historical summaries
;

and, knowing what is

there said on such and such subjects, they believe they

know these subjects. There never was a greater

mistake ! To sum up a man, and say he is a Pantheist,

is to tell you not one single thing about him. Sum-

maries only propagate ignorance, when used indepen-

dently, and not merely relatively, as useful synopses

and reminders to those who have already thoroughly

mastered the whole subject in the entirety of its details.

A large class say, we do not want to go into the

bottom of tliese things, we only want a general idea of

them, we only want to be well-informed people. This

does not appear unreasonable on the whole, and there

are departments of knowledge where general ideas

can be given, and where these ideas can be used

very legitimately in general conversation. But such

general ideas are entirely impracticable as regards the

modern philosophical systems. No general idea can

convey these
;
they must be swallowed in whole and in

every part—intellectually swallowed. We must pick

up every crumb of them, else we shall fare like the

Princess in the Arabian story, who is consumed to
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ashes by her necromantic adversary, because unliappily

she had failed to pick up, when in the form of a bird,

all the fragments wliich her enemy, in the com'se of

their contest, had tumbled himself asunder into.

To say Kant's is the Transcendental or Critical

IdeaUsm
;
Fichte's, the Subjective Ideahsm ; Schel-

ling's, the Objective Ideahsm; and Hegel's, the Ab-
solute Ideahsm : this is as nearly as possible to say

nothing ! And yet people know^ing this much and no

more wiU converse, and discourse, and perorate, and

decide conclusively upon the whole subject.

No : it is much too soon to shut up these things in

formula and there leave them. These things must be

understood before we can allow ourselves such pcrfunc-

toriness ; and to be understood, they must first be

hved. Indeed, is not this haste of ours nowadays, and

yet this glaum and grasp of ours at comprehensiveness,

productive of most intolerable evils ? Por instance, is

it not monstrous injustice of Emerson to talk of Hume
as if his only title to consideration arose from a lucky

thought in regard to causahty? Does not such an

example as this show the evil of our overhasty for-

muhsing ? He who beheves that even Hume has been

yet thoroughly understood, formuhsed, and superseded

(which seems to be the relative frame of mind of

Emerson), will make a mistake that will have very de-

trimental eflfects on his own development.

These well-informed men, then, who conceive them-

selves privileged to talk of Zant and Hegel, because

they have read the Hterary twaddle that exists at this

present in their regard, would do well to open their

eyes to the utter nothingness of such an acquirement in

respect to such subjects. In reference to Hegel, Profes-

sor Ferrier sums up very tolerably correctly in the words
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already quoted ;* ' "Who has ever yet uttered one intelli-

gible word about Hegel ? Not any of his countrymen,

—

not any foreigner, seldom even himself, &c.' Different

from the rest, Mr. Ferrier, like a man of sense, does

not proceed, immediately after having uttered such a

finding as this, to refute Hegel. Wlien we hear of the

worthy old Philister of an Edinburgh Professor, who,

regularly as the year came round, at a certain part of his

course, announced with the grave alacrity of self-belief

in sight of one of its strong pomts, ' I shall now pro-

ceed to refute the doctrines of our late ingenious towns-

man, Mr. David Hume,' we laugh, and it seems quite

natural and reasonable now to all of us that we should

laugh. But how infinitely more strongly fortified is

the position of the old Edinbiurgh Professor, relatively

to Hume, than that of the (so to speak) new Edinburgh

Professor (Sir Wilham Hamilton—say), relatively to

Hegel ? Hume's writing is intelligible to the meanest

capacity, Hegel's, impenetrable to the highest. We
know that the old Professor could understand the man
he opposed—so far, at least, as the words are concerned

;

we know that the new could not understand Hegel,

even so far as the words are concerned. We know

this, for he admits this ; and even asks—' But did Hegel

understand himself ?
'

—

Here is the secret of Hegel, or rather a schema to a

key to it

:

Quantity—Time and Space—Empirical Eeahties.

This, of course, requires explanation. We suppose

the reader to have mastered Kant through the preceding

reproduction of his system.f Well, if so, he will have

little difficulty in realising to himself the fact that what

* See Preliminary Notice.

t The allusion is to a MS.— appointed witli ttis same schema

The reader will necessarily be dis- to a key to the secret ; he will
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we give as a schema to the secret of Hegel, is a schema

of the whole Tlieoretic or Speculative system of Kant

in its main and substantial position. Quantity stands

for the Categories in general, though it is here still

looked at specially. Quantity, then, is an intellectual

thought or Begriff, it is wholly abstract, it is wholly

logical form. But in Time and Space, we have only

another form of Quantity ; it is the same thought still,

though in them in a state of outwardness ; the Category

is inward Quantity ; the Perception is entirely the

same thing outwardly. Then Empirical Eealities,

so far as they are Quantities (what is other than Quan-

tity in them has other Categories to correspond to it),

are but a further potentiating of the outwardness of

the thought Quantity, but a further materiahsation, so

to speak. Here hes the germ of the thought of Hegel

that initiated his whole system. The universe is but a

materiahsation, but an externahsation, but a heterisa-

tion of certain thoughts : these may be named, these

thoughts are, the thoughts of God,

To take it so, God has made the world on these

thoughts. In them, then, we know the thoughts of

God, and, so far, God himself. Probably too, we may

suppose Hegel to say, Kant has not discovered all the

Categories, could I but find others, could I find all of

them, I should know then all the thoughts of God

that presided at the creation of the universe. But that

would just be so far to know God himself, God as he

is ' in truth and without veil ' (' Hulle,' best translated

just hull here), that is, in his inward thought, without

wrappage (hull or husk) of outward material form,

necessarily find it very meagi-e, very full discussion of the subject as in

abstract. He -will think better of relation to Kant, it -will appear

it by and by, however, it is hoped
;

anything but meagre, and anything

as it is also hoped that after the but abstract.
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God as he is in. his ' eternal essence before the creation

of the world and any finite Spirit.'

These Categories of Kant are general Thoughts.

Time and Space are, according to Kant himself, but

the ground-multiples, and still a priori, in which these

categories repeat or exemplify themselves ; and after the

fashion of, firstly, these ground-unities (the categories),

and, secondly, these a priori ground-multiples of the

same (Time and Space), must, thirdly, all created

things manifest themselves. Kant conceived these

relations subjectively, or from the point of view of

our thought. Hegel conceives them objectively, or

from the point of view of all thought. Kant said : We
do not know what the things are, or what the things

are in themselves (this is what is meant by The Thing-

in-itself), for they must be received into us through

media, and, being so received into us, they, so far as

we are concerned, cease, so to speak, to be themselves,

and ai^e only afiections of our sense, which become

further worked up, but unknown to ourselves, in our

intellectual region, into a world objective, in that it

constitutes what we know and perceive, and what we
all know and perceive, and what, in the intellectual

element—being capable there, but not in that of sense,

of comparison,—we can all agree upon (the distinctive

feature of the only valuable meaning of objective)—but

subjective (as dependent simply on the pecuhar construc-

tion of us) in its whole origin and fundamental nature.

Hegel, for his part, will not view these principles of

pure thought and pure sense as only subjective, as

attributes that belong to us, and are only in us, as

attributes only human : he considers them, on the con-

trary, as absolutely universal general principles on

which, and according to which, the all or whole is
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formed and fashioned. The universe is one ; and the

principles of its structure are thoughts exemplifying

themselves in -pure a priori forms of sense, and, through

these again, in empirical objects. These empirical

objects, then, are thus but as bodies to thoughts, or,

rather, as material schemes and illustrations of iiatellec-

tual notions. They are thus, then, externalised, materi-

ahsed, or, better, heterised thoughts, (i.e.) thoughts in

another form or mode ; that is, they are but the other

of thought. Nay, the pure forms of sense, these pure

multiples or manys, named Space and Time, are, them-
selves, but thoughts or notions in another form.

Time m its succession of parts, and Space in such

succession of parts, each is but perceptively what
the notion Quantity is intellectually. They, then, too,

are but thoughts in another form, and must rank, so

far, with the empirical objects. We have thus, then,

now the Universe composed only of Tliought and its

Other : thought meaning all the notions which we find

impHed in the structure of the world, all the thoughts,

as we may express it otherwise, which were in God's

mind when he formed the world, and accordins; to

which he formed the world, for God is a Spirit and

thinks, and the forms of his thinking must be contained

in his work. Nay, as God is a Spirit and thinks, his work

can only be thought ; as God is a Spirit, and thinks, the

forms of his thinking must be, can only be That which

is. In correct parlance, in rigorous accm-acy, only God
is. It is absurd to suppose the world other than the

thought of God. The world then is thought, and not

matter
;
and, looked at from the proper side, it will

show itself as such. But a judicious use of the schema

of Kant enables us to do this.

Quantity— Time and Space— Material Forms.
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Here is thought simply passing into types, into symbols

—that is, only into forms or modes of its own self. Pro-

perly viewed, then, the world is a system of thought,

here abstract and there concrete. To that extent, this

view is Pantheistic ; for the world is seen as the thought

of God, and so God. But, in the same way, all ordinary

views are Pantheistic ; for to each of them, name itself

as it may, the world is the work of God, and so God :

as the work of God, it is the product of his thought,

the product of himself, and so himself The Pantheism

of Hegel, then, is only a purer reverence to God than

the Pantheism of ordinary views, which, instead of

hating Hegel, ought to hate only that materialism with

which these ordinary views would seek to confound

Hegel, but to which he is the polar opposite, to which he

nourishes a holier hatred than they themselves.

Here, then, we have arrived at the general conception

of the system of Hegel : but this is, by a long way, not

enough. Such general conception is the bridge that

connects Hegel to the common ground of History, so

that he is no longer insulated and unreachable, but can

now be passed to in an easy and satisfactory manner.

We see now that what he has to say springs from what

preceded it ; we now know what he is about and what

he aims at ; and we can thus foUow him with intelli-

gence and satisfaction. But it is necessary to know a

Hegel close.

Kant had the idea, then, but he did not see aU that

it contained, and it was quite useless so long as it re-

mained in the limited form of principles of human

thought. But Hegel himself, perhaps, could not have

universalised or objectivised these principles of Kant,

had he not been assisted by Fichte and ScheUing.

Kant showed that our world was a system of sensuous

VOL. I. X
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affection woveii into connexion by the understanding,

and, principally, by its universal notions, the categories.

But Xant conceived these sensuous affections to be

produced by the thing-in-itself or things in them-

selves, which, however, we could not know. Fichte

now, seeing that these things in themselves were abso-

lutely bare, naked, and void—mere figments of thought,

in fact—conceived they might safely be omitted as sup-

posititious, as not at all necessary to the fact,from which

we might just as well begin at once, without feigning

something quite unknown and idle as that beginning.

All now, then, was a system of thought, and as yet

subjective or human thought. For this seemingly base-

less and foundationless new world, a fulcrum was found

in the nature of self-consciousness.

Till self-consciousness acts, no one can have the

notion ' I,'—no one can be an 'I.' In other words,

no one knows himself an ' I,' feels himself an ' I,'

names himself an ' I,' is an ' I,' until there be an

act of self-consciousness. In the very first act of self-

consciousness, then, the ' I ' emerges, the ' I ' is bom

;

and before that it simply was not. But self-conscious-

ness is just the 'I,' self-consciousness can be set identical

with the ' I
:

' the ' I,' therefore, as product of self-

consciousness, is product of the ' I ' itself. The ' I

'

is self-create, then. ' I ' start into existence, come into

Hfe, on the very first act of self-consciousness. 'I'

then—('I' was not an 'I' before)—am the product

of my own act, of my own self-consciousness. Of course,

I am not to figure my body and concrete personality

here, but simply the fact that without self-conscious-

ness nothing can be an ' I ' to itself, and with the very

first act of self-consciousness 'I' begins. (We may

say, too, what is, but is not to itself ' I,' is as good as is
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7iot—wliicli, properly considered, is another clue to

Hegel.) Here, then, is something self-created, and it

is placed as the tortoise under this new world ; for it

is from this point that Fichte attempts to deduce, by-

means of a series of operations of the thought of this

' I,' the whole concretion of the universe. Although

Eichte attained to a certain generality by stating his

Ego to be the universal and not the individual Ego,

still a certain ampliiboly was scarcely to be avoided

;

and the system remained airy, limited, and unsatis-

factory.

Fichte had developed the outward world from the

Ego, as the inferable contradictory of the latter, the

Non-ego ; but Schelling now saw that the Non-ego was

as essential a member in the whole as the Ego ; and

he was led thus to place the two side by side, as equal,

and, so to speak, parallel. Thus he came to the

thought, that if from the Ego we can go to the Non-

ego, it will be possible to pass through the same series

reverse-wise, or from the Non-ego back to the Ego.

That is, if we can develop Nature from Thought, we
may be able also to find Thought—the laws and forms

of Thought— in Nature itself. It is evident that

Thought and Nature would be thus but two poles, two

complementary poles, the one of Ideality, the other

of Eeahty. But this conception of two poles neces-

sarily introduced also the notion of a centre in which

they would cohere. This middle-point would thus be

the focus, the supporting centre, from which aU would

radiate. That is to say, this middle-point would be

the Absolute. But the Absolute so conceived is a

Neutrum ; it is neither ideal nor real, it is wholly in-

definite and indeterminate. No wonder that to Oken,

then, it presented itself as, and was named by him, the

K 2
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Null. But the general conception of an Absolute and

Neutrum operated with fertility in another direction.

Every ' I ' is just an ' I,' and so we can throw aside the

idea of subjectivity, and think of the absolute ' I '

:

but the absolute ' I ' is Reason. Beason is ascribed to

every man as that which constitutes his Ego ; we can

thus conceive Eeason as per se, as independent of this

particular subject and that particular subject, and as

common to all. We can speak of Reason, then, as now
not subjective but objective. This new Neutrum, this

new Absolute, it could not now cost much difficulty to

identify and set equal with the former Neutrum, or

Absolute, that was the centre of coherence to Ideahty

and Reality. But in Schelling's hands, supposing it to

have been originally his own, it remained still wholly

iindefinite, vacuous, idle : it required, in short, the

finishing touch of Hegel.

We can conceive now how Hegel was enabled to

get beyond the limited subjective form of Kant's mere

system of human knowledge, and convert that system

into something universal and objective. The thing-in-

itself had disappeared, individuals had disappeared

;

there remained only an Absolute, and this Absolute

was named Reason. But Hegel could see this Absolute

was a Neutrum, this Reason was a Neutrum
;
they

were but names, and not one whit better than the

thing-in-itself. But were the categories completed,

were they co-articulated—were they taken, not sub-

jectively as man's, but objectively as God's, objectively

just as Thought itself—were this organic and organised

whole then substituted for the idle and empty absolute

Neutrum of Schelling,—the thing would be done ; what

was wanted would be effected ; there would result an

Absolute not idle and void, not unkno"\^^l and indefinite,
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but an Absolute identified with Truth itself, and with

Truth in the whole system of its details. The Neutruui,

the Eeason, the Absolute of Schelling could be rescued

from indeterminateness, from vacuity, from the nullity

of a mere general notion, by setting in its place the

Categories of Kant (but completed, &c.) as the thing,

which before had been the name, Eeason. You speak

of Eeason, says Hegel to Schelhng, but here it actually

is, here I show you what it is, here I bring it.

As yet, however, we still see only the general prin-

ciple of Hegel, and the connexion in which it stands

loith, or the connexion in which it arose from, the

labours of his predecessors. But such mere general

principle is quite unsatisfactory. This, in fact, explains

why summaries and the mere hterature of the subject

are so insufficient : the general principle remains an

indefinite word—a name merely—till it gets the core

and meaning and hfe of the particular. Probably the

very best summary ever yet given of Kant is that of

Schwegler, and it is very useful to him who already

knows Kant ; but good as it is, it is only literature—
(see the vast difference between hterary naming, and

living, struggling, working thought, by comparing

Schwegler's statement of Kant with Hegel's in the

Encyclopgedia !)—it only characterises, it does not re-

produce, and it is impossible for any one to learn

Kant thence. "We must see Hegel's principle closer

still, then, if we would thoroughly understand it. We
take a fresh departure then :

Quantity—Time and Space—Empirical Objects.

I have conceived by this scheme the possibihty of

presenting the world as a concrete whole so and so

constituted, articulated, and rounded. But I have not

done this—I have only conceived it : that is, I have not
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demonstrated my conception ; I have not exhibited an

actuality to which it corresponds. How set to work to

reahse this latter necessity, tlien ? The abstract, uni-

versal thoughts, which underhe the whole, and on
which Kant has struck as categories, are evidently the

first thing. I must not content myself with those of

Kant ; I must satisfy myself as to whether there are not

others. In fact, I must discover all the categories.

Eut even should I discover all the categories, would
that suffice? Would there be anything vital or dy-

namical m a mere catalogue ? Must I not find a

principle to comiect them the one with the other—

a

principle in accordance with which the one shall flow

from the other ? Kant, by the necessity he has pro-

claimed of an architectonic principle, has rendered it

henceforth for ever impossible for us to go to work
rhapsodically, contented with what things come to

hand, and as they come to hand. By the same ne-

cessity he has demonstrated the insufficiency of his

own method of uniting the elements of his matter

—

the method of ordinary discussion, that is, of wliat

Hegel invariably designates raisonnement. This raison-

nement—suppose we translate it reasonment—is by

Kant's own indirect showing no longer applicable where

strict science, where rigorous deduction is concerned.

Mere reasoning good sense, that simply begins, and

ends, and marches as it will, limited by nothing but

the necessity of bemg such as will pass current,—that

is, such as begins from the beginning conventionally

thought or accepted by the common mind, and passes

on by a like accepted method of groimd after ground

or reason after reason, which similarly approves itself

to the common mind, almost on the test of tasting,—is

no longer enough. There is conviction now only in
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rigorous deduction from a rigorously established First.

No ; after the hints of Kant, mere reasonment or in-

telligent discussion hither and thither, from argument

to argument, ungrounded in its beginnmg, unsecured

by necessity in its progress, will no longer answer.

We are now bound to start from a ground, a prin-

cipium, an absolutely first and inderivative. It will

not do to start from an absolutely formless, mere
abstract conception named—by what would be serene

philosophical wisdom, but what is really, with all its

affectation, with all its airs of infaUibihty, mere thin

superficiality and barren purism—First Cause, c&c.

:

Eeason will not stop there. Should we succeed in

tracing the series of conditions up to that, we should

not remain contented : the curiosity of what we name
our Eeason would stir still, and set us a-wondering

and a-wondering as to what could be the cause, what

could be the beginning of the first cause itself. Philo-

sophy, in short, is the universe thought ; and the universe

will not be fully thought, if the first cause, &c. remain

unthought.

To complete Pliilosophy, then, we must not only be

able to think man, and the world in which he finds

himself, but what we name God also. Only so can we
arrive at completion

;
only so can the all of things be

once for all thought, and thus at length philosophy

perfected. How are we to think a beguming to God,

then ? It aU lies in our scheme : Quantity—Time and

Space—Empirical Objects.

Quantity, standing for the categories in general,

though itself but a smgle and even a subordinate cate-

gory, is Eeason, that but repeats itself in its other,

Time and Space, and through these again in Empirical

Objects. Eeason, then, is the thing of things, the secret
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and centre of the whole. But Eeason can be only fully

inventoried, when Ave have fully inventoried the cate-

gories. But when we have done so, is it reasonable to

suppose that they will remain an inventory, a cata-

logue ? Is it not likely that, as m their sum they con-

stitute Eeason, they will be held together by some
mutual bond, and form in themselves, and by tliem-

selves, a complete system, an organised unity, with a

Ufe and perfection of its own? Nay, even in Kant,

even in the meagre discussion of the categories which

he suppHes, are there not liints that suggest an in-

ward connexion between them ? Kant himself deduces

Action, Power, Substance, &c., from Causahty ; and in

his discussion of Substance and Accident, do not similar

inward connexions manifest themselves? Even in

Kant, though he conceives them as merely formal, and

as absolutely void till filled by the multiple of, first,

perception and then sense, they are seen to be more

than formal; they are seen—even in themselves, even

abstractly taken—to possess a certain characteristic

nature : even thus they seem to manifest the possession

of certain properties—the possession, in short, of what

Hegel calls Inhalt ; a certain contained substance

matter, essence ; a certain filling of manifestible action,

a certain Bestimmung in the sense not only of vocation

and destination, but of possessing within themselves

the principles wliich conduct to that end or destiny.

This word Inhalt we shaU translate /wtent ; and this

meaning will be found in the end to accord sufficiently

with its common one. Gehalt, in like manner, wiU be

translated Content ; and we, in starting with Intent and

Content in England, are not one whit worse off than

Hegel himself was in starting with Inhalt and Gehalt

in Germany. Use wiU make plain. The categories.
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then, even abstractly and apart from sense, may be

supposed to possess a certain natural i/ztent, a certain

natural filling, and so a certain natural life and move-

ment of their own.

Let me, then, we may suppose Hegel to continue,

but find the complete catalogue of the categories, and

with that the secret principle on which they will rank,

range and develop themselves ;—let me effect this, and

then I shall have perfectly a pure concrete Eeason,

jpure because abstract, in the sense that abstraction is

made from all things of sense, and that we are alone

here with what is intellectual only, but concrete, in the

sense that we have here a mutually co-articulated, a

completed, an organic, a hving whole—Eeason as it is

in its own pure self, without a particle of matter, and so,

to that extent and considering the source of that

Eeason, God as he is without hull, before the creation

of the world or a single finite inteUigence. Nay, why
demand more ? Why crave a Jenseits, a Beyond, to

what we have ? Why should not that be the all ?

Why should we not, reahsing all that we anticipate by

the method suggested—why should we not reaUse to

ourselves the whole universe in its absolute oneness and

completeness, and with the whole wealth of its inner

mutual interdependent and co-articulated elements ?

Why not conceive an absolute Now and Here—Eternity

—the Idea, the Concrete Idea—that which is—the Ab-

solute, the All? We see the universe—we find the

eternal principles of thought on which it rests, which

constitute it
;
why then go further ? Why feign more

—a Jenseits, an unknown, that is simply a Jenseits and

an unknown, an unreachable, an unexistent ? No ; let

us but think the universe truly, and we shall have truly

entered into possession of the universal hfe, and of a
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world that needs no Indian tortoise for its pedestal and

support. Pantheism ! you call out. Well, let it be

Pantheism, if it be Pantheism to show and demonstrate

that God is all in all—that in him we live, move, and

have our being—that he is substance and that he is

form, that he is the Absolute and the Infinite !

But conditioned cannot understand the uncondi-

tioned, you say ; the contingent cannot understand the

absolute, finite cannot understand the infinite ; and in

proof thereof you open certain boys' puzzle-boxes of

Time and Space, and impale me on the horns of certain

infantile dilemmas. Well, these wonderful difficulties

you Avill come to blush at yourselves, when you shall

have seen for yourselves, and shall have simply endea-

voured to see what I, Hegel, have given you to see.

But what difficulty is there in the Infinite ? Let us

go to fact, and not trouble ourselves with fictions and

chimeras. Let us have tilings, and not logical forms

(using this last phrase simply as it is now generally

understood), and that is the business of philosophy, and

this it is that you simply fail to see in my case ; that I

give you things, namely, and not words ; that I conduct

you face to face with the world as it is, and ask you to

look mto it : let us have things, then, and where is the

difficulty of the Infinite ? Is not the Infinite that which

is ? Is there any other infinite than that which is ?

Has not that which is been from all eternity, and will

it not be to all eternity? Is not the Infinite, then,

that which is ? And what are we sent here for ? Are

we sent here simply to dig coals and drink wine, and

get, each of us, the most we can for our own indi-

vidual vanity and pride, and then rot ? What, after all,

is the business of man here ? To advance in civihsa-

tion, you say. Well, is civihsation digging coals and
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chinking wine, &c. ; or is civilisation thought and the

progress of thought ? Is there anything of any real

value in the end but tliinking ? Even in good feelings,

what is the core and central life ? Is it not the good

thought that is in them ? There is no feeling worthy

of the name (tickling the soles of the feet, for example,

is not worthy of the name) but is as dew around an

idea ; and it is this idea which glances through it and

gives it its whole reahty and hfe. We are sent here

to think, then—that is admitted. But what are we
sent to think ? Why, what but that which is—and

this is infinite ! Our business here, then, even to use

your OAvn language, is to think the Infinite. And where

is the difiiculty, if the instrmnent with which you ap-

proach the Infinite—thought—be itself infinite ? Is it

not thought to thought ? Why should not thought be

able to put its finger on the pulse of the Infinite, and

tell its rhythmus and its movement and its hfe, as it is,

and ever has been, and ever vdU be ?

And the Absolute ! It is impossible to reach the

Absolute ! What, then, is the Absolute ? Bring back

yom' eyes from these puzzle-boxes of yours (Space and

Time), which should be no puzzle-boxes, if, as you say

you do, you understand and accept the teaching of

Kant in their very respect
;
bring back your eyes from

these puzzle-boxes—bring them back firom looking so

hopelessly vacuously into—it is nothing else—your own

navel—and just see what is.the Absolute ? What does

thought, in any one case whatever of its exercise, but

seek the Absolute ? Thought, even in common life,

when it asks why the last beer is sour, the new bread

bitter, or its best clothes faded, seeks the Absolute.

Thought, when it asked why an apple fell, sought the

Absolute and found it, at least so far as outer matter is
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concerned. Thought, when, in Socrates, it interrogated

the Particular for the General, many particular valours

for the one universal valour, many particular virtues for

the one universal virtue, sought the Absolute, and

founded that principle of express generalisation and

conscious induction which you yourself thankfully

accept, though you ascribe it to another. Thought in

Hume, when it asked the secret foundation of the reason

of our ascription of effects to causes, sought the Ab-

solute ; and if he did not find it, he put others, of whom
I Hegel am the last, on the way to find it. What since

the beginning of time, what in any corner of the earth,

has philosophy, has thinking ever considered, but the

Absolute ? When Thales said water, it was the Abso-

lute he meant. The Absolute is the Fire of Anaximenes.

The numbers of Pythagoras, the One of Parmenides,

the Jlux of Heraclitus, the voug of Anaxagoras, the sub-

stance of Spinoza, the matter of Condillac,—^what are all

these but names that would designate and denote the

Absolute ? What does science seek in all her in-

quiries ? Is it not explanation ? Is not explanation

the assigning of reasons ? Are not these reasons in the

form of Principles? Is not each principle to all the

particulars it subsumes, the Absolute ? And when will

explanation be complete, when will all reasons be as-

signed ? When—but when we have seen the ultimate

principle ?—and the ultimate principle, whether in the

parts or in the whole, may surely be named the Ab-

solute. To tell us we cannot reach the Absolute, is to

tell us not to think ; and we 7nust tliink, for we ai'e sent

to think. To live is to think ; and to think is to seek

an ultimate principle, and that is the Absolute. Nor

have we anything to think but that which is, which is

the Infinite. Merely to five, then, is to think the Infinite,
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and to think the Infinite is to seek the Absolute ; for

to live is to think. Your Absolute and your Infinite

may be, and I doubt not are, quite incomprehensible,

for they are the chimeras of your own pert self-will

;

whereas I confine myself to the realms of fact and the

will of God. So on such points one might conceive

Hegel to speak.

Eeason, then, and the things of Sense, constitute the

universe. But the things of Sense are but types, symbols,

metaphors of Eeason— are but Eeason in another

form, are but the other of Eeason. We have the same

thing twice : here, inward or intellectual ; and there,

outward or sensuous. By inward and intellectual,

however, it is not necessary to mean what pertains to

the human subject : the inward and intellectual to

which we allude, is an inward and intellectual belong-

ing not specially to human beings as such, but an

inward and intellectual in the form of universal princi-

ples of reason, which constitute the diamond net into

the invisible meshes of which the material universe

concretes itself. Eeason, then, is evidently the prin-

ciple of the whole, the Absolute, for it is Itself and the

Other. This, then, is the general form of the universal

principle—of the pulse that stirs the all of things.

That, which being itself and its other, reassumes this

other into its own unity. This, the general principle,

will also be the particular, and wiU be found to apply

to aU and every subsidiary part and detail.

Nay, what is this, after all, but another name for the

method of Fichte—that method by which he sought to

deduce the all of things from the inherent nature of the

universal Ego ? His method is Thesis, Antithesis, Syn-

thesis
;

or, in Hegel's phraseology—1, Eeason
; 2, its

other
; 3, Eeason and its other. Now this, though
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summing up tlie whole, has a principle of movement in

it, when applied, by which all particulars are carried

up ever towards the general unity and completeness

of the whole.

If Ave are right in this idea, and if we but find all the

categories, we shall find these flowing out of each other

on this principle in such wise that we have only to

look on in order to see the genesis of organic Eeason

as a self-supported, self-maintained, self-moved Ufe,

which is the All of things, the ultimate principle, the

Absolute. Supposing, then, the whole of Eeason thus

to co-articulate and form itself, but independently of

Sense, and to that extent abstractly, though in itself an

intellectual concrete, it will not be difficult to see that

it is only in obedience to the inherent nature, the in-

herent law, that, raised into entire completion in this

abstract form, it now of necessity passes as a whole

into its Other, which is Nature. For Nature, as a

whole, is but the other of Eeason as a whole, and so

always they must mutually correlate themselves. It is

mere misconstruction and misapprehension to ask how

the one passes into the other—to ask for the transition

of the one into the other. What we have before us here

is not a mundane succession of cause and effect (such

mundane successions have elsewhere their demonstrated

position and connexion), but it is the Absolute, that

which is, and just so do we find that which is, consti-

tuted. That which is, is at once Eeason and Nature,

but so that the latter is but the other of the former.

If, then, we have correlated and co-articulated into a

whole, the subordinate members or moments of Eeason,

it is evident that the completed system of Eeason, now

as a whole, as a one, will just similarly comport itself to

its other, which is Nature. In like manner, too, as we
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found Eeasoii per se to constitute a system, an organised

wliole of co-articulated notions, so we shall find Nature

also to be a correspondent whole—correspondent, that is,

to Eeasonas awhole, and correspondent in its constitutive

parts or moments to the constitutive parts or moments

of Eeason. The system of Nature, too, being completed,

it is only in obedience to the general scheme that

Eeason will resume Nature into its own self, and will

manifest itself as the unity, which is Spirit, and which is

thus at length the final form and the final appellation

of the Absolute : the Absolute is Spirit. And Spirit, too,

similarly looked at and watched, will be found similarly

to construct and constitute itself, till at last we shall reach

the notion of the notion, and be able to realise, in

whole and in part, the Absolute Spirit, that which is,

the Idea.* And, on this height, it will be found that

it is with perfect intelligence we speak of Eeason, of

the Idea, thus :
' The single thought which Philosophy

brings with it to the study of History is simply that of

Eeason : that it is Eeason that rules the world
;
that,

in the history of the world, it is Eeason which events

obey. This thought, with respect to history, is a pre-

supposition, but not with i-espect to philosophy. There

by Speculative Science is it proved that Eeason—and this

term shall suffice us on this occasion without any

nearer discussion of the reference and relation involved

to God—that Eeason is the substance as weU as the

infinite power, the infinite matter as well as the infinite

form, of all natural and spiritual hfe. The substance is

it, that, namely, whereby and wherein all Actuahty has

being and support. The infinite power is it, in that it

* The misplacement of terms view does not yet see clearly and

here will he afterwards found in- comprehensively all that the words

structive, inasmuch as the inner really imply.
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is not SO impotent as to be adequate to an ideal only,

to something that only is to be and ought to be—not

so impotent as to exist only on the outside of EeaHty,

who knows where, as something special and peculiar in

the heads of certain men. The infinite matter is it,

entire essentiality and truth, the stuff, the material,

which it gives to its own activity to work up ; for it

requires not, like functions of the finite, the conditions

of external and material means whence it may supply

itself with aliment and objects of activity. So to

speak, at its own self it feeds, and it is itself and for

itself the material which itself works up. It is its own
presupposition and its own absolute end, and for itself

it realises this end out of the inner essence into the

outer form of the natural and spiritual universe. That

this Idea is the True, the Eternal, the absolutely Capa-

ble, that it reveals itself in the world, and that nothing

reveals itself there but it, its honour and glory
;
this, as

has been said, is what is proved in Philosophy, and is

here assumed.' *

Such, then, we beheve to be the secret origin and

constitution of the system of Hegel. We do not say,

and Hegel does not say, that it is complete, and that no

joining gapes. On the contrary, in the execution of the

details, there will be much that will give pause. Still

in this execution—we may say as much as this on our

own account—all the great interests of mankind liave

been kindled into new hghts by the touch of this

master-hand ; and surely the general idea is one of the

hugest that ever curdled in the thought of man. Hegel,

indeed, so far as abstract thought is concerned, and so

far as one can see at this moment, seems to have closed

an era, and has named the all of things in such

Hegel, Phil, of Hist, 3rd edition, pp. 12, 18.
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terms of thought as will, perhaps, remain essentially

the same for the next thousand years. To all present

outward appearance, at least, what Aristotle was to

ancient Greece, Hegel is to modern Europe.

We must see the obUgations of Hegel to his prede-

cessors, however, and among these, whatever may be

due to Fichte and Schelling, Kant must be named the

quarry. It is to be remarked, however, that Hegel did

not content himself with these, that he subjected the

whole wisdom of the Ancients, and the whole history

of philosophy, to a most thorough and searching inquest.

And not that only : Hegel must not be conceived as a

worker among books alone ; the actual universe as it is

in history and present life was the real object of his

study, and, as it manifested itself, his system had also to

adapt itself ; and never, perhaps, was the all of things

submitted to a more resistless and overwhelming under-

standing.

Still the secret of Kant is the secret of Hegel also :

it is the notion and only the notion which realises, that

is, which transmutes into meaning and perception the

particulars of Sense. That the Ego together with the

method of Fichte, and the neutrum of subjectivity

together with the correlated Ideal and Eeal of Schell-

ing, also contributed much, no one can doubt. We
can see, too, the corroborative decision he derived from

his profound and laborious analysis of the Ancients, and

indeed of the whole history of philosophy. Still there

remains to Hegel in himself such penetration of insight,

such forceful and compellative power as stamp him—as

yet—the absolute master of thought.

Had we been happy enough to evolve some of these

grand thoughts, whether of Kant or Hegel, it would be

with honest pride that we should subscribe our name

VOL. I. L
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to them. These thoughts are not, however, of our

origiiuition ; and how far they may manifest themselves

as at last of our adoption, this is not the place to dis-

cuss. It is enough if we have accomplished for the

present that which we designed—something of a bridge

to the position, intention, and procedure of Hegel.

Note 1.

The transmutation of Kant into Hegel may be pre-

sented in yet another manner. Hegel's Idee is just

Kant's Apperception^ and the moments in the transfor-

mation are these :—Apperception is the word for my
essential reality and core, and this not only as regards

my subject but as regards my object; for it compels

this object to conform, or rather transform itself to it.

The object, that is, is a concretion of Apperception

through its forms of Space and Time and the cate-

gories; and empirical matter is but its contingent

Other. Wliat is permanent and universal in the object

holds of Apperception. Apperception, however, is

not specially mine : it is yours, it is his, it is theirs.

There is a universal Apperception, then, and it, toge-

ther with its empirical other, constitutes the universe.

Biit, on the ideal system, the other of Apperception

(the Thing-in-itself) is also itself Apperception. Apper-

ception, then, is the universe. Hegel now had only to

see into what Apperception consisted of, and then state

it as the Idee. It is presented thus, as all we know

and as complete in itself, so that we need not assume

an imnecessary and redundant elsewhere—a super-

fluous other side, or other place. The notion of Beyond

or Ulteriority, this very notion itself must be conceived

as forming part of our own system of notions. It
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should not be applied out of that system. We have

but—there is but—this here and this now.

Note 2.

In tliinking God, the necessity for the unity or

identity of two contraries is obvious. Jacob Bohme
saw into this with great lucidity. Boundless affirmation

is a dead, dull, unconscious nonentity. Boundless ex-

tension were no universe. Limit is necessary to the

reahsation even of extension
;
negation to that of affir-

mation. If there is to be a product, a thing with

articulations and distinctions in it, a system with mani-

festible properties and qualities, there must be a No as

well as a Yes. Negation is quite as real as Affirmation.

The mind is the same in the form of memory that it is

m judgment : the mind, then, is not a mere Yes, it is a

No also. Memory is not judgment ; this is not that
;

but the one opposite does not cancel the other. In all

distinction, the element effective of distinction works

through negation : this is not that. Without negation,

then, there were no distinction, that is, no manifestation,

that is, no hfe. To think God, then, as ahve and real,

a principle of distinction, of negation must be thought

in him—that is, the unity or identity of contraries.

There is a difficulty—(on the Hegelian view)—in

connecting myself (as a single separate subject) with

the miiversal object or al. It is difficult to perceive

how I am related to it, how I birth from it, or decease

into it, &c. &c. But this whole side, perhaps, is only

an apparent difficulty. That which hves, and aU. that

hves is thought ; I find my ' I ' to be a constituent

moment of that aU of thought. It is the subjective

moment and absolutely necessary and essential to the

i 2
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life of the whole. In llict, just as wlien the logical

notion (the all of the cutcgoric-s, the intellectual organic

principles of the whole) is complete, it breaks through

into Nature—in other words, when as complete in itself,

it must, like every other moment in the system, relate

itself to its other, so the subject as other of the object

is absolutely necessary, and they are mutually comple-

mentary, and so, both essential constituents in the all of

things.

Tins notion of a life which is thought, is the ground
on which, presumably, after Hegel, we must rest the

notion of the Immortality of the soul. We are moments
in the great life : we are the great Ufe : we are thought

and we are life ; and Nature and Time do not master

us who are Spirits, but we them wliich are but forms

and pass.

God again, in accordance with the same \'iews, as

related to a world of thought, may be looked at

variously—in philosophy, as the Absolute—in religion,

as the Father, the Creator, the Preserver, God, the

imier verity, the Being whom we are to glorify, adore,

obey, love. In the Hegelian system there is no con-

tradiction in aU this. The religious moment is as essen-

tial as the philosophical or the natural.

Hegel's views can conciliate themselves also admu-ably

witli the revelation of the New Testament ; for his one

object is also reconciliation, the reconciliation of man
to God, of the abstract atom which man now is to the

Substance of the Universe. Cliristianity in this way

becomes congruent with the necessities of thought.

History is a revelation, and in History, Christianity is

the revelation. It revealed to a world that sat amid its

own ruins, with its garments rent, and its head in ashes,

the religion of Vision, of Love, of sweet Siibmissio7i.
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The Hegelian sj^stem supports and gives effect to every

claim of this i-eligion. And this, too, without any

necessity to put out the eyes of the mind and abdicate

reason
;

tliis, too, with perfect acceptance of, and sub-

mission to, all the genuine results of criticism, whether

French or German, though Hegel deprecates any such

industry now, and thinks its purpose has been served.

The philosophies of Kant and Hegel only give

definiteness and distinction to the religion of Christ.

In Christ the Vision was so utter into the glory and

the beanty of the all that it passed into Love, which,

in its turn, was so rich and utter that it passed into

Submission, also itself the richest and sweetest ; and

thus Perception, Emotion, Will coalesced and were the

same, and the triple thread of man had satisfaction

in its every term. Now to all this Vision, and Love,

and Submission, Kant and Hegel give only the defi-

niteness of the intellect ; that is, they assist at the

great espousals of Eeason and Faith.

Hegel ascribes to Christ the revelation that God is

man or that man is God. Now, there is a side to this

truth (touched on already) which has escaped notice.

Before Christ, God was external to man, and worship

or obedience to him consisted in external ceremo-

nies. But since Christ, God is inward to man : he

is our conscience. We no longer ask the will of God
from external oracles, from external signs, &c., but

from our own selves : that is, we are now a law unto

onrselves, we are to our own selves in the place of God,

we are to ourselves God, God and man are identified.

All that, indeed, lies in the principle, so dear to the

children of the thin Enhghtenment even, the right of

private judgment. In this way, then, too, as in every

way, is Christ the Mediator, the Eedeemer, the Saviour.
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The teaching of the Hegehan system as to the free-will

of man, is decisive in its exhaustive comprehensiveness of

view. The hfe of the All is to make itself/or itself that

which it is in itself—that is, progressively to manifest

itself, to make actual what is virtual,—to show evolved,

developed its inner secrets, to make its inner outer,—or,

best of all, in the phrase with which we began, to make
itself for itself that which it is in itself. Now it is from

this that the true nature of the free-will of man flows.

So far as it is only as we are in ourselves that we can

develop ourselves, there is necessity
;
but, again, it is

we ourselves that develop ourselves, which is freedom

:

both fall together in the notion Reason; which, to be

free, is necessary.

The following nearer ghmpses, though later in date,

cohere sufficiently with the preceding to be included

in the same chapter. They are distinguished by the

letters A. B. 0. &c. for convenience of reference,

though not distinguished in themselves by diversity of

time.

A.

In every sense, Being is a reflexion from (or as

against) Non-being, Assume God, and remain con-

tented with such first, as the self-explained and self-

evident punctum saliens, then Creation, when it is, is a

reflexion from and against the previous nothing, the

nothing before it was. Assume thought (spirit) as the

first, that runs through its own cycle from indefinite

An-sich (In-itself) to the complete entelecheia of

Fur-sich (For-itself), then Being (there is, or am) is a

reflexion from and against Non-bemg. Assume a

primal, material atom, then it is a reflexion against

Non-being, and without a background of Non-being,
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iinreceived into an element of Non-being, progress, de-

velopment of any kind, would be impossible. Every

way, the first spark of affirmation is from and against

an immediately precedent negation. The first ray of

consciousness is felt to be developed as against and on

occasion of, a realm of nothing. Being and nothing are

indissoluble pairs : they are but obverse and reverse of

the same thought, of the same fact ; and their identity

is the secret of the world. Take either, you have the

other also ; even when hid from you by the abstraction

—the abstractive power—of your own understanding,

it is not the less there. Try Nothing for a start, and

seek thereby to annihilate Being, you will find the

attempt in vain
;
for, ever, even from the sea of Nothing,

a corner of Being will pertinaciously emerge. In short,

negation implies afiirmation, and not less (nor more)

the latter, the former. To negate (negation) is as

much in rerum natura as to affirm (affirmation). They

are ground-factors of the Absolute—of that which is,

and which is, just because it is, just because it is and

must be,—nameable otherwise also thought. Diversity

in identity as identity in diversity (but another ex-

pression of the one fact, the indissoluble union of

affirmation and- negation) is the ultimate utterance to

Avhich thought can arrive on thinking out the problem

of its own existence. This is but an abstraction it may
be said. Granted ; it is but a formal enunciation

;

nevertheless, let it be seen still that it names the

ultimate substantial fact, and that the state of the case

would remain the same—suppose the world then to

remain—were every human being destroyed. To be

sure, in thinking these thoughts we are always attended

by a Vorstelhmg, we have always the conception some-

thing before our imagination and dominating our
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understanding. We say always, yes, identity in dif-

ference, difference in identity certainly ; but then there

must have been something in which there was the

identity in difference, &c. There must have been a

substantial something in which that formal and abstract

thought was realised—was seen to be true. But this

seems self-contradictory. Now how remove this diffi-

cidty? How reconcile ourselves to the discrepancy

and divarication ?

This can be done in no other way than by following

out thought in all its directions, each of which will be
found to terminate in

—

it just is so. The primitive

and radical constituent fact, or property of the all, of

that which is, of the Absolute, is just that affimiation

and negation, identity and difference, being and nothing,

must be taken together as constituting between them

but a single truth. Either alone is but half a truth,

either alone is meaningless, unsupported, evanescent,

either alone, in fact, is no truth : throughout the whole

wide universe, either alone exists not ; the vacuum

itself is. If we would have truth, things as they are,

then we must take them together as a one identical

something even in diversity. This, each can illustrate

for laimself by referring to any one member of the

complement of tlie universe—a stone, a coin, a river, a

feeling, a tbouglit. Nothing can be perceived or con-

ceived that has not this double nature, in which

negation is not as necessary a moment of its consti-

tution, as affirmation. In short, it is this, because it is

not that ; that reaUy just is, it is because it is tiot.

Much private reflexion is required to substantiate all

this to individual thought. Nevertheless, each faitliful

individual thinker will find in the end no other con-

clusion.
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What is, then, is thought, whose own ground-con-

stitution is affirmation and negation, identity and dif-

ference. It is easy to see tliat, if we commence, like

the materiahsts, with a material atom and material

forces, the conclusion will be the same. The progress

disproves the possibility of absolute original identity.

Starting with God, too, this result is immediate. God
is a Spirit, God is thought. Thought, that is, is the

ultimate element of the universe, and on thought does

the whole universe sit. Proceeding from thought, the

universe is in itself but thought, a concretion of

thought if you will, still in itself but thought. But

from this we have now a substantial, corresponding to

our formal, ^rst Thought and its other, or God and

his universe (a unity), is the first fact, and afibrds a sub-

stantial support to the formal truth that identity and

diversity, affirmation and negation, being and nothing,

coalesce, or cohere in a single imity. ISTow assuming

this to be the primal and rudimentary determination,

all additional and progressively further such will be

found but successive powers, successive involutions

(potentiations) of this, and of this in its essential and

native simplicity. The cruth is not the one or the other,

the truth is the one and the other, the truth is both.

But this re-union (in the case of Nothing and Being)

is not a return to the first identity ; the identity which

now emerges is the higher one of Becoming. The

thought that differentiates Being and Nothing, and

then unites them, cannot do so without progress. This

elaboration is a new step, and thought finds by its

own act that it has arrived at the new and higher fact

and thought of Becoming, for Becoming is the sub-

stantial union of Being and Non-being. No one can

show anything in this world that absolutely is, or that
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absolutely is not ; everything that can be 6ho^vn, neither

is, nor is not, but becomes : no man has ever gone twice

through the same street. Not only is the unity ever

richer, but the very moments which formed it, become,

when looked back ujDon, themselves richer. Being and

Nothing formed Becoming ; but these re-looked at in

Becoming are seen now to be Origin and Decea.se, and

so on. In short, thought is what is, and its own inner

nature is to be as itself against its other, while its life

or progress is to overtake and overpass this other, and

re-identify it with its own self, but ever with a rise or

increase. This will be found accurately to express the

history of thought : this will be found accurately to

express the history of the world.

The pulse of thought, then, the pulse of the universe,

is just this : that any whole of affirmation being com-

plete, does not remain as such, but, developmg its

differences, passes over into its own opposite, a move-

ment which further necessitates re-imion in a higher

form. Every concrete in rerum natura will prove the

actual existence of this process. According to certain

naturalists, in the production of the mammifer, animal-

cule, worm, fish, reptile, bird succeed each other, over-

throw each other, so to speak with Hegel, refute each

other, but this only by assumption, each into its own

self of that wliich it succeeds and supplants, attaining

thus a higher form. Bud, flower, fruit, is the illustra-

tive sequence ofthePhaenomenology to the same eflect.

Even so, thought, face to face only mth its own abstract

self, will be found to take on a succession of ascending

phases, which ever as complete develop differences,

pass into their opposites, and reunite into higher unities,

till a system results, whole within itself, and consisting of

members which accurately correspond with the abstract
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universals which the ordinary processes of abstraction

and generahsation have (hitherto in a miscellaneous,

empirical, and unconnected manner—rhapsodically, as

Kant would say) pointed out from time to time in what

exists around us.

This system, again, now a whole, obeys the same

law, and passes into its opposite, Nature, which oppo-

site, becoming itself complete, re-unites with its co-

ordinate, abstract thought, the notion, Logic, to the

reahsation of both in the higher form of Spirit. The

three ultimate forms, then, are Notion, Nature, Spirit,

each of which is a whole within itself, and all together

unite into the crowning Unity, the Absolute, or the

Absolute Spirit, which, as it were, giving the hand to,

and placing itself under, the first notion, abstract being,

substantiates its abstraction, and conjoins all into the

system and light and satisfaction of an explained

universe.

This, truly, is the one object of Hegel : to find an

ultimate expression in terms of exact thought for the

entire universe both as a whole and in detail. It is

not as if one took the ball of the world in his hand,

and pointing out the clue, should seize it, and unwind

all before us : but it certainly is, reverse-wise, as if one

took the clue of the unwound ball, and wound it all on

again. Or again, we have observed some one hold a

concrete, say a coagulum of blood, under a stream of

water, till all colom- disappeared from the reticulated

tissue, till, as it were, all matter (washed out of the

form) disappeared, and left behind only pure form,

transparent form. Now this is just what Hegel desires

to accomplish by existence. He holds the whole huge
concrete under the stream of thought, he neglects no
side of it, he leaves no nook of it unvisited ; and he
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holds up at last, as it were, the resultant and expla-

natory diamond. In short, the philosophy of Hegel is

the crystal of the Universe: it is the Universe thought,

or the thouglit of the Universe.

But suppose we resign these pretensions, which may
too readily seem extravagant, and take Hegel in a more

every-day manner, we can still say this : That all ques-

tions which interest humanity have been by liim sub-

jected to such thought as transcends in subtlety, in

comprehensive and accurate rigour, what has ever yet

been witnessed m the same kind in the history of the

planet. In brief, in Hegel we have offered us

—

principles,

first principles, those principles which constitute the

conscious or unconscious quest of each of us : theo-

retically—as regards what we can know
;
practically

(or morally)—as regards how we should act ; and

cesthetically—as regards the legitunate application of

feeling : and these three heads, it is plain, (the pruiciples

of politics, of course, included) must contain aU that

interests mankind: these three heads contain a response

to the world's one want now ;—^for the world's one want

now is

—

principles.

B.

When one remains, a common case in the study of

Hegel, unintelligent, on the outside, of his Dialectic, one

feels indeed on the outside ; and the terms take on a

very forced and artificial look. One cannot help sus-

pecting then, indeed, externahty, labour from the out-

side, in Hegel also. However laborious (and conse-

quently a very grave sincerity in that respect), one gets

to fear the presence of cunning in these deductions, of

underhand intention, of interested purpose, of mere

jesuistry, casuistry, and contrivance. The double edge
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seems to glitter so plainly all about ; this is said, and

the opposite has been said, and it appears a matter of

mere arbitrary choice whether it is the one or the other

that is said and where and when, both being evidently

equally sayable anj^here and anywhen, that conviction

revolts,—and the whole industry drops down piecemeal

before us, a dead and disenchanted hull, an artificial

externahty, a mere dream of obhquity and bias, set up

by the spasmodic effort and convulsive endeavour of a

feverish ambition that, in ultimate analysis, is but vanity

and impotent self-wiU.—So shows Hegel when our own

cloud invests him. But the cloud rising, ' lets the sun

strike where it clung,' and before us hangs an enchanted

universe again, which a vast giant heaves.

Entrance here may be effected thus (the remark con-

cerns the discussion of Causality)

:

—

•

Take Causahty : how is it to be explained ? No ex-

planation has been worth the paper it covered with the

exception of—(Hume is most valuable, and an indis-

pensable preliminary)—those of Kant and Hegel. (The

equivocal nonsense of Sir WiUiam Hamilton in this con-

nexion, has been discussed at full elsewhere.) Kant's:

a function of judgment original to the mind, involving

a unity of an intellectual plurahty ; a sensuous plurahty,

in two perceptive forms (Space and Time),

—

sensuous,

but original to the mind, independent of, and anterior

to, any actual impression of Sense : these are the ele-

ments to be conjoined into the notion of Causality.

Well, the intellectual unity, which is the function of

judgment named Eeason and Consequent, is not a unity

as such, but is a unity of a multiple, the terms of wliich

are, 1, Eeason, and, 2, Consequent. The conjunction

involved here of a plurahty to a unity is wholly intel-

lectual, and may be called, looking to the form of its
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process, an intellectual schema. Suppose now another

faculty besides judgment to be possessed—originally,

and of itself, from the first—of a certain plurality which

should be analogous to the plurality contained in the

above function of judgment, would not conceivably

faculty coincide with faculty, (each being equally in the

mind), in such fashion that the plurahty of the latter

faculty might undergo the influence of the unitising

function of the former faculty (judgment) to the pro-

duction of another schema which should also be anterior

to experience and original to the mind ? Productive

Imagination, for example, which holds of sense in that

it exhibits objects, and of intellect in that it is not

necessarily beholden to any direct intervention of an

actual act of special sense for these objects but may
spontaneously produce them to itself, may be a faculty

capable of exposing to the action of the fimctions of

judgment pluralities of a sensuous natm'e but still such

as are anterior to all actual sense. Productive Imagina-

tion is, indeed, nameable in general, only reproductive,

for the objects it exhibits to itself are—if spontaneously

exhibited then, and without any calling in of special

sense then—originally—at least for the most part, pro-

ducts of sense ; but it may also merit the name pro-

ductive simply, from this that it may possess in itself

objects of its own and anterior to aU action of sense

whatever. But Imagination is present to Judgment,

and the objects of the former are necessarily present to

the functions of the latter ; there will, consequently,

therefore, be conjunct results: one of these is Causahty,

a result of sensuous multiples (Space and Time) in-

herent apriori in productive imagination brought under

that unitising function of Judgment named Keason and

Consequent. Or, to take it more particularly once
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again : suppose that Time and Space present sensuous

multiples analogous to the preceding intellectual mul-

tiple, and suppose these forms, though perceptive and

sensuous, to be still independent of special sense, to be

a priori, and to attach to the mind itself, to he ready-

formed in the productive imaginative faculty of the

mind, m fact, then this faculty, being uitellectual, can

be conceived capable of presenting its stuff, its mul-

tiples directly to the action of the various functional

unities of judgment. This is conceivable, and it is

conceivable also that the intellectual schema of judg-

ment would reproduce itself as an imaginative, and, so

far, sensuous schema out of the pecuhar multiples,

Space and Time, or that the intellectual schema, unity,

notion would receive these (Space and Time) as stuff

or matter in which to sensuahse or reahse itself.

Eeason and Consequent, then, which is an original

fimction of judgment, and which represents an intel-

lectual schema, or the intellectual unity of a multiple,

being apphed to an analogous multiple in productive

imagination, which is the sequence of time, a sequence

which is given necessary (what is second being incapable

of preceding what is first in time, so far as time is as

such concerned), there may conceivably result an imagi-

native, and so far sensuous schema, which will only

want the filUng of actual (special) sense, of actual

event, to come forward as cause and effect, which,

though manifesting itself only in contingent matter

(this amounts to the objection of Hume), will bring

with it an element of necessity by reason of its intel-

lectual or a priori elements (and this is Kant's special

industry, his answer, or his complement to Hume).
This is Kant's explanation, then. Looked at narrowly,

it is a chain of definite links (how much of this chain
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did he see, wlio stcates Kant's Causality to be just a

separate and peculiar mental principle ?), a system of

definite machinery, attributing no new, depending only

on old, constituents of the mind ; but this chain Ues

still evidently between two unknown presuppositions.

The mind and its constitution constitute the presuppo-

sition on the one side ; no basis of absolute and neces-

sary connexion is assigned to it ; we have still loosely

to ascribe it to the act and will of God—^Aa^ it is

namely, and as it is. The other presupposition is abso-

lutely unknown, absolutely blank things in themselves,

which act on special sense to the development of effects

in us, which effects we confound with the things, and

which, as it were, clothing these unknown things in

themselves, become to us the vast system of the out-

ward and inward Universe. There are thus two un-

known things in themselves postulated by the theory of

Kant, an outward acting on outer sense to the develop-

ment of the outer world, and an inner (our absolute

ego, but, as known only through media of sense, un-

knovra in itself) acting on inner sense to the development

of the inner world of feehngs, &c. What we know,

then, is, the effects on our senses, outward and inward

(for Kant holds an inner sense for our own emotional

states), of two unknown things in themselves, and the

manipulation to which our faculties (as source of form)

subjects these effects (as stuff, or matter). Tlus is the

result of the Theoretical PMosophy of Kant. This result

he complements, however, by a certainty gained prac-

tically of the existence of God, of Immortahty and of

Freewill, as expounded in his Practical Philosophy.

The Theoretical world belongs wholly to the Under-

standing (so far, at least, as all constitutive principles

are concerned), and has no traffic [constitutively) but
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witli the Conditioned. The Practical world, on the

otlier hand, belongs wholly to Keason, and is in direct

relation with the Unconditioned. The Esthetic world

offers itself between these two extremes as belonging to

(the only remaining cognitive faculty) Judgment, and as

manifesting, at all events, a certain harmony between

the Conditioned and the Unconditioned— a certain pos-

sibility of relation between them, not indirect as through

sense only, but direct also. So constituted are the three

great Kritiken which expound the system of Kant ; a

system which, as yet, seems only to have been mis-

understood and misconstrued even by its inventor's own
countrymen. Hegel alone has given him the necessary

study ; but he has roughly arrogated most of his merits

to himself by the addition of his own form, and un-

measured abuse of the form of Kant himself.

Now Hegel, and his theory of causahty :

—

The unknown things in themselves wiR not content

him ; he must know them too, and accomphsh a system

of absolute knowledge. The first look at Causality in

Hegel's hands is very disappointing. It issues from

Substantiality and passes into Eeciprocity, and what

occurs between seems only an abstract description of

the phenomena of Causahty. The description is very

accurate certainly—nay, rather, it is an exact repro-

duction of all the movements of our naked thought,

when we explain, or, in general, deal with, any example

whatever of concrete cause and effect. Now, it strikes

us, to describe is not to explain. Kant gives a theory,

in which we see an intelligible reason for this, and an

intelhgible reason for that, till all coheres to a system

which satisfactorily explains and accounts for precisely

that which we wish explained and accounted for.

Hegel does no such thing. He simply describes the

VOL. I. M
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fact—in wondeifLilly penetrating abstract language cer-

tainly (which, however, it costs an agony of mental

effort to followand understand), but still it is just the

fact, and as it presents itself there in experience. "Wliat

are we to make of this then ? Are we to understand

that abstract description is explanation ? Is an absolute

generalisation of Causality, in such wise tliat we have

an accm^ate characterisation which will adapt itself to

every concrete example whatever, any accounting for

the fact and the notion and the necessity of Causality ?

To be able to answer this question, is to understand

Hegel. It is reaUy so : Hegel's theory of Causality is

constituted by an abstract description of the absolute

Universal or General of Causality. But just thus

it constitutes the notion Causality : it gives position

and development to the secret system of the move-

ments of thought—thought, in general, your thought,

my thought, all thought—in its regard. We see thus,

as it were, the very secret maggots of our brain in

motion. But this metaphor must not be dwelt on till

it mislead. Wliat we have to see here is that, after

all, Hegel's description is, so to speak, not his de-

scription, nor anybody's description ; his description is

the notion, and constitutes the notion, the notion Cau-

sahty. The notion here is not something belonging

subjectively to Hegel, and subjectively described by

him. The description is so that it is not subjective

but objective ; the description is so that its movements

are the movements of the notion itself : in short, it is

the notion itself that we have objectively before our

minds then (if we have but reahsed the words), the

notion in its own nature, in its own inner life and

energy and movement. Again, as we have seen, it is

transformed from one notion, and to another, it is but
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a transformation in a series of such. Now if we trace

this series in either direction, we shall find it to consist

of objective notions all similar to that of Causality, all

transformed from and to each other in an element

of necessary thought, and this too with a beginning, a

middle and an end which round into each other, and

constitute together a self-complete system. Now this

system is what Hegel names Logic.

The question recurs, however, where is the expla-

nation ? Where is the connexion with that which is

—

with the world of reahty After all, it is just abstract

thought—just the various thoughts which actual ex-

perience of sense occasions in us. We have derived

these thoughts from experience—and where is there

any explanation in them of experience and the world

of experience ? Has not Hegel with his abstract scho-

lasticism but simply returned to Locke (with whom all

knowledge was a product of experience alone) ? And
has the world ever seen a more complete case of self-

stultification, than this pretending to explain to himself,

and this offering to explain to us, the whole mystery of

existence, by an infinite series of abstract terms, which

it took a lifetime to produce, and which it demands a

hfetime in us intelligently to reproduce (the varieties

in the form of the reproduction too being commen-
surate only with the individual readers)—was ever, in

short, self-stultification more complete and monstrous ?

Are not the dicta of Locke and Hegel, though appa-

rently a reversal the one ofthe other, after all identical ?

Locke says. Notions are abstractions from Sensations
;

while, for his part, Hegel says. Sensations are concre-

tions from Notions : where, at bottom, is the difference ?

Yes, but observe, Hegel's series is the organic system of

thought complete—so to speak, alive in itself. It is the

M 2
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thought of sensuous experience ; and it would be hard

to say what sensuous experience were, apart from, and

beside, this thought. It is sensuous experience in itself.

Sensuous experience apart from it, does not seem a

body even. Sensuous experience can only be called

the other of this. This is the pith, the truth, tlie

reality, of sensuous experience, and sensuoas experience

itself beside it, is but its other. Yes, you object, ljut it

is taken from sensuous experience —it is the ultimate

winnowing if you will, the crystal if you will, of

sensuous experience—but without preceding sensuous

experience it could never have been acquired. Yes,

we reply, but what matters that ? We do not wish it

to be subjective thought ; it is objective thought ; it is

thought really out there, if you will, in that incrustation

that is named world. It, this world and all outer

objects, are but sensuous congeries, sensuous incrus-

tations of these thoughts. Did a human subject not

exist, it is conceivable that this congeries and incrusta-

tion would still exist ; and it would exist still a con-

geries and incrustation of objective thought. The uni-

verse, in fact, is but matter modelled on thought.

Thought is a system, and this system is the universe,

and the element of sense, or what we conceive as

that element, is notliing as against this system, and

can only be named with propriety the Other.

But now, if all this be conceived as the Absolute, as

simply that which is, is any other explanation requii-ed.?

Thought is once for aU as it is, and as it is, it has been

developed before you in a necessary system. In this

system Causality has its own place. To demonstrate

this necessary system of thought, and to demonstrate

the place there of CausaHty, is to account for and

explain Causality. Such is Hegel's work: he does
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not move by reasons for this, and by reasons for that

;

he rejects what he designates raisonnement, reason-

ment: he believes himself to have explained the

universe, when he has demonstrated the notion and

the necessary system of notions. To tell what is—truly

to tell what is—this it is to Hegel to philosophise : and

Hegel never seeks to transcend what is. That which

is, is the Absolute ; and it will be enough if, suffi-

ciently fortunate to find the clue, we should be able

to unwind that which is, out before our eyes, into its

whole system of necessary moments with a necessary

first and a necessary last that necessarily connect and

cohere together.

Thus Hegel : Thought is the real contents of the

universe : in Nature, it is but as other, and in a system

as other : in Spirit, it returns fi:-om Nature, its other,

into its own self, is by its own self, and is its own energy.

The Absolute Spirit, then, God, is the first and last,

and the universe is but his difference and system of

differences, in which individual subjectivities have but

their part and place. Subjectivity, however, is the

principle of central energy and life : it is the Absolute

Form. The thought of subjectivity again, that is, the

thought it thinks, just amounts to the whole system of

objective notions which are the absolute contents.

Thus is man, as participant in the absolute form and

the absolute matter, raised to that hkeness with God of

which the Bible speaks ; but God himself is not de-

tracted from or rendered superfluous. Pantheism is

true of Hegel's system, just as it is true of all others,

Christianity and Materiahsm included ; and there is

nothing in the system to disprove or discountenance a

personal God,—but on the contrary.
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C.

Think the Universal, that is, Pure Being, or what is

All in general and not any one Particular—and such

thought is a necessity, we must sum up the universe

in one, we must think Pure Being, we must think

the Universal : it is all, but it has no bound, no mark,

no hue, no point, whether within or Avithout it

—

there is no within, there is no without, there is no

spot in it, of colour, or light, or opacity, there is

not a chequer anywhere descriable, it is signless, it

is noteless, it is nothing, it is all and it is nothing, it is

everywhere and it is nowhere ; it has identically the

same character as nothing, or the same character-

lessness. Try nothing : it yields the same result ; it is

every^vhere and nowhere, it is nothing and it is all, for

existence as such follows necessarily such an assign-

ment as even that of nothing. Now—here is the great

difficulty—how is the universal to become the par-

ticular, or how is the particular to get to the uni-

versal? Only, one would say, by the addition of

another. But this other—any other—contradicts the

former Universal. If there be tliis other, then the former

was not the Universal. Such must be the case

—

un-

less the other he even in its otherness identical with the

Universal. But how is this conceivable ? The same,

yet not the same ! Identity, yet non-identity ! How
can such opposites be impHcated into formal unity, and

difference annulled ? lN[ay, were such process accom-

plished, how from formal unity, an absolute simple, an

absolute one, could plurality, multiphcity, variety be

extricated and deduced Such simple, such one, must

remain for ever simple, for ever one. Nay, ' remain,'

and ' for ever,' are determinations inappHcable. What
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is attempted be described, to be said, to be spoken,

to be thought, is simply indescribable, iinsayable, un-

speakable, unthinkable. The proposition, then, is

simply a non-ens, anvmpossibihty. Its conception is a

conception simply, but as a conception that is incon-

ceivable, it must be named a mere arbitrary suppo-

sition of my own, a mere arbitrary position (attitude)

of my own self, and which cannot be persisted in, mere

Meynung, ^o^a, opinio, mine-ing, my-ing, or me-ing.

But it cannot in reality be 7ny'd or me'd : the universal

7nust mvolve the particular, for it is othered,—there

is this diversified universe.

The actual universal, then, is one wliich involves the

particular. What is, then, is at once simple rmal uni-

versal, and composite plural particular. This is the

Infinite, the Eternal, the JSTever-ending, and the No-

where-endmg ; and just so is it the Eternal, that it is

itself and its other. Were it itself only, and not also its

other, it were bounded, limited, finite ; it were ob-

structed, cabin'd, cribbed, confined by this other ; it

were itself metamorphosed into another by this other

;

its infinity and universality were negated and denied,

and we were forced to look further, to look beyond it

for a truer universal that should, by embracing at once

it and its other, restore the universal equilibrium and

balance.

But have we more here than a mere necessity of our

own thought ? No doubt, it is a primary antithesis,

contrariety, even contradiction, for the other to the

universal seems not only contrary but contradictory to

—seems to negate, to render nugatory, null, and im-

possible, any such universal ; but is not this an afiair of

thought simply ?

Or are we to suppose it in reritm natura, the founda-
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tion-stone, tlie elephant and tortoise, the cross-beams,

the fork, the intersection, the crux of the universe?

(In more senses than one probably a crux.) Do we
see a universal in rerum natura. that is at once uni-

versal and particular ? See is an inadequate, an in-

appHcable word : it would not follow that though we
did not see such, we might not know such. Seeing is

but a province, but a part
;
surely we cannot consign

the Absolute to its keeping, surely we cannot agree to

admit its finding as final. But, even a wider province

than seeing being allowed us, we are met at once by

an objection which seems fatal : a universal, or the

universal, never can be known to us : we are such that

we never can know a universal : what is other than

ourselves, is known as other, that is, as necessarily par-

ticular* Sense can bring no outer to us that is not

particular ; sense can bring no inner to us that is not

particular : knowledge of a universal is impossible to

us. But is knowledge limited to the revelations of

sense, and to these revelations as received by sense ?

In this question we have come to one of the most im-

portant turning-points that exist : there is here veri-

tably a most critical parting of the ways, which, as

taken, decides on a man's whole future.

To take the facts of sense as the facts of sense, to

keep them separate each in its oneness and inde-

pendence, and five among them thus would be—what ?

Consider well ! Would it not be exactly the life of a

lower animal, the life of a beast ? Look at the co^vs

grazing ! They receive the facts of sense as the facts

* Could Sir William Hamilton spared himself his hrilliant Review

have hrought his notion to the article, and perhaps a future of

platform expressed by these dozen mere obloquy, but he might also

words, he might not only have have been near an answer.
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of sense, and in tlieir entire isolatedness and sundered-

ness. They hunger, they crop the grass, they stumble

over a stone, they are stung by a gadfly, they are

driven by a man, by a dog, by a stick
;
they are excited

by a red rag, &c. &c. : may not the cows be repre-

sented as stumbling from particular to particular, as

knowing no better, and as knowing no other ? And in

what respect would man differ did he stop by the

isolated and individual fact of sense ? There are cer-

tainly men who might be readily characterised as

differing from the lower animals only in the relatively

greater number and variety of the sensuous facts re-

ceived : men who rise and eat and drmk and plod or

idle, and apparently think not. But can this phase of

humanity be considered the true phase of humanity ?

Can these men be said to know truly ? Can these men
be said to Hve truly ? Or rather, be it as it may with

these men, does not Humanity as Humanity, now and

from the beginning, comport itself quite otherwise ? Is

there not one word which describes, accurately de-

scribes, exhaustively describes, the conjunct action of

universal mankind from the time that was to the time

that is and to th e time, we may safely add, that will be :

the one word, generalisation ? In every department of

human industry this will be found the case : it and it

alone—the process represented by the word genera-

hsation (what we called elsewhere the seeking of the

Absolute)—has altered, and alters daily, man's whole

universe for him, from the heaven above him, and sun

and moon and stars, to the very dust of his footing.

This is the plastic force that has moulded universal

history. Eeligions rise at its coming, and at its going

fall. Politics are its playthings
; science, its creature.

Cities grow, grow, grow—without stop or stay—grow
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to its bidding. The whole universe of man is in per-

petual transformation, in perpetual flux, in pei'petual

rise beneath it. It is the loom, the ever-changing,

ever-growing loom in which the vestments of Huma-
nity—vestments of rehgion, poetry, philosophy, science

—vestments of institutions, governments, customs, man-

ners—vestments of head or neck, or foot or hand or

body—are from day to day wrought for him. It in

fact actually is :
' The roaring loom of time which

weaves for God the garment we see him by.'

Generalisation attains its summit in universalisation :

it would seem, then, that the hfe of man, the final

cause of man, is— to seek the universal. But how
does this seeking comport itself with the facts of sense ?

Does it receive them as they are, and leave them as

they are, or does it fiuiher manipulate and utterly

transform them? Has man, then, been wrongly em-

ployed aU this time, and ought he to have remained fixed

by the facts of sense, and inquired no further ? What
long vistas of thought and of truth and of instraction,

such questions open to us ! No
;
plauily man has not

rested by the facts of sense, and as plainly he could

not rest by them. But there is system and a purpose

in this imiverse, and of this universe man is indis-

putably the highest term, the most consummate out-

come ; what has proved itself his ultimate activity,

then, must be allowed the highest place in this system

and in this purpose. Generahsation, then, is a neces-

sary moment in the business of the universe, and the

effecting of generahsation is the special vocation and

destination of man. We have not to stand by the

particular of sense, then,—on the contrary, it belongs

to us to rise to the universal of Eeason ; and great

akeady has this rise been. Eead PHny, and consider
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what a new heaven and a new earth the generahsation

of 1,800 years has effected! Few things are more

striking than the second book of Phny : the creed of

ultimate thought 1,800 years ago ! All that was then

the best effort of intelligence ; all that was then the

likehest account ; that then was the universe thought

!

Every step in this rise too has been a transformation,

often a contradiction, of sense. The earth is not a

plane, the heavens do not turn round over it, the sun

does not get up in the east and go down in the west,

&c. Theoretically, then, the business of man has been

to transcend sense, to leave to sense its own truth, but

to transmute it into a liigher. MoraUy, also, man has

displayed a hke progress—against sense and towards

reason, let Comte-ites say what they will.

The truth is not attained by the senses, then : before

such attaimnent, the intervention of the intellect is

required, the intervention of thought, and that is in-

evitably the elevation of the particular into the general.

Things, then, must be thought as well as felt and per-

ceived, and so only does knowledge result. In search-

ing for the universal, then, vci rerum natura, we are not

limited to our senses but have a right to add to them,

nay, we are irresistibly called upon to add to them, as

instruments of inquiry, the faculties of the intellect also.

That this is so, the very men whom we have instanced

as taking their stand by sense, can be adduced to prove.

They do think and they must generahse, for they can-

not use the rudest language spoken without in the very

word (as Hegel points out), river, bread, tree, whatever

it may be, rising to a general. Nay, the very beasts of

the field that stumble from particular to particular (we

follow Hegel chrectiy here, too), are not absolutely

without thought, for each of their dull feehngs, each
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of their dim perceptions is at bottom, thought, thought

in itself : tliese feelings, these perceptions, are impossible

without thought
; are, so far, modes of thought, not

thought as thought, but thought m itself.

Is there, then, in rerum natura the universal or a

universal, or is such only an affair of thought ? For

only an aflair of thought, as Hegel remarks, may be

something very worthless, as also something very valu-

able. Chimeras and Hobgoblins and what not are

only affairs of thought, but they are utterly worthless.

The reason of this is, that they are only of thought,

that is, that they are that abstract, formal Universal

merely which has not its other, its particular, as iden-

tical with it
;

or, if you will, they are such abstract,

formal particular as is identical with its own self only,

and has no Universal to which to unite itself. So far

as thought, then, is to be of avail in the inquiry, it

must not be subjective thought engaged mth its own

bubbles, but objective thought that has before it a

veritable ens, and holding consequently both of the

particular and the universal. Does thought, does sense,

or both, or either, possess such ens—an ens, then, that

is in rerum natura ?

What at once are Space and Time ? Why, at once,

both are matters concretely of perception and, so far,-

of sense. Neither, indeed, is taken in expressly by

any sense—^we do not smell them, or taste tliem, or

hear them, nor properly do we touch them, or see

them— stiU what is smelt, tasted, heard, touched,

seen, is smelt, tasted, heard, touched, seen, as in both.

We cannot touch, see, &c., without touching, seeing,

&c., extension and motion in extension with conse-

quent lapse of duration ; and there is here what

amounts to both Space and Time. Space and Time, at
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all events, are more than tliouglits ; whencesoever

derived, and however otherwise constituted, they are

both objects not of thought only but of perception

also. They are really both perceived, through the in-

tervention of Other, it may be, in the first instance,

but still they are both perceived. Now of what nature

are Space and Time ? Is either finite ? Has either a

Ihnit, whether anywhere, or any^vhen ? The question,

of course, is strictly absurd ; for the one is all and

anywhere, and the other is all and anywhen ; con-

siderations wliich, occurring to Wilham Hamilton

or his school, might have salutarily produced the sup-

pression of a very childish logic and—to say the least

—a very equivocal spirit. Nay, there is that, not

merely in the phrases all and anywhen^ all and any-

where, but in the simple words where, when, wliich

might have suggested the due train of reflexion here,

and prevented Time and Space from being used as

puzzle-boxes to the gravelling of the reason proper of

these gentlemen themselves and the fin-ther confusion

of a confused society. These puzzles, in fact, result

only from this that Time and Space are true universals

—such universals as are identical with their particular.

The question of a limit to a where and a when, then,

which, from the very necessity of thought, or, what is

the same thing, from the very necessity of their own
nature, are at once everywhere and anywhere, every-

when and anywhen, is strictly absurd. Still, we can

put the question by way of experiment ; and the

answer from everyone is precisely what we have shown

the simple ideas, where and when, of themselves sug-

gest. None is the answer ; there is no Hmit to either

Space or Time : in their very notion, they are simply

pure quantities. There is an objection, however, if not
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to the infinitude of Space and Time, at all events to

our knowing of that infinitude. To know the infini-

tude of eitlier, would require us to pass through this

infinitude. We can only vouch for what we know,
and our knowledge of eitlier must be hmited ; we can

neither traversQ infinite space, nor endure through

infinite time. Therefore, it is said, the conclusion is,

they may be finite or they may be infinite, but, so far

as we know them, they must be finite. This is but a

puerility, a pueriHty of that fussy, busthng, unmisgiv-

ing pretentiousness, which we know to root in shallow-

ness itself, but to which human nature tends silently,

weakly, to yield just because of the unmisgivinguess,

and consequent pertinacity. The solution, of course,

is easy, and has been already given in several forms.

The one true form is just this, however: Time and

Space are simple Quantities, pure Quantities. For the

exhibition of the puzzles, we have so often alluded

to, we are not confined to Space and Time ; let us but

take Quantity simply, just the notion Quantity, and we
shall find them all to emerge thence : but Quantity is

a notion absolutely necessary ; we are it, and it is us,

just as surely as thought itself. Or to speak more

palpably to current conception : Time and Space are

given infinite, we know them infinite, we even perceive

them infinite, or, at all events, know that, put us where

you may or when you may to perceive either, we shall

perceive no end to it. They are given infinite, they

are known infinite, they are perceived infinite, they are

infinite—and this is the answer!*

In rerum natura, then, there are infinites, there are

universals : Space and Time, at least, are two such.

* Let us just add, however, for Wlicn, the other is "N\Tiere, and eacli

they are pui'e Quantities, the one is is every and any, i. e. each is infinite.
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But are tliey of the class we seek—universals at once

themselves and their particular ? We have said yes

ali"eady, but we may now more particularly see the

reason. Infinite Space has many finite Spaces ; in-

finite Time has many finite Times. Or Universal Space

has many particular Spaces ; Universal Time has many
particular Times.

Prom these very examples, then, out of rerum natura^

it is intelKgible that there is a Universal which is par-

ticular, and becomes reahsed into singularity again by

reflexion into identity, by reference of difference in

itself back into identity with itself. Such universal is

a true universal. For the universal as such and no

more, the particular as such and no more, the singular

as such and no more : these are but creatures of sub-

jective thought, and exist not in rerum naiura. The

truth of all the three is their union, and each is what

it is, tlirough, and by reason of, the others. This is

what is named the Antithesis, and it repeats itself at

every turn.

The lesson here, then, is, not to take things in

isolation, and separation, and individuahsation, but

together. The main-spring separated from the watch,

is but an insignificant bit of metal, useless, without

the vestige of a notion, which even a child flings

speedily away. To remain standing by the particular

to the exclusion of the universal, or by the universal to

the exclusion of the particular— in general, to re-

main standing by the one to the exclusion of the other,

is but an affair of abstract understanding, is but the

conversion of an item of a concrete into an abstract

whole, is but, as Hegel names it, an abstraction of

the Understanding— Understanding as opposed to

Eeason, which latter, reversmg the work of the former,
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sumes difference into identity. The truth is not In-

finite or Finite, but Infinite and Finite, not Liberty
01' Necessity, but Liberty aiid Necessity, not Eight or

Wrong, but Eight aiid Wrong, not tliis side or tliat

side, up or down, but this side and that side, up and
down—in short, the truth is, not the universal or the

particular, but the universal and the particular.

The intolerant should take this lesson— those

nervous, peracute individuals who perpetually peremp-
torily prescribe their right to their fellows—who en

revanche have fire in their bellies to burn up the wrong
of everybody else—who would reform, reform, reform,

but who, in the end, would only petrify into their own
painful thin rigidity the foison of the world

!

D.

Hegel is in earnest with Kant's idea. Kant held the

mind, by its notions, to determine—that is, give miity

of form, system, intellectual meaning to— outward

multiples or manifolds which corresponded sensu-

ously to the inward, or intellectual, multiples or

manifolds, involved, comprehended, or embraced in

the respective unities of the concrete notions them-

selves. Kant's notions, however, are few and disjunct.

They form no system whether as regards complete

compass, or thoroughly interconnected details. They

rise not, neither, to their own universal. They give us

only, and in an uncoimected manner, an explanation of

how it is that we give to the contingent manifold of

sense the necessary determinations : One, some, all

;

reahty, negation, limitation
;

substantiahty, causality,

reciprocity ;
possibiHty, actuality, necessity. Hegel

firstly completes and universahses the system of
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notions thus begun by Kant. Secondly, he gives this

system unity of origin and of interconnexion. Thirdly,

he exhibits each notion in its own pure proper nature

without admixture of foreign elements of any kind.

Fourthly, he demonstrates this system to be Logic,

the Idea, the all of thought that is in the universe,

and that conditions the universe, and that creates,

regulates, and moves the universe. Fifthly, he de-

monstrates Nature to be only this connected All of

thought, not, however, as before, only inwardly to in-

tellect, but now outwardly to sense ; that is, he un-

closes Kant's imperfect and cramped schematism of

judgment into the expanse of Nature as explained by

the ' philosophy ' of the same ; and here he leaves no

corner unvisited, but demonstrates the presence of the

notion in the most crass, refractory, extreme externahty

—demonstrates all to be but a concretion of the notion.

Thus it is Hegel is in earnest with the idea of Kant,

which was, that outward objects arrange themselves

around subjective but universal notions of our own

;

which subjective notions, then, present themselves to

us objectively as part and parcel, and very largely

part and parcel, of every externality of sense that can

come before us. Hegel, indeed, is so complete, that

he leaves' existential reahty at the last as a mere ab-

straction, as nothing when opposed to the work of the

notion. Thus it is intelhgible, too—in Hegehan lan-

guage— that it is the understanding which, coming

to objects as an outer to an outer, and taking them

as they are, believing them as they are, subjects them

to a mere formal external process of reflexion, to

which the distinctions it finds remain fixed and in-

communicable, and which results only in classified

arrangement according to its own unexamined and

VOL. I. N
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disjunct notions—which are only taken for granted

—

of cause and effect, substantiality, reahty, reciprocity,

&C. &c. To this mere position, attitude, and operation

of the understanding, which is thus separate from the

object and separate from the all, and has before it only

a pedantically classified chaos of fixed and incom-

municable ' separates or particulars, Hegel opposes

Eeason, which, according to the inner constitution of

the notion, advances at once to the perfect character-

isation of every particular, and, at the same time, its

identification with, and involution into, the one entity

or syllogism, which is at once all, and some, and one.

Before the wand of this compulsive conjurer, we see

the vast universe stir, shake, move, contract itself,

down, down, closer, closer, till the extremest member

is wdthdrawn— the ultimate tip, the last fragment

disappears, and the whole is licked up into the pure

negativity. Forth from this absolutely negative point,

as from an invisible but magic atom, we can see the

whole huge universe shaken out again.

E.

Extricate (the reference is to In itself. For itself, &c.)

the Hegehan double-entendre. If God has created

the heaven and the earth—if the thought of God as a

Spirit has created the heaven and the earth—that is,

simply, if thought is what is, then Seyn, what is (these

outward things we see, say), is (are) thought in itself.

These outward things as products of thought, rather

as individuals, as members, as component parts—(and

as necessarily such, for we cannot conceive God or

Thought to act on caprice)— in the totahty which

makes up that wliich is,—these outward things are, so
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viewed, and the totality being thought, thought in

itself—in the sense that this Seyn, these existences con-

stitute what it (the totahty, Thought) is. What is this

up-coiled ball? Unravel it—these individuals that

sprawl out are what the ball is in itself. The particu-

larities into which the ball can be unclosed, are what

the ball is in itself. The illustration is easily applied

to the universe, to thought, or to any totahty in general.

But now if the universe be thought, then the par-

ticulars of the universe will be just thought in itself.

The universe is thought, and whatever is in the uni-

verse is thought, and the particulars in the universe

just go to make up what thought is in itself. Hegel

certainly means this by in itself ; and in that case, it is

an external Seyn which the in itself refers to. But

Hegel also means that the particulars are only parti-

ticulars,—that they are not the universal, not thought

as thought, but thought only as particularised—thought

then in itself, thought not in its proper form as thought.

In this sense, however, it is evident that the In itself

refers now to something inward.

In the sensuous singulars, then, let us say, into which

thought runs out, it sees what it is in itself. By re-

flexion in regard to these, thought becomes for itself

It develops, that is, a variety of reflexions in regard to

an inner and an outer, a phsenomenal phasis and a

noumenal principle, substance and accident, cause and

effect, &c., by which it explains to itself these par-

ticulars and singulars, and so becomes as for itself, as

thought to thought. Now, the whole sphere of this

reflexion may be named Wesen, or essential inner sub-

stance and principle, and consists of reflexes that, as it

were, ply between the Seyn or outer, and the Wesen or

inner. This Wesen, then, is the In itself now ; and the

N 2
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irrepressible presence of Dialectic is seen here. The

external Seyn was thought in itself ; but this in itself

has passed now into the sense of inner. The Seyn has

become Wesen : we ask what is it in itself? Then,

again, this In itself becomes For itself because the In

itself of a thing is what it really is,—is itself, its centre,

its For itself, while its outer show is only what is for

another—for you and me, or anything other that comes

to it externally. Expressions, thoughts themselves seem

drunken then, as much under movement as the outer

flux which never is but always becomes. In itself has

no sooner been accepted as an outer, than it is seen, in

the turning of a hand, to have become its own op-

posite, the innermost inner. But thought in these

reflexions being for itself, further perceives that these

are thoughts ; it is now then led up to the considera-

tion of thought as thought ; that is, it is now In and

For itself, it is thought in thought and thought for

thought. But this result is just the Idea, or the imity

of an Objective and a Subjective ; but this amounts to

Absolute Idealism, or a system in which the Notion is

at once pulse and substance. The movement of the

notion, then, is to make itself for itself what it is in

itself; and this is its hfe and existence and purpose as

the Absolute, the one monad, the aU that is, which life

and existence and purpose may all be viewed as iden-

tical with the honour and glory of God. God thus

characterised, may be considered as determined. But

this is not Pantheism. Pantheism is some unreasoning

duh behef, that just what we see, and as we see it, is all

that is—is God. But here Hegel strikes the mass till it

coUapse to Deity—a person, a life, a reahty, a spirit, an

infinity

!
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F.

Hegel says, ' the finitude of things consists in this,

—

that their existence and their universal, their body and

their soul, are indeed united—else they were nothing

—

but they are separable and are mutually independent.'

Now it is very difficult to see into this, but here is a

sort of a meaning. Water is water, a certain par-

ticular ; but water is HO, or hydrogen and oxygen, and

HO can be viewed as relatively its universal. Water

is thus finite, its universal being thus other than itself,

united to but separable fr-om itself Hegel's idea, how-

ever, probably is, that the finite things are other than

thought, which is their true soul, their true universal.

With man it is otherwise : he is thought; particular and

universal fall together in him. As finite things are

—there—say before us, they are different from their

Notion, for their Notion is what they become.

G.

If God is the affirmation of all that is, he is likewise,

and even so, the negation of all that is : all that is dis-

appears into the very breath that bears it
;

or, in what

it appears, it disappears. This is an excellent example

of the dialectic that is, and must be : it is also the

platform where the half of Sir WiHiam Hamilton (for

what he entertains is only a half) receives its comple-

ment. The nature of the relation between the One
and the Many, and their mutual necessity, can be

perceived, too, from this.
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CHAPTEE IV.

THE NOTES OF THE STEUGGLE CONTINUED.

A.

It is very absurd of Haym, in the manner of a

rhetorical expedient familiar to most, to name some of

the early categories with a and so on, to describe the

series of these as a long string, to assert their produc-

tion by an illusory reference every now and then to

the world of fact, and so to pronounce them worthless.

This industry of Haym's is quite beside the point. This,

in fact, is just to miss the categories, and their true

nature. What if they should derive from reference to

the concrete, actual world as it is ? What if they did

come thence? If Haym does not Hke to see them

derived thence, whence else, even in the name of com-

mon sense, would he wish them ? Is there something

more veracious and veridic than natm'e, then—some-

thing more real than reality itself ?

Is Hegel, then, hkely to be very fell on this reproach

of Haym's, that he has taken his categories from nature,

from reality (which is here the sense of naturej ? Ah,

but Haym will say, the categories profess to be self-

derived ! In one sense the categories profess no such

thing, and Hegel has again and again pointed out that

the common basis for all, the most abstract as the most

concrete, is—empirical fact, actual fact of nature veri-

tably oflfered and presented to us. This, in truth, is
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the secret of Hegel's greatness,—that he has no traffic

with any necromantic products of mere thought, but

—

even in his highest, even in his furthest, even in his

most abstruse, recondite, and hard to understand—has

ever the solid ground beneath his feet. So is it here :

the categories do come from nature and the substantial

quarry of actual fact. True also is it, however, that,

considered in a generalised form, freed from applica-

tion in the concrete—considered, as it were, in the

element of thought alone, absolutely abstractly for and

by themselves (and this just describes the everyday

action of thought on any and every object, and why
then should thought be ordered to suspend its ordi-

nary procedure here ?)—true it is that these categories

are seen to constitute a system hy themselves. But, a

system, what does that imply, unless that they are all

in mutual connexion, and with means of communica-

tion from the one to the other in such wise that if you

shall truly think any one, you cannot help truly arriving

at all the rest ? Do you suppose that all that concrete,

which you call natural universe, came there without

thought, and without thoughts ? Do you suppose that

the constitution of each separate atom of that concrete

does not involve thought and several thoughts ? And
then, the interconnexion of these atoms to this whole

huge universe, is it all an affair without thought, then

;

or is there not rather an immense congeries of thoughts

involved and imphed in all these innumerable inter-

connexions ? You seem to think that there is no ne-

cessity to take it so
;
you seem to think that it is

enough just to take it as you find it. And how do
you find it ? Just a basis of so much soil, dirt, earth,

out there around us, down there beneath us! You
have found it so ; it has so come to you, and so you take
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it, and you would put no questions to it !—Questions

!

you say ; what do you mean ? Wliy question the com-

mon mud ? That wants no explaining, does it ? There

it is ! As plain as mud, is a proverb : what thought or

thoughts can be involved in mere mud ? But just this

is it : the categories are the thoughts of this mud—the

thoughts it implies, the thoughts that presided at its

creation, the thoughts that constituted and constitute

it, the thoughts that are it.—What necessity for all

that ? you seem to say again. There it just is ! K
asked how it came there,—Why, we must just say

—

God

!

Now, what do you mean here ? Is it not just this : I

live, I see, I feel, I think ; and there is an innumerable

plurality and variety in what I hve, in what I see, in

what I feel, in what I think. ISTow, I cannot hve, &c.

this innumerable plurality, without thinking it all up

into a Pirst and One. Is not tliis very much what you

mean when you come to think what you mean ? Has

any man since the world began ever found it otherwise ?

Is not God the word, the key-word, for the clearing up

to us, up and out of the way, of this innumerable variety?

Prove the being of God—proof of the being of God ;

what absurdity ! Prove the breath I breathe—prove

the thought I think ? That is it—prove the thought I

think ! I must thuik, must I not ? But to think is—to

think is—just in so many words—God ! That is the

-ultimate and extreme goal ; or it is the ultunate and

all-including centre—the one pimctum of stabUity, the

one punctum of certainty m which all thought coils

itself to satisfaction and rest. To the central fire and

light of reahty which is named consciousness, you ac-

knowledge the presence of the one m, and the countless

out: now as absolutely certain as their presence, is the
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presence to the same centre, of a first and one that is

the reason of both— God. To think is God.

God, then, is a word standing for the explanation of

the variety that is. But, standing so, there is no expla-

nation assigned, there is only one indicated. Standing

so, there is indicated a Being named God ; but there is

no Being assigned. Now, let us be in earnest with this

natural fact—and it is a natural fact—as we are with

all other natural facts ; let us not simply name it, and

know that it is there, and so leave it. Let us turn to

it rather, and look at it. Once, when we heard

thimder and saw lightning, we cried, God ! God ! and

ran into our caves to hide ourselves ; but by-and-by

we took courage, and stood our ground, and waited for

thunder and hghtning, till now we have made them, as

it were, even our"domestic servants. So was a natural

fact, so is it. As in this case, so in a thousand others,

God was the exclamation that summed to us variety
;

and as in it, so in them, it was not allowed to remain

a mere exclamation, a mere word, but had to transmute

itself from word to thing, or, better, had to transform

itself from the Yorstellung, the crude figurate concep-

tion, into the Begriff, the intellectually seen notion.

Now, such varieties as these of thunder and hghtning

were but examples of variety in general, were but ex-

amples of the main fact, the variety of this universe.

Now, it is not as regards any particular variety, but as

regards the universal variety, that the word God is

used now-a-days for the First and One ; and this is what

we have now to consider. (Of course, Eeligion is a

concrete of certain doctrines, and God, as the centre of

these, is a word having many meanings—a word
designative of a thought subject of many predicates

besides First and One. It is only the natural fact that
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man must think God, and must think God as First and

One, and not the developed predication of Eeligion,

which is sought to be considered here, however.)

The cry that rises spontaneously to the hps on sight

of this living variety, is God ; and the necessity of the

cry is, a First and One, a meaning to the All ! Now this

First and One, which we must think, let us take courage

and stand to see. But, let us observe well, it is as yet just

a First and One,—nut some vast Grandeur—some huge,

formed, or unformed, Awe of the imagination, which we
merely mean, but know not ; it is just a First and One,

the fact before thought, not the phantom before imagina-

tion : in a word, it is the BegrifF, and not the Vorstellung,

which we seek to take courage before, and stand to see.

So far as thought is- concerned, then, the word God

for us as yet indicates a First and One, or an explanation

of the variety. Explanation, indeed, is preferable to

First and One—for it imphes not only a First and One,

but also a transition to the many, to the variety, from

the First and One.* Let us take it so, then. God, in

what the word indicates as yet to thought, amounts to

no more than the explanation. God is the explana-

tion. But how must an explanation, or the explanation,

be thought ? For this explanation must belong to an

element of necessity ; it can be no matter of contingency

and chance ; it must be something in its nature

absolutely fixed and certain. How, then, must it be

thought ? for very certainly only m one way can it be

thought. This is the question of questions ;
this is the

beginning of thought ; this is the first of Hegel ;
this is

Alpha : how must we think the explanation ? Can we.

* Consider -what perfection of

abstraction the philosophy of the

Greeks had reached, to whom the

two simple words One and Many

embraced all the meaning we here

indicate.
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for example, think the explanation a thing, a stone

perhaps ? Can we think it water, or fire, or earth, or

air?* Can we think the explanation the sun or the

moon ? Can we think it Space ? can we think it Time ?

To all we shake the head. But we have science now,

and great groups of things have received explanations

of their own : can any of these explanations be extended

to the case before us ?

Is Magnetism an explanation for us ? Can we think

the First and One, that has power of transition to the

Many, Electricity ? Can we think a first of Electricity,

and a succession out of its identity of All ? Can Elec-

tricity make an opaque atom ? You have read the

' Vestiges,' and you have very great confidence in the

Electric brush. That the brush should become a nebula

is quite conceivable to you ; nor less conceivable is it that

the nebula should opacify infoci, and so give birth to an

opaque atom. To the question. Can Electricity make
an opaque atom, you answer then. Perhaps !—Can this

atom take life? The electric brush is still powerful

within you, and you answer again, Perhaps !—Can this

life develop and develop, and rise and rise ? you still

say. Perhaps. Can this life become in the end man and

thought ? you still say. Perhaps. Now this is the pre-

sent material theory of creation ; this is the Explana-

tion, this is the Eirst and One with transition to the

Many, this is the God of the Materiahsts. The Mate-

rialists are to themselves practical men
; they depreciate

the Imagination, and they cry up the Understanding

:

it is a remarkable fact, however, that the bulk of self-

named practical men are the slaves of phantasy merely.

It ia thus, as we see from the mythological explanation) philoso-

Ancients, that abstract thought phy arises,

begins : so after mythology (the
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Consider how it is here ! Electricity, as yet, is but a

name used as indicating the common principle of certain

separate facts. The facts remain still of an interrupted,

scattered, ill-connected nature, and the common prm-

ciple, in its vagueness, remoteness, shadowiness, is as

unsatisfactory as the facts : neither the One nor the

Many cohere well to each other ; neither the One nor

the Many cohere well to themselves, or, in other words,

the relative science is yet very imperfect. Electricity,

thus, being something unknown, and, as we say, mys-

terious, is in famous fettle for the use of Imagination,

who can easily apply it, in her dreaming way, in expla-

nation of anything unknown, seeing that being unknown

itself, it is capable of all. It is Imagination, then,

and not Understanding, which, in the case before us,

takes 'up Electricity as a phantom which is dreamed a

Eirst and One with transition, &c., but which is no

known One and of no known series. But an idol of

the phantasy, where explanation is the quest, is empty

and inexphcable. A mere name wiU not suffice here.

If you want my conviction, you must get me to under-

stand Electricity as a Eirst and One
;
you must somehow

contrive to place it before me in transition to the Many.

Has electricity as yet really effected a single transition ?

Electricity is the power of the water-drop, you say.

But even as you take it, electricity is not the water-

drop : no, even according to you, it is Hydrogen and

Oxygen that are the water-drop. You make experi-

ments, you demonstrate the power of electricity in the

water-drop to be equal to I know not what immensity of

horse-power. But what is that to HO. ? What does

your electricity do there ? Why is it necessary ? Your

explanation has infinitely comphcated the explanation,

infinitely deepened the mystery. Besides, is it so sure
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that this power is actually in the water-drop ? Your

experiment was a process, your experiment was not the

water-drop. The electricity was a product—a product

of your energy, of your operation, of your process, of

your experiment. The water-drop was left on one

side. Is it not to be suspected that Chemistry now-a-

days is largely synthetic where it is thought analytic,

multiphcative where it is thought divisive, involvative

where it is thought evolvative ? Show me a single

transition of electricity from A to B, where B is richer

and more various than A, yet still A. Show me a single

opaque atom which is electricity and only electricity.

Show this single atom becoming another. Show me
this atom taking life. Show me this life becoming

another, becoming a higher. Show me hfe becom-

ing thought. To suppose electricity thus augment-

ing itself, is it not mere superfetation of imagination^

mere poverty of thought? In practical men, too,

to whom spades are spades ! Can the understand-

ing be ever asked to look on at such a process—at

electricity as the unal first, that passes into another, an

atom, an infinity of atoms, an infinite variety of atoms

—

that passes again into another, life and an infinity of

lives,—that passes yet again into another, thought and

an infinity of thoughts ? But suppose this : electricity

made matter, matter organisation, organisation thought!

What all this time have you been doing with Space and

Time ? Has electricity made these also ? If not, then

it is not a first and one. The God of the Materialist,

then, has had a God before him who made Space and

Time ;—rather, perhaps, the Materialist was so lost in

his evolution of electiicity, that he forgot aU about

Space and Time. But let us suppose electricity adequate

to Space and Time also—what is the result then ? Why,
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then we have—certainly what is wanted—a First and

One with power of transition to the Many, a single

material principle whose own duphcation and redu-

plication have produced the All. But what is this?

A simple—in a manner, unsensuous, too, as invisible,

intangible, &c., in itself— that holds virtually in

it— that holds virtually within its own unity and

simphcity—Matter and Time and Space, and Man and

Thought and the Universe,—why this is— Ideahsm!

Between the electricity of the Materialist and the

thought of the Idealist, where is the difference?

Each is a simple that virtually is the congeries, a unity

that virtually is the Many. Ex hypothesi, electricity in

its very first germ involved the capacity to become all

the rest, that is, virtually was all the rest—that is, all

the rest is virtually, that is, ideally, in it. The rest, in

the first instance, was not actually, but only virtually or

ideally in it. The Materiahst must, then, to this extent

admit himself an Idealist, and that there is no difference

between himself and his former opposite save in the first

principle. The one says Thought, the other Electricity,

but both mean the First and One which contains all

the rest, which implies all the rest ;—the First and One

in which all the rest ideally are or were. We have

only now to consider the principles ; and if any pre-

ference can be detected in either, it will be sound

reasoning to adopt the preferable. In this way, either

the Materiahst must, seeing its superiority, adoptThought

and become wholly an Idealist ; or the Ideahst must,

seeing its superiority, adopt Electricity and become par-

tially a Materialist, that is, so far as his first principle is

concerned. But the first principle which is to contain

all the rest, being supposed material and outward,

evidently presupposes Space and Time. It must be

granted, then, that Electricity, if adequate to all the
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rest, is inadequate to Space and Time, and leaves them

there absolutely unexplained, absolutely foreign to its

own self. Here, then, the advantage is with the other

principle, Thought, which is not outward, but inward

—

which is independent of Space and Time, which in-

volves Space and Time. You can never pack Space

and Time into an outward, but you may, and very

readily, into an inward. Thought has an advantage

over Electricity here, then. Again, a second advantage

possessed by the former over the latter is, that an

inward is still nearer to me—certainly to myself, the

centre of all certainty—than any outward. Again, an

inward is hker myself, is more homogeneous than an

outward. And again, let it be said at last. Thought, as

an infinitely more powerful principle than Electricity, is

also an infinitely preferable one. But you object here

—

Thought is conditional on man, Electricity is indepen-

dent. The answer is easy : It is not certain that Elec-

tricity is independent, and it is quite certain that

Thought is as independently present in the universe

as Electricity. The world is but a congeries of means

to ends, and every example of such involves a thought.

The wing that beats the air is a thought ; an eye that

sees, a sense that feels, an articulation that moves, a

pipe that runs, a scale that protects,—aU these, and

myriads such—and they are thoughts—are as indepen-

dent in nature as Electricity. There is not an atom of

dust but exhibits quantity and quahty
;
Electricity itself

exhibits power, force, causality—and these are thoughts.

The Idealist may now say to the Materialist, then,

—

Idealism, in the end, being common to both, and my
rationale of the same being infinitely preferable to

yours, you are bound, on all laws of good reasoning,

to abandon your own and adopt mine.

How must the explanation be thought ? We name

—
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and even the Materialist will not say no—the explanation
God, and, as we have seen, these predicates mmt be
thought in his regard: that he is First, that he is

One, and that in him is transition to the Many. Now,
it is by necessity of thought that we attach these pre-

dicates, and the question is, does not the necessity of

thought go further ? We say, it will be observed, trans-

ition, and not creation ; and the reason is, that creation

is an hypothesis of imagination, and not a necessity of

thought as thought. Creation is but a clumsy rationale :

it is what Kant would call a synthetic addition ; it is a

mere addition of a pictured something to a pictured

nothing; it is a metaphor of imagination, and not a

thought of thought proper: in a word, it is a Yor-

stellung, not a Begriff ; a crude, current, figurate concep-

tion, and not a notion. Creation is but the metaphor

of transition ; the former is the Vorstellung, the latter is

the notion. The predicates we have hitherto found

are certain, then : they must be allowed. We think, and

to think is that. To think is to seek an explanation,

and an explanation is a First and One with capabihty

of transition to all actual examples of the Many. But

this principle evidently of First and One becomes the

many, and becomes the various, even by virtue of its

capabihty of transition. As many, as various, it is

endless, it is unhmited ; it is now, was, and ever "will be

;

and, however various, it is still at bottom one and the

same. This is to be granted : the Materiahst calling it

a principle, the Spirituahst and the Ideahst calling it

God, a Spirit, Thought, agree in this, that the principle

(call it as you will) must be thought as One, as Fii-st,

as capable of transition (say creation, if you will), as

nnhmited whether in Time or Space, and yet as at

bottom always self-identical. But a self-identity that
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can become otlier, both in number and in kind, is an

identity witli itself that becomes different from itself.

The principle (the principium) contains in it, involves,

implies both identity and difference. This is plain

:

granted identity alone, and you have identity, identity

—

perdrix, toujours perdrix— till the end of time, which is

never. For progress, then, for a single step, it is abso-

lutely necessary that your receipt should contain not

identity alone, but difference also. Have paper and the

colour of paper only, and all the painting in the world

will never make a mark. To suppose God creator of

this universe by act of his will, alters not the matter

one jot : in that case, he has thought difference, he has

wiUed difference, he has made difference. The difference

is stiU derived from his identity. Without his identity,

the poised universe of difference shakes, sinks, vanishes,

disappears like smoke. In short, God as thought, and

not merely imagined, involves a coexistence of iden-

tity and difference, of unity and j)lurality, of first and

last.

The predicates which we have at this moment in

characterisation of the principle or principium are :

Firstness, unity, plurality, identity, difference, illimita-

tion, and hmitation. Why, here are quite a succession

of categories from a single necessary thought. All of

these are themselves necessary thoughts. IsFo thinker

that lives and thinks, but must think one and many,

identity and difference, hmitation and iUimitation, &c.

The misfortune is, indeed, that while he must think both

of the members of each of these pairs, he conceives

it his duty somehow to think only one, and that to

think both would be self-stultification, and a contra-

diction of the laws of thought themselves. He will

see—at least he ought to see—now, however, that he

VOL. I. 0
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has been pructising a cheat on himself, and that he

vmst think both.

Now these are thoughts, and absolutely necessary

thoughts, for these thoughts are actually in the universe,

and on them the universe actually is made. Even

were there no man in the world, and were the world

supposed still to exist, there would be in the Avorld unity

and pluraUcy, and difference and identity, and hmi-

tation, &c. Nay, there are single things that are at

once all these. Space is unity, and space is plurahty

;

space is identity, and space is difference
;
space is limi-

tation, and space is illimitation. And as it is with

space, so it is with time. But neither space nor time,

nor both, can be the principle, the principium them-

selves : let them exist for ever and everyivhere, let

them coexist for ever and everywhere, still they are

barren—still from such clasps as theirs not one atom

of thought shall spring, not one atom of matter shall

drop.

There are categories, then
;
and, like water from a

sponge, they exude from the very nature of thmgs.

It is no objection, then, this of Hayni's, that we have

Nature at our back when we state these categories.

That such is the case, is beyond a doubt. StiU, these

categories, exuding from the concrete, do come together

into a common element or system, and they are the

thoughts which the natm^e of things involves, whether

there be a human thinker or not, and which are

capable of being discerned dkectly a human or any

other thinker comes upon the scene.

The first thought, of course, is simply that of First.

Before there was a first—if that be possible—there

was the thought of it. The first is the first, and that

is the thought even prior to the thing. Suppose it was
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a grain of sand that was first, why that grain of sand

involves thought : it is there in quantity and quahty,

it is alone, it virtually contains all, &c. All these are

thoughts, and first itself is a thought. But what is

first? Wliy, just God, the principle, just what is.

What is, is the first that is. But what is, is. What is

involves Being. Ah, there we have it : Being is the

absolutely first, the absolutely universal predicate in

thinking this universe, figure the subject of predication

as you may. Being, that what is, is, this is the first,

and this also is the immediate or the inderivative. It

is what is, and we do not ask for anything higher as

producer of it ; it is what is, and it is consequently the

first. JSTow, as Being is the necessary first, it will

suffice for the present to assert that what Haym calls

the long string of the categories just necessarily ravels

out of it, and simply assures itself of its own truth by

that occasional glimpse at the concrete actual to which

Haym would wholly attribute it. And such we think

a legitimate mode of iUustrating the possible or pro-

bable incubant thoughts of Hegel.

Hegel's general imdertaking, indeed, seems to be,

to restore the evolution immanent to thought itself

(which evolution has only presented itself concretely

and chronologically in the particular tliinkers preserved

in history)—to restore this evolution to universal con-

sciousness, in abstract purity, and in such wise that

the whole movement and every moment of the move-

ment should be understood as each veritably is, with

Idealism, or rather the Idee-Monad, as the result, and

thereby infinitude retrieved for man in union and

communion with God—what we may call, ' Eecovered

Paradise to all mankind.'

It is no mere process of the generalisation of

o 2
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particular historical facts, however, that we ai-e to see

in Hegel. History, no doubt, lies decidedly behind

the system, but the connexion between them is pro-

bably of a subtler nature than the usual generalisation.

We are not to suppose that Hegel has taken the exact

concrete facts of the history of philosophical thouglit

as it has manifested itself in time, and so to speak,

broken, and trod, and pressed them down into an

ultimate lymph which is thought itself in its own
nature and in its own life—not to suppose that he has

grasped the sohd masses themselves, and compressed

and kneaded them till they became the transparent and

plastic essence which is his Logic,—but rather that,

along the long range of sohd rocks from Thales to

Kant—at the foot of these—he has laid himself down

as the pure and harmonising mirror into which their

pure reflexions fall. Till the i^eader, then, has acquired

a certain ease of traffic, as it were, not with the bodies,

but with the souls of facts, the reference to history in

Hegel may as readily—to use a foreign expression

—

disorient as orient him.

B.

Hegel acts on the dictum of Aristotle, ri yaf y^ua-ig

TTis an-oplag sup^atg la-jiv, in the sense that the finding

of the knot is the loosening of it, for we may name a

main object with him to be the ehmination of the

antithesis by demonstration of the antithesis ;
Avhich

said antithesis is at first Being, and Non-being and at

last the absolute Subject-Object, the Spirit, that which

is in itself and by itself and for itself, the Absolute, the

concrete reciprocal of all reciprocals. It is also to be

seen that this reciprocity or reciprocation is in its
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nature notional, is identical with that which Kant

discovered to constitute perception, which to him was,

shortly, the subsumption of the particular under the

universal to the development of the conjunctive sin-

gular. Kant, too, perceived that Sensation and Per-

ception were but externally what thought, or the

categories, were internally. Kant, however, did not

bring his thoughts together. This was done by Hegel

to the production—and by no other means—of the

Hegehan system. He saw, first of all, in a perfection

of consciousness which Kant lacked, this reciprocity of

inner and outer, of thought and sense. He saw also

that these elements related themselves to each other as

universal and particular
;
and, seeing as much as that

at the same time that the whole reach of Kant's theory

of perception was clear before him, a theory in which

all the three moments of tlie notion have place, it was

not difficult for him to complement and complete them

by the addition of the singular. Quite generally, then,

he was able to state to himself that the ultimate truth

of the universe was just this : Notional reciprocation

pervades the whole, and is the whole
;

and, more

particularly, in this movement the ultimate point of

repose is the production of the singular by its sub-

suming the particular (which is as matter, that is, ne-

gation, or simply difierence) under the universal (which

IB form, or affirmation, or identity).

Seeing this, the next step or question would be,

how put together all the details in completeness and

perfection—how interconnect, how systematise them?

Having come to that which is most general as the

ground unit, or rather as the ground form, it would be

natural to make it the first, and endeavour to find a

transition from it to the rest. Hegel's first step, then.
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in this light, would be, in the first instance, to exclude

sense and perception as the mere other or copy of

the more important intellect. In such restriction, his

element evidently were the purely Logical. Now, the

categories lying before him, he had in them logical

elements not due to the merely subjective movement
of Notion, Judgment, and Syllogism ; and he could not

possibly escape the thought of an objective logic as

a necessary addition to the usual subjective one.

Now, how begin? What category was the most
general objective one? It was manifestly not Eelation

or Modahty ; for both Eelation and Modality concern a

foregone conclusion—presuppose, that is, their own sub-

strate. It must either be Quantity or Quality. But

the latter is evidently prior to the former. The quan-

tity of any what is a secondary consideration to the

thought itself; and we see Kant himself succumbing

to the necessity of this priority in his ' Kritik of Judg-

ment.' Let us begin with Quality, then. But what is

the most universal Quality, so far as all particular

qualities are abstracted from, and there is question

only of quality as it is thought, question only of the

thought of Quality ? Wliy, Being ! Being is a quah-

tative thought, and it is, at the same time, the most

abstract, the most universal of all thoughts. But

should we commence with this thought, transition from

it, movement is no longer possible by process of logical

generalisation : such possibility can be attained only

through the reverse process of logical determination or

specification. But a specification, beginning with such

first, Avould, if ended, especially if ended in a circle

of return—be a complete system ; and a specifica-

tion, again, can be effected only through the addition

of the necessary differentia3. But just such power
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jDossessed the formula derived from Kant. For the

genus was the same as Kant's general notion, the dif-

ference the same as his particular notion (ive may call

it so, for, though to Kant it was only materials of sense,

we know now that even so it is only the other of

thouglit, it still is m itself thought), and the species

stood to the genus and differentia just as the singular

stood to the universal and the particular.*

Seyn, Being, would be a beginning, then ; but how
find a differentia by which to convert it into a species,

which species, too, should be the absolute species

proxima? We have found the universal genus, but

how find the universal difierentia ? Wliy, if the one

is Being, if the one is the universal identity— and

manifestly the ultimate genus must be the universal

identity, and, looking at it in that way. Being is easily

seen to be just this—the other must be, as already

named indeed, the universal difference, the universal

source of distinction and separation, which just is

negation, not, or nothing. The universal difference,

then, is but the contrary of the universal genus ; and

our veiy first step has brought us to the antithesis at

its sheerest and abruptest,

Bt'.t, subsuming not or nought under Being, which is

precisely what we have to do in a process of logical

specification or determination, what species results ? To
subsume not under Being, or to incorporate not with Be-

ing, is to give not the character of Being—is, so to speak,

to being-ate not—is to give Being to not : and what

does tliat amount to but a Becoming ? Nought pass-

ing into Being (Being passing into Nought, if you will)

is surely Becoming. Now, this as first reciprocation

• It is Kant's theoiy of perception that underlies this.
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is type of all the rest. Take Hegel's widest or most

general division of Logic, Nature, Spirit : the last

subsumes the second under the first ;
Spirit logicises

Nature ; Spirit is the conjunctive Singular of the Uni-

versal Logic and of the Particular Nature
;

Spirit is

the concrete One of identity and difference. Again,

Spirit is the ultimate sublimation or concretion of the

form Becoming, as Logic is of Being (identity) and

Nature of Non-being (difference).

Of other Hegelian divisions, Begriff subsumes Wesen
imder Seyn, or Begriff, Notion, gives Being to what is

called Wesen, or essential principle ; Maass subsumes

Quantity under Quality, or Measure qualifies Quantity.

Filrsichseyn, singular Being, subjective Being, subsumes

Daseyn, particular Being, objective Being, natural

Being, under Seyn, univers^d. Being, subjective and

objective Being, logical Being, &c. &c. Li the Philo-

sophy of Nature, as in that of Spirit, the triplicity is

certainly not so formally exact as it is in these ex-

amples ; but it still aims at the same pattern, and

throughout the Logic it remains ahnost always per-

fectly true to itself. This is obvious in such examples,

for instance, as Daseyn, Quality, Something
;
Identity,

Difference, Ground
;
Substantiality, Causahty, Eecipro-

city, &c. ; where the thiixl member is the product of

the subsmnption of the second under the first, or re-

sidts, so to speak, by infecting the second with the

nature of the first. In fact, the object is to be serious

with the notion of reciprocity and its resolution in a

relation. The antithesis constituted by reciprocity is

taken in its abstractest form as Being and Nothing, and

it is gradually raised to its ultimate concretion of sub-

ject and object. The first resolutive relation, too,

Becoming, is contained in the last, the Absolute Spirit.
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We are to suppose the threads of the antithesis gra-

dually thickening from the lowest to the highest, and

the relation, or the crossing of the threads, gradually

thickening Hkewise. Throughout, then, we have but

the antithesis in its series of stages.

This exph cation goes pretty deep into the nature of

the Hegelian industry ; but Hegelian writing is not

thereby at once made current, readable at sight. No
;

Hegelian difficulty largely remains : not that it is be-

cause, as Goethe thought, Hegel wanted hghtness, or

because, as Humboldt tliought, speech had never come

to a thorough breaking-through with him. No : the

reason of the difficulty lies partly in the fact that

Hegel will give no sign of the origin of his system,

nor of the concretes that lie under his abstract cha-

racterisation
;
partly in the fact, too, that this cha-

racterisation is abstract, and the most abstract that has

ever yet been exemplified in this world : partly again

in this, that he has sought to make the abstract evolu-

tion of his Logic parallel with the concrete evolution

of philosophical thought in history ; and partly, finally,

that each sphere demands for its characterisation its

own words, which words remain ever afterwards in-

telhgible only when referred to the sphere where they,

as it were naturally, took birth and presented them-

selves. No reader, however intelhgent, will ever be at

ease with Hegel till he has gone through the whole

system of Logic with such diligence and completeness

as to have ever all the technical words present to his

consciousness in the exact sense in which they were

employed by Hegel. Even so, Hegel himself is often

in such an agony of difficulty with the refractoriness

of his own materials, and wliat he sees is so hard to

be learned from the abstraction of the lang;uao;e, that
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there is little hope of ready reading in such an element

ever for anyone.

One otlier source of difTiculty lies in tlie artificiality

and formalism whicli arc everywhere present in tlie

construction. With each new product a new differen-

tia is necessitated to be derived from this product,

which reunited to the product gives rise to a third

and higher. Such a method entails outside effort, and

the appearance of artificial straining. StiU, Hegel is to

be considered as genuine. He might certainly have

made himself perfectly easy to be understood, had he

explained his connexion to Kant, and described wliat

he would be at both in principle, method, and result

;

and so far suspicion and ill-mil will always foUow him.

Nevertheless, Hegel is the historical continuator of Kant,

and he has really carried forward the interest of philo-

sophy as received from the hands of Kant. Nay, with

all its artifice, his method is the true one—that is, if

Kant was right, and a science of Metaphysic is now

founded and begun—and the elevation of the antithesis

must henceforth be the business of philosophy, as it is

of experience probably, and life itself.

C.

Few things more tantalising, after ail, than Hegel's

constant reference to the Notion, the Begriff. What, of

course, is meant, is the logical notion, or the notion as

notion. It will not do, however, to have recom-se here

to merely technical Logic, to merely technical definition,

and content ourselves with a mere phrase, a mere abstract

expression. Any mere technicahty of any mere book is

something very different from what Hegel aims at. The

Notion, in fact, is the concrete notion ; the notion is the
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notion that was taken up by Kant, and wliich, pass-

ing through the hands of Fichte and Schelhng, reached

finall}^ those of Hegel himself. The Notion, then, is

simply Kant's notion ; and the transformation of Kant's

notion into Hegel's Idea, is the one business of the

Hegelian Logic. The Notion, in short, is Eeciprocity.

For tliis is the true name for the purpose that impelled

Kant in a similar direction in Metaphysic to that of

Copernicus in Astronomy. Kant sought to invert the

relation
;
sought rather more than this—to reciprocate

the relation—to prove objects not only affecting, but

affected ; that is, not only influencing us, but mfluenced

by us. The notion, then, passing from Hume to Kant

in the form of Causahty, was converted by the latter

—

virtually—into that of Eeciprocity. Eeciprocity—this

is the ultimate abstraction for, the ultimate generalisa-

tion of, the work of Kant ; this is this work's true

appellation. Most wonderful is the penetrating, rend-

ing, irresistible force of Hegel. Thought becomes

reduced before him to its ultimate nerve : the volumes

of Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz, Locke, Hume, are

transformed to sentences in a paragraph ; and the vast

Kant has become a single word. Substance becomes

Causahty, Causahty becomes Eeciprocity, and Eecipro-

city becomes the Notion. Li Kant, liowever, it was

only the notion an sich, the notion m itself; it had the

immediacy, the identity, the instinctivity, the un-

consciousness of Nature. In Kant it only appeared,

but it knew not its own self in him ; or Kant was

quite unconscious that the one notion which moved in

his whole industry was Eeciprocity. From Kant and

the stage of immediacy, it soon passed, however, to

Fichte and Schelhng, or the stage of reflexion, the

stage of the difference, the stage of negation, the stao-e
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of particularisation, and as soon, finally, to Hegel, or

the stage of complete and total reconciliatioji and in-

sight—the stage of singularisation, which is the stage

also of the restoration of immediacy by the sublation

of mediacy (the negation of the negation, or, what is

the same thing, commediation with self). lieciprocity

on this last stage, being developed to its issues, is now
the Idea, which one word expresses the resolution of

objectivity in reciprocity with subjectivity and of sub-

jectivity in reciprocity with objectivity into the concrete

reciprocity of the notion, the logical notion, the notion

as notion, which is itself a reciprocity, and the ultimate

reciprocity of universahty, particularity, and singularity.

All this, of course, is very hard to realise to understand-

ing
;
but, after a due analysis both of Kant and Hegel,

the desu'ed ' light ' will always ' go up ' to honest

labour.

All this can be said differently ; it is all capable of

being expressed in the Aristotelian formula that relates

to Eorm, Matter, and perfect Actualisation. The ouva-

fjLic, uXt], and svTcXs^sia * of Aristotle amount pre-

cisely to the Begriff, Urtheil, and Schluss of Hegel. In

fact, aU that is said in Hegel is but the smgle principle

involved in this formula, in one or other of its innu-

merable forms : always and everywhere with him and

in him we have to do wholly and solely "with the

resultant unity of a triple reciprocity. And in this, it

may be, Hegel has hit an essential, or the essential secret

* Dr. Thomas Brown was talking ' Actuality
;

' but it is, perhaps,

of the ' mystic Entelecheia' of Ari- doubtful whether they yet under-

stotle as something unfathomable stand it in this way—that the acorn

at a time when it had been familiar is Form, the elements it absorbs

to Hegel at least for some years, are Matter, and the consummation

Later English lexicons profess to of both in the perfect oak is the

convey it perfectly by the word Entelechy.
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of the universe. ' Oinne trinum perfectum rotundum
;

all good tilings are three : three is the sacred number,

the fundamental figure, the foot that scans the rhyth-

miis of the Universe.' This is the ultimate cell, the

multiplication and accumulation of which has built the

All. The universal becomes particular, and both are

resolved or combined into singularity, Avhich, indeed,

only realises each. Any cell in its material, structure,

and function, will be found to illustrate this. Such, in-

deed, is the inner nature, the inner movement, the

rhythm of self-consciousness itself; and self conscious-

ness is ih.e,prius of AU. It is the first and centre, and

all else are but reduphcations, inspissations, crassations

of it outwards. This simplicity constitutes a great

difficulty in Hegel ; for with whatever he may be

occupied, he can always only see in it the same form,

and speak of it in the same dialect. Hegel's so fre-

quent utterance in regard to immediacy which has made
itself such by resolution of mediacy attaches itself to

the same principle. It hangs with this, too, that what

is to explain, account for, or act as ground m any

reference, is always with Hegel the stage which is

named Schluss, Entelechy, Singularisation, Eecon-

cihation, &c., the nature of which just is that it is

an Immediate resultant from Mediacy, the inner nerve

being always reciprocity.

Hegel just modified and developed the stand-point of

Kant. In his hands, for example, the categories must

become the category or the notion ; and this again,

freed from subjectivity, and looked at objectively as

what is, must become the Absolute or the Idea in its

first, or simplest, or most abstract form or principle.

When, indeed, ' the hght went up ' to him from Kant,

his object would be to complete these categories, these
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substantial creative notions, — to complete them, to

found them, and to derive them from a principle—from
a something first, simple, and certain. But, witli

such abstract generalised notions or universals before

him, the inquest or request would naturally be the

abstract generalised universal notion as notion. From
this he could begin : this should be the life of all the

other generalised notions (as being their universal), and
through them of all existence generally. What is this

ultimate notion, then ? What is the notion as such ?

Where find it ?—how conceive it ? These presumably

were Hegel's first thoughts, and we are here certainly

on his real trail, which Haym, with all his laborious

investigation of the Hegehan steps in the writings

themselves both published and manuscript of Hegel,

has unquestionably missed. This, indeed, could only

manifest itself (as in our case it did only) to one who
stood at last on an exliaustive analysis of the ' deduction

of the categories.' From such coigne of vantage, there

is a sudden ghmpse at last into the initial secret of Hegel,

his junction to the world of his predecessors, the one

broad bridge that at once made him and them, a one

and identical common country.

With all effort, Hegel could not expect to attain

what he sought immediately. But as regards where he

ought to search, he would find himself naturally referred

to Logic. But what is Logic ? what is the foundation

of Logic ? How came Logic to birth ? What is so

named, is seen at first sight to imply, at all events, that all

other concretes are left out of view, presumably, per-

haps, as considered to their ultimate, and that thought

abstractly, thought as thought, is what is now examined.

Historically, then, all objective elements and interests

are behind Logic
;

or, historically, so situated is the
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genesis of Logic. In other words, Logic is the his-

torical outcome of the investigation of all particular

concretes which present themselves. So it is that Logic

becomes, as it were, the biographic ghost of history in

its element of abstract or generahsed thought. Nay,

the steps of geuerahsation wliich present themselves, so

to speak, histoiically in the life of the public individual,

may be seen to repeat themselves—in the progress from

instinct to reason, from brutality to morality, &c. &c.

—

biographically in the life of the private individual. In

this manner there is the glimpse of a concrete Logic

obtained. But Hegel must be conceived as returning

from such general view to the particular question.

What is the notion as notion ? And in the answer to

this question it is that the origin, the principle, the

form, and even, in a certain light, the matter of the

Hegelian system lie. But we may come to the same

point from other directions.

There is in the brain of Hegel a dominant metaphor.

This metaphor relates to a pecuhar evolution which is

characterised thus : It begins, of course, with a first

;

but this first is presently seen to imply its opposite,

which opposite, developed in its turn, coalesces with

the former to the production of a third, a new form,

constituted by and containing, but only impliciter the

two former as moments. This third, this new form,

develops itself now up to the full of its unity, and is

presently seen to imply its opposite—vdth the same

results. JSTow, we have to conceive this process repeated

again and again tiU an end is reached ; which end, we
have further to conceive, passes back into the first, and

thus the whole movement constitutes a simple circle.

Each link in this circular chain, too, is seen to be a kind

of triple unity. Ever, indeed, there seems somehow
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a flight of tliree, tlie kist of wliicli is always a return to

the first, but clianged, as if it were richer, heavier, more
complete—more completely developed, in fact. Eacli

of the three terms concerned must be conceived to

begin, to fill, to reach its full ; and when full, to show,

as it were, the germ of its opposite, which rising u]) into

its full, seeks union and coalescence with its former to

a new production. This is the one metaphor of the

thought of Hegel ; and even here we can see that Ave

have never moved from the spot ; for this metaplior is

but another way of expressing the one movement or

principle already characterised in so many ways as

^ovaaig, uAtj, ivrsXe^sia
;
Begriff, TJrtheil, Schluss ; Uni-

versality, Particularity, Singularity
;
Thesis, Antithesis,

Synthesis
;
Being, Essence, Notion, &c. &c. Wlierever

we are, in Hegel indeed we have ever tlie same triplet

before us in one or other of its innumerable forms.

Always there are the two. opposites or reciprocals

which coalesce hke acid and alkah to a base—a base in

which they still implicitly are, but only as moments.

This base, again, if the result of its moments, is really

their base, their ground, their foundation, their Grund-

lage. If they found it, it founds them. It is the

mother-liquor into which they have passed : it is a living

base out of which they can arise and show themselves,

and into which they can again disappearingly return.

This is the Hegelian metaphor : a ground, a base, from

which arise members, which again withdraw them-

selves—a differentiated Common or One. And what is

this but the disjunctive or reciprocal whole of Kant,

suggested to him by the disjunctive judgment, and dis-

cussed by him at so much length, and with such fresh,

new, and creative vigour ? A sphere of reciprocity

:

this is the whole. This is the Hegelian Idee-Monad.
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The reciprocity still must be understood as notional

reciprocity—the triple reciprocity of universal, par-

ticular, and singular, each of which, as reciprocal of

the others, holds the others in its own way, and is in

fact the others. It is Identity gone into its differences

indeed, but still even in these identical with itself.

Differentiated identity, or identified difference, con-

stitutes the one reciprocal sphere of Hegel—a sphere

which is the Avhole universe—a sphere which is each

and every atom in the universe—a sphere which, as self-

consciousness, or rather as the Notion (self-consciousness

in its simplest statement), is the one soul, the one spirit

—which is hfe, vitality itself—and the only life, the

only vitality. Thus it is—which is so curiously cha-

racteristic of the Hegelian philosophy— that every

attempt to understand or explain any the least con-

siderable of its terms becomes a flight into the system

itself. So, for particular example, is it that the third

is always the base and the truth of the first and

second. We see this corroborated by fact ; for it is

simply the progress of thought to give itself the new
as the reason or explanation or ground of the old, or of

what preceded it. Thus it is that the modern world is

the truth of the ancient, Spinoza the truth of Descartes,

Hume the truth of Locke, and Kant the truth of

Hume, as Hegel is of Kant. On this last particular

ground, and in harmony with the whole system, Begriff

is third where Seyn and Wesen are first and second.

The Hegelian Logic even outwardly presents these

three stadia, and the reason hes in the Hegelian notion,

or is just another side of the Hegelian metaphor

There is opposed to Perception this world of outer

images : these constitute the Seyn, the Immediacy.

But now Understanding takes what Perception offers—

-

VOL. I. r
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will not content itself with what Perception offers as

it is offered, will treat tliis in its way, and insists on

demanding the inner nature of this outer nature, the

inner being of this outer being ; it insists on satisfaction

to its own Rejlexion, and demands the Wesen of this

Seyn, the inner essentity of this outer appearance, tlie

Noumenon of the rha3nomenon. But all this can be

said in the two words, Begriff and Urtheil. The act of

Perception may be named the immediate Begriff, the

Begriff in itself: in itself as being yet only virtual, that

is, existent and factual, but object of consciousness as

yet neither to itself nor anything else ; in itself, too, as

really in itself, for every particular into which the

whole sphere (or notion) goes asunder, constitutes, eacli

with each, just what the sphere or notion is in itself ; and

in itself as really in itself in this sense, that to whatever

yet it may develop itself, that development depends

on, is conditioned by, the first natural genn as it was

in itself when first manifested. In particular explana-

tion of the third or last phase, it may be stated that

self-will is the notion in itself of the whole developed

notion of morahty. At the same time, it will be as

well to enter a caveat against this statement being

supposed to favour what is called the selfish system.

Self-will is the notion of morality in itself ; but it is

only through its negative of humihation and submission

that it reaches its own consummation ; and this can

hardly be a dogma of the Selfish System.

But if the act of Perception be the notion in itself,

the act of Understanding is the notion for itself Per-

ception is content to hold its matter just as it is, and

asks no further. Understanding is not so content

;

Understanding will not so hold its matter, Understand-

ing must peep and pry and spy into. Understanding
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mnst separate, its matter—separate it for its own pas-

sage into it : Understanding, too, having once effected

this separation, keeps it up ; it regards this separation

as the truth ; it holds each part to be in its truth only

"when separated from the whole, and in isolation by

itself : Understanding, that is, puts faith only in its

own abstractions. Perception holds what we may call

its matter—Perception itself being only relatively as

form

—

immediately ; whereas Understanding will hold

and must hold this matter (the same matter) only

mediately. But the object or matter immediately is

the object or matter in itself, and the object or matter

mediately is just the object or matter for itself. Under-

standing, then, will not have the object otherwise than

as it is mediately, as it is in reflexion, as it is for and by

itself. Understanding, that is, scouts outer nature,

and will have inner nature. Though it has it there as

in Perception, it still asks what is it ? It demands the

Wesen of this Seyn. Seyn, then, is the intent, ingest,

or matter of all Perception ; and Wesen is the mtent,

ingest, or matter of all Understanding : and this matter

in Perception is only unmittelhar or an sicJi, while in

Understanding it is mittelhar or fur sich. In Percep-

tion, that is, it is just the undeveloped Begriff, just

what is apprehended or begrasped in its first direct

unity ; but in Understanding it is the judgment—(a

judgment has been passed on the matter in regard to

what it is)—and the judgment is the Ur-iheil, the pri-

mal or primitive parting, the dis-ceimment. But now
is the opportunity of the third branch of Logic, of

Eeason, to reunite in the Schluss, what has been sepa-

rated by Understanding in the Urtheil, and restore it

to the unity of perception in the higher form of reason :

in which form it is the notion, the logical notion, the

p 2
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true and complete notion, and Seyn and Wesen are now
complemented by their third.

But here now, then, we have a new triad for the prin-

ciple of Hegel : Simple Apprehension, Judgment, and

Eeasoning ! The three stadia of common Logic are,

after all, representative of what Hegel would be at

!

The three stadia of common Logic constitute but a

stage of the Hegelian evolution—constitute between

them but the Hegelian Notion—and in very perfect

form ! Hegel too, then, has seen into the depths of

the meaning of the common Logic ; and he cooperates

with Kant to restore it from death and inanity to life

and wealth. How striking this placing parallel with

each other the forms—Perception and Simple Appre-

hension ; and the matters—Seyn and BegrifT! What
vision this of Understanding as that which separates

and remains fixed by what it separates—the judgment,

the Urtheil, which is the primitive parting ! What new

truth in the function of Eeason as reconcHiant specu-

lation, which restores the notion, the first product as it

came to us, but now in its very truth ! What wonderful

sagacity to regard all—Begriflf, Urtheil, Schluss—as

but the turns of a single movement, which movement

is the one essential secret of all that is !

But this—the psychological triad of Perception,

Understanding, and Eeason, or the logical one of Simple

Apprehension, Judgment, and Eeasoning—is capable

of being apphed both historically and biographically.

Historically—Seyn, the intent of Perception, sufficed

the earliest men. The Notion, the Begriff, what was

simply begrasped and begriped of Simple Apprehen-

sion, was enough for them. They asked no questions,

they simply lived ; it was an era of Paith. How many

times the Notion, meaning thereby the whole logical
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movement—and that is tantamount to the whole vital

movement—has passed through its own phases histo-

rically, cannot be said. There seems good reason for

supposing the philosophy of Aristotle to have been in

some sort an Absolute Idealism ; and in that case, the

Greeks at all events represent one complete cycle of

the JSTotion. We see the stage of Perception and Seyn,

or of Simple Apprehension and Begrilf, the age of faith,

in Homer. Then the first appearance of the Urtheil,

of the separating and dis-cernmg Understanding, the

first appearance of the Negation, is the turning of such

thinkers as Thales and the other Ionics on the Seyn,

outer being, and the questionmg of it, the demanding

the Wesen, the inner principle of it, the resolution of

it by reflexion into its differences, water, fire, earth, and

what not. Then the separation, the reflexion, the abs-

traction, the generalisation so begun— a beginning of

IdeaHsm it is, for even Water when proposed as the

principle by Thales is, as Hegel tells us, but a begin-

ning of Idealism ; if it is the principle, it is a unity

which ideally holds, which ideally is, the total variety

—waxed more and more perfect, more and more pure,

in the succeeding philosophers. We have Pythagoras,

for example, seeking an explanation in the numerical

difference, which is so far an abstracting from outer

solidity. Then we have the first absolutely abstract

thought, the Eleatic being. In fact, Heraclitus, Demo-

critus, Anaxagoras, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, can be all

used as types of certain stages of the movement of the

notion and applied in explanation of the system of

Hegel. Of this movement, we may conceive the

modern world to constitute another cycle. In the

Middle Ages, there was simple apprehension— the

reign of Faith. Then came Eeflexion to break into
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tliis unity, and set up the differences as principles.

Tliis Eeflexion, as in Greece so here, cuhninated in an

age of AuflcUirung. People conceived themselves fully

enhghtened as to their ancient folly, and hastened to

rid themselves of it at the shortest—in some cases, as

Carlyle lias it, by setting fire to it. But, looking at

this Eeflexion only in the philosophical element, and
omitting Descartes, Spinoza, and the rest, we remark
that the Aufklarung culminated in David Hume, and
passing from him to Kant, received from this latter its

first turn into the final form, completed by Hegel, of

the universal reconcihant Idea or Schluss of Specula-

tion and Eeason. This last form is what we have now
to welcome : the doubts, despaks, despondencies of

mere reflexion are ended ; we have to quit the penal

fire of the negative, and emerge into the sunshine of

the new and higher positive—of the positive whicli

restores to us, and in richer form, all that understand-

ing, all that reflexion, all that scepticism and the en-

lightment of the eighteenth century had bereft us of.

Thus does the Notion describe its cycles ; and it may

be remarked of these, that each, though full, is a rise

on its predecessor. The Greek, though a complete

cycle, is still, as it were, in the form of the first mo-

ment, Seyn ; it is a cycle an sick The modern world

again is dominated by Wesen, and may be named a

cycle fiir sick. To believe the analogy, we shall be

followed then by a cycle an und fiir sich, in which

Eeason shall predominate! How strangely this co-

heres with prophecy and the utterances of Scripture

!

What is said historically, may be said biographically

:

Seyn, Wesen, Begriff, or Begriff, Urtheil, Schluss, are

the three stages in the life of every thinker.

Why the Notion, Begriff, is thii'd to Being and
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Essence, will have now made itself apparent in a variety

of ways. The directest is simply that of what is : Seyn

is the first form, Wesen the second, and BegrifF the

third. This explains itself at once by reference to the

faith of the religions era, the unrest of the reflective

era (Hume), and tlie restored repose of the rational era

elTected by the Notion of Kant and Hegel. The third

form can be easily seen, too, though preceded by the

others, to be at the same time the ground, Grundlage,

or containing base of these. We may remark here, too,

that we have now the necessary hght whereby to place

and appreciate Comte. The constitution of the Notion

really gives him a show of truth as regards an age of

Eehgion and an age of Metaphysic ; but it is a fatal

error to suppose them past only, and not still operant,

now and always : Comte, too, knows nothing of the how

or luhy^ or real nature of his ages, and it is amusing to

compare his third and final (the Aufkliirung) with that

(Reason, Faith) of Kant and Hegel. Comte, with the

smu^king, self-complacent sufficiency of the shallow,

orders us to return to Seyn (Perception), Phenomena
;

and knows not, that he brings to the examination of the

same, all the categories of reflexion, full-formed, and

in that he drifts a prey to these categories, thinks him-

self by their means (whose nature is hid from him)

master of the Phenomena

!

The third paragraph of the opening of the third

volume of the Logic of Hegel, entitled ' Vom Begrifi" im

Allgemeiuen,' may be translated thus :

—

' Objective Logic, which considers Being (Seyn)

and Inbeing or Essentity (Wesen), constitutes properly
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the genetic exposition of the Notion, More parti-

cularly, Substance is the real Inhemg, or Inbeing so far

as it is united with Outbeing (Seyn) and gone over into

Actuahty. The Notion has, therefore. Substance as its

immediate presupposition ; or Substance is that in itself

which the Notion is as in manifestation. The dialectic

movement of Substance tlirough Causality and Eeci-

procity onwards, is therefore the immediate genesis of

the Notion, and by this genesis its Becoming is repre-

sented. But its Becoming, like Becoming everywhere,

implies that it (the Becoming) is the reflexion of what

becomes into its Ground, and that the next presentant

other into which the former (that which is engaged

becoming) has passed, constitutes the truth of this

former. Thus the Notion is the truth of Substance

;

and while the particular mode of relation in Substance

is Necessity, Freedom manifests itself as the truth of

Necessity, and as the mode of relation in the Notion.'

It was in reading this passage that the historic ' hght

went up to us ' as to what the BegrifF really meant. Of

com^se, it was known, we may say, all along pre\aously,

that, as stated by Schwegler and Haym, it was a tenet

of Hegel that the history of philosophy was, in outward

concretion and contingency, what the development of

the Notion was in the mward concretion and necessity

of Logic. But still, on the whole, the tenet was looked

loosely at, in the manner of Haym and Schwegler them-

selves, as a mere analogy and ideal, as a mere Eegula-

tive, and not by any means as a Constitutive. Schwegler

expresses this thus :
—

' History is no sum in arithmetic

to be exactly cast up. Nor anywhere in the history of

philosophy, either, can there be talk of an a priori con-

struction ; what is factual cannot be apphed as the illus-

trative exeraplication of a ready-made notional schema:
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but the data of experience, so far as capable of a critical

inquest, are to be taken. as ready-furnished to us, and

their rational connexion is to be analytically exposed
;

only for the arrangement and scientific articulation of

this historical material can the Speculative idea supply

a Eegulative.' As said, however, in reading the above

passage from Hegel, ' a light went up,' and Hegel was

seen to be much more in earnest with his peculiar tenet

than it seemed to have occmTed to anyone even to

surmise. It was seen, in fact, that the Notion was

Kant's notion, and that its genesis lay in the thinking

of the philosophers who had preceded him,—in the

thinking, that is, of Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz, Locke,

Hume, to whom Substance really presented itself

—

though each named it otherwise, perhaps—as what

was the whole object of inquiry and research. Con-

crete facts do undoubtedly he behind the abstraction of

Hegel ; and if this abstraction can, on one side, be

viewed as the development of thought as thought,

apart from any other consideration, it can also be

viewed, on the other side, as being but the counter-

part of the actual particular facts of history. To him,

indeed, who is well read in history in general, and in

that of philosophy in particular, the hght now offered

will shine into meaning many tracts of Hegel which

might have appeared previously quite impervious.

Li further reference to the exposition of Substance

being the genesis of the Notion, we remark, that what is

in and for itself, is to itself at once its own ground and

its own manifestation, its own identity and its own dif-

ference, its own affirmation and its own negation, &c. &c.

Now Substance is aU this : the notion conveyed by this

word is just that it is its own Wesen and its own Seyn,

its own Inbeing and its own Outbeing, its own ground
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and its own manifestation, &c. It is evident tliat the

sort of movement involved here in this species of play

between inside and outside, ground and manifestation,

identity and difference, may be appropriately termed

reflexion : for neither factor is, in itself, absolute, inde-

pendent, isolated, &c. ; neither factor has an inde-

pendent existence—both have only a relative existence,

either is quite as much in its other as in itself. The

ground is ground ]ViS,t because of the manifestation, and

the manifestation is manifestation just because of the

ground. Thus they are reciprocals, and reciprocals in

unity. Again, the Notion—that is, our notion, Kant's

notion, or rather now Hegel's notion—is the unity of

Being and Eeflexion, or Seyn and Wesen. The cate-

gories, or in their universal, the category, let us say,

is as much outward as inward ; it is what is, whether

we look outwards or inwards ; that is, it is Seyn, Being.

And again, inasmuch as m it we can look both outwards

and inwards, it involves or is Eeflexion ; that is, the

Notion is the Unity of Being and Eeflexion. In fact,

all that is wished to be said here (beginning of fourth

paragraph of ' Vom Begriff im Allgemeinen '), is that

the movement of Substance is manifestation of what it

is in itself, and this manifestation is identical with what

it is in itself, and Substance and Manifestation are just

identical together and hi general: fiu^ther, that this

movement of Substance is evidently identical with the

movement of the Notion, and the former constitutes

thus the genesis of the latter. In other words, the evo-

lution of Substance through Causahty, Eeciprocity, &c.,

in the heads of Spinoza, Hume, and Kant terminated

in the genesis of the Idea in the brain of Hegel. In

short, Descartes, Spinoza, Hume, &c. are simply abs-

tracted from, and the development which these and
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Others gave to Substance (for the object then was an

inner principle or truth that should explain phenomena

—and such is Substance) may be considered as the

development of Substance itself, or as the dialectic

movement of the plastic All of thought which was then

in the form of Substance.

Substance unites in its own self both of the correlative

sides : it is that which as Inbeing is also Outbeing

;

it is both iimer ground and outer manifestation ; that

is, it is Actuahty, or what actually is. There can be no

doubt but the thoughts of Descartes, and the rest,

circled around the poles which these simple ideas re-

present. ' Substance is that in itself which the Notion

is in manifestation.' This means, Kant's Notion which

is now in actual manifestation—is but a development

from Substance ; and Substance, therefore, was in itself

what Kant has actually developed it into. The dialectic

movement of Substance through Causality and Eecipro-

city onwards is therefore the immediate genesis of the

Notion ; and by this genesis its Becoming is represented.

Till the present moment, however, this literal truth to

history on the part of Hegel, especially as concerns the

characteristic tenets both of Kant and himself, has re-

mained invisible. Categories, Dialectic, Method, have
all been regarded as appurtenances of the system, and
of nothing but the system : close literal generalisation,

though in ultimate abstraction, of actual outer facts

seems never to have been suspected ; and Hegel's claim

on actual history has simply given rise—so far as precise

fact was concerned— to incredulous shakings of the

head. The truth in general, however, is what was said

a short way back, of Hegel being a pure mirror into

which fell the piu-e reflexions of the long Une from
Thales to Kant ; and in particular the truth is, that the
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text of the Logic may in tliis place be regarded as a direct

allegory of the actual origin of the Idea of Hegel in his

studies of his immediate predecessors, especially Kant.
Hegel does not stop at reciprocity, and it may appear

wrong, therefore, to assert that the notion is recipro-

city. It is to be admitted that the notion is beyond
and more than simple reciprocity : still it preserves the

colour and lineaments of its parent ; and the notion is

a reciprocity, the Notion, in fact, is the notional reci-

procity represented by any one of the many tiiads

we have already seen. This, we may just point out in

passing, has escaped Eosenkranz, who mistakes the

genesis of the Notion so absolutely, that he proposes a

reform of the HegeHan Logic, the main item of which
is—the stultification of actual history, first of all—the

insertion of Teleology between Eeciprocity and the

Notion! It wants but a very shght glance at the

system to discern that it is a triple sphere of triple

spheres endlessly within one another almost in the

fashion of a Chinese toy, and that the essential prin-

ciple of each triphcity is reciprocity. Compare Logic

and Nature, for example, as they appear in the system :

is it not as if there were an inner congeries hanging

down side by side with an outer congeries, without

direct transition from the one to the other, but each

perfectly parallel to the other—parallel, that is, in

reciprocity ? Is not the Hegelian method but an evo-

lution or development—an expansion through all that

is, of the Notion ? Is it not simply an exhibition or

demonstration of the Notion m all that is in existence,

or an arrangement of all that is in existence on the

Notion? What is the precise meaning, for example,

now, of Hegel's rejection of what he calls raisonne-

ment? Why, raisonnement is the method that existed
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while causality was the notion ; but that method it is

proper to withckaw and change, now that reciprocity

(in a notional form certainly) is the notion. This is a

true insight into the most characteristic and obscure of

all the very extraordinary procMes of Hegel. Wliile

causality reigned, explanation consisted in assigning a

reason for a consequent ; that is, raisonnement was the

method. Now, however, that reciprocity reigns, it is

reciprocity that must guide, and constitute henceforth

(till a new principle) the method of all theorising, and

of all explanation. And this is simply what Hegel has

performed : instead of accounting for this universe by

a series of causes and effects, or reasons and conse-

quents, he has simply carried his notional reciprocity,

orderingly, arrangingly, into it, and presented it to us

as a sphere of spheres, all of which follow notional

reciprocity as their law and principle.

What is said in regard to the relativity, or mode of

relation which obtains in Substance as opposed to that

which obtains in the Notion, is very important, and

displays a most deep and unmistakable historical dye.

On the stage of Substance, man, as his thought could

only then show to him, was under Necessity ; and Ne-

cessity constituted then the great subject of discussion :

but here, on the stage of notional reciprocity, the prius

of which exhibits itself as subjective or of the nature

of thought, we are in an element of Freedo]ii, that

element being thought or reason, which is but our

inmost selves, and which to obey, then, is but to obey

ourselves—is but Self-obedience, and that is Liberty. It

is historical also, that he who first announced the

notion of reciprocity, and in its subjective or notional

form, was the same Kant who was the first to demon-
strate, as if by exact proof, this fact of our Moral
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Liberty or Freedom. Is it not wonderful concentration
on the part of Hegel, then, to shut up such enormous
masses as the discussions of Kant in single and brief

phrases ?

Still, there is difficulty enough: this (the fourth

paragraph of ' Vom Begriff im AUgemeinen ') is, on the

whole, one of those hopeless passages which so often

bring the reader of Hegel into the gull of vexfition and
the bitterness of despair. One can fancy that the

dogged German student—to whom at least the lan-

guage is vernacular, and to whom, consequently, there

is nothing extraordinaiy, nothing actually maddening
in the mere sound—passes steadily on right through

all this, and arrives at the very end, not only of the

passage, but of the volume, with all in his memory.
One can understand, too, that so arrived, and so endowed
with and by memory, the sohd German student will be

able henceforth to philosophise hke the rest

—

vjiW be

able to gloze and prose, and pose his BegrilTe as sagely

and as solemnly as any of them. One feels hardly as

well satisfied as the German student with this state of

the case, however : it is one thing to maunder eruditely

in the chair of a Professor, but quite another to see

clearly on the feet of a man. To get Hegel by heart

may content a Eosenki'anz ; but the necessity of the

Briton is to see. In the Egyptian fog of the first

sentence of the above paragraph, however, is it possible

to any man, Briton or other, to see.^ How hopeless

the British student of Hegel finds himself in such a

quandary as this ! Of course, he is at a full stop. If

he has not yet tried the second book of the objective

Logic, winged by hope from the reference, he tries it

now, but speedily shuts it again to begin at the first

which is but too evidently the prehminar}'- necessity.
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The first, however, is no less obdurate than the others
;

and the baffled reader finds himself impotent, imbecile,

flushed, on the outside of a vast block, inaccessible,

impenetrable, hopeless as the flank of Atlas. But is

Hegel always then to remain this intemerate height ?

Not so : the historical and other clues which we are

here engaged on will be found, in the end (as we have

largely seen akeady), adequate to a successful ascent

here and everywhere.

Philosophy has reached in Kant an entire new po-

sition. Kant may be named that position an sich ;

Eichte and Schelhng, the same fur sich ; and Hegel is

its an und fur sich—the absolute power, the pure

negativity, that, as absolute power, renects itself with

itself, and so is an und fur sich. Hegel thus indicates

that he has consummated the whole task of the ages

by bringing the All to the last orb and drop and point

of unity in the negative fur sich ; that is, the All both

in the one whole and the infinite details ; and this, too,

for itself or consciously, the fully objectivised or filled

subjectivity, and the fully subjectivised or vitalised

objectivity—which latter result indicates a life that, as

it were, eats up all objects into its own self, into its

own unity, so that all that is remains at last the reine

Negativitdt; negative in that it has negated all into

itself ; but negative, too, in that it can negate itself into

All, the One into the Many as well as the Many into

One, Unity into Variety as well as Variety into Unity,

Identity into Difference as well as Difference into

Identity,

But just this is the Notion, or the Notion is just the

pure negativity that negates its One (the Universal)

into Many (the Particular), and negates this Many
again into the One which is the concrete Singular and
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Unity of both. This is but the general expression of

the Notion ; but no notion is different. No object in

the outer world even but is so constituted : a grain of

sand even is a universal which has passed into a par-

ticidar, and has again coliered into a singular. Nay,

apart from this constitution, what is the sand? Can

any one tell this ? Is it sayable ? Anything else, in

truth, is but abstract reference to itself, and is wliat tlie

Germans call a Gemeintes—a thing meant, a tljing

opined merely. In fact, we are to track and trace tlie

Notion everywhere. Everything runs through its

moments. These moments constitute the universal

movement. Consider these moments in the form of

the three historical periods, of the three ph5'-sologictal

acts, or best of all, of the three logical functions ! As

Seyn (Simple Apprehension), for example, we have the

first reflexion of the Notion, as Nichts (Judgment) the

second, and as Werden (Eeason) the third, which last

is the negation of the negation, or the restoration of

the first in higher form.

Hegel, then, completed Kant by ascending to the

category of the categories—the category as such, the

Notion. This, without doubt, he was enabled to effect

by a careful analysis of the source from which Kant

himself had supplied himself—^Formal Logic. The

result of this analysis was discernment of the notion,

and consequently of the fact, that all Philosophy (On-

tology included) had gone mto Logic, which fact he

henceforth proclaimed. He saw, moreover, that the

entke of philosophic thought which had preceded the

new position inaugurated by Kant, constituted what

might be named an Objective Logic. The realisation

of this Objective Logic, he was gradually enabled to

accomphsh by a profound study of the liistoiy of philo-
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sophy, but always in the company of the Kantian

categories and his own generahsation of the same.

He fomid, for example, that a beginning was almost

indifferent (the beginnmg of all philosophy that pre-

ceded Kant viewed as an Objective Logic, which is

the true beginning, being unconsidered), inasmuch as

what was everywhere, and repeated itself everywhere,

was simply the Notion. Quantity, for instance, (as

seen in Kant,) formally expresses the notion in univer-

sality, particularity, and singularity. Nay, Quantity in

its notion is but the Notion. Quality is equally so,

for its third member, Limitation, is very inadequately

represented by this word. Eelatiou exhibits the same

nature. Other assonances, but essentially of the same

character, present themselves. Thus, Immediate is the

unparticularised Universal, Eeflexion is the Particular,

and the commediated result or notion is the Singular.

In short, these and other triads represent the Notion.

With this mode of viewing all things, it is not difficult

to see that Seyn is just the beginning that woidd occur

to thought ; and the history of philosophy demonstrates

it to have so occurred, and as such. It is the univer-

sahty as such, the ultimate generality or abstraction;

it is the Immediate—it is formal, it is identical ; as it

was the first stage of historical thought, so it is the

first stage of biographical thought—it is the absolutely

first and simple, that is, it is the first of everything and

the base of everything. How else can one begin than

by saying it is ? The is must be simply accepted
;

what we have to do is to understand it. It is stupid

abstraction to seek to start before is, is. The besinnine

as beginnmg is just it is ; till you can say that, you
can say nothing ; and it is the first thing you can say :

indeed, should you go back into an ultimate analysis

VOL. I. Q
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of what is, it is the first thing you must just simply

say. It is just the beginning of Descartes (in a way)
generahsed from / am to it is, or simply is, or simply

to-be or bein<j. In fact, it is to say no more than this

—

to say, with eighteenth-century enlightenment, God is :

for the three letters there are (as used) a bare word,

and wholly undetermined. The beginning of Fichte,

the Ego, so also the Identity of Schelhng : these are at

bottom just the same thought as Being.

It is, besides, the fundamental base : every particular

feels—granting it power to feci—that Being is its first

and centre and secret and life. Nay, it is the one

absolutely inextinguishable entity. Conceive all lifxj

withdrawn—endeavour to conceive the annihilation of

even Space and Time ; still you will find you cannot

get rid of Being, of the notion is. Do all you can to

reduce the universe to notliing, to conceive that it is an

accident that there should be existence at all ; endeavour

your utmost to conceive that all this is superfluous, and

that there might just be nothing; do this and endeavour

this, and you will find even Nothing turns up, ever

somehow, the thought is, the thought there is—the

thought of Being, of Existence. That there should be

nothing at all is an inconceivable empty abstraction.

We are bound, then, to admit a centre of existence,

of being, independent even of Space and Time ; and

what is this but Idealism ? Where can this centre be,

which will be, even if you destroy Space, where but in

thought ? He that will in his soHtary walks occupy

himself earnestly with such reflexions, will at last

find ' a fight go up ' to him, a fight in Avhich he wiU

see space shrinking into disappearance, and yet being,

existence, solid and immovable as the centre and the

core of thought itself We cannot annihilate being, we
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must just begin with it aud say, there is. But this

being is a notion, and will take on the forms of the

notion. It comes to us in the first form of the Notion,

which is the universal, the affirmative, the immediate,

the identical, the formal, the abstract, the ansich. But

just because it is a notion, a true notion, its universal

will part into the particular, its affirmative pass into

the negative, its ansich free itself through opposition

to fursich, &c. &c. ; and in similar terms the third step

to concreter unity may also be described. Thus, then,

the whole progress will be a flight ever of three stages,

each new flight being always stronger and stronger,

till, by guidance of the notion itself and its own native

rhythm, we exliaust the universe, and reach the totahty

—articulated into itself—absolute truth, the Absolute.

Hegel had convinced himself well that this was the

method, by historical study, by biographical thought,

and by reference to outward nature and the concrete

everywhere. Deep examination of Kant gave him the

notion, the form, while universal study, of the most

enormous, exhaustive, and penetrative character, gave

him the material. The result is still human ; but it is,

perhaps, the most stupendous human result which has

ever been witnessed.

« 2
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CHAPTER V.

NOTES OE THE STRUGGLE CONCLUDED.

A.

The beginning is Kant, whose notion was that objects

adapted themselves to the subject. This is his Coper-

nican notion—his notion in its simplest form. Its

particularisation is, the Categories as functions of Ap-
perception, and in possession of a complex or manifold,

in the shape of the sensuous but a priori forms, Space

and Time. This particularisation constituted to Kant

an a priori subjective machinery—form—by which

our sensations (matter

—

a posteriori, in that they are

excited by causes external to ourselves, but subjective,

quite as much as the a priori elements, in that they

are simply our own states) are taken up and converted

or projected into the connected world of experience or

of perceptive objects. In this way, each of us inhabits

a ^miverse of his own subjective sensational states (stUl

nameable inner or outer) reticulated into nexus, law,

and system by his own subjective intellectual functions.

The sensational elements, further, being incapable of

comparison as between subject and subject, are thus

—

in the more important derivative moral sense of the

word—strictly subjective ; while the intellectual ele-

ments, on the contrary, being capable of demonstration,

through comparison, as the same in each of us and

common to us all, are thus—in the more important

sense the word derived from its use in reference to
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morals

—

objective; objective, that is, in their vahdity

and evidence, though subjective in their constitution

and place as of the mind and belonging to the mind.*

Fiu-ther, this world which Kant would have us in-

habit is, theoretically (that is, so far as direct knowledge

is concerned), phenomenal only. All that we know,

every actual object of our knowledge, is indebted for its

matter {form merely is inadequate to the constitution

of any object of knowledge) to sense, either outer or

inner : but sense, being a medium, conveys no know-

ledge of what the thing which affects sense is, but only

of what or how it appears. Still, though all that we
know—even om^ own Ego—is phenomenal, there are

legitimate inferences to the Noumena of Things-in-

* These two senses of the words

subjective and objective ought to

be well understood and well dis-

criminated by every student of phi-

losophy. We shall not he supposed

to say too much, when we charac-

terise Sir WiUiam Hamilton as the

self-professed and—in this country

—the all-acknowledged conqueror

and destroyer as well of Kart as of

Hegel, both of whom he certainly

ti'eats with an habitual insolence

which that 'even-handed justice

that commends the ingredients of

our poisoned chalice to our own
lips ' may yet direct to the detection

and exposure of arrogant but base-

less pretension even in a man of

much foi-mal ability. For, after a

careful and protracted analysis, we
:;annot find Sir William Hamilton,

from the manner in which he under-

stands the loords, whether using them
aimselfor quoting them from others,

JO have had any glimpse of their

second, derivative, and more pecu-

liarly German and important sense.

Yet this is the sense in which the

words are principally used by Hegel)

who may be even found speaking

slightingly of the other sense as the

common one ; and as for Kant,

the ' Ki'itik of Practical Reason ' is

certainly the most interesting and

easy of all his writings, and it is

in that work that the sense alluded

to—though not quite foreign to the

' Kritik of Pure Reason '—seems, we
may say, to have taken birth ; while

in his ' Streit der Facultaten ' there

occur even prominently these for-

mally defining words :

—
' Welche

zwar subjective Wichtigkeit (fiir

mich), aber keine objective (fiir

Jedermann geltende) enthielten.'

One would have expected a de-

stroyer of Kant and Hegel to have

first of all imderstood Kant and
Hegel; and one would certainly

have expected also any one who
pretended to understand Kant and
Hegel to have understood two of

their commonest and currentest

terms.
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themselves \\dtliout us, of God above us, and of our
own Ego as a free and immortal spirit within us. The
sensational elements, to which we owe the matter or
manifold or simply many of knowledge, are a posteriori,
tlien

;
and the intellectual elements, to whidi we owe the

form or nexus or unities and unity of knowledge, are a
priori : the latter, that is, are part and parcel of our ori-

ginal structure and constitution, while the former are, so
far as their occasions are concerned, derivative from else-

where, or, as we name it, from experience, for which
we have in this reference to wait. But the two terms
(thmgs), what is a priori and what is a posteriori, are

too heterogeneous to clasp and weld together at once
and without more ado. There is an mtermediate ele-

ment m and through which they cohere with each other.

This is the provision of a formal manifold, a perceptive

manifold (Space and Time), which, being at once, as

perceptive, sensational, and, as formal and a priori, in-

tellectual, constitutes a medium in which the matter of

affection (sensations) and the form of function (cate-

gories, notions) coalesce to the production of this whole

formed universe, outer and inner. Shortly, then, the

many of affection are mediated into the one of function

through the intellectual and a ^rz'orz'-placed, but sensa-

tional and a ^osferior2-presentant, perceptive forms of

Space and Time ; which are thus, as hmitlessly projected

spectra or cones of illumination, subjective as but witliin

us, but objective as appearing with everything from

without as from without. In this way, then, we see

that sensation undergoes the manipulation of intellect.*

* Hamilton's tlieory of percep- the intellect. There is a vast dif-

tion can be described, after all, in ference between the thoughts and

much the same -words ; for it holds the thinkers, however. Kaut, who

sensations to be converted into the is all tolerance, and gentleness, and

formed world by subsequent acts of sweetness, and receptivity, and
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But in this notion of Kant, that which was the spark

to Hegel lay here : the Category—as Quantity, Quality,

Eelation &c.—though a unity, was a unity of a multiple,

breadth, thinks a thought the sub-

tlest in penetration, the richest in

contents, the most consistent in

nexus, the most comprehensive in

compass, the most entire in system,

which, till then, the world had ever

witnessed. Hamilton, all edge and

point, has thought, in emptiness

and confusion, with arrogant claims

to refute, with arrogant claims to

originate, his o-svn self-stultification

merely. Hamilton, for example,

admits Kant to have proved the a

pnori nature of Space and Time
;

but has no sooner made the admis-

sion, than he hastens, supervacane-

ously doubling them, to assert Space

and Time to be also a posteriori,

and thus establishes his inability to

perceive the true natiu'e of Kant's

doctrine—his inability to perceive

that it is a wider and simpler gene-

ralisation than his own,—his in-

ability to perceive that it is a

rationale which contains his own,

which surpasses his own, and which

refutes his own. The inferences of

intellect, again, to which he attri-

butes the gi'eat bulk of oui* percep-

tive possessions, are only spoken of
j

or, again, they are simply included

vmder a so-called principle of the

Conditioned, which is itself only

named or spoken of, and never—de-

spite the weak supposititious illus-

trations fi'om Space and Time, &c.

—

demonstrated. Curious, Hamilton

could not see that Kant gave exist-

ence and reality and system to all he

wanted and to all he merely named,

and that he indulged in such crudi-

ties about the nerves, the seat of

the soul, light enabling the soul, as

through another eye, to see its bodily

eye and extension there, &c. &c.

;

not forgetting the quantification of

the predicate, which is probably

the most open-eyed self-stultifica-

tion which lust of originality ever

induced a man to begin, or stub-

bornness of conceit ever forced him

to persist in. The fact is, Hamilton

could (in Hegelian sense) only vn-

derstand—that is, sec[uences of two

terms, sequence in isolation from

sequence. His sharp, quick, keen,

but, probably, essentially small

faculty took in as much as that

with great promptitude and pre-

cision} but he could not (also in

Hegelian sense) think—conjoin the

remote thi'ough a middle and com-

prehend all into a system of concrete

unity. In positive illustration of

Hamilton's faculty, for example, let

us remark that in reading what he

says on Causality, or on that theoiy

(say) that derives the idea of power

from a transference to outer objects

of our own nisus in volition, we see

that to this notion the counter-

notion has risen up veiy clear to

him—the counter-notion that there

is, first, no consciousness in fact of

any such nisus, and that, second,

even such consciousness would not

yield the apodictic necessity which,

is j ust what is wanted. This, again,

is saying too much for Hamilton

;

for it is to speak as if these thoughts

were original to Hamilton, which
they are not. The truth here, then,

is this : Plamilton perfectly appre-

hended Hume's relative reasoning,
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wliich multiple Kant named the intellectual schema.

Now—and here properly is tlie spark—Time and Space
are found to possess sensuous midtiples, to constitute

sensuous schemata, which accurately correspond with

these intellectual multiples or schemata. The sens-uous

multiples, in fact, of Space and Time are only exter-

nally what the intellectual multiples of the Categories

are internally
; nay, special sense itself is but the same

multiple, only placed in degree more external still.

That is, there is the centre, the unit Self-consciousness
;

then immediately by this centre lies the multiple of tlie

Category : next to the multiple of the category, again,

lies that of Time ; the midtiple of Space is external to

that of Time : lastly, on the absolute outside there lie

the midtiples of Special Sense, or our actual Sensations.

Here are just, as it were, three degrees (counting Time
and Space together) of the externahsation of central

self-consciousness—three forms of the same unit. To
Hegel—to whom, farther, the things-in-themselves (ge-

nerally expressed in the singular as the thing-in-itself)

that Kant figured as causes of our special sensations,

were manifestly mere unnecessary assumptions, mere

abstractions of reflexion, and supererogatory additions

to the sensations themselves—the subjectivo-objective

natiire of the whole world sprung up clear at once.

That the world of sense is but a repetition externally of

and cleared it into its simplest and wealt-willed manner
;
preferring to

sliai-pest. Quick intelligence, lumi- the steady exercise of his peculiar

nously distinct statement— such gift the easy clipping from libraries

function as this was what belonged of a sporadic erudition which looked

eminently to Hamilton ; but he deep, but was—as we are sorry to

overlaid it with conceit, vanity, and conclude from the evidence of a

the rage of originality, and gave most anxious analysis undertaken

himself opportunity thus to practise with the expectation of the very

his special talent only in a veiy opposite result—shallow,

superficial, desultory scanty, and
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the internal category—here at once is the idea both of

his Objective Logic and of his Philosophy of Nature.

In this way, what we call Hegel's Idee-Monad must

arise to him—an absolute, a sum of all, a one and only

reality that was at once the subject and the object in

absolute concrete unity and identity.

But, having got this notion of Kant, which now in

him and for him had grown or become the Idea, how
did he proceed to realise his conception in actual

execution ? The first step could be no other than to

complete the categories, which were now seen to be

the secret of the world ; for as they themselves were

the whole inner, it was but an externalisation of them-

selves that constituted the whole outer.

This was the first act, and beyond doubt Hegel was

most active and industrious, and indeed wholly un-

wearied, in studying Kant in their regard ; and not only

Kant, but all other philosophers, ancient and modern :

and not only philosophers and books merely, but Nature

without him, and Mind within him, and History as

record and preservative solution of both.

This study would conceivably result in a collection

;

of which collection, as we see still from the mere outside,

that of Kant—not only as regards the Categories proper,

but also the Notions of Eeflexion, the Ideas, &c.—con-

stitutes the bulk still, and still infinitely the best. But

even on the principles of Kant, Hegel could not content

himself with a mere collection. All in Kant disposes

itself architectonically (Kant's own word) on, and derives

itself architectonically from, a single principle. After

Kant, in fact, an architectonically-principled system is

a necessity, and indispensable. How find a new archi-

tectonic principle,then ? Categories have manifested

themselves to be the whole truth ; but Categories are
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notions—notions relatively abstract, if in themselves

concrete—ultimate generalisations : aU that is necessary

is simply to generalise them, and so obtain their universal,

or the Notion as Notion. But what is the Notion as

Notion ? It will be no formal identity either : it also will

probably contain a multiple like the rest. In tliis mul-

tiple, too, probably there wiU lie the means of transition

;

wiiich being carried out, may terminate in ultimate

instance by leaving the Categories an organic system.

Here now, again, Hegel just simply follows the lead

of Kant. As Kant went to formal Logic for his judg-

ment, or category, Hegel betakes himself thither also in

search of his notion. Nay, little hesitation was left him

as to where specially to look for his notion ; for Kant

having already used up Judgment for his Categories,

and Reasoning for his Ideas, formal Logic had now
only Simple Apprehension to offer ; and Simple Appre-

hension was, besides, the precise rubric to which the

nature of the case referred him (Hegel) in any question

of notions, or a notion. As Kant found the forms of the

Judgment to be Quantitative, QuaUtative, &c., so quite

as readily Hegel finds the forms of the Notion to be

Universal, Particular, and Singular. These three forms

constitute the multiple of the Notion as Notion. But

the idea of an architectonic principle could not let these

forms again merely fall out of each other : it demanded

nexus for them, too, and union in a common whole.

Here it is that Hegel manifests great subtlety of

insight. Indeed, in this whole matter, Hegel presents

vast industry, vast labour, vast thought ; the result of

which was—to say it in sum—his modification of the

Aristotehan Logic, or his Subjective Logic, for which,

nevertheless, it is right to add, abundant materials

already lay in the works of Kant.
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But here, as specially regards an architectoniG prin-

ciple, and the forms of the Notion itself, Hegel again

directly follows the hint of Kant. Kant transformed

the classifications of the Judgment—under the rubric of

technical Logic, so named—into actual functions of the

thinking subject—into actual functions of Apperception

or Self-consciousness. Hegel similarly vitalised and

subjectivised the technical forms of the Notion. Hegel,

following the abstract notion into its abstract move-

ments of life in the actual thought of the subject, saw

that that movement was the Universal (in the sense of

the all-common, the common whole, the one, the

monad, the absolute—for this movement is the move-

ment of the Notion in absolute generahty), determining

itself to a Particular, jfrom which it returns again to

itself, but as Singular. This, certainly, is the ultimate

nerve of thought. We certauily, for our parts, ordinary

persons in this ordinary material world, separate inde-

pendent subjects beside separate independent objects,

conceive ourselves to be determined by these objects,

and to return to onrselves from them or their exami-

nation with, so to soeak, a mere colouring—^know-

ledge. But the position of Ideahsm is once for all held

by Hegel, and the subject accordingly is, in his eyes,

self-determined ; so that the absolute universal of the

subject's innermost or most characteristic movement,

is the universal (himself), determining himself to the

particular (his state as object), and returning to himself

from the same as singular (the notion, the knowledge

gained, the reunion of the particular, the other, the

negative of the universal, with itself or with this

universal). This is the nerve of self-consciousness ; and

self-consciousness is the Absolute—the dimensionless

point that, though point and dimensionless, is the
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Universe. Self-consciousness is the universal, the all-

common (as in German), or the common whole that

is: but it thinks itself; and itself thought is to itself

its object, its negative, its particular, which so is

just the particular of the universal. But so long as

itself is to itself in the form of object, or other,

which it considers, it has not completed the act of

thouglit
: that act is completed when it returns, as

knowledge, to itself as singular, that is, from the

particular back into the universal. This is the single

secret of Hegel; and his obscurest writing is but an
abstract, and so almost mystifying description of all

this.

But let us open our eyes to the step we have just

taken. Self-consciousness was, to us, a short way back,

the centre, and all the rest was as the circumference

external to it. But in this mode of looking, the centre

is simply a dead identity, a mere abstract formless

unity. Now, however, we have given a multiple, a

life, a movement to the centre itself ; for we have foimd

that it is just the notion as notion, the category of

categories, the universal into which these are gene-

ralised. Self-consciousness, in short, is now identified

with the notion, and all now is in hving nexus from

the inmost centre out to the extremest verge. But let

us open our eyes a little wider, and ask how stands it

now with the concrete universe, and what sort of a

philosophical or rehgious creed must we now entertain?

Well, we must now suppose self-consciousness the Abso-

lute. There is no difficulty in this word Absolute.

Electricity, for example, is the Absolute of the mate-

rialists : it is to them the first, the all, and the only,

which gradually condenses (or gyrates, it may be) into

an opaque atom and all atoms, wliich again gradually
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organise themselves into the functions of life and

thought, &c. Electricity, capable of all this, were very

intelligibly an Absolute. True, as we have seen, it

would still be a defective Absolute, and so no Absolute,

for it assumes Space and Time as quite independent of

itself : still, what we are required to conceive under the

word Absolute will be easier to us from this reference

to the industry of the materialists. Well, we are now
to suppose Self-consciousness the Absolute. Self-con-

sciousness necessarily, and of its own self, is, and is

What is. Self-consciousness is its own foundation of

support, and its own prius of origination. Self-con-

sciousness, being but thought, requires evidently no

foimdation to support it : it is independent, indeed, not

only of considerations of Space, but also of those of Time.

Space and Time belong to it, not it to them ; and notions,

consequently, of a foundation on which to support it, or

of a prius to which to attach it, are manifestly inappU-

cable to it. It is the necessity. Since there is a universe,

something must have been necessary. Now this some-

thing is just Self-consciousness. Self-consciousness is

the necessity to be. It is in the nature of Self-con-

sciousness that it should be its own cause, and its own
necessity, and its own world. Thought is a necessity

and the only necessity, and thought is Self-consciousness.

But should we be satisfied with Self-consciousness as

the One, how account for the Many, the variety of this

formed Universe ? Self-consciousness is no formal iden-

tity, no abstract unit: it involves a multiple, it is a

movement. It is to the evolution of this multiple, to

the continuation of this movement, and on its own
necessity—the necessity of thought as thought—that

we are to attribute the whole. But all this is very

difficult to reahse in conception. On the one hand,
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this primary vesicle, or atom, or call it what you may,
of thought, Avliich grows into the universe, though

named thought, seems to clifler but little from any sup-

posed primary atom of matter to whose development

the universe might be ascribed. In fact, idealism in

this way is just a sort of materialism. Tliis evolution of

an absolute necessity seems as mechanical, cold, cheer-

less, and unsatisfactory under the one name as under
the other. "Whether, so to speak, it is seed-thought or

seed-matter which grows into the universe, seems to us

to make no difference, and the whole affair becomes
not even Pantheism, but simply Materialism—idealistic

Materialism if you will, without question of a God at

all. On the other hand, and looking at it in another

way, where am I to conceive self-consciousness unless

in myself? Am I the Absolute ? Am I God, then.?

There is that in the very question which confutes the

supposition. I, with my aches and my pains, with my
birth and my death, am too manifestly in involution

with Natuje—am too manifestly in subordination to the

powers of IsTature, to the very vermin of Nature—ever to

entertain any such absurd notion. Nay, it is this very

involution with Nature which gives countenance to

the counter opinion as maintained by the materialists.

My birth and my death are processes which differ in no

essential respect from those exhibited in the bhth and

death of the vilest rat that ever crawled. I am an

animal even as the rat is. His death is but the cessa-

tion of so much machinery : no soul ghdes by that

whitened tongue as he gnaws the trap that stifles him ;

no one can beheve in any soul there ; no one can

believe in any exhalation thence. The rat and his

bh-th and his death are but affairs of matter plainly,

mere gross matter, despite an anatomical organism and
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physiological processes as wonderful as our own. How
in our case, then, beUeve in the unproved, in the un-

evidenced allegation of a soul separable ft-om our bodies,

which allegation has been got up by some of the weaker

brethren in support of their own vanity ? Assuredly,

when we consider mere Nature alone, the creed of the

materialist brings with it a weight of conviction which

sets absolutely at nought any such dream as an absolute

self-consciousness in mere humanity. How, then, are

we at all to conceive this self-consciousness of Kant and

Hegel, which is to be supposed the one truth of which

all else that is constitutes but forms ? Well, in the first

place, Hegel might answer. You are only asked to look

at the fact ; make it conceivable afterwards to yourself,

or not, as you may. The fact just is, that all that is (and

every item of all that is) exliibits in its deepest base the

type of self-consciousness, the type of thought ; and

even thus far you are secured from the materialist and

his mere suggestion of what we named seed-matter.

Nay, as we have shown abeady, a single seed-matter

which was, however infinitely extended in Space or

prolonged in Time, yet at one certain time and in one

certain space, virtually or imphciter this whole formed

variety of organisation, thought, &c., would amount to

a principle, not materiahstic, but idealistic. Eancy Elec-

tricity at one time all and alone ! "Well, it is something

invisible, imponderable, &c. &c., and it is a single entity,

yet it contains in it the possibility of becoming abso-

lutely all that we see and think now ; that is. Electricity,

so characterised in itself, was then virtually all that is

now : what is this but ideahsm ? Even thus your seed-

matter shows itself identical with seed-thought

—

only

that seed-thought contains Time and Space, which seed-

matter does not. But you have no warrant to suppose
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secd-thouglit at all from our doctrine, if by seed-thouglit

we are to suppose a principle impersonal and brute.

Thought or self-consciousness cannot be impersonal

:

thought or self-consciousness, however endowed with

power of development and evolution, always implies a

subject. Now, it was to this subject that your last and

most serious difficulty related. But why should this

subject appear to you so difficult, and why should you

hesitate to name it God ? The self-consciousness of the

universe is the divine self-consciousness, and not the

human : why should this seem difficult on the Hegelian

notion ? Perhaps the difficulty lies here—that we see

no provision as yet for more than one self-conscious-

ness, and that we cannot understand the transition from

the one divine self-consciousness into the many human.

It is to be said, however, that Hegel demonstrates

number and quantity to be a necessity of the Notion
;

that he exhibits the Notion, or rather the Idea, exter-

nahsing itself into Nature, to which field man, so far as

he is animal, certainly belongs ; and that he after-

wards dehneates the development of Sphit, in which

sphere also man, in that he thinks, &c., has place.

Perhaps you are not satisfied yet, however, and the

Absolute Spirit, into which as into a subjective focus

Hegel would fain direct aU, looms out very vague and

hazy to you
;
perhaps the personahty both of God and

man seem to you to be suddenly extinguished again in

what you named already seed-thought; perhaps the

whole result may seem to you but an indefinite Pan-

theism, in which if the individual human subject is

not himself the Absolute, it is difficult or impossible to

say what he is. But why should it be impossible to

conceive the divine idea as externalising itself, and man

holding of God both in Nature and in Spirit .^^ The self-
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reflecting pool of a pool was mentioned, some chapter

or two back, when an attempt was made to illustrate

these thoughts : and why should a reflected but self-

reflecting droplet of a self-reflecting drop be impossible

on the Hegelian system ? Hegel has demonstrated the

subordination—the nothingness of Nature as against

Spirit. He has thereby saved you—who are Thought

and a Spirit—from Nature. Now, you are once for all

in the universe, you are no waif of chance, you are an

outcome of the Necessity to he—and this not only in

the externalisation of Nature, like the rat, but in the

oi'iginal and primitive substantivity of thought—why
not conceive yourself, by continuation of the same

necessity, then, Spirit still in communion with the Spirit

of God, when the death of the body shall have given

birth to Spirit ? What is there in the Hegelian system

to render such conception more diflicult now than it

had seemed previously ? Does God, conceived as

creating Nature, and as creating man the probationer of

Nature, that is to inherit an immortality of Heaven or

Hell according to the events of his probation—is this

conception, taken just so, in any respect easier than the

probable conception of Hegel ? Cannot we, at all events,

rise from Hegel with a clearer, firmer conviction of the

existence of an infinite principle in this universe—with

a clearer, firmer conviction of this infinite principle

being Thought, Spirit—and with a clearer, firmer con-

viction that man partakes of this infinite principle, and

that consequently he is immortal, free, and in com-

munion with God ? For, I confess it all comes to this,

and that Philosophy is useless if inadequate to this. A
philosophy, in fact, whose purpose and effect are not to

countenance and support all the great interests of Eeli-

gion, is no philosophy, but a material for the fire only.

VOL. I. R
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But, it may be objected here, if the end of philosopliy

is only religion, philosopliy will be superfluous, should

its end be attainable independently of itself; there is

revealed religion, and it brings its own evidence, and

why should this cumbersome and vague and unsatisfac-

tory interposition of philosophy be foisted in at all?

This, the gravest of questions, deserves the gravest

and sincerest of answers.

The answer Ues in the necessity of History
;
and, in

the case before us, this necessity of history is named

Aufkldrung. This single word, in fact, constitutes the

answer to the question considered. Eightcentli-centuiy

Enlightenment, which is the Aufkliirung alluded to, can-

not now be regarded as a temporary and accidental

outbreak of Lifidelity principally French ; it has now
taken its place as an historical movement, and must now
be acknowledged as a necessary member of the appoint-

ments of Providence. The French Criticism, Enghsh

Criticism, German Criticism, which belonged to that

movement, cannot any longer be ignored : on the

contrary, all the ascertained and approved results of

these must now be admitted into that common stock of

the possessions of Humanity which is named Truth or

Knowledge. But the position of Eevealed Eehgion

does not remain unmoved the while. For one thing,

Eevealed Eeligion must henceforth consent to place its

documents on the ordinary and common basis of Evi-

dence, historical and other
;
and, indeed, it is precisely

the nature of this evidence which renders desirable any

appeal to Philosophy. The humble pious Clmstian who

performs his probation of earth in full consciousness of

the eye of Heaven, is certainly independent of Philo-

sophy, and has, to that extent, no call to seek its aid.

In fact, it is to consult the interests of Truth as Truth,
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to admit here that in the bUss of conviction the humble

pious Christian who may never have heard of Philo-

sophy, is probably preferably situated to the greatest

philosopher that ever lived. It foUows not from this,

however, that there is not that in Philosophy which

even to the humble pious Christian would consti-

tute a gain. In the singleness of his view, in the

singleness of his endeavour, he who would be religious

merely becomes narrow and thin and rigid. The

warmth that should foster becomes with him the fire

that shrivels ; while the hght, the mild light that should

guide, becomes constricted in his strait heart into the

fierce flash that misleads. Humanity weUs from him
;

he becomes a terror and an edge from which even his

children flee. To give the due breadth, then, to this

too keen edge, it may have been that the Aufklarung, in

the purposes of Providence, appeared ; and just such

function does Philosophy possess for all, for the fierce

in Faith as for the no less fierce in the so-caUed Eeason

still arrogated to themselves by the fragments of the

Illumination. Man must not rigidly restrict himself

to a single duty, but must unclose himself into the

largeness of his entire humanity. It is good to know
all things—the stars of heaven and the shells of eartli,

and not less the wondrous entities which Philosophy

discloses in the bodiless region of thought as thought.

The humble pious Christian, then, independent of Philo-

sophy as regards his Faith, may still profitably resort to

the same for the pasture of his humanity. But Eehgion

is not confined to the humble only ; and never was there

a time in the history of humanity when the proud heart

longed more ardently than now to lay itself down in

peace and trust within the sanctuary of Eeligion, an

offering to God. Now for these latter is it that Eehgion

B 2
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—.since the Aufldarung—must appeal to Pliilosophy.

And just to fulfil this function was it that Kant and
Hegel specially came. The former, breathing ever the

sincerest reverence for Chi'istianity, had no object dur-

ing his long life but the demonstration to himself and
others of the existence of God, the freedom of the

Will, and the immortality of tlie Soul. The latter fol-

lowed in the same cause, and, in addition to the recon-

struction of the truths of natural religion, sought to

reconcile to Philosophy Christianity itself.

This, then, as regards Hegel is ever to be borne in

mind, whatever doubts and difficulties may afflict the

student, that his one object is the reconstruction of

Eeligion, both Natural and Eevealed, and on the higher

basis which the Aufklilrung, so far as it has approved

itself true to the essential interests of humanity, de-

mands. Very obscure, certainly, in many res^^ects is

the system of Hegel, and in none, perhaps, obscurer

than in how we are to conceive God as a Subjective

Spirit, and man as a Subjective Spirit, and God and

Man as in mutual relation. Beyond all doubt, how-

ever, Hegel really attempts this and believes himself to

fulfil this. It is to be said, too, that the contradiction

which is objected to the thought of Hegel may be equally

objected to ihe fact of the universe. Finite and Lifinite,

Conditioned and Absolute, both are ; and of this fact,

the dialectic of Hegel may be the true thought. Con-

fiding in such hope, let us proceed and see to the bottom

the true nature of this immeasurable Hegelian claim.

Hegel, then, converted the Simple Apprehension of

the technical Logician into a vital function, the Notion

qua Notion, Self-consciousness in its ultimate nerve

—

Self-consciousness, so to speak, in its ultimate throb.

But he has carried the same lesson of Kant into other
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fields. Technical Logic in its technical forms corre-

sponds with actual vital functions ; but so it is every-

where—the history of Thought itself, if vitally resumed,

wiU be found to correspond with facts of individual

consciousness. The various philosophers are but thought

itself on its various stages ; and instead of reading this

movement as the outer thing which history usually

appeal's to us, ,we ought to read it as the organic move-

ment of thought as thought. Spinoza, for example,

tliinking Substance, is but the Notion as Substance

developing itself ; and abstracting from Spinoza, we
can qmte easily conceive the process, and consider the

process as a plastic movement in and by itself. Passing

to Hume, Substance becomes Causahty, or the Notion,

leaving the form of Substance, assumes that of Causality.

Abstract now from Hume, then, and observe the plastic

movement itself, which speedily transforms Causahty

into Keciprocity, and through Eeciprocity (in the brain

of Kant—for it is not only that Eeciprocity follows

Causahty and Causality Substance in the tables of Kant,

but Kant performed the act of reciprocity, he altered

the relative position of Subject and Object, or through

him this position became mdifferent) into the Notion.

But, the Notion !—what notion ? Why, just Kant's

notion—for Kant's notion is virtually identical with the

notion qua notion of Hegel, or Kant's notion just is

this notion but in itself. Hegel's Notion, in fact, is the

absolute universal of thought, the primal or ultimate

nerve, which is both the primitive and original form,

and the primitive and original matter of all that is

;

and Kant's Notion is at bottom nothing else, for Kant's

Notion is that Objects adapt themselves to the Subject,

that things obey or adapt themselves to Notions, that

the categories are multiples which repeat themselves
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externally—in a word, that the Notion (tlie category

is a Notion) is the original and only vitality. Nay,

Kant, though ho knew it not himself, really named the

Notion, and in its ultimate abstraction, when he asked,

' Why are synthetic jiuhjmenis, a priori, possible?' This

is what Hegel means when he says the Notion; and if

anyone will take the trouble to read ' Of the Notion in

general,' with which the Subjective Logic opens, or ' the

Absolute Idea ' with which it closes, he will probably

noio, after these explanations, be able to perceive that

Hegel himself, both esoterically and exoterically, though

even in the latter case grudgingly and enigmatically a^

it were, confirms the statement. In very truth, the

abstraction of Hegel is often of a quasi-allegorical

nature ; and the origin, history, and progress of the

Kantian Philosophy are very much the matter of the

same in the sections alluded to.

Hegel, then, despite his enigmatic disclosui'es, has

well kept his own secret ; but the instant one apphes the

keys which have now been given, the whole flies asunder

into ease and light.

The movement of the abstract notion, (it is relatively

always abstract, though inherently also always concrete,)

for example, has three steps. In the first, it is the

Universal, that is, it is in itself, as it were, passively shut

together into its own identity, virtually the aU and each

but undeveloped ; in the second, it is the Particular, or

it is for itself, that is, it surveys itself, has given itself an

object, and so has differentiated itself into subject and

object ; and in the third, it is the Singvilar, or subject

and object have coalesced again, or just it has gone

together with its own self again, that is, it is in and for

itself, or rather, in, for, and by itself But these are the

three parts also of the one organic logical movement.
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Avhich one organic movement of thought may just,

indeed, be named the Notion : the first step is Simple

Apprehension, the second is Judgment, and the third

is Eeason or Eeasoning. The connexion, perhaps, is

best seen in the German words for the objects of these

three departments (which together constitute the

wliole) of Technical Logic,—BegrifF, Urtheil, Schluss.

The Begrifi' is the Notion yet in its entirety, in its unity,

in its identity, as begripped, begriped, or begrasped

together. The Urtheil is the Ur-theil (Ordeal in

English—compare theil, deal, and the French tailler),

the primitive or first parting, the judgment which is a

dis-cernmoxit, that is, both a separation and an eleva-

tion into special notice of a part. The Schluss is the

shut, the close, the return of the movement to unity.

As Begriff, then, there is but unity, self-identity, a mere

formal oneness ; but as whole, common whole, univer-

sal, which we have taken it to be, it yet virtually con-

tains all in itself—all variety, that is, or all particulars;

it is only not yet stated, or expressed, in this form, not

yet this form in position (Gesetzt) : it, therefore, vir-

tually all these, but not yet ' set '—gesetzt, or formally

stated—as all these, is as yet in itself; or its own sub-

stantial variety is as yet only virtual, only in itself. The

Begriff-stage of the Notion is, therefore, only the Notion

an sich, or in itself. This is the ^vvafxig of Aristotle.

But this state of the case is changed in the Urtheil. A
process of sundering has taken place—a movement of

reflexion; the Notion is aware of something (itself

still, and so is the movement reflexion) which is the

object, the particular. But, on the ideal basis, object

being but subject, we may say that the Begrifi", which

as Begrifi'is only in itself, is now as JJi-iheil, for itself:.

that is, it has an object, or there is something for it.
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whicli something again being but itself, it itself may
just be said to be for itself. As Schluss, or Singular,

again, tlie Notion has returned to itself, and is in aiid

for itself. But on this stage, it is again a unity, a self-

immediate, and in a higlier form than it was at first,

because it has returned to itself enriched by the parti-

cular which it discerned—or into which it dis-cerned, in

the judgment. This new unity, as a unity, and as self-

immediate, may again be considered as in the form of

Begriff, that is, as in itself and again as passing into the

form of judgment for itself, and returning into a new
Schluss as in and for itself.

Now this is the whole of Hegel, and this is his ulti-

mate secret. These are the steps : An sich, Fur sick,

An und fiir sich. They have analogues in Aristotle and

elsewhere ; but unless they be regarded simply in their

derivation from Kant, they will be misunderstood.

One can see that with this principle the idealist has

a great advantage over the materiahst, so far as a con-

sistent cosmogony is concerned. In the first place, were

the theory of the materiahst to prove satisfactoiy, his

conclusion would, by its own dialectic, strike round from

materialism into idealism ; for an invisible, impalpable,

imponderable, and so already very immaterial and

ideal Something, like Electricity, whicli in itself or

virtually were all that is, would be, and could be,

nothing but ideahsm. And in the second place, the

theory of the materiahst is very unsatisfactoiy : for . a

single material simple, even if able to add to its size by

its own duplication, could never even by an eternity of

duplication add anything but itself to itself, it could

never add another than itself; again, whatever may be

asserted, or plausibly theorised, no transition of matter

to thought, to organisation, to multipHcity, even to a
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single otlier, has ever been proved ;
and, lastly, could a

material One vary itself into a Many, not only material

but spiritual, and not only so material, but also otherwise

material, and had such process been actually proved,

Time and Space would remain unaccounted for on the

outside still. How different it is with the ideal principle

!

It is at once not only a One, but a Many ; it is at once

evidently a principle of transition in itself, and it is

proved such ; it is at once adequate to matter (its

other) and to thought
;
moreover, it is adequate to

Time and Space : lastly, in addition, it is the nearest

verity to, the most vital fact in, each of us, and it

requires neither an elephant of support nor a tortoise

of origination—it is causa sui and prmcipium sui.

But let us apply what we have found in direct ex-

phcation of the system of Hegel as it stands. The Notion

as JSTotion, as organic whole of the movements we have

seen, is to be the architectonic prmciple which is to be

beginning, middle, method, and result to the whole of

philosophy. How begin, then ? Why, just the ISTotion

is. Is is a verity; so that there must he is a verity, and

it is the Notion that just must he and is. The Notion

is, and the Notion firstly is in itself. Now the Notion

in itself is the stage of the BegrilT or of Simple Appre-

hension, and the object here on the great scale is

Natiu-e. Nature is the notion yet begrasped together,

the Notion as before Simple Apprehension, or Perception

and Sensation. It is in Nature that the Notion is as yet

only latent, only virtual, only potential, only imphciter,

only an sich. Nature will afterwards appear as the

Notion also Ausser sich : the two ideas are at bottom

not incompatible, but identical ; such is the dialectic of

thought and speech ; and this is no prejudice to us here

regarding Nature as the Notion an sich. But if it is in
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Nature that the Notion is an sich, it is in Spirit, or in

fooling, wiUing intolligence, that the Notion becomes
fur sich, or consciously looked at ; and again it is in

the realm of abstraction from both these concretes,

from the concrete of a Subject as well as from the con-

crete of an Object—it is in Logic that the Notion is in

and for itself. But thought is the prius of all ; therefore

it is, that in the universal rubric, the ordinary order is

reversed, and what is last as in phenomenal evolution is

first as in noumcnal fact. In this way, then, we can

sec into the first inscription found in the Hegehan
writings—^Logic, Nature, Spirit. Still, there are re-

flexions possible in an opposite sense which, on the

principles of Hegel, would justify the same triad, and in

the same order : it is possible to look at Logic as if it

were the Notion an sich, at Nature as if it were the

Notion fur sich, and at Spirit as if it were the Notion

an und fiir sich ; and it is quite possible that Hegel,

though he directly styles Logic ' the science of the Idea

in and for itself,' did regard, and did arrive at, his general

division in this latter manner : it is certain he places

Logic relatively to Nature and Spirit as on a stage of

An sich, and that he regards Spirit as the highest form

of the Idea. The result of Logic, to be sure, is the Idea

in and for itself ; but even thus the result can be re-

garded as a new Begriff, as a new unity in itself, and

again developed into a new in and for itself, or Spirit.

But, however this be, let us take each of these gi-and

forms, one after the other, and apply the same formula.

Let us take Logic, and confine ourselves to the Notion

as in the element of the same. Now in this element

what is the most immediate or an sich form of the

Notion ? Wliy, that What is, is just What is or Being.

Wliat now in the same element' is it for itself? Here
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we have to consider that we are in a moment of re-

flexion ; that we seek a mediate, not an immediate ; that

we say to ourselves, what is : What is ?—that is, what is

it in its essence, its principle, its true inner nature, its

true self ; what is the In-being of that Out-being, or

what is Being as for itself? The answer plainly is Wesen.

Lastly, what is it that unites these ?—what is it that is

in and foi' itself? The Notion as Notion is what is in

and for itself, and unites in itself both Seyn and Wesen.

In these three forms, now, we have the three mo-

ments of thought as they have manifested themselves

in outer history. The last stage, the Begriff, refers to

the BegrilF of Kant, and is the stage of the development

of the Kantian philosophy
;
though Begriff, it is a

stage of Eeason, a stage of Schluss. Wesen is the stage

of reflexion, and has reference to the period of the

Auflditrung, where an inner explanation is demanded of

everything ; that is, where the movement is reflexion,

where what is direct and immediate is not accepted as

such, but its principle is demanded. This is called also

the stage of Understanding proper, as faculty which

seeks, and maintains for its own sake, distinctions,

which are at bottom, however, but separations and

isolations. That this is the stage of Urtheil or Judg-

ment is also well seen. Seyn precedes reflexion ; it is

the stage of instinctive natural belief, that takes what

is as it is there at first hand before it. We may con-

ceive reflexion to be an affair of the modern world, and

to cover the whole field from Bacon to Kant. Seyn

precedes Bacon, and Eeason is subsequent to Kant.

Taking now Seyn apart from Wesen and Begriff, and
applying our formula, what is the result? Now here

the Notion is in the element of Being ; there is no
reference to inner principle or to notion : there is no
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appeal either to reason or understanding, but simply to

sensuous perception. We are in presence only of what
is sensuously before us : but still it is that as tliouglit,

as logically thought. What is Being as logically

thought in itself? What is—to wit, what, so to speak,

superficially is, as logically thought in itself, is plainly

Quality. Quality is what is directly perceived as cjon-

stitutiug What is in itself. For itself now is Quality

gone into its differences, the negative moment of

Quahty ; but that is—a little consideration is certauily

necessary here—Quantity. In Quantity, what super-

ficially is, is for itself ; for it is an out-of-one-another,

a mere externality. Measure, again, is evidently tlie

miion of both Quality and Quantity. The correct-

ness of Quality and Quantity to the formula becomes

beyond a doubt on referring to the mode in which

Hegel regards both. In the triad Seyn, Daseyn, Fiir-

sichseyn, the same principles will be seen. Being is

just the moment of Simple Apprehension, the stage of

the Begriff, the undifferentiated universal. Daseyn,

again, is the universal gone into its difference, gone into

its particularity, and the union of both is the singularity

of Fursichsejni. Seyn, Nichts, Werden, Being, Notliing,

Becoming, constitute again a triad of the same nature.

Nichts is the negative moment, the judgment, while

Werden is the moment of Eeason which re-unites the

two preceding moments into a new thuxl. Under

Daseyn, again, we have Daseyn as such, Finitude and

Infinitude : and here the An sich or simple formal

identity, the Fiir sich, or the Urtheil, or the dif-ference,

and the An und fiir sich, or concrete identity, or Scliluss,

are all apparent. Then under Daseyn as such, there is

Daseyn in general. Quality as its difference, and Some-

thing aa the conjunctive Schluss. Under aU the
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divisions of Dasejni, in fact, will be found the attempt

to begin with formal abstract identity as the universal

or common whole, and pass through the difference and

particular to the new or concrete singular whole. The

same thing is mirrored in Quantity, Quantum, Degree,

and repeated in all the sub-forms, as will be seen if

these are properly analysed, to an extraordinary degree

of closeness. The formula of Identity, Difference, and

Eeconciliation of both are seen in Wesen, Erscheinung,

and Wirkhchkeit also. Certainly, the matter occasionally

proves refractory ; but the formula is never let go, but

is ever the principle of transition in every discussion.

In fact, the movement of the Notion as Notion, which

may be described as the reciprocity of a disjunctive

sphere, is attempted to be imitated everywhere. Let

us just set down a few more of these Hegehan rubrics

by way of additional examples.

Subjectivity, Objectivity, Idea, might almost be used

as names for the movement itself. Then Positive,

Negative, and Infinite Judgments
;
Categoric, Hypo-

thetic, and Disjunctive (the last as specially viewed by
Kant and Hegel refers to a concrete sphere) ; Asser-

toric. Problematic, Apodictic. Under Judgment we do

in one or two cases, indeed, find, not a triplicity, but a

quadruphcity ; but under ' the Absolute Idea ' in the

conclusion of the Logic will be found some reasonings

which, without being directly applied by Hegel to these

particular instances, very weU explain how the triphcity

may be stated as a quadruplicity.

The formula again manifests itself in Mechanism,

Chemism, and Teleology, and also in the subordinate

divisions under each of these heads. Logic and its

sub-forms stand not alone either, but under Nature and

Spirit the same principle can be everywhere traced.
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Ill short, the beginning is always with the form in

which the notion is naturally direct or immediate to

us ; it is the notion as it presents itself in its undeveloped

virtual m itself, in its formal identity or selfness, in its

unbroken universahty. This is a stage which is sub-

jectively the stage of sensation passing into perception.

Logically, it is the stage of Simple Apprehension and

the BegrifT. Then the middle is the stage of Eefiexion :

the universal, self-identical unit passes now into its dif-

ferences, into its j9a?'ticularities ; and its particularities

are just its differences, for relatively to the genus, the

species is particular, and a genus in its species is just in

its differences, or the species are just the dif-fereuces of

the genus. This is a negative stage, a stage of separat-

ing and discriminating understanding only. Humanity

on this stage is in a period of Aufklarung, and sharp

emphatic division and distinction is peremptorily accen-

tuated on all subjects and interests. The negative is after

all pain, however ; and this stage is always one of fini-

tude, unhappiness, discontent : it is now that Hegel's

Ungliickliches Bewustseyn reigns. The last stage is the

stase of Reason, of Ee-union and Reconcihation. His-

torically, it is a period when the wounds of the Auf-

klarung are healed.

From this scheme, a thousand utterances of Hegel,

vminteLLigible else, will spring at once into meaning.

It does not follow, however, that Hegel will henceforth

be quite easy to read. No
;
Hegel's dialect remains. as

abstract as ever : the dialectic of the transition is often

in such refractory matter, that it is labom^ed to insup-

portable pain, or subtle to evanescence ; and in brief,

Hegel will never be easy reading. A useftJ hint here

will be, that Hegel often uses words so in their directly

derivative sense, that this sense and the usual sense, as
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it were, coquet with each other into a tliird sense. The

reader must always look narrowly at the composition

and analytic sense of the words used. BegrifF, Urtheil,

Schluss, are alone sufficient to exemplify both the

analytic signification and the coquetry. The Urtheil,

for example, even as the Ur-theil, or primitive parting,

is still the Judgment, &c.

This, then, is the special origin and peculiar nature of

the Hegehan method—a method which claims to be a

form identical with the matter : and the claim must be

allowed ; for what is concerned, is thought in essential

form, and so also in essential matter. Still, however, the

system, even in that it is developed on a formula, has

the formalism and artificial look which attend such, in a

sort, mechanical aids everywhere else ; and after all, it

is the matter, or what may be specially discussed, that

in the end—despite the discovery and application of an

absolute, or the absolute form—will assign the relative

value of the total industry. Perhaps, what is really good

in the system, would be quite as good if disencumbered

of the stiffness of the form, and freed from the stubborn

foreignness of the language. This we have yet to see.*

B.

The central Ego is externalised into the Category

—

that into Time, that into Space, that into Sensation.

In ultimate generalisation, again, the form of the

Category is TJniversahty, Particularity, and Singularity.

In that ultimate form, moreover—of the Notion as

Notion—the Category is scarcely any longer to be

named externalisation, but rather simply expression of

the Ego ; for the form indicated by the Category is the

* The form, as absolute form, can never cease to have value.
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form of the Ego as tlic Ego. The Ego is, firstly, the

Universal ; it is Identity, it is Immediacy, it is An sich.

The Ego, secondly, surveys itself; that is, it gives

itself, or becomes to itself, the Particular, the Dif-

ference, the Dis-cernment, the Keflexion : it is Fur sich

(and Anders-seyn and Seyn-fur-Anderes are evidently

just identical with Fiir sich, the moment the Ego is the

All). The Ego, thirdly, returns from survey of itself

with increase of knowledge ; that is, returning into

itself (the universal) from or with the particular, it does

not just reassume its old identity, but is now the

Singular, which is Identity in Diversity, Immediacy in

Eeflexion, the Universal in the Particular, or it is An
undfiir sich.

The multiple of the Category as Category, or of the

Notion as Notion, will constitute at once the beginning,

middle, and end of the organic whole. But this multiple

is the common form of all the particular multiples pre-

sented in the several Categories ; and that common
form, or the ultimate generahsation of the function of

the Categories, is the conjunction of a Many into a One.

But this just amounts to the union of Pa?'ticularity and

Universalitj into Singulaxitj. This, again, is precisely

the movement of Apperception itself The reduction of

the manifold, under the Category, to or in Appercep-

tion—this is the singularisation of a particular through

a universal ; and this is just the form and movement of

self-consciousness as self-consciousness, of the Ego as

Ego. Nay, the same terms constitute an exact abstract

expression of the movement we caU Perception, and

Kant's philosophy amounts to a new theory of this

concrete act.

The example of the restoration of external dead

forms (the Propositions, Syllogisms, &c. of technical
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Logic) into internal living functions was, as was his

habit, generalised by Hegel The Begriff, the Notion,

the ultimate Generahty or Universality, in complete

abstraction from aU and every Subject, substantiated as

the objective All of existence—this is not the only

result in the hands of Hegel of an extension of the

principle of Kant. The same principle was applied to

a variety of other, if not to all other concrete fields.

There are fields, indeed, where this principle seems

instinctively apphed by common consent. Textile

Manufacture, Ceramic Art, and a hundred other

similar industries, are always objectively conceived and

spoken of by us : we look at them as distinct objects in

themselves, and that develop themselves, and we do

not refer to the successive subjects that manipulated

them. Now, what we do in such cases, Hegel did in

the case of abstract thought. He abstracted from the

historical subjects of philosophy, and placed philosophy

itself as a plastic object forming itself before him.

Hegel has stated this openly himself, but he has not

been rightly taken at his own word ; and this most im-

portant step for the interpretation of his writings has,

as it were, been taken short, to the production of a

stumble.

By History itself, Hegel has repeated the same

process ; but perhaps this process is more remarkable

in its apphcation to Eeligion. Eehgion is a concrete

sphere of man's world, actually, vitally there, and

manifesting itself on various stages of development

and evolution even hke the rest. People talk of the

proof for the existence of God who is the object of

Eeligion, as if we could not know this object, nor have

religion without this proof But, as Hegel points out,

if we had been obliged to wait for the proof in order

VOL. L S
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to liave religion and a knowledge of God, neither

religion, nor such knowledge, Avould be now in the

world. Eeligion is a fact of man and man's world,

manifesting itself in successive phases like every other

of his concrete surroundings. Hegel then took the

series of its phases, as the successive developmental

movements of a plastic object, and exhibited it to us so,

in complete abstraction or separation from its compli-

cating and encumbering subjectivities. Now this step

of Hegel is precisely the step required to be taken

by many well-meaning men now-a-days, to whom the

letter of religion seems to cause so much difficidty and

uneasiness that they desire to see it still proceeded

against in the manner of the Aufklarung. The letter

of religion, however, ought to be seen to be but a

subjectivity, but an external and transitory fonn, and

the plastic object itself which is now, was always,

and ever vnll be, is what alone ought to be looked

at. It is but the thought of an infant which in

these days— especially after a Hegel— finds itself

arrested by arithmetical questions in regard to the

Israelites, or by Astronomical, Geological, or other

difficulties, in regard to the Bible generally. Hegel is

not further behind in his arithmetic than others, pro-

bably
;
yet it was by force of absolute and eternal

truth that he regarded the Christian Eehgion as the

Eevealed Eeligion, and it was with consistent convic-

tion that he bore himself throughout hfe as a sincere

adlierent of the Lutheran faith. To him, it was clear

that the Aufklarung had accomplished its work, that

to attempt to continue that work was a blunder and an

anachronism, and that, on the contrary, it was the

business of the new day, assimilating into itself the

truth of its predecessor, yet to atone for the damages
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wrought by that predecessor, and restore the rights of

that higher Eaith and Season to which, in its subjection

to the Understanding merely, it—this same predecessor,

the Aufkliirmig—had done so much injustice. How
superfluous, then, how retrograde, how simply silly all

your Feuerbachs and Strausses (to say nothing of

Bishop Colenso, and ' Essays and Eeviews ') would have

appeared to him ! So far as happiness was concerned,

Hegel knew well that the humble pious Christian who
had never heard of discrepancy, difficulty, or doubt,

was even infinitely superior to the profoundest philo-

sopher in existence ; and he would have considered it

a very thin sincerity, a very painful conscience, a very

mistaken conscience, which, in the interests of Theoretic

truth, shoidd insist on damaging the Practical (Moral

and Eeligious) truth of a soul so blessed. To Hegel the

repose of such souls was sacred. No doubt, he felt that

their enlargement theoretically, or so far as Imowledge

(insight) is concerned, was desirable, but practically

they were at present well, and disturbance in behalf of

theory (knowledge) might advantageously be postponed

till the work of the Understanding should be fairly seen

into, and the reign of Reason established. Disturbances

there had already been enow ; our souls were miser-

able, and the world was reehng asunder into a selfish

Atomism under the influence of the Aufklarung : it was

time to stop all that, it was time to bring the Auf-

klarung itself to the bar and demonstrate its insuf-

ficiency : 'it was time, in short, to complement, and atone

for Understanding by Eeason, in the keeping of which

latter was the higher and highest weal ofman—Eehgion,

God, the freedom of the Will, the immortality of the

soul, and all the blessings of the Evangile of Christ.*

* Had Bisliop Colenso and tlio Essayists and Eeviewers, then,

6 2
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The philosophy of Hegel, then, is simply this sub-

stantive or objective history of philosophy : it is phi-

losophy as plastic object unfolding itself in entire

freedom from every external subjective, from every ex-

ternal chronological concomitant or ingredient. With

special reference to Hegel himself, we see philosophy,

in the relative development, passing from the Begriff

of Kant into the Idea of Hegel. This point, however,

has probably been generally missed. Men saw, indeed,

that Hegel characterised Philosophy as that in abs-

traction which its own history is in concretion ; but

tliey hardly believed him in earnest. They saw here

and there some analogy between certain of the cate-

gories in abstract Logic, and certain of the actual doc-

trines of the historical philosophers, Ionic, Itahc,

Eleatic, &c. ; but they never supposed that the Logical

progress was to be considered as strictly parallel with

the Historical progress ; still less did they suppose that

the conception was continued into modern philosophy

;

and least of all that that pecuHar Logic of Hegel con-

tained a demonstration of its own derivation from the

philosophy of Kant. They believed, on the contrary,

understood tlieir age, instead of concerned, must submit to the or-

thrusting the negative on Faith, dinarj' imperfections of empirical

they woiild have demonstrated to form, it can still irrefutably rest its

Understanding its mere blindness authority on the inspiration of its

to the affirmative, and would thus matter, and strengthen itself into

consequently, instead of bringing safety and security by a conjunctiTe

misery to the happy, have brought reference to the supernatural and

happiness to the miserable. It is revelatory character of history in

the business of no man now-a-days particular and the world in general,

to continue the Aufldarung. We as well as to the demonstration of

aclmowledge what it has done for Reason in the new philosophy. It

lis, but we go our ovm way the is the business of to-day to bind

while. No negative criticism of the iip our still-dripping wounds, and

letter shall longer blind us to the not to continue piercing us with

affirmative of the spirit. If Chris- the cold point of Eighteenth-cen-

tiauity, so far as external histoiy is tui-y Enlightenment.
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that the former was a system sui generis, an edifice apart

—a system and edifice independent of all other systems

and edifices, whether of Kant or others. One feels that

this allegation must expect opposition, however. The

connexion of tlie Hegehan system with the history of

philosophy has not been ignored by subsequent German

students and critics, but again and again formally

maintained. Haym, for example, in the very second

paragraph of his book avers, ' as it (the philosophy of

Hegel) is the history of philosophy in mice, so it is

philosophy in mice.' It is impossible for words to say

in any more direct fashion that the philosophy of Hegel

is the history of philosophy. Still, it is to be asserted

here that the connexion of the system of Hegel with

history is understood in a very different sense by Haym
from that which we suppose ourselves at present to

entertain. Haym, after all, has not attained to the truth

as regards Hegel
;
but, on the contrary, his whole work

can only be styled a laborious failure. Haym repre-

sents the system of Hegel as something quite arbitrary

and artificial, which has arisen in obedience to a desire

to make the Eeal harmonise with the Ideal, and ac-

cording to conceptions of Grecian symmetry. This,

the result of Haym, is a complete and total mistake

:

Haym makes Hegel act on an external motive, whereas

Hegel reaUy acted on one internal
;
Haym makes

Hegel to labour consciously towards an ideal object,

whereas Hegel worked consciously towards a real

object. Hegel, in fact, takes philosophy, actual philo-

sophy, as it comes to him from Kant, Fichte, and

Schelling, and remoulds it onwards on its own objective

principles, and not on his own subjective ones—just

as Kant receiving philosophy from Hume, attempted

honestly to mould it onwards thence. Eosenkranz
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and Scliwegler seem equally out with Haym on these

points.

The proof of the truth of what lies here will consist

in this,—that, after all other explanations, Hegel has

remained as obscure and unintelligible as ever ; Avhereas

—as we presume, that is—after the explanation con-

tained here, the Hegelian system will henceforth be

found everywhere accessible, everywhere penetrable.

It is a curious thing, tliis contrast between words and

the meaning of words. Haym's words are perfect;

they seem to state the case quite as directly as those of

Hegel : yet they refer to facts widely different, and the

full force and apphcation of Hegel's words have only

now been explained. Neither was it from Hegel's own
words in reference to Logic being that in abstraction

which the history of philosophy is in concretion, that

the light of the true meaning rose on my own mind.

This hght was only a consequence of vision into the

Kantian deduction of the categories, of vision into

thought and its externahsation which became thus the

universe, of vision into the assumption by Hegel of

that point of view, and of a widening perception of a

universal application of this principle everywhere in

the writings of Hegel. Perceiving that Hegel had dis-

cerned externahsation of the multiple of the category

to be the real burthen of the industry of Kant, I con-

ceived this discernment would constitute to Hegel his

own subjective Jirst, and I sought to get on the trail of

the actual manner in which he was led to those gradual

steps from this first which terminated in his own full-

formed, apparently wholly insulated, apparently aU but

impenetrable, extraordinary system. This trail I thought

would be most likely to manifest itself in his Subjective

Logic. I set to read this with this notion, and there
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went up to me the sudden light : why, that abstract

characterisation means Kant, this again Fichte and

Schelhng, and that other Hegel himself ; in fact, it just

expresses the development of the Begriff; there it is

An sick with Kant, here Fur sich with Fichte and Schel-

ling, and there, finally, it is An undfiir sich with Hegel

:

that so abstract paragraph, in short, is the history in

nuce of Philosophy in Germany ! ! Now here the key

was complete, and a realisation effected of the words

of Hegel m a field and with a literahty of which Haym
had never dreamed.

In this there hes a correction for those who are per-

petually finding the historical views of the great masters

perfectly anticipated in crumbs of their predecessors :

for in the fight of a subsequent idea words may readily

seem^to convey that of wliich, as written and when
written, they had not the remotest ghmpse. The

industry that would attribute the merit of the new
fight to the preceding perfectly dark words is vulgar,

mean, ignoble, false and fraudulent in various ways : it

is false and fraudulent, for example, to the great his-

torical name in its injustice ; and it is false and fraudu-

lent in that it seeks to procure for itself the credit of

research and the glory of originality. Thus, here,

words may be found in many writers directly enun-

ciative of the connexion of Hegel's philosophy with

the history of philosophy—such words are perfectly

direct there in his own works—at the same time

that these writers themselves had no perception of

the close and fiteral apphcation which we have just

affirmed.

How striking the course of thought : Substance,

Causality, Eeciprocity, BegrifF, Idee ! Bacon, Descartes,

Spinoza, Leibnitz, Locke, Hume, Kant, Fichte, ScheUing,
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Hegel, are all there. The reciprocity lay in Kant, who
altered the relative positions of subject and object,

and thus was the notion, the notion of reciprocity, an

sich. In Pichte and Schelling, the notion of reciprocity

passes into its differences of subjectivity and objectivity,

and becomes /d'ir sich. Kant is the notion in immediate

or universal form ; Fichte and Schelling, the notion in

particular form. But it is Hegel who takes the notion

of reciprocity as such, who converts it into the an und

fur sich, the concrete singular, and exhibits it every-

where as the substantial, original creative cell, and as

the substantial, original, imiversal system of cells—the

Idee.

To shut up Hegel in a phrase seemed possible only

in the far future : yet what virtually siuns Hegel, Ls

pretty accurately conveyed by the phrase, the nqtional

reciprocity of a single disjunctive sphere.

C.

The opening determinations of the system present

themselves so abruptly, that one is apt to ask : How did

Hegel come upon them ? Cannot they be connected

in some ordinary way with ordinary thought ? Is there

no means of bridging over the chasm between ourselves

here and Hegel there ? Hegel very rightly asserts that

aU this is discoverable just in what the notion of a

Beginning brings with it, and it may be recommended

to everyone to think out the matter from this point of

view for himself : stiU, what the above questions indicate

as the want of the inexperienced reader is to be found

in the genesis of Hegel from Kant, and in the successive

notions which arose to the former in the progress of

that genesis.
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The Categories in Kant had a burthen, a manifold,

an ingest, a matter of their own. They and this matter,

though subjective in origin, though in us, projected

themselves out there into the objects, and came back to

us (in sensation) with the objects and in the objects,

forming in fact, though unconsciously to us, a most

important, or the most important, portion of the objects.

This is the first thought that, conceivably, rose to Hegel

in the genesis in question ; and he may be supposed to

express it to himself thus : The object is formed by

me, wholly by me; for the thing-in-itself which has

been left as an unknown noumenon by Kant, is but an

abstraction, and exists not. What is, is my sensation,

in my Space and Time, in my Categories, and in my
Ego. But each Ego as Ego is identical with my Ego

as Ego. What substantially is, then, what necessarily

is, Avhat universally is—what, apart from all considera-

tion of particular Subjects or Egos, objectively is, is

—

Sensation in the net of Space and Time gangUonised

into the Categories. All is ideal, then ; but this ideal

element (the common element that remains to every

subject on ehmination of the individual subject) can

only be named an objective one. Now in this objective

element there are two parts—one capable of being

described as sensuous, and the other as inteUectual.

"But these two parts are not wholly discrepant and

heterogeneous. The sensuous part, for example, is but

a copy, but an externalisation of the intellectual part.

The former is but the other of the latter. The latter,

then, is the more important, and contains all that, essen-

tially and substantially, its other is. In such relation,

indeed, its other is to it as nothing. Neglecting the

other^ or the copy, then, let us confine our attention to

the categories, to the intellectual part, to the inner part,
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of which the other is but the other, or, what is the

same thing, a repetition sensuously and outwardly.

Well, these categories declare themselves at once as

objective thoughts. So far as there is an out, they are

out there objectively in the world ; or the world is

made on these categories, on these thoughts. This,

then, is the first Hegehan thought: the category is

objective, is in the object or forms the object. To know
all the categories, then, would be to knoAv all the

thoughts which formed the universe—to know all tlie

thoughts, indeed, which are the universe. But such

knowledge, concerning as it does the thoughts of God,

would be tantamount to a knowledge of God himself.

From this scheme it will be evident, how completely

all that is peculiarly Hegelian lay already in the find-

ings of Kant.

Eut to look more closely, we may say that directly

this fight went up to Hegel, it would naturally and

necessarily be the categories that would engross all his

attention—the categories of Kant. What were they ?

Where had Kant got them ? How had Kant mani-

pulated them ? Could nothing more be made of them ?

Here, sm'ely, was a most promismg field for an aspirant

to the honours of philosophy ; and most thoroughly, it

must be said, was it ransacked, and tm-ned over, and

re-modelled, and re-made, and re-presented by Hegel.

Ee-presented indeed, so that any trace of the original,

or any trace of connexion with the original, appeared

irreparably obliterated, absolutely effaced. The same

work which estabhshed Hegel, however, serves also to

discover him ; and this is the thorough and laborious

and persevering investigation of that which is the

hardest part,—the part too universally neglected,—but

the essential part, the essential and central secret indeed
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of tlie whole system, of Kant—tlie deduction of the

Categories.

It is curious to watch the manoBuvres of Hegel here,

the manner in which, when led to the subject, he speaks

of these categories of Kant. By way of example, let us

refer to a very remarkable Note Avhich occurs in the

' Allegemeine Eintheilung ' of his Logic (Berlm, 1833,

pp. 52, 53). The correlative text runs thus :
' Kant has, in

latter times, set opposite to what has been usually named

Logic, another Logic, a transcendental Logic namely.

That which has been here named objective Logic would

correspond in part to that which with him is the trans-

cendental Logic. He distinguishes it from what he names

universal Logic in such wise that it (a) considers the

notions which refer themselves a priori to objects, and

consequently does not abstract from the whole matter of

objective knowledge, or that it contains the rules of the

pm-e thinkmg of an object, and (/9) at the same time

relates to the origin of our knowledge so far as it (our

knowledge) cannot be ascribed to the objects. It is to

this second side that the philosophical interest of Kant

is exclusively directed. His main thought is, to vindicate

the categories for self-consciousness, as for the subjective

Ego. In consequence of the direction thus imposed,

the view remains standing fast within consciousness

audits antithesis [of an object and subject, to wit] ; and

besides the empirical element of sensation and percep-

tion, it has something else left over which is not entailed

and determined by thinking Self-consciousness, a Thing-

in-itself, a sometliing foreign and external to thought

;

though it is easy to see that such an Abstractum, as

T/iing-in-itself, is itself only a product of thought, and

that, too, only abstractmg thought.' The Note itself

runs thus :
—

' I may mention that I take frequent notice
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in this work of the Kantian philosophy (wliich to many
may seem superfluous), because this philosophy— its

more particular character as well as the individual parts

of the execution may be considered as they may in this

work or elsewhere—constitutes the base and starting-

pomt of later German Philosophy, and tliis its merit

remains undetracted from by what may be excepted to

m its regard. In the objective Logic frequent reference

requires to be made to it for this reason also, that it

enters into particular consideration of important, more
special sides of the logical element, while later discus-

sions of philosophy have, on the contrary, paid Uttle

heed to this (the Logical element), have partly indeed

exhibited in its regard often only a barbarous—but

not unrevenged—contempt. The philosophismg which

is the most widely extended among us, passes not be-

yond the Kantian results, that reason can come to know
no true material content, and as regards absolute truth

that we are to be directed to Behef. In this philoso-

phising, however, the beginning is immediately made

with that which in Kant is the result, and consequently

the preceding executive development, which is itself a

philosophical Cognition, and from which the result

issues, is cut off beforehand. The Kantian philosophy

serves thus as a bolster for indolence of thought, which

quiets itself with tliis, that all is ah-eady proved and

done with. For actual knowledge, and a definite real

something of thought which is not to be foimd in such

sterile and arid self-tranquiLlisation, application, there-

fore, is to be made to the mentioned preceding executive

development.' Now, in the passage from the text, the

Hegehan objective Logic is said to correspond partly to

the Kantian transcendental Logic. This, then, in one

l)oint of view, may be considered as an admission of
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the one system being partly derived from the other.

The remark, however, is casual and general, and, taking

into its scope, as it does, the whole of the transcen-

dental Logic without restriction to the deduction of

the categories, it really gives no hint that would lead

anyone to put any stress on the connexion, or expect

anything further from its development than what lay

on the surface, viz., that the categories of Hegel in-

cluded, among others, those of Kant. No such remark

could give the slightest intimation of the secret that

lay for discovery in the deduction of the categories.

The two points which are stated in characterisation of

the position of Kant, are in reality identical. They

are given quite in the language of Kant, and not a

trace of that turn which made them Hegel's can be

found in them. Hegel passes lightly over them, indeed,

to state that Kant's leading thought is to vindicate the

categories for the subjective Ego (that is, as functions

of the subjective Ego), and he concludes by alluding

to the defective and inconsistent nature of the Kantian

theory. No one from such writing could beheve that

Hegel was aware that any particular advantage had
accrued to him from the Kantian system ; and when
one reads the bitter, relentless, wholly unrespecting

criticism with which we find Kant perpetually assailed

throughout the whole course of Hegel's unabridged

Logic, the very last idea that would occur to anyone

would be that the system of Hegel is contained all but

ready-formed in the system of Kant—that it emerged,

indeed, from the same almost at a scratch of the nail.

Nay, it is Kant's treatment of these very categories (to

which Hegel owes all) that Hegel, nevertheless, censures

the oftenest and the most unexceptively. A page further

on than the last just quoted, for example, we find Hegel
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expressing himself as follows :
—

' Inasmuch now as the

interest of the Kantian philosophy was directed to the so-

called transcendentality of the Categories, the result of

their treatment issued void ; what they are in themselves,

without the abstract relation to Ego common to all,

as regards their nature as against and their relation

as towards one another, has not been made an object

of consideration ; the knowledge of their nature, there-

fore, has not found itself in the smallest furthered by this

philosophy : what alone is interesting in this connexion

presents itself in the critique of the Ideas.' How very

misleading aU this writmg is ! We know that the Ideas

are universaUy considered less satisfactory than the Cate-

gories
;
yet Hegel, when blaming the latter, can bestow

a word of praise on the former ! Impossible to think,

then, that Hegel Kes so very completely in these very

categories ! Again, Hegel is perpetually telling us that

aU his divisions into Books, Sections, Chapters, &c., are

only something external, something added as mere con-

venient rubric for reference after the system itself has

of itself run through all its own moments. Wlio can

think otherwise, then, than that this system is a pecuhar

life, a life of its own, and a life apart .^^ Who for a

single moment would be tempted to suspect that in

Kant, too, lay the principle and principles of these divi-

sions, which must have all presented themselves to Hegel

not after the system, but wholly beforehand ? But let

us look at the Note now.

Here he acknowledges the philosophy of Kant to be

the basis and the starting-point of the later German

philosophy. But cela va sans dire—^^vho does not know

that ? Is it not common-place that Pichte rose out of

Kant, and so on? Does the acknowledgment lead in the

slightest to a perception of the pecuhar obligations of
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Hegel to Kant ? Not by any means : he apologises for

his frequent notice of Kant, ' whick may appear to many

quite superfluous,' and the award he extends to the

philosophy of Kant is made magnanimous by allusion

to the defects of its execution and particular details !

Li fact, not any particular derivation of Hegel from

Kant, but just the trivially current derivation of Fichte

and of German philosophy in vague generahty from

Kant, is what Hegel's words would naturally call up to

any reader here. Again, he admits that Kant enters

more particularly into the consideration of Logic than

later philosophers. But we recollect that transcendental

Logic is on the very outside of the book of Kant ; the

admission, too, is quite shght and general ; and so Hegel's

observation here passes as one quite superfluous and

of no importance. He points out then, that later

philosophers have begim with the Kantian result—
which result again is misleadingly (and largely untruly)

characterised in terms of censure—and have dispensed

with any knowledge of the preceding execution. But

this execution is philosophical cognition, and the advan-

tage of a return to it is hinted. There is nothing in all

this to prompt any inference of the particular truth of

the case relatively to Hegel. Observe, however, the

three words which are isolated from the rest by dashes,—
' but not unrevenged

;
'—they refer to the contempt

of later German philosophers with respect to Logic. It

is not Logic in general that is in Hegel's head at this

moment, however. No ; what is really there is the

deduction of the categories, and ' not unrevenged ' is a

chuckle aside over what he (Hegel) has gained and they

(Fichte and Schelling) have lost in that regard. This

seems very clear as soon as the real nature of the rela-

tion subsisting between Kant and Hegel is seen into.
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But none of these words, wlietlier in the text or the

note, would liavc given the shglitest intimation of their

home meaning to anyone as yet ignorant of that rela-

tion : and mucli less would they have revealed that

relation. They are of such a nature, however, that

they seem to shelter Hegel from the possible charge of

injustice to Kant, and of having meanly concealed the

true nature of his vast obligations to Kant

—

wlten these

obligations shall have otherwise become known. They
certainly contain the truth implicitly

;
they are very far,

however, from expressing the truth explicitly ; and

Hegel must for ever bear the brand of having grudged

the light. These words, it is true, are not the only ones

used by Hegel when he has his own relation to Kant

in his mind : there occur here and there others—espe-

cially in ' Vom Begriff im AUgemeinen '—which, hke

these, amount to admissions, but act the part neither of

revelation nor acknowledgment till he who reads them

has contrived to obtain for himself the necessary hght

from elsewhere.

The scheme of the Kantian categories we have

already presented in such form, that no one who has

any knowledge of Hegel can possibly help exclaiming.

Why, Hegel is all there ! Hegel certainly owes to Kant

his main principles in every way, and his leading views

in general. Hegel, to be sure, is an intellect of irre-

sistible force, and, in the course of his exposition, there

occur infinite originalities, infinite new fights, which are

of the greatest import to the development of thought

and the future history, probably, of the world. The

looking at Apperception, the Categories, the intellectual

manifold of these and the sensuous one of Space and

Time, Sensation, Free-will, the Antinomies, the Ideas,

the Notions of Eeflexion—the looking at these and
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Other such, the materials of the inexhaustibly rich

Kant, in an objective manner, was a most happy light

that went up to Hegel, and quite comparable to that

light wliicli went up to Kant out of the materials of

Hume. And how interesting these hghts are ! The

light that went up to Hume out of Locke, is as his-

torically visible as those two others ; and the true

nature of philosophy and the history of philosophy

will never be understood as it is, by. the student of

philosophy, till these hghts go up to him in the same

way they Avent up to their first possessors. As regards

Hegel, too, some rays of the hght that rose up to him

apparently all out of Kant, must be attributed, as we
have said already, to Fichte and Schelling. The objec-

tivising of the Categories and their system constituted

probably, in the main, the hght that made Hegel. Such

implicit admissions, as we have seen, then, cannot screen

Hegel from the reproach of ingratitude to Kant—in-

gratitude, rude, coarse, brutal in its expression—or from

the macula of mean and interested concealment—

a

macula not one whit hghtened or lessened by this, that

the concealment was calculated to become, if need

were, a grudging and equivocal revealment. That utter

insulation of Hegel, that absolute inaccessibihty which

has remained so long obdurate, that impenetrable hard-

ness of form and speech—we may regard aU this

—

though a peculiar dialect was inevitable—as to some

extent matter of intention. It is certain Hegel saw

that he was not understood ; and it is now equally

certain that, with a word about liis derivation fr-om

Kant, he might have made all easy at once. He was
I surprised by sudden death, however, at a time of hfe

when he might reasonably have expected to have hved,

say, at least some ten years longer; and it is quite

VOL. I. T
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possible that, had he been spared, he might have con-

descended to explain the enigma and have kindly

vouchsafed us some mitigation of the hardness of his

forms and dialect.

It is not to be unconsidered, either, that the German
polemical tone is of a coarser nature generally than

would be tolerable in England. Hegel, in one of his

papers and in so many words, calls some one ' a liar
!

'

Hegel, indeed, is, in this respect, always consistent with

himself, and Kant and the individual just alluded to are

by no means exceptions. Hegel's polemical tone every-

where is always of the hardest, of the most unsparing

—

always, if we may say so, of the most unmincing and

butt-end description. One has but to think of all

occasions on which his biographer allows us to see

Hegel in conflict, to become aware of a general bearing

quite correspondent to the burthen of what has been

already said. We hear of him, for example, apropos

of one of his most friendly fellow-professors, who, in

the programme of the session, had presumed to recom-

mend to his students—out of love—a work of Hegel

:

we hear of Mm when in conflict with a Eoman Catholic

priest who had taken umbrage at the manner in wliich

Hegel, in his public lectures, had expressed liimself in

respect to a mouse which was supposed to have nibbled

the Host : we hear of him in his literary or philosophic

societies : and on all such occasions, we cannot help

getting to think of Hegel as of a man of an audacious

stomach—as of a man of a bold, truculent, and unliesi-

tating self-will. BQs attitude to Schelliug bears this

well out also. We saw already, how he broke ground,

when his time had come, by writing to Schelling—^in

what calculated manner, and with what probable views.

Well, once in Jena, we have to see him a declared Schel-
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lingian. He starts forward at once to the front, indeed,

as the most zealous and pugnacious of disciples, and he

lights for his master with all the unhesitating brass of

an advocate by special retainer. In a few years, how-

ever, when Hegel can dispense with prominence on

another man's height, the manner in which he ' says
'

himself ' loose ' from Schelling is as hard, ruthless, and

determined as is well conceivable. This is to be seen

in the preface to the Phaenomenology, a work which,

previous to its pubhcation, Schelhng told its author he

looked forward to as the deepest work of the age

!

That hard heart of Hegel, that relented not, at such

words, to mitigate his preface ! and to Schelling what

bitter commentary on his own expectations that preface

must have seemed! Many years later, again, the manner

in which Hegel writes to his wife of his having unex-

pectedly met Schelhng at a watering-place, seems a

sneer somehow, a sneer that tells the whole story of

what Schelhng must have thought Hegel at first, and of

what Schelling must have thought Hegel at last. It is

to be borne in mind, too, that when Hegel was exhibit-

ing the most fervid zeal for Schelhng, and demonstrating

Avith an air of perfect conviction the advance which

Schelhng's position constituted, as compared not only

with that of Fichte, but with that of Kant also—at

that very moment he had in his desk the first sketch

of his own system, a system that lay directly in that of

Kant, a system that proved the contempt entertained

by Schelling for the execution and details of Kant, and

for Logic in general to have been, as we have seen,

' not unrevenged.' It lay in the nature of the Hegelian

iron, then, to kick out of sight the ladders of his rise,

to provide for self, to take measiu-es afar ofi", and to set

deep plans for the realisation and particularisation of

T 2
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Self. His attitude in later years to Government coheres

with the same view. It certainly lay in the nature of

his philosophy to profess Constitutional Conservatism

and perhorresce the usually inconsiderate and shallow

innovator of prejudice and passion ; but to connect

himself so closely, as he did, with the Ministers of the

day, and to become, as it were, their fee'd and recognised

fighting-man, their retained gladiator, their staunch bull-

dog of philosophy on hire—it was in the nature of his

own self-seeking that this lay. Let us study and appre-

ciate Hegel, indeed, as long and deeply as we may, a

tone will chng to him that still brings somehow in-

voluntarily to the palate ' savour of poisonous brass.'

The insulation of Hegel, then, the rubbing out of

his own footsteps, the removal of all preliminary and

auxiliary scaffolding, the concealment generally—de-

spite a certain equivocal revealment—of liis relation to

Kant, must be pronounced, in great pai't at least, an

operation of prepense calculation and intentional design.

This operation it is our present business here to render

abortive ; and the means to this lie in a statement of

the general nature of the Kantian Categories, of the

special hght that went up to Hegel in their regard, and

of his probable steps and mode of transit from this hght

to his complete system. It was with this statement we
|

were engaged,when called off to animadvert on the blame
j

which, dashed somewhat by certain considerations, must
\

attach to Hegel, of an interested disownment of Kant
I

and concealment of the first steps of lus own operations.

What they were—where they had been got—these

Categories, then,—this was not difficult to perceive.

They were derived from the various classes of proposi-

tions, as these propositions presented themselves in the P!

ordinary text-books of technical or Aristotefian Logic.
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The various kinds of propositions (or judgments) Kant

conceived must relate to the various kinds of tJie act

of the faculty of Judgment itself, or to the various

functions of this faculty. The functions of this faculty,

then, in such case, were either Quantitative, Quahtative,

Eelative, or Modal. As Quantitative, again, they were

either Universal, Particular, or Singular ; as Qualitative,

either Affirmative, Negative, or Limitative ; as Eelative,

either Categoric, Hypothetic, or Disjunctive ; and as

Modal, either Problematic, Assertoric, or Apodictic.

But full details occur in the special consideration of

Kant himself, and need not be repeated here. It is

sufficient to state now that Kant transformed the

technical classes of propositions into functions of judg-

ment, and into certain a priori ground-notions of syn-

thesis, correspondent to these functions, and resultant

from them. Here, then, we see what the Categories are

and where they were got.

But Kant similarly transformed the technical classes

of Syllogisms into certain a priori ground-notions of

Synthesis which he named the Ideas. The function of

these Ideas was only Eegulative, whereas that of the

Categories was Constitutive. But, what is the im-

portant point for us at present, the former are a vitah-

sation of Eeason, while the latter perform the same

service for Judgment. To technical or formal Logic,

then, was it plainly that Hegel was referred, when he

sought to investigate the Categories, and endeavour, by

the completion of their system, to complete the system

also of ground-thoughts, which not only permeated and

arranged the universe, but which actually constituted

and created it, all that held of Sense being but a copy

and repetition of all that held of Intellect.

In this search Hegel found himself, even as regards
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the Categories and Ideas, to make many modifications.

Still in Judgment and Ecason he had, on the whole,

been forestalled by Kant. There was one division of

Logic, however, which still lay virgin and untouched

by Kant, the First namely, or that which has been in-

scribed Simple Apprehension. Well, as Kant had been

so successful with Judgment and Eeason, it was at least

possible that a like success might attend an investigation

of Simple Apprehension also, if conducted on the same

principles and directed by the same view. But Kant's

Categories were Notions and, as Notions, ought to belong

to Simple Apprehension. There was thus a connexion

between Simple Apprehension and Judgment; they

were not wholly isolated and incommunicable ; the

forms of the one might pass into the forms of the

other ; the one, indeed, might be but a gradation of

the other. Here we have in perfection one of the most

special and peculiar of all the Hegelian levers. Kant

himself blindly expressed this in relatmg the Categories

to Apperception or Self-consciousness : he failed to per-

ceive that, as Notions, they might have been set down

as ground-acts of Apprehension, and that Apprehension

then might be set identical with Apperception or Self-

consciousness. Had Kant seen this, he would probably

have utilised in his peculiar way, and adopted into liis

system, the whole body of Technical Jjogic.

But again, the Categories are generahsations, and tlie

question in that light is spontaneous : Can they not be

generahsed further ? As the original functions of Ap-

perception itself, this at first sight seems impossible, and

they themselves ultimate. Still they are Notions, and

the universal of them is the Notion. But the Notion as

the Notion is just the Faculty as the Faculty, Apprehen-

sion as Apprehension, or Apperception as Apperception.
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Here is another example of gradation in the same

matter, another coalescence of differences into identity

:

the faculty and the function were both seen to con-

stitute, so to speak, the same stuflf and to possess the same

life. There is involved here another of the great He-

geUan levers—the ehmination, that is, of faculties

;

the ehmination, indeed, of all substrata of functions,

quaUties, thoughts, &c.—the reduction of all to Gesetzt-

seyn, which we may translate, perhaps, reflexion, or

adjectitiousness.

Again, the one function of all the Categories is, the

conversion of the Universal, through the Particular, into

the Singular. Such is the absolutely generahsed fimc-

tion of the Categories as they are understood by Kant.

This, then, is the Notion, and this is the inner movement

of the Notion asNotion. Nay, such is the inner movement

of Apprehension, such is the inner movement of Apper-

ception itself. This is the pulse of Self-consciousness
;

this is the nerve of the Ego. This movement, this

pulse, this nerve, is what is ultimate—rather what is

first—in the constitution of this universe. This is the

First and One (throb) which has expanded into the

All : this is Yitahty ; this is the Infinite Form and the

Infinite Matter ; this is the Absolute ; this is What is.*

The conception of the Notion as Notion, then, was

not for Hegel far to seek ; and this notion, with such

views, and so instructed by Kant, he could not very

well have missed. The Categories were but generahsa-

tions ; it was but natural to demand a generahsation of

them. This was imposed on him, too, by his very

necessity to attain a First and One. Nay, consideration

of Kant's Apperception itself would lead him to Simple

• This, we may add also, ia how sihle, or the Notion is tlw d priori

^priori Synthetic Judgments are pos- Synthetic Judgment.
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Apprehension, and to the same thought. He was in

search of a principle by which he might obtain a be-

ginning, secure a method of progression, and complete

a system : such quest as this lay at once to hand, the

instant he perceived the reach of the Notion of Kant as

expressed in the Categories, especially when these were

objectivised. Hegel knew from Kant that in every

Notion there was matter and form ; and it was not

difficult for him to perceive that what Kant called the

intellectual schema, was the multiple contained in the

Notion and tantamount to its matter. In regard to the

Notion as Notion, it would be with joy he would

perceive that there Matter and Eorm—as was a parti-

cidar want of Schelling—coalesced and were identical

;

that the movement which constituted the Form of the

Notion, constituted also its Matter, Kant himself defines

a pure notion to be such as arises out of the understand-

ing, ' auch dem Inhalte nach,' also as regards matter.

(Logik in Kant's Works, p. 270.)

At page 271 of the same work, these words might

have proved suggestive to Hegel :
—

' The Idea does not

admit of being obtained by Composition (Aggregation)

;

for the Whole is here sooner than the part' At aU events,

this is a main tenet of Hegel on the question of the

original tortoise of the universe. There cannot be

a doubt that Hegel had examined with great attention

the Logic of Kant ; and there is much matter there

capable of proving richly suggestive. At page 274,

we have the following, after an adrnkable account of

Abstraction in general which we can recognise as the

source of Hegel's incessant word abstract :

—
' The abs-

tractest Notion is that wliich has with none that is

different from it anything in common. This is the

Notion of Something ; for what is different fi'om it is
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Nothing, and has therefore with Something nothing in

common.' Agam, from page 279, these words might

be very significant for Hegel :
—

' By means of continued

Logical Abstraction there arise always higher, as, on the

contrary, by means of continued Logical Determination

always lower Notions. The greatest possible abstrac-

tion yields the highest or abstractest notion—that from

which there cannot be any further predicate (or signi-

ficate) thought-off. The highest completed Determination

would yield a thoroughly determinate Notion, or such

a one that no further significate could be thought to it.'

Altogether, it was not difiicidt for Hegel, once pos-

sessed of that ghmpse by which Ego was seen to be

externahsed by the Category, the Category by Time and

Space, and these by Sensation, to perceive that Ap-

prehension itself (or Apperception or the Ego) perfectly

generally expressed, would constitute the Notion, and

that a thorough completion and articulation of a system

of Categories from the Notion would constitute, in the

strictest language, a consummate philosophy, or the

entirety of those universal principles according to which

the universe was organised, and of which the whole

outward was but a repetition. As regards his method,

too, it was plain that if he was to begin with what was

most general, he must proceed to what was most par-

ticular (the Singular), and thus his progress would be,

not a generalisation, but a specification or individualisa-

tion—^logical Determination, in short. The passages

just cited from the Logic of Kant, then, may perhaps

not be without bearing on the beginning, progress, and

termination of Hegel. For his beginning is that which

is abstractest of all, his progress logical Determination,

and his termination that which is concretest of all. In

this, what is last supports and is ground to all that
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precedes
; for it is verily that which is ; and all that has

been done, has been to begin with the simplest link

of the complicated chain that constitutes the interior of

the ultimate principle, and let all manifest itself in de-

velopment towards this ultimate concrete whole. This

whole, again, is with Hegel ' sooner than the part
;

' the

Seyn is just the Seyn, or What is, is ; and Hegel con-

ceived that, as a philosopher, he had nought to do but

demonstrate this Seyn in its intellectual principles and

constitution ;—and thus Hegel was an empiricist.

Hegel has clung very closely to Kant, then, and his

special guide seems to have been frequently the latter's

special Logic itself. There are additional proofs of this.

The work in question begins thus :
—

' Everything in

Nature, as well in the lifeless as in the living world,

takes place according to rules.' Now, one may say

that Hegel's single industry has been to carry out this

into all and every : his one idea has been to exhibit

all as an organism, and every as a necessary member of

the same. Then, again, Kant follows this up by ob-

serving that at the bottom of the crude, unconscious

concrete that, in the first instance, every and each

human iaterest is seen to constitute, there hes an intel-

lectual pure system which acts, as it were, as the sup-

porting skeleton and as more. For instance, under

Speech, which, as it fii'st shows, is so very crude a

concrete, something so very unconscious and uninvesti-

gated, there lies a very decided pure intellectual system,

on and round which all the rest gathers as so many

motes on and round a system of pure rays—Grammar

(a Grammatik). 'Thus,' says Kant, 'for example,

Universal Grammar is the form of language in general

:

some, however, speak, without knowing grammar; and

he who speaks without knowing it, really has a gram-
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mar and speaks according to rules, of which, however,

he is unconscious.' He then continues :

—'Just as all

our faculties in general, Understanding in especial, is in

its acts astrict to rules, which may be investigated by

us. Understanding, indeed, is to be regarded as the

source and as the faculty of rules. ... It is eager to seek

rules, and satisfied when it has found them. The ques-

tion occm^s, then, as Understanding is the source of

rules, on what rules does it itself proceed ? . . . These

rules we may think for themselves, that is, in abs-

tractor or without their apphcation [which is accurately

the moment of understanding, judgment, Ur-theil, abs-

traction, or fiir sich in Hegel]. ... If we now, however,

set aside ah ingredients of knowledge [it would be

more intelligible to an Englishman or a Frenchman to

say Perception], which derive only from the objects,

and reflect solely on the operation of understanding in

general, we discover those rules which in every respect,

and quite irrespective of any and every particular object

of thought, are absolutely necessary, just because with-

out them we should not be able to think [or perceive]

at ah. These rules, therefore, can be seen, and seen

into, a priori, that is, independently of all experience,

because they concern merely the conditions of the

operation of understanding in general, be it pure or

empirical, without distinction, indeed, of the objects at

aU Thus the science which consists of these

universal and necessary rules, is merely a science of

the Form of our cognition through understanding, or

of thought. And we may form for ourselves, there-

fore, an Idea of the possibihty of such a science, in

the same way as of a Universal Grammatik (or Gram-
mar), which shall regard nothing further than the mere
form of Speech in general, apart from words, which
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constitute only the matter of speech. This science of the

necessary laws of understanding and reason in general,

or—what is the same thing—of the mere form of

thought in general, is called Logic. Thus as a science

which considers all thought in general, irrespective of

the objects, which are only as the matter ofthought,Logic

will constitute the foundation of aU the other sciences,

and must necessarily be regarded as the Propaedeutic

of all exercise of the understanding.' Most readers

read such sentences witiiout reahsing the thought of

their writer
;
they seem to them to allude only to

what is called formal Logic, which, everybody knows,

abstracts from all matter of thought; and they pass

on without any consideration further. Not so Hegel : he

enters into the very mind of Kant, and sees what he

sees. But what Kant sees is not the Aristotehan Logic,

but a pure Form, which, subjective in that it is of intel-

lectual or mental origin, is yet veritably objective, a

pure objective shape, to which every actual material

object must congrue. Kant sees, in fact, a diamond

net of intellect— pure form— which the matter of

special sense (as it were, faUiug and condensing on the

net) crassifies into actual outer objects. This is in

rude outhne Kant's new theory of perception, wliich,

it is doubtful, any mortal has hitherto understood,

unless Hegel. Hegel, whether he called it perception

or not, saw perfectly well what it was, and spent his hfe

in the reahsation of it. He saw Kant's notion here

—

which he could afterwards identify with the Notion as

Notion—he saw that of wliich Kant said 'we might

form an Idea,' and of tliis he just—by infinite labour

—

formed (or reahsed) the Idea : Hegel's Idee is nothing

but Kant's Idea (but, as here in Kant, the Idea is but

notion, but an sich) of the possible science suggested.
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Kant ideates an a priori diamond objective net of

perception: Hegel realises the same as a systematic

articulately-detailed whole—his Logic
;
which, viewed

as an objective whole, he names (probably with reference

to the word as used here by Kant)—the Idea. Kant's

transcendental Idea, then, is now to be conceived as

simply developed unto the Logical Idea of Hegel. Or,

to say it otherwise, the Logic of Hegel is intended to

he in absolute truth all that Kant pictures ; it woidd

be the diaphanous skeleton, the inner, necessary, pure,

abstract system, pure as a Grammatik, pure as a

Mathematic, pure as an Algebra—pure as an ultimate,

perfectly generalised Calculus—on and round which

the innumerable opaque motes of outer matter should

gather, group, and dispose themselves into the concrete

world of thought and sense. Hegel set himself in

earnest to realise the idea of Kant, and sought to find

a pure Noetic of Kiiowledge (Logic) as others seek to

find the pure Grammatik of Speech (Grammar). If

Hegel's Logic, indeed, is not this, it is nothing. But it

is this—perhaps not perfectly—it is this, and has dis-

covered those pure essentities of thought which are the

spring and levers of the whole. For example, a whole

imiverse of concrete sorrow, whole lifetimes of concrete

anxiety, concentrate themselves in those simple essen-

tities Finite and Infinite—concentrate themselves, and

demonstrate themselves, and answer themselves, re-

solving and clearing themselves into insight and peace.

Our most earnest Enghsh writers now-a-days—to con-

fine ourselves to writers—may be conceived as just

staggering blindly back at present caught in the last

draught of the receding Aufklarung. ' To be blown

about the desert dust,' or ' sealed within the iron hills,'

a particle of matter : this they ponder, all of them.
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To them, ' time has become a maniac scattering dust,'

' life a fury shnging flame,' ' and men but flies, that

sting, lay eggs, and die.' The great bulk of earnest

men, now-a-days, in short, longing for Eehgion, yearn-

ing for God and Immortality, weeping towards Christ,

longing, yearning, weeping towards all those essential

truths of Humanity which the light of the understand-

ing, brought to the fierce focus of the Aufklarung, has

shrivelled into ashes within their hearts— such men
may all be conceived as at certain seasons sitting hour

after hour in gloom and silence pondering these things,

and rising at length with a sigh, and the mournful

refrain, No hope, no hope ! But these two words.

Finite and Infinite, being discussed in ultimate abstrac-

tion (which is their truth), in Logic proper—at once

the knot resolves itself and the cloud lifts.

Kant, in the same sense, characterises this conceived

Logic as the 'Universal art of Eeason, the Canonica

Epicuri,' and that, as such, ' it borrows no principles

from any other science.' And again, he says— ' Li

Psychology we consider how thought is seen and known

usually to proceed, not how it must or ought to pro-

ceed ; ' but ' in Logic we do not want to know how the

understanding is, and how it thinks, and how it has

hitherto proceeded in thinking—but how in thinking it

must and ought to proceed : Logic is to teach us the cor-

rect use of the understanding, that is, that use of under-

standina; that agrees with its own self.' And here we

are not to deceive ourselves that the bm'then of the

ordinary definition of Logic, the right use of Eeason,

is what is aimed at. No ; what is aimed at is some-

thing very difierent : it is the intellectual objectivity of

knowledge as opposed to the sensuous objectivity of

the same ; for even of the latter, the former is the
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essential antecedent, or there is no sensuous objectivity

in which the intellectual elements do not constitute the

essence. How very earnest Hegel has been with all

this, and how completely he has assimilated it, is, on

accurate acquaintance, very plain. ' The question,' says

Kant, ' is not what and how much does understanding

know, or how far does that knowledge extend ; but in

Logic the question is only how will the understanding

know its own self,' that is, its own pure form, and

forms, that lie in ahstracto under the crass and opaque

concrete. Again, he defines his transcendental Logic

to be that ' in which the object itself is conceived as an

object of mere understanding,' which surely is tanta-

mount to calling said Logic an objective Logic. And
he winds up with the following express definition in

small capitals :
—

' Logic is a rational science not as

regards mere form only, but as regards matter also ; a

science a priori of the necessary laws of thought, but

not in respect of any particular objects, but in respect

of all objects in general ;—a science, therefore, of the

correct exercise of understanding and reason in general,

but not subjectively, that is, not with reference to em-

pirical (psychological) principles as the understanding

does think, but objectively, that is, with reference to

a priori principles as it must and should think.' What
study Hegel has made of all this, his Logic demonstrates.

Here, again, Hegel's idea is well seen :
—

' Technical or

Scientific Logic is a science of the necessary and uni-

versal rules of thought, which can and must be known
a priori^ independently of the natural exercise of under-

standing and reason in concreto, although they can be
first of all discovered only by means of the observation

of said natural exercise.' Here, too, is something very
Hegehan :—In this Logic ' not the smallest regard is to
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be entertained whether of the objects or of the subject

of tlioiight.' This is accurately tlie Hegehan Logical Idea,

which is (tliough m abstracto) the concrete thought of all

that is, elimination being made of all reference to any

actual empirical object or any actual empirical subject.

Kant, to be sure, declares that Logic ' can be no

science of speculative understanding,' for so it were an
' organon ' for discovery, acquisition, and addition, and

no mere 'propaedeutic ' or ' canon ' for regulation and
' dijudication

;

' while Hegel, on his side, seems to have

converted Logic just into this speculative organon.

Nevertheless, this very act of Hegel may be not un-

connected with this very remark of Kant. As regards

method, again, Kant says :
—

' By Method is to be under-

stood the mode and manner m which a certain object,

to whose cognition this method is to be apphed, may
be rendered capable of being comj^letely understood

:

it must be taken from the nature of the science itself,

and, as a necessary order of thought thereby determined,

it does not admit of alteration.' Again, he accurately

distinguishes Philosophy from Mathematic, and points

out the absurdity of applying the method of the latter

to the former. Many passages, both in the Kritik of

Pure Eeason and in the Logic, can easily be found to

prove this, and we need not quote. Li reference to

philosophy, he says there belongs to it, ' firstly, an

adequate complement of rational facts
;
secondly, a

systematic articulation of these facts, or a synthesis of

the same in the Idea of a whole.' Again :
—

' Every

philosophical thinker builds, so to speak, his own work

on the ruins of another ; none has ever been realised,

that was complete in all its parts.' Then we have

much about wisdom as opposed to knowledge, wMch

repeats itself in the practical sections of Hegel (' Miso-
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logie,' found here too in the Logic of Kant—but that is

Plato's), and then there occurs this eminently Hegehan

sentence :
' Philosophy is the only science which is

capable of procuring us this inner satisfaction [of

wisdom, that is, in act as well as knowledge] ; for it

closes, as it were, the scientific circle, and through it then

only do the other sciences first acquire order and con-

nexion.' Hegel's historical idea seems here too :
' He

who would learn philosophy, must regard all the systems

of philosophy only as the history of Eeason in its exer-

cise,'—of Eeason, that is, as it has historically manifested

itself in actual operation. Schelling also has this

thought at full in the ' Transcendental Ideahsm
;

' yet it

is to be observed that though Kant's words, or Schel-

hng's words, name now the Hegehan Idea, neither Kant

nor Schelling saw the Hegehan Idea then.

We are not to lose sight, meantime, of the bearing

which Logical Determination has on the method and

system of Hegel. The common secret of aU these philo-

sophisings, Kantian, Pichtian, Schelhngian, was generali-

sation or abstraction. It lay at hand then, that the

most abstract notion would, in a system, be the natural

commencement. But, this accompHshed, the question

would then arise, how are we to proceed, in what
manner advance from this beginning ? It cannot

be by fmrther abstraction or generalisation, for we
suppose ourselves at the abstractest and most general

abeady : determination, then, specification, is the only

principle of transition left us. But, supposing this to

be the method we must adopt, how put it into opera-

tion, and where end it? are the next questions. As
regards putting it into operation, that is possible by
finding for every genus the differentia by addition

of which it (the genus) wiU be transformed into the
VOL. I. u
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immediately subordinate species ; and as regards an end,

that will take place, Avheu we have reached the most

concrete conception that belongs to this universe. The

beginning, then, will probably not be difficult, inasmuch

as it is just the genus sumnmm, or the last product of

abstraction : neither presumably will the end be difficult,

as, if we find the true method, it will come of itself.

The whole difficidty now, then, relates to this method :

hoiv, being in possession of a genus, can we find, without

addition of any other element, the differentia which

will convert it into its first species ? This seems im-

possible ; for Logic holds that the genus is the common
element, while the differentia is that which is pecuhar

to the species,—just that, in short, which distinguishes

the species from the genus. We are at once at a stop

here, then ; and it seems that even if we had the be-

ginning, the summum genus, any advance from it would

be impossible, as it is a differentia that is the uecessaiy

instrument of movement, and a differentia lies not in

the genus, least of all in the summum genus, but is to

be found only in the species. Now, in what has been

said hes the germ and motive of all Hegel's reasoning

as regards a beginmng, and of that principle as well

which is named the Hegehan principle xar ^^oy^r^v, and

<vhich has always been objected to Hegel as his absiurd

contradiction of all the laws of Logic, of thought,

and of common sense—objected to him, too, invariably

with that shallow exultation and exaltation pecuhar

to the opponent who is utterly ignorant of the man he

fights, as if the mere objection were an absolutely un-

answerable and utterly anniliilative refutation and reply.

But that Hegel is right, there is the universe for proof

:

God himself could not have created the world, had the

summum genus been only summum genus, and had a
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differentia required to be waited for, from an elsewhere

that existed not. It all lies there. The beginnmg and

the movement of Hegel ought to be now perfectly m-

telligible, and so far, hkewise, reasonable. There are

trutlis absolute—incapable of being changed even by-

absolute power, and this is one of them : the three

angles of a triangle are not more absolutely equal to

two right angles than the unity of difierence and

identity is absolutely true—since the world is. Logically

expressed, what has been said amounts to this : Logical

Determination is only possible if the genus really con-

tains and implies the differentia of the immediately fol-

lowing species. Now let us try this in actual working
;

let us find the summum genus, and let us see whether

the differentia be not held in it at least impliciter. But

here we are just again saying, though in another form,

what we have aheady so often repeated. The Genus

is the Begriff, the Differentia is the Ur-theil, and the

Species is the Schluss : we have not yet got beyond

An sich, Fiir sick, and An und fur sich ! The same
movement, the same form press ever in upon us ; and
they are those of the Notion. But to apply.

Seyn, Being, is the most abstract notion of all.

Everyone will find this the case on trial : Kant directly

states this both in the conclusion of his Transcendental

Analytic, and in his Logic ; and Hegel repeatedly points

out that it is equivalent to the sum of all reahties.

Seyn is the beginning, then—Seyn is the summum
genus : does it contain impliciter the Differentia ? Or
Being is the Begriff, what is the first Ur-theil both as

parting and judgment ? But this was identified but
i

lately as the moment of abstraction or fiir sich : what,
then, is Being in absolute abstraction, or fur sich?
WJiy, Nothing. At first glance, then, it seems wholly

u 2
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hopeless to search for any cliflerentia here, where all is

vague and indelermmate, and Bemg itself has but the

value of Nothing. But what is to come after ? or what
is the first species under Being ? Why, in Being as

Being, there is as yet nothing ; it is a sea from which

not a scale of distinction can be landed. The first step

in such a sea towards a distinction must be a Becoming.

Becoming, then, is more particular than Being : by
what is it more particular ? Being imphes that there

is ; but Becoming implies both that there is, and that

there is not. Is not, then, or simply not, is what it con-

tains more than Being. But if, by any means, Ave could

have found this not first of all, though implicitly, in

Being we should have found the differentia necessary

for its conversion into the species Becoming. But we
found this : absolutely abstract Being was just at the

same time JSTothing
;
Being as Being was predicateless,

&c. &c.

The same process applied to Becoming will detect

there, impHcitly contained, the differentia that converts

it into Daseyn ; and Daseyn conveys that there not only

is, but that there is actually there, or he7^e, or 7ioio.

Quahty is found impliciter m Daseyn, and Daseyn is

thereby converted into Etwas, Something. This, in

short, seems the course of the march of Hegel fi.-om

beginning to end.

Of course, it is easy for us, with Hegel's scheme

before us, to state the examples ; while for Hegel the

construction of his scheme, with all that he had to

assist him in the general conception of Determination

through the addition of differentife, would prove very

difficult. Still, though he must have had great trouble,

the receipt being so very plain, the accomphshment of

the process would plainly be very possible to patient trial.
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It is to be understood that Hegel did not look at the

process as altogether external, artificial, technical form.

He had come upon it, doubtless, when endeavouring to

accomphsh for the matter of Simple Apprehension

what Kant had accomplished for that of Judgment and

Eeason, &c. No doubt, Hegel vitalised logical Deter-

mination into the process of the concrete ;
and, no

doubt, Hegel was perfectly correct in this. The con-

crete, and the ultimate principle of the concrete— let

us even name it God—must contain identity, and it

must also contain diversity. Progress is possible only

from this to that ; but these very words imply other and

others, diversity. But God is not to be viewed as two-

fold—in God's unity, then, identity and diversity must

both cohere, without prejudice the one to the other.

This is a deep subject : Hegel, however, has probably

thought it out ; his result being that difference is as

essential to the Absolute—that is, to this universe, and

the principle and principles of this universe—^as identity

itself. So long, indeed, as we remain by identity, by
that which is always self-identical, and nothing but

self-identical, march there is none ; but in that God
created the world, he demonstrated tha,t self-identity

was not alone what constituted him, Negation is as

necessary as affirmation, then ;—nay, Spinoza asserts

omnis determinatio to be negatio, implying thereby that

the particular arises only by particularisation, that is, by

differentiating, by differencing the conceived original

identity. In aU philosophy, then, negativity is an

essential constituent, as it is an essential constituent of

the eternal frame of things. Kant had his negative

in the form of a Thing-in-itself, and Pichte could not

move without the same principle, but rarified into the

Anstoss, the appulse, or reflecting plane of impact.
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Hegel, for his part, like the royal thinker he was,

resolves these negatives into the ultimate iiegative of

nothing, nought, or not, negation as such. In fact, the

ultimate principle is to him the pure Negativity ; and
even such is Ego as Ego, or Self-consciousness as Self-

consciousness : even such is the Notion
;

for, like Ego,

on the one side in every case it negates all difference

into its own identity
; while, on the other side (like

Ego also in the case of Ideahsm, or as God), it negates

its own identity into all difference. Here is a glance

into the very depths of Being, and it belongs to Hegel.

Very probably, he made progress easy to himself by
the ready formula. Find your differentia (always impli-

citer in the genus), and add it expliciter to the genus

for the formation of the species : still, he had in his

mind concrete truth in the shape of the necessity of

difference to identity and of all the consequences of

the same. The Ur-theil, the dis-cernmeRi, is quite as

necessary as the Begriff, the conception (here for

notion). Whai is in itself must become for itself ; and

unity stepping asunder into differenis, that is Ur-theil,

that is dis-cernment. We are not content with the

immediate identity of Sense, for example ; we demand

the mediacy, the explanation of Understanding, wliich

is a movement between differents. Hegel's principle,

then, is more than mere formula : what, in fact, we
here refer to under the series genus, differentia, and

species, is identical with that expression of his principle

which Hegel generally uses—namely, That everything

passes into its opposite, but again resumes the same to

production of a higher form : for what else in logical

language is this, but just that the genus contains the

differentia, and, by manifesting and resuming the same,

it passes into the species ? This logical language, then,
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is no mere dead formula, not a mere form in a book

;

it is a form that pervades and animates the universe

itself. The identity of the seed passes into its dif-

ferences and becomes the tree. As Hegel's own illus-

tration has it, bud, blossom, fruit, follow each other,

refute each other
;
yet the last still contains the others,

and it is only identity which has passed into its dif-

ferences. Hegel, face to face with nature, saw that

this principle was true ; face to face with history, he

found it true ; face to face with thought in his own

soul, it still showed true ; and face to face with the

history of philosophy, it was no less true. Everywhere

he tried it, and everywhere the answer was the same.

Still, it is to be understood that even a Hegel cannot

escape the appearance of formahsm and mechanism

which the application of a formula always entails.

There is a certain formal mechanism in the very initial

questions. What is the absolutely abstract genus ? what

is the absolutely abstract differentia? and in the an-

swers, The absolutely abstract genus is the absolutely

abstract identity—the absolutely abstract sum of aU

realities, which is just Being as Being ; the absolutely

abstract difference can only be Nothing ; the absolutely

abstract species, from the addition of such difference to

such identity, can only be the absolutely abstract Be-

coming. These, perhaps, are the bottom thoughts ; but

absolutely abstract thoughts look very formal beside

these material things, sky and earth and air, and bird

and beast and man. It is but formahsm, it is but a

dry gulp to us to take down Logic as creating principle

of this Nature—yet still what help ?

Thus, then, at all events, tracing Hegel from Kant,

we have gone deep into the former, and have well-nigh

surprised, perhaps, his whole secret. We can throw
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yet another light, however, which of course hangs

with what has been already said. Hegel consistently

sought in the history of pliilosophy for the thought

which liad immediately preceded his own, in tlie

belief that the nexus between them would prove tlie

differentia of the latter. Or we may say this other-

wise.

The results reached can be conceived as accruing to

Hegel from an examination of the subjective side, as

it were, of the industry of Kant. There is yet anotlier

side of the same industry, the objective. It, doubtless,

occurred to Hegel spontaneously, that differentiation

was the principle of the objective and historical pro-

gress of thought in outward manifestation as a succes-

sion of thinkers. Still this also, so far as the expression

is concerned, lies in Kant. We have seen ah-eady the

sentence, ' He who would learn pliilosophy must regard

all the systems of philosophy only as the history of the

exercise of Eeason,'—that is, the systems of philosophy

are the history of Eeason itself Schelhng also has the

same thought in complete fulness, and, we may add,

that thought also which Hegel realised in the ' Phaeno-

menology.' Both thoughts hang together, indeed, and

belong to the same fact. Indeed, the vitahsation of

Logic was itself sufficient to such historical notions, for

it showed that these dead hnguistic formulje had

formerly been alive in actual historical thought.

Objectively, then, the thought of Hegel was pre-

ceded by that of Kant, as that of Kant was preceded

by those of Hume, Locke, Leibnitz, Spinoza, Descartes.

That is to say, the thought of Substance was the ob-

jective thought that immediately preceded the thouglit

of Kant ;
and, more closely still, it was Substance gone

into Causality which was the immediate foregoer of
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the Notion of Kant. Now, Kant, so far as Substance

was concerned, bad completed the series appertaining

to the relation mvolved by adding Eeciprocity. Eeci-

procity, indeed, is the name that not inaptly describes

the pecuHar view with which Kant followed up the

suggestions of Himie. Kant, for example, referred all

to the reciprocity of Noumena. What constituted

knowledge was Pha^nomena derived from the reci-

procal action of the Noumenon within and the Nou-

menon without. Eather, Kant inverted the previous

relative positions of these two Noumena by subordi-

nating the object (which had previously been the prin-

cipal) to the subject (which had previously been

secondary), and thus by such inversion generated a

certain virtual reciprocity. At all events, from reci-

procity the Notion of Hegel dh-ectly takes life : it is

just with reciprocity that Hegel has seriously occupied

himself. He has concentrated his attention on the

pecuhar manner in which Kant derives this notion of

reciprocity from the logical function of the disjunctive

judgment, and has thus gradually created his own
Notion or Idea, which just is, that What is, is a concrete

unity, the hfe of which lies in the principle of reci-

procity, and more particularly in the notional form

of that principle as it exhibits itself even in Kant him-

self. Eor in Kant, we find the singular to be but a

sort of reciprocal result from the reciprocal interaction

of the particular and the universal. This is best seen

in the Kantian rationale of a perceptive act—a rationale,

as yet, however, that probably waits exposition, and is

universally unknown. This concrete unity, the dis-

junctive sphere—a single cell, say—is to be conceived

possessed of the reflex life 'of consciousness. A good

illustration suggests itself.
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In a letter written to a literary veteran, some twenty

years ago, by a stricken youth,—in one of those in-

trusions which are, to budding letters, in the liglit of

love, so natural, but to budded letters, in the liglit of

cxjDerience, so unendurable,—there occurs the following

passage :
—

' I lie in the centre of this me, this dew-drop,

round which the rays of Deity, interpenetrating and

passing tlirough it, paint the spectrum of the universe.'

This may be allowed to be a fair symbol for idealism in

general ; and the same youth, separated by many years

from any knowledge ofGerman, stumbled in his thouglits

on what may perhaps be allowed to be a fair symbol for

the phase of idealism wliich now occupies us. It is

this : Conceive a Magician, a man of mighty power,

a Prospero, so to place before the eyes of a Miranda a

scale of fish, a plume of bird, a tooth of beast, a leaf

of branch, a pebble from the rock, a grain of sand, &c.,

so, and so strangely, that they should hquidly collapse

somehow before her eyes—taking her with them—into

the aforesaid dew-drop ! Now this is a Vorstellung of

the Begriff of Hegel,—or better, perhaps, of his Idea.

The All, Wliat is, is, so far as Logic is concerned, the

Idea. Now, this Idea is but a dew-drop which, by a

triplicity of reciprocity in itself, develops itself, or rather

at any time can develop itself, into the universe. As it

is, in the first instance—that is, as simple unity or iden-

tity, knowledge or particularity—there can be none in

it : it is just What is an sich, in itself. But let it, by

virtue of its own inner negativity, negate, isolate a

single point of its yet undisturbed periphery, and there

result immediately a particular and a universal which

collapse into a singular. The dew-drop, the lucid vesicle,

is conceived capable of self-consciousness. Self-con-

sciousness as act may be conceived as the Form, the
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embracing element, the prehens ;
wliile tlie object of

self-consciousness may be conceived as the matter,

the Inhalt, the mtent or ingest, or the prehensum :

lastly, the realisation of the prehensum to the prehens

may be conceived as a singular act of knowledge, a

union of Eorm and Matter, an Entelecheia. The appli-

cabihty of several of the Hegehan triplets must at once

suffcrest itself: the moments of the movement, for

example, are all respectively susceptible of the names,

Begriff, Urtheil, Schluss
;

Immediacy, Mediacy, and

Both
;

Identity, Difference, restoration of Identity,

&c. &c.

Again, in fiurther explanation, it is to be considered

that the 'Phaenomenology' precedes the 'Logic,' and

that the latter work consists, in a measure, but of the

abstract conclusions of the former work ; which conclu-

sions being placed together, are seen to form a system

apart by themselves.

There is possible yet another glimpse of the industry

of Kant which will greatly assist to an adequate con-

ception of the industry of Hegel. Looked at in a

large and generahsed fashion, the industry of Kant was,

in ultimate instance, to reduce all the concreter interests

of man to the three cognitive faculties. The result of

the ' Kritik of Pure Eeason,' for example, is to reduce

the whole theoretic world, the whole world of know-

ledge (for the thing-in-itself= 0) to Understanding

(Simple Apprehension) ; the result, again, of the ' Kritik

of Judgment ' is to reduce the whole assthetic world, the

world of feeling or emotion, under Judgment
;

and,

lastly, the ' Kritik of Practical Eeason ' refers the Prac-

tical world, the world of WiU, to Eeason. This is

sufficiently singular in itself
;
and, no doubt, it was

sufficiently singular to attract the special attention of
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Hegel. Wliat a light it must have proved to this latter

indeed ! The Avhole universe brought back into cogni-

tion, just as if all the hght ever shed by the sun Avere

arrested, and compressed, and brought back into his

single focus ! That the thing thought was but the

faculty thinking, or that known and knowing were one

!

That the forms of thought, wliich collectively might be

named Logic, were the real secrets and souls of the

whole immeasurable external chaos! Such thoughts

as these might entrance anyone ; such thoughts as

these even spring to meet us from this side of Kant as

fi'om others ; and such thoughts as these are the main

and master thoughts of Hegel. Of the realLsation of

such thoughts, indeed, it is that his whole laborious

work and works consist. If Kant reduced all to the

three cognitive faculties, Hegel but performed the same

feat under another form when he reduced all to the

Notion ; for the three cognitive faculties are but the

three moments of the Notion. One can readily see

now how it is that considerations of Logic dominate

everywhere in Hegel ; and one can now readily under-

stand, also, his contempt of Nature as somethmg no

more real than our ordinary trains of ideas that float at

random. One can now understand, too, how it is that

there is a greater difficulty in Hegel, and that is the

transition to God. In the mean time, we may quiet

ourselves by remembering that Hegel enters on the

consideration of God on a much higher sphere, where

it is not Logic, but the concreter interest of Eeligion,

that is concerned.

Li this way, probably, we may have accomphshed

something not altogether unsatisfactory towards some

explanation of the origin, principle, form, and matter

—

generally—of Hegel.
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D.

A short but luminous formula for Hegel—perhaps as

good as any that can be devised—is this :

—

The Substantive is What is
;

But the Adjective is the Substantive :

Therefore, the Adjective is What is.

Or the Whole is Adjectivo-substantive.

If it be objected that these are but objective mo-

ments, and that the subjective moment is absent, the

latter may be added by considering the adjective as

now pronominally, as it were, reflected into the verb.

Thus the Notion manifests itself in Grammar also.

It is strange, this pertinacity of the Notion ! How
striking as regards Christianity, the Eehgion of Truth,

that its moments correspond accurately, as we have

seen, to those of the Notion ! It is the rehgion of

Vision (as through the lily into the inner glory, the

glory of God), of Love, of Submission ; and these

correspond to the trefoil of man. Cognition, Emotion,

Volition, and so to the trefoil of the Notion.

E.

The last word of the secret of Hegel that is pro-

bably now required, is contained in the last paragraph

of ' Eeciprocity,' and constitutes the conclusion of the

objective and the commencement of the subjective

Logic, This last word is the Begriff of the Begriflf ; a

phrase often enough used by followers of Hegel, in the

sense of totahty, probably, but it is doubtful if ever by
any of them in the sense meant by Hegel himself, who,

however, has, in his own way, explained his meaning

—

tolerably exoterically, too, to him who has the true
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nature of tlie industry of Kant fairly before his mind

—

in the sections ' Vom Begriff im AUgemeinen,' and ' Die

Absokite Idee.' The original German must here be

thoroughly studied, for an English translation would

be so uncouth as absolutely to repulse approach. Some
notion of what is intended may perhaps be caught

from this : Conceive the particular— and that just

amounts to, Take the organic series of particulars as

the middle—then the negative reflexion of these as

to themselves collectively as an organic whole, is the

universal ; while this same negative reflexion of them-

selves to themselves as a unit, is the moment of

singularity. Conceive your thirty-two teeth negatively

reflected into themselves as a case, and also negatively

reflected into themselves as a bite (their own functional

act), and, through the rough Vorstellung, something of

the Begriff may shine ! This conception being properly

understood—at the same time that it is borne in mind

that the whole and all is self-conscious thought—uni-

versahty and singularity are thus seen to be identical,

while the particular is also identical mth each, and is

held between them as in a transparent distinction, so

that aU three coalesce—and the result is a triune trans-

parent distinction.

Why is it after Eecipeocitt ? Because such is the

truth of actual history : it came to birth so—after Sub-

stantiahty, Causahty, and Eeciprocity—or after Spinoza,

Hume, and Kant. Its relation to reciprocity appears

in this—that, as it comes forward here, it is m the form

of Schluss, and—in Seyn and Wesen respectively—has

ah-eady been Begrifi' and Urtheil : though itself the

Begrifi", then, it, as in the form of Schluss, resumes the

others and completes the reciprocity. Here in the

form of Schluss, it constituted in the form of BegrilT
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tlie beginning of the whole. Under Seyn, then, where

the BegrifF was ini Begriffe, or as Begriff, all was An
sich,—all the distinctions also. Hence the particular

form there of other to other. In the same way, we

perceive that the Begriff under Wesen being imUrtheile,

the form is that of separation into Eeflexions. We
have now to understand that the Begriff being im

Schluss, has reached the perfection of its form and

terminates in the Idea. The special movement under

each division is always the same, however : 1, Simple

Apprehension
; 2, Judgment

; 3, Eeason ;—for Hegel

is always in earnest with the realisation of the living

pulse of Logic. Matter, indeed, cannot be his business

here. That business is—not surely with a first artificer,

and what he made and hoio he made it—but with

thought and the demonstration of thought as the abso-

lute organ or organism, and the organic all or absolute.

Thus it is that he always bears it with him, that

thought, though it is itself the object—looks on this

object as another, in such wise that its knowledge of

the same is of a negative nature intelligible, perhaps,

from this illustration—that, in the movement of the sun,

what is seen, is just the negative of what is. Hegel

would convert the new principle into Science ; but such

science—of the Notion—can only be Logic.

Verstandige Vernunft, or verniinftiger Verstand, we
may remark here, amounts to plurality in unity, or

unity in plurahty
;
just what Kant meant, but only as

it were An sich, or implicitly and vktually, by his

Einheit and Mannigfaltiges ; and this is the recipro-

city which Hegel has in view. Verstand here is taken

so that its strict etymology falls into and modifies

its ordinary meaning. There is an idiomatic use

of Verstehen which illustrates the Hegelian sense:
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Verstelien, that is, sometimes means, to become stale, to

be injured by long standing, as it were to stand itself

away. The relation this meaning bears to the fixed

isolation, the sundered identity, which Hegel would

have lis perceive to be impUed by Understanding, is

tolerably obvious. Hegel always regards the particle

Ver as equivalent to trans, and as referent to a process

of transition or. transformation the nature of which is

characterised by the root. So AUgemein, Besonderu,

and all the Hegehan terms. Kant's phrase Anschau-

ender Yerstand is equivalent to the Hegelian Ver-

stiindige Vernunft. In Bestimmen, too, see the etymo-

logical look—^it is a giving voice (Stimme) to What is

;

or Logical Determination (Bestimmung), the whole

process of Hegel, is but a sort of naming of Adam.

Geist, similarly, is an excellent word for the ultimate,

absolute, and positive Unity : the living Spirit of the

moment is always the co-mcluding and reahsing point

of the AU.

As regards both Understanding and Eeason (in its

dialectic part), it is not difficult to understand the word

negative as apphed to their function. We may just

say generally, indeed, that thought has no purpose and

no act but to negate Seyn taken as what sensuously is.

But, more particularly. Understanding negates the unal

self—thus efiecting an intercern or inierpart. Eeason

negates the negation, not into nothing, but into the

restored unal self. Here we see : 1, Unal Self—Simple

Apprehension, or Begriff; 2, Intercern—Judgment, or

Ur-theil
; 3, Eesolution of Difference into a Unal Self

of differents—Eeason and Schluss. Every^vhere the

Notion is a Negativitat : the Particular is negative

—

part negating part, &c. ; the Universal, as negating the

parts, is negative ; and the Singular, as negating aU into
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tlie absolutely self-identical unit of Self, is eminently

negative and eminently the reine negativitat. In fact,

what we have everywhere is division in the indivisible,

separation in the inseparable, difference in the identical

;

so that identity is abstraction and the form of ab-

straction.

Such sentences as the following will be now intel-

ligible, and may prove illustrative :
' This spiritual

movement, which in its Unity [i.e. im BegriiT] gives

itself its characteristicity [i. e. its determinate and

determinating variety, as im Urtheil], and in its

characteristicity its equahty with itself [resumption of

AU-o-emeines and Be-sonderes into Ein-zelnes im

Schluss], which is thus the immanent evolution of the

Notion, is the absolute method of cognition, and, at

the same time, the immanent soul of the import itself

'

—import here amounting to that which the All, both

substantially and formally, is. ' The Nature, the peculiar

inner Being, the veritably eternal and substantial ele-

ment in the multipHcity and contingency of the

phenomenal and passing Outward, is the Notion of the

Thing.' ' Only in its Notion has something actuality
;

so far as it is diverse from its Notion, it ceases to be

actual, and is null ; the side of tangibility, palpability

(Handgreiflichkeit), and of sensuous out-of-selfness

(Aussersichseyn) belongs to this null side.' The sen-

suous never is, but always is not ; the notion, then, is

its truth ; what it is apart from that notion is evidently

a nothing : take the page before us, for example. In

illustration of the life of the Notion, we must bear in

mind the progress of history, in all departments, from,

1, Instinctive life, through, 2, Eequirements of Ee-

flexion into, 3, Eeason. This, in the concrete, is not

to be looked for in the exactitude of a formula : often

VOL. L X
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we see retrocessions of the individual, a M-back
from Understanding to Sense, as in Eeid, into perfect

amentia, as in one of his followers. On the whole, in

the Begriff of the BegriiT we see that Hegel has returned

to substantiality, fact, hfe, while Kant, in his categories,

was still in distinctions of mere formal Logic. Kant
thus may be said to have had only a regulative, while

Hegel has a constitutive, force. Before such merits one

relents to conceive Hegel as absorbed in creation, and

never sufficiently on his own outside, as it were, to

explain his origin from Kant. But this origin and the

debt to Kant are not to be forgotten. Now, for in-

stance, the Quality, Quantity, and Measure of the com-

mencementare just the manifold of Kant. Quahty is

Kant's Sensation; and Quantity his Perception (An-

schauung), seen in the pure Quantities which are the

pure Perceptions, Space and Time. Measure is added

by easy suggestion. Then Wesen comes in as Under-

standing or the Categories proper (of Eolation).

Thus, then, we see plainly how actual fact of life and

history coheres with general Logic. Being, Notliing,

Becoming, through all the intermediate steps, are just

finally hammered into, and correspond respectively to,

the closing triunity—Logic, Natm-e, Spirit. Legends

of aU peoples exemphfy the same. Eden is but Simple

Apprehension passing into Judgment. Then the Good

Principle is Being, the Bad, the Negative. Paust,

again, is the latter stage of the era of Judgment, the

stage named by Hegel, 'Das ungliicldiche Bewusst-

seyn
;

' the Understanding has done its work, Eeasou

has not yet begun, and all around is but empty

abstraction, without a single rest for Paith (or Hope)

of any kind : and the result is but a precipitation into

the senses ; more commonly now-a-days the end is but
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vague despair and an impotent sighing for all that has

been lost.

The Categories we may conceive as an internal web

invisible to • us, and of which, so long as they are

uninvestigated, we are but the prey. Still, to most

individuals, certain categories become enlarged—iso-

lated thickenmgs occur in our inner web—which as

tliickened come before consciousness—and from which

as Gangha our single Spirit issues. In this manner, we
may conceive ourselves enabled to analyse and pass

judgment on the characters of men—by exhibiting,

that is, their ganghonised or hypertrophied and ossified

categories, of which they were the slaves. The thin

man acts from a single category ; the rich man is a

rich sjnrit resultant from many categories mutually

related in a healthy common system. Cromwell,

though so inarticulate, drew breath from a vast bulk

of categories ; and from the weight of the Universal

it was that he possessed his irresistible mass and

momentum ; nor was the Universal that led him,

in the slightest hollowed out, as is so common every-

where at present, by the wind of the Vanity of the

Singular. The bad ejSects of such wind are very

apparent in Napoleon. Wellington is otherwise ; but

his Universal was simply the red tape of England.

Hegel's work is this : the spider of thought—a point

— spinning its web of thought around itself: the

Bombyx of Eternity, the Cocoon of Eternity, and

their unity in Eternity itself! Hegel takes Kant's

notion as the secret, the key, of the universe. It is at

once the absolute Form and the absolute Import.

And it is this Form and this Import which only in-

volve themselves throughout the whole system, from

the lowest, simplest, and abstractest of abstractions up

X 2
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to the highest, most complex, and concretest of con-

cretes. Once possessed of the Kantian notion, his

way was successively to discharge its concretion till it

reached an ultimate tenuity, and thence to let it re-

make itself again. Or we may say that Hegel lies ui

a consideration of the absolute adversatives—negation,

position, &c. He saw that thought was but as a foot-

ball from inner to outer, and from outer to inner, &c.

;

and he resolved to make shuttle what had previously

been but shuttlecock ; that is, he wove together into

indissoluble unity by relation what hitherto had been

irreconcilably disunited by this very same relation.

This is another synonym for his work, as that of

Eeason, repairing and restoring what had been injured

and destroyed by the eighteenth century, in the work

of Understanding. If the reflexion of Spinoza and

Hume has unfixed and unsettled all, the reflexion of

Kant and Hegel will again restore all to place and to

peace. Hegel's one object, indeed, has been a demon-

stration of the absolute intussuscejytioji. The result

is a crystal sphere—perfectly transparent—but covered

with infinite tracery of intussuscipient fines— opaque

yet transparent—which appear and disappear—m the

own movement of the sphere's own inner.

F.

A good way to state the main notion of Hegel is

this : What is, says Spinoza, is Thought and Extension,

which again are but modifications (even as attributes

they amount to this) of one and the same— God.

Hegel says of this that there is no transition in it, no

deduction, no mutual connexion. Now Hegel's secret

is just to add the missing element ; or it is the intro-
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duction of intermediation and connexion into tlie

divided and disunited trinity of Spinoza. Tliis, of

course, is said roughly and generally to give a general

and rough idea ; for in reality the Nature of Hegel is

not derived from, and is something very different to,

the Extension of Spinoza : at all to compare, indeed,

such vast organic wholes as the Logic, Nature, and

Spirit of Hegel with the mere phraseologies of Spinoza

in reference to Thought, Extension, and God, is possible

only in a wide manner on the mere outside. Still, to

assist us to an understanding of Hegel, let us say that

what he did was to introduce nexus and connexus into

the three of Spinoza. Following this out, then, Hegel

says, Extension, that is the Particular
;
Thought, that

is the negative reflexion of this Particular mto itself as

the Universal
;
God, that is the negative reflexion of

this same Particular into itself as the Singidar, which is

thus seen to be a union of both, and each, indeed, is

but the other. Now this revolts ; for God, at first

sight, is in this way lost to us. God in this way ap-

pears a mere creation of our own thought—in its

barest form, indeed, a mere human reflexion. This

conclusion is not quite legitimate, however. We assign to

God a variety of attributes ; or God cannot be conceived

without a variety of attributes : in a word, then, there

is God's unity, and there is God's variety. Now, if we
can suppose Extension atlequately to collect and re-

present all God's variety, then assuredly we shall not

be very far wrong if we assume God's unity to be the

negative reflexion into itself of God's variety, that is,

of extension. This reflexion, moreover, does not be-

long to us ; it must be conceived as objective fact inde-

pendent of us. Besides, we are not at all occupied at

present with the truth, but only with the fact of Hegel.
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This huge box has long lain shut—we open it—we lay

out the contents : tliis is our work. By and by pro-

bably,—a separate work,—the appraiser will follow

with his work, and tell us the value. One thing, it is

absurd to think of God as an entity somewhere in

Space, visible and palpable, could we but get there.

' I have swept space with my telescope,' says Lalande,

' and found no God.' The absurdity of the Atheist is

seen in that, but there is no less also reflected in it the

absurdity of crude Theism which as yet has not reached

thought proper, but only figurate conception (Vor-

stellung). But since Hegel, however it be with tlie

God of Hegel, we must certainly always substitute now
BegrifF for Vorstellung, intellectually thought notion

for sensuously seen image. God is no longer to be

pictured in Space ; he is not locally, topically in K'ature;

God is a Spirit, and can be only in the spiritual world,

only in the absolute world, which is Thought.

Logic has always appeared under the three rubrics

of Simple Apprehension, Judgment, and Eeason. In

this respect, Hegel's Logic does not difl'er from any

other, or, if it differs, it differs only in being truer to

the rubric. Hegel's Logic is, from first to last, in

matter and method, in form and substance, in book and

chapter, in section and paragraph, in sentence and even

word, nothing but Simple Apprehension, Judgment,

and Eeason. Simple Apprehension, Judgment, and

Eeason, this itself is but one of the sacred names,

—

just one of the synonymes of the whole. Judgment is

but the negative reflexion of Simple Apprehension into

itself, and Eeason is but the negative reflexion that

sums both. Nay, each is so much the other, all is so

dialectic, that, it may be, Hegel himself sometimes

mistakes the cue aud places as Particular what is
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Universal, &c. This is but the Notion ;—that is, in

one of its forms. Everywhere in Hegel we have before

us only the Notion. Being, Nothing, Becoming : Being

is but Simple Apprehension (Perception, if you will) at

its abstractest; Nothing is the act of Judgment on

Being ; it is the negative reflexion of pure Being into

itself ; Becoming is the act of Eeason on Being, and is

both Being and Nothing in concrete unity, the truth of

both, the Singular that is. It is just as if we said

:

Everything that is, is
;
Everything that is, is not

;

Everything that is, is Both—that is, it becomes. Each

of these averments, too, is true—only the last is the

concrete truth, the others are but abstractly true.

Eeason, in fact, is always to be assumed as the con-

crete moment that is base or mother-hquor to the two

abstract moments of Simple Apprehension and Judg-

ment. How natural is all this in the circumstances !

The Ideahst can only look to Logic when in search of

those principles which are the prius of all : the Ideahst,

too, as in the moment of Eeason, is but the natural

third, and the concrete truth, to the Perceptive animal

whose object is Seyn, and the abstracting Critic (or

Judge) whose object is Wesen.

We are to understand, then, that Hegel, from first to

last, is but touching or tapping, into its various succes-

sive forms, the primitive or original cell of the Notion

—

or the triune Eeflexion. There is the crystal sphere

—

tap it—Lines of reflexion glance in it by which there

are seen two in one or a triple unity. Becoming, in

which both Being and Nothing nestle. Another

touch and Becoming is Become—Here-being, There-

being, or So-being. Again, a tap, and reflexions

glance of Eeality and Negation which coUapse to

Something, and thence again expand into Being-for-
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Other and Being-in-self. These coUapse, in their

turn, to Determination. Determination sunders into

the duplicity of Beschaffenheit and shuts again into

the Unity of Limit. Limit, sundering into the duph-

city of the spurious Infinite, clasps together again in

the unity of the genuine Lifinite, and so on. Perhaps,

in the above statement, from Being-for-other and Being-

in-self onwards, the movement of the series appears

in simpler and more consistent form than in Hegel

himself. Now, all these changes take place, so to

speak, without moving from the spot—^Hegel never

abandons the notion with which he starts, and all

change is from Eeflexion on it, or, rather, in it. How
completely Eosenlo-anz has missed all this may be seen

from a single glance into the work which professes to

reform the Hegelian Logic. There the very ghost of

dialectic has disappeared
;
unity is never for a moment

thought of ; and we have before us but the words of a

dictionary tumbled hither and thither illustratively.

Even when, in the true Infinite, he has reached the

verge of Being, and has passed into Quantity, Hegel

has not yet moved fr-om the spot : Quantity but resumes

what precedes, though in another, that is, as another

sphere. Again, Quantity returns to Quality, and both

collapse mto Measure. In this way, through an extra-

ordinary alternation of Simple Apprehension, Judgment,

and Eeason, repeated in an extraordinary alternation of

their own forms, we reach, at last, the Absolute Spirit.

Now Hegel's addition to Spinoza, as described above,

gives the general nature of this Absolute Spirit at the

shortest. The Particular, Nature, is negatively reflected

into the Begriff (Thought, Logic), which is the Uni-

versal, and, through this also, into the Singular of the

Spirit. In the very statement, there glitters the hem
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of truth in such a variety of directions, that it seems

to bring with it its own authentication. When the

objection—it is only Human Eeflexion—occurs, let it

occur, also, that Human Eeflexion is Thought. Let it

occur, too, that it is to be conceived as an objective

reflexion, not something formal, but something intensely

concrete. If it is but a reflexion, it is a reflexion from,

and contains the absolute wealth of, both Thought as

Thought and Nature as Nature. It is not the mere ab-

straction of Spinoza ; it is, on the contrary, the concrete

of concretes. In fact, it cannot be otherwise
;
Nature,

Thought, each alone, both together, necessitate the re-

flexion of God ; God is their truth, and, though a neces-

sity of formal thought, is also a necessity of concrete

existence.

But, it occurs to be objected again, is it not very

general this, very thin, abstract, and bodiless—this

outcome of a universal Spirit, the highest expression

of which is not as m you and me, but in societies,

institutions, hteratures, arts, philosophies, &c. ? Is this

abstract and generahsed result of the human race as

human race aU that we are to get as God ? Call it

Ideahsm if you will, what is it better than Materialism?

Is that abstract result—institutions, laws, arts, &c.

—

aught better than a matter into which, even as we form

it, we perish, as the coral insect lives only that he may
die into the coral rock ? Is this, then, the end of all

the hopes of man ? God is but an abstract generalisa-

tion of Thought ! and for the carrying forward of this

abstract generalisation is it only that we emerge !

—

emerge but to cease ! This we are to call our true

selves, and to this we are to sacrifice ourselves ! It is

but natural to think thus. It is one-sided, however, to

speak of the result of tliought as an abstraction and
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generalisation ; there is neitlier abstraction nor genera-

lisation—as usually understood—here present; what
we have here is a life. What we have here is the

organised universe and its organised outcome. Spirit

is the word. Hegel has always meaning in his words,

and by spirit he means not a ghost, not an airy vaporous

body, but the essential concrete of all, which is a

Spirit. In what Spirit do you live, and think, and act ?

Ever, in every age, the essential, organic, vital drop of

the whole is its Spirit ; and with each new age, the

Spuit is ever richer—intellectually, morally, emotion-

ally. Nature, then, and Man—Nature and Thought

—

all that is here, just taken together as an organised

body—what can the soul of this body be but even

such a Spirit as is here indicated ? Such Spirit is the

Thought, the Emotion, the Will of such a body. Leave

Vorstellung, pass to BegrifF—shut not only your Byron

and open your Goethe (in every way a very finite step)

—but take the infinite step from all writers who have

ever yet vTritten to this most extraordinary Hegel.

In such abstractions, you say, there is no hope for

you ! What, then, are you ? What would you wisli

yourself to be, if not the perfection of your own

thought and your own will ? Apart from that, what are

you, that you should be saved ? And are you not saved

Are not man and nature and all things Thought, and

where is Thought, if not in you, who are to your-

self the Ego, the I, in which aU meet ? You are but

Modus—not the Absolute ; finite—not the Infinite :

you must perish ! Consult Hegel and see the necessity

of the Modus. And what is perishing? Wliat is

Death? Wliere are these, when. What is, is Thought?

Modus—finite !—is it not true that you at the same

time are? Wliat is, is TJiought. Absurd that you
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should be continued ! Why so ? On the contrary, it

is no more absurd that you should be continued than

that you are. That you are is the guarantee of your

necessity. God is a concrete Spirit—not an abstract

unit—why should not the death of the body be the

birth of Spirit ?—and why should not you continue

imited to the universal Spirit then, even as you are

so united here, in Natural form, now ?—But all this is

premature! As yet we only seek to understand and

express : as yet we have not attempted to think and

judge : as yet we have had enough to do to find our

way ; as yet we have not had time to think.

The general conclusion, this length, is that the Secret

of Hegel is the tautological reciprocity of the Logical

Notion, which is a concrete in itself ; and this is to be

foimd expressed in the last paragraph of the Section

'Eeciprocity.'

Eemaek.

These Notes of the Struggle to Hegel are now con-

cluded. Their general nature and burthen are—effort

to understand and express Hegel ; and a certain

adoption of the side of Hegel will be granted as al-

lowable to the effort to express for the sake even of

efficiency, especially in the case of a student only

speaking to himself in preparation for the public.

The state of the fact is accurately depicted here.

These Notes it was proposed to follow up by a

general chapter on the Origin, Principle, Form, and

Matter of the System, which should methodically bring

to a focus all the findings in these respects which are,

in a necessarily irregular and imperfect manner, in-

dicated in the Notes themselves. This chapter, how-
ever, is reserved for the present, as its composition is
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likely to be more efBcieiit after completion and pub-

lication of a statement of Kant which is now in

sketch.

Meantime, we may say this : The Principle is the

Notion as expressed at the end of ' Eeciprocity
' ; the

Form (or Method) is the movement of this Notion
;

and the Matter is the development, or simply the

introduction, of this Notion into the entire wealth of

the outer and inner Universe. As regards Origin

again, that lies in Kant ; and in this respect we may
name six special references : There is the light derived

from— 1, The externaUsation of the Categories
; 2, The

generalisation of the same
; 3, The utilisation of the

branch of Logic (S. Apprehension) left vacant by Kant

;

4, The realisation of Logic in general
; 5, The Kantian

theory of Perception
;
and, 6, The reduction of what

we may call the concrete faculties of man, Cogni-

tion, Emotion, Will, under his abstract ones, as named

in Logic, S. Apprehension, Judgment, and Reason.

Lastly, as regards Kant, not only did he breathe the

precise tendency, exhibited and perhaps perfected by

Hegel, towards a philosophy which should be a com-

plete and co-articulated system in explanation of the

All, but there lie scattered over the whole field of his

labours a thousand hints, which must have proved of

the greatest service to Hegel. Some of these we have

already seen ; but there lie a multitude more both for

the seeing and the seeking. By way of example, here

is a small one :

—

Metaphysic has, as the special aim of its inquiry, only

three Ideas : God, Freedom, and Immortality, and so that

the second united with the first shall lead to the third as a

necessary conclusion {Schlusssatz).'
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Indeed, we may quote further :

—

All else, -with which this Science is occupied, serves merely

as means to attain to these Ideas and their reality. These

Ideas are not required in aid of Natural Science but to

transcend Nature. The attainment of them would render

Theology, Morals, and, through the union of both, Eeligion,

consequently the highest ends of our existence, dependent

merely on speculative Eeason and on nothing else. In a

systematic exposition of these Ideas, the order given, would,

as the synthetic, be the most appropriate ; but in the labours,

which must necessarily precede any such exposition, the

analytic, or reverse, arrangement will be better adapted to

the end proposed : for here, in fulfilment of our gTeat design,

we proceed from what experience offers us immediately to

hand Psychology, to Cosmology, and thence to the cognition

of God.*

Particular points of derivation as regards both Fichte

and Schelling have been already alluded to. The
' Transcendental Ideahsm ' of the latter, in especial, is

so full of such points, that the reader conversant with

the subject experiences in the perusal of this work a

series of interesting surprises. We may yet illustrate

this statement by the quotation of examples, if room
should offer. But, on the whole, whatever suggestions

may have proceeded from others, Kant, the original

quarry, was alone adequate to stimulate Hegel to the

accomphshment of what he did accomplish ; and these

two writers may be directly affiliated as cause and

consequence. I may add to the six special references

above, that the point in which Kant and Hegel are,

perhaps, seen closest, is the fact that the a priori

Synthetic Judgment of the one, and wliich was set

up as the single angle of inquiry, is simply an sich

* Kant, Krit. d. E. V. Trans. Dialec. Book I. Section 3, Note.
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what the Notion of Hegel is an uud fiir sich. It is to

be considered also that, in what follows, much will

occur adapted to bring into the true ultimate focus all

that we have already seen as regards the explanation

of the operations and general industry of Hegel.
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II.

A TEANSLATION FEOM THE COMPLETE LOGIC OF
THE WHOLE FIEST SECTION, QUALITY.

FIRST SECTION.

DETERMINATENESS OR DEFINITENESS (QUALITY).

Being is the indefinite Immediate ; it is devoid of defi-

niteness as in reference to Essentity, as also of any

"which it might possibly have within itself. This re-

flexion-less Being is Being as it is only in its own
self.

As it is indefinite, it is quality-less Being
;
but, in

itself, the character of indefiniteness attaches to it, only

in contraposition to the Definite, to the Qualitative.

Definite Being as such, then, contraposing itself to

Being in general, the very indefiniteness of the latter

constitutes its Quahty. It will be found, therefore, that

First Being is in itself definite, and consequently,

Secondly, that it goes over into There-being, is There-

being ; but that this latter as finite Being sublates itself,

and goes over into the infinite Eeference of Being to its

own self, i. e.,

Thirdly, into Being-for-self
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CHAPTER I.

BEING.

A.

Being, pure Being,—without any further definition.

In its indefinite Immediacy, it is only equal to itself,

and neither is it unequal as regards Other ; it has no

diversity within itself, and none in any reference out-

wards. Should any Determination or Intent [Form or

Matter] be supposed in its regard, which might be

distinguished in it, or by which it might be distin-

guished from another, it would not be held fast in its

pm-ity. It is pure indefiniteness and vacancy. There

is nothing to be perceived in it,—so far as it is at all

allowable to speak of perceiving at present,—or it is

only this pure, void perceiving itself Just as little is

anything to be thought in it, or it is equally only this

void thought, this void thinking. Being, the indefinite

Immediate, is, in fact, Notliing, and neither more nor

less than Nothing.

B.

NOTHING.

Nothing, pure Nothing ; it is simple equahty with it-

self, perfect vacancy, determination-lessness and mtent-

lessness [form-lessness and matter-lessness] ; undistin-

guishedness in itself So far as it is allowable to men-

tion Perception or Thought here, the distmction [we

may remark] is admitted, of whetlier something or

nothing is perceived or thought. The perceiving or

the thinking nothing has therefore a meaning; botli
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[perceiving nothing and perceiving something] are dis-

tinguished, thus Nothing is (exists) in our perception or

thought ; or rather it is empty perception and thought

themselves ; and the same empty perception or thought

as pure Being. Nothing, therefore, is the same form,

or rather formlessness,—and so in general the same,

—

as what pure Being is.

C.

BECOMING.

1. Unity of Being and Nothing.

Pure Being and pure Nothing is, therefore, the same.

What is the truth, is neither Being nor Nothing, but

that Being,—does not pass over,—but has passed over

into Nothing, and Nothing into Being. But the truth

is just as much not their undistinguishedness, but that

they are not the same, that they are absolutely distin-

guished, but still, nevertheless, unseparated and in-

separable, and either immediately disappears in its

opposite. Their truth is, therefore, this movem,ent of

the immediate disappearance of the one in the other

;

Becoming; a movement in which both are distinguished,

but by a distinction which has equally immediately

sublated itself.

Eemaek I.

TJie Antithesis of Being and Nothing in common conception.

Nothing is usually opposed to Something
;
Something,

however, is already a definite ^eent [Existent], which

distinguishes itself from other Something (something

else); and so also, therefore, the Nothing opposed to

the Something, is the Nothing of a given Something,

—

VOL. I. Y
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a definite Nothing. Here, however, Nothing is to be
taken in its indefinite simphcity. Should it be consi-

dered more accurate that Non-being, instead ofNothing,

be opposed to Being, there were nothing to object to

this as respects the result, for in l^ow-heing the reference

to Being is implied
;
both. Being and the Negation of

Being, are enunciated in One, Nothing, as it is in Be-

coming. But we are concerned here, first of all, not

with the form of the opposition (form, also, at the same

time, of the co-reference), but with the abstract, imme-
diate negation, nothing purely for itself, reference-less

Negation,—what might be expressed also, were it

wished, by the mere word Not.

The Eleatics first of all, especially Parmenides,

enunciated the simple thought of pure Being as the

Absolute, and as the one truth : only Being is, and

Nothing is altogether not,—enunciated this (in the

fragments of Parmenides which remain) with the pure

intoxication of thought when for the first time it has

apprehended itself in its absolute abstraction. Li the

Oriental systems, in Buddhism essentially, Nothing, as

is well known, the Void, is the Absolute Principle.

The deep-thinking Heraclitus brought forward, against

that simple and one-sided abstraction, the higher total

notion of Becoming, and said : Being is as httle as

Nothing is, or all flows, that is, all is Becoming. The

popular, particularly Oriental proverbs, that All that is

has the germ of its death even in its birth, while death,

on the other hand, is entrance mto new fife, express at

bottom the same union of Being and Nothing. But

these expressions have a substrate, on, or in, or by

which the transition takes place ;
Being and Nothing

are held asunder in time, are represented as alternating

in it, but are not thouglit in their abstraction, and
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therefore not so that they are in, by, and for them-

selves the same.

E,x nikilo nihil Jit—is one of the positions to which

in Metaphysic great importance was ascribed. There

is to be seen in it either only the empty Tautology,

Nothing is Nothing ; or if the Becoming {Jit) is to have

actual meaning in it, then, inasmuch as only nothing

comes out of notliing, there is rather in fact no Be-

coming present in it, for Nothing remains in it Nothing.

Becoming implies, that Nothing does not remain

Nothing, but passes over into its other, into Being.

If the later especially Christian Metaphysic rejected

the position. From Nothing arises Nothing, it main-

tained necessarily a transition from Nothing into

Being : however synthetically or merely conceptively it

took this position, still there is contained, even in the

most imperfect Union, a point in which Being and

Nothing coincide, and their distinguishedness dis-

appears. The proposition, From Nothing comes No-

thing, Nothing is just Nothing, has its special signi-

ficance in its contrariety to Becoming in general, and

consequently also to the creation of the world out of

nothing. Those who, waxing even fanatic in its

defence, maintain the position Nothing is just Nothing,

have no consciousness that they thereby express

adhesion to the abstract Pantheism of the Eleatics

;

essentially, too, to that of Spinoza. The Philosophical

opinion which holds. Being is only Being, Nothing is

only Nothing, as valid principle, merits the name of

Identitdtssystem : this abstract identity is the essence

of Pantheism.

If the result, that Being and Nothing are the same,

seems startling or paradoxical in itself, there is just

nothing further to be said ; it were more reasonable

Y 2
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others ; it is a complex which stands in the relation of

necessity with many other such, with the whole world.

As regards the reciprocating system of the whole,

Metaphysic might advance the—at bottom tautological

—allegation, that were a single dust-atom destroyed, the

whole universe would collapse. In the instances

opposed to the position in question, something appears

as not indifferent, whether it is or is not, not for the

sake of Being or Non-being, but for the sake of its

Import, wliich Import connects it with other such. If

a determinate complex, any determinate There-being be

presupposed, this There-being, because it is determinate,

is m manifold relation to other complexes ; it is not in-

different to it, then, whether a certain other complex

with which it stands in relation, is or is not ; for only

through such relation is it essentially that which it is.

The same thing is the case with conception (non-being

being taken in the more determinate sense of conception

as against actuality), in the context of which the Being

or Non-being of an Import, which is conceived as deter-

minately in relation with something other, is not in-

different.

This consideration involves what constitutes a main

moment in the Kantian criticism of the Ontological

argument for the existence of God, which is regai'ded

here, however, only in reference to the distinction of

Being and Nothing in general, and of determinate

Being or Non - being, which there presents itself.

There was presupposed, as is weU known, in said so-

caUed proof or argument, the Notion of a Being, to

whom aU realities acci-ue, and consequently also exist-

ence,which was likewise assumed as one of the reahties.

The Kantian criticism took stand specially by this, that

existence or being (which is here synonymous) is no
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quality^ or no real predicate that is, is not a notion of

something which can be added to the notion of a thing.*

Kant wants to say here, that Being is no element of

comprehension. Thns, he continues, the possible

would contain no more than the actual; a hundred

actual dollars contain not in the least more than a

hundred possible ones ; that is, the former have no

other logical comprehension than the latter. For this

Comprehension, considered as isolated, it is in fact in-

different to be or not to be ; there lies in it no difference

of Being or Non-being—this difference on the whole

affects it not at all ; the hundred dollars become no less

if they are not, and no more if they are. A difference

must come only from elsewhere. ' On the other hand,'

suggests Kant, ' there is more in my means in the case

of a hundred actual dollars, than in that of the mere

notion of the same, or their possibihty. For the object

in the case of actuahty is not merely analytically con-

tained in my notion, but adds itself synthetically to

my notion (which is a determination of my condition),

without these said hundred dollars themselves being in

the least increased by this Being besides my notion.'

There are presupposed here two kinds of conditions,

to use the Kantian expressions (which are not without

confusion and clumsiness) : the one, which Kant names

notion, but by which conception (representation) is to

be understood ; and another, the state of means. For

the one as for the other, for one's means as for

one's conception, a hundred dollars are a complex of

comprehension, or, as Kant expresses himself, 'they

add themselves synthetically thereto
;

' I as possessor

of a hundred dollars, or as non-possessor of the same,

or again, I as conceiving a hundred dollars, or not

• Kant's Kritik der r. Vern. 2te Aufl. S. 628 ff.
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conceiving them,—there are certainly here cases of a

different Comprehension. Stated more generally : The

abstractions of Being and Nothing cease both to be abs-

tractions, when they receive a determinate compre-

hension (or import) : Being is then Keality, the deter-

minate Being of a hmidred dollars
;
Nothing, Negation,

the determinate negation of the same. This element of

comprehension itself, the hundred dollars, when taken

abstractly by itself, is in the one unchanged, the same

that it is in the other. But now that Being further is

taken as state of one's means, the hundred dollars

come into relation to a state ; and for this state, the

determinatum which they are is not indifferent : their

Being or Non-bemg is only alteration
;
they are trans-

ferred to the sphere of There-being. When, therefore,

it is urged against the unity of Being and Nothing,

that it is nevertheless not indifferent, whether this and

that (the hundred dollars) be or be not, it is a delusion to

transfer to mere Being and Non-being the difference of

whether I have or have not the hundred dollars—

a

delusion which, as has been shown, rests on the one-

sided abstraction wliich leaves ovit of view the deter-

minate There-being present in such examples, and

holds fast mere Being and Non-being
;

as, on the other

hand, it (the delusion) transforms the abstract Being

and Nothing, that [here, in this Logic] should alone be

apprehended, into a determinate Being and Nothing

—

into a There-being. Only There-being contains the real

difference of Being and Nothing, namely, a Something

and an Other. This real difference, instead of abstract

Being and pure Nothing and their only opined dif-

ference, is what floats before conception (Eepre-

sentation).*

* The original runs— 'Statt des abstracten Seyns und reinen NicLts,
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As Kant expresses himself, there comes ' througli

the fact of existence something into the context of col-

lective experience
;

' 'we obtain thereby an additional

object of perception, but our notion of the object is

thereby not increased.' That, as appears from the

preceding illustration, is as much as this—through the

fact of existence, essentially just because something

is a determinate Existence, it is in connexion with

other, and among such also with a perceiving agent.

' The Notion of the hundred dollars,' says Kant, ' is

not increased by perception.' The Notion here is the

ah'eady-noticed isolatedhi-conceive^ (represented) hun-

dred dollars. In this isolated form, they are indeed an

empirical matter, but cut off, without connexion and

determinateness towards other : the form of identity

with themselves takes from them the reference to other,

and makes them indifferent whether they are perceived

or not. But this so-called notion of a hundred dollars

is a false notion : the form of simple reference to self

does not belong to such limited, finite matter itself ; it

is a form put on it and lent to it by subjective under-

standing : a hundred dollars are not, a Eeferent of self

to self, but a changeable and perishable.

The thought or conception (representation), before

which only a determinate Being, There-being, floats, is

to be referred to the previously-mentioned beginning of

Science made by Parmenides, who purified and elevated

his own conception (representation), and thereby that

of all following times, into the pure thought. Being as

such, and in that manner created the element of science.

That which is first in Science has of necessity to show

imd ihrem nur gemeinten Unter- wliicli precede it, by Statt : this is a
Bchiede.' The last phrase is in the slip of the pen, unless there exist a

dative, though governed, like those rule in such cases unknown to me.
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itself historically as first And we liave to regard the

Eleatic One or Being as the first of the knowing of the

Thought Water and such material principles are hypo-
thetically to be considered to be, or would be the

Universal [or All-common'] principle ; but they are as

material things not pure thoughts: Numbers are neither

the first simple unal thought, nor that which is perma-
nent in itself, but the thought which is quite external

to itself.

Tlie reference back from particular finite Being to

Being as such in its completely abstract universality, is

to be regarded not only as the very first theoretical,

but as even also the very first practical postulate.

When, for example, there is a To-do made,—as about

tlie hundred dollars, that it makes a difference in the

state of my means, whether I have them or not^ or that

it makes a still greater difference to me whether I am
or not, whether Other be or not,—the reminder may
be held up—without mentioning that there doubtless

are actual means, to which such possession of a hundred

dollars is indifferent—that Man, in his moral thought,

ought to raise himself to such abstract imiversality as

would render it in truth indifferent to him whether the

hundred dollars, let them have whatever quantitative

relation they may to the actual state of his means, are

or whether they are not— indifferent to him even

whether he himself be or not (in finite hfe, that is,

for a state, determinate Being is meant), &c.—even

'si fractus illabatur orbis, impavidum ferient ruin 83,'

was the utterance of a Eoman, and much more the

Christian ought to find himself in this indifference.

There is still to be noticed the immediate connexion

in which the elevation over the hundred dollars, and aU

finite things in general, stands with the Outological
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proof and the cited Kantian criticism of the same.

This criticism has by its popular example made itself

imiversally plausible : who does not know that a hundred

actual dollars are different from a hundred merely pos-

sible dollars—that they constitute a difference in my
state of means ? Because, therefore, in the case of the

hundred dollars this difference manifests itself, the

Notion—tliat is, the determinatum of comprehension as

mere possibihty—and the Being are different from each

other ; and so, therefore, also God's Notion is different

from his Being ; and just as little as I can bring out of

the possibility of a hundred dollars their actuahty, so

little can I 'grab out ' of the notion of God his existence :

and the ontological proof is nothing but this ' grabbing'-

out of the existence of God from his notion. Now, if

certainly it is not without its own truth that Notion is

different from Being, God is still more different from

the himdred dollars and other finite things. It is the

Definition of Finite Things, that in them Notion and

Being are different, Notion and Eeality, Soul and Body

are separable, and they themselves consequently perish-

able and mortal : the abstract definition of God, on the

other hand, is just this—that his Notion and his Being

are unseparated and inseparable. The true criticism of

the Categories and of Eeason is exactly this—to give

cognition an understanding of this difference, and to

prevent it from applying to God the distinguishing

characters and relations of the Finite.

Eemakk 2.

Defects of the Expression Unity, Identity, of Being and Nothing.

There is another reason to be mentioned contributive

to the repugnance against the proposition relative to
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Being and JSTothing : tliis reason is, that the expres-

sion of the result, furnished by the consideration of

Being and Nothing, in the proposition, Being and
Nothing is one and the same, is imperfect. The accent

is laid mainly on their being one and the same, as is

the case in the Proposition of a Judgment in general,

where the Predicate it is, which alone enunciates what

the Subject is. The sense seems, therefore, to be,

that tlie difference is denied—which difference, at the

same time, nevertheless, is immediately forthcoming in

the proposition ; for it names both terms, Being and

Nothing, and implies them as things different. It can-

not be intended, at the same time, that abstraction is to

be made from them, and only their unity is to be held

fast. This sense would of itself manifest its own one-

sidedness, inasmuch as that from which abstraction is to

be made, is, nevertheless, actually present and expressly

named in the proposition. So far now as the proposi-

tion. Being and Nothing is the same, enunciates the

identity of these terms, but in truth just as much

implies them both as different, it contradicts itself in

itself and ehminates itself. Holding this still closer,

there is here a proposition stated, which, considered

nearer, involves the movement to disappear thi'ough its

own self. But just so there happens in its own self that

which is to constitute its special purport— namely.

Becoming.

The proposition contains thus the result—it is that in

itself. The pomt, however, which is to be noticed here,

is the want, that the residt is not itself expressed in the

proposition ; it is an external reflexion which discerns

it in it. Here, then, in the beginning this universal

remark must at once be made, that a proposition, in

the form of a judgment, is not comjjetent to express
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speculative truths: a knowledge of this circumstance

is sufficient to set aside much misunderstanding of

speculative truths. A judgment is an identical reference

between subject and predicate : abstraction is made

thereby from this, that the subject has still more cha-

racters than those of the predicate ; as well as from this,

that the predicate has more extension than the subject.

Now, if the Import in hand is speculative, the non-

identity of subject and predicate is also an essential

moment ; but in a judgment this is not expressed. The

paradoxical and bizarre hght in which much of later

philosophy appears to those who are not familiar with

speculative thought, arises frequently from the form of

the simple judgment, when apphed in expression of

speculative results.

In order to express the specidative truth, the want

may, in the first place, be attempted to be supplied by

the addition of the contrary proposition, as here, Being

and Nothing is not the same. But thus the further

want arises that these propositions are unconnected, and

so exhibit the Import in hand only in the state of Anti-

nomy, while this Import refers itself to one and the same

thing, and the terms which are expressed in the two pro-

positions are to be directly united,—a union which can

then be enunciated only at the same time as a move-

ment, an unrest of incompatibles. The most common
injustice which is done speculative matter, is to make
it one-sided—to bring forward, that is, only one of the

propositions into which it can be resolved. It cannot,

then, be denied that this proposition is maintained—As
true as is the statement, so false it is ; for if the one

proposition of a speculative nature be taken, the other

ought, at least, to be equally considered and assigned.

There is here yet to be mentioned that imfortunate
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word Unity. Unity designates still more than identity

a subjective reflexion ; it is especially taken as the

relation which arises from comparison, from external

reflexion. So far as such reflexion finds the same thing

in two different objects, there is a unity present in such

wise, that tliere is presupposed as regards this unity,

the perfect indifference of the objects which are com-

pared, so that this comparing and unity nowise concern

the objects themselves, and are a doing and determining

external to them. Unity expresses, therefore, the quite

abstract self-sameness, and sounds the harder and the

harsher, the more those things of which it is enun-

ciated show themselves directly different. For Unity

it would be, therefore, so far better to say only, unsepa-

ratedness or inseparableness : but thus, again, the Affir-

mative of the relation of the whole is not expressed.

Thus the whole veritable result which has here

yielded itself is Becoming. And this is not merely the

one-sided or abstract unity of Being and Nothing;

but it is contained in this movement, that pure Bemg
is immediate and simple ; that it is, therefore, equally

piure JSTothing ; that the difference of these is, but just as

much that it eliminates itself and is not. The result,

then, equally maintains the difference of Being and of

Nothing, but as only a meant or opined one.

One opines that Being is rather directly other than

what Nothing is, that there is nothing clearer than

their absolute difference, and that there seems nothing

easier than to assign it. It is, however, just as easy to

convince oneself that this is impossible, that it is un-

sayahle. Those who would persist in the difference of

Being and Nothing, let them challenge themselves to

assign in what it consists. Had Being and Notliing

any determinateness by which they might be distin-
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giiishecl, they would be, as has been observed, determi-

nate Being and determinate Nothing—not pure Being

and pm-e Nothing, as they are to be taken here.

Their difference, therefore, is entirely empty ; each of

the two is in the same manner the Indeterminate

:

the difference, therefore, hes not in them, but in a

Third, in Opinion. But opinion is a form of the Subjec-

tive which does not belong to this series of statement.

The Third, however, in which Being and Nothing

have their support, must present itself here also, and

it has already presented itself here : it is Becoming.

In it they are as Differents
;
Becoming is only so far as

as they are different. This Third is another than they

:

they consist only in another ; that is to say as weU, they

consist (or subsist) not by and for themselves. Be-

coming is the maintainment or maintaining medium of

Being as well as of Non-being ; or their maintainment

is only their Being in One
;
just this their maintainment

is it that just as much eliminates their difference.

The challenge to assign the difference of Being and

Nothing includes that other also, to say, what then is

Being and what is Nothing Let those who strive

against perceiving that the one as well as the other is

only a transition into each other— and who maintain

of Being and of Nothing this thing and the other

—

state what they speak of, that is, set up a definition

of Being and Nothing, and demonstrate that it is

correct. Without having comphed with this first

requisition of ancient Science, the logical rules of

which they accept and apply in other cases, all that

they maintain in regard to Being and Nothing are

but assertions, scientific nullities. Should it be said,

Existence, so far as this in the first place can be
taken as synonymous with Being, is the complement to
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Possibility, we have thus presupposed another character,

possibility
;
Being is not enunciated in its immediacy,

not even as self-subsistcnt, but as conditioned. For

Being whicli is mediated, we shall reserve the ex-

pression Existence. But one represents to oneself

Being—perhaps under the figure of pure light, as the

clearness of untroubled seeing—Nothing again as abso-

lute Night, and one attaches their difference to this

well-known sensuous diversity. In truth, however, if

one will represent to oneself more exactly this very

seeing, one will easily perceive that there will be seen

in absolute hght just as much and as little as in the

absolute dark ; that the one seeing as much as the

other is pure seeing—seeing of Nothing. Pure hght

and pure darkness are two voids which are the same.

Only in determinate light—and hght becomes deter-

minate through darkness—in troubled light, therefore,

just as only in determinate darkness—and darkness

becomes determinate by hght—in illuminated dark-

ness, can anything be distinguished, because only

troubled hght and illuminated darkness possess in

themselves distinction, and are thereby determinate

Being—There-being, or So-being.

Eemaek 3.

The Isolating of the Abstracttoits, Bemg and Nothing.

The unity, whose moments are Being and Nothing

as mseparable the one from the other, is itself, at the

same time, different from them, and thus to them a

Third, which in its own most strictly proper form is

Becoming. Transition is the same as Becoming ;
only

that in the former, the two, from the one of which

to the other of which the transition is made, have
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more the aspect of being at rest apart from eacli other,

and the transition is rather conceived as taking place

between them. "Wherever and however Being or

Nothing is in question, there this Third must be pre-

sent also ; for these subsist not by themselves, but

are only in Becoming, in this Thkd. This Third,

indeed, has numerous empirical forms ; but these are

put aside or neglected by abstraction, in order to hold

fast these its own products. Being and Nothing, each

per se, and display them safe from transition. In

reply to such simple procedure of abstraction, we have

just equally simply to point to empirical existence, in

which only said abstraction itself is something, has a

Here-being. Through whatever reflexional forms, in-

deed, the separation of the inseparable is sought to be

attained, there is independently present in every such

attempt the opposite of its own self, and so, without re-

curring or appealing to the nature of the facts them-

selves, we may always confound every such attempt out

of its own self, just by taking it as it gives itself, and

demonstratmg in it its own other. It would be lost

pains to seek, as it were, to arrest all the saUies and

windings of Keflexion and its reasonment, in order to

cut off and render impossible to it all the shifts and

shufHes by which it conceals its own contradiction

from its own self. For this reason, also, I refrain from

noticing numerous self-called refutations and objections

which have been brought forward agamst the doctrine

that neither Being nor Nothing is anything true, and

that only Becoming is their truth ; the mental training

calculated to give insight into the nullity of such refu-

tations—or rather, quite to banish all such weak sug-

gestions from oneself^—is to be effected only by a

critical knowledge of the forms of the understanding
;

VOL. I. z
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but those who are the most fertile in such objections

fall-to at once with their reflexions upon the first

propositions, without—by an enlarged study of Logic

—

helping or having lielpcd themselves to a consciousness

of the nature of these crude reflexions.

We shall consider, however, a few of the results

which manifest themselves when Being and Nothing

are isolated from each other, and the one placed out of

the sphere of the other, so that their transition Ls

negated.

Parmenides held fast by Being, and was but consistent

with himself, in aflirming at the same time of Nothing,

that it in nowise is
;
only Being is. Being thus com-

pletely by itself is the Indeterminate, and lias, therefore,

no reference to Other : it seems, therefore, that from

this beginning there can be no further progress made

—

from it itself, that is—and any progress can only be

accomphshed by the joining on to it of something

foreign, something from loithout and elsewhere. The

step forward, that Being is the same as Nothing, ap-

pears, then, as a second absolute beginning—a transi-

tion that is flir sich [per se), and adds itself externally

to Being. Being would be, in general, not the absolute

Beginning, if it had a determinateness ; it would then

depend on another, and would not be immediate, would

not be the Beginning. If it be, however, indeterminate,

and so a true beginning, neither has it anything by

which to lead itself over into another ; it is at once the

E7id. There can just as httle anything break or dawn

out of it, as anything break or dawn into it ; in Par-

menides, as in Spinoza, there is no transition from

Being or Absolute Substance to the Negative, the Finite.

But if transition nevertheless is to be made—^^vliich,

as has been remarked, in the case of reference-less and
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SO progress-less Being, can only take place in an ex-

ternal fashion,—sncli transition or progress is a second,

a new beginning. Thus Pichte's absolutely first, uncon-

ditioned axiom, A=A, is position, Thesis ; the second

is opposition. Antithesis ; this latter is now to be con-

sidered partly conditioned, partly unconditioned (and

so contradiction in itself). Now this is a progress of

outer Eeflexion, which just as well again negates what

it started with as an Absolute,—the Opposition, the

antithesis is negation of the first identity,—as it, at the

same time, immediately, expressly reduces its second

imconditioned to a conditioned. If, however, on the

whole, there were any right to proceed, i. e. to sublate

the first beginning, such right must have been of this

nature, that it lay in this First itself that another could

connect itself with it ; that is, the First must have been

a Determinate. But the Being [of Parmenides]—or,

again, the Absolute Substance [of Spinoza]—does not

enunciate itself as such. On the contrary, it is the

Immediate, the stiU absolutely Indeterminate.

The most eloquent, perhaps foi'gotten, dehneation of

the impossibihty to come from an Abstract to a Further

and to a union of both is made by Jacobi in the interest

of his polemic against the Kantian synthesis k priori

of Self-consciousness, in his Essay on the attempt of

Criticismus to bring Eeason to or under Understanding

(Jac. Werke, iii. Bd.). He states (S. 113} the problem

thus : That there be demonstrated the occurrence or

the production of a synthesis in a Pure [blank unity],

whether of consciousness, of space, or of time. ' Space

is one^ Time is one. Consciousness is one ;—tell me now,

then, how any one of these three ones shall

—

purely—
multiply itself in itself: each is only one, and no other

\

an identical one sort, a the- this- that Selfsamenessl

z 2
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without the-ness, this-neas, that-ness ; for these slumber

•witli the the, this, that, still in the infinite=0 of the

Indeterminate, I'rom which each and eveiy determinate

has yet to expect its birth. What brings into these

three mG.mtudcs, Jinitude ; what impregnates space and

time i\ priori with number and measure, and converts

them into a j^ure manifold ; what brings the pure

Spontaneity (I) into oscillation? How gets its pure

vowel to a consonant—or rather, its soundless uninter-

rupted sounding—how, interrupting itself, breaks it off,

in order at least to gain a sort of Self-sound (literally

vowel), an accent ?
' One sees from this that Jacobi has

very sharply recognised the non-em of abstraction,

whether a so-caUed absolute (i. e., only abstract) Space,

or a so-characterised Time, or a so-characterised pure

Consciousness, Ego ; he remams immovable in it for

the purpose of maintaining the imj)ossibiHty of a transi-

tion to Other, the condition of a synthesis, and to a

synthesis itself. The synthesis, which is meant, must

not be taken as a conjunction of characters already

there externally ; the question is partly of the genesis

of a Second to a Fkst, of a Determinate to a beginning

Indeterminate,—partly, again, of immanent synthesis,

synthesis a priori, a Unity of Differents that is absolutely

(or that in and for itself is). Becoming is such im-

manent synthesis of Being and Nothing ; but because

synthesis mostly suggests the sense of an external

bringing together of things full-formed, ready-present,

externally confronting each other, the name synthesis

(synthetic unity) has been justly left out of use. Jacobi

asks, how does the pure vowel of the Ego get to its

consonant, what brings determinateness into indeter-

minateness ? The What were easily answered, and in

his own fashion has been aheady answered by Kant

;
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but the question of Eoio amounts to, in what mode and

manner, in what relation, and so on, and demands thus

the statement of a particular category ; but of mode

and manner, of categories of the understanding, there

cannot be any question here. The question of How
belongs itself to the erroneous ways of Beflexion, wliich

demands comprehensibleness, but at the same time pre-

supposes its own fixed categories, and consequently

feels itself armed in advance against the reply to its

own question. Neither has it with Jacobi the higher

sense of a question concerning the necessity of synthesis
;

for he remains, as has been said, fixed in the abstrac-

tions, in order to maintain the impossibility of a syn-

thesis. He describes (S. 147) with particular vivacity

the procedure in order to reach the abstraction of space.

' I must for so long strive clean to forget that I ever

saw, heard, touched, or handled anything at all, my
o^vn self expressly not excepted. Clean, clean, clean

must I forget all motion ; and precisely this forgetting^

because it is hardest, I must make my greatest concern.

I must get everything in general, as I have got it

thought away—also completely and entirely shot away,

and leave nothing whatever over but only the forcibly

kept perception of infinite immutable space. I may
not therefore again think into it my own self as

something distinct from it, but at the same time con-

nected with it ; I may not allow myself to be simply

surrounded and pervaded by it : but I must wholly

pass over into it, become one with it, transmute myself

into it ; I must leave nothing over of myself, but this

my perception itself, in order to contemplate it as a

veritably self-subsistent, independent, single and sole

manifestation.'

In this quite abstract purity of continuity,—that is,
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inclefiniteness and void of conception,—it is indifferent

to name this abstraction space, or pure perception,

pure thought ;—it is quite the same thing as what the

Indian names Brahma, when, externally motionless

and no less internally emotionless, looking years long

only to the tip of his own nose, he says within himself

just Om, Om, Orn, or perhaps just nothing at all.

This dull, void consciousness, conceived as conscious-

ness, is Being (das Seyn).

In this vacuum, says Jacobi further, he experiences

the opposite of what he is assured by Kant he ought

to experience : he iinds himself, not as n, plurality and

manifold, but rather as a unit without any plurality and

variety
;
nay, ' I am the very impossibility^ am the

annihilation of all variety and plurahty,—can, out of

my pure, absolutely simple, unalterable nature, restore

again, or raise ghost-like within myself, not the smallest

particle of any such ;—thus all out-of and near-one-

another-ness, all thereon founded variety and plurahty,

reveals itself in this purity as purely impossible.^

This impossibility is nothing else than the tautology

—I hold fast by the abstract unity, and exclude all

plurahty and variety ; hold myself in the difference-less

and indeterminate, and look away from all that is

distinguished and determinate. The Kantian synthesis

a priori of self-consciousness—that is, the function of

this unity to sunder itself, and in this diremption or

sundering to maintain itself—is attenuated by Jacolji

into the same abstraction. This ' synthesis in itself,'

the ' original ordeal,' is onesidedly reduced by him into

' the copula in itself ;—an Is, Is, Is, without beginning

and end, and without What, Who, and "\^^lich : this

repetition of the repetition continued ad infinitum is

the sole business, function, and production of the all-
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purest synthesis ; it itself is the mere, pure, absolute

repetition itself.' Or, indeed, we might say, rather,

as there is in it no remission,—that is, no negation,

distinction,—it is not a repetition, biit only undistin-

guished simple Being. But is it then still synthesis,

when Jacobi omits precisely that by which the unity is

synthetic unity?

In the first place, when Jacobi plants himself thus

fast in the absolute (i.e. abstract) space, time, and con-

sciousness,—^it is to be said that he, in this manner,

misplaces himself into, and holds himself fast in, some-

thing empirically false ; there empirically exist no

space and time, which were not Hmited, not in their

continuity filled with variously-limited There-being and

Vicissitude, so that these hmits and alterations belong

unseparated and inseparably to Space and Time : in

like manner, consciousness is filled with determinate

sensation, conception, desire, &c. ; it does not exist

separated from a particular matter of some sort. The

empirical transition, moreover, is self-evident : con-

sciousness can make, indeed, void space, void time,

and void consciousness itself, or pure Being, its object

and ingest ; but it remains not with such, it presses

forward out of such void to a better,—i.e. in some

manner or other, a more concrete ingest, and however

bad an ingest may be otherwise, it is so far better

and truer: just any such ingest is a synthetic one

in general; synthetic taken in the more universal

sense. Thus Parmenides gets to be busied with his

delusion and his opinion, the opposite of Being and of

Truth
;

so, too, Spinoza with his attributes, modes,

extension, motion, understanding, will, &c. The syn-

thesis involves and shows the untruth of those abs-

tractions ; in it they are in unity with their other

—
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not, therefore, as self-subsistent—not as absolute, but
directly as relative.

The demonstration of the empirical nullity of empty
space, &c. is not, however, that with whicli we have to

do. Consciousness certainly can abstract, can fill itself

witli the indeterminate also; and the abstractions it

then holds fast are the TJioughts of pure Space, Time,
pure Consciousness, pure Being, Now, it is the thought
of pure space, &c.—i.e. pure space, &c.—which is in

itself to be demonstrated as null : i.e., that it as such is

already its own contrary ; that as it is there in its self,

its contrary has already penetrated into it ; it is already

of itself gone forward out of itself—is determinateness.

But this manifests itself immediately in their regard

[that is, as regards pure space, time, &c.]. They are,

as Jacobi profusely describes them, results of abs-

traction
;
they are expressly determhied as undeter-

mined; and this—to go back to its simplest fonii,

amounts to Being—is Being. Just this Indeterminate-

ness of Being, however, is what constitutes its de-

terminateness ; for Lideterminateness is opposed to

Determinateness : it is consequently, as contraposited,

itself the Determinate or I^egative, and the pm^e, quite

abstract Negative. This Indefiniteness or abstract

negation, which Being in this manner has in its own self,

is what outer as well as inner reflexion enunciates when

it takes it as equal to nothing, and declares it an empty

thing of thought, Nothing. Or it may be expressed thus

:

Since Being is determinationless, it is not the (afiirmative)

determinateness, which it is, not Being but Nothing.

In the pure reflexion of the Beginning, as it has

been taken in this Logic with Being as such, transition

is stiU concealed : as Being is taken only as Immediate,

Nothing breaks by it only inimediately forth. But aU
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following determinations, as There-being which is next,

ai-e more concrete; as regards There-being, that is

posited which contains and produces the contradiction

of those Abstractions, and therefore their transition.

As regards Being as said Simple, Immediate, the re-

membrance that it is the result of perfect Abstraction,

and so for that very reason but abstract Negativity,

Nothing, becomes lost from view behmd the Science

which within its own self, expressly from Essence

onwards, will present said one-sided Immediate as a

Mediate, in which Being is posited as Existence, and

the Mediating agency of this Being as the Ground.

In the light of said remembrance, the transition from

Being into Nothing may be represented (or, as the

phrase goes, explained and made intelligible) as some-

thing even hght and trivial. It may be said, for

example, that without doubt Being wliich has been

made the beginning of the Science (and of Science) is

Nothing ; for we can abstract from everything ; and

when one has abstracted from everthing, there remains,

of course, nothing over. But, it may be continued, the

beginning is thus not an Affirmative, not Being, but

just Nothing ; and Nothing is then also the End, at

least as much so as Immediate Being, and even stiU

more. The shortest way is to let such reasoning take

its own course, and look on to see how the results it

vaimts are characterised. Taking it for granted, then,

that Nothing were the result of said raisonnement^

and that now, consequently, the Beginning must be
made with Nothing (as in Chinese Philosophy), there

were no necessity on that account to stir a hand ; for

before one could stir a hand, this Nothing would have
just as much converted itself into Being (see above, B.,

Nothing). But, further, said abstraction from all and
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everything (which all then is, nevertheless, heent)

being presupposed, it is still to be more exactly un-

derstood ; the result of the abstraction from all that

is, is first of all abstract Being, Being in general ; as

in the cosmological proof of the existence of God
from the contingent being of the world (over which
being the ascent or advance contained in the proof

is made), Being is still brought up along with us,

Being is determined as Infinite Being. But abstrac-

tion can certainly again be made from this pure Being

also
;
Being, too, can be thrown into the all from

which abstraction has been already made ; then re-

mains Nothing. It is still possible for us, -would we
but forget the thinking of Nothing—i. e., its striking

round into Being—or did we know nothing of this,

to continue in the style of One may this. One may
that : we may, for example (God be praised !), abstract

also from the Nothing (as, for that part, the creation of

the world itself is • but an abstraction from Nothing),

and then there remains not Nothing, for it is just from

it we have abstracted, and we are once more landed in

Being. TMs One can, One may, gives an external play

of abstraction, in which the abstracting itself is only the

one-sided activity of the Negative. Directly at hand, it

hes in this very One can, One may, itself, that to it

Being is as indilFerent as Nothing, and that just as much

as each of the two disappears, each of them equally also

arises : again, it is equally indifferent whether we start

from the act of the Nothing, or from the Nothing ; the

act of Nothing—i. e., the mere abstractmg—is no more

and no less anything True than the mere Nothing.

The Dialectic, according to which Plato handles the

One in the Parmenides, is also to be regarded rather as

a Dialectic of external reflexion. Being and the One
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axe both Eleatic forms, which are the same thing. But

they are also capable of being distmguished : it is thus

Plato takes them in the Dialogue mentioned. Having

removed from the One the various characters of whole

and parts—of being in itself, of being in another, &c.

—

of figure, time, (fee,—the result is that Being does not

belong to the One, for only in one or other of these

modes does Being attach to any one Something (p. 141,

e., vol. iii., ed. Steph). Plato then proceeds to handle

the position, the One is ; and we have to see how, from

this proposition, the transition to the Non-is of the One

is accomphshed. It takes place by comparing the two

elements of the proposition advanced, the One is. This

proposition contams the One and Being ; and the One is

contains more than when we say only, the One. In this

that they are different, then, is demonstrated the mo-

ment of ISTegation which the proposition holds within

it. It is obvious that this path (method) has a presup-

position, and is an external reflexion.

In hke manner as the One is here placed in connexion

with Being, may that Being which is supposed capable

of being held fast by itself and abstractly, be de-

monstrated—in the simplest fashion, without caUing in

Thought at aU—to be in a union which implies the

contrary of that which is supposed to be maintained.

Being, taken as it is immediately, belongs to a Subject, is

an enunciation, has an empirical Here-being in general,

and stands, therefore, on the level of limitation and the

Negative. In whatever phrases or flexions the under-

standing may express itself, when strugghng against

the unity of Being and Nothing, and appeahng to what
is immediately before us, it will find just in this very

experience nothing but determined Being, defined Being,

Being with a limit or Negation [a term, an end'],—that
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very unity wliicli it rejects. The maintaining of im-

mediate Being reduces itself tlius to an empirical exist-

ence, the exhibition of which cannot be rejected, because

it is the immediacy without (outside of) Thought, to

which its own appeal is made.

The case is the same with Nothing, only reverse-

wise, and this Eeflexion is familiarly known and has

often enough been made in its regard. Nothing, taken

in its immediacy, shows itself as Be-inrj or Be-ent (as a

thing that is) ; for it is in its nature the same as Being.

Nothing is thought. Nothing is represented (conceived),

it is spoken of ; it is therefore. Nothing has in thought,

representation, speech, &c., its Being. This Being again

is furthermore also distinguished from it : it is therefore

said, that Nothing is indeed in Thought, Eepresentation

;

but that on that account not it is, not to it as such does

Being attach, that only Thought or Eepresentation is

this Being. Notwithstanding tliis distinction, it is just

as much not to be denied that Nothing stands in con-

nexion with a Being, but in connexion (reference,

relation), though it implies difference also, there is a

unity with Being. In whatever manner Nothing be

enunciated or exhibited, it shows itself in combination,

or if you will contact, with a Being, unseparated from

a Being, or just in a There-heing.

But in that Nothing is thus demonstrated in a There-

being, usually still this distmction of it from Being is

wont to float before the mind,—namely, that the There-

being of Nothing [its presence in this sublunary ex-

istence] is entirely nothing appertinent to it itself ; that

it does not possess Being for and by its own self, that

it is not Being as such. Nothing is only absence of

Being, as darkness is only absence of light, cold only

absence of heat, &c. Darkness (the strain continues)
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lias only meaning in reference to the eye, in external

comparison with the Positive, Liglit ; and just so is

cold only something in our sensation. On the other

hand, Light, Heat, like Being, are per se, for them-

selves, the Objective, the Eeal, the Actuose, of abso-

lutely quite another quality and dignity 'than those

Negatives—than Nothing. We find it frequently ad-

duced as a very weighty Eeflexion and important

Cognition, that darkness is only absence of light, cold

only absence of heat. But in this field of empirical

matters it may be empirically remarked, in reference

to said acute reflexion, that in light darkness certainly

shows itself Actuose, inasmuch as it defines, determines

it as colour, and thereby to it itself only first of all

imparts visibility
;

for, as formerly observed, in pure

light vision is just as httle possible as in pure darkness.

But the \dsibility is actuahty in the eye, and in that

actuahty the Negative has just as much share as the

light itself, which passes for the Eeal and Positive. In

like manner, cold makes itself perceivable enough in

water, our sensation, &c. &c. ; and when we refuse to it

a so-called objective reality, we have with that won
altogether nothing as against it. But it might further

be objected, that here too, as above, it is a Negative of

definite Import that is spoken of, and that we have not

steadily remained by Nothing itself, to which Being is,

as regards empty abstraction, not inferior—nor, indeed,

superior. But it were well to take by themselves cold,

darkness, and the like definite negations, in order to

see what is involved in this common constitution which
they exhibit. They are not then to be considered as

Nothing in general, but as the Nothing of fight, heat,

&c.—of something definite, of an Implex, an /?^tent

:

they are thus determinate, and, if we may say so,
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implicant Notliings, mtaiuing Nothings (meaning-ful

Notljings). But a de^?i(?diiess, deter///ine(lness, is, as

Gomes again further on, itself a Negation: they are

thus negative Notliings. But a negative Nothing is

sometliing affirmative. Tlie striking round of Nothing,

by reason of its definiteness (wliich definiteness mani-

fested itself a Httle while ago as a There-being—a real

state of being—m a subject, in water, or whatever else),

into an affirmative, appears to a consciousness which

remains fixed in the abstraction of the understandmg

as the greatest of paradoxes, however simple it is to

perceive that the Negation of a Negation is a Positive.

To be sure, on the other hand, the perception of this

simple truth may appear to a like consciousness—and

just because of its simplicity—as something trivial, on

which therefore high and mighty understanding need

bestow no attention. The matter meanwhile has, with

all this, its own correctness : nay, not only has this cor-

rectness, but possesses, because of the universahty of

such forms or determinations, an infinite extension and

universal application. It were not amiss, as regards

these things, then, to pay a httle attention after all.

(Original curiously tangled : see p. 105, Werke, vol. iii.

ed. 1833.)

It may be still remarked, as regards the transition

of Being and Nothing into one another, that it ought

to be taken up into the mind—just so—without any

further operation of reflexion. It is immediate and

quite abstract because of the abstraction of the trans-

ient moments ; i. e., because in either of these moments

the determinateness of the other moment is not yet set

(manifested as implied), and so as means by whicli the

transition were to be effected. Nothing is not yet

posited (manifested as imphed) in Being, though Being
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is essentially Notliing, and vice versd. It is, tlierefore,

inadmissible to apply here further-determined connec-

tive media, and conceive Being and Nothing in any

relation whatever : said transition is not yet a relation.

It is, therefore, not allowable to say, Nothing is the

Ground of Bemg
;

or, Being is the Ground of Nothing
;

Nothing cause of Being, &c.
;

or, transition is possible

into Nothing only under condition that something is,

or into Being only under the condition of Non-bemg.

The species of inter-reference cannot be further defined,

imless the co-referred sides themselves were at the

same time fLu:ther determined. The connexion of

Ground and Consequent, &c. has no longer mere Being

and Nothing as the sides which it combines, but ex-

pressly Being wliich is Ground, and something which

is to be sure posititious, and not self-subsistent, but

which, however, is not the abstract Nothing.

Eemark 4.

Inoomprehmsibleness of the Beginning.

We may perceive from the preceding, what is the

nature of the Dialectic against a beginning of the world,

and also its end, by which the eternity of matter should

be supposed proved
;

i.e., of the Dialectic against Be-

commg, Origin or Decease, in general. The Kantian

Antinomy respecting the finitude or infinitude of the

world in space and tune receives more particular con-

sideration further on, under the notion of Quantitative

Infinitude. Said simple ordinary Dialectic rests on the

holding fast of the antithesis of Being and Nothing.

It is proved in the following mamier, that there is no
beginning of the world, or of anything else, possible

:

There cannot anything begin, neither so far as it is.
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nor so far as it is not: for so far as it is, it docs not first

begin ; and so far as it is not, neither does it begin.

Should tlie world or anytiling else be supposed to have

begun, it must have begun in nothing. But nothing is

no beginning, or there is no beginning in nothing : for

a beginning includes in it a Being ; but nothing contains

no Being. Nothing is only Nothing. In a Ground,

Cause, &c., when tlie Nothing is so determined or

defined, an aflirmation. Being, is contained. For the

same reason there cannot anything cease. For in that

case Being would require to contain Nothing. But Being

is only Being, not the contrary of itself.

It is obvious that there is nothing brought forward

here against Becoming, or Beginning and Endmg, this

imity of Being and Nothing, but their assertoric denial

and the ascription of truth to Being and Notliing, each

in division from the other. This Dialectic is, neverthe-

less, at least more consistent than reflective conception

(representation). To this latter, that Being and Nothing

are only in separation, passes for perfect truth
;
but, on

the other hand, it holds beginning and ending as equally

true chacterisations : in these latter, however, it de facto

assumes the undividedness of Being and Nothing.

On the presupposition of the absolute partedness of

Being from Nothing, the beginning—as we so often

hear—or Becoming, is certainly something incompre-

hensible ; for we make a presupposition which sublates

the beginning or the becoming, which nevertheless Ave

again grant ; and this contradiction, which we produce

ourselves, and whose resolution we make impossible, is

what is incomprehensible.

What has been stated is also the same Dialectic

which understanding uses against the notion which the

higher analysis gives of mfinitesimal magnitudes. This
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notion is treated more in detail further on. These mag-

nitudes are defined as such, that they ake in their dis-

appearance, not before their disappearance, for they

were then finite magnitudes ;—not after then- disappear-

ance, for they were then nothing. Against this pure

notion it has been objected, and agam and again

repeated, that such magnitudes are either something or

nothing ; that there is no middle state (state is here an

inappropriate, barbarous expression) between Being and

Non-being. There is here, too, assumed the absolute

separation of Bemg and Nothing. But, on the other

hand, it has been shown, that Being and Nothing are

in efiect the same, or, to speak the same dialect, that

there is nothing whatever which is not a middle state

between Beino- and Nothino;, Matliematic has to thank

the adoption of said notion, which understanding con-

tradicts, for its most brilliant residts.

The adduced raisonnement, which makes the false

presupposition of the absolute separatedness of Being

and Non-being, and adheres immovably to the same,

is to be named, not Dialectic, but Sophistry. For

Sophistry is raisonnement from a groundless presup-

position, which is accepted without examination and

thoughtlessly ; but we call Dialectic the higher rational

movement, in which such seemingly absolutely separated

things pass over into one another—through themselves

—through that which they are—and the presupposition

sublates itself. It is the dialectic immanent nature of

Being and Nothing themselves to manifest their unity

—

Becoming—as their truth.

2. Moments of Becoming.

Becommg, Coming-to-be and Ceasing-to-be, is the

unseparatedness of Being and Nothing ; not the unity

VOL. L A A
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which abstracts from Being and Nothing ; but as unity

of Being and Nothing, it is this definite, determinate

[concrete] unity, that in which as well Being as Nothing
is. But thus as each w, only unseparated fi-om its other,

each also ^6- not. They ake, therefore, in this unity,

but as evanescents, only as things ehminated, resolved,

sublated. They sink down from their previously-con-

ceived self-subsistency into moments, distinguished and
distinguishable, but resolved.

Considered on the side of their distinguishednass,

each is in it as oneness with the other. Becoming,

then, contains Being and Nothing as two unities such

that each of them is itself miity of Being and Nothhig.

The one is Being as immediate and as reference to

Nothing ; the other. Nothing as immediate and as

reference to Being : the elementary distinctions are

in unequal value in these unities.

Becoming is thus in a double form. In the one,

Nothing is as immediate : this form is as beginning

from nothing which refers itself to Being, or, what

is the same thing, passes over into Being. In the

other, Being is as immediate : this form is as beginning

fi^om Being which passes over into Nothing. The

former is Origin or Coming-to-be ; the latter, Decease,

Ceasing, or Ceasing-to-be.

Both are the same, Becoming, but, as these so diverse

directions, they reciprocally interpenetrate and paralyse

each other and themselves. The one is Ceasing-to-be ;

Being passes over into Nothmg, but Nothing is equally

the contrary of itself, a passing over into Being, Coming-

to-be. This Coming-to-be is the other direction ;
Notliing

passes over into Being, but Being equally sublates itself,

is a passing over into Nothing, Ceasing-to-be. They

sublate not themselves mutually, not the one the other
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externally ; but each sublates itself in itself, and is in

its own self the contrary of itself.

3. Suhlation {resolution) of Becoming

>

The equihbriuni into which Coming-to-be and Ceasing-

to-be reflect themselves, is, at first hand. Becoming itself.

But Becoming equally goes together into peaceful unity.

Being and Nothhig are in it 'only as disappearing ; but

Becoming as such is only through their distinguished-

ness. Their disappearing, tlierefore, is the disappearmg

of Becoming, or the disappearing of the disappearing

itself. Becoming is an untenable unrest, which sinks

together into a peaceful result.

Or it might be expressed thus : Becoming is the

disappearing of Being in Nothing and of Nothing in

Being, and the disappearing of Being and Nothing in

general ; but it rests, at the same time, on the dis^

tinguishedness of these. It contradicts itself, there-

fore, within itself, because it unites within itself what is

opposed to itself, but such a union destroys itself.

This result is a disappearednesa, but not as Nothing
;

—as Nothing it were only a relapse into one of the

distinctions already sublated, not a result of Nothing

and of Being. It is now unity of Being and Nothing

in reposing simphcity. But reposing simphcity [a

fixed, simple, incompound oneness] is Being, so, never-

theless, that it is no longer per se (for and by itself), but

as form [determination, characterising element] of the

Whole.

Becoming, thus as transition into the unity of Being

and Nothing, which unity is as beent (existent), or

has the shape and aspect of the one-sided immediate

unity of these moments, is There-being [particularised,

A A 2
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definite existence, or real state of Being, taken quite

generally].

liEMAItK.

The expression, Suhlation.

Aufheben und das Aufgehobene (das Ideelle), sub-

lation and what is suhlated (and so only ideeUement,

not reellement is), this is one of the most important

notions of Philosophy, a ground-form which repeats

itself everywhere and always, the sense of which is to

be exactly ajDprehended and particvdarly distinguished

from Nothing. What sublates itself, does not, on

that account, become Nothing. Nothing is the Imme-

diate [directly present to us] ; what is sublated, on the

other hand, is a Mediate, it is a Non-beent—but as

result—which set out from a Being : it has, therefore,

the definite particularity from which it derives still in

itself [impliciter, virtually, materialiter, not formaliter

;

Avhat anything has in itself, it implies or involves].

Aufheben, To sublate, has two senses, now signilying as

much as to preserve, maintain, and again as much as

to cause to cease, to make an end of. Even preserving

includes the Negative in it—-this Negative, that Some-

thing, in order to be conserved is removed or with-

drawn from its Immediacy, from a There-being open to

external influences. What is sublated or resolved is

thus, at the same time, preserved ; it has only lost its

immediacy, but it is not on that account annihilated.

The two characters of sublation just stated, may be

described lexikalisch as tAvo significations of the Avord.

It is striking to find language using the same Avord for

two contradictory, predicables. To speculative thought,

it is gratifying to find Avords which have a specu-

lative meaning in their oavu selves. The German lau-
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giiagehas a considerable number of these. Tlie double

meaning of the Latin tollere (which the Ciceronian wit

—tollendum esse Octavium—has made notorious) is

more circumscribed, its affirmative character amount-

ing only to a lifting-up. A thing is sublated, resolved,

only so far as it has gone into unity with its opposite
;

in this closer determination, as what is reflected, it may
be fitly named Moment. Weight, and Distance from

a point, are called, with reference to the Lever, its

mechanical Moments, because of the identity of their

action, notwithstanding their diversity otherwise ; the

one being, as it were, the Eeal of a weight, and. the

other the Ideal or Ideell of a line, a mere character of

space (S. Encycl. Hegel, 3te Ausgab. § 261, Anm).

The remark must often occur to be made, that philo-

sophy uses Latin expressions for reflected characters,

either because the mother-tono;ue has not such as are

required, or if having them, as here, because they

remind more of what is immediate^ while the foreign

tongue suggests rather what is reflected.

The nearer [more concrete or determinate] sense and

expression which—now that they are moments—Being

and Nothing receive, has to effect itself in the consider-

ation of There-being, the unity in which they are con-

served or put by. Being is Being, and Nothing is

Nothing, only in their distinguishedness from each

other ; in their truth again, in their unity, they have

disappeared as these characters, and are now some-

thing else. Being and Nothing are the same
; therefore,

because they are the same, they are no longer Being and
Nothing, and possess now a different determination (or

characterisation) : in Becoming, they were Origin and

Decease; in There-being, as a differently-determined

unity, they are again differently-determined, moments.
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This unity remains now thoir base [the ground, the

mother-hquor that liolds them], from which they do

not again issue in the abstract sense of Being and

Nothing.

CHAPTER II.

THERE-BEING.

There-being is definite, determinate Being ; its de-

terminateness, definiteness, is beent determinateness,

beent definiteness, Quahty. Through its quality, is it,

that Something is,—ajid as in opposition to Another.

Through its quahty, hkewise, is it aZ^erable and Jinite.

Through its quahty is it negatively determined ; and

not only so as opposed to Another, but directly in it.

This its negation as, in the first instance, opposed to the

Finite Something, is the Infinite ; the abstract anti-

thesis in which these distinctions [Finite and Infinite]

appear, resolves itself into the Infinitude, which is Avith-

out antithesis, into Being-for-self.

The discussion of There-being has thus the three

Divisions

—

A. There-being as such

;

B. Something and Other, Knitude

;

C. Quahtative Infinitude.

A.

THERE-BEING AS SUCH.

In There-being

a. as such, its determinateness, first of all, is

b. to be distinguished as Quality. This (quahty),

however, is to be taken as well in the one as in tlie
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other determination of There-being,—as Reality and as

Negation. But in these determinatenesses [determinata,

definita'] There-being is at the same time reflected within

itself ; and evolved or stated as such, it is

c. Something^ a There-heent

a. There-being in general.

There-being issues from Becoming. There-being

is the simple oneness of Being and Nothing. Because

of this simplicity (singleness), it has the form of an

Immediate. Its mediating process, Becoming, lies be-

hind it ; it (this process) has sublated itself, and There-

being therefore appears as a. First, as what one might

begin from, set out from. It is at first hand in the

one-sided character (determination) of Being ; the

other character (moment) which it contains, Nothing,

will likewise manifest itself in it in contraposition to

the former.

It is not mere Being, but There-hemg
;
etymolo-

gically taken, Being in a certain place ; but the idea of

space is not relevant here. According to its Becoming,

There-being is, in general. Being with a Non-being, in

such wise that this Non-being is taken up into simple

unity with [the other moment] Being. Non-being

taken up into Being in such wise that the concrete

[resultant] whole is in the form of Being, of Immediacy,

constitutes Determinateness as such [i. e. definiteness,

particularity, pecuharity—tangibility, palpability, re-

cognisableness, cognisableness, distinguishableness.]

The Whole is hkewise in the Form., i. e.. Deter-

minaieness of Being, or it is—(for Being has in Be-

coming shown itself likewise to be only a moment, i. e.)

—a sublated, negatively-determined somewhat. It is
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such as yet, however, only for m in our reflexion ; it is

not yet thus evolved in itself. But the detei-raiiiateness

as such of There-being will be the evolved and overt

one, which is also implied in the expression There-

being. The two distinctions are always to be kept

well in view
; only what is evolved, explicit m a notion,

belongs in the developing consideration [considered or

observed development] of the same, to its implex of

comprehension ; while any determinateness that is

not yet evolved in its own self belongs to our re-

flexion, whether employed on the nature of the notion

itself, or only on external comparison. To call atten-

tion to a determinateness of the latter sort can only

serve to illustrate or pre-indicate the course which will

exhibit itself in the evolution. That the Wliole, the

oneness of Being and Nothing, is in the one-sided deter-

minateness of Being, is an external reflexion ; but m
the legation, in Something and Other, &c., Avill it reacli

position, evolution. To notice the distinction referred

to was here necessary ; but to keep account of all the

observations which Eeflexion may aUow itself, would

lead to the prolix anticipation of what must yield itself

in the matter in hand. Such reflexions may, perhaps,

serve to facilitate a collective view and understanding

generally ; but they are attended by the disadvantage

of being possibly regarded as unauthorised statements,

reasons, and bases for the further development. They

are to be taken, therefore, for no more than they are,

and must be distinctly separated from what is a mo-

ment in the progress of the thing itself

There-being corresponds to the Being of the previous

sphere. Being, however, is the Indefinite ; tliere pre-

sent themselves on this account no significates in it.

But There-being is a definite being, a concrete ;
there
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manifest themselves, tlierefore, directly in its regard a

number of siguilicates, distinguishable relations of its

moments.

b. Quality,

Because of the Immediacy in which in There-being,

Being and JSTothing are one, they do not exceed each

other, they do not go beyond eacli other ; as far as

There-being is beent, so far is it JSTon-being, so far is

it determined, defined. Being is not the Genus, Deter-

minateness not the Species. The Determinateness has

not yet detached itself from the Being
;
indeed, it will

not again detach itself from it ; for the truth which is

now established as ground and base is the unity of

Non-being with Being ; on it as ground appear all fur-

ther determinations. But the reference, in which

Determinateness stands here to Being, is the immediate

imity of both, so that there is evolved as yet no dis-

tinction of them.

Determinateness thus isolated ^^e?- se (for itself), as

beent definiteness, is Quality ;— an entu-ely Simple

Immediate. [Determinateness in general is the moi'e

universal term ; it may be Quantitative as well [as

Quahtative], and also still further determined.) Be-

cause of this simplicity (and singleness) there is nothing

further to be said of Quality as such.

But There-being, in which Nothing quite as well as

Being is contained, is itself the standard for the onc-

sidedness of Quality as only immediate or beent deter-

minateness. Quality is to be exhibited quite as much in

the character of Nothing, in which case then the imme-
diate or heent determinateness is exhibited as one such

distinguished against other such, and so as a reflected

one : Nothing thus as the Determinate of a Determinate-

ness, is equally a something reflected, it is a Negation.
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Quality distinguished as heent is Reality; Quality as

fraught with a Negative, is Negation in general, also a

Quality, but which has the value of a want, and which

further on is determined as Limit, Boundary.

Both are a There-being, but in the Reality as Quality

with the accent that it is a Beent, it is concealed that it

contains the Determinatcness, therefore also the Neera-

tion : the Eeality passes therefore only as something

positive, from which negation, limitation, want, is

excluded. The Negation taken as mere want would be

what Nothing is ; but it is a There-being, a Quality

only determined with a Non-being.

Eemaek.

Eeality may seem a word of much ambiguity, be-

cause it is used of various and even opposed interests.

In a philosophical sense, we may speak, perhaps, of

merely empirical reality as a worthless There-being.

But when it is said of Thoughts, Notions, Theories,

they have no reality^ this means that no Actuality attaches

to them : in itself or in the Notion, the Idea of a

Platonic Eepublic, for example, may very well be true.

Its worth is here not denied to tlie Idea, and this latter

is allowed to keep its place, as it were, beside Eeality.

But opposed to so-called mere Ideas, mere Notions, the

Eeal has the value of the alone true. The sense in

which in the one case the decision as regards the truth

of a matter is assigned to external There-being, is just

as one-sided as when the Idea, the essential principle,

or even the inner feeling, is represented as indifferent

towards outer There-being, or is, perhaps, considered

indeed just so much the more excellent, the more it is

removed from Eeahty.

In reference to the expression Eeality, we may make
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mention of the former Metaphysical Notion of God

which, m especial, constituted the basis of the so-called

ontological proof of the There-being of God. God was

defined as the sum of all realities ; and of this sum it

was said that it included no contradiction, that the

realities neutralised not the one the other ; for a Eeahty

is to be taken only as a perfection, as an affirmative

that contains no negation. The realities are thus not

mutually opposed, not mutually contradictory.

It is assumed in the case of this notion of Eeality,

that this latter still remains when all Negation is

thought out of it ; but just thus all its Determinateness

is cancelled. Eeality is Quality, There-being ; on that

account, it implies the moment of the Negative, and by

it only is it the Determinate which it is. In the so-

caUed eminent sense, or as infinite (in the usual mean-

ing of the word),—as they say it should be taken,

—

Eeality is extended into the Indeterminate, the Inde-

finite, and loses its meaning. God's Goodness is not to

be goodness in the usual, but in the eminent sense ; not

different from his Justice, but tempered by it (a Leib-

nitzian term of accommodation, reconciliation)
;
just as,

on the other hand, his Justice is to be tempered by his

Goodness : thus neither goodness is any longer goodness,

nor justice any longer justice. Power is to be tempered

by Wisdom ; but in this way it would not be Power as

such, for it were in subjection to the other : Wisdom
is to be enlarged to Power, but in this manner it dis-

appears as the End and Means determining Wisdom.

The true notion of the Infinite and its absolute unity,

which will present itself later, is not to be conceived as

a tempering, mutual limitation or mixture, which is

but a superficial relation, held, too, in an indeterminate

mist, with which only notionless figurative Conception
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(-Representation) can content itself. Eeality, which
in the above definition of God is taken as determinate

Qnahty, when extended beyond its determinateness

ceases to bo Eeahty ; it is converted into, or has gone
back to, abstract Being ; God as pure Heality in all

Eeality, or as sum of all Eealities, is the same formless-

ness and matterlessness as the empty absolute in which
all is one.

Again, Eeahty being taken in its determinateness,

then, as it, Eeality, contains essentially the moment of

the JSTegative, the sum of all realities becomes just as

much a sum of all negations—the sum, then, of all con-

tradictions,—directly, as it were, the absolute Power in

which all that is determinate is absorbed. But as this

absolute all-absorbing power is itself only so far as there

still remains opposed to it a not yet absorbed, it becomes,

when thought as extended into fulfilled, boundless

Power, only the abstract JSTothing. Said Eeality in all

Eeahty, the Being in all There-being, wliich is to

express the notion of God, is nothing else than abstract

Being, the same thing as I»[othing.

Determinateness is Negation as affirmatively ex-

hibited ; Omnis determinatio est negatio—this is the

proposition of Spinoza. It is a proposition of infinite

importance
;
only the JSTegation as such is formless abs-

traction. It is not to be imputed to Speculative Pliilo-

sophy, however, that it views Negation, or Nothing,

as an ultimum : Negation is such to Speculative Pliilo-

sophy just as httle as Eeahty [as such] is to it the True.

Of this proposition, that Determinateness is Nega-

tion, the unity of the Spinozistic Substance, or that there

is only one Substance, is—the necessaiy consequence.

Thought and Being (or Extension), the two attributes,

namely, which Spinoza has before him, he was obliged
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in tliis unity [of substance] to set into one (for as de-

terminate realities they are negations), the iniinitude of

which one is their unity : according to Spinoza's defini-

tion, of which more again, the infinitude of anything is

its afiirmation. He toolc them, therefore, as attributes—
that is, such that they have not a separate principle of

maintenance, a Being in, for, and by themselves, but

are only as sublated, as Moments ; or rather they are

to him not even moments, for his substance is what is

quite determinationless in its own self, and his attri-

biites, as also indeed his modi, are distinctions which

an external understanding makes. In like manner, the

substantiahty of Individuals cannot subsist in the face

of said proposition. The individual is reference to

liimself by this, that he sets limits to everything else
;

but these hmits are just so limits to himself also, re-

ferences to what is other—he has his There-being not

within himself. The individual is certainly more than

only what is on all sides limited ; but this more belongs

to another sphere of the Notion : in the Metaphysic of

Being he is a Determinate simphciter ; and that what

is so constituted, that the Finite as such be supposed in,

by, and for itself [absolute]—against this [supposition]

Determinateness asserts itself essentially as negation,

and drags him [the individual, the finite] into the same

negative movement of the Understanding, which makes

aU chsappear in abstract Unity, in Substance,

The Negation stands immediately opposed to the Ee-

ality : further on, in the special sphere of the Eeflected

Determinations, it becomes opposed to the Positive,

which is the Eeality reflecting to or on the Negation,

—

the Eeality, by or in wliich the Negative seems (shines,

shows),—the Negative, i. e., which is as yet concealed m
the Eeahty as such.
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Quality is tJcen specially Property, when in an ex-

tenuiL reference [co-reference, connexion] it manifests

itself as immanent determination [in the sense of 50-

constituted, immanent nature]. By jjroperties of herbs,

for example, we understand determinations [manifested

powers] which are not only in general proper to a

Something, but imply also that it by them, in reference

to others, maintains itself in a peculiar manner [its own
proper^, and allows not the foreign influences set in it

to take their own course, but makes good its own
determinations in the Otlier,—although, indeed, it ex-

cludes not this other. The more quiescent definite-

nesses, as Figure, Shape, are, on the other hand, not

always caUed properties, possibly not even quahties,

inasmuch and so far as they are conceived as alterable,

not identical with the Being or Beingness [i. e. of what-

ever may be in question].

The Qualirung or Inqualirung (the Agonising or

Inagonising, inward pain-ing, pang-ing, throe-ing),—an

expression of Jacob Bohme—of a Philosophy that goes

into the Deep, but a troubled deep,—signifies the

movement of a quality (the sour, hitter, fiery, &c.) in

its own self, so far as it in its negative nature (in its

Qual, its pang) expresses and affirms itself through

Other—signifies in general the Unrest of the Quahty

in itself, by which it produces and maintains itself only

in conflict.

c. Something.

In There-being, its determhiateness has been distin-

guished as Quality ; in Quality as there-beent, there is

the Distinction (or the Difl"erence)—of the Eealit)^ and

of the Negation. By as much now as these distinctions

are present in There-being, by so much are they also null
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and eliminated. The Eeality contains itself tlie Nega-

tion; it is There-being—not indeterminate, abstract

Being. No less is the Negation There-being—not the

Nothing that would he abstract, but set here as it is m
itself, as Beent, as appertinent to There-being [as it were,

incorporated with There-being], Quality in general is

thus not divided from There-being, which is only defi-

nite, determinative, qualitative Being.

This sublation of the distinction is more than a mere

withdrawal and external leaving out again of the same,

or than a simple turning back to the simple beginning,

to There-being as such. The Distinction cannot be left

out ; for it is. The factum—i-what is present—therefore,

is There-being in general. Distinction in it, and re-

solution of this Distinction
;
There-being not as dis-

tmctionless, like in the beginning, but as again equal to

itself through resolution of the Distinction^ the simphcity

(unahty) of There-being mediated through this resolu-

tion. This sublatedness of the Distinction is the Deter-

minateness proper of There-being [as it were, its special

specificity] ; it is thus Insichseyn, Being-within-Self

:

There-being is a There-Beent—a Something.

The Something is the first Negation of the Negation,

as simple beent reference to self. There-being, or

Living, Thinking, and so further, determines itself

essentially [that is, in and from its own nature] as a

There-being-one, a Living-owe, Thinking-cne (Ego), &c.

This Determination is of the highest importance, in

order not to stop by There-being, Living, Thinking,

&c., as generalities—for the same reason, not by the

Godhead instead of God. Something rightly passes

Avith crnde conception (representation) for a Real.

Nevertheless, Something is still a very superficial deter-

mination ;
just as Eeality and Negation, There-being
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and its Determiiiateness, though no longer the empty

Being and Notliing, remain, all the same, quite abstract

determinations and definitions. For this reason they

are also tlie most current expressions, and the Re-

flexion, that is philosophically un-formed, uses them

most, casts its distinctions in their mould, and opines to

possess thus sometliing veritably good, and firmly fixed

and definite. The Negative of the Negative is as

Something only the beginning of the Subject ;—the

Being-within-Self only first of all quite indefinite. It

determines itself further on first as Beent-for-Self and

so on, till only for the first time in the Notion it attains

the concrete intensity of the Subject, As basis of all

these determinations, there hes at bottom the Negative

Unity with Self. But therewithal the Negation as

first Negation, as Negation in general, is to be firmly

distinguished from the second, the Negation of the

Negation, which is the concrete absolute Negativity,

just as first, on the contrary, is only the abstract

Negativity.

Something is Beent as the Negation of the Negation;

for this Negation is the restoring again of the simple

reference to self ;—but just thus is Something withal

the Mediation of itself with itself. Here in the Simple

of Something, then still more definitely in Being-for-

Self, in the Subject, &c., is there present—Mediation of

self with self ; even abeady in Becoming is Mediation

present, but only the quite abstract Mediation ; Media-

tion with self has reached position in Something, so far

as Something is determined as simple Identical. Atteu-

, tion may be directed to the presence of Mediation in

general, as opposed to the principle of the mere Innne-

diacy of Knowledge from which (according to it}Mechacy

is to be excluded ; but no particular attention need be
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callecl to this moment of Mcdiacy in tlie sequel, for it

is to be found throughout, and everywhere, in every

Notion.

This Mediation with itself which Something is in

itself, taken only as Negation of the Negation, has no

concrete determinations as its sides ; so it collapses

into the simple unity which Being is. Something is,

and is also a There-beent ; it is in itself further also

Becoming, which, however, has no longer only Being

and Nothing as its moments. The one of these. Being,

is now There-being, and, further, a There-beent. The

second is equally a There-beent, but determined as

Negative of the Sometliing;—an Other. The Some-

thing as Becoming is a transition, whose moments are

themselves Somethings, and which itself, therefore, is

aZferation ;
— a Becoming already become concrete.

Something, however, alters (others) itself first of all

only in its Notion ; it is not yet in position as thus

mediating and mediated ;—it is set, first of all, only as

simply maintaining itself in its reference to self, and

its Negative is set as equally qualitative, as only an

Other in general.

B.

FINITUDE.

a. Something and Other
;
they are, first of all, indif-

ferent as regards each other ; an Other is also an

immediately There-beent, a Something ; the Negation

falls thus outside of both. Something is in itself as

against its Being-for-Other. But the Determinateness

belongs also to its In-itself and is

b. its Qualification, Determination, which equally

passes over into So-constitutedness, Talification, which,

identical with the former, constitutes the immanent
VOL. L B B
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and, at the same time, negated Being-for-Other, the

Limit of the Something which is

c. the immanent determination of the Something

itself, and this latter is tlius the Finite.

In the first division, in which There-being in general

was considered, this had, as first taken up, tlie cliaracter

of Beent. The moments of its development, Quality and

Something, are, therefore, equally of affirmative nature.

In this division, on the other hand, there develops itself

the Negative element which lies in There-being, whicli

there (in the first division) was only first of all Negation

in general. First Negation, but now has determined (or

developed) itself up to the point of the Being-within-

itself of the Something, to the Negation of the Nega-

tion.

a. Something and an Other.

1. Something and Other are both, in the first place,

There-beent, or Something.

Secondly, each is equally an Other. It is indiflerent

which is first named Something ; and just because it is

first named is it Something (in Latin, when they pre-

sent themselves both in one proposition, they are both

called aliud, or the one the other, alius alium ; in the

case of a mutual reciprocity, the expression alter alterum

is analogous). If we call one There-being A, and the

other B, B is, in the first instance, determined as the

Other. But A is just as much the other of B. Both

are, in the same manner, Others. The expression This

serves to fix the distinction and the Something which is

to be taken as affirmative. But This just expresses

that this distinguishing and picking out of the one

Something is a subjective designating falling without

the Something itself. Into this external monstration
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falls the entire determinateness ; even the expression

This contains no distinction ; all Somethings are just

as much These as they are also Others. One opines

or means by This to express Something perfectly de-

termined; it escapes notice that Speech, as work of

Understanding, enunciates only what is General, except

in the name of a single object : the individual name,

however, is meaningless in the sense, that it does not

express a Universal, and appears as merely posititious,

arbitrary; for the same reason, single names can also

be arbitrarily assumed, given, or changed.

Thus, then, Otherwise-being appears as a Determina-

tion foreign to the There-being that is so distinguished,

or the Other appears out of the single There-being

;

partly, because a There-being is determined as Other,

first of all only through the comparing of a Third

[you or me]
;
partly, because it is other only by reason

of the Other that is out of it,—but is not so deter-

mined per se or for its own self. At the same time,

as has been remarked, even for conception (repre-

sentation), every There-being is distinguishable as an

other There-being, and there remains not any one There-

being that were distinguishable only as a There-being,

that were not without or on the outside of aThere-beincr,

and, therefore, that were not itself an Other.

Both are equally determined as Sometliing and as

Other, consequently as the same thing, and there is so

far no distinction of them. Tliis self-sameness of the

determinations, however, falls only mto outer Eeflexion

into the comparing of both ; but as the Other is at present

constituted, it is per se the Other, in reference indeed to

the Something, but it is per se the Other also outside

of apartfrom the Something.

Thirdly, therefore, the Other may be taken as isolated,

jj n 2
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in reference to its own self; abstractly as the Otlier; the

TO sTspov of Plato, who opposes it to the One as one of the

moments of Totality, and in this manner ascribes to the

Other a special nature. But thus the Other taken as such

is not the Other of Something, but the Other in itself, tliat

is, the Other of itself. Such Other in its own determina-

tion is Physical Nature ; it is the Other of the Spirit

:

this its definition is thus at first a mere Eelativity, by

which there is expressed, not a Quality of Nature itself,

but only a reference external to it. But in that the

Spirit is the true Something, and Nature therefore

in itself is only what it is in regard of (Gegen) the

Spirit, its quality, so far as it (Nature) is taken per se,

is just this,—to be the Other in itself, The out-of-itself-

Beent (in the forms of Space, of Time, of Matter).

The Other by itself is the Other in itself, so the Other

of itself, so again the Other of the Other
;
so, therefore,

that which within itself is Unequal simpnciter,that which

negates itself, that which alters and others itself. But

just thus it remains identical with itself, for that into

which it alters itself is the Other, which has no deter-

mination further or else ; but what alters itself is. m no

different way but in the same, determined as an Other

:

in this latter, therefore, it goes together, in all cases, only

with its own self. It has thus position given it as what

is reflected into self with sublation of the Otherness ; as

self-identical Something from which, consequently, the

Otherness, which is at the same time Moment of it, is

merely a distinguishedness, not as something itself

which is appertinent to it.

2. Something maintains itself in its non-There-being

;

it is essentially one with it, and essentiaUy not one with

it. It stands, therefore, in reference to its Otherwise-

beino- ; it is not absolutely its Otherwise-being. Otlier-
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wise-being is at once contained in it, and separated from

it ; it is Bei7ig-for-Other.

There-being as sucli is immediate, reference-less ;
or

it is in the determination of Being. But There-being

as enclosing Avithin itself Non-being, is determinate

Being, Being negated within itself, and then nextly

Otlier,—but because at the same time it also maintains

itself in its negation, only Being-for-Other.

It maintains itself in its non-There-being, and is

Being ; but not Being in general, but as reference to

self opposed" to its reference to Other, as Equality with

itself opposed to its Inequality. Such a Being is Being-

m-itself.

Being-for-Other and 'Being-m-itself constitute the

two moments of the Something. There are two pairs

of determinations present here : 1, Something and

Other; 2, Being-for-Other and Being-in-itself. The

former pair contain the reference-lessness of their deter-

minateness
;
Something and Other fall asunder. But

their truth is their reference ; the Being-for-Other and

the Being-zn-ySe//" are, therefore, the former determina-

tions or explicit as moments of one and the same,

—as determinations,which are co-references, and in their

unity remain in the unity of There-being. Each of them

itself, therefore, contains in it at the same time also its

other moment, the moment that is distinguished from it.

Being and Nothing in their unity, which is There-

being, are no longer as Being and Nothing ;—they are

this only out of their unity. Thus, too, in their unresting

unity, in Becoming, they are Origin and Decease.

—

Being in the Something is Being-in-Self. Being, the

reference to self, the equality with self, is now no longer

immediate, but reference to self only as Non-being of

the Otherwise-being (as There-being reflected ivithin
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itsc4f'). Just so Non-being as moment of the Something

i.s, in this unity of Being and Non-being, not non-There-

being in general, but Other, and, more determiuately,

viewed at the same time in reference to the diHtinguiHk-

ing of Being from it, reference to its non-There-being,

Being-for-Other.

Thus Bcing-in-Self is firstly negative reference to the

non-There-being ; it has the Otherwise-being out of it,

and is opposed to the same : so far ais something is in

itself, it is withdrawn from Otherwise-being and from

Being-for-Other. But, secondly, it has Non-being itself

also in it ; for it is itself the Non-being of the Being-

for-Other.

The Being-for-Other, again, is firstly negation of the

simple reference of the Being to itself which is to be

first of all There-being and Something ; so far as Some-

thing is in another or for another is it without its own

Being. But, secondly, it is not the non-There-being as

pure Nothing ; it is non-There-being that points or

refers to its Being-in-Self, as to its Being reflected within

its own self, just as on the other hand the Bemg-in-Self

points or refers to the Being-for-Other.

3. Both moments are determinations of that which

is one and the same, namely, the Something. Some-

thing is in itself so far as it is returned into its 0"wu self

out of the Being-for-Other. Something has again also

a determination or circumstance in itself (the accent

falls here on in) or in it, so far as this circumstance is

outwardly in it, a Being-for-Other.

This leads to a further determination. Being-in-Self

and Being-for-Other are in the first place different ; but

that Something has in it the same tlimg which it is in

itself and contrariwise Avhat it is as Being-for-Other,

the same thing is it also in itself—this is the identity
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of the Boing-in-Self and the Bcing-for-Other, in accord-

ance with the determination, that the Something itself

is one and the same of both moments, and therefore

they are in it undivided. This identity yields itself

formally, as we see, in the sphere of There-being, but

more expressly in the consideration of Essentity, and

then of the relation of Inwardness and Outwardness,

and in the precisest degree in the consideration of the

Idea as the unity of the Notion and of ActuaUty. One

opines to say something lofty with the In-itself, as with

the Inner ; but what Something is only in itself, that

also is only in it ; in itself is only an abstract, and so even

external determination. The expressions, there is no-

thing in it, or there is something in that, imply, though

somewhat obscurely, that that which is m one, belongs

also to one's Being-in-Self, to one's inner genuine worth.

It may be observed, that the sense of the Thing-in-

itself yields itself here, which is a very simple abstrac-

tion, but which for long was a very important deter-

mination, something distinguished as it were, just as

the proposition, that we do not know what the things

are in themselves, was a much-importing wisdom.

Things are in themselves, so far as all Being-for-Other

is abstracted from, that is as much as to say in general,

so far as they are thought without any determination

whatever ; as Nothings. In this sense truly one cannot

know what the thing in itself is. For the question

lohat requires that determinations be assigned ; inas-

much, however, as the things, of which they are

to be assigned, are to be at the same time things

in themselves— that is to say, just without deter-

mination—there is thoughtless-wise introduced into the

question the impossibihty of an answer, or there is

made only an absurd answer. The thing in itself is
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the same as that Absolute, of which nothing is known
but that all is one in it. One knows then perfectly

well what is in these things in themselves
;
they are as

such nothing but truthless, empty abstractions. What,
however, the thing in itnelf is in truth, what is truly

in itself, of this Logic is the exposition, in which, how-
ever, something better is understood by In itself than

an abstraction—namely,what som^hing is in its Notion

:

this latter, however, is concrete in itself, comprehen-

sible (notion-able, knowable) as notion in general, and

coguisable as determined within itself and as connected

system of its determinations within itself.

Being-in-Self has at nearest the Being-for-Other as its

counter-standing moment ; but there is also opposed to

the same

—

Position or Explicitness ; in this expression

there lies also the Being-for-Other, indeed, but it im-

plies definitely the already-accomplished bending back

(reflexion) of that which is not in itself into that which

is its Being-for-Self, into that in whicli it is positively/.

The Being-in-Self is usually to be taken as an abstract

manner of expressing the notion; Poszizo?^ falls specially

only into the sphere of Essentity, of objective reflexion
;

the Ground (ratio) posits (exinvolves, eximplies) that

which is grounded by it ; the Cause still more brings

an Effect forward, a There-being whose self-subsistence

is immediately negated, and which has the sense in it,

to have its affair, its Being in another. In the sphei'e

of Being, There-being comes only forward from Be-

coming, or there is impUed with the Something,

an Other, witli the Finite the Lifinite ; but the Finite

produces not the Infinite, posits the Infinite not. Li

the sphere of Being, the self-determining of the notion

is only first of all in itself ; thus is it only transition

—

a passing over ; even the reflecting determinations of
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Being, as Soiiietliing and Other, or the Finite and

Infinite, though they essentially refer to each other, or

are as Being-for-Other, have the value of what is quali-

tative and subsistent per se ; the Other is, the Finite,

like the Infinite, appears equally as immediately beent,

and standing firm per se ; their sense seems complete

even without the other. The Positive and Negative,

on the other hand. Cause and Effect, however much

they are also taken as isolatedly beent, have at the same

time no meaning without the one the other ; there is

in themselves their seeming the one into the other, the

seeming of its other in each. In the various spheres

of determination, and especially in the progress of the

exposition, or more accurately, in the progress of the

notion to its exposition, it is a main matter always well

to distinguish this, what is yet in itself and what is

posited, likewise the determinations as in the Notion

and as posited or as Being-for-Other. This is a dis-

tinction which belongs only to the Dialectic develop-

ment, and which the Metaphysical philosophy, as also

the Critical, knows not ; the Definitions of [former]

Metaphysic, as its presuppositions, distinguishings, and

concludings, seek only to maintain and produce what is

Beent—and that, too, Beent-in-itself

The Being-for-Other is, in the unity of the Something

with itself, identical with its In-itself; the Being-for-

Other is thus in the Something. The determinateness

thus reflected into itself is by this again simply beent,

and so again a quality— the Determination or the

Qualification.

b. Qualification, Talification, and Limit.

The In-itself into which the Something is reflected

out of its Being-for-Other into itself is no longer abstract
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In-ilftelf, but as negation -of its Being-for-Othcr it is

mediated through the latter, wliich is tlius its moment.

It is not only the immediate identity of the Something

with itself, but the identity through which the Some-

thing is what it is in itself aLso in it ; the Being-for-

Other is in it, because the In-itself is the sublation of

the same, is out of the same into itself ; but quite as

much also, be it observed, because it is abstract, and

therefore essentially affected with Negation, with Being-

for-Other. There is here present not only Quality and

EcaUty, heent determiuateness, but determinateness that

is beent in itself, and the development is to posit it

[exhibit, express it] as this determinateness reflected

into itself.

1. The quality which the In-itself in the simple

Something essentially in unity with its other moment,

the Being-m-zV, is, can be named its Determination

(qualification), so far as this word in exact signification

is distinguished from Determinateness in general. The

Determination (qualification) is the affirmative Deter-

minateness, as the Being-in-itself, with which the Some-

thing in its There-being remains congruous against its

involution with other by which it might be determined

—remains congruous, maintains itself in its equahty

with itself, and makes it good (its equahty) in its

Being-for-Other. It fulfils its determination (quah-

fication, vocation) so far as the further determinateness,

which manifoldly grows through its relation to Other,

becomes—in subjection to, or agreement with, its Being-

in-itself—its filling. The Determination imphes this,

that what Something is in itself is also in it.

The Determination of Man is thinking Eeason:

Thought in general is his simple Determiiiatness, by it

he is distinguished from the lower animals. He is
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thought in liimself (an sich), so far as it (thought) is at

the same time distinguished from his Being-for-Other,

his special naturality and sensuous nature by which it

is tliat he is immediately connected with Other. But

thought is also in him ; Man himself is thought, he is

there as thinking, it is his existence and actuality ; and

further in that it is in his There-being (There-ness)

and his There-ness (Existence) is in thought, it is concrete^

it is to be taken with Implement and Complement, it is

thinking Eeason, and thus is it Determination of Man.

But this determination is again only in itself(only an sich)

as an Is-to-be (a Sollen, a Devoir) ; that is, it, together

with the complement, which is incorporated into its

In-itself, is in the form of In-itself in general, against

the There-being not incorporated into it, which com-

plement is thus at the same time still as externally

opposing, immediate Sense and Nature.

2. The filHng of the Being-in-itself [the In-itself

simply] with determinateness is also distinguished from

the determinateness which is only Being-for-Other and

remains out of the Determination. For, in the field

of the QiUahtative, there remains to the Differences or

Distinctions even in their sublation [alluding to the

various Moments of the Daseyn or the Etwas\ imme-
diate quahtative Being as opposed the one to the other.

What the Something has in it divides then, and is, on
this side, external There-being of the Something, which

is also its There-being, but belongs not to its In-itself.

The Determinateness is thus Talification \_So-constituted-

ness, and that amounts to Property, or, indeed, Accident'].

So or otherwise constituted is Something as en<7ao-ed

in external influence and relations. This external refer-

ence on which the Talification depends, and the becom-
ing determined by another, appears as something
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contingent. But it is quality of the Sometliing to Ije

given over to this externahty, and to have a Tahfication.

So far as Sometliing alters itself, the alteration falls

into the Talification ; it is that in the Something Avhich

becomes another. It [Something] itself maintains itself

in the alteration which touches only this unsteady

superficies of its Otherwise-being, not its Determina-

tion (Definition, Qualification).

Qualification and Talification are thus distinguished

from each other
;
Something is in its qualification

indifferent to its talification. What, however, the

Something has in it, is the middle term of this syllogism

tliat connects both. The being in the Something,

rather, showed itself to fall into these two extremes.

The simple middle is the Determinaiejiess as such ; to

its identity belongs as well qualification as talification.

But th3 qualification passes over per se into talification,

and the latter into the former. This lies in the pre-

ceding ; the connexion is more particularly this : So

far as what Something is in itself, is also in it, it is

affected with Being-for-Other ; the quahfication is thus

as such open to the relation to Other. The Deter-

minateness is at the same time moment, but contains

at the same time the qualitative distmctiou to be

different from the In-itself, to be the I>[egative of the

Something, or another There-being. The determinate-

ness, which thus mcludes within itself the other, beuig

united with the In-itself brmgs Otherwise-being into

the In-itself, or into the qualification, which is thereby

reduced to talification. Contrariwise, the Being-for-

Other, isolated as talification and taken j^er se, is in it

the same thing as what the Other as such is, the Other

in itself, that is, of itself; but thus it is self-to-self

referent There-being, thus Being-iu-itself with a deter-
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niiiiateness, and therefore Qualification. Thus, so far

as both are to be held apart from each other, on the

quahfication depends the tahfication, which appears

grounded in an External, in another in general, and

the foreign determining is determined also at the same

time by the special immanent qualification of the Some-

tliing. But further, the tahfication belongs to what

the Something is in itself : with its tahfication Some-

thing alters itself.

This alteration of the Something is no longer the

first alteration of the Something merely as regards its

Being-for-Other ; this first one was only the alteration

appertinent to the inner notion, was the in-itself-heent

one ; the alteration now is alteration posited (exhibited)

in the Something. The Something itself is further de-

termined, and the negation appears as immanent to it,

as its developed Being-within-itself

In the first place, the transition of the qualification

and the tahfication into one another is the sublation of

their difference ; but thus is There-being or Something

in general replaced
;
and, inasmuch as it is a result

out of that difference, which still comprehends in itself

the quahtative Otherwise-being, there are two Some-

things, but not only others opposed to one another in

general, in such wise that this negation were still

abstract and fell into the comparison only, but it is

now rather as immanent to the Somethings. They are

as there-beent indifferent to each other ; but this their

affirmation is no longer immediate, each refers itself to

itself by means of the sublation of the Otherwise-being,

which in the qualification is reflected into the In-itself

Something relates itself thus out of its own self

to the Other, because Otherwise-being is contained

within it as its own moment; its Being-Avithin-self
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comprehends negation within itself—^Ae negation by
means of which in any case it has now its aflirmative

There-being. But from this (its afhrmative There-being)

the other is also quahtatively distinguished ; it is thus

set down as out of the Something. The negation of its

other is just the quahty of Something, for as this sub-

lation of its Other is it Something. Therewith does

the Other first properly oppose itself to a There-being

itself: to the first Something, then, the Other is only

externally opposed ; but again as they, in effect, directly

cohere, that is, in their notion, their connexion is this,

that There-being has gone over into Otherwise-being,

Something into another—Something, as much as the

Other, is another. So far now as the Being-withiu-

self is the Non-being of the Otherwise-being Avhich is

contained in it, but at the same time distinguished as

beent, the Something itself is, the negation, the ceasing

of another in it ; it is determined as comporting itself

negatively against it, and as at the same time maintainmg

itself thereby ;—this Other, the Being-within-itself ofthe

Something as Negation of the Negation, is its In-itself,

and this sublation is at the same time in it as simple

negation, namely, as its negation of the other Something

external to it. There is one determinateness of these

Negations or Somethings which is as well identical with

the Being-withm-itself of the Somethings, as Nega-

tion of the Negation, as it also, in that these Negations

are as other Somethings mutually opposed, joins them to-

gether out ofthemselves and equally disjoins them from

one another (the one negating the other)—the Limit.

3. Being-for-Other is indefinite, affirmative commu-

nity of Something with its Other ; in Limit, the Non-

being-for-Other exhibits itself, the quahtative negation

of the Other, which latter is thereby excluded from the
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Something reflected into its own self. The develop-

ment of this notion is to be observed, which manifests

itself, however, rather as Envelopment and contradic-

tion. This contradictory character shows at once in

this, that the Limit as negation of the Something,

negation reflected into self, contains ideally in it the

moments of the Something and of the Other, and

these are at the same time, as distinguished moments

in the sphere of There-bemg, set down as really, quali-

tatively diverse.

a. Something, then, is immediate, self-to-self-referent

There-being, and has a limit in the first instance as

against Other. The Limit is the Non-being of the Other,

not of the Something itself ; the Something Umits in its

Hmit its Other. But the Other is itself a Something
;

the Limit, then, which the Something has against the

Other, is likewise Limit of the Other as a Something

—

Limit of this latter so that by it it excludes from itself

the first Something as its Other,—or is a Non-being of
said Something. The Limit, thus, is not only Non-being

of the Other, but Non-bemg as well of the one as of

the other Something,—Non-being, consequently, of the

Something in general.

But Limit is essentially the Non-being of the Other

Something at the same time, then, is through its Limit.

Something, in that it is hmiting, must submit to be
limited ; but its Limit, as a ceasmg of the Other in it,

is at the same time itself only the Being of the Some-
thing ; this latter is through it that which it is, has in it

its quality. This relation is the external manifestation

of the fact that the Limit is Simple, or the First, Nega-
tion, at the same time also that it is the other relation

the Negation of the Negation, the Within-itself of the

Something.
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Something, therefore, is, as immediate There-beiiig,

Limit to other Something ; but it has this Limit in

it, and is Something through agency of it, which is

just as much its Non-being. Limit is the mediating

means or agency, the medium, whereby Something and
Other each as well is as is not.

0. So far now as Something in its Limit is and is not,

and these moments are immediately, quaUtatively sepa-

rated, the non-There-being and the There-being of the

Something fall asunder, apart from each other. Some-

thing has its There-being (its existence) outfrom, (or as it

is otherwise also conceived mfrom) its Limit ; but just

so the Other also, because it is Something, is without its

Limit. It (the Limit) is the middle between both, and

in it they cease. They have their There-being on the

other side, the one from the other, of their Limit ; tlie

Limit as the Non-being of each is the Other of both.

It is in respect to this diversity of Something from its

Limit, that the Line appears as Line only without (out

from) its Limit, the Point ; the Plane as Plane without

the Line ; the Body as Body only without its limiting

Plane. This is the side on which the Limit occurs

first of all to Conception (Eepresentatiou)—the Out-of-

its-self-ness of the Notion,—and hence its manifestation

by preference in things of space.

y. But, further, Something, as it is without or out

of the Limit, is unlimited Something, only There-being

in general. Thus, then, it is not distinguished from its

Other ; it is only There-being, has therefore the same

determination as its Other—each is only Something ge-

nerally, or each is Other ; both are thus the same thing.

But, again, this their directly immediate There-being

imphes the Determinateness as Limit, in which both are

what they are, distinguishably from each other. But this
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determiuateness as Limit is equally their common distin-

giiishableness, at once theii- unity and diversit}^—unity

and diversity of the same things, just hke There-being.

This double identity of both (There-being and Limit)

contains this, that the Something has its There-being

only in the Limit, and that, inasmuch also as the Limit

and the immediate There-being are at the same time

each the ISTegative, the one of the other, the Something,

which is established as only in its Limit, just as much

sunders itself from itself, and pomts away over and

beyond itself to its Non-being, pronouncing this its

Being, and so passing over into the same. To apply

this to the preceding example, and as regards the find-

ing that Something is what it is only in its Limit,—the

Point is not Limit of the Line, only in such wise that

the latter just ends in the former, and is as There-being

only out of the former ; neither is the Line similarly

Limit of the Plane, nor the Plane similarly Limit of the

Sohd : but in the Point the Line also begins ; the Point

is the absolute beginning of the Line ; even when
conceived as on both sides unhmited, or, as it is called,

infinitely produced, the Point constitutes the Element

of the Line, as the Line of the Plane, and the Plane of

the Sohd. These Limits are the Principle (Principium) of

that which they limit
;
just as Unity, for example, as the

himdredth, is the Limit indeed, but also the Element of

the whole hundred.

The other finding is the unrest of the Something

in its Limit, in which, nevertheless, it is immanent

—

its restlessness as the contradiction which impels it

out beyond its own self. Thus the Pomt is this

Dialectic of its own self—to become Line, the Line the

Dialectic to become Surface, the Surface universal

Space. Of these there occurs the definition, that the

VOL. L C C
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Line originates in the motion of tlie Point, the Sui-face

in that of the Line, &c. This movement, however, is

considered then as something arbitrary, or as something

just thus and thus conceived. This consideration, how-

ever, is annulled specially by this, that the Determina-

tions from wliich the Luie, &c. should be supposed to

originate are, as regards the Line, &c., their Elements

and Principles, and at the same time also nothing else

than their Limits : in this manner the origin cannot be

considered as arbitrary, or only so-conceived. That

Point, Line, Surface, per se, contradicting themselves,

are Beginnings, which repel themselves from themselves,

that the Point, for its part, passes over through its

Notion out of itself into the Line, moves itself in its

own self, and gives origin to the Line, &c. &c.—this

lies in the Notion of Limit as immanent in the Some-

thing. The application belongs to the consideration of

space ; but to indicate it here—it is thus that the Point

is the absolutely abstract Limit, but in a There-being

(in a definite thereness); this latter (a tliereness) is

taken still quite indefinitely, it is the so-called absolute,

i.e. abstract space, the absolutely continuous Out-of-

one-another-ness. Prom this, that the Limit is not

abstract Negation, but is in this There-ness, is spatial

determinateness, it results that the Point occupies space,

has sj)ace, is spatial, is the contradiction, that is, wliich

unites in itself at once abstract negation and contmuity,

and so is the going-over and the gone-over into the Line,

&c., just as also for the same reason it results that there

is no such thing as a Point, or a Line, or a Surface.

Something, with its immanent Limit, estabhshed as

the contradiction of its ownself, by which contradiction

it is directed and impelled beyond itself, is the Finite as

such.
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c. Finitude.

There-being is determinate ;
Something has a Quality,

and is in it not only determined, but limited ; its quality

is its Hmit, possessing which, it remains in the first in-

stance affii-mative quiescent There-being. But this nega-

tion developed—in such wise that the antithesis of its

There-being and of JSTegation as its immanent Limit is

itself the Within-itself of the Sometliing, and this latter

consequently is in itself only Becoming—constitutes its

Finitude.

When we say of things, they are finite, we understand

by that, that they not only have a determinateness,

Quahty not only as Eeality and beent-in-self distinctive

natm^e, that they are not merely hmited—for as such

they have still There-being without their limit—but

rather that Non-being constitutes their nature, their

Being. Finite things are, but their reference to self is,

that they refer themselves to themselves negatively,

even in this reference to themselves dispatch themselves

beyond themselves, beyond their Being. They are,

but the truth of this Being is their End. The finite

thing alters itself not only lil?;e Something in general,

but it passes away and it is not merely possible for it

to pass away—as if it could be without passing away :

but the Being as such of finite things is to have the

germ of their passing away as their Within-self ; the

hour of their birth is the hour of their death.

a. The Immediacy of Finitude.

The thought of the finitude of things brings this

sadness with it, because it is the qualitative negation

pushed to its point, in the singleness of such determina-

c c 2
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tion, there is no longer left them an affirmative Being

distinguished from their destination to perish. Finitude

is, becfiiise of this qualitative simple directness of nega-

tion (which has gone back to tlie abstract antithesis of

Nothing and Decease as opposed to Being), the most

stiff-necked Category of Understanding
;
Negation in

general, TaHty, Limit, reconcile themselves with their

Other, the There-being ; even the abstract Notliing, per

se, is given up as an abstraction ; but finitude is nega-

tion as in itself fixed, and stands therefore up abrupt

over against its affirmative. What is Finite admits

readily of being brought to flux—it is itself this, to be

determined to its End, but only to its End ;—it is rather

the refusal to let itself be affirmatively brought to its

affirmative, the Infinite, to let itself be united with it

;

it is posited as inseparable from its Nothing, and all

reconciliation with its Other, the Affirmative, is thereby

truncated. The destination of finite things is not further

than their End. Understanding remains immovable

in this hopelessness of Finitude, in that, regarding Non-

being as the true nature of things, it makes it at the

same time imperishable and absolute. Only in then'

Other, the Affirmative, were it possible for their perish-

ableness to perish ; but thus their finitude would divorce

itself from them, and it is, on the contrary, their un-

alterable Quahty, i. e. their Quality that passes not over

into its Other, into its .Affirmative-; it is thus eternal.

This is a very important consideration
;

that, how-

ever, the Finite is absolute—this stand-point will not

readily be taken to itself by any Philosophy, or View,

or by Understanding (Common Sense). The opposite

rather is expressly present in the maintaining of the

Finite ; the Finite is the Limited, the Transitory ; the

Finite is only the Finite, not the Lnperishable ; this
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lies immediately in its constitution and expression. But

the question is, wlietlier in the mode of looldng, the

Being of Finitude is stuck by, whether the Perisliahle-

ness remains, or wliether the Perishableness and the

Perishing perishes, whether the Passing-away passes

aioay ? That this latter, however, is not the case, is

the Fact even in that view of the Finite which regards

the Perishing or Passing-away as the ultimum of the

Finite. It is the express averment that the Finite is

irreconcilable and inconsistent with the Infinite, that

the Finite is absolutely opposed to the Infinite. To

the Infinite, Being, absolute Being is ascribed ; the

Finite thus remains opposite it, held fast as its nega-

tive
;
incapable of union with the Infinite, it remains

absolute on its own side ; Affirmation could come to

it only from the Affirmative, the Infinite, and it would

perish so ; but a union with the Infinite is that which

is declared impossible. If it is not to remain opposed

to the Infinite, but to pass or perish, then, as has been

akeady said, just its Passing is the Ultimum, not the

Affirmative, which would be only the Passing of the

Passing. If, however, ihe Finite is not to pass away

in the Affirmative, but its end is to be conceived as the

Nothing, then we are again back to that first abstract

IsTothing which is long since passed.

In the case of this Nothing, however, which is to be

only Nothing, and to which at the same time an exist-

ence is attributed in Thought, Conception, or Speech,

there presents itself the same contradiction as has just

been signalised in the case of the Finite, only that it

only presents itself there, while in Finitude it expressly

is. There it appears as subjective, here it is maintained
—the Finite stands opposed in perpetuity to the Infinite,

what is in itself null is, and it is as in itself null. This
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is to be broiiglit intelligibly before consciousness ; and
the development of tlie Finite shows that it (in it), suo

Marie, as this contradiction, falls together in itself!,

and actually resolves this contradiction by this—not

that it is only perishable and perishes, but that the

Perishing, the Passing, the Nothing, is not the Last,

the ultimum, but that it perishes and passes.

0. To-be-to, or Obligation-to, and Limitation [Bound).

—This contradiction, indeed, is directly abstractly pre-

sent in this, that the Something is Finite, or that the

Finite is. But Something or Being is no longer abs-

tract, but reflected into self, and developed as Being-

w^ithiu-Self which has in it a- Quahfication and a

Tahfication, and still more definitely, a Limit, which

as what is Immanent in the Something, and constitu-

tive of the quahty of its Being-within-Self, is Finitude.

We have now to see what moments are contained in

tliis notion of the Finite Something.

Qualification and Tahfication manifested themselves

as sides for external reflexion ; the first, indeed, itself

implied Otherwise-being as belonging to the In-itself

of the Something ; the externahty of the Otherwise-

being is on one side in the proper internahty of the

Something, on the other side, it remains as externahty

distinguished therefrom—it is still externahty as such,

but in the Something. But in that, fiurther, the Other-

wise-being is determined as Limit, or just as negation

of the negation, the Otherwise-bemg immanent to the

Something is demonstrated or is stated as the reference

of the two Sides, and the Unity with itself of the Some-

thing now (to which Something as well the Quahfication

as the Tahfication attaches) is its reference as turned

to its ownself, the reference of its beent-in-self Qualifi-

cation to its immanent Limit, Avhich reference at the
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same time negates in it this its immanent Limit. The

seh-identical Within-Itself refers itself thus to itself as

its own Non-being, but as Negation of the Negation, as

negating the same thing in it which at the same time

preserves in it There-being, for that is the Quality

of its Within-Itself. The proper Limit of the Some-

thing taken thus by it as a Negative, that at the same

is essential and intrinsic, is not only Limit as such, but

Limitation (Bound). But the Limitation here is not

alone what is expressed as negated (not alone the-as-

negnted-Posited) ; the Negation is double-edged, seeuig

that what is the posited Negated is the Limit ; for this

(Limit) in general is what is common to the Something

and the Other, and also determinateness of the Being-

in-self-ness of the Qualification or Determination as

. such. This Being-in-self, as the negative reference to

its Limit (this latter being at the same time distinguish-

able from it), is thus to itself as Limitation (Bound),

—the To-be-to, or Ohligation-to [Devoir, Sollen).

That the Limit, which is in the Something in general,

prove itself as only Limitation (Bound), the Something

must at the same time within its own self transcend it

(the Limit), must refer itself in itself to it as to a Non-

beent. The There-being of the Something lies quiescently

indifferent, as it were beside its Limit. Something,

however, transcends its Limit, only so far as it is its

sublatedness, the Li-itself which is negative to it (the

Limit). And in that it (the Limit) is in the Deter-

mination (manifestible pecuhar nature) itself as Limita-

tion, Something transcends so its own self.

The To-be-to (Sollen) contains therefore the double

distinction, now Determination as beent-in-self Deter-

mination against the Negation, and again Determination

as a Non-being that is distinguished as Limitation from
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it, but at the same time that is beent-in-self Deter-

mination.

The Finite Thing has thus determined itself as the

reference of its Determination to its Limit ; the former

is hi this reference To-be-to (Sollen), the latter is

Limitation. Both are thus moments of the Finite—both

cons(3quently themselves finite, as well the To-be-to as

the Limitation. But only the Limitation is expressed

as the Finite ; the To-be-to is only limited in itself, or

for us. Tlirough its reference to its own immanent

Limit, has it Limitation ; but this its Be-hmitation is

concealed in the In-itself, for in its There-being, that

is, in its Determinateness as against Limitation, it is

expressed as the In-itself.

What is to be, or is under obligation to be, is and

at the same time is not. If it were, it were not merely

to be. The To-be-to has therefore essentially a Limita-

tion. This Limitation is not something foreign ; that

which only is to be, is the Determination (Destination)

which is now expressed as it is in fact, namely, at

the same time only a Determinateness.

The Being-in-itself of the Something remits itself in

its Determination therefore into the Is-to-be, or the

Ought-to-be, in this way, that the same thing which con-

stitutes its Being-in-itself is in one and the same respect

as Non-being ; and that, too, in this wise, that in the

Being-within-self, the negation of the negation, said

Being-in-itself is as the one negation (the Negating

one) unity with the other, which is at the same time

as the quahtatively other, Limit, through which, said

unity, is as reference to it (Limit). The Limitation of

the Finite is not something external, but its own Deter-

mination is also its Limitation ; and this (Limitation)

is as well its OAvn self, as also the To-be-to ; it is what
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is common to both, or rather that in which both are

identical.

As To-he-to, now agam further, the Fmite thing

passes heyond its Limitation ; the same determinateness

which is its negation, is also sublated, and is thus its

Beins-in-itself : its Limit is also not its Limit.

As To-he-to, consequently, Something is raised above

its Limitation, again contrariwise only as To-be-to has

it its Limitation. Both are inseparable. Something

has a Limitation, so far as in its Determination or

Destination it has the Negation, and the Determination

or Destination is also the sublatedness of the Limita-

tion.

Eemark.

The Ought-to, Is-to, Obhgation-to, the To-have-to,

or To-be-to (SoUen, Devoir), has played recently un

grand role in Philosophy, especially m reference to

Morality, and likewise Metaphysically in general as the

last and absolute notion of the Identity of the Being-

in-self, or of the reference to Self, and of the Deter-

minateness or Limit.

You can, for you ought—this expression, which was

supposed to say a great deal, lies in the notion of the

To-be-to. For the To-be-to is the being beyond the

Limitation ; Limit is sublated in it, the Being-in-itself

of the To-be-to is thus identical reference to self, and

so the abstraction of the being able to. But, con-

versely, it is equally true, you can. not just because you

ought. For in the To-be-to there equally lies the

Limitation as a Limitation ; said Formahsm of the

Possibility to has in it a Eeahty, a qualitative Other-

wise-being, over against itself, and the mutual reference

of both is the contradiction, consequently the not being

able to, or rather the Impossibility-to.
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Ill the To-be-to, begins the transcendence of Fhiitude,

Infinitude. The To-be-to is wliat, further on in the

development, exhibits itseh', with reference to said Im-

possibility-to, as the Progressus in infinitum.

As regards the Eorm of the To-be-to and the Limita-

tion, two prejudices may be more particularly anunad-

verted on. In the first place, great stress is usually

laid on the Limitations of Thought, of Eeason, &c., and

it is maintained that the Limitation cannot be passed.

There lies in this averment the witlessness, that just in

the very determining of Something as Limitation, the

Limitation is already passed. For a determinateness,

Limit, is only determined as Limitation in antithesis to

its Other in general, or as against its unlimitated part

;

the Other of a Limitation is just the Beyond over the

same. The Stone, the Metal, is not beyond its hmita-

tion, just because the latter is not hmitation for it. If,

however, as regards such general propositions of mere

understanding, that the Limitation cannot be tran-

scended, Thought will not take the trouble to endeavour

to see what hes in the notion, attention may be directed

to the Actual, where such positions will be found to

manifest themselves as what is most unactual. Just

by this, too, that Thought is-to-be something higher

than the Actual, is to keep itself apart from it in

higher regions—that is, in that it is itself determined

as a To-be-to—on one side it reaches not as far as to

the Notion, and, on the other side, it is its hap to com-

port itself just as untruly towards the Actual astowai'ds

the Notion. Because the Stone thinks not, not even

feels, its Limitatedness is not Limitation for it, that is,

is not m it a negation for the thought, feehng, &c.,

wliich it does not possess. But even the Stone is as

Something distinguished into its Determination or In-
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itself and into its There-being, and to that extent even

it transcends its Limitation ; the Notion which it is in

itself imphes identity mth its Other. If it is an acidiE-

able base, it is oxidisable, neiitrahsable, &c. In the

oxidation, neutrahsation, &c., its Limitation to he there

{here) only as base sublates itself; it transcends its

Limitation, just as the acid sublates its Hmitation to

be as acid; and the To-be-to, the obligation to transcend

its Limitation, is (in the acid as weU as in the caustic

base) so much present, that it is only by dint of force

that these can be kept fixed as—waterless, that is,

purely non-neutral—acid and caustic base.

Should an existence, however, contam the Notion,

not merely as abstract Being-in-self, but as beent-for-

self Totality, as Instinct, as Life, Feehng, Conception,

&c., it effects out of itself this—to be, and to pass out,

over and beyond the Limitation. The plant transcends

the Limitation to be as Germ, and just as much the

Limitation to be as Blossom, as Pruit, as Leaf; the

germ becomes a developed plant, the blossom fades

away into, &c. &c. A sentient existence in the Limita-

tion of hunger, of thirst, &c., is the impulse to pass

out beyond this Limitation, and it effects this tran-

scendence. It feels pain, and the privilege of sentient

nature is to feel pain ; there is a negation in its Self,

and this negation is determined in its feehng as a

Limitation, just because Sentient existence has the feel-

ing of its Self, which Self is the Totahty that is out and

beyond said determinateness (of hunger). Were it not

out and beyond it, it would not feel it as its negation,

and would have no pain. But it is Eeason, Thought,

which we are required to suppose incapable of tran-

scending Limitation— Eeason, which is the universal,

which, J9(?r5(?, is out and beyond the, i. e. all particularity.
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which is notliing but Transceiulonce of LiinitatiDu. U
IS true that uot every going-beyond or being-beyoiid

the LimitiUion is a veritable euiancipatiou Iroiu tliis

latter, a genuine iillirniatiou ; the To-be-to itself is such

imperfect transcendence, and an abstraction in general.

But the ]xiinting to the wholly abstract uuivei*sal

suffices as against the equally abstract assurance that

the Limitation cannot be transcended, or, indeed, the

pointing to the Infinite in general against the assurance,

that the Finite cannot be transcended.

A seemingly ingenious fancy of Leibnitz may here

be mentioned : if a magnet had consciousness, it would

regard its direction to the North as a determination of

its own will, a law of its freedom. Eather, if it had

consciousness, and so Will and Freedom, it Avould

possess thought, and so space Avould be for it as universal

space, implying all directions, and thus the one direc-

tion to the North would be rather as a Limitation of

its freedom, just as it would be a Limitation to be kept

fixed in one spot, for Man, but not for the Plant.

The To-be-to on the other side is transcendence of the

Limitation, but only a Finite transcendence. It has there-

fore its place and its value in the field of the Finite, where

it holds fast the Beiug-in-itself as opposed to the Limi-

tated part, and maintains it (the Being-in-self) as the Eule

and the Essential, opposed to what, in comparison, is

the Null. Duty is a To-be-to, an Obligation-to, du-ected

against the particular Will, against self-seeking greed

and self-willed interest; it is enjoined as a To-be-to,

an obligation-to, on the Will so far as it, in its capability

of movement, can deviate from the True. Those who

estimate the To-be-to of Morals so high, and opine that

Morality is to be destroyed, if the To-be-to is not re-

cognised as ultimum and as Truth, just as the i-aisoti-
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neurs, whose uuderstanding gives itself the ceaseless

satisfaction to be able to adduce a To-be-to, an Ought-to,

and so a knoioing better, against everything that pre-

sently is—who therefore will as httle allow themselves

to be robbed of the onght-to—perceive not that for the

Finitude of their circle, the onght-to is perfectly recog-

nised. But in the Actual itself it stands not so hopeless

with Eeason and Law, that they only ought to be,—it

is only the abstractum of the Being-in-itself that main-

tains this—just as httle so, as that the Ought-to is in

itself perpetual, and, what is the same thing, the Finite

absolute. The Kantian and Fichtian Philosophy as-

signs the ought-to, the to-be-to, as the highest point

of the solution of the contradictions of Eeason ; it

is, however, rather only the stand-point of Fixture in

Finitude, and so in contradiction.

y. Transition of the Finite into the Infinite.— The

Oug]it-to, se, impHes the Limitation, and the Limita-

tion the Ought-to. Their reference to each other is the

Finite entity itself, which contains them both in its

Being-within-itself. These moments of its Determina-

tion are quahtatively opposed to each other ; the Limita-

tion is determined as the negative of the Ought-to, and

the Ought-to equally as the negative of the Limitation.

The Finite entity is thus the contradiction of itself in

itself ; it sublates itself, passes away. But this its

result, tlie negative in general, is (a) its very Determi-

nation (Quahfication or its In-itself) ; for it (the result)

is the negative of the negative. The Finite is thus in

passing away not passed away ; it has in the first

instance become only another Finite, which however is

equally a passing away as transition into another Finite,

and so on ad infinitum. But (^) this result being

considered closer, the Finite has in its passing away.
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this iiegcation of itsolf, attained its Being-in-itself, it has

gone together with itself in it, Eacli of its moments
contains just this result : the Ought-to passes over the

Limitation, i. e., over its own self ; but over it, or as

its other, there is only the Limitation itself. The
Limitation, however, points immediately out over itself

to its Other, which is the Ought-to ; but this again is

the same disunion of Being in itself and of Being there

as the Limitation, that is, it is the same thing ; out over

itself then it goes together equally only with its own
self. This identity with itself the negation of the

negation, is affirmative Being, and so the Other of the

Finite—the Finite as that which is to have the first

negation as its determinateness— that Other is the

Infinite.

C.

THE INFINITE.

The Infinite in its simple notion may in the first in-

stance be regarded as a new Definition of the Absolute

;

it is as the determinationless reference to self, put as

Being and Becoming. The forms of There-being fail

or fall out in the series of the determinations which can

be regarded as definitions of the Absolute, because the

forms of its sphere are, per se, immediately expressed

or put only as Determinatenesses, as finite in general.

The Lifinite, however, appears directly as absolute,

being expressly determined as negation of the Fuiite,

and thus there is reference expressly made in the

Infinite to the Limitatedness of which Being and

Becoming (though in themselves neither showuig nor

having any Limitatedness) miglit yet, perhaps, be not

unsusceptible—and any such Limitatedness is negated

in it's, the Infinite's, regard.
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Even thus, liowevei', the Lifinite is not yet in effect

excepted from Limitatedness and Finitude ; the main

point is to distinguish the true notion of the Infinite

fi'om the bastard or spurious Infinite, the Infinite of

Ee£ison from the Infinite of Understanding. The latter,

indeed, is the finitised Infinite, and it will be found

that just in the attempt to keep the Infinite pure and

apart fi'om the Finite, the former is only finitised.

The Infinite is

a. in simple Determination the Affirmative as nega-

tion of the Finite :

b. it is thus, however, in alternating determination

with the Finite, and is the abstract, one-sided Infinite :

c. the self-sublation of this Infinite with that of the

Finite as a single process—is the veritable Infinite.

a. Tlie Infinite in general.

The Infinite is the negation of the negation, the

Affirmative, the Being, which out of the Limitatedness

has again restored itself. The Infinite is, and in a

more intense sense than the first immediate Being ; it

is the veritable Being, the rising out over the Limita-

tion. At the name of the Infinite there arises to Feel-

ing and to Spirit its own Light, for Spirit is not herein

only abstractly with itself, but raises itself to its own
self, to the Light of its Thinking, of its Universality, of

its Freedom.

First of all as regards the notion of the Iiffinite, it

has been found that There-being in its Being-in-itself

determines itself as Finite, and transcends the Limita-

tion. It is the nature of the Finite itself, to transcend

its own self, to negate its negation, and to become
infinite. The Infinite thus does not stand as something
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ready-made and complete, j^er se, over the Finite, in

such wise that the Finite has and holds its permanence

out of or under the former. Nor do we only as a sub-

jective Eeason cross over the Finite into the Infinite.

As, for instance, when it is said that the Infinite is the

Notion of Eeason, and through Eeason we raise our-

selves over the things of Time, this takes place never-

theless witliout prejudice to the Finite, which is nowise

concerned in said elevation—an elevation which re-

mains external to it. So far, however, as the Finite

itself is raised into the Infinite, it is just as httle any

foreign force which effects this on it, but its nature is

this,—to refer itself to itself as Limitation, Lunitation

as such and also as To-be-to, and to transcend the

same (Limitation), or rather as reference to self to

have negated it and to be beyond it. Not in the sub-

lation of the Finite is it that there arises the Infinite,

but the Finite is only this, through its very nature to

become (rise) to the Infinite. Infinitude is its Affir-

mative Determination, that which in itself it tridy is.

Thus the Finite has disappeared in the Infinite, and

what is, is only the Infinite.

b. Alternating Determination of the Finite and the

Infinite.

The Infinite is ; in this immediacy it is at the same

time the negation of another, the Finite. Thus as

heent, and at the same time as non-being of another, it

has fallen back into the category of the Something, as

of a Determinate in general,—or more accurately, be-

cause it is There-being reflected into self and resulting

through sublation of the Determinateness in general,

expressed or put consequently as There-being that is
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clistincriiished from its Determinateness, it has fallen

back into the category of Something with a Lnnit.

The Finite in view of this Determinateness stands

opposed to the Infinite, as real There-being ;
they stand

thus in qualitative reference as constant or permanent

out of each other ; the immediate Being of the Infinite

awakes the Being of its Negation, the Finite again,

which in the first instance seemed lost in the Infinite.

But the Infinite and Finite are not in these cate-

gories of reference only ; both sides are further de-

termined as merely Others mutually. That is to say, the

Finite is the Limitation expressed as the Limitation,

it is There-being with the Determination (nature) to

go over into its Being-in-itself, or infinitely to become.

Infinitude is the Nothmg of the Finite, its Being-in-

itself and its To-be-to, but this at the same time as

reflected into self, the To-be-to carried out, or only self-

to-self-referent quite affirmative Being. In Infinitude

there is the satisfaction present that all Determinate-

ness, Change, aU Limitation, and with it the To-be-to

itself, have disappeared—determinateness is expressed

as sublated, the Nothing of the Finite. As this nega-

tion of the Finite is the Bemg-in-self determined,

which (Being-in-self) thus as negation of the negation

is afl&rmatively within itself. This affirmation, however,

is as qualitative immediate reference to self, Being
;

and thus the Infinite is reduced to the category that it

has the Finite as another opposed to it ; its negative

nature is expressed as the beent, and so first and

immediate, negation. The Infinite is in this manner

burdened with the antithesis to the Finite, which, as

Other, remains at the same time determinate real There-

being, though it is expressed as—in its Being-in-itself,

the Infinite—at the same time, sublated ; this (Infinite)

VOL. I. D D
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is the Non-Finite ;—a Being in the determinateness

(form) of negation. Opposed to the Finite, the sphere

of beent determinatenesses, of Eealities, is the Infinite,

the indeterminate void, the oilier side of the Finite,

whicli (Finite) has its Being-in-self not in its There-

being, whicli (There-being) is a determinate one.

The Infinite counter the Finite tlius expressed or put

in qualitative reference of Other to each other, is to be

named the spurious Infinite, the Infinite of the Under-

standing, to v^hich it has the value of the highest, of

absolute truth ; to bring Understanding to a coascious-

ncss of this, that, in that it opines to have reached its

satisfaction in the reconciliation of the truth, it, on

the contrary, is landed in unreconciled, miresolved,

absolute contradiction—this must be effected by the

contradictions into which it falls on aU sides, as soon

as it attempts apphcation and exphcation of these its

categories.

This contradiction is immediately present in this,

that the Finite as There-being remains counter the

Infinite ; there are thus two determinatenesses ; there

are two worlds to hand, one infinite and one finite ; and

in their reference the Infinite is only Limit of the

Finite, and is thus only a determinate, even finite In-

finite.

This contradiction develops its /ntent into more

express forms. The Finite is the Eeal There-being

which thus dialecticaUy remains, even in that transition

is made to its Non-bemg, the Infinite ;—this latter has,

as has been shown, only the first, immediate negation

as its determinateness counter the Finite, just as the

Finite as regards said negation has, as negated, only

the value of an Other, and therefore is still Something.

Wlien, consequently. Understanding, elevating itself out
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of this finite world, mounts to its highest, the Infinite,

tliis finite world remains stationary for it as a This side,

so that the Infinite appears only beyond the Finite,

separated from the Finite, and just thus the Finite

separated from the Infinite;—both assigned distinct

places,— the Finite as There-being, Being on This side,

and the Infinite again, the In-itself indeed of the Finite,

but a Yonder away into the dim, inaccessible distance,

out of which the Finite finds itself and remains here.

Sundered thus, they are just as essentially referred

to each other by the very negation which separates

them. This negation, co-referent of them, the self-

i-eflected Somethings, is the mutual Limit of the one

counter the other; and that, too, in such wise that each

of them has in it the Limit not merely counter the other,

but the negation is their Being-in-self ; each has thus

the Limit, even per se or independently in it, in its

separation from the other. The Limit, however, is as

the first negation ; both are thus limited, finite in them-

selves. StiU, each is also as affirmatively referent of

self to self the negation of its Limit ; it thus imme-

diately repels it from itself as its Non-being, and,

qualitatively separated therefrom, it sets it as another

Being apart from itself, the Finite its Non-being as this

Infinite, this latter just so the Finite. That from the

Finite to the Infinite necessarily, i. e. through the deter-

mination of the Finite, transition must be made, and

the Finite raised as into its Being-in-self, is easily

granted, seeing that the Finite is determined, as per-

sistent There-being indeed, but, at the same time, also

as what is in itself null, and therefore what in its own
determination (nature) resolves itself ; while the Infinite

again is indeed determined as attended by negation and
Limit

;
but, at the same time also as what is beent in

D D 2
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itself in such wise thcat this abstraction of the self to

self referent Affirmation constitutes its determination,

and with such determination consequently the Finite

There-being lies not in it. But it has been shown that

the Infinite itself reaches its affirmative Being as result

only by means of the negation, as negation of the nega-

tion, and that this its Affirmation taken as only simple,

qualitative Being, brings down the negation it contains

to simple immediate negation, and so consequently to

Determinateness and Limit, and this [qualitative Being

again] then as in the same way contradictory to its

Being-in-itself is excluded from it as not its, rather is

put as what is opposed to its Being-in-itself, the Finite.

In that thus each, just in f?and from its own Determina-

tion, is implication of its Other, they are inseparable.

But this their unity is concealed in their quahtative

Otherness ; it is the internal one, which only lies at bottom.

Hereby is the manner of the manifestation of this

unity determined
;
expressed in the There-being it is

as a striking round or transition of the Finite into the

Infinite, and vice versd ; so that the Infinite only stands

forward in or by the Finite, and the Finite m or by

the Infinite, the Other in or by the Other, that is to

say, each is an own proper immediate existence in or

by the Other, and their reference is only an external

one.

The process of their transition takes the following

complete shape. Transcendence is made beyond the

Finite into the Infinite. This transcendence aj)pears

as an external act. In this void beyond the Finite

what arises? What is the positive element therein

Because of the inseparableness of the Infinite and Finite

(or because this Infinite, thus standing on its own side,

is itself Limitated), Limit arises ; the Infinite has dis-
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appeared—its Other, the Finite, has entered. But this

entrance of tlie Finite appears as an event external to the

Infinite, and the new Limit as such a one as arises not

out of the Infinite itself, but, nevertheless, is just there.

There is thus present a relapse into the previous Deter-

mination which has been sublated to no purpose. But

this new limit is itself only such as is to be sublated,

or transcended. So there has thus again arisen the

void, the nothing, in which, just in the same manner,

again Determinateness, a new Limit, is met with—
and so on, ad infinitum.

There is present the alternation of the Finite and

the Infinite ; the Finite is finite only in reference to

the To-be-to or the Infinite, and the Infinite is only

infinite in reference to the Finite. They are insepa-

rable, and at the same time absolutely Others to one

another ; each has itself the Other of it in it ; thus each

is unity of it and of its Other, and is in its determinate-

ness There-being, not to be that which it itself is, and

which its Other is [_quasi There-being and There-being

not to be, i. e., the nature not to be, &c.].

It is this reciprocal determination which, negating

its own self and its own negation, presents itself as the

Progressus ad Infinitum, which in so many forms and

applications has the value of an Ultimate, beyond which

there camiot be any further transition, but Thought,

arrived at this. And so on, ad infinitum, supposes itself

to have reached its end. This Progress appears

always when relative determinations are pushed to

their antithesis, so that they are in inseparable unity,

and yet to each counter the other a self-subsistent

There-being is ascribed. This Progress is therefore the

contradiction which is not resolved, but is always only

enunciated as present.
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There is an abstract transcendence present, "which

remains imperfect, in that this transcendence is not itself

transcended. Tlie Infmite is there before us ; it is, to

be sure, transcended, for a new Limit is assumed, but

just thus rather we are only back in the Finite. This

bastard Infinite is in itself the same thing as the per-

petual To-he-to ; it is indeed the negation of the Finite,

but it cannot in truth free itself therefrom ; this comes

forward in itself again as its Other, because this Infinite

only is as in reference to the Finite which is other to

it. The Progress in infinitum is therefore only the self-

repeating sameness, one and the same wearisome alter-

nation of this Finite and Infinite.

The Infinitude of the infinite Progress remains bur-

dened with the Finite as such, is limited thereby and

itself finite. But thus, consequently, it were assumed

m efiect as Unity of the Finite and Infinite. But this

unity is not reflected on. This unity, however, is that

alone which in the Finite evokes the Infinite, and in

the Infinite the Finite : it is, so to speak, the mainspring

of the Infinite Progress. This Progress is the externale

of said Unity, and Conception remains standing by this

externale—by the perpetual repetition of one and the

same reciprocation, an empty unrest to advance further

out over the limit into the Infinite, which advance

finds in this Infinite a new hmit, by which, however,

it is just as little able to call a halt as in the Infinite.

This Infinite has the fixed determination of a Fmther

side which cannot be reached, just for this very reason,

that it is not to be reached,—just because there is no

leaving oflf from the determining of it, as the Further

side, as the beent negation. In consequence of tliis its

nature, it has the Finite as a Hither side opposed to

it, which can as little raise itself into the Infinite, just
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for this reason, that it has this determination of a There-

being generative of Another, generative consequently

of a perpetual repetition—generative of itself in its

beyond itself ixgoin, and yet, at the same time, as different

therefi'om.

c. The Ajffirmative Infinite.

In this hither and thither of an alternating conclusion,

now of the Finite, and again of the Infinite, the truth

of these is already in itselfpresent, and all that is neces-

sary is simply to take up what is present. This movement

hither and thither constitutes the external Realisation

of the Notion ; what the notion contains impliciter is

expliciter, formally expressed, in this (outer reaKsation),

but externally, as faUing asunder ; the comparison

of these diverse moments is all that is required to yield

the Unity which gives the Notion itself ;—the Unity of

the Infinite and Finite is, as has been often remarked

abeady, and as deserves now specially to be remembered,

a one-sided expression for this unity as it is in truth ;

but the elimination of this one-sided statement must

also he in the externalisation of the notion which is now
before us.

Taken in its first, simply immediate statement, the

Infinite is only as transcendence of the Finite ; it is in

its Detennination [definition, express nature] the nega-

tion of the Finite ; thus the Finite, as only that which is

to be transcended, is the Negation of itself just in it

—just that negation which the Infinite is. There hes thus

in each, the Determinateness of the Other,—yet, accord-

ing to the infinite Progress, they are to be mutually

excluded, and only reciprocally to follow each other
;

neither can be stated and comprehended without the

Other, the Infinite not without the Finite, the Finite
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not witlioiit the Infinite. When what the Infinite is, is

said, the negation, namely, of the Finite, the Finite

itself, is co-enunciated ; for the Definition or Determina-

tion of the Infinite, it cannot be dispensed with. People

require only to biow what they say to find the Finite in

the Infinite. Of the Finite, for its part, it is at once

granted, that it is wliat is Null, but just its Nullity is

the Infinitude, from which it is thus inseparable. In

this way of regarding them, they may seem to be taken

with reference to their Other [or only in their reference'].

Now should they be supposed reference-less, in such wise

that they are connected only by an And, they wiU stand

as if mutually opposed, self-subsistent, each only in

itseE Let us see now, how in such shape they are

constituted. So placed, the Infinite is one of the two
;

but as only one of the two it is itself finite— it is not the

whole, but only one side ; it has in its Opposite its

Limit ; it is thus the finite Infinite. Or there are only

two Finites before us. Just in this, that it is thus

placed as sundered from the Finite, and therefore as

one-sided, lies its Fmitude, and therefore its unity with

the Finite. The Finite, for its part, placed as i^er se

apart from the Infinite, is this reference to self, in which

its relativity, dependency, its passingness is removed ; it

is the same self-substantiahty and affirmation of itself

which the Infinite is taken to be.

Both modes of consideration, though seeming at first

to have a different Determinate for their start—so far as

the former is supposed to view them only as Reference

of the Infinite and Finite to each other, of each to its

Other ; and the latter is supposed to hold them apart

from each other in their complete isolation,—give one

and the same result ; the Infinite and Finite, viewed

according to the reference of both to one another,
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which reference was to be external to them, but

which is essential to them, neither being what it is

without it, contain thus each its Other in its own De-

termination (Definition), just as much as each taken

per se, regarded in itself, has its Other lying in it as

its own Moment.

This jaelds, then, the—decried—Unity of the Finite

and Infinite—the Unity, which is itself the Infinite,

which comprehends in itself its own self and the Finite

—and therefore is the Infinite in another sense than in

that, according to which the Finite is separated from it

and placed on the other side. In that they must be as

weU distinguished, each, as already shown, is also itself

in it the unity of both ; and thus there are two such

unities. The common element, the unity of both De-

terminates, as unity, expresses both in the first place as

negated, seeing that each is supposed to be that which

it is in their distinguishedness ; in their unity they lose,

therefore, their quahtative nature ;—an important Ee-

flexion agauist Conception (Eepresentation), which will

not emancipate itself fifom this—to hold fast, in the

the unity of the Infinite and Finite, these according to

the quahty which they are supposed to have as taken

apart, and therefore to see in said unity only the con-

tradiction, not also the resolution of the same by the

negation of the qualitative Determinateness of both
;

thus the directly simple, universal unity of the Infinite

and Finite is falsified.

But further, in that now also they are to be taken

as different, the unity of the Lifinite, which each of

these moments is, is differently determined in each

of them. The Infinite, so determined, has in it the

Finitude which is distinguished from it ; the former

is in this unity the In-itself, and the latter is only
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Determinatencss, Limit in it ; but it is a Limit which is

the directly Other of it (the Infinite), its antithesis ; its

Determination, which is the In-itself as such, becomes

by the falsifying addition of a quality of such a nature

vitiated ; it is thus a Jinitised Infinite. In like manner,

in that the Finite as such is only the l^on-Li-itself, but

by reason of the unity in question has likewise its

opposite in it, it becomes raised above its value, and

that too, so to speak, infinitely ; it is expressed as the

Injinitised Finite.

In the same manner, as previously the simple, is the

double unity of the Infinite and Finite falsified by

Understanding. This takes place here also by this,

that in the one of the two unities the Infinite is taken

as not negated, rather as the In-itself, in which there-

fore there is not to be Determinatencss and Limitation
;

the In-itself were by this depreciated and vitiated.

Contrariwise, the Finite is Hkewise held fast as the

non-negated, though in itself nuU, so that in its con-

nexion with the Infinite it is raised to that which it is

not, and is thereby—not disappearing but rather per-

perpetually continuing—unfinitised against its own dis-

tinctive Determination.

The falsification, which, with the Finite and the

Infinite, Understanding commits in holding fast their

mutual reference as qualitative diversity, in maintain-

ing them as in their nature separated and indeed abso-

lutely separated, is occasioned by forgetting that which

for Understanding itself the Notion of these moments

is. According to this notion, the unity of the Finite

and Infinite is not an external bringing together of

them, nor a combination, ahen and repugnant to their

distinctive nature, in which combination there would

be conjoined, what were in themselves separated and
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opposed, mutually self-substantial and existent, and

consequently incompatible ; but each is just in it this

iniity, and that only as suhlation of itself, in which

neither has any advantage over the other as regards

In-itself-ness and affirmative There-being. As already

shown, the Finite is only as transcendence of itself;

there is contained therefore in it, the Infinite, the

Other of itself. Just so is the Infinite only as tran-

scendence of the Finite ; it impUes, therefore, essentially

its other, and is, consequently, in it the Other of

itself. The Finite is not sublated by the Infinite as by

an independent Power existing apart from it ; but it is

its Infinitude, to sublate itself.

This sublation is, consequently, not Alteration or

Otherness in general, not sublation of Something. That

in which the Finite sublates itself, is the Infinite as the

negating of the Finite ; but this latter is long ago itself

only There-being determined as a Non-being. It is,

therefore, only the Negation which in the Negation

sublates itself. Thus for its part Infinitude is de-

termined as the Negative of Finitude, and, consequently,

of Determinateness in general, as the void Further side
;

its self-sublation in the Finite is a turning back from

empty flight, a Negation of the Further side, which

Further side is a Negative in itself.

What is present, then, is in both the same Negation

of the Negation. But this is in itself reference to

itself, affirmation but as return to itself, i. e. through

the mediation., which the negation of the negation

is. These determinations are what is to be essentially

kept in view : the second pomt, however, is, that they

are expressed in the infinite progress, but, as they are

expressed in it, not yet in their ultimate truth.

In the fiuL^st place, in it, both, as well the Infinite as
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the Finite, are negated—both are, and in the same

manner, transcended
;

secondly, they are expressed

as distinct and different, each after the other, as per se

positive. We take thus these two determinations

comparingly apart, as in the comparison, an outer

comparison, we have separated the two modes of con-

sideration, that of the Finite and Infinite in their

reference, and that of the same each taken per se. But

the Infinite Progress expresses more ; there is present

in it, also, the connexion of what is likewise distin-

guished, dii'ectly nevertheless only as transition and

alternation. Let us see now in a simple Eefiexion

what in effect is present.

First, the negation of the Finite and Infinite, which

is expressed in the infinite Progress, may be taken as

simple, consequently as separate, and only successive.

Starting with the Finite, the Limit is transcended, the

Finite is negated. Now, then, we have the Further

side, the beyond of the same, the Infinite : but in this

latter the Limit again arises, and thus we have the

transcendence of the Infinite. This twofold sublation

nevertheless is expressed partly in general only as an

external trafiic and alternation of the moments, partly

not yet as a Unity ; each of these transcendings is a

special apposition, a new act, so that they faU thus

asunder from one another. There is, however, also

further present in the infinite Progress their reference.

There is, firstly, the Finite ; then it is transcended—this

negative or beyond of the Finite is the Infinite
;

thirdly,

this negation is again transcended—there arises a new-

Limit, again a Finite. This is the complete, self-closing

movement, which has arrived at that which constituted

the Beginning ; the same thing from which we started

arises, i. e. the Finite is restored ; the same thing has
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therefore gone together with itself, has in its Beyond only

found itself again.

The same is the case as regards the Infinite. In the

Infinite, the Beyond of the Limit, there arises only a

new Limit, which has the same destiny, as Einite to be

necessarily negated. Wliat we have thus again is the

same Infinite, which disappeared previously in the new

Limit : the Infinite, therefore, tlirough its sublation,

across through the new Limit, is not farther advanced,

neither has it been removed from the Einite, for this

latter is only this, to go over into the Infinite,—nor

from itself, for it has arrived by itself.

Thus both, the Finite and the Infinite, are this move-

ment, to return to themselves through their negation ;

they are only as Mediation within themselves, and the

affirmative of both contains the negation of both, and

is the negation of the negation. They are thus result,

and not, consequently, what they are in the determina-

tion of their beginning ;
—

- not the Finite, a There-

being on its side, and the Infinite, a There-being or

In-itself-being beyond the There-being, i. e. beyond

that which was determined as finite. The unity of the

Finite and Infinite is so very repugnant to Understand-

ing only on this account, that it presupposes as per-

petual or persistent the Limitation and the Finite as

well as the In-itself ; thus it fails to see the negation of

both, which is factually present in the infinite Pro-

gress, as well as that they therein only present them-

selves as Moments of a Whole, and that they arise only

by means of their contrary, but essentially just so by
means of the sublation of their contrary.

When, in the first instance, the return to self was
regarded as the return as well of the Finite as of the

Infinite to itself, there manifests itself in this result an
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incorrectness which is connected with the one-sidedness

just commented on ; the Finite is now the Infinite

again, taken as starting-pointy and by this only is it that

there arise two results. But it is absolutely indifferent,

which is taken as beginning ; and so the diflbrence

which produced the duplicity of the results, disappears

of itself. This is likewise expressed in the every-way

unlimited line of the infinite Progress, wherein each of

the moments appears with like alternate presentation,

and it is quite external, where we catch on, and with

what begin. They are in it distinguished, but in like

manner the one as only Moment of the Other. In that

both of them, the Finite and the Infinite, are themselves

moments of the Process, they are, in community^ the

Finite ; and in that they are just so in commimity

negated in it and in the result, this result as negation

of said Finitude of both is with truth named the Infinite.

Their distinction is thus the double meaning which both

have. The Finite has the double meaning firstly to be

only the Finite counter the Infinite, that stands opposed

to it
;
and, secondly, to be at once the Fmite and its op-

posing Infinite. The Infinite also has the double meaning,

to be one of said two moments—thus is it the spurious

Infinite—and to be the Infinite in which said both, it

itself and its Other, are only moments. How, therefore,

the Infinite is in efifect before us, is, to be the Process,

in which it submits to be only one of its Determinations

counter the Finite, and thus only one of the Finites,

and to sublate this diflTerence of itself from itself into

the aflarmation of itself, and to be through this mediation

as true Infinite.

This distmctive Deternunation of the true Infinite

cannot be contained in the. Formula, already animad-

verted on, of a unity of the Finite and Infinite ;
unity is
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abstract motionless equality with self, and the moments

are just thus as unmoved Beents : the Infinite, however,

is, hke both of its Moments, rather essentially only as

Becoming, but Becoming now further determined in its

moments. Becoming has at first hand abstract Being

and jSTothing for its Determinations ; as Alteration, it has

There-beents,—Something and Other ;
now, as the

Infinite, it has Fmite and Infinite, themselves as

'Becoments.

This Infimte, as a returned-ness into self, reference of

itself to itself, is Being, but not Determination-less,

abstract Bemg, for it is formally set as negating the

negation ; it is consequently also There-being, for it

contains the negation in general, and consequently

Determinateness. It is and is there, present, now.

Only the spurious Infinite is the Beyond, because it is

only the negation of the Fmite given as Eeal,—thus it

is the abstract, first N'egation
;
only as negatively deter-

mmed, it has not the afiirmation of There-being in it

;

held fast as only negative, it is supposed to be even not

there, it is to be supposed unreachable. But this un-

reachableness is not its highness, but its want, which

has its ultimate ground in this, that the Finite as such

is held fast as beent. The Untrue is the Unreachable
;

and it must be seen, that such Infinite is the Untrue.

The image of the Progressus ad infinitum is the straight

line, only in the two limits of which is the Infinite, and

always only where the hne,—and it is There-being

—

not is, and which (hne) proceeds out beyond to this its

non-There-being, i. e. to the Indeterminate ; as true In-

finitude, recurved into itself, the image is the circle, the

Hne which has reached itself, which is closed and com-
pletely present, without beginning and end.

The true Infinite thus in general as There-being,
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which is put as affirmatively counter the abstract ne-

gation, is Reality in a higher sense than the former

one, which was determined as simple Eeahty ; it has

here obtained a concrete Intent. The Finite is not the

real, but the Infinite. Thus, too, Eeality becomes furtlier

on determined as Essentity, Notion, Idea, &c. It is

superfluous, however, to repeat such earlier, abstracter,

categories, as Eeahty, on occasion of the concreter, and

to apply them in the place of determinations more

concrete than they are in themselves. Such repetition,

as to say that the Essentity or that the Idea is the Heal,

has its occasion in this, that to unformed thought, the

abstractest categories, as Being, There-being, Eeality,

Finitude, are the currentest.

The recalling of the category of Eeahty has here its

preciser occasion, in that the negation, against which it

is the affirmative, is here the negation of the negation,

and so it (Eeality itself) is put as opposed to that

Eeahty, which finite There-being is.—The negation is

thus determined as identity ; the IdeeU* is the Finite as

it is in the true Infinite,—that is, as a Determination,

Intent, which is distinguished, but not self-subsistently

beent, only as Moment. Ideahty has this concreter

sense, which by a negation of finite There-being is not

completely expressed. As regards Eeahty and Ideahty,

however, the antithesis of Finite and Infinite is under-

stood so that the Finite passes for the Eeal ; the Infinite,

on the other hand, for the Ideel : in the same way as

further on the notion is regarded as an Ideel, and only

* The Ideal has a more deter- As regards Reality there is no such

minate meaning (of the Beautiful distinction
;
the Reel and the Real

and what bears on it) than the are well-nigh synonymous; the

Ideel ; the former has not yet any shading of the two expressions, as

application here ; for this reason it were, coimter each other, Jias no

the expression Ideel is here used, interest. [Hegel's Note.]
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Ideell, There-being on the contrary as the Eeal. Thus

it avails nothing to have the special expression of the

Ideell for the assigned concrete determination of the

negation : in said antithesis, the one-sidedness of the

abstract negative which attaches to the spurious Infinite

is returned to, and the affirmative There-being of the

Finite persisted in.

The Transition.

Ideality may be named the Quality of Infinitude

;

but it is essentially the Process of Becoming, and con-

sequently a transition (as was that of Becoming into

There-being), which is now to be assigned. As subla-

tion of Finitude, i. e. of Finitude as such, and just as

much of its only opposing, only negative Infinitude, this

return into self is reference to its own self—Being. As
in this Being there is negation, it is JViere-being ; but as

this negation is further essentially negation of the ne-

gation, self to self-referent negation, it is that There-

being which is named Being-for-self.

Eemaek 1.

The Infinite^—in the usual sense of the spiuious

Infinite—and the Progress into the infinite, like the

To-be-to, are the expression of a contradiction, which
gives itself out as solution and as ultimum. This In-

finite is a first elevation of sensuous Conception (Eepre-

sentation) over the Finite into the Thought, which,

however, has only the Intent of Nothing, of that which is

expressly given and taken as Non-beent—a flight beyond
the Limitated, which flight collects itself not into itself,

and knows not how to bring back the negative into the

positive. This uncompleted Reflexion has both of the

VOL. I. EE
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determinations of tlie true Infinite—tlie antithem of

tlio Finite and Infinite, and tlie uniii/ of tlie Finite and

Infinite—perfectly before it, but brings not these ttuo

thoughts together; tlie one brings along with it the

other inseparably, but it (tlie Kefiexion) lets them only

alternate. The manifestation of this alternation, the

infinite Progress, always appears wherever the contra-

diction of the unity of two Determinations and of their

antithesis is persisted in. Tlie Finite is the suljlation of

itself; it includes in itself its negation, Infinitude,

—

the

unity of both ; Process is made out beyond over the

Finite to the Infinite as its Further side,

—

separation of

both ; but beyond the Infinite there is another Finite

—

the beyond, the Infinite, contains the Finite,

—

unity

of both ; but this Finite is also a negative of the Infinite,

—separation of both, and so on. Thus in the relation

of causality, cause and effect are inseparable ; a cause

which should have no effect is not a cause, as an effect

which should have no cause is no longer an effect.

This relation gives therefore the infinite progress of

causes and effects ;
sometliing is determined as cause,

but it has, as a Finite (—and it is finite just specially

because of its separation from the effect) itself, a cause,

i. e. it is also effect; consequently, th.e saine thing yvhich

was determined as cause, is also determined as effect

—

unity of cause and effect ;—what is now determined as

effect has agam a cause, i. e. the cause is to be separated

from its effect and taken as a different something;—
this new cause is again itself only an effect

—

U7iity of

cause and effect ;—it has another for its cause

—

separa-

tion of both determinations, and so on ad infinitum.

A more special form can be given the Progressus

in this way: it is asserted that the Finite and the

Infinite are one unity ; this false assertion requii'es now
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to be corrected by the opposite one, that they are

directly different and mutually opposed ; this again is

to be corrected, into the assertion that they are insepa-

rable, that the one determination lies in the other,

through the averment of their unity, and so on ad

infinitum. In order to understand the nature of the

Infinite, it is no difficidt request, that we should have a

consciousness that the Infinite Progress, the developed

Infinite of Understanding, is so constituted as to be the

alternation of the two Determinations, of the unity and

of the separation of both moments, and then again that

we shoidd also have a consciousness, that this unity

and this separation are themselves inseparable.

The resolution of this contradiction is not the recoa;-

nition of the equal correctness and of the equal incor-

rectness of the two statements ;—this were only another

form of the persistent contradiction ; but the Ideality of

the two, as in which they, in their difierence as mutual

negations, are only moments ; said monotonous alterna-

tion is factually as well the negation of their unity as

of their separation. In it (the Ideahty) is just as fact-

ually present what has been shown above, that the

Finite passes beyond itself into the Infinite, but just so

beyond the same again it finds itself spring up anew,

and consequently therein it only goes together with its

own self, as the Infinite similarly; so that the same
negation of the negation becomes the affirmative result,

which result demonstrates itself consequently as their

Truth and Primitive. In this Being consequently as

the Ideality of both of the characters distinguished,

the contradiction is not abstractly vanished, but resolved

are not only complete,
but they are also brought together. The nature of specu-
lative thought shows itself in this detailed example in

J3 13 2
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its special form, it consists alone in the taking up of the

opposed moments in their unity. In that each shows

itself factually to have in it its contrary, and in the same

to go together with itself, the affirmative truth is this

unity that gives movement to itself within itself, the

taking together of both thoughts, their infinity,—the re-

ference to self—not tlie immediate, but tlie infinite one.

Tlie Essence of Philosophy, by such a.s are already in

some degree famiUarised with thought, has been fre-

quently placed in the problem,—to answer, IJow the

Infinite comes out of itself, and into Finitude ? This, it

is usualty supposed, cannot possibly be made compre-

hensible. The Infinite, by the notion of which we have

arrived, will in progress of the present development

further determine itself, and show i?i it, in all the mul-

tiplicity of the forms, what is here demanded, or How
it, if we are to express ourselves thus, comes to Fini-

tude. At present we consider this question only in its

immediacy, and in regard to the previously considered

sense which the Liiinite is wont to have.

On the answering of this question it is supposed in

general to depend ivhether a Philosophy exist; and in

that people give out that they will be content to let it

rest on this, they believe themselves to possess in the

question itself, a sort of qucestio vexata, an unconquer-

able Tahsman, through which they are firmly secured

against any answer, and consequently against Philo-

sophy and the estabhshment of Philosophy. But even

in other objects a certain education is presupposed, in

order to understand hoiv to put questions, and still more

in philosophical objects is such education to be pre-

supposed necessary in order to attain a better answer

than that only the question is worth notliing. As

reo-ards such questions, it is usually fail' to point out.
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tliat the matter does not depend on the words, but

that it is iutelhgible from one or other of the phrases

of the expression, what it is it depends on ? Expres-

sions of sensuous Conception (Eeprescntation) as going

and coming out, and the hke, which are used in the

question concerned, awake the suspicion, that it (the

question) belongs to the position of ordinary conception,

and that for the answer also there are expected just such

sensuous conceptions, as are current in common life and

have the shape of a sensuous simihtude or metaphor.

When, instead of the Infinite, Being in general is

taken, then the determining of Being, that is, a Ne-

gation or Finitude in it, seems more readily intelli-

gible. Being, to be sure, is itself the Undetermined,

but it is not immediately expressed in it that it is the

contrary of the Determined. Whereas the Infinite has

this expressed ; it is the iVci;z-rinite. The unity of the

Finite and Infinite seems thus immediately excluded

;

it is on this account that uncompleted reflexion is at its

stubbornest against this unity.

It has been shown, however, and, without entering

further into the determination of the Finite and Infi-

nite, it is immediately evident, that the Infinite in the

sense in which it is taken by the Eeflexion alluded to,

—that is, as contraposed to the Finite,—has in it its

Other, just because it is contraposed to it, and is there-

fore already limited, and even finite, the spurious Infi-

nite. The answer to the question, How the Infinite

becomes Finite, is consequently this, that there is no
such thing as an Infinite, that is first of all Infinite,

and which is afterwards under a necessity to become
finite, to go out into the Finite, but it is per se—\ij
and for its own self—already just as much finite as
infinite. Tlie question assumes that the Infinite is on
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one side per se, and that tlie Finite, which has gone

out into separation from it, or which may have come

whencesoever it may, is, separated from it, truly real

—here ratlier it is to be said, that this separation is

incomprehensible . Neither such Finite nor such Infi-

nite has trutli ; the untrue, however, is uninteUigible.

But it must just as much be said, they are intelHgible

;

the consideration of them, even as they are in Concep-

tion (Ecpresentation), that in the one the distinctive

nature of the other Ues, to have simple insight into

this their inseparableness, is to comp)rehend them ; this

inseparabletiess is their Notion. Li tlie self-substan-

tiality of said Infinite and Finite, again, said question

sets up an untrue Intent, and implies at once an untrue

reference of the same. On this account it is not to be

answered, but rather the false presuppositions it implies

—
^i. e. the question itself—are to be negated. Through

the question of the truth of said Infinite and Finite, the

position is altered, and this alteration retahates on the

first question [quasi questioner] the perplexity which

it sought to inflict ; this question of ours is to the

Eeflexion from which the first question issues, new, as

such Eeflexion possesses not the speculative interest

which, by and for its own self, and before it co-refers

determinations, seeks to ascertain whether these same

determinations are, in the manner in which they are

presupposed, anywise true. So far, however, as the

untruth of said abstract Infinite, and of the similar

Finite which is to remain standing on its side, is recog-

nised, there is to be said as regards the exit of the

Finite out of the Finite, that the Infinite goes out into

the Finite, just because, in the manner in which it is

taken as abstract unity, it has no truth, and no prin-

ciple of subsistence or consistence in it ; and converselj',
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for the same reason of its nullity, the Finite goes in

into the Infinite. Or rather it is to be said, that the

Infinite is eternally gone out into the Finite, that, no

more than piu-e Being, is it absolutely alone per se,

without having its Other in itself.

Said question. How the Infinite goes out into the

Finite, may contain the still further presupposition, that

the Infinite in .itself includes the Finite, and conse-

quently is in itself the unity of itself and of its Other,

so that the difficulty refers itself essentially to the

separating, which as such is opposed to the pre-

supposed unity of both. In this presupposition, the

antithesis which is held fast, has only another form

;

the unity and the distinction are separated and isolated

from each other. Said unity, however, being taken

not as the abstract indeterminate imity, but as the

determinate unity of the Finite and Infinite, as it already

is in said presupposition, the distinction also of both is

ah-eady present in it,—a distinction which, at the same
time, is not a letting-loose of these into separated self-

dependency, but retains them in the unity as ideelL

This unity of the Infinite and Finite and their distinc-

tion are the same inseparabile as Finitude and Infinitude

themselves.

Eemaek 2.

The Position, tliat the Finite is ideell, constitutes
Idealism. The Idealism of Philosophy consists hi
nothing else than in recognising the Finite as not a
veritable Beent. All Phfiosophy is essentially Ideahsm,
or at least possesses it as its Principle, and the question
is only how far has it carried out this Principle ? Phi-
losophy is this as much as Eehgion

; for rehgion just as
httle recognises the Finite as a veritable Being, as an
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Ultimate, Absolute, or as a Non-posititioiis, Uncreated,

Eternal. The contrast of idealistic and realistic Philo-

sophy is therefore without import. A Philosophy

which should ascribe to the finite There-being as such,

genuine, ultimate, absolute ]3eing," would not deserve

tlie name of Pldlosophy ; the Principles of the Ancient

or of the Modern Philosopliies, Water, or Matter, or

Atoms, are Thoughts, Universals, Ideells, not Things, as

they directly find themselves before us, i. e. in sensuous

singleness ; even Water as maintained by Thales is not

such thiiig, for, tliough certainly empirical water is

meant, it is also conceived at the same time as the Tn-

itself or Essence of all the other Things ; and these are

not self-substantial entities, grounded in themselves,

but they are expressed out of another, or Expressions

of another (the Water), i. e. they are ideell. The Prin-

ciple, the Universal, being named the Ideell,—(as still

more the Notion, the Idea, the Spirit, are to be named

Ideell), and then again single sensuous Thmgs being to

be conceived as ideell—or as sublated m the Principle,

in the Notion, or more truly in the Spuit,—attention

may be directed, in passing, to the same double side,

which showed itself in the Lifinite ; that is to say, that

at one time, the Ideell is the concrete, the veritably

Beent, but at another time again, just as much its

momerits are what is ideeU, namely what is sublated in

it,—in effect, there is only the One concrete Whole,

from which the Moments are inseparable.

By the Ideell is especially meant, as commonly opined,

the form of Conception (Eepresentation) ; and what is

in my conception in general, or what is in the Notion,

the -Idea, in the Imagination, &c. is called Ideell, so

that Ideell applies even to Fancies— conceptions,

which arc not only diverse from the Eeal, but are to be
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supposed essentially not real. In effect the Spiiit is

the Ideahst proper ; in it, as it is when feehng, con-

ceiving, still more when thinking and comprehending,

the Intent or object is not as the so-called real There-

being ; in the singleness of the Ego, such external Being

is only sublated—it is for me, it is ideell in me. This

subjective Ideahsm, be it the unwitting Ideahsm of

Consciousness in general, or be it consciously enun-

ciated and upheld as Principle, regards only the con-

ceptive Form according to Avhich an Intent (an object)

is "Mine; this Form is upheld in systematic subjective

Ideahsm, &s the only true one, to the exclusion of

the Form of Objectivity or Eeahty, or of the ex-

ternal There-being of the Intent. Such an Ideahsm is

formell, inasmuch as in its attention to the form it

neglects the matter of Conception or Thought, which

matter or Intent—whether conceived or thought—may
with all this remain quite in its Finitude. With such

Ideahsm, there is nothing lost, as well because the

reahty of such finite matter—There-being and its finite

complement—is retained, as because (inasmuch as it

is abstracted from) said matter is to be regarded as of

no consequence in itself; and again there is nothing

loon with it, just because there is nothing lost, for

the Ego, the Conception, the Spirit, remains filled with

the same Finite matter. The antithesis of the form

of subjectivity and objectivity is certainly one of the

Finities ; but the matter, how it appears in sensation,

perception, or even in the more abstract element of

conception (representation), of thought itself, contains

Finities in abundance, which (Finities), by exclusion

of the single form of Finitude aUuded to, that of sub-

jective and objective, are not yet by any means got rid

of, and have stih less disappeared of themselves.
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CHAPTER III.

BEING -POE-SELP.

In Being-for-self qualitative Being is completed ; it is

infinite Being. The Being of the beginning is deter-

niination-less. There-being is sublated (negated), but
only immediately sublated (negated) Being ; it thus, in

the first case, contains only the first, just immediate
negation; Being is indeed equally retained, and in

There-being both are united in simple unity ; but just

on that account they are in themselves mutually un-

equal ; their unity is not yet in position. There-being
is, therefore, the sphere of Difference, of Duahsm, the

field of Finitude. The determinateness is Determinate-

ness as such—a relative, not absolute determinedness.

In Being-for-self, the difference between Bemg and
Determinateness or negation is posited and equated;

Quahty, Otherwise-ness, Limit, as also Eeahty, Being-

in-itself, To-be-to, &c., are the imperfect infigurations

of the negation into Being, so that in them the dif-

ference of both is stiU taken for granted. In that in

Finitude, nevertheless, the negation has gone over

into Infinitude, into the posited negation of the nega-

tion, it (the negation) is simple reference to self, and,

therefore, in itself the equation with Being, absolute-

determinate Being.

Being-for-self, is, firstly, immediate Being-for-sehP-ity,

One.

Secondly, the One goes over into the plurahty

(many) of Ones,

—

Repidsion ; which otherwise-ness of

the One resolves itself in the Ideahty of tlie same,

Attraction.
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Thirdhj, the reciprocal determination of Eepulsion

and Attraction, in which they sink together (collapse)

into equihbrium, passes over (and so also Quality, which

in Being-for-self reached its point) into Quantity.

A.

BEING-FOE-SELF AS SUCH.

The total notion of Being-for-self has yielded itself.

It is only now necessary to point out that the conception

corresponds to the notion— conception which we

attach to the expression, Being-for-self,—in order to

be authorised to use said expression for said notion.

And so, indeed, it would seem ; we say that something

is for itself, so far as it negates otherwiseness, its

reference to and communion with other, so far as it

has repelled these, or abstracted from them. The

other is in it only as sublated, as zfe moment; Being-

for-self consists in this, that it has so gone beyond the

hmitation, its otherwiseness, that, as this negation, it is

the infinite return into itself. Consciousness contains

as such in itself the determination of Being-for-self, in

that it represents to itself an object which it feels,

perceives, &c., that is, in that it has within it the mtent

of this object, which mtent is thus in the manner of an

Ideell ; consciousness is, in its very perception, in general

in its involution with its negative, with its other, hj its

own self Being-for-self is the polemical negative atti-

tude towards the Hmiting Other, and through this

negation of it, it is a Being reflected within itself

although beside this return of consciousness* into

* Consciousness is instead of Bcbxj-for-sclf licre— a grammatical

confiisiou of no moment.
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itself and tlie ideality of the object, the reality of this

latter is also preserved in that it Ls, at the same time,

known as an external There-being. Consciousness is

thus appearant^ or it is the Dualism on one side to

know of an object outer and other to it, and on the

other side to be for itself, to have the object ideell in

it—to be not only by such other, but in it also by its

own self. ;S'e(/'-consciousnes8, on the other hand, is

Being-for-self as completed and set ; the side of refer-

ence to another, an outer object, is eliminated. Self-

consciousness is thus the nearest example of the pre-

sence of infinitude,—of an infinitude abstract, indeed,

but which, at the same time, nevertheless, is of a quite

other concrete nature than I3eing-for-self in general,

the infinitude of which latter has stdl only a quite

qualitative determnateness.

a. There-being and Being-for-self.

Being-for-self, as already intimated, is Infinitude sunk

together into simple Being ; it is There-being, so far as

the negative nature of infinitude, which is the negation

of the negation, in the now, once for all, explicit form of

the immediacy of Being, is only as negation in general,

as simple qualitative determinateness. Being, in a deter-

minateness such that it is There-being, is, however,

directly also diverse from Being-for-self, which is only

Being-for-self so far as its determinateness is said

infinite one ; still There-being is, at the same time,

moment of the Being-for-self ; for this latter contains

certainly also Being that has been subjected to nega-

tion. Thus the determinateness, Avhich in There-being

as such is another, and Being-for-other, is bent back

into the infinite unity of the Being-for-self, and in
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Being-for-self the moment of There-being is present

as—Being-for-One (or just Being-for-a).

b. Being-for- One.

This moment expresses how the Finite is in its

unity witli tlie Infinite, or is as Ideell. The Being-for-

self has not negation in it as a determinateness or

hmit, and not therefore as reference to a There-being

other from it. Though this moment has been desig-

nated as Being-for-One, there is still not yet anything

present for which it were,—the One not, whose moment

it were. In effect such is not yet fixed ui Being-for-

self ; that for which Something (—and there is here no

Something—) were, what the other side in general

should be, is in like manner moment, just only Being-

for-One, not yet One. There is thus as yet an indis-

tinguishableness of the two sides, which two sides may
fiit before the mind in the Being-for-One ; there is

only a Being-for-Other, and because it is only a Being-

for-Other, this Being-for-Other is also only Being-for-

One ; there is only the one ideahty—of that /or which

or in which there should be a determination as mo-

ment—and of that which should be moment in it.

Thus Being-for-one and Being-for-self form no verit-

able determinatenesses comiter each other. So far as

the difierence is assumed for a moment and a Being-

for-self-ity is spoken of here, this latter is the Being-

for-self-ity as sublatedness of the Otherwiseness, and this

(Being-for-self-ity) again refers itself to itself as to the

sublated other, and is therefore for-One ; it refers

itself in its other only to itself. The Ideell is necessarily

for-One, but it is not for another ; the One, for which
it is, is only itself. — Ego, therefore, the Spirit in
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genera], or God, <ire Ideells, because they are infinite
;

but they are not ideell, as beonts-for-self, diverse from
that that is fov-One. For so they were only imme-
diate, or, nearer. There-being and Being-for-other ; for

that wliich were for them, were not themselves but

another, if the moment of being for-One attached not

to them. God is therefore for himself, so far as he is

himself that that is for him.

Being-for-Self and Being-for-One are therefore not

difTereut imports of IdeaUty, but are essential, insepar-

able moments of it.

Eemaek.

The Expressimi Was fiir eines ?

The apparently, at first sight, singular expression of

our language for the question of quahty, what for a

thing (was fiir ein Ding) something is, gives promin-

ence, in its reflexion-into-self, to the moment considered

here. This expression is in its origin ideahstic, seeing

that it asks not, what this tiling A is for another thing

•B, not what this man is for another man ;—but what

this is for a thing, for a man ? so that this Being-for-

One has, at the same time, come back into this thing

itself, into this man himself, and that which is and that

for which it is, is one and the same thing,—an Iden-

tity, such as Ideality must also be considered to be.

Ideality attaches in the first iastance to the sublated

determinations, as diverse from that in which they are

sublated, which again may be taken as the Eeal. In

this way, however, the IdeeU is again one of the mo-

ments and the Eeal the other ; but Ideality is this, that

both determinations are equally ovXj for-One, and pass

valid only for-One, which One ideality is just thus im-

distinguished Eeality. In this sense. Self-conscious-
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ncss, tlie Spirit, God, is the Ideell, as infinite reference

purely to self,—Ego is for Ego, botli are the same

thing
;
Ego is twice named, but of such a two, each is

only for-One, ideell ; the Spirit is only for the Spirit,

God only for God, and only this unity is God, God as

Sphit. Self-consciousness, however, as consciousness

passes into the difference of itself and of another, or of

its ideahty in wliich it is perceptive, and of its reality

in that its perception has a determinate mtent (object),

which Mitent has still the side to be known as the un-

resolved negative, as There-being. Nevertheless, to

call Thought, Spirit, God, only an Ideell, presupposes

the position on which finite There-being passes for

the Eeal, and the Ideell or the Being-for-One has only

a one-sided sense.

In assigning the principle of Idealism, in a pre-

ceding Eemark, it was said that the decisive question

in the case of any pliilosophy was, how far has this

principle been carried out in it? As regards the

mode of carrying this out, a further remark may be
made in reference to the category by which we stand.

On this point the question is,— whether, beside the

Being- for-self. Finite existence is not still left inde-

pendently standing,—moreover, again, whether there

be already set in the Infinite itself the moment for-
One, a bearing of the Ideell to its own self as Ideell.

Thus the Eleatic Being, or tlie Spinozistic Substance,

is only the abstract negation of all determinateness,

without ideahty being set in it itself ;—with Spinoza, as

will be considered again further on, infinitude is only
the absolute affirmation of a thing, and thus only un-
moved unity

; his substance, therefore, comes not even
to the determination of Being-for-self, much less to
to that of subject or of Spirit. The Ideahsm of the
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pure and lofty Malcbranche is in itself more explicit

;

it contains the following ground-thoughts:— As God
comprehends within himself all the eternal verities, the

Ideas, and Perfections of all things, in such wise that

they are only his, we for our part see them only in

him ; God awakes in us our sensations of objects

through an action which has nothing sensuous in it,

in consequence of which we infigure (conceit) to our-

selves that we obtain not only the Idea of the object,

wliich Idea represents its Essentitj^, but the sensation

also of its There-being (' De la Recherche de la Vcrite,

Eclairc. sur la Nature des Idees,' etc.) As then the

eternal Verities and Ideas (Essentities) of Things are

in God, so also is their sensuous outer There-being in

God, ideel, and not an actual There-being
;
though oui-

objects, they are only for-One. This moment of ex-

plicit and concrete Idealism, which is wanting in Spi-

nozism, is present here, inasmuch as the absolute

ideality is determined as knowing. However deep

and pure this Idealism is, nevertheless the above re-

lations partly contain much that is indeterminate for

thought, while, again, their zntent (the matter they

concern) is partly quite immediately concrete (Sin,

Eedemption, &c., appear in them just directly so) ; the

logical character of infinitude, which should of necessity

be its basal element, is not completed for itself, and

so this lofty and filled Idealism, though certainly the

product of a pm-e specidative spirit, is not yet that of

a pure speculative, or veritably foundation-seeing and

seeking. Thought.

The Leibnitzian Ideahsm hes more within the Hmit

of the abstract notion. The Leibnitzian ideating Es-

sentity, the Monad, is essentially an Ideell. Ideation

is a Being-for-self in which the determinatenesses are
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not limits, and consequently not a There-being, but

only moments. Ideation is also, indeed, a more con-

crete determination [Vorstellen comprehends in it Per-

ception, &c.], but has here no wider meaning than

that of Ideahty ; for with Leibnitz even what is with-

out any consciousness is a Concipient, a Percipient.

Li this system, then, otherwise-ness is ehminated

;

spirit and body, or the monads in general, are not

Others for one another, they limit not each other,

and have no influence on one another ; all relations

in general fall away, under which might he a There-

being as groimd and source. The manifold is only

an ideell and inner one, the monad m it remains

referred only to its own self, the changes develop

themselves within it, and are no references of it to

others. What on the real side is taken as there-

beent reference of the monads to one another, is an

independent only simultaneous Becoming, shut in to

the Being-for-self of each of them. That there is a

plm-ality of monads, that consequently they are also

determined as others, nowise affects the monads them-

selves ; this is the reflexion of a Third (party) that

faUs outside of them
;
they are not in themselves others

to one another ; the Being-for-self is kept pure, with-

out the side-by-side-there of a There-being. But just

here lies the uncompletedness of this system. The
Monads are such Concipients only in themselves [an

sich), or in God, as the Monad of Monads, or just in

the System. Otherwiseness is still present ; let it fall

into what it likes, into the ideation itself, or however
the Third be characterised, which considers them as

others, as a plurahty. The plurality of their There-

being is only excluded, and that only for the moment,
the monads are only set by abstraction as such that

VOL. L r F
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they are Noii-Othei\s. If it is a Tliird party that

sets their Otherness, it is also a Third party that

withdraws tlie same ; this whole movement, indeed,

which makes tliera ideel, falls on the outside of them.

Should one remind us that this movement of thought

falls nevertheless itself only within an ideating monad,

one must be reminded as well that the very witent of

such thought is within its own self external to itself.

Transition is made from the unity of the absolute ideaUty

(the monad of monads) immediately, without under-

standing how (— through the figurate conception of

creation) to the category of the abstract (reference-

less) plurality of a There-being, and from this equally

abstractly back again to the same unity. The Ideality,

the ideation in general, remains something formell,

as much so, even when elevated into or as conscious-

ness. As in the already adduced fancy of Leibnitz

about the magnetic needle, if it had consciousness, con-

sidering its direction to the north as a determination of

its own free will, consciousness is only thought as one-

sided form, which is indifferent to its determination

and mtent, so the ideahty of the monads is a form that

remains external to the plm^ahty. Ideality is to be

immanent to them, their nature is to be ideation

;

but their relation is on one side their harmony, which

falls not into their There-being [their existence as an

outward world of sense], this harmony is therefore

Pre-established ; on the other side, this their There-

being is not conceived as Being-for-other, nor fui'ther

as IdeaUty, but is determined only as abstract plurality

;

the ideahty of the plurality, and the further determina-

tion of the units into harmony, is not immanent and

proper to this pluraUty itself.

Other Idealism, as, for example, the Kantian and
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Fichtian, gets not further than the To-be-to (SoUen) or

the infinite progress, and remains m the Duahsm of

There-being and Being-for-self In these systems the

Thiiig-in-itself, or the infinite appulse, enters immedi-

ately indeed into the Ego, and becomes only a for-it ;

but still depaiture is thus made from a free other-

wise-ness, wliich perpetually abides as a negative Being-

in-itself. The Ego, therefore, may be characterised as

the Ideell, as Beent-for-self, as infinite reference to self

;

but the Bemg-for-One is not completed to the disap-

pearance of said ultra or ulterius of a Thing-hi-itself, or

of said direction (in the appulse) towards an ultra.

c. One.

Being-for-self is the simple unity of itself and of its

moment, the Being-for-One. There is only one deter-

mination present, the reference-to-itself of the suhlation.

The moments of Being-for-self have collapsed into

indistinguishableness, which is immediacy or Being,

but an immediacy which founds itself on the negating

which is set or posited as its determination. The
Being-for-seh' is thus Being-for-self-zY^/ ; and in that in

this immediacy its inner import disappeai's, it is the

quite abstract limit of itself,—One, or the One.

We may remark beforehand on the difficulty which

lies in the following exposition of the developrrmit of

the One, and on the reason of it. The moments which

constitute the notion of the One as Being-for-self go

asunder in it; they are, 1, Negation in general; 2,

two negations
; 3, and so of a Two that are the same

thing; 4, that are directly opposed; 5, reference to

self, identity as such
; 6, negative reference and yet to

self. These moments go asunder here by this, that

F F 2
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tlie form of Immediacy, of Being, comes in in the case

of Being-for-self as Being-for-self-ity
;
through this im-

mediacy, eacli moment becomes set as a special boent

detei'mination ; and nevertheless they are equally in-

sejyai'cible. Of each determination thus its contraiy

must be equally said ; it is this contradiction wliicli,

by the abstract tality of the moments, constitutes the

difficulty

.

B.

ONE AND MANY.

The One is the simple reference of Being-for-self to

itself, in which reference its moments have collaj)sed

into themselves, in which therefore it has the form of

immediacy, and its moments therefore are now There-

beents.

As reference of the negative to itself the One is a

Determininsf,—and as reference to itself it is infinite

^^-determining. But because of the immediacy now

again present, these differences are no longer only as

moments of one and the same self-determination, but

they are set at the same time as beent. The Ideality

of the Being-for-self as Totality thus strikes roimd,

firstly, into Reality, and that, too, into the most fixed

and abstract, as One. Being-for-self is in the One the

set unity of Bemg and TJiere-beiug, as the absolute

rmion of the reference to other and of the reference to

self ; but now there enters also the determinateness of

Being counter the determination of the infinite negation,

counter the Self-determination, so that, what One is

in itself, it is now only in it, and consequently the

negative is another as distinguished from it. Wliat

shows itself as there before it distinct from it, is its

own *Se^-determining-; its unity with itself thus as dis-
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tinguished from itself has sunk into Reference, and as

negative unity is negation of itself as of another^ exclu-

sion of the One as of another from itself, the One.

a. The One in its oiun self.

In its own self is the One on the whole ; this its Being

is no There-being, no determinateness as reference to

other, not talification ; it is this, that it has negated

this circle of categories. The One is consequently in-

capable of any Becoming-Otherwise ; it is un-otherohle,

unalterable.

It is undetermmed, no longer so, however, as Being

is so ; its indeterminateness is .the Determinateness

which reference to itself is, an absolute Determined-

being, or absolute Determinedness ; set (settled) Being-

^vithin-self As from its notion self-to-self-referent nega-

tion it has the difference within it,—a direction from

itself away out to other, which direction, however, is

immediately turned round, because from the moment
of ASe^-determining there is no other to which to go,

and so has gone back into itself.

In this simple immediation, the mediation of There-

being and Ideality even has disappeared, and so con-

sequently also aU diversity and multiphcity. There is

nothing in it (within it) ; this nothing, the abstraction

of the reference to self, is here distinguished from the

Being-wdthin-self itself, it is a set issue (an eximplica-

tuin), because this Being-within-self is no longer the

Simple (unit) of the Something, but has the determina-

tion, that, as mediation, it is concrete ; as abstract, how-
ever, it is indeed identical with One, but diverse from
its determination (qualification). This nothing so-

determined and as in a One (in One or just in a) is the
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iiotliing as vacuum, as void. The void is thus tlie

Quality of tlie One in its immediacy.

b. The One and the Void.

Tlie 0)10 is the Void as the abstract reference of tlie

negation to itself. But from the simple immediacy,

the afHrmative Being of the One -which is still present,

the void as the Nothing is directly different, and in

that they stand in one reference, of the One itself

namely, their difference is express or explicit ; but

different from wliat is Beent [the Beent), the nothmg

as void is out of (outside of) the beent One.

The Being-for-self, in that in this manner it deter-

mines itself as the One and the Void, has again reached

a state of There-being. The One and the Empty have,

as their common simple basis, the negative reference to

self The moments of the Being-for-self come out of

this unity, become mutually external ; in that the

quality of Being comes in through the simple unity

of the moments, it (this quality of Being) sets itself to

one side, and so down to There-being, and therein its

other quality, the negation in general, places itself

opposite, similarly as There-being of the Nothing, as

the Void.

Eemabk.

The One in this form of There-being is the stage of

the category, which with the Ancients presented itself

as the Atomistic principle, according to Avhich the

Essentity of Things is, the Atom and the Void (to

aroy-ov or ra cLro^a. kou to xsvov). Abstraction, ad-

vanced to this form, has acqufred a greater deterniinate-

ness than the Being of Parmenides, and the Becoming

of Heraclitus. However high it i^laces itself in that
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it makes this simple determinateness of the One and

the Yoid the principle of all things, reduces the infinite

variety of the world to this simple antithesis, and

makes bold out of this latter to know the former, no

less easy is it for crude figurate conception to set up

for itself, in its Eeflection, here Atoms and there, just

alongside, an Empty, It is no wonder, therefore, that

the atomistic principle has at all times maintained

itself ; the equally trivial and external relation of Com-

position, that requires to be added in order to attain

the semblance of a Concrete and of a variety, is equally

popular -with the atoms themselves and the void. The

One and the Yoid is Being-for-self, the highest quahta-

tive Bemg-within-self, fallen into complete externality ;

the immediacy or the being of the One, because it is

the negation of all otherwiseness, is set as no longer

determinable and alterable ; in view of its absolute

reserve and repulsiveness, therefore, all determination,

variety, connexion, remains for it but a directly ex-

ternal reference.

The atomistic principle, nevertheless, remained not

in this externahty with its first thinkers, but besides

its abstraction it had also a specidative burden in this,

that the vacuum was recognised as the source of motion
;

which is quite another relation of the atom and the

void than the mere side by side of these, and their in-

difference mutually. That the Empty is the source of

movement, has not the imimportant sense that some-
thing can only move itself in an Empty and not in a

Space already fQled, as in this latter there would be
found no more place

; in which sense the Empty would
be only the presupposition or condition, not the ground
{ratio) of motion

;
just as here also movement itself is

presupposed as already existent, and the Essential, a
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Ground ol" it, is forgotten. The view, that the Empty
is the Ground of Motion, contains the deeper thought

that in the negative generally there lies the Ground

of the Becoming, of the unrest of Self-movement; in

which sense, however, the negative is to be taken as

the veritable negativity of the Infinite, The Empty is

Ground of Movement only as the negative reference of

the One to its negative, to the One, i. e. to its own self,

which, nevertheless, is set as a There-beent.

In other respects, however, further detenninations of

the Ancients respecting the shape and position of the

atoms, the direction of their movement, are arbitrary

and external enough, and stand withal in direct contra-

diction to the fundamental determination of the Atom,

With the Atom, the principle of the highest externahty,

and consequently also of the highest notionlessness,

Physic suffers in its molecules, its particles, as also that

Pohtical Science which starts from the single will of

the Individuals.

c. Many Ones.

REPULSION.

The One and the Void constitutes Being-for-self in

its nearest or first There-heing. Each of these moments

lias negation for its determination, and is at the same

time set as a There-being. As regards the former, the

One and the Void is the reference of the negation to

the negation as of another to its other ; the One is the

negation in the form of Being, the Empty the negation •

in the form of Non-being. But the One is essentially

only reference to itself as referent negation, i.e., is itself

what the Empty out of it is supposed to be. Both,

however, are also set as an affirmative There-heing, the

one as the Being-for-self as such, the other as indcter-
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iiiiiiate Tliere-beiug generally, and each as referent to

the other as to another There-being. The Being-for-

self of the One is, nevertheless, essentially the Ideality

of the There-being and of the Other ; it refers itself

not as to another, but only to itself. But in that the

Being-for-self is fixed as One (an a), as a Beent for

self, as immediately existent, its negative reference to

self is at the same time reference to a Beent ; and as

this reference is at the same time negative, that, to

which it refers itself, remains determined as a There-

being and another ; as essentially reference to its oion

self the other is not the indeterminate negation as a

Void, but is similarly One. The One is thus a Be-

coming of (rather to) a plurality of Ones.

Properly, however, this is not quite a Becoming ; for

Becoming is a going over from Being into Nothing
;

One, here on the contrary, becomes only One. One,

as referred, imphes the negative as reference, has the

negative therefore itself in it. Instead of Becoming,

there is therefore, firstly, present the proper immanent

reference of the One
;

and, secondly, so far as this

reference is negative and the One at the same time

beent, it is itself that the one drives oSfrom itself. The
negative reference of the One to itself is Repulsion.

This Eepulsion, thus as position of a plurality

of Ones but through One itself, is the special coming

out of itself of the One, but to such ones out of it

as are themselves only One. This is the repulsion

in accordance with the Notion, that repulsion which is

in itself. The second repulsion is different from this

one, and is that which floats, in the first instance,

before the conception of outer reflexion, as not the

production of the Ones, but only as a mutual distance

of presupposed Ones already there. It is to be seen
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now, then, how said in-itself-heent repulsion determines

itself into the second, the external one.

First of all, we have to fix for certain, what charac-

ters the many Ones as such possess. The Becoming
to the Many, or the becoming-produced of the Many,

disappears immediately, as a becoming-,se^ (implied) ;

the produced Ones are Ones, not for other, but refer

themselves infinitely to themselves. The One repels only

itself from itself, therefore becomes not, but already is
;

what is conceived as the repelled one is likewise a One,

a Beent
;
repelling and being-repelled attaches in the

same manner to both, and constitutes no difference.

The Ones are thus prae-set (presupposed) as counter

one another ;

—

set (implied) through the repulsion of the

One from itself
;
prae (of the jorg-supposed), set as not

set ; their being-set is sublated, they are Beents counter

one another, as referent of themselves only to themselves.

The plurality appears thus not as an Otherwiseness,

but as a determination perfectly external to the One.

One, in that it repels itself, remains reference to itself;

as so also that one that is taken at first as repelled.

That the Ones are other counter each other, are held

together in the determinateness of plurahty, nowise

concerns, therefore, the Ones. If the plm'aHty were

a reference of the Ones themselves to one another, they

would Kmit each other, and would have a Being-for-

other affirmatively in them. Their reference—and this

they have through their virtual unity—as it is here set, is

determined as none ; it is again the previously-determined

Void. This void is their limit, but a hmit external to

them, in which they are not to be for one another. The

limit is that in wliich what are limited as well are as

are not ; but the void is determined as the pm'e Non-

being, and only this constitutes their limit.
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The repulsion of the One from itself is the Explica-

tion of that which

—

in itself—the One is ; but Infinitude,

as laid asunder (oiit-of-one-another, explicated) is here

Infinitude come out of itself^ but it is come out of itself

through the immediacy of the Infinite, of the One.

This Infinitude is quite as much a simple reference of

the One to One, as rather the absolute referencelessness

of the One ; the former as according to the simple

affirmative reference of the One to itself, the latter as

according to the same reference as negative. Or the

plurahty of the One is the own proper setting of the

One ; the One is nothing but the negative reference of

the One to itself, and this reference, therefore the One

itself, is the Many Ones. But just thus the plurality

is directly external to the One ; for the One is just

the sublation of the Otherwiseness, the repulsion is

its reference to self, and simple equality with itself

The plurahty of the Ones is Infinitude as unconcerned

self-producent Contradiction.

Eemabk.

The Leibnitzian Idealism has been already noticed.

We may add here, that, from the ideating monad
onwards, which monad is determined as beent-for-self,

it advanced only to Eepulsion as just considered, and
indeed only to plurahty as such that in it the Ones
are each only for itself, indifferent to the There-being

and Being-for-self of any Others, or as such that in it in

general Others are not in any way for the One. The
monad is per se the completely isolated ivorld; it

requires none of the others ; but this inner variety

which it has in its ideation alters nothing in its deter-

mination as beent only for itself The Leibnitzian

Ideahsm takes up plurahty immediately as one given.
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and comprc'lieiids it not as a repulsion of the monad; it

lias plurality, therefore, only on the side of its abstract

externality. The Atomistic has not the notion of
Ideality

; it takes the One not as such tliat it com-
prehends witlii7i itself both moments, the BeinK-for-
self and the Being-for-it, not therefore as an Idiiell,

but only as simple, dry Being-for-self-ity. But it goes
beyond the mere indifferent plurality ; the Atoms come
into further mutual determination, though properly

only in an inconsequent manner
; whereas, on the con-

trary, in the indifferent independency of the Monads,
plurality remains as fixed and immovable Ground-
determination, so that their reference falls only into

the Monad of Monads, or into the reflecting Philo-

sopher.

C.

REPULSION AND ATTRACTION,

a. Exclusion of the One.

The many ones are Beents ; their There-being or

reference to one another is Non-reference, it is ex-

ternal to them ;—the abstract Void. But they them-

selves are now this negative reference to themselves

(to one another), as to beent others ;—the exhibited

contradiction, Infinitude set (expressed) in immediacy

of Being. Thus now the Eepulsion Jinds that imme-

diately before it, which is repelled by it. It is in this

determination Exclusion ; the One repels from itself

the many Ones only as unproduced by it, as non-set by

it. This repeUing is, reciprocally and universally, rela-

tively limited by the Being of the Ones.

The plurality is in the first instance not set otherwise-

ness (not expressly so determined) ; the hmit is only the
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Void, only that in which the Ones are not But they

also are in the Hmit
;
they are in the void, or their

Eepulsion is their common Reference.

This reciprocal repulsion is the set (express) There-

heing of the many ones ; it is not their Being-for-self,

so that they were only distinguished in a Third some-

thing as a many or a much, but it is their own Dis-

tinguishing and preservative of them. They negate

themselves (each other) mutually, set one another as

such that they are only for-One. But they negate just

as much, at the same time, this, that they are only for-

One
;
they repel this their Ideality and are. Thus the

moments are sundered, which are directly united in the

Ideahty. The One is in its Being-for-self also for-One,

but this One, for which it is, is itself ; its distinction

from itself is immediately sublatecl. But in the plurality

the distinguislied One has a Being ; the Being-for-One,

as it is determined in the exclusion, is therefore a Being-

for-other. Each becomes thus repelled by another, sub-

lated and made a One that is not for itself but for-One,

and that another One.

The Being-for-self of the many ones shows itself,

therefore, as their self-preservation, through the media-

tion of tlieir mutual repulsion, in which they mutually

sublate themselves, and set the others as a mere Being-

for-Other
;

but, at the same time, this self-preser-

vation consists in this, to repel this Ideality, and to

set the Ones, not to be for another. This self-preser-

vation of the Ones through their negative reference to

one another is, however, rather tlieir dissolution.

The Ones not only are, but they conserve themselves
through their reciprocal exclusion. Firstly, now, that

by which they should keep firm hold of their diversity

counter their becoming negated is their Being, and that.
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too, tlieir Beiiig-m-seZ/ counter their reference to othei-

;

this Being-in-sclf is, that they are Ones. But all are

this
;
they are in their Being-iii-self the same thi/i(/,

instead of liaving therein the fixed point of their diver-

sity. Secondly, their There-being and tlieir mutual

relation, i. e. their setting themselves as Ones, is a reci-

procal negating
;
this, however, is likewise one and the

same determination of them all, through wliicli tlien

they rather set themselves as identical; as by this, that

they are in themselves the same thing, their ideality

which was to be as resultant through others is their

own, and they therefore just as little repel it. They

are thus in their Being and in their setting only one

affirmative unity.

This consideration of the Ones, that, in both of their

determinations, as well so far as they are, as so far as

they mutually refer, they show themselves as only

one and the same thing and indistmguishable, is

our comparison. It is, however, to be seen what in

their mutual reference itself is set (express) in them.

•They are, this is in this reference presupposed,—and

are only so far as they mutually negate themselves,

and repel at the same time from themselves tliis

their ideality, their negatedness, i. e. so far as they

negate this mutual negating. But they are only so

far as they negate, and so, in that this their negating

is negated, their Being is negated. It is true, in that

they are, they were not negated by tliis negating, it

is only an externality for them ; this negating of the

other rebounds off from them and reaches only

touchingly their surface. But again only through the

negating of the others do they turn back into them-

selves ;
they are only as this mediation, this their

return is their self-preservation and their Being-for-self.
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111 that again their negating effectuates nothing, through

tlie resistance which these Beents as such or as negating

offer, they return not back into themselves, maintain

themselves not and are not.

The consideration was previously made that the

Ones are the same thing, that each of them is One, just

like the other. This is not only our reference, an

external bringing together, but the repulsion is itself

reference, the One excludhig the Ones refers itself to

them, the Ones, i. e. to its own self. The negative

relation of the Ones to one another is tnus only a going

together with self. This identity into which their re-

pulsion goes over is the sublation of their diversity and

esternahty, which as Excludents they were rather

mutuaUy to maintain.

This setting of themselves on the part of the many
Ones into a single One is Attraction.

Eemakk.

The Unity of the One and the Many.

Self-dependency pushed to the point of the beent-

for-self unit is that abstract formell self-dependence

which is self-destructive; the extremest, stubbornest

error which takes itself for the m^st perfect truth ;

—

appearant in concreter forms as abstract freewiU, as

pm-e Ego, and then further as the Bad. It is that free-

will which so misunderstands itself, as to set its substan -

tial being in this abstraction, and in this Being-by-self

flatters itself pm^ely to win itself This self-dependency

is more definitely the error to regard that as negative,

and to maintain oneself against that as negative, which
on the contrary is one's very Being. It is thus the
negative bearing to one's own self whicli, in that it
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would win its own very Being, destroys the same, and
this its act is only tlie manifestation of the nullity of

this act. Eeconciliation is the recognition of that

against which tlae negative bearing goes as rather one's

true Being, and is only as a leaving-off from the ne-

gativity of one's Being-for-self instead of persisting

in it.

It is an ancient saying, that the One is Many, and in

especial that the Many is One. As regards tliis the

observation may be repeated, that the truth of the One
and the Many expressed in propositions appears in an

inadequate form, that this truth is to be understood

and expressed only' as a Becoming, as a Process, Ee-

pulsion and Attraction, not as Being, in the way in

which in a proposition it is set as quiescent Unity.

The dialectic of Plato in the Parmenides concerning

the deduction of the Many from the One, namely from

the proposition. One is, has been already noticed and

remarked upon. The inner dialectic of the notion has

been assigned ; the easiest way is to take the dialectic

of the proposition, that the Many is One, as external

reflexion ; and external it may well be here, seeing

that the object also, the Many, is what is mutually

external. This comparison of the Many with one

another gives at once the fact that the one is absolutely

characterised just as the other is ; each is One, each is

One of the Many, is excluding the Others ;—so that

they are absolutely only the same thing, or absolutely

there is only one determination present. This is the fact,

and there needs only to take up this simple fact. The

obstinacy of the understanding stubborns itself against

taking this up, because before it, and rightly too, there

flits also the difference ; but this difference is as httle

excluded because of said fact, as certainly said fact
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despite said difference exists. One might, as it were,

console understanding as regards its simple apprehen-

sion of the Fact of the difference by assuring it that

the Difference will presently come in again.

b. The one One of Attraction.

Eepulsion is the self-severing of the One firstly into

Many, the negative bearing of which is powerless, be-

cause they mutually presuppose one another as Beents
;

it (Eepulsion) is only the To-be-to (Sollen) of Ideahty

:

this latter, however, is realised in Attraction. Eepul-

sion goes over into Attraction, the many Ones into one

One. Both, repulsion and attraction, are at first hand

different, the former as the Eeality of the Ones, tlie latter

as their set Ideahty. Attraction refers itself thus to

repulsion, so that it has this latter as its presupposition.

Eepulsion furnishes the material for Attraction. Were

there no Ones, there would be nothing to attract ; the

conception of lasting attraction, of the consumption of

the Ones, presupposes an equally lasting production of

the Ones ; the sensuous conception of attraction in

space holds the stream of the attracted Ones to last ; in

place of the atoms which disappear in the attracting

punctum, there comes forward another Many out of

the void, and on, if it is desired, ad infinitum. If

attraction were conceived as accomplished, i.e. the

Many brought to the point of a single One, there

would only be an inert One, there would no longer

be any attraction present. The Ideality there-beent

in attraction has still in it the character of the

negation of itself—the many Ones to which it is the

reference, and attraction is inseparable from re-

pulsion.

VOL. I. G G
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Attraction attaches, in the first instance, equally to

each of the many Ones as immediately present Ones;

none has a preference over the other : there seems thus

an equilibrium in the attraction present, properly an

equilibrium of Attraction and of Eepulsion, and a dull

repose without there-beent Ideahty. But there can be

no speaking here of a preference of any such one over

another, which would be to presuppose a determinate

difference between them—the attraction rather is the

setting of a present indistuaguishableness of the Ones.

Only attraction itself is the setting of a One different

from the rest
;
they are only the immediate Ones which

through repulsion are to conserve themselves ; but

through their set negation there arises the One of

attraction which therefore is determined as the mediated

One ; the One that is set as One. The first Ones, as

immediate Ones, turn not in. their Ideality back into

themselves, but have this (ideahty) in another.

The one One, however, is the realised Ideahty that

is set in the One ; it is attractive through the mediation

of repulsion ; it imphes this mediation within itself as

its determination. It absorbs thus the attracted Ones

not into itself as into a point, i.e. it does not abstractly

sublate them. In that it implies repidsion in its deter-

mmation, this latter retains the Ones as Many at the

same time in it ; it brings, so to speak, by its attracting,

something for (before) itself, it gains an extension or a

filling. There is thus in it Unity of repulsion and

attraction in general.

c. The reference of Repulsion and Attraction.

The difference of One and Many has determined itself

as the difference of their: mutual Reference, -which lias
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divided itself into two references, Eepulsion and At-

traction, of which each, in the first instance, stands self-

dopendently out of the other, still so that they essen-

tially cohere. The as yet indeterminate Unity of these

I has to yield itself more closely.

Eepulsion, as the ground-determination of the One,

appears first, and as immediate, hke its Ones which,

produced by it, are still at the same time set as imme-

diate. The Eepulsion appears, thus, indifferent to the

Attraction, which adds itself externally to it as thus

presupposed. On the other hand. Attraction is not

presupposed by Eepulsion ; so that in the setting and

being of this latter the former appears to have no

share, i. e. so that Eepulsion is not already in it the

negation of itself, the Ones are not already in them

negated. In this way, we have repulsion abstractly

per se ; as similarly attraction has, counter the Ones as

Beents, the side of an immediate There-being, and

comes to them quite as another.

If we take accordingly bare repulsion thus per se,

it is the dissipation of the many ones into the indefinite,

beyond the sphere of repulsion itself ; for it is this, to

negate the reference of the many to one another

;

referencelessness is their—they being abstractly taken

—determination. Eepulsion, however, is not simply

the Void ; the Ones as referenceless are not repellent,

not excludent, as their Determination requires. Ee-

pulsion is, though negative, still essentially reference;

the mutual repulsion and flight is not the freeing from

that which is repelled and fled from, the Excludent

stands still in connexion witli that which is excluded

by it. This moment of reference, however, is attrac-

tion, and so consequently in repulsion itself ; it is the

negating of that abstract repulsion according to which,

G a 2
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the Ones were only self-to-self referent Beents, non-

excludent.

In that, however, departure is taken from the re-

pulsion of tlie tliere-beeut Ones, and so also attraction

is set as coming externally to them, both are—with

their inseparableness— still kept asunder as diverse

determinations ; it has yielded itself, however, that not

merely repulsion is presupposed by attraction, but just

as much also there takes place the counter reference of

repulsion to attraction, and the former has just as mucli

in the latter its presupposition.

By this determination they are inseparable, and at the

same time they are determined as To-he-io and Limita-

tion, each counter the other. Their To-he-to is their abs-

tract determinateness as of Beents-in-themselves, which

determinateness, however, is "withal directly directed

beyond itself, and refers itself to the other determinate-

ness, and thus by means of the other as other each is
;

their self-dependency consists in this, that in this medi-

acy of being they are set as another Determining for

one another : Eepulsion as setting of the Many, Attrac-

tion as setting of the One, the latter at the same time

as negation of the Many, and the former as negation of

their ideahty in the One, so that only by means of re-

pulsion attraction is attraction; and oxAj hj means oi

attraction, repulsion is repulsion. That therein, how-

ever, the mediation with self through other is rather

in effect negated, and each of these Determinations is

mediation of itself with itself, this yields itself from

their nearer consideration, and leads them back to the

unity of their notion.

In the first place, that each presupposes itself, refers

itself m its presupposition only to itself, this is already

present in the mutual bearing of Eepulsion and Attrac-

tion while still only relative.
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The relative repulsion is the reciprocal repulsion, of

tlie many ones which are conceived as finding them-

selves immediate, and already in existence there. But

that there are many ones, is repulsion itself ; the pre-

supposition which it was supposed to have is only its

own setting. Further, the determination of Being

which, in addition to their being set, was supposed to

attach to the Ones—by which they were prae or there

beforehand—belongs hkewise to the repulsion. The

repelling is that whereby the ones manifest and main-

tain themselves as ones, whereby they as such are.

Then- Being is the repulsion itself; it is thus not a

There-being relative to another, but relates itself entirely

only to its own self.

The attraction is the setting of the One as such, of

the real One, against which the many in their There-

being are determined as only ideel and disappcarant.

Attraction thus at once presupposes itself—sets itself

as out before—to be ideellement in the form, that is, of

the other ones, which otherwise are to be Beent-for-Self

and Eepellent-for-0^Aer5, and so also therefore for an

attracting something. Against this determination of

repulsion they attain ideality not only through relation

to attraction, but it is presupposed, it is the in-itself-

beent ideahty of the Ones, in that they as Ones—that

conceived as attracting included—are one and the same

thing and undistinguished from one another.

Tills Its-own-self-prae-Setting (its own presupposition)

of both elements, each per se, is further this, that each

contains in itself the other as moment. The Self-presup-

posing generally is in one the setting itself as the nega-

tive of itself ;—Eepulsion, and what is so presupposed is

the same thing as what presupposes—^Attraction. That

each in itself is only moment, is the transition of each
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out of itself into the other, is to negate itself in itself,

and to set itself as the other of itself. In that the One

as such is the coming-asunder-from-itself, it is itself only

this, to set itself as its other, as the Many, and the Many

are only equally this, to fall together into themselves and

to set themselves as their other, as the One, and just in it

only to refer themselves to themselves, each in its other

just to continue itself—there are thus aLso present, but

virtually and unseparated, the coming-asunder-from-

self (Eepulsion) and the setting-of-self-as-one (Attrac-

tion). It is set, however, in respect of the relative

repulsion and attraction, i.e. those whereby immediate

there-beent ones are presupposed, that each itself is this

negation of it m it, and so also consequently the con-

tinuity of it into its other. The repulsion of there-

beent Ones is the self-conservation of the one by means

of the mutual repulsion of the others, so that (1) the

other ones are negated in it, the side of its There-being

or of its Being-for-other, but this side is just thus attrac-

tion as the Ideality of the Ones—and that (2) the One

is in itself without reference to the Others; but not

only is the In-itself as such long since gone over into

the Being-for-self, but in itself, by very determination,

the One is said Becoming of Many. The Attraction of

there-beent Ones is the ideality of the same and the

setting of tlie One, in which thus it (attraction), as nega-

tion and as production of the One, sublates itself—as

setting of the one is in it the negative of itself, Eepulsion,

With this the evolution of Being-for-self is com-

pleted, and arrived at its result. The One as referring

itself infinitely, i.e, as set negation of the negation to its

own self, is the mediation or process, that it repels from

itself itself as its absolute (i.e. abstract) otherwiseness

(the Many), and, in that it refers itself to this its non-
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being, negatively, as siiblating it, is just therein only the

reference to its own self ; and One is only this Becoming,

or such that in it the determination, that it begins, that

is, that it is set as Immediate, as Beent, and that hkewise

as result it has restored itself as One, i.e. the equally

immediate, excludent One, has disappeared ; the process

which it is, sets and contains it always only as a thing

sublated. The sublating, determuied at first only as

relative sublating, reference to other There-beent-ity,

which reference is thus itself a different repulsion and

attraction, demonstrates itself just thus to go over into

the infinite reference of mediation through negation of

the external references oflmmediates and There-beents,

and to have as result just that Becoming which in the

retentionlessness of its moments is the collapse, or rather

the going together with itself into simple immediacy.

This Being, in the form which it has now attained, is

Quantity,

To review shortly the moments of this Transition of

Quality into Quantity, the Quahtative has for its Ground-

determination Being and Immediacy, in which imme-

diacy the hmit and the determinateness is so identical

with the Being of the Something that the Something

with its alteration (that of the determinateness) dis-

appears itself ; thus set it is determined as Finity. Be-

cause of the immediacy of this unity, in which the

difference has disappeared, which difference, however, is

still in itself there (in the unity of Being and Nothing),

this difference faUs as otherwiseness in general out of said

unity. This reference to other contradicts the immediacy

in which the quahtative determinateness is reference to

self. This otherwiseness sublates itself in the infinitude

of Being-for-self, which reahses the difference (which, in

the negation of the negation, it has m it and within itself)
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as one and many and as their references, and has

raised the Qualitative into its veritable unity, i.e. into

the miity that is set as no longer immediate but fis

self-commediating unity.

This unity is thus (a) Being, only as affirmative, i. e.

immediacy mediated with itself through the negation

of the negation, Being is set as the unity that inter-

penetrates and pervades its own determinatenesses,

Limit, &c., which are set as sublated in it : (3) There-

being ; it is in this determination negation or deter-

minateness as moment of the affirmative Being, no

longer immediate, nevertheless, but reflected into itself,

referent of self, not to other, but to self; what is

simpliciter—what is determined in itself— the One;

the otherwiseness as such is itself Being-for-self : (7)

]Being-for-self, as that Being that continues itself all

through the determinateness, and in which the One and

Jw-ffce^-determined-ness is itself set as sublated. The

One is at the same time as gone out beyond itself and

determined as Unity, the One consequently, the directly

determined Limit, set as the Limit, which is none, which

is in or by Being, but to which Being is indifferent, or

which is indifferent to Being.

Eemaek.

Tlie Kantian cmstnictim of matter hy means offwees attracting and

repelling.

Attraction and Eepulsion, as is well known, are

usually regarded as forces. It will be proper to com-

pare this definition of them, and the dependent rela-

tions, with the notions which have come out in theii'

regard. In the conception alluded to (of forces) they

are considered as self-dependent, so that they refer
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themselves not through their nature to each other ; i.e.

that each is not to be considered only a moment

transient into its contrary, but as immovably and per-

sistently opposed to the other. They are further con-

ceived as coalescing in a Third, Matter
;

so, however,

that this Becoming into One is not considered as their

truth, but each is rather a First and a Beent-in-and-

for-self, while matter or affections of it are set and pro-

duced by them. When it is said, that Matter has within

itself the forces, there is understood by this unity of

them a connexion, notwithstanding which they are at

the same time presupposed as existent in themselves

and free from each other.

Kant, as is well known, constructed matter out of the

repulsive and attractive forces, or at least, as he ex-

presses himself, set up the metaphysical elements of

this construction. It will not be without interest to

view this construction more closely. This metaphysical

exposition of an object which seemed not only itself,

but in its properties to belong only to Experience, is

for one part worthy of notice in this, that it, as an

essay of the notion, has at least given the impulse to

the more recent philosophy of Nature,—that philosophy

which makes Nature its scientific ground, not as a

Something sensuously given to perception, but which
ascertains its properties from the absolute notion ; for

another part also because stand has been frequently

taken by said Kantian construction, and it has been
considered a philosophical beginning and foundation of

Physics.

Such an existence as sensuous matter, is, indeed, no
object of Logic, just as Httle so as space and the forms
of space. But there underlie the rei^ulsive and attrac-

tive forces, so far as they are regarded as forces of
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sensuous matter, these Scame pure determinations of the

One and tlie Many and their mutual references, wliicli

have been just considered, and which I have named
Eepulsion and Attraction because these names present

tiiemsclves at nearest.

Kant's procedure in the deduction of matter from

these forces, named by him a construction, deserves not,

when considered close, this name, unless every kind of

reflection, even the analytic, be nameable construction,

as indeed for that matter later Nature-philosophers

have called construction the most vapid raisonnement

and the most groundless melange of an arbitrary imagi-

nation and a thoughtless reflection,—which specially

employed and everywhere flourished the so-called

Factors of Attraction and Eepulsion.

Kant's procedure is at bottom analytic, and not con-

structive. He presupposes the conception of matter,

and then asks what forces are necessary to produce its

presupposed properties. Thus, therefore, on one side,

he requires an Attractive force, because through Re-

pulsion alone without Attraction no matter could properly

exist. (' Anfangsgr. der Naturwissenscli,' S. 53, f.) On

the other side he derives repulsion equally from matter,

and alleges as ground of this, because we conceive of

matter as impenetrable, and this because matter pre-

sents itself to the sense of touch, through which sense it

manifests itself to us, in such a determination. Ee-

pulsion therefore is, further, at-^nce thought in the

Notion of matter, because it is just immediately given

with it ; but Attraction, on the contrary, is attached to

it through inferences. There underhes these inferences,

however, what has just been said, namely, that a matter

which had only repulsive force would not exliaust

what we conceive by matter. This, as is plain, is the
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procedure of a cognition, reflective of experience,—

a

procedure which first of all perceives pecuharities in

the phenomena, places these as foundation, and for the

so-called explanation of these, assumes correspondent

elements or forces which are to be supposed to pro-

duce said peculiarities of the phenomena.

In regard to the difference spoken of as to how the

repulsive force and as to how the attractive force is

found by cognition in matter, Kant observes, further,

that the attractive force belongs quite as much to the

Notion of Matter althouqh it is not contained in it

Kant italicises this last expression. It is impossible to

see, however, what is the distinction which is intended

to be pointed out here ; for what belongs to the

Notion of a thing must veritably be contained in this

thing.

What makes the difficulty, and gives occasion to this

empty expedient, consists in this, that Kant one-sidedly,

and quite beforehand, reckons in the notion of matter

only that property of Impenetrability, which we are

supposed to perceive by touch, on which account the

repulsive force, as the holding-off of another from itself,

is to be supposed as immediately given. But again, if

matter is to be considered as incapable of being there,

of existing, without attraction, the ground for the

assertion of this must be a conception of matter drawn

from experience
;
attraction, therefore, must equally be

findable in experience. It is indeed easy to perceive

that Matter, besides its Being-for-self, which sublates

the Being-for-other (offers resistance), has also a con-

nectedness of what is for itself [of its parts, that is,

identified with itself], extension and retention in space

—in sohdity a very fast retention. Explicative phy-

sical science demands for the tearing asunder, &c.
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of a body ca force wliicli shall be stronger than tlie

mutual attraction of its particles. From this verity,

reflection may quite as directly deduce the force of

attraction, or assume it to be given, as it did in the case

of repulsion. In effect, when the Kantian reasonings

from which attraction is to be deduced are looked at

(the proof of the theorem that the possibility of matter

requires a force of attraction as second fundamental

force, loc. cit), they are found to contain nothing but that,

with mere Eepulsion, matter could not exist in space.

Matter being presupposed as occupying space, con-

tinuity is ascribed to it, as ground of which continuity

there is assumed an attracting force.

Granting now, then, to such so-called construction of

matter, at most an analytic merit—detracted from,

nevertheless, by the imperfect exposition—the funda-

mental thought is still highly to be prized—the cog-

nising of matter out of these two opposed characters as

its producing forces. Kant's special industry here is

the banishment of the vulgar mechanical mode of con-

ception, which takes its stand by the single character,

the impenetrability, the Beent-for-self Punctuahty, and

reduces the opposed character, the connexion of matter

within itself, or of several matters mutually (these again

being regarded as particular ones), to something merely

external ;—the mode of conception which, as Kant says,

will not admit any moving forces but by Pressure and

Push, that is, but by influence from without. This

externality of cognition always presupposes motion as

already externally existent in matter, and has no

thought of considering it something internal, and of

comprehending it itself in matter, which latter is just

thus assumed per se as motionless and inert. This

position has only before it common mechanics, and not
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immanent and free motion. Although Kant removes

tliis externality in that he converts attraction, the mu-

tual reference of material parts, so far as these are

taken as mutually separated, or just of matter generally

in its Out-of-its-self-ness, into a force of matter itself

still on the other side his two fundamental forces,

within matter, remain external and self-dependent, each

per se opposite the other.

However null was the independent difference of

these two forces attributed to them from this stand-

point of cognition, equally null must every other

difference show itself, which in regard to their spe-

cific nature is taken as something which is to pass

for firmness and solidity (a terra Jirma), because they,

when regarded in their truth as above, are only

moments which go over into one another. I shall

consider these further differentiations as Kant states

them.

He defines, for example, attraction as a pervading

force by which one matter is enabled to affect the

particles of another even beyond the surface of contact

—immediately
;
repulsion, on the contrary, as a surface-

force by which matters are enabled to affect each other

only in the plane of contact common to them. The
reason adduced for the latter being only a surface-force

is as follows :
—

' The parts in mutual contact hmit the

sphere of influence the one of the other, and the repel-

ling force can affect no remoter part, unless through

those that lie between ; an immediate influence of one

matter on another, that should be supposed to go
right through the parts or particles in consequence of

an extensive force (so is the Eepulsive force called

here) is impossible.' (' S. ebendas. Erklar. u. Zusatze,

S. 67.)
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It occurs at once that, nearer or remoter particles of

matter being assumed, tliere must arise, in the case of

attraction also, the distinction that one atom would,

indeed, act on another, but a third remoter one, between

which and the first, or the attracting one, the second

should be placed, would enter directly, and in the first

instance, the sphere of the interposed one next to it,

and the first consequently could not exercise an imme-

diate simple influence on the third one ; and thus we

have a mediated influence as much for attraction as for

repulsion. It is seen, further, that the true penetration

of an attracting force must consist in this, that all the

particles of matter in and for themselves attract, and

not that a certain number are passive while only one

is active. As regards repulsion, it is to be remarked,

that in the adduced passage, particles are represented

in mutual contact, that is, we have at once the solidity

and continuity of a ready-made matter which allows not

any repulsion to take place through it or throughout

it. This solidity of matter, however, in which particles

touch each other, that is, are no longer separated by

any vacuum, already presupposes the remotion of re-

pulsion ;
particles in mutual contact are, following the

sensuous conception of repulsion that is dominant here,

to be taken as such that they do not repel each other.

It follows quite tautologically, then, that there where

the non-being of repulsion is assumed, there caimot be

repulsion. But this yields no additional descriptive

character as regards the repulsive force. If this be

reflected on, however, that particles touching each other

touch only so far as they still keep themselves out of

each other, the repulsive force will be discerned neces-

sarily to exist, not merely on the surface, but within the

spherewhich is to be supposed a sphere of attraction only.
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Further, Kant assumes that ' through attraction

matter only occupies a space without filling it ' {loc.

cit); 'because matter does not by its attraction fill

space, this attraction is able to act through the empty

space, as no matter intervenes to set bounds to it.' This

conclusion is about of the same nature as that which

supposed above something to belong to the notion of a

thing, but not to be contained in the thing itself : only

so can matter occupy yet not Jill a space. Then it was

through repulsion, as it was first considered, that the

ones mutually repelled each other, and mutually re-

ferred to one another only negatively—that is, just

through an empty space. But here it is attraction which

preserves space empty
;
through its comiecting of the

atoms it does not fill space, that is as much as to say,

it maintains the atoms in a 7iegative reference to one

another. We see that Kant unconsciously encounters

here what hes in the nature of the thing—that he

ascribes to attraction precisely the same thing that he,

at the first view, ascribed to repulsion. In the very

efibrt to estabhsh and make fixed the difference of the

two forces, it had already occurred, that the one was

gone over into the other. Thus through repulsion

matter was to fill a space, and consequently through it

the empty space to disappear which attraction leaves.

In effect, in that it ehminates empty space, it eliminates

the negative reference of the atoms or ones, i.e. their

repulsion ; i.e. repulsion is determined as the con-

trary of itself

To this obliteration of the differences there adds

itself, still farther, the confusion that, as was remarked
in the beginning, the Kantian exposition of the opposed
forces is analytic, and throughout the whole investiga-

tion, matter which was to have been derived only from
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these its elements appears from the first ready-formed

and fully constituted. In tlie definition of the surface-

force and of the pervading force, both are assumed

as moving forces, whereby matters are to be supposed

capable of acting the one way or the other. They

are enunciated thus, then, as forces not such that

only tlirough them should matter exist, but such that

through them matter, already formed, should only

be moved. So far, however, as there is question of

forces by means of which various matters might act

on each other and impart movement, this is quite

another thing than the determination and connexion

which they should have as the moments of matter.

The same antithesis, as here between Eepulsion and

Attraction, presents itself furthei' on as regards the

centripetal and centrifugal forces. These seem to dis-

play an essential difierence, in that in their sphere there

stands fast a One, a centre, towards which the other ones

comport themselves as not beent-for-self ; the difierence

of the forces, therefore, can be supported by this pre-

supposed difierence of a central one and of others as,

relatively to it, not self-subsistent. So far, however, as

they are apphed in explanation—for which purpose,

as in the case also of repulsion and attraction, they are

assumed in an opposed quantitative relation, so that the

one increases as the other decreases—it is the move-

ment wliich they are to explain, and it is its inequahty

which they are to account for. One has only to take

up, however, any ordinary relative explanation—as of

the unequal velocity of a planet in its course around its

primary—to discern the confusion which prevails in it

and the impossibility of keeping the quantities distinct,

so that the one, which in the explanation is taken as

decreasing, may be always taken as increasing, and
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vice versa. To make this evident, however, would

require a more detailed exposition than can be here

given ; all the necessary particulars, nevertheless, are

to be found again in the discussion of the Inverted

Belation.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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A Campaigner at Home. By Shir-
ley, Author of 'Thalatta' and 'NugiB
Criticse.' Post Svo. with Vignette, 7s. 6d.

Studies in Parliament: a Series of
Sketches of Leading Politicians. By E. H.
HuTTOx. (Reprinted from the Pall 3Iall

Gazette.') Crown Svo. 4s. 6tZ.

Lord Macaulay's Miscellaneous
Writings.

Library Edition, 2 vols. Svo. Portrait, 21s.

People's Edition, 1 vol. crown Svo. 4s. 6d.

The Rev. Sydney Smith's Mis-
cellaneous Works

;
including his Contribu-

tions to the Edinburgh Review, People's
Edition, 2 vols, crown Svo. 8s.

fJlementary Sketches of Moral Philo-
sophy, delivered at the Eoyal Institution.

By the same Author. Fcp. 6«.

The Wit and Wisdom of the Be v.
Sydney Smith : a Selection of the most

. memorable Passages in his Writings and
Conversation. 16mo. 5s.

Epigrams, Ancient and Modern

:

Humorous, Witty, Satirical, Moral, and
Panegj'rical. Edited by Eev. John Booth,
B,A. Cambridge. Second Edition, revised

and enlarged. Fcp. Is. 6c/.

The Folk-Lore of the Northern
Counties of England and the Borders. By
William Hendekson. With an Appendix
on Household Stories by the Rev. S.
Baring-Gould. Crown 8vo. with Coloured
Frontispiece, 9s. ei

From Matter to Spirit: the Eesult
of Ten Years' Experience in Spirit Manifes-
tations. By Sophia E. De Morgan.
With a Preface by Professor De Morgan.
Post Svo. 8s. 6rf.

Essays selected from Contribu-
tions to the Edinburgh Review. By Henry
Rogers. Second Edition. 3 vols. fcp. 21s.

Reason and IFaith, their Claims and
Conflicts. By the same Author. New
Edition, revised and extended, and accom-
panied by several otker Essaj's, on related

subjects. Crown Svo. 6s. Qid.

The Eclipse of Faith; or, a Visit to a
Religious Sceptic. By the same Author.
Eleventh Edition. Fcp. 6s.

Defence of the Eclipse of Faith, by its

Author. Third Edition. Fcp. 3s. Gd.

Selections from the Correspondence
of R. £. H. Greyson. By the same Author.
Third Edition, Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

Fulleriana, or the "Wisdom and Wit of

Thomas FirLLER,mth Essay on his Life and
G enius. By the same Author. 16mo. 2s, 6(f.

Occasional Essays, By Chandos
Wren Hoskyns, Author of* Talpa, or the

Chronicles of a Clay Farm,' &c. 16mo.
bs. M.

An Essay on Human Nature;
showing the Necessity of a Divine Revela-

tion for the Perfect Development of Man's
Capacities, By Henry S. Boase, M,D.
F,R.S. and G.S. Svo. 12s.

The Philosophy of Natuj'e ; a Sys-

tematic Treatise on the Causes and Laws of

Natural Phenomena, By the same Author.

Svo. 12s,

The Secret of Hegel: being the

Hegelian System in Origin, Principle, Form,
and Matter. By James Hutchison Stir-

ling. 2 vols, Svo, 28s.

An Introduction to Mental Phi-
losophy, on the Inductive Method. By
J. D. Morell, M.A. LL.D. Svo. 12s,

Elements of Psychology, containing the

Analysis of the Intellectual Powers. By
the same Author. Post Svo, 7s. 6d.
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Sight and Touch: an Attempt to
Disprove the Received (or Berkelcian)
Theory of Vision. By Thoivias K. Abbott,
M.A. Fellow and Tutor of Trin. Coll. Dublin.
8vo. with 21 Woodcuts, 5s. 6d.

The Senses and the Intellect.
By Alexander B.un, M.A. Prof, of Logic
in the Univ. of Aberdeen. Second Edition.
8vo. 15s.

The Emotions and the Will, by the
same Author. 8vo. 15s,

On the Study of Character, including
an Estimate of Phrenology. By the same
Author. 8vo. 9s.

Time and Space: a Metaphysical
Essay. By Shadworth H. Hodgson.
8vo. pp. 588, price 16s.

The Way to Rest: Results from a
Life-search after Religious Truth, By
R. Vaughan, D.D. Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

Hours with the Mystics : a Contri-
bution to the History of Religious Opinion.
By Robert Alfred Vaughan, B.A, Se-
cond Edition. 2 vols, crown Svo. 12s.

The Philosophy of Necessity; or,
Natural Law as applicable to Mental, Moral,
and Social Science. By Charles Brat.
Second Edition. Svo. 9s.

The Education of the Feelings and
Affections. By the same Author. Third
Edition. Svo. 3s. 6d.

On Force, its Mental and Moral Corre-
lates. By the same Author. Svo. 5s.

Christianity and Common Sense.
By Sir Willoughby Jones, Bart. M A
Trin, Coll. Cantab. Svo. 6s.

Astronomy, Meteorology, Popular Geography, <^c.

Outlines of Astronomy. By Sir
J. F. W. Herschel, Bart, M.A. Eighth
Edition, revised ; with Plates and Woodcuts.
8vo. 18s,

Arago's Popular Astronomy.
Translated by Admiral W. H. Smyth,
F.R.S. and R. Grant, M.A. With 25 Plates
and 358 "Woodcuts. 2 vols. Svo. £2 6s.

Saturn and its System. By Rich-
ard A. Proctor, B.A. late Scholar of St.
John's Coll. Camb. and King's Coll. London,
Svo. with 14 Plates, I4s.

The Handbook of the Stars. By the
same Author. Square fcp. Svo. with 3 Maps,
price 5s.

Celestial Objects for Common
Telescopes. By T. W. Webb, M.A. r.R.A.S.
With Map of the Moon, and Woodcuts.
16mo. 7s.

A General Dictionary of Geo-
graphy, Descriptive, Physical, Statistical,

and Historical
;

forming a complete
Gazetteer of the World. By A. Keith
Johnston, F.R.S.E. Svo. 31s. id.

M Culloch's Dictionary, Geogra-
phical, Statistical, and Historical, of the
various Countries, Places, and principal
Natural Objects in the World. Revised
Edition, with the Statistical Information
throughout brought up to the latest returns.
By Frederick Martin. 4 vols. Svo. with
coloured Maps, £4 4s.

A Manual of Geography, Physical,
Industrial, and Pohtical. By W. Hughes
F.R.G S. Prof, of Geog. in King's Coll. and in
Queen 3 Coll. Lond. With 6 Maps. Fcp. 7s. 6rf.

Hawaii : the Past, Present, and Future
of Its Island-Kingdom

: an Historical Ac-
count of the Sandwich Islands. By Manley
Hopkins, Hawaiian Consul-General, &c
Second Edition, revised and continued-
with Portrait, Map, and 8 other Illustra-
tions. Post Svo. 12s. 6rf.

Maunder's Treasury of Geogra-
phy, Physical, Historical, Descriptive, and
Pohtical. Edited by W. Hughes, F.R G SWith 7 Maps and 1 6 Plates. Fcp. 10s. id.

Physical Geography for Schools
and General Readers. By M F Mattwv
LL.D. Fcp. with 2 ChartJ ed.

'

Natural History and Popular Science.
The Elements of Physics or

Natural Philosophy. By Neil Arnott,
M.D. F.R.S. Physician Extraordinary to'

the Queen. Sixth Edition, rewritten and
completed. 2 Parts, Svo. 21».

Volcanos, the Cliaracter of their
Phenomena, their Share in the Structure
and Composition of the Surface of the Globe
Ac. By G. PouLETT SCROPE, M P FRs'
Second Edition. Svo. with Illustrations 16s"
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Rocks Classified and Described.
By BEKNitAur) Von Cotta. An English
Edition, by P. II. LAwniiNCH (with Englisli,

German, and French Synonyniea), revised

by the Aullior. Post 8vo. 1 1».

\* Litliology, or a Claasided Synopsis of

lha Names of Rocka and Minerals, also by
Mr. Lawuicncic, adapted to the above work,

may bo had, price 5s. or printed on one side

only (interpaged blank), for use in Cabinets,

price 7s.

Sound: a Course of Six Lectures deli-

vered at the Royal Institution of Great

Britain. By Professor Joii.v Tvndall,
LL.D. F.R.S. 1 vol. crown 8vo.

[_Nearli/ ready.
"

Heat Considered as a Mode of
Motion. By Professor John Tyndall,
LL.D. F.R.S. Second Edition. Groivn 8vo.

with Woodcuts, 12s. M.

A Treatise on Electricity, in
Theory and Practice. By A. De la Rive,

Prof, in the Academy of Geneva. Trans-
'

lated by C. V. Walker, F.R.S. 3 vols.

8vo. with Woodcuts, £3 13s.

The Correlation of Physical
Forces. By W. R. Grove, Q.C. V.P.R.S.

Fifth Edition, revised by the Author, and

augmented by a Discourse on Continuity.

8vo.

ManualofGeology. By S. Hattghton,

M.D. F.R.S. Fellow of Trin. Coll. and Prof,

of Geol. in the Univ. of Dublin. Second

Edition, with 66 Woodcuts. Fcp. 7s. Gd.

A Grtlide to Geology. By J. Phillips,

M.A. Prof, of Geol. in the Univ. of Oxford.

Fifth Edition. Fcp. 4s.

A Glossary of Mineralogy. By
H. W. Bristow, F.G.S. of the Geological

Survey of Great Britain. With 486 Figures.

Crown 8vo. 12s.

The Elements : an Investigation of

tlie Forces which determine the Position

and Movements of the Ocean and Atmo-

sphere. By William Leighton Jordan.

A^OL. I. royal 8vo. with 13 maps, price 8s.

Phillips's Elementary Introduc-
tion to Mineralogy, re-edited by H. J.

Brooke, F.R.S. and W. H. Miller, F.G.S.

Post 8vo. with Woodcuts, 18s.

Van Der Hoeven's Handbook of
Zoology. Translated from the Second

Dutch Edition by the Rev. W. Clark,

M.D. F.R.S. 2 vols, 8vo. with 24 Plates of.
|

Figures, 60s.

The Comparative Anatomy and
Physiology of the A'ertebrate Anim.-ils. By
RiCHAKD Owe.\, F.R.S. D.C.L. 3 vols.
8vo. with upwards of 1,200 Woodcutj.
V01.S. I. and II. price 21s. each, now read-. .

Vol. til in the Spring.

The First Man and His Place iu
Creation, considered on the Principles 0!

Common Sense from a Christian Point 0!

Viciv, with an Appendix on the Xegro.
By George Mooke, M.D. M.R.C.P.L. &c.
Post 8vo. 8s. Gd.

The Lake Dwellings of Switzer-
land and other Parts of Europe. By Dr. F.
Keller, President of the Antiquarian Ass,o-

ciation of Zilrich. Translated and arranged
by J. E. Leh, F.S.A. F.G.S. Author of
'Isca Silurum.' Vfith several Woodcuts
and nearly 100 Plates of Figures. Rova!
8vo. 31s. 6d.

Homes without Hands: a Descrip-
tion of the Habitations of Animals, classed
according to their Principle of Construction.
By Rev. J. G. Wood, M.A. F.L.S. With
about 140 Vignettes on Wood (20 full size

of page). Second Edition. 8vo. 2U.

The Harmonies of Wature and
Unity of Creation. By Dr. G. Hartwig,
8vo. mth. numerous Illustrations, 18s.

The Sea and its Living Wonders. By
the same Author. Third Edition, enlargc-d.

8vo. with many Illustrations, 21s.

The Tropical World. By the same Author.
With 8 Chromoxylographs and 172 Wood-
cuts. 8vo. 21s.

Manual of Corals and Sea Jellies,
By J. R. Greeke, B.A. Edited by J. A.
Galbraith, BLA. and S. Haughtos, M.D.
Fcp. with 39 Woodcuts, 5s.

Manual of Sponges and Animaleulse
;

with a General Introduction on the Princi-

ples of Zoology. By the same Author and
Editors. rcp."with 16 Woodcuts, 2s.

Manual of the Metalloids. By J. Apjohs,
M.D. F.R.S. and the same Editors. 2nd

Edition. Fcp. with 38 Woodcuts, 7s. 6d.

Sketches of the Natural History
of Ceylon. By Sir J. Emersos Tesxkxt,

K.C.S. LL.D. With 82 Wood Engravings.

Post 8vo. 12s. Gd.

Ceylon. By the snme Author. 5th Edition;

with Maps, &c. and 90 Wood Engravings.

2 vols. 8vo. £2 10s.

The Wild Elephant, its Structure and
Ilabits, with the Method of Taking and

Training it in Ceylon. By the same

Author. Fop.8vo. with Illustrations.
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A Familiar History of Birds.
By E. Stanlev, D.D. late Lord Bishop of

Norwich. Fcp. with 'WooJcuts, 3s. Gd.

Kirby and Spence's Introduction
to Entomologj-, or Elemeuts of the Natural

History of Insects. Crown 8vo. os.

Maiinder's Treasury of Natural
History, or Popular Dictionary of Zoology.

Kevised and corrected by T. S. Cobbold,
M.D. Fcp. with 900 VVoodcuts, 10s.

The Elements of Botany for
Families and Schools. Tenth Edition, re-

vised by TuoirAS Moore, F.L.S. Fcp
with 154 Woodcuts, 2s. 6rf.

The Treasury of Botany, or
Popular Dictionary of the Vegetable King-
dom ; with which is incorporated a Glos-

sary of Botanical Terms. Edited by
J. LiXDUEY, F.R.S. and T. Moore, F.L.S.

assisted by eminent Contributors. Pp.

1,274, with 274 Woodcuts and 20 Steel

Plates. 2 Parts, fcp. 20s.

The British Flora ;
comprising the

Phoenoganious or Flowering Plants and the

Ferns. By Sir W. J. Hooker, K.H. and
G. A. WalivEr-Arnott, LL.D. 12mo.
with 12 Plates, 14s. or coloured, 21s.

The Eose Amateur's Guide. By
Thomas Rivers. New Edition. Fcp. 4s.

The Indoor Gardener. By Miss

MalUi'g. Fcp. with Frontispiece, 5s.

Loudon'sEncyclopaedia of Plants

;

comprising the Specific Character, Descrip-
tion, Culture, History, &c. of all the Plants
found in Great Britain. With upwards of
12,000 Woodcuts. 8vo. 42s.

Loudon's Encyclopsedia of Trees and
Shrubs; containing the Hardy Trees and
Shrubs of Great Britain scientifically and
popularly described. With 2,000 Woodcuts.
8vo. 50s.

Bryologia Britannica
;

containing

the Mosses of Great Britain and ;Ireland,

arranged and described. By W. Wilson.
8vo. with Gl Plates, 42s. or coloured, £4 4s.

Maunder's Scientific and Lite-
rary Treasury ; a Popular Encyclopaedia of

Science, Literature, and Art. New Edition,

thoroughly revised and in great part re-

written, with above],000 new articles, by
J. Y. JoiissoN, Corr. M.Z.S. Fcp. 10s. 6rf.

A Dictionary of Science, Litera-
ture, and Art. Fourth Edition, re-edited

by the late W. T. Brande (the Author)

and George W. Cox, M.A. 3 vols, medium
8vo. price G3s. cloth.

Essays on Scientific and other
subjects, contributed to Reviews. By Sir H.
Holland, Bart. M.D. Second Edition.

8vo. 14s.

Essays from the Edinburgh and
Quarterly Beviews ; with Addresses aoc
other Pieces. By Sir J. F. W. Herschel,
Bart. M.A. 8vo. 18s.

^Chemistry, Medicine, Surgery, and the Allied Sciences.

A"Dictionary of Chemistry and
the Allied Branches of other Sciences. By
Heney Watts, F.C.S. assisted by eminent

Contributors. 5 vols, medium 8vo. in

course of publication in Parts. Vol. I.

•6ls. 6d. Vol. H. 26s. Vol. IIL 31s. 6rf.

and Vol. IV. 24s. are now ready.

A Handbook of Volumetrical
Analysis. By Robert H. Scott, M.A.

T.C.D. Post 8vo. 4s. 6rf.

iElements of Chemistry, Theore-
tical and Practical. By William A.

Miller, M.D. LL.D. F.R.S. F.G.S. Pro-

fessor of Chemistry, King's College, London, i

3 vols. 8vo. £2 13s. Part I. Chemical
j

Physics, Third Edition, 12s. Part II.

Inorganic Chemistry, 21s. Part III.
j

Organic Chemistry, Third Edition, 24s. 1

A Manual of Chemistry, De-
scriptive and Theoretical. By Williasi

Odlinq, M.B. F.R.S. Part I. 8vo. 9s.

A Course of Practical Chemistry, for the

use of Medical Students. By the same

Author. Second Edition, with 70 new
Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Iiectures on Animal Chemistry Delivered

at the Royal College of Physicians in 1865.

By the same Author. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.

The Toxicologist's Guide : a New
Manual on Poisons, giving the Best Methods

to be pursued for the Detection of Poisons.

By J. Horsley, F.C.S. Analytical Chemist.

Post 8vo. 3s. 6c/.
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The Diagnosis and Troatmont of
the Diseases of Women; including the
Bm-nosis of Pregnancy. Jiv Gkai.^y
Bewitt. M.D. &c. New Edition, with
Woodcut Illuslrationa, in the press.

Lectures on the Diseases of In-
fancy and Cliildliood. By CiiAULiis West,
M.D. &c. 5 til Edition, revised and cnlftrced.'
8vo. IGs.

"

Exposition of the Signs and
Syraptoms ofPregnancy

: with other Papers
on subjects connected with Midwifery. By
W. F. MoNTQOMERT, M.A. M.D. M.K.I.A.
8vo. with Illustrations, 25s.

A System of Surgery, Theoretical
and Practical, in Treatises by Various
Authors. Edited by T. Holmes, M.A.
Cantab. Assistant-Surgeon to St. George's
Hospital. 4 vols. 8vo. £1 13s.

Vol. 1. General Pathology, 2ia.

Vol. II. Local Injuries : Gun-shot Wounds,
Injuries of the Head, Back, Face, Neck,
Chest, Abdomen, Pelvis, of the Upper and
Lower Extremities, and Diseases of the
Eye. 21s.

Vol. III. Operative Surgery. Diseases
of the Organs of Circulation, Locomotion,
&c. 2U.

Vol. IV. Diseases of tlie Organs of
Digestion, of the Genito-Urinai-v Svstem,
and of the Breast, Thyroid Gland,"aud'Skin

;

•with Appendix and General Index. 30«.

Lectures on the Principles and
Practice of Physic. By Thomas Watson,
M.D.- Physician-Extraordinary to the
Queen. Fourth Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. 34s.

Lectures on Surgical Pathology.
By J. Paget, F.R.S. Surgeon-Extraordinary
to the Queen. Edited by W. Tuenkr, M.B.
8vo. with 117 Woodcuts, 21s.

A Treatise on the Continued
Fevers of Great Britain. By C. IHurchison,
M.D. Senior Physician to the London Fever
Hospital. 8vo. -with coloured Plates, 18s.

Anatomy, Descriptive and Sur-
gical. By Henrt Gray, F.R.S. With
410 Wood Engravings from Dissections.
Fourth Edition, by T.Holmes, M.A. Cantab.
Royal 8vo. 28s.

The Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and
Physiology. Edited by the late R. B. Todd,
M.D. F.R.S. Assisted by neariy all the
most eminent cultivators of Physiological

Science of the present age. 5 vols. 8vo.
irith 2,853 Woodcuts, £6 6s.

Physiological Anatomy and Pi
Biology of Man. By the late 1{. B T,
M.D. F.a.S. and W. Bowm.i.v, F U ^
King's College. With numerous lllu-
tions. Vol. 11. 8vo. 25«.

Vol. 1. New Edition by Dr. Lios.
,

B1.ALK, l-.K.S. in course of publical
Pai:t T. with 8 Plates, 7s. Crf.

Histological Demonstrations •

Guide to tlie Micrcscopical Kxaniinatic'
the Animal Tissues in Health and Disc
for the use of the Medical and Veterin:,,
Professions. By G. HAnLitv, M.D. F.R.S.
Prof, in Univ. Coll. London ; and G T
Brown, M.R.C.V.S. Professor of Veteri-
nary Medicine, and one of the Inspecting
Officers in the Cattle Plague Department
of the Privy Council. Post 8vo. with 223
Woodcuts, 12».

A Dictionary of Practical Medi*.
cine. By J. Copland, M.D. F.R.8.
Abridged from the larger work by the
Author, assisted by J. C. Copland, M.R.C,S.
and throughout brought down to the pre-
sent state of Medical Science. Pp. 1,560,
in 8vo. price 36».

The "Works of Sir B. C. Brodie,
Bart, collected and arranged bj' Charlkb
Hawkins, F.R.C.S.E. 3 vols. 8vo. with
Medallion and Facsimile, 48s.

Autobiography of Sir B. C. Brodie,
Bart, printed from the Author's materials

left in MS. Second Edition. Fcp. 4s. 6d,

A Manual of Materia Medica
and Therapeutics, abridged from Dr.

Peeeika's Elements by F. J. Farre, M.D.
assisted by R. Bentley, M.R.C.S. and by
R. Waedigton, F.R.S. 1 voL 8vo. with

90 Woodcuts, 21s.

Dr. Pereira's Elements of Materia
Medica and Therapeutics, Third Edition, by

A. S. Taylor, M.D. and G. 0. Rees, M.D.

3 vols. 8vo. with Woodcuts, £3 15s.

Thomson's Conspectus of the
British Pharmacopoeia. Twenty-fourth

Edition, corrected and made conformable

throughout to the New Pharmacopceia of

the General Council of Medical Education.

By E. Lloyd Birkett, M.D. 18mo. 5». 6i

Manual of the Domestic Practice
of Medicine. By W. B. Kesteven,

F.R.C.S.E. Second Edition, thoroughly

revised, with Additions. Fcp. 5s.

Sea-Air and Sea-Bathing for

Children and Invalids, Bv Wji-UAM

Strangk, M.D. Fcp. 3«.
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The Bestoration of Healtli; or,

the Application of the Laws of Hygiene to

the Recovery of Health : a Manual for the

Invalid, and a Guide in the Sick Room.
Hy W. Strasgk, M.D. Jcp. 64.

Manual for the Classiflcation,
Training, and Education of the Feeble-
Minded, Imbecile, and Idiotic. By P.
Martin Duncan, M.B. and William
MiLLAKD. Crown 8vo. 5s.]

The Fine Arts, and Illustrated Editions.

The Life of Man Sjrmbolised by
the Months of the Year in their Seasons

lud Phases; with Passages selected from

Vncient and Modern Authors. By Richard
!'iGOT. Accompanied by a Series of 25

'uU-page Illustrations and numerous Mar-
;_rinal Devices, Decorative Initial Letters,

and Tailpieces, engraved on Wood from

Original Designs by John Leighton,
F.S.A. Uo.42s.

The New Testament, illustrated with

Wood Engravings after the Early Masters,

cliiefly of the Italian School. Crown 4to.

60S. cloth, gilt top ; or £0 5s. morocco.

Lyra G-ermaniea ;
Hymns for the

Sundays and Chief Festivals ofthe Christian

Year. Translated by Catherine Wink-
vorth; 125 Illustrations on .Wood drawn
by J. Leighton, F.S.A. Fop. 4to 21s.

Cats' and Farlie's Moral Em-
blems ; with Aphorisms, Adages, and Pro-

verbs of all Nations : comprising 121

Illustrations on Wood by J. Leighton,

F.S.A. with an appropriate Text by
R. Pigot. Imperial 8vo. 31s. 6d,

Shakspeare's Sentiments and
Similes print ed in Black and Gold, and illu-

minated in the Missal style by Henry Noel
Humphreys. In massive covers, containing

the Medallion and Cypher of Shakspeare.

Square post 8vo. 21s.

Half-Hour Lectures on the His-
tory and Practice of the Fine and Orna-

mental Arts. By W. B. Scott. Second.

Edition. Crown 8vo. with 50 Woodcut
Illustrations, Ss. Gd,

The History of Our Lord, as exem-
plified in Works of Art. By Mrs. Jameson
and Lady Eastlake. Being the concluding

Series of ' Sacred and Legendary Art.'

Second Edition, with 13 Etchings and 281

Woodcuts. 2 vols, square crown 8vo. 42s.

Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the Saints
andMartjTS. Fourth Edition, with 19 Etch-

ings and 187 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 31s. 6rf.

Mrs. Jameson's Legends ofthe Monastic
Orders. Third Edition, with 11 Etchings

and 88 Woodcuts. 1 vol. 21s.

Mrs.Jameson'sLegends oftheMadonna.
Third Edition, with 27 Etchings and 165

Woodcuts. 1 vol. 21s.

Musical Publications.

4.n Introduction to the Study of
National Mucic

;
Comprising Researches

into Popular Songs, Traditions, and Cus-

toms. By Carl Engel, Author of 'The

Music of the most Ancient Nations.' With
i'rontispiece and numerous Musical Illus-

eI trations. 8vo. 16s.

Six Lectures on Harmony. De-

livered at the Royal Institution of Great

Britain before Easter 1867. By G. A.

Macfarren. 8vo. llii the press.

tiecturesonthe HistoryofModern
Music, delivered at the Royal Institution.

By John Hullah. First Codrsb, with

Chronological Tables, post 8vo. 6s. 6rf.

Bbcond Course, the Transition Period,

with 26 Specimens, 8vo. 16s.

Sacred Music for Family Use

;

A Selection of Pieces for One, Two, or more
Voices, from the best Composers, Foreign

and English. Edited by John Hullah.
1 vol. music folio, 21s. half bound.

Hullah's Part Music, Sacred and
Secular, for Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass.

New Edition, with Pianoforte Accompanir

ments, in course of publication in Monthly

Numbers, each number in Score, with Piano-

forte Accompaniment, price Is. and in sepa-

rate Parts (Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass),

uniform with the Score in size, but in larger

type, price 3d. each Part. Each Series

(Sacred and Secular) to be completed in 12

Numbers, forming a Volume, in imperial

8vo.
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Arts, Manufactures, 6fc.

Drawing from Nature ; a Series of

Progressive Instructions in Sketching, from

Elementary Studies to Finished Views,

with Examples from Switzerland and the

Pyrenees. By George Barnard, Pro-

fessor of Drawing at Kiigby School. With
18 Lithographic Plates and 108 Wood En-
gravings. Imp. 8vo. 25s.

Gwilt's Encyclopaedia of Archi-
tecture. New Edition, revised, with al-

terations and considerable Additions, by
Wyatt Papwortit. Wilh above 350 New
Engravings and Diagrams on Wood by
O. Jewitt, and upwards of 100 other

Woodcuts. 8vo. \_Nearly ready.

Tuscan Sculptors, their Lives,
Works, and Times. With 45 Etchings and

28 Woodcuts from Original Drawings and

Photographs. By Oharijss C. Perkins.

2 vols. imp. 8vo. 63s.

The Grammar of Heraldry : con-

taining a Description of all the Principal

Charges used in Armory, the Signification

of Heraldic Terms, and the Rules to be

observed in Blazoning and Marshalling.

By John E. Cussans. Fcp. with 196

Wood cuts ; 4s. Gd.

The Engineer's Handbook ; ex-

plaining the Principles which should guide

the young Engineer in the Construction of

Machinery. By C. S.Lowndes. Post 8vo. 5s.

The Elements of Mechanism.
By T. M. GooDEVB, M.A. Prof, of Me-
chanics at the R. M. Acad. Woolwich.

Second Edition, with 217 Woodcuts. Post

8vo. 6s. erf.

Tire's Dictionary of Arts, Manu-
factures, and Mines. Re-written and en-

larged by Robert HoNT, F.R.S.,;assisted by
numerous Contributors eminent in Science

and the Arts. With 2,000 Woodcuts. 3 vols.

8vo. \_Nearly ready.

Treatise on Mills and Millwork.
. By W. Fairbaibn, C.E. F.R.S. With 18
'

Plates and 322 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. 32s.

Useful Information for Engineers. By
the same Author. First, Second, and

Tbiri> Series, with many Plates and

Woodcuts. 3 vols, crown 8vo. 10s. 6d. each.

The Application of Cast and WrougM
Iron to Building Purposes. By the same

Author. Third Edition, with 6 Plates and

118 Woodcuts. 8vo. 16.?.

Iron Ship Building, its History
and Progress, as comprised in a Series o(

Experimental Researches on the Laws of

Strain ; the Strengths, Forms, and other

conditions of the Material; and an Inquiry

into the Present and Prospective State of

the Navy, including the Experimental
Results on the Resisting Powers of Arnioar

Plates and Shot at High Velocities. By
W. Fairbaikn, C E. F.R.S. With 4 Plates

and 130 Woodcuts, 8vo. 18s.

Encyclopsedia of Civil Engineer-
ing, Historical, Theoretical, and I'ractical.

By E. Ckesy, C.E. With above 3,000

Woodcuts. Svo. 42«.

The Practical Mechanic's Jour-
nal : An Illustrated Record of Mechanical

and Engineering Science, and Epitome of

Patent Inventions. 4to. price Is. monthly.

The Practical Draughtsman's
Book of Industrial Design. By W. Johs-
SON, Assoc. Inst. C.E. With many hundred

Illustrations. 4to. 28«. 6d.

The Patentee's Manual : a Treatise

on the Law and Practice of Letters Paten:

for the use of Patentees and Inventors. By
J. and J. H. Johkson. Post Svo. 7s. 6cf.

The- Artisan Club's Treatise on
the Steam Engine, in its various Applica-

tions to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation,

Railways, and Agriculture. By J. Bourne,

C.E. Seventh Edition ; with 37 Plates and

546 Woodcuts. 4to. 42s.

A Treatise on the Screw Pro-
peller, Screw Vessels, and Screw Engines,

as adapted for purposes of Peace and War
illustrated by many Plates and Woodcuts.

By the same Author. New and enlarged

Edition in course of publication in 24 Parts,

royal 4to. 2s. 6rf. each.

Catechism of the Steam Engine,
in its various Applications to Mines, Mills,

Steam Navigation, Railways, and Agricul-

ture. By J. Bourne. C.E. With 1 99 Wood-

cuts. Fcp.9s. The Introduction of Recent

Improvements' may be had separately, with

110 Woodcuts, price 3s. Gd.

Handbook of the Steam Engine, by the

B.ame Author, forming a Key to the Cate-

chism of the Steam Engine, with 67 Wood-

cuts. Fcp. 9s.
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The Art of Perfumery ; the History

and Theory of Odours, and the Methods of

Extracting the Aromas of Plants. By
Dr. PiESSE, F.C.S. Third Edition, with

53 'Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 10s. Gd.

Chemical, ITatitral, and Physical Magic,
for Juveniles during the Holidays. By the

same Author. Third Edition, enlarged

with 38 Woodcuts. Fcp. 6s.

Talpa ; or, the Chronicles of a Clay

Farm. By C. W. Hoskyns, Esq. With 24

Woodcuts from Designs by G. Cruik-
SHANK. Sixth Edition. 16mo. 5s. 6d.

History of Windsor Great Park
and Windsor Forest. By Williasi Men-
ZTES, Resident Deputy Surveyor. With 2

Maps and 20 Photographs. Imp. folio, £8 8s.

Loudon's Encyclopsedia of Agri-
culture : Comprising the Laying-out, Im-
provement, and Management of Landed
Property, and the Cultivation and Economy
of the Productions of Agriculture. With
1,100 Woodcuts. 8vo. 31s. 6d

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Gardening

:

Comprising the Theory and Practice of

Horticulture, Floriculture, Arboriculture,

and Landscape Gardening. With 1,000

Woodcuts. Svo. 31s. 6d.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Cottage, Farm,
and Villa Architecture and Furniture. With,
more than 2,000 Woodcuts. Svo. 42s.

Bayldon's Art of Valuing Rents
and Tillages, and Claims of Tenants upon
Quitting Farms, both at Michaelmas and
Lady-Day. Eighth Edition, revised by
J. C. Morton. Svo. 10s. Od.

Religious and

An Exposition of tlie 39 Articles,
Historical and Doctrinal. By E. Harold
Bro-vvne, D.D. Lord Bishop of E\y. Seventh
Edition. Svo. 16s.

The Pentateuch and the Elohistic
Psalms, in Reply to Bishop Colenso. By
the same. Second Edition. Svo. 2s.

Examination-Questions on Bishop
Browne's Exposition of the Articles. By
the Rev. J. Gorle, M.A. Fcp. 3s. 6d.

The Acts of the Apostles ; with a

Commentary, and Practical and Devotional

Suggestions for Readers and Students of the

English Bible. By the Rev. F. C. Cook,
M.A., Canon of Exeter, &c. New Edition,

Svo. 12s. Gd.

The Life and Epistles of St.
Paul. By W. J. Conybeare, M.A. late

Fellow of Trin. Coll. Cantab, and J. S.

Howsos, D.D. Principal of Liverpool Coll.

LiBRART Editiox, with all the Original

Illustrations, Maps, Landscapes on Steel,

Woodcuts, &c. 2 vols. 4to. 48s.

LsTERMEDiATE Editiox, with a Selection

of Maps, Plates, and Woodcuts. 2 vols,

square crown Svo. 31s. 6</.

People's Edition, revised and con-

densed, with 46 Illustrations and Maps.
2 vols, crown Svo. 12s.

The Voyage and Shipwreck of
St. Paul ; with Dissertations on the Ships

and Navigation of the Ancients. B}' James
Smith, F.R.S. Grown Svo. Charts, lOs. 6d.

Moral Works.

Fasti Saeri, or a Key to the
Chronology of the New Testament ; com-
prising an Historical Harmony of the Four
Gospels, and Chronological Tables gene-

rally from B.C. 70 to A.d. 70 : with a Pre-

liminary Dissertation and other Aids. By
Thomas Lewin, M.A. F.S. A. Imp. Svo. 42s.

A Critical and Granamatical Com-
mentary on St. Paul's Epistles. By C. J.

Ellicott, D.D. Lord Bishop of Gloucester

and Bristol. 8vo.

Galatians, Third Edition, 8s. 6d.

Ephesians, Thu-d Edition, 8s. 6rf.

Pastoral Epistles, Third Edition, 10s. 6c?.

Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon,
Third Edition, lOs. 6d.

Thessalonians, Second Edition, 7s. 6d.

Historical Lectures on the Life of
Our Lord Jesus Christ: being the Hnlsean
Lectures for 1859. By the same Author.

Fourth Edition. Svo. 10s. 6rf.

The Destiny of the Creature ; and other
Sermons preached before the University of

Cambridge. By the same. Post Svo. 5s.

The Broad and the Narrow Way ; Two
Sermons preached before the University of

Cambridge. By the same. -.Crown Svo. 2s.

TheGreekTestament ; withNotes,
Grammatical and Exegetical. By the Rev.

W. Webster, M.A. and the Rev. W. F-

Wilkinson, M.A. 2 vols. Svo. £2 4s.

Vol. I. the Gospels and Acts, 20s.

Vol. II. the Epistles and Apocalypse, 24s.
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Rev. T. H. Home's Introduction
to the Oiiliciil Study uud Kuowleilge of tiio

Holy Scriptures. KleveutL Edition, cor-

rected, and extended under careful Editorial

revision. With 4 Maps and 22 Woodcuts
and Facsimiles. 4 vols. 8vo. £3 13«. 6d.

Bev, T. H. Home's Compendious In-
troduction to the Study of the Bible, being

an Analysis of the larger work by the same
Author. Ke-edited by the Rov. John
Ayre, M.A. With Maps, &c. Post 8vo. 9s.

The Treasury of Bible Know-
ledge

;
being a Dictionary of the Books,

Persons, Places, Events, and other Matters

of which mention is made in Holy Scrip-

ture; intended to establish its Authority

and illustrato its Contents. By Rev.
J. Aykk, M.A. With Maps, 15 Plates, and
numerous Woodcuts. Pep. 10s. 6d.

Every-day Scripture Difficulties
explained and illustrated. By J. E. Pres-
COTT, M.A. Vol. I. Matthew and Mark

;

Vol. II. Luke and John. 2 vols. 8vo. 9s. each.

The Pentateuch and Book of
Joshua Critically Examined. By the Right

Eev. J. W. CoLBNSo, CD. Lord Bishop of

Natal. People's Edition, in 1 voL crown
8vo. 6s. or in 5 Parts, is. each.

The Pentateuch and Book of
Joshua Critically Examined, By Prof. A.

KuENEN, of Leyden. Translated from the

Dutch, and edited with Notes, by the Right
Eev. J. W. CoLENSo, D.D. Bishop of Natal.

8vo. 8s. Gd.

The Church andthe World: Essays

on Questions of the Day. By various

Writers. Edited by Eev. Okbt Shtplkt,

M.A. Second Edition, revised. 8vo. 15s,

The Formation of Christendom.
Pakt I. By T. W. Allies, 8vo. 12s.

Christendom's Divisions ; a Philo-

sophical Sketch of the Divisions of the

Christian Family in East and West. By
Edmund S. Ffoulkes, formerly Fellow and
Tutor of Jesus Coll. Oxford. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Christendom's Divisions, Part II,

Greeks and Latins, being a History of their

Dissentions and Overtures for Peace down
to the Reformation, By the same Author,

[^Nearly ready.

The Life of Christ, an Eclectic Gos-
pel, from the Old and New Testaments,

arranged on aNewPrinciple, with Analytical

Tables, &c. By Charles De la Petme,
M.A Revised Edition, 8vo. 5s,

The Hidden Wisdom of Christ
and the Key of Knowledge; or. History of
the Apocrypha. By Eunest De Busskk.
2 vols. 8vo. 28s,

The Temporal Mission of the
Holy Ghost; or. Reason and Revelation.

By the Moat Rov. Archbishop Mansisg.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 8<. Gd.

Essays on Religion and Litera-
ture. Edited by the Most Rev. Arclibiihop

Manxino, 8vo. 10s. GU.

Essays and Reviews. By the Rev.

W. Temple, D.D, the Rev. R. Williams,
B.D. the Rev. I!. Powell M.A. the liev.

H, B. Wilson, B.D. 0. W. Goodwik, M.A.
the Rev. M. Pattisos, B.D. and the Rev.
B.JowETT,M.A 12th Edition. Fcp, 5».

Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History.
MuRDocK and Soahls's Translation and
Notes, re-edited by the Rev. W. Stubbs,
M.A 3 vols. 8vo. 45s,

Bishop Jeremy Taylor's Entire
Works: With Life hy Bishop Hebeb.
Revised and corrected by the Bev. C. P,

Eden, 10 vols. £5 5s,

Passing Thoughts on Religion.
By the Author of 'Amy Herbert.' New
Edition. Fcp. 5s.

Thoughts for the Holy Week, for

Young Persons, By the same Author.

Third Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 2s.

Self-examination before Confirmation.
By the same Author. 32mo. Is. 6d.

Headings for a Month Preparatory to
Confirmation from Writers of the Early and
English Church. By the same. Fcp. 4f.

Headings for Every Day in Lent, com-
piled from the Writings of Bishop Jerejit

Taylor. By the same. Fcp, 5s.

Preparation for the Holy Communion

;

the Devotions chiefly from the works of

Jeremy Taylor. By the same, 32mo. 3s,

Principles of Education drawn
from Nature and Revelation, and Applied

to Female Education in the Upper Classes,

By the same. 2 vols. fcp. 12s. 6d.

The Wife's Manual ; or, Prayers,

Thoughts, and Songs on Several Occasions

of a lilatron's Life. By the Rev. W. Cal-

vert, M.A Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Lyra Domestica ; Christian Songs for

Domestic Edification. Translated from the

Psaltery and Harp of C. J. P. Spitta, and

from other sources, by Richard Massde.

First and Second Series, fcp. 4s. Gd, each.
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Spiritual Songs for the Sundays
and Holidajs throughout tlio Year. By
J. S. B. MoNSELL, LL.D. Vicar of .Egham.

Fourth Edition. Fcp. 4s. 6d.

The Beatitudes : Abasement before God :

Sorrow for Sin ; Meekness of Spirit ; Desire

for Holiness ; Gentleness ;
Purity of Heart

;

the Peace-makers
;

Sufferings for Christ.

By the same. Tliird Edition. Fcp. 3s. Gd.

Lyra Sacra ;
Hymns, Ancient and

Modem, Odes, and Fragments of Sacred

Poetrj'. Edited by the B.ev. B. W. Savilb,

M A. Third Edition, enlarged. Fcp. 5s.

Lyra Germanica, translated from the

German by Miss C. WrsKwoRxn. First

Series, Hymns for the Sundays and Chief

Festivals; Secoto Series, the Christian

Life. Fcp. 3s. Gd. each Series.

Hymns from Lyra Germanica, iSmo. is.

The Chorale Book for England
;

a complete Hymn-Book in accordance with

the Services and Festivals of the Church of

England : the Hymns translated by Miss C.

WiNKWORTH ; the Tunes arranged by Prof.

W. S. Bestsett and Oryo Goldschmtdt.
Fcp. 4to. 12s. Gd.

Congregational Edition, Pep. 2s.

Lyra Eucharistiea
; Hymns and

Versos on the Holy Communion, Ancient
and Modern ; with other Poems. Edited by
the Rev. Orby Shipley, M.A. Second
Edition. Fcp. 7s. Gd.

Lyra Messianica ; Hymns and Verses on
the Life of Christ, Ancient and Modern;
with other Poems. By the same Editor.

Second Edition, enlarged. Fcp. 7s. Gd.

Lyra Mystica ; Hymns and Verses on Saered
Subjects, Ancient and Modern. By the
same Editor. Fcp. 7s. 6d.

The Catholic Doctrine of the
Atonement ; an Historical Inquiry into its

Development in the Church : with an Intro-

duction on the Principle of Theological

Developments. By H. N. Oxenham, M.A.
formerly Scholar of Balliol College, Oxford.

8vo. 8s' Gd.

From Simdayto Sunday; an Attempt
to consider familiarly the Weekday Life

and Labours of a Country Clergyman. By
R. Gee, M.A. Fcp. 5s.

Our Sermons: an Attempt to consider

familiarly, but reverently, the Preacher's

Work in the present day. By the same
Author. Fcp. 6s.

Paley's Moral Philosophy, with

Annotations. By Richard Whately,D.D.
late Archbishop of Dublin. 8vo. 7s.

Travels, Voyages, ^c.

Ice Caves of Prance and Switzer-
land ; a narrative of Subterranean Explora-

tion. By the Rev. G. F. BRO^vNE, M.A.
FeUow and Assistant-Tutor of St. Catherine's

CoU. Cambridge, M.A.C. With 11 Woodcuts.

Sqnare crown 8vo. 124. Gd.

Village Life in Switzerland. By
Sophia D. Delsiard. Post 8vo. 9s. Gd.

How we Spent the Summer; or,

a Voyage en Zigzag in Swtzerland and

Tyrol with some Members of the Axpine

Club. From the Sketch-Book of one of the

Party. Third Edition, re-drawn. In oblong

4to. with about 300 Illustrations, 15s.

Beaten Tracks ; or, Pen and Pencil

Sketches in Italy. By the Authoress of

' A Voyage en Zigzag.' With 42 Plates,

containing about 200 Sketches from Draw-

ings made on the Spot. 8vo. 16s.

Map of the Chain of Mont Blanc,
from an actual Survey in 1863—1864. By
A. Adams-Reillt, F.R.G.S. M.A.C. Pub-
lished under the Authority of the Alpine

Club. In Chromolithography on extra stout

drawing-paper 28in. x 17in. price 10s. or

mounted on canvas in a folding case, 12s. Gd.

Transylvania, its Products and its
People. By Charles Boker. With 5

Maps and 43 Illustrations on Wood and in

Chromolithography. 8vo. 21s.

Explorations in South - west
Africa, from Walvisch Bay to Lake Ngami
and the Victoria Falls. By Thomas Baines,

F.R.G.S. 8vo. with Maps and Illustra-

tions, 21s.

Vancouver Island and British
Columbia ; their History, Resources, and

Prospects. By Matthew Macfie, F,R.G.S.

With Maps and Illustrations. 8vo. 18»."
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History of Discovery in our
Australasian Colonies, Australia, Tasmania,

and New Zealand, from the Earliest Date to

the Present Day. By Williaii Howitt.

With 3 Maps of the Recent Explorations

from Official Sources. 2 vols. 8vo. 20s.

The Capital of the Tycoon ; a

Narrative of a 3 Years' Residence in Japan.

By Sir Kuthekfoud Alcock, K.C.B.

2 vols. 8vo. with nnmerous Illustrations, 42s.

Florence, the New Capital of
Italy. By C. R. \Vki.i>. With several En-

gravings on Wood, from Drawings hy the

Author. Post 8vo.

The Dolomite Mountains. Excur-

sions through Tyrol, Carinthia,Carniola,and

FriuJi in 18G1, 18G2, and 1863. By J.

Gilbert and G. C. CHUKcnii.L, F.R.6.S.

With numerous Illustrations. Square crown

8vo. 21s.

A Lady'sTourHoundMonte Rosa;
including Visits to the Italian Valleys.

With Map and Illustrations. Post 8vo, 14s.

Guide to the Pyrenees, for the use

of Mountaineers. By Charles Packe.

With Maps, &c. and Appendix. Fcp. 6s.

A Guide to Spain. By H. O'Shea.

Post 8vo. with Travelling JNIap, 15s.

Christopher Columbus ;
his Life,

Voyages, and Discoveries. Revised Edition,

with 4 Woodcuts. 18mo. 2s. 6d.

Captain James Cook; his Life,

Voyages, and Discoveries. Revised Edition,

with numerous Woodcuts. ISmo. 2s. Gd.

The Alpine Guide. By Join,- Ball,
M.R.I.A. late President of the Alpine Club.

Post 8vo. with Maps and other Illustrations.

Guide to the Eastern Alps. IJusi rea<i\i.

Guide to the Western Alps, including
Mont Blanc, Monte Rosa, Zermatt, &c,
price 7s. Gt/.

Guide to the Oberland and all Switzer-
land, excepting the Neighbourhood of

Monte Rosa and the Great St. Bernard;

with Lombardy and the adjoining portion

of Tyrol. 7s. 6(/.

Humboldt's Travels and Disco-
veries in South America. Third Edition,

with numerous Woodcuts. 18mo. 2s. 6rf.

1

Narratives of Shipwrecks of the
Royal Na^'y between 1793 and 1857, com-
piled from Official Documents in the Ad-
miralty by W. 0. S. GiLLY; with a Preface

by W. S. GiLLY, D.D. 3d Edition, fcp. os.

A Week at the Land's End.
By J. T. Blight ; assisted by E. H. Rood,
R. Q. Couch, and J. Ralfs. With Map
and 9G Woodcuts. Fcp. 6s. &d.

Visits to Remarkable Places

:

Old Halls, Battle-Fields, and Scenes illus-

trative of Striking Passages in English

History and Poetry. By William Howitt.
2 vols, square crown 8vo. with Wood En-
gravings, 25s.

The Rural Life of England.
By the same Author. With Woodcuts by
Bewick and Williams. Medium 8vo. 12s. 6rf.

Worhs of Fiction.

Atherstone Priory. By L. N. Comtn.

2 vols, post 8vo. 21s.

Ellice : a Tale. By the same. Post Svo. 9s. 6d.

Stories and Tales by the Author
of ' Amy Herbert,' uniform Edition, each

Tale or Story complete in a single volume.

Amy Herbert, 2s. 6d.

Gertrude, 2s. M.
Earl's Daughter,

2s. M.
Experience of Life,

2s. 6ci.

Clevb Hall, 3s. 6<i.

Ivors, 3s. M.

A Glimpse of the "World. By the Author

of ' Amy Herbert,' Fcp. 7s. 6(/.

ELiTHARINE ASHTON,
3s. 6d.

Margaret Perci-
val, 5s.

Laneton Pakson-
AGB, 4s. 6rf.

Ursula, 4s. Gd.

The Six Sisters of the Valleys:

i

an Historical Romance. By W. Brajilet-

I

Moore, M.A. Incumbent of Gerrard's Cross,

Bucks. Fourth Edition, with 14 Illustrations,

j

Crown 8vo. 5s.

!
Gallus ; or, Roman Scenes of the Time

of Augustus : with Xotes and Excursuses

illustrative of the Manners and Customs of

the Ancient Romans. From the German of

Prof. Becker. New Edit. Post Svo. 7s. 6i/.

1

I Charicles ; a Tale illustrative of Private

I

Life among the Ancient Greeks : with Notes

' and Excursuses. From the German of Pr.'

Bf.ckeb, New Edition, Post Svo. 7s. 6rf.
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Icelandic Legends. Collected by

Jon. Aunason. Selected and Translated

from the Icelandic by George E.J. Powell
and E. Magnusson. Second Sekies,

with Notes and an Introductory Essay on

the Origin and Genius of the Icelandic

Folk-Lore, and 3 Illustrations on Wood.
Crown 8vo. 2U.

The Waxden : a Novel. By Anthont
Trollope, Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

]Barcliester Towers: a Sequel to 'The
Warden.' By the same Author. Crown
8vo. 3s. Cd.

I Tales from Greek Mythology.
By George W. Cox, M.A. lato Scholar

of Trin. Coll. Oxon. Second Edition. Square

16mo. 3s. 6d.

ITales of the Gods and Heroes. By the
same Author. Second Edition. Pep. 5s.

13?ales of Thebes and Argos. By the same
Author. Ecp. 4s. 6d.

The Gladiators : a Talo of Rome and
Judaea. By G. J. Wuyte Melville.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

Digby Grand, an Autobiography. By the
same Author. 1 vol. 5s.

Kate Coventry, an Autobiography. By the
same. 1 vol. 6s.

General Boimce, or the Lady and the Lo-
custs. By the same. 1 vol. 5s.

Holmby House, a Tale of Old Northamptou-
shire. 1 vol. 6s.

Good for TTothing, or All Down Hill. By
the same. 1 vol. Us.

The Queen's Maries, a B/omancc of Holy-
rood. By the same. 1 vol. 6s.

The Interpreter, a Tale of the Wajf. By
the same Author. 1 vol. 5s.

Poetry and TJie Drama.

B&oethe's Second Faust. Translated

by John Anster, LL.D. M.R.I.A. Regius

Professor of Civil Law in the University of

Dublin. Post 8vo. 15s.

B?asso's Jerusalem Delivered,
translated iulo English Verse by Sir J.

Kingston James, Kt. M.A. 2 vols. fcp.

with Facsimile, 14s.

Poetical Works of John Edmund
Beade ; with final Revision and Additions.

3 vols. fcp. 18s. or each vol. separately, 6s.

Moore's Poetical "Works, Cheapest

Editions complete in 1 vol. including the

Autobiographical Prefaces and Author's last

Notes, which are still copyright. Crown
8vo. ruby type, -with Portrait, 6s. or

People's Edition, in larger type, 12s. 6d.

flpore's Poetical "Works, as above, Library

Edition, medium 8vo. with Portrait and

Vignette, 14s. or in 10 vols. fcp. 3s. 6rf. each.

Moore's Lalla Rookh, Tenniel's Edi-
tion, with 68 Wood Engravings from

Original Drawings and other Illustrations.

Fcp. 4to. 21s.

loore's Irish Melodies, Macllse's

l .dition, with 161 Steel Plates from Original

Drawings. Super-royal 8vo. 31s. 6</,

Lioiature Edition of Moore's Irish
Melodies, with Maclise's Illustrations, (as

above) reduced in Lithography. Imp.

16mo. 10*. 6rf.

Southey's Poetical Works, with

the Author's last Corrections and copyright

Additions. Library Edition, in 1 vol.

medium 8vo. with Portrait and Vignette,

14s. or in 10 vols. fcp. 3s. 6d. each.

Lays of Ancient Rome ; with Ivry
and the Armada. By the Right Hon. Lord
Macaulay. 16mo. 4s. 6d.

Lord Macaulay's Lays of Ancient
Rome. With 90 Illustrations on Wood,
Original and from the Antique, ftrom

Drawings by G. Scharf. Fcp. 4to. 21«.

Miniature Edition of Lord Macaulay's
Lays of Ancient Rome, with Scharf's Il-

lustrations (as above) reduced in Litho-
graph3\ Imp. 16mo. 10s. Grf.

Poems. By Jean Ingelow. Twelfth
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Poems by Jean Ingelow. A New Edition,

with nearly 100 Illustrations by Eminent
Artists, engraved on Wood by the Brothers
Dalziel. Fcp. 4to. 21s.

Poetical Works of Letitia Eliza-
beth Landon (L.E.L.) 2 vols. IGmo. 10s.

Playtime with the Poets : a Selec-

tion of the best English Poetry for the use

of Children. By a Ladt. Crown 8vo. 6s.
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Bowdler's Family Shakspeare,
cheaper Genuine Edition, complete in 1 vol.

large type, -with 36 Woodcut Illustrationa,

price 14«. or, with the same Illustrations,
in 6 pocket vols. 3s. Qd. each,

Anindines Cami, sive Musarum Can-
tabrigiensium Lusus Ganori. Collegit atque
edidit H. Drury. M.A. Editio Sexta, cu-
ravit H. J. Hodgson, M.A, Crown 8vo,
price 7s. 6d.

The -SJneid ofVirgil Translated into

English Verse. By John Conington,
M.A. Corpus Professor cf Latin in the Uni-
versity of Oxford. Crown 8vo. 9*.

The Iliad of Homer Translated
into Blank Verse. By Ichabod Cuakles
Wright, M.A. late Fellow of Magdalen
Coll. Oxon. 2 vols, crown 8vo. 21s.

The Iliad of Homer in English
Hexameter Verse. By J. Henry Dart,
M.A. of Exeter College, Oxford ; Author
of « The Exile of St. Helena, Newdigate,
1888.' Square crown 8vo. price 2 Is, cloth.

Dante's Divine Comedy, translated

in English Terza Rima by John Dayman,
M.A. [With the Italian Text, after

Brunetti, interpaged.] 8vo, 21«.

Rural Sports, <^c.

Encyclopaedia of Rural Sports ;

a Complete Account, Historical, Practical,

and Descriptive, of Hunting, Shooting,

Fishing, Racing, &c. By D. P, Blaine.
With above 600 Woodcuts (20 from Designs

by John Leech), 8vo. 42s,

Notes on Bifle Shooting. By Cap-
tain Heaton, Adjutant of the Third Man-
chester Rifle Volunteer Corps. Fcp, 2s. 6^.

Col. Hawker's Instructions to
Young Sportsmen in all that relates to Guns
and Shooting. Revised by the Author's Son.

Square crown 8vo. with Illustrations. 18s.

The Rijle, its Theory and Prac-
tice. By Arthur Walker (79th High-
landers), Staff, Hytheand Fleetwood Schools

of Musketry. Second Edition, Crown 8vo.

with 125 Woodcuts, 5s,

TheDead Shot,or Sportsman's Complete
Guide ; a Treatise on the Use of the Gun,
Dog-breaking, Pigeon-shooting, &c. By
Marksman, Fcp, with Plates, 5s.

Hints on Shooting, Fishing, &c.
both on Sea and Land and in the Fresh

and Saltwater Lochs of Scotland. By
C. Idle, Esq. Second Edition. Fcp. 6s.

A Book on Angling : being a Com-
plete Work on every branch of Angling

,

practised in Great Britain. By Francis
Francis. With numerous Explanatory

Plates, coloured and p'ain, and the largett

and most reliable List of Salmon Flies over

published. PostSvo.

The Art of Fishing on the Prin-
ciple of Avoiding Cruelty: being a brief

Treatise on the Most Merciful Jlethods of

Capturing Fish; describing certain ap-

proved Rules in Fishing, used during GO

Years' Practice. By the Rev. 0. Ray-
mond, LL.B. Fcp, 8vo.

Handbook of Angling : Teaching
Fly-fishing, Trolling, Bottom-fishing, Sal-

mon-fishing; with the Natural History of

River Fish, and the best modes of Catching

them. By Ephemera. Fcp. Woodcuts, 5s.

The Fly - Fisher's Entomology.
By Alfred Ronalds, With coloured

Representations of the Natural and Artifi-

cial Insect. Sixth Edition ; with 20

coloured Plates. 8vo. 14s.

The Cricket Field ; or, the History

and the Science of the Game of Cricket. By
Jajies Pycroft,B.A. 4th Edition. Fcp. 6s.

The Cricket Tutor ; a Treatise exclusively

Practical. By the same. 18mo. Is.

Cricketana, By the same Author. "With 7

Portraits of Cricketers. Fcp. 5s.

Youatt on the Horse. Revised and
enlarged by W. Watson, M.R.C.V.S. 8vo,

with numerous Woodcuts, 12s, 6d.

Youatt on tlie Dog. (By the same Author.)
8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, 6s.

The Horse-Trainer's and Sports-
man's Guide: with Considerations on the

Duties of Grooms, on Purchasing Blood

Stock, and on Veterinary Examination.

By Digby Collins. Post 8vo. 6s.

Blaine's Veterinary Art: a Trea-
tise on the Anatomy, Physiology, and
Curative Treatment of the Diseases of the

Horse, Neat Cattle, and Sheep. Seventh
Edition, revised and enlarged by C. Stkel,
M.R.C.V.S.L. 8vo. with Plates and Wood-
cuts, 18s.

On Drill and Manoeuvres of
Cavalry, combined with Horse Artillery.

By Major-Gen. Michael W. Smith, C.B.

commanding the Poonah Diraion of the

Bombay Army. 8vo. 12s. 6d,
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The Horse's Foot,andhow to keep
it Sound. By W. Miles, Esq. 9th Edition,

with Illustrations. Imp. 8vo. 12s. 6(i

A Plain Treatise on Horse-shoeing. By
the same Author. Post 8vo. with Illustra-

tions, 2s. Gd.

Stables and Stable Fittings. By the same.
Imp. 8vo. with 13 Plates, 16s.

Remarks on Horses' Teeth, addressed to
Purchasers. By the same. Post 8vo. Is. 6d.

I

The Dog in Health and Disease.
By Stonehknge. With 70 Wood En-
gravings. New Edition. Square crown
8vo. 10s. 6d.

The Greyhound. By the same Author.
Revised Edition, with 24 Portraits of Grey-
hounds. Square crown 8to. 21«.

The Ox, his Diseases and their Treat-

ment ; with an Essay on Parturition in the

Cow, By J. R. DoBSON, M.R.C.V.S. Crown
8vo. with Illustrations, 7s. 6d.

Commerce, Navigation, and Mercantile Affairs.

The Commercial Handbook of
France; Furnishing a detailed and compre-
hensive account of the Trade, Manufactures,
Industry, and Commerce of France at tlie

Present Time. By Frederick Martin.
With Maps and Plans, including a Coloured
Map showing t!ie Seats of the Principal

Industries. Crown 8vo.

Banking, Currency, and the Ex-
changes: a Practical Treatise. By Arthur
Crump, Bank Manager, formerly of llie

Bank of England. Post 8vo. 6s.

The Theory and Practice of
Banking. By Henry Dunning Macleod,
M.A. Barrister- at-Law. Second Edition,

entirely remodelled. 2 vols. 8vo. 30s.

A Dictionary, Practical, Theo-
retical, and Historical, of Commerce and
Commercial Navigation. By J. R. M'CuL-
LOCH. New Edition in preparation.

Practical Guide for British Ship-
masters to United States Ports. By Pier-
KEPONT Edwards, Her Britannic Majesty's
Vice-Consul at New York. Post 8vo. 8s. Qd.

A Manual for Naval Cadets, By
J. M'Neil Boyd, late Captain R.N. Third
Edition ; with 240 Woodcuts, and 11 coloured
Plates. Post 8vo. 12s. 6<f.

The Law of Nations Considered
as Independent Political Communities. By
Travers Twiss, D.C.L. Regius Professor

of Civil Law in the University of Oxford.
2 vols. 8vo. 30s. or separately, Part I. Peacsy
12s. Part II. War, 18s.

A Nautical Dictionary, defining
the Technical Language relative to the
Building and Equipment of Sailing Vessels
and Steamers, &c. By Arthur Young.
Second Edition ; with Plates and 150 Wood-
cuts. 8vo. 18s.

Works of Utility and

Modern Cookery for Private '

Families, reduced to a System of Easy
;

Practice in a Series of carefully-tested
;

Receipts. By Eliza Acton. Newly re-
!

vised and enlarged ; with 8 Plates, Figures,
'

and 150 Woodcuts. Fcp. 7s. 6d.

On Food and its Digestion ; an
Introduction to Dietetics. By W. Brinton,
M.D. Physician to St. Thomas's Hospital,

&c. With 48 Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 12s.

Wine, the Vine, and the Cellar.
By Thomas G. Shaw. Second Edition,

revised and enlarged, with Frontispiece and
31 Illustrations on W^ood. 8vo. 1 6s.

General Information.

A Practical Treatise on Brewing

;

with Formulae for Public BreAvers, and In-
structions for Private Families. By W.
Black. Fifth Edition. 8vo. 10s. 6rf.

How to Brew Good Beer : a com-
plete Guide to the Art of Brewing Ale,

Bitter Ale, Table Ale, Brown Stout, Porter,

and Table Beer. B^- John Pitt. Revised
Edition. Fcp. 4s. Gd.

The Billiard Book. By Captain
Crawley, Author of 'Billiards, its Theory
and Practice,' &c. With ncarlylOO Diagrams
on Steel and Wood. 8vo. 21s.
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Wliist, What to Lead. By Cam.
Third Edition. 32ino. is.

^

Short Whist. By Major A. The
Sixteenth Edition, revised, with an Essiiy

on the • Theory of the Modern Scientilic

Game by Prof. P. Fcp. 3*. Gd.

Two Hundrod Chess Problems,
j

composed by E. Healky, including the i

Problems to which the Prizes were awarded

by the Committees of the Era, the Man-
chester, the Birmingham, and the Bristol

Chess Problem Tournaments
;
accompanied

by the Solutions. Crown 8vo. with 200

Diagrams, 5s.

The Cabinet Lawyer ; a Popular

Digest of the Laws of England, Civil,

Criminal, and Constitutional. 2'2nd Edition,
{

entirely recomposed, and brought down by
the AuTiroK to the close of the Parliamen-

i

tary Session of 186G. Fcp. IDs. Cd.

The Philosophy of Health ; or, an
Exposition of the Physiological and Sanitary

Conditions conducive to Human Longevity

[
and Happiness. By Southwood Smith,

M.D. Eleventh Edition, revised and en-

larged; with 113 Woodcuts. 8vo. 15s.

Hints to Mothers on the Manage-
ment of their Health during the Period of

Pregnancy and in the L3ang-jn Boom. By
T. Bull, M.D. Fcp. 5s.

The Maternal Management of Children
in Health and Disease. By the same
Author. Fcp. os.

Notes on Hospitals. By Flokence
Nightingale. Third Edition, enlarged;

with 13 Plans. Post 4to. 18».

The Executor's Gruide. By j, c.
HuD.soN. Enl.u gcd iviition, revised by the

Author, with reference to l lie latest reported

Cases and Acts of Parliament. Fcp. (is.

Hudson's Plain Directions for Making
Wills. I'Vp. 2s. Gd.

The Law relating to Benefit
Building Societies; with Practical Obser-

vations on the Act and all the Cases decided

thereon, also a Form of Kules and Forms of

Mortgages. By W. Tidd Phatt, Barrister.

2nd Edition. Fcp. 3». Gd.

C. M. Wmich's Popular Tables
for Ascertaining the Value of Lifehold,

Leasehold, and Church Property, Renewal
Fines, &c. ; the Public Funds ; Annual
Average Price and Interest on Consols from

1731 to 1861 ; Chemical, Geographical,

Astronomical, Trigonometrical Tables, &c.

Post 8vo. 10s.

Thomson's Tables of Interest,
at Three, Four, Four and a Half, and Five

per Cent , from One Pound to Ten Thousand

and from 1 to 365 Days. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

Maunder's Treasury of Know-
ledge and Library of Reference : comprising

an English Dictionary and Grammar, Uni-

versal Gazetteer, Classical Dictionary, Chro-

nology, Law Dictionary, Synopsis of the

Peerage, useful Tables, &c. Fcp. 10s. Gd.

Knowledge for the Young.

The Stepping Stone toKnowledge: '

Containing upwards of 700 Questions and
|

Answers on Miscellaneous Subjects, adapted

to the capacity of Infant Minds. By a

Mother. 18mo. price Is.

The Stepping Stone to Geography:
Containing several Hundred Questions and

Answers on Geographical Subjects. 18mo. Is.

The Stepping Stone to English History:
Containing several Hundred Questions and

Answers on the History of England. Is.

The Stepping Stone to Bible Know-
ledge; Containing several Hundred Ques-

tions and Answers on the Old and New
Testaments. 18mo. Is.

The Stepping Stone to Biography:
Containing several Hundred Questions and

Answers on the Lives of Eminent Men and

Women. 18mo, Is.

!

Second Series of the Stepping
j

Stone to Knowledge: containing upwards

1 of Eight Hundred Questions and Answers

on Miscellaneous Subjects not contained ia

the First Series. 18mo. Is.

The Stepping Stone to French Pronun-
ciation and Conversation : Containing seve-

ral Hundred Que,stions and Answers. By

Mr. P. Sadler. 18mo. Is.

The Stepping Stone to English Gram-
mar : containing several Hundred Questions

and Answers on English Grammar. By

Mr. P. Sadler. 18mo. Is.

The Stepping Stone to Watural History:

Veutkbkatk or Backuoneu Animals.

Part I. Mammalia ; Part II. Bird$,
'

tiles, Fishes. 18mo. Is. each Part
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Autobiography 10

Browne's Ice Caves of France and Switzer-
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Buckle's History of Civilization 2
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• Maternal Management of Children. . 20

Bunsen's Ancient Egypt '2

Bunsen on Apocrypha 14

Burke's Vicissitudes of Families 4
Burton's Christian Church 3

Cabinet Lawyer 20
Calvert's Wife's Manual 14

Campaigner at Home 6

Cats and Fa rlie's Moral Emblems 11

Chorale Book for England 15

Clouoh'3 Lives from Plutarch 2

CoLENso (Bishop) on Pentateuch and Book
of Joshua 14

CoLLiNs's Horse Trainer's Guide 18

Columbus's Voyages 16

Commonplace Philosopher in Town and
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Dictionaries 5

ConYBEARE and Howson's Life and Epistles
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Cox's Tales of the Great Persian War 2
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Tales of the Gods and Heroes 17
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Cresy's Encyclopaedia of Civil Engineering 11

Critical Essays of a Country Parson 6
Crowe's History of France 2
Crump on Banking, &c 19
CussANs's Grammar of Heraldry 12

Da bt's Iliad of Homer ig

D'AuBiONii's History of the Reformation in
the time of Calvin 2

Dayman's Dante's Divina Commedia 18
Dead Shot (The), by Marksman 18
Db la Rive's Treatise on Electricity 8
Delmabd's Village Life in Switzerland.,.. 16
Db la Pbymk's Life of Christ 14
De Morgan on Matter and Spirit 6
De TocauEviLLB's Democracy in America 2
Disraeli's Speeches on Reform 5
DoBsoN on the Ox 19
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Duncan and Millard on Claislfication,
&c. of the Idiotic 11

Dykr'b City of Koine 2

Kdwards's Shipmaster's Guide 19
Elements of Itotnny g
Ellice, u Tale 16
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Information for Engineers . . 12
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Fairbairn on Iron Ship Building 11
Farrar's Chapters on Language 5
FrouLKBs's Christendom's Divisions U
Francis's Fishing Book 18
Froudb'3 History of England 1

Gee's Our Sermons 15
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GiLBERTand Ch urch ill's Dolomite Moun-
tains 16

GiLLY's Shipwrecks of the Navy 16
Goethe's Second Faust, by Anster 17
Goodeve's Elementsof Mechanism 13
Gorle's Questions on Browne's Exposition

of the 39 Articles 13
Grant's Ethics of Aristotle 4
Graver Thoughts of a Country Parson 6
Gray's Anatomy 10
Greene's Corals and Sea Jellies 8

Sponges and Animalculae 8

Grove on Correlation of Physical Forces .. 8
Gwilt's Encyclopaedia of Architecture .... 12

Handbook of Angling, by Ephemera is
Hare on Election of Representatives 5

Harley and Brown's Histological Demon-
strations 10

Hartwig's Harmonies of Nature 8
Sea and its Living Wonders. ... 8
'I'ropical World 8

Haughton's Manual of Geology 8

Hawker's Instructions to Young Sports-
men 18

Heaton's Notes on Rifle Shooting 18

Healey's Chess Problems 20
Helps's Spanish Conquest in America .... 2
Henderson's Folk-Lore 6
Herschel's Essaysfrom Reviews 9

Outlines of Astronomy 7

Hewitt on the Diseases of Women lO

Hodgson's Time and Space 7

Holland's Essays on Scientific Subjects . . 9
Holm es's System of Surgery 10

Hooker and Walker-Arnott's British
Flora
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Hopkins's Hawaii ?
hORNK's Introduction lo the Scriptures. . U

Compendium of the Scriptures.. 14
IIorsley's Manual of Poisons. 9
Hoskvns's Occasional Essays .'. g

Talpa
; 18
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Howitt's Australian Discovery ig

Rural Life of England 16
Visits to Remarkable Places .... 16

Hudson's Directions for Making Wills 10
Executor's Guide 211

Hughes's (W.) Manual of Geography 7
Hullah's History of Modern Music li

Transition Musical Lectures 11
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Sacred Music n

Humboldt's Travels in South America 16
H UM PH RKYs' Sentiments of Shakspeare 1

1

Hutton's Studies in Parliament f,

Hymns from Li/ra Germanica n

Ingelow's Poems 17
Icelandic Legends, Second Series n
Idle's Hints on Shooting is

Jameson's Legends of the Saints and Mar-
ty* n

Legends of the Madonna II

Legends of tlie Monastic Orders 1

1

Jameson and Eastlake's History of Our
Lord 11

Johnson's Patentee's Manual 22

Practical Draughtsman 12
Johnston's Gazetteer, or General Geo-
graphical Dictionary 7

Jones's Christianity and Common Sense .. 7
Jordan's Elements s

Kalisoh's Commentary on the Bible 5
Hebrew Grammar 5

Keller's Lake Dwellings of Switzerland .. 8
Kestevbn's Domestic Medicine 10

Kirby and Spence's Entomology 9

KuENSN on Pentateuch and Joshua 14

Lady's Tour round Monte Rosa IE

Landon's (L. E. L.) Poetical Works 17

Latham's English Dictionary S

Lawrence on Rocks s

Lecky's History of Rationalism 3

Leisure Hours in Town 6

Lewbs's Biographical History cf Philosophy 2

Lewin's Fasti Sacri 13

Lewis on Early Roman History

on Irish Disturbances

on Observation and Reasoning in

Politics

on Political Terms
Lewis's Essays on Administrations

Fables of Babrius
Li DDELLandScoTT's Greek-English Lexicon

Abridged ditto

Life of Man Symbolised 1

LiNDLEY and Moore's Treasury of Botany 1

1
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Loudon's Encyclopsedia of Agriculture .... 13

—^— Gardening 13

Plants 9
— Trees and Shrubs 9

Cottaee, Farm. and Villa Architecture 13 '

LowNDBs's Kngineer's Handbook 12

Lyra Domestica 14

Eucharistica 13

Germanica 11, 15

Messianica 15

Mystica 15— Sacra 15

Macaulay's (Lord) Essays 3

H istory of England 1

Lays of Ancient Rome 17

. Miscellaneous Writings 6

Speeches 5

Works 1

Macfarren's Lectures on Harmony 11

Maclbod's Elements of Political Economy 4

Dictionary of Political Economy 4

Theory and Practice of Banking 1

9

McCnLLOCH's Dictionary of Commerce 18

Geographical Dictionary .... 7

Macfie's Vancouver Island 15

Maquire's Life of Father Matbew 3

Rome and its Rulers 3

Malino's Indoor Gardener 9

Manning on Holy Ghost 14

Marshman's History of India 2

Life of Havelock 3

Martin's Commercial Handbook of France 19

Massey's History of England 1

Massinobkrd's History of the Reformation 3
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Historical Treasury 2
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Treasury of Knowledge 20

Treasury of Natural History . . 9
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Melville's Digby Grand 17

General Bounce 17

Gladiators 17

Good for Nothing 17
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. Interpreter 17
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Queen's Maries 17

Mendelssohn's Letters 3

Menzies' Windsor Great Park 13
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Romans under the Empire 2
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Lalla Rookh 17
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(Dr. G.) First Man 8
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Mental Philosophy 6
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Mozart's Letters 3
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(K. O.) Literature of Ancient
Greece 2
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Mdbe's Language and Literature of Greece 2

New Testament illustrated with Wood En-
gravings from the Old Masters U

Newman's History of his RelijciousOpinions S'

Nightingale's Notes on Hospitals 20

Odlino's Animal Chemistry 9
Course of Practical Chemistry. ... 9
Manual of Chemistry 9

O'Shea's Guide to Spain 16

Owen's Comparative Anatomy and Physio-

logy of Vertebrate Animals 8
Oxbnham on Atonement 15

Packe's Guide to the Pyrenees 16

Pa get's Lectures on Surgical Pathology .. 10

Pereira's Elements of Materia Medica 10

Manual of Materia Medica 10

Perkins's Tuscan Sculptors 12

Phillips's Guide to Geology 8

Introduction to Mineralogy. .. . 8

Piesse's Art of Perfumery 13

Chemical, Natural, and Physical Magic 13

Pitt on Brewing 19

Playtime with the Poets 17

Practical Mechanic's Journal 12

Pratt's Law of Building Societies 20

Prbscott's Scripture Difficulties 14

Proctor's Handbook of the Stars 7

Saturn 7

Pycroft's Course of English Reading .... 5

Cricket Field 18

Cricket Tutor 18

Cricketana 18

Raymond on Fishing without Cruelty 18

Rbade's Poetical Works 1

Recreations of a Country Parson

Rbilly's Map of Mont Blanc L

Rivers's Rose Amateur's Guide
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RoQEHs's Correspondence of Greyson 6
Uclipae of Faith 6
Defence of ditto 6
Kssays from the Eilinbiiryh Review 6
Fulleriunn 6
Reason and Faith 6
(E ) Fiftli-iMonnrchy Man ,,. 3

RoQKT's Thesaurus of English Words and
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RoNALDs's Fly-Fislier's Entomology 18
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Sanoars's Justinian's Institutes 4
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Glimpse of the World 16

History of the Early Church 3
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Preparation for Communion 14
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Thoughts for the Holy Week 14
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—Ursula 16
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Shaw's Work on Wine 19 •

Shedden's Elements of Logic 4

Shipley's Church and the World 14

Short Whist 20

Short's Church History , 3

Sieveking's (Amelia) Life, by Wink-
worth 3

Smith's (Southwood) Philosophy of Health 20

(J.) Paul's Voyage and Shipwreck 13

(G.) Wesleyan Methodism 3
i

(Sydney) Miscellaneous Works .. 6 i

Moral Philosophy 6
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Wit and Wisdom 6

Smith on Cavalry Drill and Manoeuvres. ... 18

Southey's (Doctor) 5
' Poetical Works 17 I

Stanley's History of British Birds 9

Stebbing's Analysis of Mill's Logic 5

Stephen's Essays in Ecclesiastical Bio-

graphy *
Lectures on History of France 2

Stephenson's Life, by Jeaffbeson and

Pole 3

Stepping-Stone (The) to Knowledge, &c. .. 20

STiRLiNG'sSecret of Hegel 6

Btgnehenge on the Dog 19 i

on the Greyhound 19
:

Strange on Sea Air 10

Restoration of Health II
i

Sunday Afternoons at the Parish Church. ... 6

Takso's Jerusalem, by Jahes 17
Taylor's (Jeremy) Works, edited Wy Eden 14
Tbnnbnt'h Ceylon ^

Natural History of Ceylon .... g
VViid Blephant g

Thirlwall's Histnry of Greece 2
Thomson's (Archbishop) Laws of 'I'hought 4

(J.) Tables of Interest 20
Conspectus, by BiRKKTT 10

Todd's Cyclopaidia of Anatomy and Physio-
•ogry 10

and Bowman's Anatomy and Phy-
siology of Man 10

Tuollope's Harchester Towers 17
Warden jy

Twiss's Law of Nations ig
TvNDALL's Lectures on Heat g

Lectures on Sound b

Ure's Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and
Mines '.

Van Der Hoeven's Handbook of Zoology 8
Vaoohan's (R.) Revolutions in English

History
1

(R. A.) Hours with the Mystics 7
Way to Rest 7

Walker on the Rifle jg
Watson's Principles and Practice of Physic 10
Watts's Dictionary of Chemistry 9
Webb's Objects for Common Telescopes .. 7
Webster & Wilkinson's Greek Testament IS
Weld's Florence 15
Wellington's Life, by Bbialmont and
Gleig 3

by Gleig 3
West on Children's Diseases 9
Whately's Euglisb Synonymea 4

Life and (Correspondence 3

Logic 4

Remains 4

Rhetoric 4

Paley's Moral Philosophy .... 15

Whewell's History of the Inductive Sci-

ences 2

Whist, what to lead, by Gam 50

White and Riddle's Latin-English Dic-
tionaries , s

WiLBKRFORCB (W.) RecoUections of, by
Harford S

WiLLicii's Popular Tables 20

Wilson's Bryologia Britannica 9

Windham's Diarv 3

Wood's Homes without Hands 8

Woodward's Historical and Chronological

Encyclopedia , 2

Wbight's Homer's Iliad 18

Yonqe's English-Greek Lexicon S

Abridged ditto 5

Young's Nautical Dictionary 19

Youatt on the Dog 18

on the Horse ' 18
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